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PURPOSE OF CATALOG
The purpose of this catalog is to give a general description of Clemson University and
to provide prospective students with detailed information regarding the various
colleges and departments within the University and curricula offered by the
University. Inasmuch as the educational process necessitates change, the informa-
tion and educational requirements in this catalog represent a flexible program which
may be altered where such alterations are thought to be in the mutual interest of the
University and its students.
The provisions of this catalog do not constitute a contract which may be accepted by
students through registration and enrollment in the University. The University
reserves the right to change without notice any fee, provision, offering or requirement
in this catalog and to determine whether a student has satisfactorily met its
requirements for admission or graduation. The University further reserves the right
to require a student to withdraw from the University for cause at any time.
Kach curriculum shall be governed by the requirements in effect on the date of
enrollment. If a student withdraws from the University and subsequently returns or
does not remain continuously enrolled (summers excluded), the requirements in effect
at the time of return will normally prevail.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY
All colleges and departments establish certain academic requirements that must be
met before a degree is granted. Advisers, department heads and deans are available to
help the student understand and meet these requirements, but the student is
responsible for fulfilling them. If, at the end of a student's course of study, the
requirements for graduation have not been satisfied, the degree will not be granted.
For this reason, it is important for students to acquaint themselves with all academic
requirements throughout their college careers and to be responsible for completing all
requirements within prescribed deadlines and time limits.
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Academic Calendar
FIRSTSUMMER SESSION 1992
May 18, M
Mayl9,Tu
May 20,W
May26,Tu
June 8. M
June 10, Th
June 19, F
June 23, Tu
Walk-thru registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Last day to order diploma for August graduation
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
On-line registration for Second Summer Session ends
Examinations
SECOND SUMMER SESSION 1992
June 29. M
June 30, Tu
Julyl.W
July2,Th
July 6,M
July9,Th
July 11, S
July 24. F
July 31, F
August 5,W
August 8, S
FALL SEMESTER 1992
August 17, M
August 18, Tu
August 19, W
August 20, Th
August 26. W
September 9,W
September 16, W
October 26, M
November 2-3, M-Tu
November 26-27, Th-F
December 7-12, M-S
December 11, F
December 17, Th
SPRING SEMESTER 1993
January 4, M
January 5, Tu
January 6, W
January 12, Tu
January 26, Tu
February 2, Tu
March 12, F
March 15-19, M-F
March 29, M
April 3, S
April 26-May 1, M-S
May7,F
Orientation
Walk thru- registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Holiday
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Classes meet
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
On-line registration for Fall Semester ends
Examinations
Giaduation
Orientation
Walk-thru registration
Late walk-thru registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diploma for December graduation
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades; on-line registration begins
Fall break
Thanksgiving holiday
Examinations
On-line registration for Spring Semester ends
Graduation
Walk-thru registration; orientation
Late walk-thru registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diploma for May commencement
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
Spring break
On-line registration begins
Honors and Awards Day
Examinations
Commencement; on-line registration for First Summer Session ends
FIRSTSUMMER SESSION 1993
May 17,M
MaylS.Tu
May 19,W
May 26,W
June 7, M
June 9,W
June 18, F
June 22, Tu
Walk-thru registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Last day to order diploma for August graduation
Last day to withdraw ft-om class or the
University without final grades
On-line registration for Second Summer Session ends
Examinations
SECOND SUMMER SESSION 1993
June 28,M
June 29, Tu
June 30,W
July 1, Th
July 5,M
July 9, F
July 10, S
JuV22,Th
July 30, F
August 4,W
August 7, S
FALL SEMESTER 1993
Orientatian
Walk-thru registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Holiday
Last day to withdraw frvm class or the
University without record
Classes meet
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
On-line registration for Fall Semester ends
Examinations
Graduation
August 16, M
August 17, Tu
August 18,W
August 19, Th
August 25, W
September 8, W
September 15, W
October 11, M
October 18-19, M-Tu
October 27, W
November 1, M
November 25-26, Th-F
December 6-11, MS
December 10, F
December 16, Th
Orientation
Walk-thru registration
Late walk-thru registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diploma for December graduation
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Preliminary grades due
Fall break
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
On-line registration begins
Thanksgiving holiday
Examinations
On-line registration for Spring Semester ends
Graduation
SPRING SEMESTER 1994
January 10, M
January 11, Tu
January 12, W
Jeinuary 18, Tu
February 1, Tu
February 8, Tu
March 7, M
Mardi 18, F
March 21-25, M-F
April 4, M
April 9, S
May 2-7, MS
May 13, F
Walk-thru registration; orientation
Late walk-thru registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diploma for May commencement
Last day to withdraw fi'om class or the
University without record
Preliminary grades due
Last day to withdraw fi-om class or the
University without final grades
Spring break
On-line registration begins
Honors and Awards Day
Examinations
Commencement; on-line registration for First Summer Session ends
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General Information
HISTORY
When one man of wisdom and foresight can look among the despair of trou-
bled times and imagine what could be, great things can happen. That's what
the University's namesake, Thomas Green Clemson, was able to do in the
post-Civil War days.
He looked upon a South that lay in economic ruin, once remarking that
"conditions are wretched in the extreme" and that "people are quitting the
land." Still, among the ashes he saw hope.
Mr. Clemson envisioned what could be possible if the South's youth were
given an opportunity to receive instruction in scientific agriculture and the
mechanical arts.
He once wrote, "The only hope we have for the advancement of agricul-
ture (in the U.S.) is through the sciences, and yet there is not one single insti-
tution on this continent where a proper scientific education can be obtained."
When he was president of the Pendleton Farmers Society in 1866, Mr.
Clemson served on a committee whose purpose was to promote the idea of
founding an institution for "educating the people in the sciences" and "which
will in time secure permanent prosperity."
When he died on April 6, 1888, it set in motion a series of events which
marked the start of a new era in higher education in the state of South Caro-
lina, especially in the study of science, agriculture, and engineering.
Mr. Clemson's passing set the stage for the founding of the university
which bears his name—the beginning of a true "people's university" which
opened the doors of higher education to all South Carolinians, rich and poor
alike.
In his will, Mr. Clemson bequeathed the Fort Hill plantation and a consid-
erable sum from his personal assets for the establishment of an educational
institution of the kind he envisioned. He left a cash endowment of approxi-
mately $80,000 as well as the 814-acre Fort Hill estate, to South Carolina for
such a college. The biggest obstacle in the creation of an agricultural col-
lege—the initial expense—was removed by Mr. Clemson's bequest.
In November 1889, Governor Richardson signed the bill accepting Thom-
as Clemson's gift. Soon after, a measure was introduced to establish the
Clemson Agricultural College, with its trustees becoming custodians of Mor-
rill Act and Hatch Act funds made available for agricultural education and
research purposes by federal legislative acts.
The founding of Clemson Agricultural College supplanted the South Caro-
lina College of Agriculture and Mechanics, which had opened in Columbia
in 1880.
Today, more than a century later, the University is much more than its
founder ever could have imagined or hoped for. With its diverse learning
and research facilities, the University provides an educational opportunity
not only for the people of the State, as Mr. Clemson dreamed, but for
10
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thousands of young men and women throughout the country and the world.
This confirmed bachelor came to the foothills of South Carolina when he
married Anna Maria Calhoun, daughter of South Carolina's famous states-
man John C. Calhoun.
Born in Philadelphia, Mr. Clemson was educated at schools both in the
United States and France, where he attended lectures at the Royal School of
Mines, studied with prominent scientists in the private laboratories of the
Sorbonne Royal College of France, and received his diploma as an assayer
from the Royal Mint in Paris.
Mr. Clemson, then in his mid-20s, returned to America greatly influenced
by his European studies. He became a great advocate of the natural sciences,
achieving a considerable reputation as a mining engineer and a theorist in
agricultural chemistry. He also was a gifted writer whose articles were pub-
lished in the leading scientific journals of his day, an artist and a diplomat
who represented the U.S. government as charge' d'affaires to Belgium for al-
most seven years.
Mr. Clemson had a lifelong interest in farming and agricultural affairs.
He served as the nation's first superintendent of agricultural affairs (prede-
cessor to the present secretary of agriculture position) and actively promoted
the establishment and endowment of the Maryland Agricultural College in
the 1850s.
Although he is remembered today for these accomplishments, Thomas
Clemson made his greatest historical contribution when, as a champion of
formal scientific education, his life became intertwined with the destiny of
educational and economic development in South Carolina. Although he nev-
er lived to see it, his dedicated efforts culminated in the founding of Clemson
Agricultural College.
At the time of his death, Mr. Clemson was living at the Fort Hill home-
place (the John C. Calhoun Mansion), which today is a National Historic
Landmark and provides a historic centerpiece for the Clemson University
campus. He had inherited the house and plantation lands of his famous
father-in-law, Senator Calhoun, upon the death of Mrs. Clemson in 1875.
Clemson College formally opened in July 1893, with an enrollment of 446.
From the beginning, the college was an all-male military school. It re-
mained this way until 1955, when the change was made to "civilian" status
for students and Clemson became a coeducational institution. In 1964, the
college was renamed Clemson University as the state legislature formally
recognized the school's expanded academic offerings and research pursuits.
On November 27, 1989, the University observed the 100th anniversity of
the State's acceptance of the terms and conditions of Mr. Clemson's bequest.
THE CAMPUS
The University campus, located on the former homestead of statesman John
C. Calhoun, consists of approximately 1,400 acres. Located in the foothills of
the Blue Ridge Mountains, the campus has an elevation of 800 feet above sea
level and commands an excellent view of the mountains to the north and
west, some of which attain an altitude of over 5000 feet.
The Southern Railway and U. S. Highways 76 and 123 provide easy access
to the city of Clemson and to the University.
Campus architecture is a pleasing blend of traditional and modem factli-
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ties enhanced by a beautiful landscape of towering trees, grassy expanses,
and flowering plants and shrubs. Present academic and administrative
buildings and contents on campus represent an insured value of $627 mil-
lion. Over 32,000 acres of forestry and agricultural lands, devoted to re-
search, public service, and 4-H activities throughout the state are part of
Clemson University's real estate holdings. Fort Hill, the former home of
John C. Calhoun inherited by Thomas Clemson, and the Hanover House (lo-
cated on East Campus), are listed on the National Register of Historical
Places and are open to the public.
The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library and its reflection pond are a domi-
nant feature of the main campus. The library houses over 1,500,000 books,
microforms, periodicals, and other research materials. The nearby outdoor
theater provides a centrally located meeting place for University students
and alumni.
The Strom Thurmond Institute, located south of the library, was dedicated
on April 22, 1989. This building houses institute offices, Senator Thurmond's
offices, papers, and memorabilia, and special collections once exhibited in
Cooper Library. The Institute is part of an instructional and public-service
center that in the future will include a Performing Arts Center (under con-
struction) and a Continuing Education/Conference Center.
Several campus facilities support the departments of the College of Engi-
neering. Riggs Hall currently houses Electrical and Computer Engineering
and Mechanical Engineering; Rhodes Engineering Research Center
—
Bioengineering and Environmental Systems Engineering; Olin Hall
Ceramic Engineering; Earle Hall—Chemical Engineering; Freeman Hall
Industrial Engineering; Lowry Hall—Civil Engineering; and McAdams
Hall—Agricultural and Biological Engineering, jointly administered by the
Colleges of Engineering and Agricultural Sciences. A new academic facility
of approximately 100,000 gross square feet is in the design phase. When
completed, the Engineering Innovation Center will house Electrical and
Computer Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.
The Division of Agriculture and Natural Sciences has teaching and re-
search facilities in Barre Hall, Lehotsky Hall, Long Hall, McAdams Hall,
Newman Hall, the Poole Agricultural Center, and the new, sophisticated
Toxicology Research Laboratory. Clemson University sells its famous bleu
cheese, ice cream, and other prime agricultural products to the public at the
Agricultural Sales Center in Newman Hall. The new T. Ed Garrison Show-
and-Sell Arena houses livestock sales, shows, and rodeos. The facility seats
approximately 5,000 spectators.
The College of Forest and Recreation Resources manages forestry re-
search lands in Oconee, Pickens, and Anderson Counties. The Outdoor La-
boratory, bordering Lake Hartwell, has cabins, recreational buildings, a cen-
tral lodge and open-air facilities. This laboratory provides an invaluable
teaching and research tool for the Department of Parks, Recreation, and
Tourism Management. The Clemson University Botanical Garden, located
on East Campus, is an excellent teaching and research resource and a plea-
surable location to enjoy the beauty of the piedmont region of South Carolina.
Long Hall, Jordan Hall, Kinard Laboratory, Martin Hall, and Hunter La-
boratory for Chemistry contain the teaching and laboratory facilities of the
College of Sciences.
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The College of Nursing Center, built in 1978, is between Strode Tower and
Schilletter Dining Hall. Redfem Health Center, a student health service and
infirmary, contains eleven beds and also serves as an out-patient clinic.
Lee Hall houses the College of Architecture. The College of Liberal Arts,
housed in Strode Tower, has classrooms and laboratories located in Daniel
Hall, historical Hardin Hall, Martin Hall, and Brackett Hall. The Brackett
Hall renovation (under construction) will provide expanded academic and
administrative space for the College of Liberal Arts.
The College of Commerce and Industry continues its rapid growth. Sir-
rine Hall and the Clemson Apparel Research Facility contain the college's
academic, administrative, and research space. Historical Tillman Hall
houses the College of Education and the Clemson University Visitors Center.
Fike Recreation Center contains handball and basketball courts, a swim-
ming pool and diving tank, and multipurpose rooms that support a variety of
student programs. Outdoor and indoor tennis courts on West Campus, in-
tramural fields and a golf practice range also provide students, faculty, and
staff access to recreational facilities.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY MISSIONS STATEMENT
Clemson University is the scientifically oriented institution of higher educa-
tion established by the citizens of South Carolina to preserve, enhance, inter-
pret, and disseminate the body of human knowledge. As a publicly assisted,
comprehensive land-grant institution, Clemson serves the State, the nation
as a whole, and the international community through teaching, research,
and public service activities.
The original philosophy guiding the University's mission appeared in the
enabling legislation of the Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862, the will of Thom-
as Green Clemson which calls for the establishment of a "high seminary of
learning," and the Act of Acceptance by the General Assembly of the State of
South Carolina. Subsequent broadening of the general mission occurred
with the passage by Congress of the Hatch Act of 1887, the Smith-Lever Act
of 1914, and National Sea Grant Act of 1966. Further refinements are elabo-
rated in the South Carolina Master Plan for Higher Education set forth in
1979 by the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education and through
the focus of the Second Century Plan initiated by the University in 1986.
To fulfill its historic, expanded, and evolving mission, Clemson offers un-
dergraduate and graduate programs within nine colleges and a graduate
school to a diversified on-campus student body and to a variety of audiences
through continuing education courses on and off campus. The institution's
role within the State of South Carolina is fulfilled through its mandated
thrusts in agriculture and natural resources, architecture, engineering, tex-
tiles, basic sciences and technologies, and through an expanded role which
also addresses the State's cultural and economic needs through emphases in
health sciences, business, education, and the liberal arts. Clemson Universi-
ty's response to public service is dynamic and unique. It is reflected through
the expertise of each of its colleges, the S. C. Experiment Station, the Clemson
University Cooperative Extension Service, and numerous regulatory pro-
grams which provide technical assistance, continuing education, technology
transfer, and extension activities commensurate with life in a changing
world and a global society.
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The fulfillment of Clemson's mission rests, in large measure, with its fa-
culty, who, individually, collectively, and in cooperation with all University
personnel gather, interpret, and disseminate knowledge; generate new
knowledge independently and in conjunction with colleagues and students;
stimulate creative thought and expression; foster speculative and critical
thought; groom leaders; initiate progressive change; prepare students to cope
with the world as it is, contribute to developing a better world, and appreciate
the interconnectedness of modem life; and advance the common good by an-
ticipating and devising new solutions for intellectual, scientific, social, and
technical problems.
As stewards to taxpayers, alumni, donors, and students, Clemson Univer-
sity will husband its resources; engage in strategic planning; implement, di-
rect, and review authorized programs, modifying goals and operations as
deemed necessary; and assess student, faculty, and administrative perfor-
mance regularly and in accordance with norms upheld by both the Univer-
sity's evaluative procedures and those of appropriate professional societies.
ACCREDITATION
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award the Bachelor's, Mas-
ter's, Specialist, and Doctor's degrees. Curricula are accredited by Accredi-
tation Board for Engineering and Technology, American Assembly of Colle-
giate Schools of Business, Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, Council
on Accreditations of the National Recreation and Park Association, National
Architectural Accrediting Board, National Association of State Directors of
Teacher Education and Certification, National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, and Society of American
Foresters. Documentation of accreditation may be reviewed in the college
deans' offices.
LIBRARIES
Current resources and facilities of Clemson's libraries make Clemson one of
the most important research institutions in the Southeast. Today, the librar-
ies have a collection of over one and a half million items. Outstanding collec-
tions of journals, books, and primary research materials have been devel-
oped in many areas, especially agriculture, natural and physical sciences,
economics and technology. In the social sciences, particularly strong manu-
script collections have been developed around the papers of Vice President
John C. Calhoun, South Carolina Governor James F. Byrnes, and Senator
Edgar A. Brown. These and other resources are drawn on by scholars from
all over the United States, Japan, and Europe. The library holds the papers
of South Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond, many of which are available
for research.
Extensive use of the collection is made by borrowers from many parts of
the Southeast through modern, efficient techniques. The libraries have a
computerized catalog and circulation system called LUIS. This makes the
collections available for searching by terminals inside and outside the library
and also provides accurate circulation control. The University libraries are
linked by other computer terminals to more than 6,000 libraries through
OCLC, Inc., for cataloging and inter-library loan services. Online biblio-
graphic retrieval is available through DORIS, with more than 15 databases
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mounted locally. In addition, the powerful database searching capabilities of
BRS, Lockheed and SDC search services are available through do-it-
yourself search and mediated searches. A remote center with terminals ac-
cessing the Clemson mainframe computer is available in the library as well
as a microcomputer laboratory.
In addition to the Robert M. Cooper Library, the University libraries
consist of Emery A. Gunnin Architectural Library in Lee Hall; Special
Collections Unit, holding rare books, manuscripts and University archives,
located in the Strom Thurmond Institute building.
Except for adjustments in scheduling during holiday periods, Cooper
Library is open Monday-Thursday, 7:45 a.m.-12:00 a.m.; Friday, 7:45 a.m.-
6:00 p.m.; Saturday, 11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.; and Sunday, 12:00 noon-12:00
a.m. Library policy requires that all students must present valid I.D. cards to
check out library materials. New students are encouraged to visit with staff
at the reference desk at any time to receive assistance with learning about
the Library and to ask questions about collections, services, and policies.
COMPUTING FACILmES
The Clemson University Division of Computing and Information Technolo-
gy (DCIT) supports student coursework, research, and administrative data
processing requirements of the University using a sophisticated network of
computers. These include an HDS AS/EX-80 mainframe computer, several
VAX computers, ranging in size from the Micro VAX II to VAX 8820, and
numerous microcomputers. Computer centers are maintained in the Poole
Agricultural Center and in the Information Technology Center in the Clem-
son Research Park. Remote sites containing a variety of computers, termi-
nals, and peripheral equipment are maintained in Martin, Daniel, Lee, Low-
ry, Jordan, Kinard, Hunter Halls and Cooper Library. Dial-up telephone
numbers are available for local as well as national and international net-
work access. Clemson is the South Carolina node for SURAnet, through
which universities in the State can gain access to the national supercomput-
er network. DCIT performs research, development, and public service pro-
jects through its Information Systems Development group.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMSAND SERVICES
Clemson University provides a number of opportunities for students to gain
a global perspective, increase their knowledge of other countries and lan-
guages, and develop cross-cultural sensitivities.
International Student Exchange Program (ISEP) allows an undergradu-
ate student to register and pay tuition, fees, and room and board at Clemson
Universtiy and to enroll for a semester or year at one of more than seventy
universities worldwide. As an ISEP participant, one enrolls as a regular stu-
dent at the host institution takes the same courses, and participates in the
same activities as regularly enrolled students at the foreign institution.
Transfer credit is available upon approval. Application deadlines are nor-
mally in February.
Clemson University colleges that participate in studies abroad include
Commerce and Industry, Engineering, and Liberal Arts. The College of
Architecture offers a program in Italy for Architecture majors. In addition,
there are a variety of excellent opportunities for study abroad under the
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sponsorship of other United States colleges and international organizations.
For more information about the programs above, contact either the Office
of International Programs and Services, E-201 Martin Hall; the Vice Pro-
vost for Undergraduate Studies, 209 Sikes Hall; or any of the colleges above.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
The Cooperative Education Program is a planned program in which stu-
dents at the University combine alternate periods of academic study and
periods of related work with a participating business, industry, agency, or or-
ganization. The work periods normally take place during the sophomore
and junior years (including summers), while the freshman and senior years
are spent in full-time study.
Students qualify for participation in the Cooperative Education Program
by satisfactory completion of thirty semester hours of academic work.
Transfer students may qualify in one semester. Three, four, or five co-op
work periods are projected and included in each student referral. Usually
two students from the same academic area are paired to fill a full-time work
position with a participating employer. While one student is at work, the
other is enrolled in classroom study at the University.
Students enrolled in the Cooperative Education program pay a registra-
tion fee of $15 each semester or summer session which coincides with their
work period. That fee enables students to maintain student status and par-
ticipate in student activities and services that are normally associated with
being enrolled at the University. However, the fee does not cover the cost of
tuition for academic courses, health service, or any of the other benefits nor-
mally associated with the standard University fee. In responding to insu-
rance, tax, loans, and other questionnaires about status, the University clas-
sifies a student on work assignment to be a full-time continuing student. The
work assignment is considered an integral part of the student's education,
but no academic credit is awarded for this experience.
The Cooperative Education Program is offered to students enrolled in aca-
demic departments or programs in the Colleges of Agricultural Sciences, Ar-
chitecture, Commerce and Industry, Education, Engineering, Forest and
Recreation Resources, Liberal Arts, and Sciences.
SOUTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
The mission of the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station
(SCAES) is to develop knowledge through research that will provide the
database of information which South Carolina's citizens require to make
intelligent decisions on matters concerning agriculture, natural resources,
and the rural environment. i Over the years, Experiment Station scientists
have made significant contributions to agriculture, from the development of
an effective fowl cholera vaccine to the development of commerically
successful crop varieties. They work in new scientific areas such as
packaging, ornamental horticulture, aquaculture, genetic engineering, and
biotechnology.
iWith the counsel of its recently organized Advisory Board, three distinct thrust areas—^Agricultural productivity,
quality rural environment, and agribusiness development, and three measurable success criteria—knowledge develop-
ment and utilization, professional development, and public trust enhancement—have been identified for the SCAES.
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The SCAES began in 1886 when the State's General Assembly established
the Agricultural Farms and Station at the University of South Carolina in
Columbia. In 1889, this research facility was renamed the South Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station and was moved to the Clemson Agricultu-
ral College. Th*^ SCAES now funds scientists and research projects in nu-
merous departments and colleges throughout Clemson University. In addi-
tion, four research and education facilities are located in Blackville,
Florence, Charleston, and Columbia.
The SCAES's annual budget of approximately $25 million finances the ef-
forts of about 121 research scientists (FTE) and 264 support personnel
(FTE). Nearly 12,000 acres are involved in research activities.
CLEMSON UNIVERSriYFOUNDATION
The Clemson University Foundation is a nonprofit organization which solic-
its, manages, and administers gifts made from private sources to the aca-
demic programs at Clemson University.
Originally chartered in 1933, it was restructured in 1987 to more effec-
tively serve the overall Institutional Advancement program at the Universi-
ty.
There are 29 voting members of the Board of Directors who oversee the
Foundation's activities. At least 16 of the 24 elected directors are alumni of
the University. Other voting directors include the president and vice
president of the Clemson University Alumni Association and the president
and the vice president of IPTAY. The president of Clemson University, the
vice president for Institutional Advancement, the vice president for Business
and Finance, and the associate vice president for Development and the
directors of Gift: Management and Information Systems serve as ex-officio
directors. The vice president for Institutional Advancement serves as the
executive officer for the Foundation.
The Foundation operates with a heavy emphasis on an effective commit-
tee structure that reports through an executive committee to the full board.
An administrative division that directs its attention to real estate, invest-
ments, policy and bylaws and nominations. A fund-raising division oversees
committees responsible for the Clemson Loyalty Fund; planned gift:s; major
gifts and corporate and foundation solicitation. Working directly with the
executive committee is an executive committee for The Campaign for
Clemson.
Market value of the assets of the foundation as of June 1991 was approxi-
mately $40 million.
CLEMSONALUMNIASSOCIATION
The Clemson Alumni Association has been recognized on numerous occa-
sions over its history as one of the top such organizations in the country. The
mission of the Alumni Association includes three primary actions: serving,
involving, and informing. The Association stresses service to its 60,000-plus
alumni and to a student body of 16,000. Regular programs designed to
strengthen the high loyalty and great interest that alumni have in their
Alma Mater are conducted both on and off campus. Some 80 Clemson Clubs
are located throughout the United States, and Clemson graduates are
located in every state and most foreign countries throughout the
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world. Reunions, student alumni programs, and continuing education pro-
grams also form the basis for a varied array of services to benefit Clemson
and Clemson alumni.
All functions and services of the National Clemson Alumni Association are
coordinated out of offices located in the Clemson Alumni Center, a campus
focal point that was built, furnished, and equipped entirely by gifts from
alumni, especially for that purpose. Accurate records of addresses, employ-
ment, and biographical information are kept on alumni of the Institution as
well as on thousands of former students who express a desire to be involved
with the University and its alumni program.
A regular publication program keeps active alumni, friends, and parents
aware of what Clemson is doing through its outstanding programs in teach-
ing, research, and public service. The Clemson World magazine is pub-
lished quarterly and the Clemson World News tabloid is also published quar-
terly.
Traditional programs such as the Alumni Distinguished Service Awards,
Professorships, R. F. Poole, Frank Jervey, and Alumni Presidential Scholars;
and awards for distinguished teaching, outstanding research, and high pub-
lic service are recognized as the most prestigious of their kind on campus.
Alumni are continually involved in developing new sources of enhancement
for the educational programs of the University.
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
The Departments of the Army and the Air Force both maintain ROTC units
at Clemson University. Their mission is to produce officers of high quality to
pursue both technical and nontechnical careers in the U.S. Army and Air
Force. Both two- and four-year programs are available. The four-year pro-
gram consists of the basic course for freshmen and sophomores and the ad-
vanced course for juniors and seniors.
Scholarships are available to selected ROTC students. Each scholarship
pays for tuition, books, and laboratory expenses, in addition to $100 per
month during the school year. Nonscholarship advanced cadets also receive
$100 per month. Basic course credit may be awarded to students having one
or more years of military service.
Selected advanced Air Force cadets receive flight training at government
expense.
Cadets who complete the Advanced or Professional Course and satisfy
commissioning requirements as established by law and/or regulations are
appointed Second Lieutenants. Ample opportunity exists for graduate study
in both services, with temporary deferments possible.
GRADUATE STUDY
Programs leading to graduate degrees from Clemson University are availa-
ble in nine colleges—Agricultural Sciences, Architecture, Commerce and
Industry, Education, Engineering, Forest and Recreation Resources, Liberal
Arts, Nursing, and Sciences.
For information concerning advanced degrees see The Graduate School
Announcements which may be obtained from the University Graduate
School.
Admission
Admission to the University is competitive and is based primarily upon high
school curriculum, grades, class standing, and Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) or American College Testing Program (ACT) scores. An applicant's
intended major and state residency also receive consideration. To apply for
admission candidates must submit a high school transcript through their
counselor and have results of the SAT or ACT sent directly from the testing
agency. In addition, all South Carolina public senior colleges and universities
require that applicants for freshman admission complete the following
courses in high school:
English Four credits are required, including at least two having strong
grammar and composition components, at least one in English literature,
and at least one in American literature. Completion of college preparatory
English I, II, III, and IV will meet these requirements.
Social Studies Three credits are required, including one unit of American
history. One-half unit of government and one-half unit of economics are
also strongly recommended.
Mathematics Three credits are required, including Algebra I and II. Ge-
ometry is strongly recommended as the required third unit. A fourth unit is
recommended but not required.
Laboratory Science Two credits are required, including at least one unit
each of two laboratory sciences chosen from biology, chemistry, or physics. A
third unit of a laboratory science is strongly recommended.
Foreign Language Two credits from the same foreign language are re-
quired.
PE/ROTC One credit in either physical education or ROTC is required.
Other One credit is required in advanced mathematics or computer
science or a combination of these; or one unit of world history, world geogra-
phy, or Western Civilization.
The SAT or ACT examination scores, rank in class, academic preparation,
and recommendation of the high school counselor will be weighed carefully
in the decision-making process. The applicant's acceptance will be con-
firmed upon presentation of a final high school transcript indicating contin-
ued academic progress and graduation.
Appeals Any freshman or transfer candidate who is denied admission may
appeal for reconsideration provided the student: (1) presents new informa-
tion, such as improved grades and/or class rank, improved SAT or ACT
scores, or College Board Achievement Test scores; and (2) submits a letter
outlining their rationale for the appeal. All appeals will be reviewed by the
Office of Admissions. In some instances, appeals will be referred to the Ad-
missions Exceptions Committee.
Admissions Exceptions If it is not possible to make a positive decision on the
basis of previous academic performance and SAT or ACT scores, other
factors such as special talents or high school profile may be considered.
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Where appropriate, the Office of Admissions will refer such cases to the
Admissions Exceptions Committee.
Transfer Admission All transfer applicants must have original transcripts
of their records sent to Clemson directly from each college or university at-
tended. Unless so stated on the transcript, the candidate should present
statements of honorable dismissal and of eligibility to return to the institution
last attended. Generally, only candidates who have accumulated 30 semes-
ter (45 quarter) hours of work with a cumulative average of C+ will be con-
sidered for admission. SAT scores are required of some transfer students,
and high school transcripts may be required in a few instances. Candidates
concerned will be notified individually if either or both of these credentials
are needed.
Special Student Status The special student classification is designed for high
school graduates or persons at least 19 years of age who have no interest in
pursuing a degree. It is not a "trial admission" status or one for candidates
who apply too late to submit credentials for consideration for regular admis-
sion. Applicants denied regular admission to Clemson are not eligible to ap-
ply as special students.
None of the usual credentials supporting an application are required of
such applicants. A maximum of 18 undergraduate credit hours can be tak-
en during the regular semester or summer sessions. Although it is possible to
enroll in immediately succeeding semesters until the cumulative maximum
of 18 credit hours is taken, students must submit a new application for each
entrance period. Moreover, preregistration is prohibited, inasmuch as regu-
lar Clemson students have priority for enrollment in all courses.
Application Forms and Dates Application forms may be obtained by writing
to the Office of Admissions, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina
29634-5124. Application forms and catalogs for all 1993 entry dates are
available beginning September 1992. Preliminary application forms are
available anytime for those who wish to be included in the September mail-
ing, and freshman candidates are especially encouraged to submit prelimi-
nary applications and sit for the SAT or ACT during the spring semester of
theirjunior year.
While there is no deadline for submitting an application, candidates should
understand that admission is closed when all classroom space has been com-
mitted. The majority of freshman admission decisions are reached during
the period November through March. Transfer students seeking entrance
in August usually are notified between February and July. Candidates must
submit a nonrefundable fee of $25 with their applications. This fee is not ap-
plicable toward tuition and/or other University fees.
Admissions Deposit With the exception of certain University scholarship
recipients, all accepted candidates are required to submit a $100 admissions
deposit. This deposit is applicable toward tuition and other University fees.
Housing All freshmen entering in 1992 will be offered on-campus housing.
New transfer students entering Clemson in 1992 will be offered University
housing if space is available. With the exception of certain scholarship recip-
ients, all students offered on-campus housing will be required to submit a $95
housing deposit. This deposit is applicable toward University housing fees.
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Candidates receiving housing contracts must complete and return the
form with a $95 housing deposit in accordance with the due date stated.
Those returning these items who subsequently are accepted for admission
are guaranteed housing. The $95 deposit will be refunded to students who
reserved housing but are denied admission to the University.
Entrance Examinations All freshman candidates and some transfer stu-
dents must submit scores for either the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or the
American College Testing Program (ACT). In most cases, students trans-
ferring from accredited colleges need not submit SAT or ACT scores if they
have earned thirty or more transferable semester hours with a C+ or great-
er average, based on a four-point grading system. Those enrolled in techni-
cal programs at technical and community colleges usually will be required to
submit SAT or ACT scores.
For August enrollment, it is recommended that students complete the SAT
or ACT no later than the preceding December.
Candidates who have completed the required tests previously may have
their scores reported to Clemson by directing a request to the College Board
or the American College Testing Program. Others may secure an applica-
tion for these tests from their local high school or from the College Board's
Office, CN 6200, Princeton, NJ 08541-6200 or American College Testing,
Box 168, Iowa City, lA 52243. Copies of student reports and those submitted
by third parties, such as high schools and colleges, are not acceptable.
College Board Achievement Tests For academic placement, the majority of
prospective freshmen are required to take at least one College Board
Achievement Test: Mathematics, Level II. Although most decisions are
reached without benefit of achievement test results, these scores sometime
improve one's chances for admission. For applicants attending high schools
that do not compute class rank, it may be helpful to take English and one
other achievement test, in addition to Mathematics, Level II by January of
the senior year.
Mathematics For students beginning in curricula that require MTHSC
101, 102, 106, or 119 or those majoring in Prephysical Therapy, the College
Board Mathematics Achievement Test, Level II or Level lie is required. The
College Board Advanced Placement (AP) examination in Calculus is the
only recognized substitute. Failure to sit for one of these tests will result in
placement in remedial work that will not apply toward mathematics re-
quirements.
Language Applicants desiring advanced placement in a foreign language
may take the College Board's Achievement Test, the Advanced Placement
Examination, or a test administered during summer orientation by the De-
partment of Languages at Clemson. Advanced placement on the basis of a
College Board Achievement Test begins with a score of 450 or higher and en-
ables students to exempt one or more semesters, depending on the score
earned. Credit will be awarded after completion of a higher-level (qualify-
ing) course at Clemson with a grade ofC or better.
Credit by Examination Students may receive college credit by completing
one of the following examinations:
Advanced Placement Program The College Board Advanced Placement
Program (AP) provides an opportunity for highly motivated high school stu-
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dents to begin their college careers during the last year or two of high school.
AP participants take college-level courses taught in their high schools, sit for
nationally administered examinations in the subjects concerned, and submit
test scores to Clemson for credit. Credit is awarded to those earning scores of
3, 4, or 5 on the AP examinations.
CoUcifc Board Credit Allowed
Advanced Placement Examination AP Score Toward Degree Credits
ECONOMICS
Microeconomics 3,4.6 ECON 200
MacroeconomicB i,*.6 ECON200
ENGLISH
CompoBltion and Literature 3.4,6 ENGL 101. 102
Language and Composition a. 4,6 ENGL 101. 102
GOVERNMENT
American Government 3.4.6 POSClOl
Comparative Government 3.4.6 POSC103
HISTORY
American History 3,4.6 HIST 101. 102
European History 3.4,6 HIST 173
HUMANITIES
Music Theory 3^4.6 MUSIC 205. 206
Music Literature 314.6 MUSIC 210
Art History 3.4,6 CAAH303
Studio Drawing 3.4.6 ART 205
General Studio 3.4.6 ART 203
LANGUAGES
French Language 3.4.6 PR 101. 102
French Literature 3 FR 101. 102
4 FR 101. 102, 201 n
6 FR 101, 102, 201, 202 14
German Language 3.4.6 GER 101, 102
Latin (either test) 3 LAT 101, 102, 201 11
4,6 LAT 101, 102, 201. 202 14
Spanish Language 3.4.6 SPAN 101. 102
Spanish Literature 3 SPAN 101, 102
4 SPAN 101, 102. 201 11
6 SPAN 101, 102, 201, 202 14
MATHEMATICS
Calculus AB 3.4,6 MTHSC 106
Calculus BC 3,4,6 MTHSC 106. 108
PSYCHOLOGY
Psychology 3,4,6 PSYCH 201 3
SCIENCE
Biologyl 3 BIOL 103, 104 8
4.5 BIOL 110, 111 8
Chemistry 3,4,5 CH 101 and 102 or 112 8
Computer Science (either test) 3,4.5 CPSClOl 4
Physics (B)2 3,4.5 PHYS 207, 208 8
Physics (C, Mechanics) 3,4,5 PHYS 122, 124 4
Physics (C, E and M) 3,4,5 PHYS 221. 223 4
IStudents enrolling in majors requiring BIOL 110, 111 will be asked to meet with the director of the biology program for
further evaluation and placement counseling.
2Students enrolling in curricula requiring calculus-based physics (PHYS 122, 221, 222, 223, 224), but who earn a grade
of 5 on Physics B, will be asked to meet with a departmental representative for further evaluation and placement coun-
College Board College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) This pro-
gram has very limited recognition at Clemson. A few departments accept
credit for CLEF subject-matter examinations; however, CLEP General Ex-
aminations are not recognized. Credit is awarded for introductory-level
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courses according to criteria established by the following departments:
Chemistry, English (composition only), and Mathematical Sciences (algebra
and trigonometry only—applicable principally in agricultural curricula
permitting use of MTHSC 105). Numerical scores plus essays, required
when offered as part of a CLEP examination, will be evaluated by the appro-
priate department. CLEP is designed primarily for adults with nontradition-
al learning experiences; it is not generally appropriate for freshmen.
Transfer Credit Work completed at other accredited institutions with a
grade of C or higher, including appropriate exemption credit, will be evalu-
ated for transfer in terms of equivalent courses included in the Clemson cur-
riculum of the student's choice. This does not guarantee that all courses tak-
en at another institution will be accepted for transfer. The acceptability of
each course and exemption will be based on an evaluation by the faculty con-
cerned and will be managed by the admissions staff.
Students transferring may select the curriculum that was outlined in the
Clemson University Announcements at the time they entered the sending
institution, provided that they have been in continuous enrollment. Further,
transfer students may select any curriculum adopted subsequent to that ini-
tial curriculum. After enrolling at Clemson, if transfer students change
from one major to another, they will complete all of the requirements in-
cluded in the new curriculum that are in effect at the time of the change.
Transfer students who take more that five years from the date of initial en-
rollment at the sending institution to graduate may be required to take addi-
tional coursework.
Campus Visits and Tours The University Visitors Center, located in Tillman
Hall, is open Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. year-
round. From February through November the Center is also open on Satur-
day from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and Sunday from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. The
office is closed on selected University holidays.
Walking tours of the University are provided to better acquaint visitors
with the Clemson campus. Tours depart from the Visitors Center at 10:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. From February through No-
vember, tours are offered at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on Saturday and 2:00
p.m. on Sunday. Tours are not offered during exams and transitional days
between sessions, with the exception being the summer months of June, July
and August. Tours last approximately one hour and are preceded by a 10-
minute videotape highlighting Clemson University. Reservations are not
required. Thirty-minute cassette self-guided tours are also available. For
additional information and to verify tour times, call the Visitors Center at
(803) 656-4789.
Prospective students are also welcome to visit with staff, faculty, and stu-
dents at the University. Visits can be made to the Admissions Office without
an appointment during regular office hours Monday through Friday, 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. It is best to avoid visiting the campus during the last two
weeks of August and the first week of January, as these are class registration
periods. The staff and faculty cannot always assist visitors at these times.
Candidates for the College of Architecture are particularly encouraged to
come for a visit. Prospective students will have an opportunity to discuss the
programs offered with a faculty member and tour the facilities. Appoint-
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ments should be made in advance by contacting the College of Architecture.
Interviews are not required in considering candidates, nor will the results
of interviews affect admissions decisions. Rather, the purpose is to provide
candidates the opportunity to learn more about the University.
Orientation Programs The University offers a series of two-day orientation
programs during the summer months for entering freshmen, transfer stu-
dents, and their parents. All accepted students are expected to attend one of
the sessions. During orientation students will have an opportunity to discuss
their educational objectives with an adviser, to preregister for the fall semes-
ter, and to learn about student life. Transfer students have their transcripts
evaluated and select appropriate courses for their first semester at Clemson.
Those transferring may find it difficult to schedule the appropriate courses if
they fail to attend one of the first eight orientation periods. The dates for
orientation in 1992 are as follows:
June 15-16 July 9-10i
June 18-19 July 13-14
June 22-23 July 16-17i
June 29-301 August 16-172
July 2-3
iGood choice for transfer students as well as freshmen.
2The program on this date is abbreviated, and it is especially inappropriate for transfer students. Only
foreign students and American students living great distances from the University should defer
orientation until this time.
International Students A limited number of well-qualified students from
other countries are accepted. The student should file an application and take
the College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL). Complete transcripts of secondary and col-
lege-level academic work also must be submitted.
ADMISSION OF POST-BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS
A student may be accepted by the Graduate School as a post-baccalaureate
student if he/she applies to a specific graduate degree program but does not
have the appropriate academic background. Such a student must be recom-
mended by the appropriate department or program chairperson and should
meet all other requirements for admission to the particular degree program
with respect to grade-point ratio and standardized test scores. A student in
this category who is denied admission because of failure to meet the mini-
mum requirements has access to the same appeal procedure as does any
other student applying to the Graduate School.
Applicants will be classified as post-baccalaureate student if they are not
qualified to take at least one graduate course per semester which can be in-
cluded in the minimum hours required for the graduate degree. Additional-
ly, any student required to complete more than eighteen semester hours of
undergraduate credits will be classified as post-baccalaureate. Until
such time that the required number of undergraduate credit hours is less
than or equal to eighteen and the student is qualified to take, each semester, a
graduate course which can be included in the minimum hours required for
the graduate degree, he/she will remain classified as post-baccalaureate. A
department or a student may request post-baccalaureate status even though
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the above criteria are satisfied.
At the time a post-baccalaureate student becomes eUgible for classification
as a graduate student, the decision as to eventual admission status (full or
provisional) will be made according to criteria utilized by the department
and Graduate School for all other applicants to the particular degree pro-
gram. The post-baccalaureate student is expected to maintain a B average
and receive no grade lower than C in order to qualify for admission to a
graduate program.
Post-baccalaureate students may enroll in the same number of credits per
semester as any undergraduate student but shall not enroll in graduate
courses or receive a graduate assistantship. No degree or certificate shall be
awarded to students in a post-baccalaureate status and such students who
subsequently desire to obtain an additional baccalaureate degree must apply
through the Office of Admissions and Registration. The applicability of cred-
its earned toward the undergraduate degree will be determined by the policy
pertaining to transfer students. Tuition and fees for post-baccalaureate stu-
dents shall be those applicable to undergraduates with the exception of the
application fee and admissions deposit.
A student possessing an undergraduate degree or a graduate degree and
who wishes to enroll in specific undergraduate courses for reasons other
than future admission to the Graduate School shall not be classified as post-
baccalaureate and shall be governed by policies established by the Office of
Admissions and Registration.
READMISSION OF FORMER UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Students who previously have attended Clemson and who wish to return
must secure an application for reentrance from the Registrar's Office. Stu-
dents who have attended another institution while away must submit an of-
ficial transcript from that institution. Readmission to the program in which
the student was previously enrolled is not always automatic. An interview
may be requested by the department.
Financial Information
The annual State Appropriation Act imposes the general requirement that
student fees be fixed by the University Board of Trustees. The Act imposes
two specific requirements on the Board: (1) In fixing fees applicable to aca-
demic and general maintenance and operation costs, the Board must main-
tain a minimum student fee not less than the fee charged the previous year.
(2) In fixing fees applicable to dormitory rental, dining halls, laundry, infir-
mary, and all other personal subsistence expenses, the Board must charge
students an amount sufficient to fully cover the cost of providing such facili-
ties and services.
The tuition and fees for all undergraduate students—full or part time, and
auditing—are shown below. Satisfactory settlement of all expenses is a re-
quirement for completing each semester's class registration, and no student
is officially enrolled until all past due accounts have been satisfied.
In special cases the University will accept, at the beginning of a semester, a
noninterest-bearing promissory note for a portion of the semester housing
and semester meal-plan fee. Amounts up to $325 for room rent and $325 for
5- or 7-day meal plans may be included in the note. In such cases, a note for
the fall semester charges will be due October 1, and for the spring semester,
March 1. Failure to pay the note when due will result in the assessment of
late fees, denial of future deferred payment note privileges, and termination
of board plan and/or cancellation of housing contract.
A $95 advance payment of room rent is required for a room reservation
for the fall semester. Currently enrolled students who expect to continue en-
rollment are given an opportunity to make room reservations and pay the
$95 during the spring semester at a time designated by the Housing Office.
New students who are offered on-campus housing accommodations are to
pay a $95 advance payment of room rent and $100 admissions deposit. The
$95 advance payment of room rent and the $100 admissions deposit are de-
ducted from the amount otherwise due for the first semester expenses. All
checks and money orders should be made payable to Clemson University
Any check given in payment of University expenses which is returned un-
paid by the bank immediately creates an indebtedness by the student to the
University.
TUITION AND FEES
Actual charges for 1992-93 are not known when the catalog is printed. The
charges reflected below are for 1991-92 and are subject to change as condi-
tions warrant.
Resident Nonresident
Full-time academic fee $1,230.00 $3,429.00
Part-time academic fee (per semester hour) $ 102.00 $ 286.00
Auditing academic fee (per semester hour) $ 51.00 $ 143.00
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Staffacademic fee (per semester hour) $ 51.00
Graduate assistant academic fee $ 325.00
Laboratory fee (per laboratory); nonrefundable
after last day to add $ 15.00
Medical fee (Must be paid by full-time students
and/or students in University housing.) $ 85.00
Residence Halls (per semester)
Johnstone Hall (Sections A, D-F) $ 695.00
Benet, Bowen, Bradley, Cope, Donaldson, Geer,
Johnstone (Annexes A, F), Norris, Sanders,
Wannamaker, Young $ 795.00
Bamett, Byrnes, Lever, Manning, Mauldin, Smith $ 885.00
Clemson House (room) $ 870.00
Clemson House (kitchenette) $ 905.00
Thomhill Village (four occupants) $ 960.00
Patrick Noble Calhoun Courts Apartments (four occupants) $1,075.00
Lightsey Bridge Apartments $1,100.00
Study and Utility Rooms $ 600.00
Family Housing (per month)
Townhouses $ 240.00
Duplex - 2 Bedroom $ 260.00
Duplex - 3 Bedroom $ 310.00
Faculty Houses $ 320.00
Board Plansi
Five-Day Plan (15 meals), Monday thru Friday $ 698.00
Any 10 Plan (10 meals), Monday thru Sunday $ 688.00
Seven-Day Plan (21 meals), Monday thru Sunday $ 819.00
Tiger Stripe Account (declining balance account) $ 50.00
Late Registration Service Charge Registration for classes is scheduled for
specific days, and certain definite procedures are outlined to prevent or re-
duce the problems incident to late registration. A student has not completed
registration until all required steps have been taken, the final being the re-
turn of the registration form, and if not preregistered for classes the properly
signed class registration card to the Office of Admissions and Registration.
Any student failing to complete registration on the specified class registra-
tion days will incur a service charge.
Full-time Fees Undergraduates and graduate students must be enrolled in
12 semester hours to pay full-time fees. Students enrolled for less than 12
hours or who drop below 12 hours may become ineligible for some student
services, financial aid, or other beneficial programs.
Part-time Fees Undergraduate and graduate students taking less than 12
semester credit hours will be charged each semester according to the above
schedule. These fees do not provide for admission to athletic events, concert
series, and other such activities.
Returned Checks A check or charge card given in payment of University
expenses or a check cashed by the University that is returned unpaid by the
lAll first-year freshmen who Hve in University housing (excluding Calhoun Courts, Clemson House Apartments,
New Student Housing—East Campus, and Thomhill Village) are required to subscribe to one of the three board
plans for their first two semesters. All other students have the option of selecting a meal plan on a semester basis or
paying the prevailing cash price for individual meals.
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bank immediately creates an indebtedness to the University. The OfHce of
Business Affairs, G-12 Sikes Hall, administers matters related to the collec-
tion of all returned checks for students and nonstudents.
The Bursar's Office will redeposit returned checks in payment of academ-
ic fees for the fall and spring semesters. A $15 returned check charge will be
assessed for each returned item in accordance with state laws. Students
with returned items for payment of academic fees are also subject to a late
payment fee of $5 per calendar day, not to exceed $350, beginning on the day
after the last day of late registration. If the note was returned to the Univer-
sity in a timely manner with no response by the student or drawer, a written
request to disenroll the student is made to the Registrar. If the request is ap-
proved, the percentage of refund will be applied to the debt. If the check is re-
turned afer the mid-point of the semester with no response, a decision will be
made by the Director of Business Affairs and the Registrar as to the effects of
disenrollment. At this point, the student will owe 100% of tuition and fees,
even if he/she has been disenrolled. The University may restrict subsequent
payment for academic and other fees by accepting only cash, certified
checks, cashier's checks, or money order.
Any individual who cashes a two-party check or uses a two-party check
for payment of University expenses will be held responsible for that check if
it is returned unpaid by the bank. Checks used as payment for various Uni-
versity services, such as meal plans, housing, etc., that are later returned un-
paid by the bank, give the University the right to cancel such services and
cause forfeiture ofany refund.
Any returned check not collected by the above procedures may be turned
over to a collection agency and the indebtedness reported to a credit bureau.
Costs of collection will be added to the debt. Transcripts and diplomas will be
withheld pending payment, and the debt may be deducted from state income
tax refunds.
Abuse of check cashing and check payment privileges may result in the
restriction of such privileges for an indefinite period of time based on the fre-
quency and/or dollar amount, as determined by the Business Affairs Office.
Past Due Accounts Any indebtedness to the University which becomes past
due immediately jeopardizes the student's enrollment, and no such student
will be permitted to reenroll for an ensuing semester or summer school
term. Billing fees and/or collection costs may be added to the indebtedness.
Further, any student who fails to pay all indebtedness, including collection
costs, to the University may not be issued a transcript or diploma. Unre-
solved debts may be turned over to a collection agency, be reported to a credit
bureau and deducted from state income tax refunds. Debts include but are
not limited to the following: parking violations, library fines, rent, academic
fees, and others.
Refund ofAcademic Fees (Tuition, University Fee, and Medical Fee) for
Students Withdrawing, Dropping to Part time, or Part-time Students
Dropping Credit Hours No refunds will be made on a semester's tuition and
fees after four weeks from the last day to register. In the case of a
withdrawal from the university, refunds will be based on the date the
Schedule Change Form is returned to the Registrar's Office. To be eligible
for a refund, the student's request must be received by the Office of Business
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Affairs prior to the beginning of the next fall/spring semester. Beginning
with the day following the last day to register, refunds for periods of four
weeks or less during a semester shaU be made on the following basis:
Period ofEnrollment After
the Last Day to Register Percent Refunded
One week or less 80%
More than 1 but not more than 2 weeks 60%
More than 2 but not more than 3 weeks 40%
More than 3 but not more than 4 weeks 20%
More than 4 weeks 0%
Refund of Dining Hall and Residence Hall Fees Specific information relat-
ing to living-expense refunds is given in the sections on Housing and Student
Food Service.
Refunds of Financial Aid for Students Withdrawing from the University
Refunds for academic fees will be made in accordance with the semester and
summer session refund policies. University housing refunds will be made in
accordance with the housing contract.
Refunds for meal plans will be made on pro rata basis.
Since Financial Aid is expected to meet or help meet educational costs, any
academic fee, housing, or meal-plan fee for students withdrawing from the
University up to the amount of financial aid received for that semester or
summer session, will be refunded to the Financial Aid Program(s) from
which the student received assistance.
To determine the amount of refund that will be returned to Federal Title
rV Aid Programs and what amount will be returned to the non-Title IV Aid
Programs, the following formula will be used:
Federal Title IV Reftind =
(Amount of Refund) X Title IV Aid Received
Total Aid Received
Non-Title IV Refund = Amount of Refund minus Title IV Refund
In refunding monies to the various Financial Aid Programs, the following
priority listings will be used.
A Title IV Programs
1. Perkins Loan (NDSL)
2. Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG)
3. Stafford (GSL), Plus, SLS Loans
4. Pell Grant
B. Non-Title IV Programs
1. Institutional Loans
2. Institutional Scholarships and/or Grants
3. Private Loans/Scholarships
After the refund has been applied to the Title IV and non-Title IV pro-
grams, any refund balance will be refunded to the student.
If debts were incurred before withdrawing, such as bad checks, unpaid
traffic fines, library fines, and others, the refund will cover these obligations
first. Academic fees, housing, and meal-plan refunds for students with-
drawing will be paid to the student.
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Transcripts Official transcripts may be obtained from the Transcripts/
Registrar's Office at $3.00 each. Students with past due indebtedness to the
University or who are under disciplinary sanctions may not be issued tran-
scnpts. Transcripts requested in person are normally available for pickup
during the next business day. Allow one week to ten days for delivery of mail
requests.
RESIDENTTUITIONAND FEES
Application for Resident Status—Any student or prospective student whose
status concerning entitlement to payment of in-state tuition and fees is un-
certain has the responsibility of securing a ruling from the University by
providing all relevant information on special application forms. These forms
can be obtained from the Office of the Dean of Admissions and Registration
and are to be completed and returned to that office at least two weeks prior to
registration for any semester or summer term for which the student is at-
tempting to qualify for payment of the in-state tuition and fee rate.
Entitlement—Eligibility for payment of in-state tuition and fees shall be de-
termined under the provisions of Sections 59-112-10 through 59-112-100,
South Carolina Code of Laws, 1976, as amended. This law is set forth in its
entirety as follows (subject to further amendment by the General Assembly).
Definitions—Section 59-112-10. As used in this chapter:
A. The words "State Institution" shall mean those post-secondary educa-
tional institutions under the jurisdiction of the following: (1) Board of Trus-
tees, Clemson University; (2) Board of Trustees, Medical University of South
Carolina; (3) Board of Trustees, South Carolina State College; (4) State Col-
lege Board of Trustees; (5) Board of Visitors, The Citadel; (6) Board of Trus-
tees, University of South Carolina; (7) Board of Trustees, Winthrop College;
and (8) State Board of Technical and Comprehensive Education.
B. The word "student" shall mean any person enrolled for studies in any
state institution.
C. The word "residence" or "reside" shall mean continuous and perma-
nent physical presence within this State, provided, that temporary absences
for short periods of time shall not affect the establishment of a residence.
D. The word "domicile" shall mean a person's true, fixed, principal resi-
dence and place of habitation; it shall indicate the place where such person
intends to remain, and to which such person expects to return upon leaving
without establishing a new domicile in another state. For purposes of this
section one may have only one legal domicile; one is presumed to abandon
automatically an old domicile upon establishing a new one. Housing provid-
ed on an academic session basis for students at State institutions shall be pre-
sumed not to be a place of principal residence, as residency in such housing is
by nature temporary.
E. The words "in-state rates" shall mean charges for tuition and fees esta-
blished by State Institutions for persons who are domiciled in South Carolina
in accordance with this act; the words "out-of-state rates" shall mean charg-
es for tuition and fees established by State Institutions for persons who are
not domiciled in South Carolina in accordance with this act.
F. The words "independent person" shall mean a person in his majority, or
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an emancipated minor, whose predominant source of income is his own
earnings or income from employment, investments, or payments from
trusts, grants, scholarships, loan, or payments of alimony or separate main-
tenance made pursuant to court order.
G. The words 'dependent' or 'dependent person' mean:
(1) one whose financial support is provided not through his own earnings
or entitlements, but whose predominant source of income or support is pay-
ments from a parent, spouse, or guardian, and who qualifies as a dependent
or an exemption on the federal tax return of the parent, spouse, or guardian;
or
(2) one for whom payments are made, under court order, for child support
and the cost of his college education by an independent person meeting the
provisions of Section 59-112-20 A or B.
However, the words 'dependent' or 'dependent person' do not include a
spouse or former spouse who is the recipient of alimony or separate mainte-
nance payments made pursuant to court order.
H. The word "minor" shall mean a person who has not attained the age of
eighteen years; and the words "emancipated minor" shall mean a minor
whose parents have entirely surrendered the right to the care, custody and
earnings of such minor and are no longer under any legal obligation to sup-
port or maintain such minor.
I. The word "parent" shall mean a person's natural or adoptive father or
mother; or if one parent has custody of the child, the parent having custody;
or if there is a guardian or other legal custodian of such person, then such
guardian or legal custodian; provided; however, that where circumstances
indicate that such guardianship or custodianship was created primarily for
the purpose of conferring South Carolina domicile for tuition and fee purpos-
es on such child or dependent person, it shall not be given such effect.
J. The word "spouse" shall mean the husband or wife of a married person.
South Carolina Domicile Defined for Purposes ofRates ofTuition and Fees—
Section 59-112-20. South Carolina Domicile for tuition and fee purposes
shall be established as follows in determinations of rates of tuition and fees to
be paid by students entering or attending State Institutions:
A. Independent persons who reside in and have been domiciled in South
Carolina for a period of no less than twelve months with an intention of
making a permanent home herein, and their dependents, may be considered
eligible for in-state rates.
B. Independent persons who reside in and have been domiciled in South
Carolina for fewer than twelve months but who have full-time employment
in the State, and their dependents, may be considered eligible for in-state
rates for as long as such independent person is employed on a full-time basis
in the State.
C. Where an independent person meeting the provisions of Section 2 B
above, is living apart from his spouse, or where such person and his spouse
are separated or divorced, the spouse and dependents of such independent
person shall have domiciliary status for tuition and fee purposes only under
the following circumstances:
(1) if the spouse requesting domiciliary status for tuition and fee purposes
remains domiciled in South Carolina although living apart or separated
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from his or her employed spouse.
(2) if the dependent requesting domiciliary status for tuition and fee pur-
poses is under the legal custody or guardianship, as defined in Section 1 I
above, of an independent person who is domiciled in this State; or if such de-
pendent is claimed as an income tax exemption by the parent not having le-
gal custody but paying child-support, so long as either parent remains domi-
ciled in South Carolina.
D. The residence and domicile of a dependent minor shall be presumed to
be that of the parent of such dependent minor.
Effect of Change of Residency—Section 59-112-30. When the domicile of a
student or of the person upon whom a student is financially dependent
changes after enrollment at a State Institution, tuition charges shall be ad-
justed as follows:
A. Except as provided in Section 2 B above, when domicile is taken in South
Carolina, a student shall not become eligible for in-state rates until the begin-
ning of the next academic session after expiration of twelve months from
date of domicile in this State.
B. When South Carolina domicile is lost, eligibility for in-state rates shall
end on the last day of the academic session in which the loss occurs; however,
application of this subsection shall be at the discretion of the institution in-
volved.
C. Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section, any dependent
person who has been domiciled with his family in South Carolina for a period
of not less than three years immediately prior to his enrollment may enroll
in a state-supported institution of higher learning at the in-state rate and
may continue to be enrolled at such rate even if the parent, spouse, or guar-
dian upon whom he is dependent moves his domicile from this State.
Effect of Marriage—Section 59-112-40. Except as provided in Section 2
above, marriage shall affect determinations of domicile for tuition and fee
purposes only insofar as it operates to evince an intention by the parties to
make a permanent home in South Carolina.
Military Personnel and Their Dependents—Section 59-112-50. Notwith-
standing other provisions of this act, during the period of their assignment to
duty in South Carolina members of the armed services of the United States
stationed in South Carolina and their dependents may be considered eligible
for in-state rates. When such armed service personnel are ordered away
from the State, their dependents may continue for an additional twelve
months to have this eligibility at the State Institutions where they are en-
rolled at the time such assignment ends. Such persons and their dependents
may be considered eligible for in-state rates for a period of twelve months af-
ter their discharge from the armed services even though they were not en-
rolled at a State Institution at the time of their discharge, if they have
evinced an intent to establish domicile in South Carolina and if they have re-
sided in South Carolina for a period of at least twelve months immediately
preceding their discharge.
Faculty, Administrative Employees and Dependents Thereof—-Section 59-
112-60. Full-time faculty and administrative employees of State Institu-
tions, and the spouses and children of such persons, shall be excluded from
the provision ofthis act
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Abatement of Rates for Nonresidents on Scholarship—Section 59-112-70.
Notwithstanding other provisions of this act, the governing boards Hsted in
Section 1 A above, are authorized to adopt poUcies for the abatement of any
part or all of the out-of-state rates for students who are recipients of scholar-
ship aid.
Administration of Chapter; Burden of Proving Eligibility on Students—
Section 59-112-80. Each State Institution shall designate an official to ad-
minister the provisions of this act. Students making application to pay tui-
tion and fees at in-state rates shall have the burden of proving to the satis-
faction of the aforesaid officials of State Institutions that they have fulfilled
the requirements of this act before they shall be permitted to pay tuition and
fees at such rate.
Penalties for Willful Misrepresentation—Section 59-1 12-90. Where it ap-
pears to the satisfaction of officials charged with administration of these pro-
visions that a person has gained domiciliary status improperly by making or
presenting willful misrepresentations of fact, such persons shall be charged
tuition and fees past due and unpaid at the out-of-state rate, plus interest at a
rate of eight percent per annum, plus a penalty amounting to twenty-five
percent of the out-of-state rate for one semester; and until these charges
have been paid no such student shall be allowed to receive transcripts or
graduate from any State Institution.
Regulations—Section 59-112-100. The Commission of Higher Education
may prescribe uniform regulations for application of the provisions of this
act and may provide for annual review of such regulations.
FOODSERVICE
The University provides several economical meal plans. Harcombe and
Schilletter dining halls feature an unlimited seconds policy, except on select-
ed entrees, while the Clemson House dining room and the Canteen serve
meals on an a la carte basis. Students dining at the Clemson House may use
the meal card as a cash equivalency or for a predesignated meal at no addi-
tional cost. Meals may also be purchased on a cash basis or with the Tiger
Stripe Account (declining balance account).
Students may choose one of several meal plans or a Tiger Stripe declining
balance account. These meal plans are outlined in the food-service brochure.
Meal plans begin immediately after a student obtains a meal plan at the
beginning of the semester and end after the evening meal on the day of grad-
uation at the end of each semester.
All first-year freshmen who live in University housing, excluding Cal-
houn Courts, Clemson House, Thornhill Village and Lightsey Bridge Apart-
ments are required to subscribe to a meal plan for their first two semesters.
All other students may choose a meal plan on a semester basis or pay for in-
dividual meals.
After paying for a meal plan, no refunds will be allowed until after the last
day to register for classes. The only exception is for students withdrawing
from the University. Students may upgrade during the registration period.
After the last day to register, meal-plan changes creating a refund will be
allowed only in the case of marriage, medical reasons, change in dormitory
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assignments to a room with kitchen faciHties, conflict with working hours or
class schedule, or other circumstances determined by the University to be
beyond the student's control. Written documentation must be provided.
Meal-plan refunds, when authorized, will be prorated on a weekly basis. All
changes creating a refund must be approved by the Department of Card Ac-
cess Services located in Harcombe Dining Hall.
TIGER STRIPE ACCOUNT (DECLINING BALANCE ACCOUNT)
Under the Tiger Stripe Account program, monies are deposited into an ac-
count prior to usage. The Tiger Stripe Account is equivalent to a prepaid
credit card. As meals or other items are purchased from dining facilities,
post office, CATS, bookstore, telecommunications, Redfern Health Center,
East Campus Store, uniquely Clemson Agricultural Products Sales Center,
Union Copy Center, Edgars Game Room, vending machines, or laundry, the
amount spent is deducted from the Tiger Stripe Account balance. All stu-
dents are eligible. (First-year freshmen living in University housing (ex-
cluding Calhoun Courts, Clemson House Apartments, Lightsey Bridge
Apartments, and Thornhill Village) during their first two semesters are re-
quired to participate in one of the meal contracts. First-year freshmen may,
however, participate in the Tiger Stripe Account program in addition to the
required meal contract.) There is a $50 minimum deposit required to open a
Tiger Stripe Account.
Additions to the Tiger Stripe Account after registration must be made in
amounts of not less than $25.
Tiger Stripe Accounts are not refundable during the semester except in
the case of withdrawal from the University. Any balance remaining after
each semester will be carried forward to the next semester, or refunds in
amounts of $5 or greater will be made when a student fails to enroll in a se-
mester. Any student's indebtedness to the University will be deducted prior
to the refund being issued to an individual student.
UNDERGRADUATE FINANCIAL AID
The Office of Student Financial Aid administers and/or coordinates various
types of undergraduate financial aid administered by Clemson Uni-
versity: scholarships, loans, grants, and part-time employment. The office
works jointly with the Financial Aid and Placement Committee and the
University Scholarships and Awards Committee.
Students may apply after January 1 for financial assistance for the next
academic year. Financial aid requests, based on financial need, must be sup-
ported by a Financial Aid Form (FAF) filed directly with the College Schol-
arship Service (CSS) in Princeton, New Jersey and renewed annually.
The cutoff date for scholarship application submission is March 1. The
FAF must be submitted to CSS by February 1 for need-based scholarship
consideration and by April 1 for the Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant (SEOG), College Workstudy (CWSP), and Perkins Loan. April 1 is
the suggested deadline for FAF submission for the Pell Grant and Stafford
Loan (GSL).
A brochure detailing the financial aid programs at Clemson University
can be obtained from the Financial Aid Office, G-01 Sikes Hall, Clemson
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University or by calling (803) 656-2280.
Satisfactory Academic Progress for Financial Aid Eligibility Students must
maintain satisfactory academic progress to be eligible for financial aid. This
policy contains both qualitative (grade-point ratio) and quantitative (credit
hours completed) requirements. Students must meet the grade-point ratio
requirement as stated under the Continuing Enrollment Policy in the Aca-
demic Regulations section. Students must also complete 12, 9, or 6 hours per
semester according to their enrollment (full time, 3/4 time, or 1/2 time) as of
the last day to add a course. Details are available in the publication Financial
Aid Opportunities at Clemson University. Students wishing to appeal their
academic progress status may submit a letter to the Financial Aid Office.
This appeals process is separate from the Appeals Committee on Continuing
Enrollment.
EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS FOR VETERANS, WAR ORPHANS, AND
CHILDREN OF DECEASED OR DISABLED LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERSORFIRE FIGHTERS
The Veterans Administration provides educational assistance for veterans
and children of deceased or totally disabled veterans who meet requirements
of applicable laws and regulations. Any veteran or child of a deceased or to-
tally disabled veteran should communicate with the nearest Veterans Ad-
ministration Office to determine whether or not he/she is entitled to any edu-
cational benefits. Free tuition is available to children of South Carolina law
enforcement officers or fire fighters who were totally disabled or killed in the
line of duty. Certification is required from the agency of the parent's em-
ployment. Upon presentation of proof of eligibility, a student shall not be-
come eligible for educational assistance until the beginning of the academic
session.
TAPS
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HOUSING
Single Student Housing University housing, consisting of residence halls
and apartment units will accommodate 6,800 single students. Rooms in
residence halls are double occupancy, and the two-bedroom apartments will
each accommodate four students. All single-student housing is air
conditioned and furnished in a manner that meets the needs of today's
college student. Upon returning a University Housing ApplicationAVaiting
List Card which is included in their application from the Admissions Office,
new students are provided complete housing information. Graduate
students and former students should write to the Housing Office for these
materials. Refunds will be made in accordance with the housing contract.
Family Housing Clemson provides 100 apartments for married students.
These apartments formerly served as faculty and staff housing and are
located on campus. Graduate students are given priority of assignment to
married student housing. Brochures and application forms may be obtained
by writing to the Family Housing Office, 200 Mell Hall, Clemson University,
Clemson, South Carolina 29634-4075.
HEALTH SERVICE
Student Health Service: Cost per Semester $85. Payment of the Student
Health Service fee is required of all students living in University housing and
all full-time students even though they do not reside in University housing.
The Student Health Service is housed in the Redfem Health Center. Full-
time staff consists of a director, five physicians, two clinical psychologists,
three nurse practitioners, twenty-two registered nurses, two registered X-
ray technicians, three registered laboratory technicians, a registered phar-
macist, and a health educator. The best of modem equipment is available for
student use. Regular office hours are maintained, plus the services of the
nursing staff for minor ailments after hours. One physician is on call at
night for emergencies whenever the school is open.
The Student Health Service has several important functions. All of these
are aimed at keeping the student in good health so that he may effectively
pursue higher education. There is, of course, the basic function of medical
care for the ill and injured. This is a vital part of its work. In addition to this,
the Student Health Service promotes the concept of wellness and individual
responsibility for health maintenance. The Health Center addresses
behavioral health issues with diverse educational offerings.
The medical fee paid by each student covers the services of the University
physicians and the Health Service staff. This coverage is given under condi-
tions similar to that of one's own physician. The major cost exception is pre-
scription drugs.
The fee does not cover routine physical examinations for employment or
transfer to another school, referrals to other physicians, medical or surgical
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services performed away from the University, or reference laboratory pro-
cedures.
A complete pharmacy is maintained and dispenses medication to students
as prescribed by the staff physicians on a cost-plus service basis. Students are
encouraged to pay for medications when received and may pay by cash,
check, Master Charge, Visa, or Tiger Stripe. Clemson University maintains
a licensed emergency medical service which includes a modern modular
ambulance and sufficient certified emergency medical technicians for 24-
hour-a-day service. All medical emergencies on campus will be handled by
the unit. Ambulance service to Redfern from on campus is provided at no
cost to the student. Students transferred in an ambulance from Redfern to
another hospital or physicians office will be charged a basic fee of $80 plus
fees for special services.
Medical Questionnaire Completion of a medical history questionnaire is re-
quired of all new students entering Clemson University for the first time.
This is to be completed by the student and mailed directly to Redfern Health
Center, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29631.
Immunizations requirements for admission are documented proof of two
Red Measles (Rubeola) vaccines since the age of 12 months and a current
(within in the past year) PPD (tuberculosis screening) skin test. Students
will not be allowed to complete registration until the above requirements are
met.
COUNSELING SERVICES
The goal of the Counseling Center is to provide students with a service for
personal counseling and self-improvement. College is filled with pressures,
changes, and decisions. The Counseling Center offers students a place to
come and speak confidentially about matters related to adjusting to adult-
hood and improving the ability to enjoy life and be productive. The Center
serves two large areas of concern:
First, are performance issues; that is, ways to improve the quality and va-
riety of an already successful lifestyle. Improvement in areas such as over-
coming test anxiety, building motivational patterns that work, developing
better time-management skills and study skills, overcoming shyness, learn-
ing how to relax and how to motivate others are but a few of the many areas
covered.
Secondly, are concerns that focus on helping students who are experienc-
ing difficulties adjusting to college. Concerns in this area include feeling de-
pressed, not being able to communicate clearly, homesickness, difficulties
with love relationships, and other feelings that can disrupt a rewarding
college experience. All sessions are confidential and free of charge to
Clemson University students. Appointments may be made by calling
656-2451 or stopping by the office on South Palmetto Boulevard.
CAREER SERVICES
The Career Center assists students with all aspects of career planning and
helps them to find summer internships and full-time employment.
To help with career planning, the Career Center has developed a three-
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step process known as the Career-Success System which leads students
through the process of developing a career plan that should result in a satis-
fying and meaningful career. Individual career counseling is offered, as well
as career library and state-of-the-art computerized career guidance.
The Placement Office in the Career Center coordinates and plans campus
interview visits with representatives from business, industry, and govern-
ment agencies. A sophisticated employer database on the mainframe makes
it convenient for students to research employers or to sign up for interviews
from terminals anywhere on campus. Seminars, video tapes, and individual
assistance with resumes and interviews are also available.
Alumni are eligible to receive the biweekly Alumni Career Center Bulletin
which lists current job openings. For a small fee, alumni can receive career
counseling and use the job search resources.
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
Clemson University is committed to providing equal educational
opportunities to all students and assisting students in making their college
experiences successful and positive. The Office of Student Development
Programs serves the special needs of students with permanent disabilities.
Individuals requesting services should provide current (within the last 2
years) documentation of their disability from their physician or other
professional. This information should be forwarded to the Office of Student
Development Programs by July 1 or within ten days of acceptance to the
University. Prospective students are encouraged to visit the campus and
schedule a meeting with the coordinator of Handicapped Student Services to
discuss special needs.
Clemson University recognizes a handicapped student as anyone who has
a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of
his/her major life activities. In compliance with Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Clemson University has appointed a coordinator
of Handicapped Student Services as well as a University Committee on the
Handicapped. One of the primary responsibilities of the coordinator and the
committee is to help integrate the handicapped student into the normal
academic process. In addition, the committee identifies problem areas,
develops solutions to these problems, monitors the effectiveness of the
programs for the handicapped, and makes recommendations where actions
or policies are needed. Additional information is available in the Office of
Student Development Programs located at 113 Holtzendorff, or call (803)
656-0511.
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE
An accident and sickness insurance plan is available to all full- and part-
time students and their dependents. Information concerning the insurance
program is sent to students and parents with the fall semester prepayment
material. Additional information may be obtained from the Student Health
Service Office. This insurance is designed to cover major medical expenses
not covered by the Health Service.
Academic Regulations
Proper discharge of all duties is required at Clemson University, and a stu-
dent's first duty is his scholastic work. All students should be thoroughly ac-
quainted with and cognizant of these basic requirements.
Credit System The semester hour is the basis of all credits. Generally, one
recitation hour or three laboratory or shop hours a week for a semester con-
stitute a semester hour. Thus, in ENGL 101 Composition I, 3(3,0), as you
will find this subject listed in the Course of Instruction, the student takes
three semester hours. When the course is completed satisfactorily, three
credit hours are entered on the student's record. The notation "3(3,0)"
means that the course carries three credits, has three clock hours of theory
or recitation per week, and no laboratory hours. CH 101 General Chemis-
try, 4(3,3), carries four semester hours, has three hours of theory, and a
three-hour laboratory period.
Grading System The grading system is as follows:
A—Excellent Indicates that the student is doing work of a very high char-
acter, the highest grade given.
B—Good Indicates work that is definitely above average, though not of the
highest quality.
C
—
Fair Indicates work of average or medium character.
D—Pass Indicates work below average and unsatisfactory, the lowest
passing grade.
F—Failed Indicates that a student knows so little of the subject that it
must be repeated in order that credit may be received.
/ Incomplete Indicates that a relatively small part of the semester's
work remains undone. Grade I is not given a student who made a grade F
on his daily work. Students are allowed thirty days after the beginning of the
next scheduled session, excluding summers and regardless of the student's
enrollment status, to remove the incomplete grade. Normally, only one ex-
tension for each I may be granted, and this under unusual circumstances.
The extension must be approved in writing by the instructor of the course
and the head of the department in which the course was taken. The exten-
sion will indicate the nature and amount of work to be completed and the
time limit. (Students under this policy are prohibited from removing the I by
repeating the course.) A letter grade of I converts to F unless the incomplete
is removed within the time specified.
W
—
Withdrew This grade indicates that the student withdrew from the
course or was withdrawn by the instructor after the first four weeks of class-
work and prior to the last five weeks of classes, not including the exami-
nation period. Each undergraduate student is allowed to withdraw or be
withdrawn with a grade of W from no more than 14 hours of coursework
during the entire academic career at Clemson University. Transfer stu-
dents may withdraw from no more than 10 percent of the total work re-
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maining to be done in the chosen undergraduate curriculum at the time of
transfer to Clemson University up to a total of 14 hours of coursework,
whichever is fewer. Partial credit for courses cannot be dropped. A student
who exceeds these hmits of hours or who is enrolled during any part of the
last five weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded. A student may
withdraw from the University subject to the restrictions above. Any vari-
ance from these restrictions must be approved by the provost or the provost's
designee and must be requested within 120 calendar days from the date
printed on the grade report. The student must document the circumstances
supporting the request.
Pass/Fail Option Juniors or Seniors enrolled in a four-year curriculum may
take four courses (maximum of 15 credit hours), with not more than two
courses in a given semester on a Pass/Fail basis. Transfer and five-year pro-
gram students may take Pass/Fail courses on a pro rata basis.
Only courses to be used as free electives may be taken optionally as Pass/
Fail.
Letter-graded courses which have been failed may not be repeated Pass/
Fail.
Honors Program may exercise an option as to acceptance of Pass/Fail
grading for Honors courses.
Registration in Pass/Fail courses will be handled in the same manner as
for regular enrollment. Departmental approval must be obtained via ap-
proval form and returned to the Office of Admissions and Registration in ac-
cordance with the University Calendar for adding courses.
Instructors will submit letter grades to the Office of Admissions and Regis-
tration. These grades will then be converted as follows: A, B, C to P (pass); D,
F to F (fail). Only P (minimum letter grade of C) or F will be shown on a stu-
dent's permanent record and will not affect the grade-point ratio.
If a student changes to a major which requires a previously passed course,
and this course has been taken Pass/Fail, he may request either to take the
course on a letter-graded basis, the P be changed to C, or substitution of an-
other course.
In the event limited enrollment in a class is necessary, priority will be giv-
en as follows: majors, letter-graded students, Pass/Fail students, and audi-
tors.
Cross-Listed Courses A cross-listed course is one course that can be taken
for credit under different departmental titles. For example, students can
take Electromagnetics I as either E C E 340 or PHYS 340. The student
should select the desired departmental title in conference with an adviser.
The departmental title may be changed only during the period allowed by
the academic calendar for adding a course.
Advanced Placement and Credit by Examination In addition to earning
credit by the usual method involving classroom attendance, a student may
receive credit toward his degree by completing a course successfully by ex-
amination only.
Freshmen interested in exempting some of the elementary courses in this
manner should participate in the College Board Advanced Placement Ex-
amination program and have the results of these tests sent to Clemson.
Certain departments will also grant credit for successful completion of
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College-Level-Examination Program (CLEP) subject examinations which
are administered by the College Board.
Credit may be earned by enrolled students by means of a special examina-
tion without the necessity of class attendance subject to the following re-
quirements:
1. The applicant must present evidence which would indicate that he has
received training or taken work which is approximately equivalent to that
given in the course at Clemson for which an examination is requested and
that an examination is warranted.
2. The applicant must not have previously failed or audited the course at
Clemson.
3. The applicant must apply in writing for the examination and the re-
quest must be approved by the instructor, head of the department in which
the course is taught, dean of the college in which the course is taught, and the
Dean of Admissions and Registration. Application forms are available in the
Office ofAdmissions and Registration.
4. Credit (CR) will be awarded for acceptable work in lieu of letter grades
in recognition of college-level achievement as determined by College Board
Advanced Placement Examination, College-Level-Examination Program
subject examination, institutional special examinations, and similar instru-
ments.
ROTC Credit No more than ten hours of aerospace studies or military
science may be counted toward the baccalaureate degree in any curriculum.
Transfer Credit Clemson students may receive credit for work taken at an-
other institution; however, approval of the work should be obtained by the
student prior to scheduling the work. By obtaining advance approval, the
student is assured of receiving proper credit at Clemson provided he passes
the work with a grade of C or higher. Information and forms relative to this
approval may be obtained in the Office of Records, 104 Sikes Hall.
No course taken at a nonbaccalaureate-degree institution may be used as
an equivalent or substitute for any 300- or 400-level Clemson course.
Credit Load Except for an entering freshman who is restricted to the cur-
riculum requirements of his major course, the credit load for an undergrad-
uate must be approved by his class adviser. The class adviser will approve a
credit load deemed in the best interest of the student based on such factors as
course requirements, grade-point ratio, participation in other activities, and
expected date ofgraduation.
The maximum number of hours in which a student may enroll is 21, and
15 is the maximum credit hours for those of probation. Written permission
of the department head in which the student is a major is required for all
registration involving more than 21 hours, or 15 maximum credit hours for
those on probation.
Repeating Courses Passed A student may repeat a course he has passed
with a grade lower than B. Both grades will be calculated in the grade-point
average. However, credit for the course will be counted only once toward the
number of hours required for graduation.
Repeating Courses Failed A student who has failed a course (made F) can-
not receive credit for that course until it has been satisfactorily repeated
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hour for hour in a class, except that in the case of correlated laboratory work,
the number of hours to be taken shall be determined by the instructor.
Where separate grades for class and laboratory work are given, that part of
the subject shall be repeated in which the failure occurs. Successfully re-
peating a course previously graded F does not erase the original F grade
from student's record. Both grades will appear on the record and will be
computed in the grade-point average.
Grade Reports Final grade reports are mailed to enrolled students at the end
of each semester, or summer session if appropriate, at their home addresses.
Grade Protests A student wishing to protest a course grade must first
attempt to resolve any disagreement with the instructor In failing to reach
a satisfactory resolution, the student may follow the procedures listed under
"Student Academic Grievance Committee" in the Student Handbook.
Grievances must be filed within 120 calendar days from the date printed on
the grade report.
Final Examinations The standing of a student in his work at the end of a se-
mester is based upon daily classwork, tests or other work, and the final ex-
aminations. Faculty members may excuse from the final examinations all
students having the grade of A on the work of the course prior to the final ex-
amination, but for all other students written examinations are required in all
subjects at the end of each semester, except in certain laboratory or practical
courses in which final examinations are not deemed necessary by the de-
partment faculty.
Final examinations must be given on the dates and at the times designated
in the final examination schedule.
Class Attendance Regular and punctual attendance at all class and labora-
tory sessions is the responsibility of each student. College work proceeds at
such a pace that regular attendance is necessary in order for each student to
obtain maximum benefits from instruction. All absences are matters to be
resolved between the instructor and the student. In the event that a student
finds it necessary to be absent from class, it is the student's responsibility to
make up resulting deficiencies.
On the syllabus, the instructor shall inform the students of the attendance
policy for that class. (Departments may establish uniform attendance poli-
cies for multiple section courses.) A student who incurs excessive absences
may be dropped from a course by the instructor. If the student does not have
sufficient withdrawal hours or if the student's absence that exceeds the pro-
fessor's stated attendance policy occurs within the last five weeks of the se-
mester, the action of dropping will result in the professor marking a final
grade of F on the grade collection forms at the end of the semester.
Students desiring to withdraw from a class must secure a drop card from
the Registrar's Office prior to terminating attendance. A student enrolled in
the last five weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded.
Continuing Enrollment Policy The policy printed below is applicable to stu-
dents who initially enroll at Clemson after May 15, 1990. Students who ini-
tially enrolled at Clemson before May 15, 1990 follow a modified version of
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the policy that is like the policy below with one exception: the modified ver-
sion does not have a December (midyear) evaluation of academic standing.
The policy as printed below will be applicable to all students after September
1, 1993. At the end of any enrollment period, a notice of academic probation
shall be placed on the grade report of an undergraduate student if his/her
cumulative grade-point ratio is below 2.0, which is the minimum necessary
for graduation.
In the event that a student is placed on academic probation, notification to
that effect will be placed on the grade report for that session in which the
student's academic deficiency occurred and for each session the student re-
mains on probation. The student who clears probation by returning to the
graduating academic requirement (2.0) will have notice to that effect placed
on the grade report for that session. No notation concerning probation is
placed on the student's permanent record.
A student on academic probation will be suspended or dismissed at the end
of either fall semester or spring semester if his/her cumulative grade-point
ratio is below the minimum cumulative grade-point ratio (MCGPR). The
minimum cumulative grade-point ratio is 2.0 for students with credit levels
greater than or equal to 95 hours. For students with credit levels less than
95 hours, the MCGPR is given in the table below. CL in the table is the stu-
dent's credit level, based on all credits taken at Clemson, plus any advanced
standing received from transfer credits and credits based on approved ex-
amination programs.
CL MCGPR CL MCGPR CL MCGPR CL MCGPR
16 1.28 36 1.68 56 1.85 76 1.94
17 1.31 37 1.69 57 1.85 77 1.94
18 1.35 38 1.70 58 1.86 78 1.94
19 1.37 39 1.72 59 1.86 79 1.95
20 1.40 40 1.73 60 1.87 80 1.95
21 1.43 41 1.74 61 1.88 81 1.95
22 1.45 42 1.75 62 1.88 82 1.96
23 1.47 43 1.75 63 1.89 83 1.96
24 1.50 44 1.76 64 1.89 84 1.96
25 1.52 45 1.77 65 1.89 85 1.97
26 1.53 46 1.78 66 1.90 86 1.97
27 1.55 47 1.79 67 1.90 87 1.97
28 1.57 48 1.79 68 L91 88 1.97
29 1.59 49 1.80 69 1.91 89 1.98
30 1.60 50 1.81 70 1.92 90 1.98
31 1.62 51 1.82 71 1.92 91 1.98
32 1.63 52 1.82 72 1.92 92 1.99
33 1.64 53 1.83 73 1.93 93 1.99
34 1.66 54 1.84 74 1.93 94 1.99
35 1.67 55 1.84 75 1.93 95
95+
2.00
2.00
The values in this table are based on the following formula:
MCGPR = 2.25 X (CL / (CL + 12))
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A student on probation who passes at least 12 semester credit hours and
earns a 2.2 semester grade-point ratio on all hours attempted in the most
recent semester (fall or spring) is permitted to continue enrollment on pro-
bation even though his/her cumulative grade-point ratio is below the re-
quired minimum grade-point ratio, defined above.
A student's first failure to qualify for continued enrollment will subject
him/her to suspension from the University for the next fall or spring semes-
ter. Notice of academic suspension will appear on the permanent record.
Students subject to suspension or dismissal may appeal to the Appeals
Committee on Continuing Enrollment at the end of any term of enrollment.
An appeal must include a complete explanation for the student's poor aca-
demic performance. To the extent possible, verifiable documentation should
also be included. Appeals will be granted only in the most exceptional cases
and a student will be allowed to continue due to appeal only once prior to dis-
missal.
Students subject to suspension will be permitted to enroll in summer school
and may have their regular enrollment reinstated immediately if the sum-
mer school work brings their cumulative grade-point ratio above the mini-
mum cumulative grade-point ratio.
Upon enrolling after suspension, a subsequent failure to meet the require-
ments for continued enrollment before clearing probation will result in dis-
missal from the university, and notice of dismissal will appear on the perma-
nent record.
A student who has been dismissed may file a petition for readmission with
the Appeals Committee on Continuing Enrollment after one calendar year.
If this petition is denied, the student may file subsequent petitions for read-
mission after any intervening term of enrollment. Dismissed students who
are readmitted and then again fail to meet the requirements for continuing
enrollment will be dismissed and may not appeal to continue.
Academic Renewal The student who has not enrolled for a period of two or
more academic years may apply to the Appeals Committee on Continuing
Enrollment for readmission under special conditions known as academic re-
newal. Under these conditions, the previous credits attempted and quality-
point deficit will not constitute a liability in a new grade-point computation.
However, no credits passed or their attending quality points will be available
to the student for a degree at Clemson. The previous record will appear on
the permanent record as well as the notation of readmission under the policy
of academic renewal.
Grade-Point Ratio In calculating a student's grade-point ratio, the total
number of grade points accumulated by the student is divided by the total
number of credit hours taken at Clemson during the semester, session, or
other period for which the grade-point ratio is calculated. For each credit
hour the student receives grade points as follows: A—4, B—3, C—2, D— 1.
No grade points are assigned for grades of F, I, or W.
Dropping Classwork A subject dropped after the first four weeks of class-
work and prior to the last five weeks is recorded as W—Withdrew.
Withdrawal from the University A student may withdraw from the Uni-
versity subject to the restrictions in the section on W—Withdraw. Students
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who exceed these restrictions shall have final grades recorded. Any variance
from the restrictions must be approved by the provost or the provost's de-
signee and must be requested within 120 calendar days from the date print-
ed on the grade report. The student must document the circumstances sup-
porting the request.
Classification All new students are classified as freshmen unless they have
attended another college prior to entrance. Students who have completed
college work elsewhere will be classified on the basis of semester hours ac-
cepted at Clemson rather than the amount of work presented. In order to be
classified as a member of any class other than freshman, students must
meet the credit-hour requirements indicated below:
Sophomore—30 credit hours
Junior—60 credit hours
Senior—^95 credit hours
Course Prerequisites Prerequisites for individual courses are enumerated
under the course listings in the Courses of Instruction. In addition to these
requirements, colleges and departments may also establish other standards
as conditions for enrollment. In the College of Engineering a grade-point
ratio of 1.8 or higher is required for registration in all engineering courses
numbered 300 or higher. For undergraduate students who enter Clemson
after May 15, 1983, the College of Engineering will require a cumulative
grade-point ratio of 2.0 or higher for registration in all engineering courses
numbered 300 or higher. In the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, a student is allowed to enroll in a departmental course,
excluding E C E 307, 308, 309, and 310 only when all prerequisites for that
course have been passed with a grade of C or higher. In the College of Nurs-
ing, a grade-point ratio of 2.0 or higher is required for registration in all
nursing courses numbered 300 or higher. The College of Education requires
a cumulative grade-point ratio of 1.8 or higher to enroll in 300-level courses
and a cumulative grade-point ratio of 2.0 for 400-level courses. Directed
teaching and teaching methods courses require a minimum cumulative
grade-point ratio of 2.0.
Auditing Policies Qualified students may audit courses upon the written
approval of the instructor. Auditors are under no obligation of regular
attendance, preparation, recitation, or examination and receive no credit.
Participation in classroom discussion and laboratory exercises by auditors is
at the discretion of the instructor. A student who has previously audited a
course is ineligible for credit by examination.
Undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in 12 or more hours may
audit courses at no additional charge. Others interested in auditing courses
should verify their eligibility through the Registrar's Office.
Academic Advising Each student is assigned to an academic adviser in his/
her major area. It is the responsibility of the student to consult with the ad-
viser during preregistration and to obtain the adviser's signature for adding
and dropping courses. The adviser will assist the student in scheduling
courses so as to fulfill the requirements of the degree program. Neverthe-
less, it is the responsibility of the student to fulfill the relevant requirements
of the degree. Advisers also maintain files on individual advisees to assist in
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academic planning.
Academic Records The student's permanent academic record is maintained
in the Registrar's Office and contains personal identifying information,
grades, and credits. Where appropriate, statements of a corrective nature,
withdrawals, suspension for failure to meet academic standards, suspension
for disciplinary reasons, and graduation data are added. It is a historical
record of the student's academic progress.
STUDENT ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
The Student Academic Grievance Committee hears all grievances involving
the following: (a) allegations of undergraduate student academic dishonesty;
(b) allegations by undergraduate students against faculty or staff of
discrimination in academics on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex,
age, religion, handicap, or veteran status (except in those cases where the
grievance involves student employment); (c) grievances of a personal or
professional nature involving an individual undergraduate student and a
faculty member; and (d) claims by undergraduate students concerning the
inequitability of final grades. In all unresolved cases, the committee makes
its recommendations to the President through the Provost. All proceeding of
the committee are confidential.
The committee is composed of nineteen members as follows:
A. Nine members of the faculty; three members, each from a different
college, will be appointed each year for three-year terms by the respective
college deans in collegiate rotation. Term of service is to commence with the
Fall Semester registration.
B. Nine undergraduate students, nominated by the student body presi-
dent, approved by the Student Senate and appointed by the Provost for one
year terms. Nominations should be made in the Spring Semester with the
term of service to commence with Fall Semester registration. No more than
two students shall be appointed from any one college.
C. A representative of the Office of Student Development.
D. The Vice Provost of Undergraduate Studies shall appoint the chairper-
son from those faculty members in their final year of service.
Procedures
1. Any student filing a grievance must first attempt to resolve it by con-
sulting with the involved faculty or staff member for resolution. In the event
no resolution is reached, the student shall consult with the department head
of the faculty member, or the immediate superior of the staff member, who
shall hear the grievance and act as a mediator. In the event no resolution
can be reached at this level, the student shall consult with the dean of the fa-
culty member or staff member who shall hear the grievance and act as a
mediator. The dean, department head or immediate staff superior, faculty
or staff member, and student shall make every effort to reach a solution.
2. If the grievance remains unresolved, the student may bring it before the
Student Academic Grievance Committee by written statement detailing the
grievance. The student must report to the Office of the Vice Provost, 209
Sikes Hall, and secure a checklist form which the student will use to docu-
ment the following: (a) the dates of those consultations described in Proce-
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dure 1, above, (b) the names of those persons consulted with, and (c) the sig-
nature of the collegiate dean attesting that no resolution could be reached.
Both the written statement and the checklist form must be delivered in a
sealed envelope to the Office of the Vice Provost within 90 (ninety) calendar
days (exclusive of summer vacation) of the date the student alleges to have
been aggrieved, except as provided in Procedure 3 below. The Vice Provost
will forward the sealed envelope to the chairperson of the student Academic
Grievance Committee. The failure of a student to file a grievance within the
90 (ninety) day time period will cause him/her to forfeit his/her right to file a
grievance under this procedure.
3. In a case involving a charge of cheating or academic dishonesty, the
policy on academic dishonesty shall be applied. If the student regards the
charge unfair, the student has 7 (seven) calendar days from the date a writ-
ten charge is made by the professor to file a grievance with the Office of the
Vice Provost. A copy of the grievance shall be given to the department head
or the dean. In a case involving a protest of a final grade, the grievance must
be filed within 90 (ninety) calendar days (exclusive of summer vacation)
from the date printed on the grade report for the term in which the student
alleged that an inequitable grade was recorded.
4. The sealed envelope referred to in Procedure 2, shall be delivered to the
chairperson of the Student Academic Grievance Committee. The chairper-
son shall, upon receipt of the sealed envelope, appoint a subcommittee con-
sisting of a chairperson, who is a faculty or staff member on the committee,
and at least two other committee members, including at least one student, to
investigate the grievance.
5. The committee members appointed by the chairperson will constitute
the subcommittee to investigate the grievance. Each subcommittee will in-
clude at least one faculty member or staff" member, as appropriate, and at
least one student member. If possible, the subcommittee shall include mem-
bers who are not in the same college as the grievant. A minimum of three
subcommittee members, including at least one student member, must be
present for the subcommittee to conduct the hearing described in Procedure
8.
6. The subcommittee to investigate the grievance will attempt to gather all
information pertinent to the grievance in separate meetings with the indi-
viduals who give information concerning the grievance. However, after the
separate meetings have been held, the subcommittee may question the stu-
dent and faculty member simultaneously in one meeting. Such a joint meet-
ing would be held only if the subcommittee deemed it necessary for clarify-
ing the facts.
7. The Student Academic Grievance Committee will, to the extent possible,
handle each case in a confidential manner.
8. The hearing on the grievance will be informal and shall be closed to the
public. The chairperson shall take whatever action is necessary to ensure an
equitable, orderly, and expeditious hearing. Minutes of the meeting shall be
taken, and all parties to the grievance shall be given an opportunity to be
heard. Each party is responsible for having present at the hearing all wit-
nesses that he/she wishes to speak on his/her behalf. In addition, the chair-
person may request the presence of any other person who can supply infor-
mation pertinent to the grievance. Witnesses shall not be present during the
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hearing proceedings except when they are called to speak before the com-
mittee. The parties shall be permitted to question all individuals who are
heard by the committee. If any witness is unable to be present at the hearing,
the chairperson may, at his/her discretion, accept a written statement from
that witness to be presented at the hearing. The parties shall be accorded the
right to assistance of counsel of their own choice; however, the role of counsel
shall be solely to assist the party, and counsel shall not be permitted to partici-
pate actively in the proceedings.
9. Upon conclusion of the hearing, the subcommittee shall reach, by ma-
jority vote, a posed solution to the grievance. The subcommittee chairperson
shall then formulate the findings in writing and seek to obtain from the par-
ties involved in the grievance signed acceptance for a recommended solution
to the grievance. If all parties to the grievance accept the solution posed by
the subcommittee, the matter of the grievance will be considered closed
when the solution has been implemented. Copies of the written findings and
recommended solution will be forwarded by the subcommittee chairperson
to all parties to the grievance for acceptance via return receipted certified
mail. Each party vaU be asked to indicate acceptance of the posed solution by
signing and returning the letter within 14 (fourteen) calendar days of its
date. Failure to respond within 14 (fourteen) calendar days will be consid-
ered to constitute acceptance.
10. If after the conclusion of the hearing on the grievance, the chairperson
cannot secure acceptance of the posed solution, the grievance shall be re-
ferred to the President of the University via the Provost with the commit-
tee's recommended solution to the grievance. When grievances are referred
in this matter, the President shall make the final decision on the solution to
the grievance on behalf of the University.
11. The chairperson shall keep in confidence all records pertinent to each
grievance and pass these records to the Office of the Provost for filing.
Records shall be available to succeeding chairpersons of the Student Aca-
demic Grievance Committee.
12. The Student Academic Grievance Committee shall make every rea-
sonable effort to resolve every grievance presented to it by the end of the se-
mester in which each grievance is received.
13. These procedures can be changed by the Commission on Undergradu-
ate Studies. Such changes shall not affect any case under consideration at
the time of the change. Notification of any changes to the procedures shall
be given to the President of the University via the Academic Council.
ACADEMIC HONORS
Honor Graduates To be graduated with honors a student must have a mini-
mum cumulative grade-point ratio as follows: cum laude—3.4, magna cum
laude—3.7, and summa cum laude—3.9.
Honor Lists At the end of the fall and spring semesters, the following lists
shall be compiled of undergraduate students who have achieved grade-point
ratios of 3.5 to 4.0 on a minimum of 12 semester hours, exclusive of Pass/Fail
coursework.
Dean's list—3.5 to 3.99 grade-point ratio
President's List—4.0 grade-point ratio
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Honors Program The Honors Program of Clemson University is known as
Calhoun College, and students enrolled in honors work are called Calhoun
Scholars. To enter or to remain in Calhoun College a student must have a
cumulative grade-point ratio of 3.4. Admission to Calhoun College for in-
coming freshmen is by invitation, based primarily on SAT scores and high
school academic records.
Calhoun College is under the direction of the chairperson of the Honors
Program Committee, a group comprising faculty members from each col-
lege. The official Calhoun College Handbook is available in the chairperson's
office, 532 Clemson House.
Students graduating in the Calhoun College program will have the fact
indicated on their diplomas.
Honors and Awards The University offers a number of awards for out-
standing achievement in specific fields and endeavors. Recipients are cho-
sen by selection committees and are announced at the annual Honors and
Awards Day program or other appropriate ceremonies. Detailed informa-
tion relating to such awards is available in the offices of the academic deans
and department heads.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
A candidate for an undergraduate degree is a student who has turned in a
completed diploma application by the deadline prescribed in the University
Calendar for a particular graduation date.
Residence Requirement In order to qualify for an undergraduate degree, a
student must complete from Clemson a minimum of 30 of the last 36 credits
presented for the degree.
Make-up of I's Received in Last Semester A candidate for a degree who in
the semester immediately prior to graduation receives one or more grades of
I shall have an opportunity of removing the unsatisfactory grades provided
the final grades are received in the Office of Admissions and Registration by
the time grades for candidates for graduation are due.
A candidate who qualifies for graduation under this regulation will be
awarded his/her degree on the regular date for the award of degrees.
Special Requirements A cumulative grade-point ratio of 2.0 is required for
graduation. Candidates for degrees are required to apply for their diplomas
within three weeks following the opening of the final semester or the open-
ing of the summer session prior to the date the degrees are to be awarded.
These applications should be filled out in the Office of Admissions and Regis-
tration on the regular blanks provided.
All work for a degree must be completed, all financial settlements made,
and all government property and library books returned by 5 p.m. on the
Tuesday preceding graduation.
Credit Limitation If all work toward a degree is not completed within six
years after entrance, the student may be required to take additional courses.
Programs and Degrees
Clemson University offers seventy-two undergraduate degree programs
under the colleges of Agricultural Sciences, Architecture, Commerce and
Industry, Education, Engineering, Forest and Recreation Resources, Liberal
Arts, Nursing, and Sciences.
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PREPROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Clemson University will award the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of
Science in Preprofessional Studies to a student who has satisfactorily com-
pleted three years of undergraduate work in an appropriate curriculum and
the first year of work in an accredited medical, dental, veterinary, law, or
other accredited, professional, postgraduate school, provided the student ful-
fills the requirements for the three-year program as follows and the other
specified conditions are met.
1. At least two of the three years of preprofessional work, including the
third year, must be taken in residence at this University.
2. A minimum of three years of undergraduate work (i.e., preprofessional
school credit) must be presented.
3. Normal progress must have been made toward fulfilling the degree re-
quirements of the curriculum in which the student is enrolled at Clemson.
4. The student applying for the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science in
Preprofessional Studies must be recommended by the college at Clemson in
which the curriculum that he/she is majoring as a Clemson student is locat-
ed or by the college in which three years of normal progress toward a degree
can be identified.
5. If the combination of preprofessional work taken and the work in the
first year of professional school is equivalent to that which is required in
some other bachelor's degree program at Clemson, the college concerned
may recommend the other bachelor's degree.
The above requirements and conditions became effective July 1, 1974, and
will apply to all students who satisfy these requirements and conditions after
that date.
A Clemson student having left the University before receiving the
bachelor's degree (prior to July 1, 1974), and having enrolled immediately in
an accredited, professional, postgraduate school may apply for a bachelor's
degree from Clemson and have his/her application considered on an
individual basis. The college(s) at Clemson considering the application are
authorized to examine the student's entire record in both preprofessional
and professional studies and exercise their own judgment concerning the
three-year reqmrement for Preprofessional Studies.
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SECOND BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
To complete a second baccalaureate degree, a student must complete a mini-
mum of 30 semester hours at Clemson in addition to the greater number of
hours required for either degree and satisfy all course and grade require-
ments for the second degree.
DOUBLE MAJOR
A student in a Bachelor of Arts degree program may be awarded a single
baccalaureate degree with a double major. The two majors may be within a
single college or may involve two colleges, but are limited to Bachelor of Arts
degree programs.
GRADUATE DEGREES
Clemson University offers one hundred and four graduate degree pro-
grams. The degrees of Doctor of Philosophy; Doctor of Education; Education
Specialist; Master of Arts; Master of Science; Master of Agricultural Educa-
tion; Master of Agriculture; Master of Architecture; Master of Construction
Science and Management; Master of Business Administration; Master of
City and Regional Planning; Master of Education; Master of Engineering;
Master of Fine Arts; Master of Forest Resources; Master of Human Re-
sources Development; Master of Industrial Education; Master of Nutritional
Sciences; Master of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management; and
Master of Professional Accountancy are awarded to students who satisfac-
torily complete prescribed graduate programs.
For further information concerning advanced degrees see The Graduate
School Announcements, which may be obtained from the Office of the Dean
of the Graduate School.
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DEGREE PROGRAMS AND MINORS
1. Numbers following the minors
indicate the college offering the
minor.
2. Asterisks indicate the minors that
are accepted for the major.
3. The Environmental Science minor ^
(10) is interdisciplinary. O
4. Cluster minor, Group II Administra- 2
tion is not acceptable for the BS in ^
Accounting, Economics, Financial
Management, Industrial Manage-
ment, Management, and Marketing.
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College of Agricxiitural Science* ( 1
)
Agricultural and Applied Economics BS . . . .
. .
.
Community and Rural Development . . .
Agricultural Education BS . .
Agricultural Engineenngi BS • • .
Agnculturnl Mechanization and Business BS • .
Agronomy BS • • .
Animal Industries BS . • . .
Animal. Dairv and Vetennarv Sciences . ,
Poultry Science . . .
Aquaculture, Pishenes, and Wildlife Biology BS . . .
Entomology BS . .
Food Science BS • . *
Horticulture BS . .
Turfgrass . ,
Packaging Science BS . . . ,
Plant Pathology BS • .
College ofArchitecture (2)
Construction Science and Management BS . . .
Design BA, BS . .
Fine Arts BFA • , •
Landscape Architecture BLA • •
College atComnieroe and Industry (3)
Accounting BS , .
Economics BA, BS . * . *
Financial Management BS , , ,
Industrial Management BS . . .
Management BS . . .
Marketing BS • * »
Textile Chemistry BS . « *
Textile Management BS * * *
Textile Science BS • . •
C<dlege of Education (4)
Early Childhood Education BA . . .
Elementary Education BA * * •
Graphic Communications BS • •
Industrial Education BS * * •
Mathematics Teaching BS . . *
Science Teaching BS * • *
Biological Sciences * * •
Earth Science * » *
Physical Sciences * • *
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Oillcge ofEducation (4)
Si-c()ndar> Kducntion BA . . , , ,
English . . . . . ,
History . • . . . •
Mathemntics . • . . *
Modern Liin>,'ijn>;es . . . . .
Political Science . . . • .
Social Sciences . . . .
Special Education HA . . .
. .
College of Engineering (5)
Akmcultural Knt^nnet-nne' liS . . . .
Ceramic Hnknn.'ennt: BS . . . *
CheniKMl KiiLnneennE BS . . . . . . . , . « * . »
Cml Enkinecrmi; BS . . . . . *
Computer EncineennK BS . . . . . »
Electrical Enmneenng BS . • . . •
EnKineennc Analysis BS . . . .
Industrial En^nneennc BS . . • . . .
Mechanical EnL^neennc BS . . . . . . .
College of Forest and Recreation Resources (6)
Forest Resource Management EiS * *
Forest Prixiucts BS .
Parks, Recreation, and Tounsm
Management BS . , , , , , ,
CoUege of Liberal Arts (7)
English BA . . ' . . .
• » ' • • * * •
Language and International Trade BA
Modern Languages BA • • - « * • • • • •
Philosophy BA « » * » . * * •
Political Sriencp BA . * • • * »
Psychology BA • • « * • » '
Sociology BA • • * • • * •
CoUege of Nursing (8)
Health Science BS . . . . . * , , . .
Nursing BS , . , . * * * • ' * *
CoUege ofSciences (9)
Biochemistry BS T . "T ~r ~~ TT * T . . . *
Biological Sciences BA, BS . • • * * * • •
Chemistry BA, BS • • • • » * * •
Computer Information Systems BS • * • * * * * *
Computer Science BA, BS • « • * • * • *
Geology BA, BS • • * * * . * » * • * *
» * « * • • •
Medical Technology BS • • • • * • • * *
Microbiology BS • • • * * * * •
Physics BA, BS * • • • * * • *
Prepharmacy Nondegree * * • * * * • * •
Prephysical Therapy Nondegree * * * * • * * *
iJointly administered by the College of Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.
2For the Bachelor of Arts only.
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MINORS
A minor consists of at least 15 semester credits, with no fewer than 9 credits
at the 300 level or higher. Courses used to fulfill general education require-
ments, options, and electives may be counted toward the minor. However, a
student cannot major and minor in the same field. A minor may be declared
with the written approval of the major adviser. The adviser shall contact the
department offering the minor.
A minor may be acquired with either the Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor
of Science degree. The minor will be posted to the student's transcript but not
on the diploma. Specific requirements for each minor are detailed below.
Accounting A minor concentration in Accounting requires ACCT 201, 202,
301, 302, and 6 additional credits in accounting courses numbered higher
than 301. (Credit may not be received for both ACCT 303 and 307.)
Adult/Extension Education A minor in Adult/Extension Education requires
AG ED 403, 440, 445, and 6 additional credits selected from the following: AG
ED 407, 428, 432. 450. 482. PRTM 308.
Agricultural Business Management A minor in Agricultural Business
Management requires AP EC 302, 309, 319 and at least two courses selected
from AP EC 308, 351, 402, 409, 433, 452, 456, 460.
Agronomy A minor in Agronomy requires AGRIC 104, AGRON 202, and 9
or more hours at the 300 level or higher.
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology A minor in Aquaculture, Fish-
eries, and Wildlife Biology requires W F B 350 and 12 credits selected from
the following: W F B 306, 307, 412, 414, 416, 450, 452, 460, 462, 469, 493, 499.
Biochemistry A minor concentration in Biochemistry requires BIOCH 301,
423 or 431, 432, 433, 434 (11 credits), plus any other biochemistry courses at
the 300 level or above, for an additional 4 credits.
Biological Sciences A minor concentration in Biological Sciences requires 15
credits and must include either BIOSC 302 or 303, 304 or 305 (or both); re-
maining credits must be selected from biochemistry, biological sciences, bota-
ny, genetics, or zoology courses numbered 300 or higher.
Chemistry A minor concentration in Chemistry requires CH 101, 102, and
15 additional credits in chemistry, at least 9 of which must be at the 300 or
400 level, with the courses to be selected in consultation with the Department
of Chemistry.
Cluster The Cluster minor concentration is designed to allow students a
somewhat wider choice of course materials than is possible with the conven-
tional subject-matter minor. The general requirement for the Cluster mi-
nor is 15 credits in courses numbered higher than 300, except where noted
differently, chosen according to one of the plans listed below. Courses within
the student's major area may not be included in the Cluster minor.
Group I Social Sciences—anthropology, economics, geography, history,
political science, psychology, sociology.
Group II Administration—accounting, economics, finance, law, manage-
ment, marketing.
Group III Life Sciencesi—^biochemistry, biological science, botany, genetics.
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microbiology, zoology.
Group rV Physical Sciencesi—chemistry, geology, physics.
Communications A minor concentration in Communications requires 18
credits distributed as follows:
General Communications Option ENGL 231, 312, and either SPCH 360 or
361, PHIL 102, and 6 elective credits.
Advertising Option AP EC 351, ENGL 231 or 304, G C 104, PSYCH 330,
and 6 elective credits.
Commerce Option AP EC 351 or IN ED 496, ENGL 231 or 304, SPCH 360
or 361, MGT 301, and 6 elective credits.
Politics Option ENGL 312 and either SPCH 360 or 361, PC SC 341, 443,
and 6 elective credits.
Elective credits are approved by the Head of the Department of English or
his/her representative.
Computer Science A minor in Computer Science requires CP SC 102 or 210,
231, 340, plus at least 6 credits chosen from 300 level or higher computer
science courses.
Economics A minor concentration in Economics requires ECON 314, 315,
and 9 additional credits from economics courses numbered 300 or higher.
English A minor concentration in English requires 15 credits in English
above the sophomore level, arranged as follows:
Group I ENGL 411.
Group n Three credits from ENGL 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 412, 413,
414,415,416,417,418.
Group III Three credits from ENGL 422, 423, 424, 425.
Group IV Six additional credits above the sophomore level, including at
least 3 credits from the 400 level.
Department certification of proficiency in composition is required. (See dis-
cussion under major concentration in English.)
Entomology A minor in Entomology requires ENT 301 and 12 credits of any
other entomology courses at the 300 level or higher.
Environmental Science A minor concentration in Environmental Science
requires EN SC 200, 400, and 12 credits from the following groups:
Group I Science and engineering—At least 6 credits from these courses:
AGRON 202, AGRON (AG E, E S E) 408, BIOSC 441, 443, CH
413, ENT (EN TOX) 430, E S E 401, 402, 430, 485, FOR 315.
Group II Economics and resource management—At least 3 credits from
these courses: AP EC 403, AGRON 404, CRD 357, GEOG 101,
102, 103.
Group III History, political science, philosophy, psychology, and ethics—^At
least 3 credits from these courses: C R P 405, HIST 321, 322, 323,
491, HUM 305, PHIL 324, 325, PSYCH 355, S T S 300.
Fine Arts The minor concentration in Fine Arts requires HUM 3012, 3022
iNo course in the 100 series is acceptable toward the Cluster minor and not more than two courses in the 200 series are
acceptable.
2Students transferring from the College of Architecture may substitute CA DS 151-152 for HUM 301, 302.
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and 15 credits from the following courses, of which at least 9 credits must be
earned in courses numbered 300 or higher, and no more than 9 credits in
any discipline selected from the following: A A H (all courses), ART (all
courses), ENGL 345, 346, 357, 445, 446, HUM 305, 306, 309, L S 190,
MUSIC 151, 152, 205, 206, 210, 251, 252, 301, 305, 306, 311, 315, 316, 351,
352, 362, 363, 365, 421, 422, SPCH 369, SPCH (THEA) 363, THEA 279, 375,
376, 378.
Forest Products A minor in Forest Products requires 18 credits from the
following: FOR 221, 315, 420, and a minimum of 9 credits, selected with a
forestry faculty adviser's approval, from 300- and 400-level forestry courses.
Forest Resource Management A minor in Forest Resource Management
requires either of the following:
1. Credits from the following: FOR 305, 310, 315, and a minimum of 6 cred-
its, selected with a forestry faculty adviser's approval, from any forestry
course (for a total of 15 credits).
2. A formal program of study developed by the student and forestry adviser,
containing a minimum of 15 credits of forestry courses. Nine credits must
be at the 300 level or higher.
Geography The Geography minor consists ofGEOG 101, 102, or 103 plus 15
credits of geography at the 300 and 400 level. At least one 400-level geogra-
phy course must be taken. One of the following courses may be taken as part
of the 15-credit, upper-level requirements but may not be substituted for the
required 400-level geography course: PRTM 401, R S (SOC) 401, 471.
Geology A minor concentration in Geology requires GEOL 101 and 15 addi-
tional credits drawn from 300- and 400-level geology courses; at least one
400-level course must be included.
Health Science A minor in Health Science requires HLTH 298 plus 12 addi-
tional credits drawn from the 300- and 400-level health courses; at least one
400-level course must be included. Select from the following: HLTH 301,
310,320,401,402,410,498.
History A minor concentration in History requires 15 credits in history at
the 300 and 400 level. Three credits at the 400 level must be included.
International Politics A minor concentration in International Politics re-
quires PO SC 105, 361 and 12 additional credits at the 300 or 400 level, of
which at least 3 must be chosen from Group I below and at least 3 from
Group II:
Group I Comparative Politics—PO SC 371, 373, 471, 472, 475, 476, 477.
Group II International Politics—PO SC 428, 457, 462, 463, 465.
With the approval of the Political Science department head, PO SC 310,
311, 379, and 468 may be applied to the requirements for the International
Politics minor. Students majoring in Political Science cannot minor in Inter-
national Politics.
Marketing A minor concentration in Marketing requires MKT 301 and 12
additional credits drawn from 300- or 400-level marketing courses.
Mathematical Sciences A minor concentration in Mathematical Sciences
requires MTHSC 208 and 12 additional credits in mathematical sciences
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courses numbered 300 or higher.
Microbiology A minor concentration in Microbiology requires MICRO 305
and 11 additional credits drawn from 400-level microbiology courses.
Modem Languages A minor concentration in Modern Languages requires
15 credits in one modern language from courses at the 300 and 400 levels,
including at least one course at the 400 level. In addition, a minor concen-
tration in French requires FR 205.
Musici A minor concentration in Music requires MUSIC 151, 152, 205,
206, two credits in ensemble (MUSIC 361, 362, 363, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369)
and 11 additional credits from these courses: MUSIC 210, 251, 252, 301,
305, 306, 311, 312, 315, 316, 351, 352, 421, 422. Two additional ensemble
credits may be included.
Natural Resource Economics A minor in Natural Resource Economics re-
quires AP EC 403 and CRD 357 and three courses selected from the follow-
ing: AP EC 308, 352, 402, 425, 433, 452, AP EC (C R D) 412, R S (SOC) 401.
Philosophy A minor concentration in Philosophy requires 18 credits in phi-
losophy. These 18 credits may include one 100-level philosophy course
(PHIL 101, 102, or 103). At least one 3-credit course at the 400 level must be
included.
Physics A minor concentration in Physics requires PHYS 122, 221 and 222,
and 9 additional credits in physics courses at the 300 level or higher.
Political Science A minor concentration in Political Science requires PO SC
101 or 103 or 105 and 15 additional credits at the 300-400 level, 9 of which
must be selected from three different fields of political science as follows:
American Government PO SC 403, 405, 432, 442.
Comparative Politics PO SC 371, 373, 471, 475, 476, 477.
International Politics PO SC 361, 428, 462, 463, 465.
Political Theory PO SC 351, 352, 453.
Public Policy/Public Administration PO SC 302, 321, 422.
At least one 400-level course must be included. No more than a total of 3
credits from PO SC 310, 311, and 312 may be applied to the requirements for
a Political Science minor.
Poultry Science A minor concentration in Poultry Science requires P S 201
and 12 additional credits from P S 101, 323, 355, 400, 402, 451, 453, 458, 460.
Psychology A minor concentration in Psychology requires PSYCH 201, and
205 or 210 (except for Sociology majors) and 15 credits from 300- and 400-
level psychology courses. At least one 400-level course must be included.
Religion A minor concentration in Religion requires REL 101 plus 15 credits
in religion courses numbered above 300, including at least one course num-
bered above 400. PHIL 303 and SOC 432 may be included in the minor, pro-
vided that they are not counted towards meeting requirements for a major
in those fields.
Science and Technology in Society A minor in Science and Technology in
Society requires S T S 300 plus 15 additional credits, at least six of which
^Housed in the Department of Performing Arts.
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must be on the 400 level. No course that is used to meet the requirements of
a disciplinary major may also be used to meet the Science and Technology in
Society minor requirements. See adviser for list of approved courses.
Sociology A minor concentration in Sociology requires SOC 201 and 15 cred-
its from sociology and rural sociology courses numbered 300 or higher. At
least one 400-level course must be included.
Spanish-American Area Studies A minor concentration in Spanish-
American Area Studies requires the equivalent of SPAN 202, plus 15 credits
distributed as follows: 6 credits from HIST 340, 341, 342, 440; 6 credits from
SPAN 305, 308, 311, 411; 3 credits from AGRIC 301, 401, ECON 410, PO SC
475.
Speech 1 A minor concentration in Speech requires SPCH 250 and 12 addi-
tional credits in speech.
Textiles A minor in Textiles requires 15 credits form the following: TEXT
201, 202, 460, and any other approved textile course such as TEXT 308, 314,
416, 420, 426, 428, 440, 470, 471, 472, 475, 476.
Theatre 1 The minor concentration in Theatre requires THEA 378 and 15
additional credits arranged as follows:
Group I Dramatic Literature—At least 3 credits from these courses:
ENGL404, 410, 411,430.
Group II Production and Playwriting—9 credits from these courses:
THEA (ENGL) 347, 447; THEA 375, 376, 377, 475, 476, 477.
Group III Electives—3 additional credits from the 400-level courses listed
above.
Women's Studies A minor concentration in Women's Studies requires 15
credits on the 300 and 400 level, distributed as follows:
Group I 6 credits: WS 301 and 498.
Group II 6 credits chosen from core courses: ENGL 380, 436, HIST 318,
PSYCH 308, SOC 461, and any additional courses approved for
Group II.
Group III The final 3 credits may be earned by taking any approved Wom-
en's Studies minor course.
Courses selected in Groups II and III must represent at least two disci-
plines. No course that is used to meet the requirements of a disciplinary ma-
jor may also be used to meet the Women's Studies minor requirements. The
courses for this minor are to be scheduled in consultation with the appropri-
ate advisers. The Women's Studies adviser will provide all affected advisers
with a list of approved courses prior to preregistration.
Writing A minor concentration in writing requires 15 credits as follows:
Business and Technical Option AP EC 351 or G C 104, CP SC 120, ENGL
304 or 314, 392, 490.
Journalism Option ENGL 231, 333, 334, 335; one of the following electives:
AP EC 351, CP SC 120, G C 104, ENGL 217, 304, 312, 314, IN ED 496, PHIL
102, SPCH 250, 260, and any course approved by the Head of the Depart-
^Housed in the Department of Performing Arts.
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ment of English.
Writing Pedagogy Option ENGL 312, 400, 401, 485; elective (3 credits),
any 300- or 400-level writing course offered by the Department of English.
Creative Writing Options
Drama THEA (ENGL) 347, 447 (6 credits), ENGL 430, and one of the fol-
lowing electives: ENGL 312, 410, 411, THEA 378.
Fiction ENGL 345, 445 (6 credits), 432, and one of the following electives:
ENGL 312, 418, 425, 426.
Poetry ENGL 346, 446 (6 credits), 431, and one of the following electives:
ENGL 312, 413, 416, 417.
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
An undergraduate student whose enrollment in a curriculum occurs after
May 15, 1984, must fulfill the general education requirements in the catalog
in effect at the time. A student who withdraws from the University and sub-
sequently returns after May 15, 1984, will be required to satisfy the general
education requirements. Any variation in curricular or general education
requirements shall be considered under the substitution procedure.
The general education requirements in some curricula are more restric-
tive than the general requirements shown below.
A Composition and Speaking Skills 9 hours
1. English 101, 102
2. Three hours from English 231, 304, 312, 314, 316,
345, 346, 347; Speech 150, 250
B. Mathematics 6 hours
1. Six hours taken from any course in mathematical sciences
and Experimental Statistics 301. (Exception: MTHSC 115,
116, 215, 216 may be used by Education majors only to
satisfy this requirement.)
C. Science and Technology 11 hours
1. A two-semester sequence in the same physical or biological
sciences, each including a laboratory
2. At least an additional 3 hours in an applied science to be
selected from the following:
Any introductory physical or biological science, except
tiie science selected to fulfill C 1 above
Agricultural Engineering—^All courses except 471, 473
Agricultural Mechanization—^All courses except 408, 472
Agriculture—All courses except 301, 401, H491, H492
Agronomy—^All courses except 350, 406, 455
Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences—^All courses except 205, 360,
390,406,422
Animal Physiology 301, 460
Anthropology 251
Architecture 425, 488
Astronomy 301, 302, 401, 402, 403, 410
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Biochemistry 431
Biological Sciences 222, 223, 241, 280, 302, 303, 304, 305
Biology 109 M
Botany 145, 203, 221
Computer Science 101, 110, 120, 130
Construction Science and Management 201, 202, 203, 301, 302, ||
304, 403
Economics 311, 430
Education 458, 497 11
Engineering—All Engineering-designated courses or combination '
of courses that are 3 hours or more
Entomology—All courses except 461, 462, 468, 490 ii
Environmental Science 200, 432, 471, 472 II
Experimental Statistics 301, 462
Food Science—All courses except 417, 418, 420, 421, 491
Forest Resources 205, 206, 221, 222, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 302,
|
305, 306, 308, 310, 312, 325, 403, 405, 409, 411, 412, 413, 415,
420, 424, 429, 430, 431, 432, 434, 436
Genetics—^All courses [I
Geography 310 "
Geology 210, 220, 306, 400, 401, 402, 403, 405, 407, 408, 413
Graphic Communications 104, 444, 445, 446 n
Health—^All courses III
Horticulture—All courses except 304, 308, 407, 409, 416, 461,
462,470,471
Industrial Education 102, 202, 203, 204, 205, 208, 210, 240, 316, |
320,372,412,415,418,468
Management 302, 308, 320 , 322, 401, 419
ManagementScience310, 413, 414
||
Mathematical Sciences 231
Microbiology 100
Nursing 300, 304
Nutrition—All courses
Packaging Science—^All courses
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 203
Physics 240, 245, 262, 340, 341, 355, 473
Plant Pathology—^All courses
Poultry Science—^All courses except 405, 406, 460, 471
Textile Chemistry 315, 316, 405, 406
Textile Management and Textile Science 175, 176, 201, 202,
308, 313, 314, 321, 322, 414, 426, 440, 460
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology—^All courses except 490, 499
Zoology 456
Humanities 6 hours
1. Three hours selected from sophomore literature courses (200
level only) or foreign language literature (300 level or higher)
2. Three hours selected from the following (excluding practica):
Art and Architectural History—All courses except 411, 412
English—All courses except 100, 101, 102, 111, 217, 231, 304, 312,
314, 316, 331, 333, 334, 335, 345, 346, 347, 392, 485, 490
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French—All courses, 300 level or higher, except 305, 409
German—All courses, 300 level or higher, except 305, 411, 412
Humanities—^All courses
Italian—^All courses, 300 level or higher
Music 151, 152, 210, 251, 252, 301, 306, 311, 312, 315, 316
Philosophy—All courses
Religion—^AU courses
Russian—^All courses, 300 level or higher
Spanish—All courses, 300 level or higher, except 305, 409, 411
Speech 340, 360, 361, 363, 365, 366, 369, 401
Theatre 210, 274, 375, 376, 378, 475, 476, 477
Visual Arts—^All courses except 471, 472
Women's Studies 301, 498
Social Sciences 6 hours
1. Six hours selected from the following:
Agricultural and Applied Economics—All courses except 426
Anthropology—^All courses except 251
Community and Rural Development 357, 411, 412
Economics—^All courses except 311, 430
Geography—^All courses except 310
History—^AU courses
Political Science—^All courses
Psychology—^All courses
Rural Sociology 301, 303, 359, 371, 401, 403, 471, 495, 498
Science and Technology in Society 300
Sociology—All courses
38 hours
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Knowledge and technical experience in the application of basic science and
mathematics along with general education addresses the professional
expertise needed in the agricultural industry. The College meets this
demand by offering diverse curricula ranging from the study of diseases, to
the design of environmentally compatible packages, to the management of
turfgrass for golf courses, to the conservation of natural resources, to the
production and marketing of food and fiber. Employment opportunities of
over 48,000 positions annually exceed the supply of qualified graduates by
one-third. It is a buyer's market for graduates with a bachelor, master, or
doctoral degree.
The College of Agricultural Sciences offers twelve major undergraduate
programs with six optional areas of study leading to a Bachelor of Science
degree. These curricula include Agricultural and Applied Economics with
options in Agricultural Economics and Community and Rural Development;
Agricultural Education; Agricultural Engineering; Agricultural
Mechanization and Business; Agronomy; Animal Industries with options in
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences and Poultry Science; Aquaculture,
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology; Entomology; Food Science; Horticulture with
an option in Turfgrass; Packaging Science; and Plant Pathology.
MINORS
The various disciplines in Agricultural Sciences offer minors to students who
wish to broaden their educational background and enhance their expertise.
(See page 52 for minors.)
HONORS PROGRAM
Students with a cumulative grade-point ratio of 3.4 and above are urged to
consider enrolling in the Honors Program. The College offers Honors desig-
nated courses and an opportunity to do a research project under the direc-
tion of an agricultural scientist. For more information contact the Honors
Program Office in the Clemson House.
SCHOLARSHIPS
A wide range of scholarships are available to students who are majoring in
one of the agricultural disciplines. Applications for scholarships must be
completed annually and returned to the Office of Student Financial Aid in
order to be considered.
AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS
The Agricultural and Applied Economics major includes two curricula:
Agricultural Economics and Community and Rural Development.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
The curriculum in Agricultural Economics places emphasis on a strong
background in economics with applications to agricultural and agricultural-
ly-related businesses. Also included are courses in basic agricultural and bio-
logical sciences, liberal arts, and business. Students have sixteen hours of
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free electives that may be used for further specialization or to broaden the
educational experience.
Students have the opportunity to concentrate in one of several areas of
specialty as follows: Agri-Industries Management, Agri-Marketing,
Agricultural Administration, Agricultural Finance, Agricultural Sales and
Merchandising, Applied Economics, Farm Management, and Real Estate.
Employment opportunities open to graduates with an Agricultural Eco-
nomics curriculum are many. These include sales and promotional work
for a variety of businesses, management positions in the farm-loan depart-
ments of private banks or with cooperative farm credit agencies, public rela-
tions activities for various firms, market managers and directors, county
agents, representatives of government agencies serving agriculture, and op-
erators of numerous enterprises.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Industries 3 AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sciences 3
AGRIC105 Agriculture and Soriety 2 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis 3
MTHSC 101 Finite Probability 3 PHIL 102 Intro, to Logic 3
Sdenoe Requirement! „ 4 Science Requirement! 4
15 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT201 Principles of Accounting 3 ACCT 202 Principles ofAccounting 3
ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3 AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 AP EC 308 Quant. Agric. Economics 3
or MTHSC 203 Elem. Stat. Infer 3 CPSC 110 Elem. Comp. Prog 3
Communication Requirement2 3 or CP SC 120 Intro, to Infor Proc Sys 3
Science Requirements 3 Communication Requirement2 3
Elective _ „ „ 3 literature Requirement* 3
18 18
JUNIOR YEAR
AP EC 302 Economics ofFarm Mgt 3 AP EC 309 Economics of Agric. Marketing 3
ECON 314 Intermediate Microeconomics 3 Agriculture Requirements 6
EX ST 462 Statistics Applied to Economics 3 Concentration 6
R S 301 Rural Sociology „.... 3 Elective 3
Agricultural Requirements 3 18
Elective _ 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
AP EC 402 Production Economics 3 AP EC 406 Seminar 1
LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Business 3 AP EC 456 Prices 3
Concentration „ 6 Concentration - „ 6
Elective 3 Elective 6
15 16
134 Total Semester Hours
lA two-semester sequence from the College of Sciences in the same physical or biological science, each including a
laboratory.
2ENGL 231, 304, 314, SPCH 250.
^A physical or biological science from the College of Sciences.
4ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^Courses in the College of Agricultural Sciences not including those in the Department of Agricultural and Applied
Economics.
COMMUNITYAND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
The Community and Rural Development curriculum is designed to provide
students with training to deal with local, national, and international develop-
ment issues. Students learn about natural and human resources, and basic
principles in several disciplines. Associations between natural resources and
social, economic, and political institutions are studied. Students receive prac-
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tical training, and internships are available to complement the coursework
in this curriculum.
A bachelor's degree with a major in Community and Rural Development
will qualify students for employment with local, state, regional, federal and
international agencies; with utilities, cooperative-extension services, private
businesses, research-consulting firms, and financial institutions. This major
also provides an excellent background for professional or graduate study in
several disciplines.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
AGRIC 105 Agricultuare and Society
ENGL 101 CompoBition I
GEOG 101 Introduction to Geography
or GEOG 102 Human Geography
MTHSC 101 Finite Probahib^ —
Sdenoe Requirement!
Second Semeeter
2
3
._ 3
3
3
4
15
AGRIC 200 Agric. Application of Microcomp 3
ENGL 102 Compoaition II 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analyma. 3
Humanities Requirements. 3
Science Requirement! 4
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG M 301 Sal and Water Conaervabon _ ..3
or AGRON 202 Soils 4
AGRIC 301 International Agriculture 3
AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics. 3
EX ST 301 Intrcxluctory Stabstics. 3
literature Requirement^ 3
ACCT 201 Pnnciplee ofAccounting _ „„ 3
ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3
ENGL 231 Introduction to Journalism 3
PC SC 103 Intro, to Government and Politics 3
or PC SC 105 Intro, to International Politics 3
R S 301 Rural Sociology 3
SPCH 250 Public Speaking _ 3
JUNIOR YEAR
ECON 314 Intermediate Microeconomics „.
EX ST 462 Statistics Applied to Economics
—
RS(SOC) 359 The Community
Social Science Requirement*
Elective-
... 3 AP EC 352 Public Finance „.„ 3
...3 C R D 357 Natural Resources Economics 3
...3 R S (SOC) 401 Human Ecology 3
... 3 Commerce and Industry Requirements..^ 8
_. 3 SpeoahzationS „ 3
.- 2 Hective _ _ „. _. 2
17 17
SENIOR YEAR
C R D (AP EC) 41 1 Reg. Impact Analysis 2
R 8 (SOC) 471 Demography 3
Advanced Social Science Requirement6 3
Planning Requirement? 3
Specializations
_.. 3
Dective „ 3
17
AP EC 403 Land Economics. 3
CRD (AP EC) 412 Spatial Competition and
and Rural Development. _ - 3
C R D (AP EC) 491 Internship 3
Spwiah?ation8. _ „ _ — „ „... 5
Elective _ _ 3
17
132-133 Total Semester Hours
!A two-semester sequence from the College of Sciences in the same physical or biological science, each including a
laboratory.
2Select from foreign language, humanities, music, philosophy.
3ENGL 202, 208, 209.
•Select from 200- or 300-level courses in geography, history, political science, psychology, sociology.
5EC0N 302,315,410, MGT 301, 305, 307, MKT301.
^Select from 300- or 400-level courses in geography, history, political science, psychology, sociology.
7CRP411,415,472.
^See adviser for available speciaUzation and course requirements.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Agricultural Education provides broad preparation in agricultural sciences
and professional education, including communications and human-
relations skills.
In addition to required courses, students may elect minor study in
agricultural management, mechanization, horticulture, forestry, or
production agriculture. Students in other departments within the College of
Agricultural Sciences may minor in Agricultural Education and be certified
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to teach when they meet the minimum requirements.
The Bachelor's degree prepares students for professional education posi-
tions in the mainstream of agriculture including teaching, cooperative ex-
tension service, and governmental agricultural agencies such as SCS,
FmHA, or ASCS. This degree prepares students for other forms of educa-
tional work such as agricultural missionary, public relations, and positions
as training officers in agricultural industry, both domestic and internation-
al
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind „ _ 3 AG ED 100 Orientation and Field Exp 1
AGRIC 200 Agric. Appl. of NEcrocomputers. 3 AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sdenoes 3
BIOL 103 General Biology I „ 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL _ 3
Mathematics Requirementl 3 Mathematics Requdrementl 3
16 Elective 1
15
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG ED 201 Intro, to Agric. Education.™ _ 3 AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3
AG M 205 Principles ofFarm Shop 3 CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4
orAGM 206 Agric. Mech _ 3 or CH 106 Beg. Gen. and Organic Chemistry 4
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 HORT 208 Landscape Appreciation 3
or CH 105 Beg. Gen. and Organic Chemistry 4 Literature Requirements _ 3
HIST 322 History of Technology 3 Elective 3
or HIST 323 History of American Technology 3 16
Humanities Requirement2 3
16
JUNIOR YEAR
AGM 301 Soil and Water Conservation 3 ADVSC 301 Feeds and Nutrition..
orAG M 452 Farm Power 3 ED 302 Educational Psychology..
AGRON 202 Soils 4 ENGL 231 Intro, to Joumabsm 3
AP EC 302 Econ. ofFarm Management 3 or ENGL 304 Business Writing - 3
ENT 301 General Entomology 4 or SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
Nfincr* „ 6 M«r» „.6
20 Elective „ 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
AG ED 400 Supv. Field Exp. II 1 AG ED 406 Directed Teaching 12
AG ED 401 Meth. in Agric. Education 3 AG ED 423 Curriculum 2
FOR 305 Elements of Forestiy 3 AG ED 425 Teaching Agric. Mechanics 2
PL PA 301 Plant Pathology 3 16
Nfinort „ „ 3
Elective 4
17
134 Total Semester Hours
lA minimum of 6 credits in mathematical sciences is required, excluding MTHSC 115, 116, 215, 216. EX ST 301 may be
included.
2Se€ Humanities section under General Education Requirements.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
*See adviser for available minor areas and course requirements.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Graduates in Agricultural Engineering are well-equipped to apply engineer-
ing to many functions affecting the well-being of mankind. They have broad
training in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and biological sciences as well
as comprehensive coverage of the engineering sciences. Agricultural
engineers are sought by industry and public service organizations primarily
for their ability to apply engineering expertise to living systems and to the
management of land and water resources. Specific areas of emphasis are as
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follows:
1. Agricultural Production and Consumer Products Engineering
2. Biotechnology Engineering
3. Food Engineering
4. Natural Resources Engineering
This curriculum includes courses in such engineering sciences as me-
chanics, fluids, thermodynamics, electrical theory, computing devices and
systems analysis. Courses in the basic sciences appropriate to the areas of
emphasis provide a foundation for engineering design and development and
for the management of biological systems. In addition, important facets of
energy conversion, research methods, use of economy and integrity in de-
sign and protection, modification, and control of the environment are includ-
ed.
Graduate programs lead to the Master of Science, Master of Engineering,
and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
Opportunities for employment of agricultural engineering graduates in-
clude design, research, production and sales with industry plus teaching, re-
search, extension, and field engineering with governmental agencies. Agri-
cultural engineers are also equipped for self-employment as consulting
engineers or as owners of businesses providing engineering services and re-
lated products.
FRESHMAN YEAR PROGRAM
First Semester
CH 101 GenenJ Chemistry
ENGL 101 Composition I _..._ _ „
ENGR 180 CompuUTs in Engineerii^l
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Var. I
Humanities/Social Science Requirements..
Second Semester
..4 CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry3 4
.. 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
.. 3 ENGR 101 Inh-oduction to Engineeringl 1
.. 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Var. II _..... 4
.. 3 PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. I _ 3
17 Elective „ .._ 3
lOne-half of the entering freshman class will enroll during the first semester, the other one-half will enroll during the
second semester.
2See Policy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula, page 126.
3See adviser.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONAND CONSUMER PRODUCTS EMPHASIS
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
AG E 221 Survey, for Soil and Water Res
E G 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics
E M 201 Engineering Mechanics: Statics „
MTHSC 206 Calculus ofSev. Var
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II
Elective
AG E 356 Mach. Op. for Ag. and Biol. Sys
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. I
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials
M E 310 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer..
Mathematics RecpnrementS ,
PlantAnimal Science Requirement4
Second Semester
.2 AG E 214 Fab. and Mfg. Meth. for Ag. Sys 2
.2 ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics! 3
3 or ECON 200 Economic Conceptsl 3
4 EM 202 Engineering Mechanics: I>ynamic8 3
. 3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. Diff. Equa „.. 4
. 3 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. IIL - 3
17 literature Requirements 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
3
2
_ 1
AG E 322 Small Watershed Hyd. and Sed 2
AG E 333 Environ. Mod. and Cont. for Agric.
and Biological Systems 2
AG E 350 Microcomp. Controls in Biosys 2
AG E 362 Energy Conv. in Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AGRON202Sct1s 4
E M 305 Mechanics of Materials Lab 1
or EM 322 Fluid Mechanics Lab „ 1
E M 320 Fluid Mechanics 3
ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
or SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
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SENIOR YEAR
AG E 416 Mech. Des. for Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E 450 Instru. for Ag. and Biol. Sys „ 3
AG E 471 Engr. Research and Management — 2
I E 384 Engineering Economic Analysis 3
Humanities'Social Science Requirement2 3
Technical Requirement^ 3
17
AG E 421 Engr. Sys. for Soil Water Mgt 2
AG E 431 Agric. Struc. and Environ. Des 3
AG E 442 Prop. andProc. of Biol. Prod 3
Humanities/Social Science Requirement2 3
Technical Reqmnement^ 3
Elective, 4
18
143 Total Semester Hours
lECON 200 is a terminal course. ECON 211 is preferred prerequisite for upper-level courses.
2See Policy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula.
^Choose 3 credits from Humanistic/Social Policy list.
4Choose 3 credits from AGRIC 103, 104, ADVSC 202, BIOL 103, P S 201.
SChoose from EX ST 301, MTHSC 301, 434.
^See adviser.
BIOTECHNOLOGY ENGESTEERING EMPHASIS
See page 68 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
CH 201 Organic Chemistry..
E G 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics....
E M 201 Engineering Mechanics: Statics..
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. IL
Second Semester
4 AG E 214 Fab. and Mfg. Meth. for Ag. Sys
2 BIOCH 301 General Biochemistry
3 BIOCH 302 Molecular Biology Lab
4 EM 202 Engineering Mecharucs: Dynamics...
, 3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. Diflf. Equa
2 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. Ill
18 Elective „ _
JUNIOR YEAR
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering 2
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. 1 1
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials 3
M E 310 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4
literature Requirement2 3
Mathematics Requirement! _ 3
19
AG E 333 Environ. Mod. and Cont. for Agric.
and Biological Systems „ 2
AG E 350 MicTOComp. Controls in Biosys 2
AG E 362 Energy Conv. in Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E (BIOSC) 430 Engr. Model, of Biol. Sys 3
E M 320 Fluid Mechanics 3
E M 322 Fluid Mechanics Lab _. 1
or EM 305 Mechanics of Materials Lab 1
ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
or SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
Elective _ 2
19
SENIOR YEAR
AG E 416 Mech. Des. for Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E 450 Instru. for Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E 471 Engr. Research and Management 2
CH E (AG E) 428 Biochemical Engineering 3
Advanced Biology Requirement* 4
Humanitiea/Sodal Science Requirements 3
18
AG E 421 Engr. Sys. for Soil Water Mgt 2
AG E 429 Appl. in Biotech. Engr 3
AG E 442 Prop, and Proc. of Biol. Prod 3
ECON 211 Principles of MicroeconomicsS 3
or ECON 200 Economic Concepts3 3
Humanitiea/Social Science Requirements 3
Elective 2
16
143 Total Semester Hours
IChoose 3 credits from EX ST 301, MTHSC 301, 434.
2Choos€ 3 credits from Humanities/Social Policy list.
3EC0N 200 is a terminal course. ECON 211 is preferred prerequisite for upper-level courses.
4Choos€ 4 credits from AN PH 301, BOT 421, MICRO 412, 418, ZOOL 457, 459.
5See policy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula.
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FOOD ENGINEERING EMPHASIS
See page 68 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Pint Semester Second Semester
CH 201 Organic Chemistry
E G 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics „..
E M 201 Engineering Mechanics: Statics
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var
PHYS 221 Physics with Ca]. II
Elective
_ 4 AG E 214 Fab. and Mfg. Meth. for Ag. Sys 2
2 BIOCH 301 Genera] Biochemistry 3
>. 3 BIOCH 302 Molecular Biology Lab 1
-.„™ 4 EM 202 Engineering Mechanics: [>ynamic8 3
_ 3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. Diff. Equa 4
2 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. IH 3
18 EHective _ 2
18
JUNIOR YEAR
AG E 356 Mach. Op. for Agric. and Biol. Sys - 3
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering 2
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. I 1
ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics! _ 3
or ECON 200 Economic Conoeptsl 3
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials. „ 3
M E 310 Tliermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3
Literature RequirBment2. „ 3
18
AG E 333 Environ. Mod. and Cont. for Agric.
and Biological Systems 2
AG E 350 Microcomp. Controls in Bioeys 2
AG E 362 Energy Conv. in Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
E M 305 Mechanics of Materials Lab. 1 1
or E M 322 Fluid Mechanics Lab 1
E M 320 Fluid Mechanics „ 3
ENGL 314 Technical Wnting 3
or SPCH 250 Public Speaking
MICRO 305 General Microbiology..
Hective
SENIOR YEAR
AG E 416 Mech. Des for Ag. and Biol. Sys.„
AG E 450 Instru. for Ag. and Biol. Sys
AG E 471 Engr. Research and Management
CH E (AG E) 428 Biochemical Engineering
FD SC 401 Food Chemistry I
Humanitiea^Social Science Requirements „..
3 AG E 429 Appl. in Biotech. Engr 3
3 AG E 442 Prop, and Proc. of Biol. Prod 3
2 MICRO 407 Food and Dairy Microbiology 4
3 Approved Emphasis Requirement4 2
..- 4 Humanities/Social Science Requirements 3
3 Elective 2
18 17
143 Total Semester Hours
lECON 200 is a terminal course. ECON 211 is preferred prerequisite for upper-level courses.
2Choo8e 3 credits form Humanitiea/Social Policy list.
3See Pohcy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula.
4Choo8e 2 credits from AG E 322, 421, 431. 473, FD SC 403, PKGSC 404.
NATURAL RESOURCES ENGINEERING EMPHASIS
See page 68 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG E 221 Survey, for Soil and Water Res
E G 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics ...._
E M 201 Engineering Mechanics: Statics
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. U
Elective
2 AG E 214 Fab. and Mfg. Meth. for Ag. Sys 2
..„ 2 ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics! 3
3 or ECON 200 Economic Conoeptsl 3
4 EM 202 Engineering Mechanics: E)ynamic8 3
3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. Diff. Equa 4
— 3 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. m 3
17 Literature Requirement2 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
AG E 356 Mach. Op. for Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering 2
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. 1 1
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials 3
M E 310 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3
Biological Science Requirements 4
Mathematics Requirement^ 3
19
AG E 322 Small Watershed Hyd. and Sed. 2
AG E 333 Environ. Mod. and Cont. for Agric.
and Biologica] Systems 2
AG E 350 Microcomp. Controls in Biosys 2
AG E 362 Energy Conv. in Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AGRON 202 Soils „ 4
E M 305 Mechanics ofMaterials Lab 1
or E M 322 Fluid Mechanics Lab 1
E M 320 Fluid Mechanics 3
ENGL 314 Technical Writing _ -. 3
or SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
20
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SENIOR YEAR
AG E 416 Mech. Des. for Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E 450 Instru. for Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E 471 Engr. Research and Management 2
Approved Engineering Requirements 3
Humanities/Social Science Requirement? 3
Science Requirements 3
17
AG E 364 Agric. Waste Mg. Sys 2
AG E 421 Engr. Sys. for Sail Water Mgt 2
AG E 431 Agric. Struc. and Environ. Etes 3
Humanities/Sodal Science RequirementT 3
Technical Requirements 3
Elective „ „ _..4
17
143 Total Semester Hours
lECON 200 is a terminal course. ECON 211 is preferred prerequisite for upper-level courses.
2Choose 3 credits fi-om Humanistic/Social Policy list.
3Choose 4 credits from BIOL 103, BOT 421, and either MICRO 205 or 305.
4Choose 3 credtis form EX ST 301, MTHSC 301, 434.
SChoose 3 credits from AGRIC 440, BIOCH 301, CH 201, GEOL 101 or from Biological Science Requirement list.
6 Choose 3 credits from Approved Engineering Requirement list.
7 See Policy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula.
8 Choose 3 credits from Biological Sciences, Science, or Approved Engineering Requirement list.
AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION AND BUSINESS
The major in Agricultural Mechanization and Business is designed to pro-
vide an educational program for undergraduate students who desire train-
ing in areas which are relevant to dynamic agricultural enterprise. It is or-
ganized with strength in both business management and technical support
of agriculture and agribusiness. In order to produce an individual who is
well rounded and capable of communicating, the curriculum includes
courses in the humanities, social sciences, English composition, and public
speaking.
The graduate in agriculture with a major in Agricultural Mechanization
and Business finds meaningful and remunerative employment in a variety
of situations directly and indirectly related to agricultural production, pro-
cessing, marketing, and the many services connected therewith.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AG M 101 Introduction to Mech. and Business 1
AGRIC 103 Introduction to Animal Industry 3
BIOL 103 General Biology L _ 4
CH 101 General Chemistry. _ „ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3
Mathematics Requirement! 3
18
AGRIC 104 Introduction to Plant Sd 3
BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistiy 4
ENGL 102 Composition II 3
Mathematics Requirement! 3
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG M 205 Principles ofFarm Shop 3 ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3
AG M 206 Agric. Mechanization. 3
PHYS 208 Genera] Physics II _„ 4
Economics Requirements^ ^........„.._....„ „.„.... 3
Social Science Requirements 3
16
AGRIC 200 App. of Microcomputers 3
APEC 202 Agricultural Economics 3
E G 109 Engineering Graphics 2
PHYS 207 General Physics 1 4
Literature Requirementiz 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
AG M 302 Rainfall, Runoff, and Erosion Control 3
AG M 303 Cal. for Mech. Agric 3
AP EC 302 Econ. ofFarm Management 3
AP EC 351 Agric. Sales, Merch., and Advertising 3
or APEC 352 Public Finance 3
Social Science Requirements 3
Elective 3
18
AG M 402 Drainage, Irrigation, and Waste Mgt 3
AG M 406 Mech. and Hydraulic Systems 3
AGRON 202 Soils 4
AP EC 309 Econ. of Agric. Marketing 3
ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism „ 3
or ENGL 304 Business Writing 3
SPCH 250 PubUc Speaking 3
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SENIOR YEAR
AG M 452 Farm Power _ _ 3 AG M 401 Environmental Control
AG M 460 Farm and Home Utilitie*. 3 for Plants and Animals 1
AG M 472 Seminar 1 AG M 403 Structures for Plants and Animals 2
AP EC 319 Agribusiness Management 3 AG M 408 Equip. Sales and Service „. 3
or AP EC 409 Commodity Futures Mark«t 3 Agriculture Requirement^ 3
Eocnomics Requirement4 3 Elective 7
Humanities Requirement^ „ 3 16
16
138 Total Semester Hours
^A minimum of 6 crediu to be selected from MTHSC 102, 105, 106.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3ED302, GEOG 101. 301, 302. HIST 101, 102, 172, 173, POSCIOI. PSYCH 201. 401, SOC 201. or any agricultural
and applied economics and rural sociology courses.
^Select from agricultural and applied economics or economics courses.
^Select courses from the College of Agricultural Sciences.
^Select Humanities from General Education Requirements.
AGRONOMY
The science of Agronomy is the application of basic science such as
chemistry, microbiology, physics, botany, and genetics to food and fiber crop
production systems. The agronomic crops account for the bulk of the
primary agricultural production in the United States and the world. Career
opportunities for agronomy majors exist beyond those usually associated
with traditional agriculture. A degree in Agronomy can be an entry into
environmental sciences, biotechnology, international agriculture, genetic
engineering, and the new high-tech world of agriculture.
The degree in Agronomy can lead to a job in industry, government, or
business. It can also be a stepping stone to graduate work and a career in
research. Because the Agronomy curriculum is a combination of basic and
applied sciences, it provides flexibility not found in other areas.
Students majoring in Agronomy will select from three study areas:
Agronomic Systems, Soil and Environment, and Weed Science. Students
wishing to minor in Agronomy must satisfy the requirements as described in
the Minors section of the catalog.
AGRONOMIC SYSTEMS STUDYAREA
This study area provides a comprehensive agronomy curriculum which can
prepare the student for a career in crop consulting, extension education,
farm management, and industries requiring a knowledge of agricultural or
managed ecosystems. It will also prepare the student for graduate work in
one of the crop-related areas such as crop physiology, plant breeding and ge-
netics, crop management, plant-soil-environment relationships, and soil fer-
tility.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3 AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sciences 3
CH 101 General Chemistry - „... 4 AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 CH 112 General Chemistry 4
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL 3
orMTHSC 106 Calculus of One Var. 1 4 EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3
Social Science Requirement! 3 or MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Var. U 4
16-17 or MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculus 3
16-17
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRON 202 Soils —.- 4 AGRIC 200 Agric. Appl. of Microcomputer 3
BIOL 103 Genera] Biology 1 4 BOT 205 Plant Form and Function 4
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 PHYS 200 Introductory Physics 4
and CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab _ 1 Humanities Requirementl 3
or BIOCH 210 Elementary Biochemistry 4 Elective _ 3
Litarature Requirement ~ 3 17
18
JUNIOR YEAR
BOT 421 Plant Physiology.... 4 AGRON (AP EC) 426 Cropping Systems Analysis 3
GEN 302 Introductory Genetics 4 AGRON 452 Soil Fertility and Management 3
SPCH 250 Pubbc Sp^ng „ 3 Agronomy Requirement4 6
Crop Production Requirement2 3 Crop Production Requirement2 3
Pest Management Requirements 3 Pest Management Requirements 3
17 18
SENIOR YEAR
AGRON 455 Seminar 1 BIOSC 441 Ecdogy 4
ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3 Agronomic Specialty RequirementB „ 3
Agronomic Specialty Requirements _ 3 Agronomy Requirement* 3
Agronomy Requirement* 5 Elective „ _ 6
Elective ~- 4 16
16
134 Total Semester Hours
ISee General Education Requirements.
2Select at least two of the following: AGRON 421, 422, 423.
SSelect at least two courses from the following: AGRON 407, ENT 301, PL PA 301.
4Select at least 14 credits from the following: AGRON 403, 405, 407, 421, 422, 423, 425, 446, 453, 475, 490, ENT 301,
AGRON (HORT) 433, PL PA 301, and no more than 3 hours from AGRON 350 or 406.
SSelect at least two of the following: AGRON 405, 425, 490.
6ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207. 208, 209.
SOIL AND ENVIRONMENT STUDY AREA
This study area gives students an understanding of soil as a natural resource
and as a component of all terrestrial ecosystems. The student will learn how
soils influence ecological processes which take place above and below the
ground. An understanding of these processes will enable the student to deal
with traditional agricultural production issues as well as environmental
management problems such as groundwater protection and the most
appropriate use for a particular landscape. The student can aim toward a
variety of special areas including soil biology, fertility, chemistry, physics,
mineralogy, and morphology.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Pint Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology 1 4 AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sciences 3
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3 CH 1 12 General Chemistry 4
MTHSC 106 CalculusofOneVar.il 4 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
15 MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Var.m 4
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 AGRON 202 Soils 4
and CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab 1 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
or CH 201 Survey of Organic Chemistry 4 and CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab 1
GEOL 101 Physical Geology 3 or BIOCH 210 Intro, to Environ. Science 4
GEOL 103 Physical Geology Lab 1 EN SC 200 Intro, to Environmental Science 3
PHYS 207 General Physics* 4 PHYS 208 General HiysicsS 4
Humanities Requirements 3 Literature Requirements 3
Social Science Requirement2 3 18
18
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JUNIOR YEAR
AGRIC 200 Agric. Appl. of MicrocomputerB?..
CH 313 Quantitative Analy«i«..
CH 315 Quantitative Analysis Lab..
SPCH 250 PuWic Speaking
Agronomy Crape Options
Environmental Science OptionS
AGRON 452 Soil Fertility and Management..
AGRON 453 Soil and Fertility Lab.
AGRON 475 Soil Physics and Chemistiy „„
ENGL 314 Technical Writing .».
MICRO 305 General Micrxibiology
I Science Option«
3
„ 1
8
8
4
3
17
SENIOR YEAR
AGRON 403 Soil Genesis and Qassfiaition
AGRON 455 Seminar _ _._
AGRON 490 Sol Organisms in Crop Production..
Environmental Saenoe Options
Elective
2 AGRON 408 Land Treatment ofWastewater 3
1 BOT421 Rant Physiology „ 4
3 or GEN 302 Introductory Genetics 4
3 EN SC 400 Studies in Environmental Scienc* 3
6 Sooal ScaenoB RequiremmtS. „ 3
1 5 Elwtive 4
17
135 Total Semester Hours
IMTHSC 102 and 207 may be taken in lieu of MTHSC 106 and 108.
2See General Education Requirements; must include 3 hours of agricultural and applied economics or economics.
3See General Education Requirements
<PHYS 122/124 may be substituted.
SPHYS 221/223 may be substituted
6ENGL 202, 203. 204, 205. 206, 207. 208, 209
7CP SC 1 10 can be substituted.
*See adviser.
9AGRON 421. 422. 423, 426
WEED SCIENCE STUDY AREA
This study area is designed for those who have special interest in the
agricultural chemical industry, in consulting where weed control is to be the
area of specialization, and in research and extension education. Courses
include plant physiology, pathology, entomology, and pesticide toxicology and
provide a broad education in pest control.
The student who is interested in graduate work can plan for specialization
in such areas as weed physiology, ecology, and control or herbicide
technology.
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Industries.....
CH 101 General Chemistry
ENGL 101 Composition I _..._
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis.
or MTHSC 106 Calculus of One Var. L.
Soda] Science Requirementl.
FRESHMAN YEAR
3 AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Soences 3
..._ _ 4 AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3
3 CH 112 General Chemistjy 4
3 ENGL 102 Composition I 3
4 EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics _ 3
„..3 or MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Var. II 4
16-17 or MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculus 3
16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRON 202 Soils..
BIOL 103 General Biology I..
CH 223 Organic Chemistry..
and CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab...
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochemistiy......
Literature Requirement2
Elective
.4
...... 4
3
1
4
3
AGRIC 200 Agnc. Appl. of Microcomputers 3
BOT 205 Plant Form and Function _ — 4
PHYS 200 Inti^uctory Physics 4
Humanities Requirement! 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
AGRON 421 Field Crops—Monocots
AGRON 490 Soil Organisms and Crop. Prod...
BOT 431 Intro, to Rant Taxonomy....
GEN 302 Introductory Genetics
SPCH 250 Public Speaking „
. 3 AGRON 422 Field Crops—Dicots 3
3 AGRON (AP EC) 426 Cropping Systems Analysis 3
. 4 AGRON 452 Soil Fertility and Management 3
. 4 ENT 301 General Entomology 4
.3 PL PA 301 Plant Pathology _ 3
17 Agronomy Requirements 3
19
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SENIOR YEAR
AGRON 407 Weed Ecology and Management 3 AGRON (HORT) 433 Integrated Weed Mgt 3
AGRON 446 Soil Management 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
AGRON 455 Seminar _.
BIOSC 441 Ecology
BOT 421 Plant Physiology..
Elective
17
1 ENT 420 Toxicology of Insecticides „ 3
. 4 Agrofwmy Requirements 3
, 4 Elective 3
15
135 Total Semester Hours
^See General Education Requirement.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3AGR0N 423, HORT 352, 407, 412, 456.
ANIMAL INDUSTRIES
The Bachelor of Science degree program in Animal Industries includes two
curricula: Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences and Poultry Science.
ANIMAL, DAIRYAND VETERINARY SCIENCES MAJOR
The curriculum in Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences is designed to
provide students with a broad base of understanding of scientific principles
and application of these principles to scientific, technical, and business
phases of livestock production, processing and marketing. Completion of
general education requirements, basic sciences, applied sciences, and
student-selected courses in areas of personal interest well prepare graduates
for a successful career. All students complete a common freshman year,
and the curriculum is then divided into three emphasis areas: Business and
Production, Preveterinary and Science, and Meat and Dairy Foods. Each
emphasis area includes specialized courses unique to students pursuing
careers in those areas.
Many opportunities are available to Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sci-
ences graduates. Examples include (but are not limited to) production, sales
and marketing, business management, advertising, extension, meat and
dairy industry, and teaching. Graduates in the Preveterinary and Sciences
Emphasis area also meet all requirements for admission to graduate school
or the veterinary medicine program for the University of Georgia, North
Carolina State University, and Tuskegee University.
FRESHMAN YEAR PROGRAM
First Semester
ADVSC 100 Orientation to Animal, Dairy
and Veterinary Sciences _ _ 1
BIOL 103 Genera] Biology 1 4
or BIOL 110 Principles of Biology I „ 5
CH 101 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 Compwsition I 3
Humanities Requirementl „ 3
Elective 1
16-17
Second Semester
ADVSC 108 Animal and Dairy Science Techniques 1
BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
or BIOL 111 Principles of Biology II 6
CH 102 or 112 General Cheniistry2 .._ 4
ENGL 102 English Composition 11 _._ 3
Mathematics Requirements 3
1&-17
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PRODUCTION AND BUSINESS EMPHASIS AREA
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semeater
ACCT 200 Basic Aa»iinting „
ADVSC 202 Introductory Animal Science*...™
ADVSC 210 Animal Science Techniques
or ADVSC 203 Dairy Science TechniqiM«_-.
EDC ST 301 Introductory Statistics „..„.
Humanitiea/Literatxire Requirement!
_
Second Semester
.- 3
1
-„ 1
3
3
4
17
AGRIC 200 Agricultural Application of
Microoomputers
AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics.
SPCH 250 Public Speaking „ _...
Animal Products Requirement^
or Elective
Pant or Sal Saence Requirements
3
3
3
3
3^
3
15-16
JUNIOR YEAR
AP EC 302 Economics of Farm Management 3
or AP EC 319 Agribusiness Management 3
AN PH 301 Phy. and Anatomy of Domestic Animals 4
BIOCH 210 Elementary Biochemistry 4
Agricultural Mechanization RequirementiB 3
Animal Product Requirement* _«__ 3
or Elective 3-4
17-18
ADVSC 301 Feeds and Nutrition _ 3
ADVSC 302 Livestock Selection 2
or ADVSC 311 Dairy Cattle Selection 2
ADVSC 306 Feeds and Nutrition Lab 1
ADVSC 453 Animal Reproduction 3
AP EC 309 Economic of Agricultural Marketing 3
Animal Productaon Requirement? 3
""
17
ADVSC 406 Seminar and Related Topics.
AP EC 351 Agricultural Sales Mereh. and Adv....
AP EC 409 Commodity Futures Markets
GEN 302 Introductory Genetics
Animal Production Requirement? _..
Elective
SENIOR YEAR
2 ADVSC 452 Animal Breeding 3
„... 3 AP EC 460 Agncultural Finance 3
3 MGT 307 Personnel Management 3
4 Animal Production Reguirement7 4
3 Communications Requirementio 3
3 Elective __ 2
18 18
134 Total Semester Hours
MEAT AND DAIRY FOODS EMPHASIS AREA
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ACCT 200 Basic Accounting
_„ 3
ADVSC 202 Introductory Animal Sciences.-. 3
ADVSC 203 Dairy Science Techniques 1
or ADVSC 101 Dairy Foods 1
or ADVSC 210 Animal Science Techniques. 1
AGRIC 200 Agricultural Applic. of Microcomputers 3
CH 201 Survey of Organic Chemistry 4
Elective 3
17
ADVSC 253 Meeta 2
ADVSC 255 Meats Lab „ _.„... 1
AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3
or ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3
PHYS 200 Introductory Physics 4
SPCH 250 PubUc Speaking.- - - 3
Elective _ _ - 4
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ADVSC 307 Fluid Milk _ _._ 4
ADVSC 380 Mus. Growth and Meat Fab „ 3
AN PH 301 Physiology and Anat. of Dom. Animals 4
BIOCH 210 Elementary Biochemistry 4
Elective „ „ 2
17
ADVSC 400 Dairy Processing 1 4
FD SC 422 Quality Assurance and Sensory
Evaluation 2
FD SC 424 Quality Assurance and Sensory
Evaluation Lab -. __. 1
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics..- „. 3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4
or Nutrition Requirement? 4
Humanities'Literature Requirement! 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
ANVSC 402 Dairy Prt)cessing II 4
ADVSC 406 Seminar and Related Topics 2
AP EC 351 Agricultural Sales Merchandising and Adv 3
FD SC 403 Food Preserv. and Proc. 1 3
FD SC 405 Food Preserv. and Proc. Lab. 1 1
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4
or Nutrition Requirements 4
17
MICRO 407 Food and Dairy Microbiology 4
Animal Production Requirement? 4
Emphasis Area Requirement!! 4
Elective - - 5
17
134 Total Semester Hours
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PREVETERINARY AND SCIENCE EMPHASIS AREA
See page 75 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ADVSC 202 Introductory Animal Science - 3 AGRIC 200 Agric. App. of Microcomputers 3
ADVSC 203 Dairy Science Techniques 1 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab 1
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab 1 EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3
PHYS 207 Genera] Physics I 4 PHYS 208 General Physics 11 4
Humanities/Literature Requirement!.™ „ 3 Social Science Requirement! 3
Elective 1 17
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ADVSC 210 Animal Science Techniques 1 ADVSC 301 Feeds and Nutrition „ 3
AN PH 301 Phys. and Anat. ofDom. Animal _ 4 ADVSC 306 Feeds and Nutrition Lab 1
BIOCH 301 General Biochemistrye 3 ADVSC 453 Animal Reproduction _ „.. 3
and BIOCH 302 Molecular Biology Lab 1 GEN 302 Introductory Genetics 4
or BIOCH 210 Elementary Biochemistry — „ 4 Animal Production Requirement? 3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 Sodal Science RequiremenU 3
SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3 17
18
SENIOR YEAR
ADVSC 406 Seminar and Related Topics 2 ADVSC 452 Animal Breeding _ 3
NUTR 401 Fundamentals of Nutrition 3 Animal Production Requirement? 4
Animal Production Requirement? _ 3 Animal Products Requirement4 „. „ „..3
Animal Products Requirement4 3 or Dective _ _ 3-4
or Elective..- 3-4 Communications ReqiiirementlO 3
"
17-18 17-18
134 Total Semester Hours
iSelect from courses fulfilling General Education Requirements.
2CH 112 is required for Preveterinary and Science Emphasis Area.
3MTHSC 102 or 106 is required for Preveterinary and Science Emphasis Area.
^The Animal Products Requirement must be met by all students in this emphasis area and is satisfied with either
ADVSC 307 or 253 and 255. Electives may be taken in the alternate semester.
5AGRIC 104, AGRON 202 or 423.
^Select fi-om agricultural mechanization courses as approved by adviser.
'Select one course from ADVSC 401, 404, 408, 412, or P S 402. (Tuskegee University Veterinary School requires 3
creditsof poultry science.) Remaining credits may include additional courses from preceding list or include ADVSC
310, 380, 400, 402, 403, 455 or 461.
fiNorth Carolina State University Veterinary School requires BIOCH 301.
9MICR0 305 is required of all students in this emphasis area. Students are also required to take ADVSC 301 and 306 or
NUTR 401.
lOENGL 231, 304, 312, 314, 316.
! iSelect from courses approved by adviser.
POULTRY SCIENCE MAJOR
This curriculum provides the student with a broad education in science and
the humanities and specialized knowledge of the biology of the avian species
and of the poultry industry. Avian science courses emphasize the nutrition,
physiology, and pathology of domesticated and semi-domesticated birds. The
environmental requirements for propagating the various species and for
handling eggs and meat are covered. Minors provide for the student's spe-
cialized interests.
Job opportunities include supervisory positions with producers of eggs,
broilers, turkeys, or game birds; technical representatives for feed
manufacturers, vitamin and mineral suppliers, pharmaceutical and
biological houses; extension specialists; teachers or researchers; salesmen or
marketing specialists; quality control and poultry products technologists;
government graders, inspectors or sanitarians.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I _ 4 AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sciences. 3
CH 101 General Chemistor 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 CH 1 12 General Cheirostry 4
MTOSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analy«isl 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL....- _ 3
PS 101 Avian Pets. _ 1 NfTHSC 101 Finite Probahibtyl 3
15 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3 ADVSC 202 Intro. Animal Science 3
or ECON 200 Economic ConcepU 3 AGRIC 200 Agric. Applications of Microcomputers 3
or ECON 21 1 Pnnaples of Microeconomics...- _ 3 or CPSC 120 Intro, to Infor. Proc. Sys 3
BIOCH 210 Elementary Biochemi8try2 4 ENGL 231 Introduction to Journalism 3
P S 201 Poultry HuAandry _ 3 or ENGL 304 Business Writing „.. 3
Litefature Requirement^ 3 or ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
Elective 6 MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4
18 PHVS 200 Introductory Physics* „ 4
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ADVSC 301 Feeds and Nutrition.- _ 3 AN PH 301 Physiology and Anat. of Dom. Animals 4
GEN 302 Introductory Genetics 4 P S 355 Poultry Products Grading and Tech 3
SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3 P S 402 Poultry Management 2
\bra^...~ - „___«__ 3 Humanities Requirement^ ^.. 3
Social Science Requirement 3 Kfina^...— „. 6
16 18
SENIOR YEAR
MGT 301 Principles of Management 3 P S 400 Avian Physiology _ _ _ 3
P S 451 Poultry Nutrition 2 P S 460 Seminar- - 1
P S 453 Pbulti7 Nutiition Lab 1 \bvfl 3
P S 458 Avian Micro, and Parasitology _ 4 Elective _ — „ _ _..„ 9
IVfina^ - - - - 3 16
17
134 Total Semester Hours
iStudents may schedule 6 hours from EX ST 301, MTHSC 104, 105, 106, 108 pursuant to score on the College Board
Achievement Test in Mathematics, Level II and as approved by adviser.
2Preveterinary studenU should also schedule CH 223, 227.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^Preveterinary students may substitute PHYS 207 for PHYS 200.
^See General Education Requirements.
eSelect 3 hours from the following: GEOG 101, 102, 301, HIST 101, 102, 172, 173, PO SC 101, 103, 105, PSYCH 201, R S
(SOC) 359, 401, 471, SOC 201. 202.
'See adviser for list of minors.
POULTRY BUSINESS STUDIES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 105 Agriculture and Society 2 AGRIC 104 IntiT). to Rant Science 3
BIOL 103 General Biology 1 4 AGRIC 200 Agric. Appl. of Microcomputers 3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
P S 101 Avian Pets. - 1 ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3
Mathematics Requirement! 3 ENGL 102 Composition IT - - _ 3
Social Science Requirements 3 16
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 P S 323 Poultry and Poulti^ Products Eval 2
AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3 Agriculture Requirement* 3
MGT 200 Introduction to Business 3 Business Requirement^ 6
P S 201 Poultry Husbandry _ „_ 3 Humanities Requirements 3
Agriculture Requirement* 3 Elective 3
Literature Requirement2 3 17
18
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JUMORYEAR
AP EC 302 Economics of Farm Management 3 ENGL 304 Business Writing _ _ 3
LAW 312 Commercial Law 3 LAW 313 Commercial Law 3
P S 451 Pbultry Nutrition
SPCH 250 Public Speaking-
Agriculture Requirement*
Business RequirementiS
2
....... 3
3
3
17
SENIOR YEAR
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing
P S 355 Poultry Prod. Grading and Tech.,
Elective _
AP EC 309 Econ. of Agric. Marketing
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics
MGT 301 Principles of Management
P S 458 Avian Micro, and Parasitology
P S 460 Seminar —
4
1
-....3
17
MGT 307 Personnel Management..
P S 400 Avian Physiology
P S 402 Poultry Management
Business Requirement^
Elective _ _...
134 Total Semester Hours
^Students may schedule 3 hours from MTHSC 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 108 pursuant to score on the College Board
Achievement Test in Mathematics, Level II and as approved by adviser.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^Select from history, political science, psychology, or sociology in the General Education Requirements.
^Select from AG E 333, 364, AG M 205, 301, ADVSC 202, 253, 255, 301, 310, 401, 402, 404, FD SC 201,
212, 305, 422, 424.
SSee page General Education Requirements.
^Select from accounting, agricultural and applied economics, finance, law, management, and marketing, as approved
by adviser.
AQUACULTURE, FISHERIES, AND WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
Increased interest in and concern for conservation of natural resources and
the environment and demand for seafood products and farm-raised fish has
resulted in these areas becoming increasingly technical and requiring highly
qualified wildlife and fisheries biologists. Greatest demands for graduates
are in the following areas: management, research, survey and regulatory
positions with state and federal agencies; industrial research and quality
control laboratories; conservation, recreational, and other public service
agencies; private enterprises and fish farms.
The undergraduate curriculum provides a solid foundation for many ca-
reer opportunities in the sciences. The curriculum is strong in basic and ap-
plied sciences, communication skills and the social sciences. Twenty-seven
credit hours may be selected from emphasis areas and elective course offer-
ings. Students select an emphasis area in either aquaculture and fisheries,
wildlife management, or preveterinary medicine. These allow students to
expand their knowledge of aquaculture, fisheries and wildlife or to broaden
their background with courses in botany, zoology, and other sciences. In ad-
dition, six semester credits are available for field training with appropriate
natural resource agencies. Students can satisfy coursework requirements
for professional certification by The Wildlife Society and/or the American
Fisheries Society.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I „ 4
CH 101 General Chemistry _ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analyaia. „ 3
Social Science Requirement!
_.„ 3
17
BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry2 4
ENGL 102 Composition II 3
W F B 101 Intro, to Aquaculture, Fisheries,
andWildbfe „ .1
Mathematical Requirementl 3
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRON 202 Soils ._._ „ __._ 4 AGRIC 200 Agnc. Appl . of Microcomp 3
CH 201 Survey of Oiiganic Chemistry „ 4 or Computer Science Requirements 3
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochem — 4 AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics ....8
or CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 PHYS 200 Introductory Phy8ica4 4
and CH 227 Organic Chem. Lab 1 Biosdenoe Requirement^ 4
W F B 350 Princ. Pish and Wildlife Biology 3 BfnpJwas AreaS „ _ 3
Bioadence Requirements „ 4 17
Elective „_ 2
17
JUNIOR YEAR
AG M 301 Soils and Water Conservation ~ 3 AN PH 301 Physiology and Anatomy
ENGL 314 Technical Writing - ..„ 3 of Domestic Animals „ _.... 4
ENT 30 1 General EntomoJogy 4 AP EC 309 Econ . of Agric. Mkt 3
Humanibes Requirement! 3 or C R D 357 NbL Res. Econ 8
EmphaaaAiw'' 4 EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics. 3
Elective 1 GEN 302 Introductory Genetics
_.. 4
18 W F B 412 Wildlife Management 3
Elective 1
18
SENIOR YEAR
BI08C441 Eedogy 4 W F B 450 Aquaculture „ „ _..3
SFCH260PubticSBMkii« 3 W F B 499 Wildlife Biology and Pish Seminar 1
W P B 416 FWMiy Biokgy. 3 Humanities Requirement! 3
W F B 462 Wetland WJldKfe Biology „ 3 EmpiwasAn«6 _ „..._ 7
EmphaMAreaS 3 Dective .„ „ 3
16 17
138 Total Semester Hours
!See General Education Requirements.
2Students planning to take CH 223 should select CH 1 12.
3To be selected from computer science courses and total three or more credits.
^Preveterinary Medicine students must substitute PHYS 207.
^Select 17 credits from one of the three Emphasis Areas:
Aquaculture and Fisheries AP EC 425, BIOSC 280. 442. 443. 483. 484. 485, BOT 413, ENT 430, ENT (WFB)469,
MICRO 305, 403, 411, W F B 460, 490. ZOOL 403, 404, 410, 456, 463, or courses approved by adviser.
Wildlife Biology AG M 205, BIOSC 442, BOT 301, 431. C R P 473, EN SC 432, FOR 205, 206, 302, 308, 310, 315. 409.
415, 416, PO SC 302. W F B 490, ZOOL 415, 430, 456, 462, 464, 465, 470, 471, or courses approved by the adviser.
Preveterinary Medicine ADVSC 202, BIOCH 301. 302. CH 224. 228, MICRO 305, NUTR 401, PHYS 208, or courses
approved by the adviser. (See Preveterinary Medicine Requirements.)
^Select 4 credits from either BIOSC 302 or 303 and 4 crediU from either BIOSC 304 or 305.
ENTOMOLOGY
Entomology, the study of insects, is a unique scientific discipline. Insects
form the largest and most widely distributed class of animals in the world,
including many of the most beneficial and harmful organisms known to
man.
Exciting opportunities for professional entomologists are available in
many areas, such as teaching and research, the cooperative extension ser-
vice, pest control, pest management consulting, industry, the armed forces
medical corps, public health agencies, and quarantine and regulatory agen-
cies. This curriculum also provides an excellent foundation for graduate
studies.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Principles ofBiology 1 5 BIOL 111 Principles of Biology 1 5
CH 101 General Chemistry _ 4 CH 112 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysisl 3 MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Variable H 4
or MTHSC 106 Calculus of One Variable 1 4 or MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculus 3
15-16 Elective 3
18-19
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRON 202 Soils. 4 AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics. „ 3
CH 223 Organic Chemistry _ _ — 3 CH 224 Organic Chemistry „ 3
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab 1 GEN 302 Introductory Genetics. 4
ENT 301 General Entomology 4 HIYS 200 Introductory Physics4 — 4
Foreign Language Requirements 3 Foreign Langua^ Requirements 3
Humanities Requiranent2. 3 17
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ENT 405 Insect Morphology _ „ 4 ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3
ENT 468 Resean* TWhniques. 2 or EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics. 3
SPCH 250 Public Speaking. 3 ENT 410 Insect T&xonomy _ 3
Computer Science Requirements 2 MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4
Humanities Requiranent2. 3 Elntcmology Requirement^ „„ 3
Elective 3 Elective 3
17 16
SENIOR YEAR
BIOSC 441 Ecolog>- 4 ENT 420 Tb»cology of Insecticides 3
ENT 461 Directed Research in Entomology 1 ENT 462 Senunar 1
PL PA 301 Plant Pathology. 3 ENT 470 Inaect Riysiology 3
Entomology Requiranent6 „ 3 Entomology Requirement^..^ 3
Social Science Requimnent? 3
Elective 3
134 Total Semester Hours
iStudents who fail to make a satisfactory score on the College Board Achievement Test in Mathematics, Level II, must
schedule either MTHSC 104 or 105 in consultation with their advisers.
2See General Education Requirements.
3Two semesters of the same foreign language are required.
4Preveterinary Medicine students must substitute PH\'S 207 and take PHYS 208 as a junior-year elective.
^Select from computer science courses or AGRIC 200 and total two or more credits.
6At least 6 credits must be selected from the following: ENT 401, 402, 403, 404, 455. 469.
'Select from anthropology, economics, geography, history, political science, psychology, or sociology (including
crosslisted rural sociology courses).
FOOD SCIENCE
The Food Science major is designed to prepare students for the many career
opportunities in technical and management areas of the food industry. The
food industry, being the nation's largest industry, is becoming increasingly
technical and requires large numbers of professional food scientists.
World food supplies, particularly those rich in protein, are becoming in-
creasingly critical in many parts of the globe. This situation is expected to
accelerate the demand for food scientists.
Opportunities for graduates in Food Science include research positions in
government organizations and state experiment stations; supervisory,
administrative, research and quality control positions in food processing
industries; inspection and grading work with state and federal agencies;
consulting, teaching and extension activities with universities and colleges.
Students graduating in Food Science are well prepared to pursue
postgraduate training in areas such as microbiology, biochemistry, and
nutrition, as well as in food science.
The student majoring in Food Science will select a minor, which will em-
phasize training in an area other than food science and which is designed to
supplement the major course of study.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First
BIOL 103 General Biology I
or BIOL 110 Principles of Biology I..
CH 101 General Chemistry
ENGL 101 Composition I
FD SC 101 Man's Struggle for PooA..
MTMSC 105PrecalculuBl _.
CH 223 Organic Chemistry
and CH 227 Organic Chem. Lab
or CH 201 Survey of Org. Chem
PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. L
or PHYS 207 General Phy«ic« I „„
Literature Requirement^ „
Social Sdenoe Requirements
Elective
Second Semeater
- 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
-...5 or BIOL 111 Principles of Biology 11 „ „.5
4 CH 102 or 112 General Chemistiy 4
3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
1 MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Var. L 4
5 Hectjve 2
17-18 17-18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
...._ _.... 3 BIOCH 2 1 Elementary Biochemistiy „ 4
1 ENGL 231 Introduction to Journalism 3
4 or ENGL 304 Business Writing 3
3 FD SC 212 Man 8 Food Resources „. ^.2
4 PHYS 208 General Physics II 4
— 3 or PHYS 22 1 Physics with CaJ. II „ „ _. 3
3 and PHYS 223 Physics Lab. II „ 1
3 Sodal Science Requirements 3
16-17 16
JUNIOR YEAR
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics...
FD SC 305 Dairy and Food Engr
MICRO 305 General Micrxifaiology..
NUTR451 Human Nutrition _..
Humanities Requiremant4
EleetivB
3 FD SC 422 Quality Assurance and
3 Sensoiy Evaluation
4 FD SC 424 Quality Assurance and
3 Sensory Evaluation Lab
._ .. 3 MICRO 407 Food and Dairy Micra...
._. 1 SPCH 250 Public Speaking
17 hCm6._
EledivB „
SENIOR YEAR
4
._...... 8
„. 3
4-3
16-17
FD SC 401 Food Chemistiy I.._ _..
FD SC 403 Food Preservation and
FD SC 405 Food Preservation and
FVocessing Lab. L
FD SC 417 Seminar.
A&M* _.
Elective
1
. 1
6
2
17
FD SC 402 Food Chemistry II 4
FD SC 404 Food Preservation and
Pnooesangll -..3
FD SC 406 Food Preservation and
Processing Lab. IL „ _ 1
FD SC 418 Seminar 1
\&m6 6
""
"17
134 Total Semester Hours
^Students who make a satisfactory score on the College Board Achievement Test in Mathematics, Level EI must
schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of MTHSC 105 in consultation with adviser.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3AP EC 202 and a selection of 3 credite from the following: GEOG 101 or 102, HIST 101, 102, 172, 173,
PO SC 101, PSYCH 201, R S (SOC) 401, SOC 201.
*At least 3 credits from art and architectural history, drama, humanities, foreign language literature (300-
level or higher), music, philosophy, religion, or visual arts courses.
5See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
HORTICULTURE
Horticulture is the art, science, and business that deals with fruit and
vegetable crops, ornamental plants, and turfgrasses and their production,
utilization, and maintenance. A strong foundation in the basic sciences and
humanities is necessary in all facets of horticulture. Undergraduate majors
fulfill this need by taking courses in mathematics, chemistry, botany,
physics, computer science, communications, economics, and humanities.
Horticulture as a science depends equally upon such allied disciplines as
plant pathology, plant physiology, entomology, forestry, agronomy and soils,
agricultural engineering, and agricultural economics. Business electives
contribute to the well-rounded curriculum. An ever expanding segment of
horticulture involves the management of enterprises, from production to
distribution and marketing. Horticulture as an art involves the arrange-
ment of plants in an aesthetically pleasing fashion, whether as a floral
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centerpiece, an exterior landscape for a residence or building, or manicuring
a golf green. All aspects of horticultural plants are the realm of the Horticul-
ture major
—
growing, maintaining, selling, arranging, selecting.
The major in Horticulture broadly represents all crops and commodities.
The Turfgrass option is sufficiently different so that it is listed separately.
Even though broad training is required of all Horticulture majors, the oppor-
tunity exists to tailor one's courses around the traditional commodities
(fruits, vegetables, nursery crops, landscape design, and floriculture) by the
appropriate selection of electives within the major.
Enhancements allow the student to begin professional development while
still enrolled as an undergraduate major. The opportunity to complete an
internship in a horticultural enterprise is one enhancement that is strongly
recommended. Students considering graduate school are advised to en-
hance their programs by taking optional courses in the basic sciences as well
as by conducting an undergraduate research project. Persons with strong
interests in a specific discipline may complete special problems under the di-
rect supervision of an appropriate faculty member. The state-of-the-art
computer laboratory in the Department of Horticulture and the integration
of computer applications into most horticulture courses ensure that all stu-
dents develop computer skills.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Pirtt Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I _ „ 4
CH 101 General Chemistry „..._ _ _.„ 4
ENGL 101 Composition „ 3
HORT 101 Horticulture „ _ 3
MTHSC 102 Intro. Math. Analysis 3
17
BOT 205 Plant Form and FWction 4
CH 102 General Chemistry _ _ 4
ENGL 102 Composition 11 „ _ 3
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics „ 3
or NrmSC 101 Finite Probabibty 3
Soda] Science Requirement! 3
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BOT 431 Intro. Plant Taxonomy
CH 223 Organic Chemistry
and CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab-
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochemistry
or CH 201 Surv. of Org. Chem
ENT 301 General Entomology
HORT 303 Plant Materials..- „
literature Requirement!
AGRON 202 Soils. _ 4
AGRIC 200 Ag. Appl. ofMicrocomp 3
or CPSC 120 Intro, to Inform. Proc. Sys 3
HORT 208 Landscape Appreciation 3
PHYS 200 Introductory Physics 4
SPCH 250 Public Speaking _ 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
HORT 305 Plant Propagation
HORT 456 Vegetable Crops.
Horticulture Requirement^
Humanities Requirement!
Sdenoe Requirements
HORT 352 Tree Fruit Culture and Physiology
or HORT 455 Small Fruit Crops
HORT 412 TurfManagement
Horticulture Requirement2
Buaineas Requirement*
Elective.
3 AG M 301 Soil and Water Conservatioa 3
.._ 4 BOT 421 Plant Physiology ^.4
3 ENGL 304 Business Writing 3
3 or ENGL 314 Technical Writing. 3
4 HORT 310 Floriculture „ 3
17 Business Requirement* „.„ 3
Elective „ 1
17
SENIOR YEAR
3 HORT 409 Seminar 1
3 PL PA 301 Plant Pathology 3
3 Horticulture Rfiquirement2 3
3 Science Requirements 3
3 Social Science Requirements 3
6 Elective 3
18 16
136 Total Semester Hours
!See General Education requirement.
2F0R 309, HORT 304, 308, 352 or 455, 400, 406, 415, 416, 461, 462, 464, 470, HORT (AGRON) 433.
S4 PrQgrams and Dggrees
3AGR0N 407, 452, 490, BIOSC 441, 452, GEN 302, MICRO 305.
<ACCT 200, 201, LAW 312, MOT 301, 307, MKT 301.
SAP EC 202 or ECON 211.
HORTICULTURE—TURFGRASS
The Turfgrass option has been carefully tailored for individuals who are in-
terested in careers in the rapidly growing turfgrass industry. This option
specifies courses in turfgrass management, pathology of turf and ornamen-
tal plants, agricultural mechanization, personnel management, soil fertility,
soil microbiology, weed control, and park and recreation management.
Graduates pursue careers in professional lawn-care establishment and
maintenance of parks, athletic fields, and golf courses; production and sale of
seed, sod, supplies, and equipment; or service as technicians for private busi-
nesses or government agencies.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semeatar
BIOL 103 Gen«Tal Biology I 4
CH 101 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 CompoBition I 3
HORT 101 Horticulture 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math AnaJy«« _ - 3
17
Second Semester
EOT 205 Plant Form and Function
CH 102 General Chemistry
ENGL 102 Composition II _
E3CST301 Introductory Statistic*.
or MTHSC 101 Finite Prohobib^
Social Science Requirement! -..
CH 223 Onsanic Chemistry
and CH 227 Org. Chem. Ldix
or CH 201 Survey of Org. Chemistiy
.
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochemistry
HORT 303 Plant Materials...
HORT 305 Rant Propagatioa..
BuairteoB Requirement^
Social Science Requirements..
Elective
SOPHOMORE YEAR
- 3 AGRON 202 Sals. _._ _
1 ENGL 304 Business Writing.
4 or ENGL 314 Technical Writing......
4 ENT 301 General Entomology
HORT 208 Landscape Appreciation...
PHYS 200 Introductory Physics
17
JUNIOR YEAR
HORT 412 Turfgrass Management
.
MGT 307 Personnel Management
SPCH 250 Public Speaking -.
Literature Reqiiirementl
Elective....
AG M 205 Principles of Farm Shop
AG M 301 Soil and Water Conservation.
AGRIC 200 Agric. Appl. of Microcomp
or CP SC 120 Intro, to Inform. Proc. Sys..
B0T421 Plant Physiology
Horticulture Requirements
SENIOR YEAR
Horticulture Requirement^ 3
Humanities Requirementl. „ 3
Sdenoe Requirement* 7
17
HORT 406 Nursery Technology
HORT 409 Seminar
PL PA 301 Plant Pathology
Horticulture Requirements
Sdenoe Requirement*
Elective _ _
134 Total Semester Hours
^See General Education Requirements.
2APEC202orECON211.
3F0R 309, HORT 304, 308, 310, 352, 400, 415, 416, 455, 456, 461, 462, 470, HORT (AGRON) 433.
4AGR0N 407, 452, 490, BIOSC 441, 452, GEN 302, MICRO 305.
5ACCT 200, 201, LAW 312, MGT 301, PRTM 307.
PACKAGING SCIENCE
Packaging Science is a discipline involving the use of materials, methods,
and machinery to develop and produce packages that protect and preserve
products, instruct the consumer in the product's proper use and help market
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the product. Environmental concerns are very important in packaging se-
lection and design. Packaging is a large, international industry. On the basis
of gross national product, it is the third largest industry in the United States.
Packaging is an extremely dynamic, rapidly growing field. Virtually every-
thing grown or manufactured is packaged in some fashion. The food indus-
try is the largest user of packages, but nonfood packaging is essential also.
Tamper-evident packaging is an integral part of the pharmaceutical indus-
try, and packaging to prevent abuse of sensitive electronic equipment is as-
suming greater importance.
Opportunities for employment include a wide variety of career paths; i.e.,
marketing, manufacturing, research and development, design, transporta-
tion and distribution. Corporations which manufacture and sell packages as
well as companies that purchase and use packages need well-educated and
well-trained packaging personnel. If career interests lie in the regulatory
field, interesting positions exist in state and federal governments; i.e., the
Department of Agriculture and the Food and Drug Administration.
The student majoring in Packaging Science will select from two emphasis
areas: Food Packaging and General Packaging. The basic curricula are the
same, but students selecting the Food Packaging option are required to have
more food-related courses than those with the General Packaging option.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I _ _ 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 CH 102 or 1 12 General Chemistiy 4
ENGL 101 Composition I .._ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 105 Precalculusl 5 MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Var. 1 4
PKGSC 101 Packaging Orientation 1 PKGSC 102 Intro, to Pitg. Science 2
17 Elective _ 1
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 201 Survey of Organic Chemistry 4 G C 104 Graphic Communications 1 3
or CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 PHYS 208 General Physics 113 4
and CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab 1 PKGSC 204 Container Systems 2
CP SC 1 10 Elem. Computer Program4 3 PKGSC 206 Container Systems Lab 1
PHYS 207 General Physics 13 4 EmpKisis Area2 _ _ 3
PKGSC 200 Pkg. Materials and Mfg 2 Literature Requirements 3
EmphaasAreaZ 5 16
18
JUNIOR YEAR
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 ENGL 304 Business Writing 3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 IN ED 316 Plastics and Rastic Processes 3
PKGSC 368 Packaging and Society 3 SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
EmphaasArea2 3 EmphaasArea2 3
Social Science Requirement* 3 Humanities Requirement? 3
Elective _ „ 2 Sodal Science Requirements 3
18 18
SENIOR YEAR
FD SC 401 Food Chemistry 1 4 FD SC 464 Food Packaging Systems 3
FD SC 403 Food Pres. and Proc. 1 3 FD SC 466 Food Packaging Sys. Lab..
FD SC 405 Food Pres. and Proc. Lab. 1 1 PKGSC 404 Mechanical Properties
FD SC 417 Seminar 1 of Materials and Princ. of Eval 4
Emphasis Area2. 3 PKGSC 454 Packaging Evaluation Lab 2
Elective 4 EmphaasArea2 _....4
16 Elective 3
17
138 Total Semester Hours
^Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard) may schedule other
mathematics courses or electives in lieu of MTHSC 105, in consultation with adviser.
2See adviser.
3PHYS 122, 124, 221, and 223 may be substituted.
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4CP SC 120 may be substituted.
5ENGL 202. 203, 204, 205, 206, 207. 208. 209.
6AP EC 202 and n selection of three crediU from the following: GEOG 101 or 102. HISTlOl, 102, 172, 173,
PO SC 101. PSYCH 201. R S (SOC) 401; SOC 201.
7At least 3 credits from art and architectural history, drama, humanities, foreign language literature (300
level or higher), music, philosophy, religion, or visual arts couraes.
PLANT PATHOLOGY
Plant pathology, the study of plant diseases, is a challenging biological and
agricultural science. As a career, it is exciting, essential, and rewarding. As
a profession, it requires ambition, skill, and dedication, while offering the op-
portunity for intellectual and personal fulfillment. Plant pathologists contin-
ually pit their abilities and energies against more than 50,000 destructive
plant diseases.
Job opportunities include private consulting, cooperative extension
services, agricultural sales, federal and state government and foreign
service, technical work, biotechnology, various integrated pest-management
programs, farming, and graduate programs. Salaries are competitive with
other biological and agricultural professions.
Advisers for Plant Pathology undergraduates attempt to tailor the pro-
gram of study to fit the student's long-term goals.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semeirter
BIOL 103 General Biology I _ 4 BICM. 104 General Biology II _.... 4
or BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I 5 or BIOL 111 Pnn. of Biology U - 5
CH 101 Genera] Chemistry 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 Composition I _..._ 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis „ „ 3 Elective 7
14-15 18-19
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRIC 200 Agric. Appl. of Microcomp 3 AP EC 202 Agricultural Economics 3
AGRON 202 Soils _.__ 4 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 GEN 302 Introductory Genetics 4
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab 1 PHYS 200 Introductory Physics 4
ENT 301 General Entomolagy „.. 4 Humanities Requirement! „ 3
Humanities Requirement!. 3 17
18
JUNIOR YEAR
BIOCH 301 General Biochemistry 3 BOT 421 Plant Physiology „ 4
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 BOT 431 Introductory Plant Taxonomy 4
PL PA 301 Plant Pathology 3 PL PA 456 Plant Virology _ _ 3
Departmental Requirement^ „ _ 3 SPCH 250 Pubbc Speaking 3
Social Science Requirement! 3 Elective „ _ 3
16 17
SENIOR YEAR
BOT 41 llntTDductoiy Mycology 4 PL PA 451 Bacterial Plant Pathogens 3
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 Departmental Requirement2 3
PL PA 458 Plant Parasitic Nematodes 3 Elective 12
Departmental Requirement2 3 18
Sodal Science Requirementl 3
Elective .._ 2
18
135-137 Total Semester Hours
ISee General Education Requirements.
2At least 9 credits must be selected from the following: AGRON 405, 407, 421, 422, 423, 425, 490, BIOCH 301, 423, 433,
434, CH 313, 317, ENT 401, 402, HORT 305, 352, 455, MICRO 416, PL PA 411, 412.
PREVETERINARY MEDICINE
Under a regional plan, the South Carolina Preveterinary Advisory Commit-
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tee coordinates a program for all South Carolina residents who are interest-
ed in pursuing a career in veterinary medicine. South Carolina residents at-
tending any college or university may apply through the South Carolina Ad-
visory Committee to the University of Georgia College of Veterinary
Medicine. Currently the University of Georgia admits up to seventeen stu-
dents each year through arrangements with the Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board.
Tuskegee University in Alabama and North Carolina State University
have excellent programs in veterinary medicine. Application must be made
directly to the respective schools. Currently, Tuskegee admits four South
Carolina residents and North Carolina State admits two.
Minimum requirements for admission to a college of veterinary medicine
generally include the satisfactory completion of prescribed courses in a well-
rounded undergraduate degree program. Specific requirements for admis-
sion to the University of Georgia College of Veterinary Medicine include the
following undergraduate courses: six credits each of English and seven of
physics, ten credits of biology and fourteen credits of organic and inorganic
chemistry. (Chemistry and physics courses must be at the premedical level.
They may not be survey courses.) In addition, three credits each of microbi-
ology and biochemistry, including laboratories, and three credits of animal
nutrition are required. (In addition. North Carolina State requires courses
in genetics, mathematics, and statistics.)
Further, the South Carolina Preveterinary Committee recommends that
in order to be in the best possible competitive position, the applicant should
complete courses in animal agriculture, genetics, nutrition, biochemistry,
and advanced biology subjects. Considerations for selection are character,
scholastic achievements, personality, experience with animals, general
knowledge, and motivation. In the past, competition has been very keen and
only those applicants who have shown exceptional ability have been
admitted. Specific considerations may include a minimal grade-point
average and completion of standardized tests such as the Graduate Record
Examination and the Veterinary College Admission Test.
Since out-of-state students attending Clemson University are ineligible to
apply to the University of Georgia or Tuskegee University under the South
Carolina quota, they should contact the college(s) of veterinary medicine to
which they plan to apply. They may apply at the University of Georgia for
at-large admission.
Veterinary schools accept students with a broad range of academic
backgrounds; therefore, it is recommended that the beginning university
student select any undergraduate major and simultaneously complete the
courses required for veterinary school entrance and those required for
completion of a BS or BA degree. For students selecting Animal, Dairy and
Veterinary Science, or Poultry Science in the College of Agricultural
Sciences and Biological Sciences in the College of Sciences at Clemson
University, the basic curricula have been designed to accommodate
Georgia's entrance requirements. For further information, contact the
chairperson of the Preveterinary Medicine Curriculum Committee.
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COIXEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
The College of Architecture offers undergraduate degrees in the following
areas:
1. The undergraduate design degree program (either the Bachelor of
Arts in Design or the Bachelor of Science in Design) is the preprofessional
preparation for two years of graduate study leading to the professional Mas-
ter of Architecture degree, which is the fully accredited professional degree
in this field.
2. The Bachelor of Science in Construction Science and Management
program prepares students for careers as professional managers in the con-
struction industry. A graduate program in Construction Science and Man-
agement is also offered in the College leading to the Master of Construction
Science and Management.
3. The Fine Arts program offers professional study in the studio visual
arts leading to the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. A graduate program lead-
ing to the Master of Fine Arts is also offered.
4. The five-year Bachelor of Landscape Architecture degree program
prepares students for careers as professional landscape architects.
5. A graduate program in City and Regional Planning is housed within the
College and accepts graduates from a variety of baccalaureate programs
and prepares them for careers in both public and private sector planning
through its Master of City and Regional Planning degree.
The departments in the College hold membership in the Association of
Collegiate Schools of Architecture, the Associated Schools of Construction,
the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning, the Council of Educators in
Landscape Architecture, and the College Art Association of America. The
College's professional programs are accredited by the National Architectu-
ral Accrediting Board, the Planning Accreditation Board, and the American
Council for Construction Education.
In addition to the facilities housed in Lee Hall on the Clemson campus, the
College offers students the opportunity to study at two off-campus sites:
1. The Clemson University College of Architecture Center at the College
of Charleston is available to third- and fourth-year students for a semester's
study in Charleston while earning credit from both Clemson University and
the College of Charleston.
2. The Charles E. Daniel Center for Building Research and Urban Studies
in Genoa, Italy provides graduate students from the College of Architecture
a semester's residence in an intensive program of study and travel while
earning full credit toward their degree.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
Admission to the College of Architecture is based on academic performance
and is limited based on space availability in the various programs. Students
wishing admission are advised to make application to the University Admis-
sions Office early in the fall of their senior year in high school. They are also
encouraged to schedule a personal interview in the College during their sen-
ior year, and if possible, bring a portfolio of their creative activities (except
Construction Science and Management majors). Prospective students may
schedule appointments by calling (803) 656-3081.
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POUCY ON CHANGE OF MAJOR WITHIN OR INTO
THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
When space is available, a student may change majors to one of the pro-
grams in the College with a 2.5 cumulative grade-point average, at least 30
credit hours earned, and design aptitude evidenced by a portfolio review (ex-
cept Construction Science and Management majors) or approval of the de-
partment head. The first-year design courses (CA DS 151, 152, 153, and
154) are available to students transferring into the College during the two
summer terms and are reserved for entering freshmen during the fall and
spring semesters.
POLICY ON ADVANCEMENT IN DESIGN
Students enrolled in second-, third-, or fourth-year Design studios and theo-
ry courses must attain at least a 2.0 grade-point ratio in each year level (by
repeating one or both semesters, if necessary) to qualify for advancement to
the next year level or in the case of fourth-year Design studios, to qualify for
the Design degree, or in Landscape Architecture at the fifth-year to qualify
for the Bachelor of Landscape Architecture degree.
ARCHITECTURE
As a practicing professional, the architect has the creative responsibility of
designing the buildings which shape our physical environment. To under-
stand the humanistic, economic and technological nature of environmental
problems the student must have a sound general education. Subsequent
professional education must be preparation for a life of continuing change in
which the problems to be solved will be large and small, for every sort of
function, in every type of climate and for every condition of budget.
The curricula leading to the BA and BS in Design degree with studies in
Architecture are conceived as fundamental parts of the prescribed sequence
preparing students for the professional graduate degree. Master of Archi-
tecture. An effort is made to offer balanced general education offerings co-
ordinated with an effective core of basic professional studies.
Students who have earned baccalaureate degrees in disciplines other than
architecture, who wish to pursue a professional degree in Architecture, may
be admitted through the graduate school as post-baccalaureate students.
Students will remain in this category for such period of time as required to
attain proficiency in the core courses required in the undergraduate Design
program. Upon achieving this proficiency, the student may be admitted to
the graduate program.
ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION/LICENSURE
Most states require that an individual intending to become an architect hold
an accredited degree. There are two types of degrees that are accredited by
the National Architectural Accrediting Board: (1) The Bachelor of Archi-
tecture, which requires a minimum of five years of study, and (2) the Mas-
ter of Architecture, which requires a minimum of three years of study fol-
lowing an unrelated bachelor's degree or two years following a related
preprofessional bachelor's degree. These professional degrees are struc-
tured to educate those who aspire to registration/licensure as architects.
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The four-year preprofessional degree, where offered, is not accredited by
NAAB. The preprofessional degree is useful for those wishing a foundation
in the field of architecture, as preparation for either continued education in
a professional degree program, or for employment options in architectu-
rally related areas.
ARCHITECTURE STUDIES
Degree: BA in Design
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
A A H 101 Survey ofArt and Arch. Hist 1 3
CA DS 151 Design Studies L 3
CA DS 153 Diwgn Theory I 1
ENGL 101 Composition I 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable II..- «... 4
PHYS 207 Gen«fBl Phy«"» 12^ 4
18
Second Semester
A A H 102 Survey ofArt and Arch. Hist. 11..
CA D8 152 Design Studies D
CA D8 154 Design "nieoor II
ENGL 102CampoaitJon 11 _
MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Methods U...
PHYS 208 General Phyara 112,3
,
Hective „
A A H 203 Hist, and Theory ofArch. L„..
CA AR251 Design Studies III
CA AR 253 Design Theory III
C S M 201 Structures I
ARTi. -
Saaal Sdenoe Requirement?..
SOPHOMORE YEAR
3 AAH204HiBt.and'nieoTyofApch. n„
„ 6 CA AR 252 Design Studies IV „ „
1 CA AR 254 Design Theory TV
3 C S M 202 Structures 11
3 ART!
3 Sooal Science Requirement?—>..- ~.
18
JUNIOR YEAR
CAAR 351 Design StudiesV
CAAR 353 Design TheoryV _
C S M 301 Structures ID
Literature Requirement^ _...
Modem languages
Elective
5 CAAR 352 Design Studies VI..
1 CAAR 354 Design Theory VL..
3 CSM302StructuresIV
3 EInglish Requirament6 _,..>...
4 Modem languages
3 Elective
SENIOR YEAR
CAAR 451 Design Studies VII- -..
CA AR 453 Design Theory VH
C S M 304 Environmental Systems I..
M^jor Studies Requirement
Modem languages
Elective ._
.5 CAAR 452 Design Studies VIII
. 1 CA AR 454 Design Theory VIII
C S M 403 Environmental Systems 11..
3 Mfyor Studies Requirement...
Modem languages..
146 Total Semester Hours
lA sequence ofMTHSC 101, 102 and 203 will be accepted in lieu ofMTHSC 106 and 301.
2With consent of adviser. BIOL 103, 104; CH 101, 102; GEOL 101. 102 may be substituted for PHYS 207 and 208.
3With consent of adviser, modem language may be taken in the freshman and sophomore years.
4ART 205. 207, 209, 211, 213. 215, 217. 219.
5ENGL 202. 203, 204. 205. 206. 207, 208. 209.
6ENGL 231. 304, 312. 314. SPCH 250.
''See General Education Requirements.
Note: MTHSC 105 will not count toward elective credit for a degree in Design.
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ARCHITECTURE STUDIES
Degree: BS in Design
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
A A H 101 Survey of Art and Arch. Hist 1 3 A A H 102 Survey ofArt and Arch. Hist. II 3
CA DS 151 Design Studies L 3 CA DS 152 Design Studies U 3
CA DS 153 Design lyieory I 1 CA DS 154 Design Theory H 1
EINGL 101 Compositjon I 3 ENGL 102 Composition 11 _ „ 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable U 4 MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Methods H 3
PHYS 207 Genera] Physics I - 4 PHYS 208 General Physics n 4
18 Elective 1
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AAH 203 Hist, and Theory ofArch. L „ 3 A A H 204 Hist, and Theory of Arch. H 3
CA AR 251 Design Studies III 5 CA AR 252 Design Studies IV 5
CA AR 253 Design Theory HI 1 CA AR 254 Design Theory IV 1
C SM 201 Structures I 3 C S M 202 Structures II 3
ART2. 3 AKT2. 3
Soda] Science Requirements 3 Social Science Requirements 3
18 18
JUNIOR YEAR
CA AR 351 Design Studies V 5 CA AR 352 Design Studies VI 5
CA AR 353 Design Theory V 1 CA AR 354 Design Theory VI 1
C S M 301 Structures III 3 C S M 302 Structures IV 3
Major Studies Dective 3 Major Studies Requirement _ _ 3
Literature Requirements „ 3 En^ish Requirement* 3
Elective — — — 3 Elective .._ „_ — 3
18 18
SENIOR YEAR
CA AR 451 Design Studies VIL 5 CA AR 452 Design Studies Vin _ 5
CA AR 453 Design Theory VII _ 1 CA AR 454 Design Theory VIII 1
C S M 304 Environmental Systems I 3 C S M 403 Environmental Systems II 3
Major Studies Requirement _ 6 M^jor Studies Requirement _ 9
Elective _ 3 18
18
144 Total Semester Hours
lA sequence ofMTHSC 101, 102 and 203 will be accepted in lieu of MTHSC 106 and 301.
2ART 205, 207. 209, 211, 213, 215, 217, 219.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
4ENGL 231, 304, 312, 314, SPCH 250.
5See General Education Requirements.
Note: MTHSC 105 will not count toward elective credit for a degree in Design.
FINE ARTS
The Bachelor of Fine Arts degree is offered to a limited number of students
interested in a balanced curriculum of academic coursework with studio art
and art history courses. It is the recognized professional degree in the visual
arts leading to careers in the visual arts that demands study in the areas of
drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, photography, and ceramics.
Students begin to concentrate their studio coursework in a specific area of
the visual arts in the junior year in preparation for their senior studio. The
senior studio is the most significant coursework in the undergraduate cur-
riculum as it is a time in which concepts and skills are focused and developed
to produce a cohesive body of artwork and a portfolio for graduate study and
professional application.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
A A H 101 Survey of Art and Arch. Hi«t I...
ART 205 Beginning Drawing -.
CA D8 151 Dwign Studtea L
CA DS 153 DfMgn Theory L
ENGL 101 CompoBtion L
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable U
Second Semeeter
A A H 102 Survey of Art and Arch. Hirt. U...
ART 207 Beginning Painbng _
CA DS 152 Desgn Studies II
CA DS 154 Design Tlwory II „...
ENGL 102 Compositian 11..
MTHSC 301 SUbstical Theory and Meth.U..
A A H 206 Hist, and Theory ofArt L
ART 209 Beginning Sculpture..
ART 211 Beginning PnnUnaking...
CP SC 120 Intro to Infor. Prxx. Syr..
Sdence/Laboratory
SOPHOMORE YEAR
3 AAH206HistandTheoiyofArtn..
.3 ART 213 Beginning Photography
3 ART 217 Beginning Ceramics.
3 ART 305 Drawing
.._.4
"
16
JUNIOR
3
3
..™3
..„3
..-.A
16
A AH 305 Contemporagry Art History.. 3
ART 300*400 3
CA AR 201 Art of Architecture _.. 3
or CA AR 202 Art with Architecturs 3
literatur* RequiementZ. 3
Studio ElectivM. 3
Elective 3
ART 300/400
MUSIC 210 Music AppreciataofL.
Communications Requirement3..__„.
Stud» Elective*
Elective.
SENIOR YEAR
ART30Q<400
ART 471 BFA Senior
Soaal Science
Elective..
IZI I I ZZ 6
ZIZZZZZZZZZZ 3
17
ART 300/400..
ART 472 BFA Senior Studio 11..
Soaal Science Requiivmentfi
Studo Requiramsnt*
E3ective.
lA sequence of MTHSC 101, 102, and 203 will be accepted in
2ENGL 202, 203. 204, 205, 206. 207, 208. 209
3 ENGL 231, 304. 312. 314. SPCH 250.
*A11 ART courses and other courses approved by the adviser
5See General Education Requirements.
135 ToUl Semester Hours
lieu ofMTHSC 106 and 301.
CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
As the largest single industry in the United States and one of the most im-
portant, construction offers unlimited opportunities to highly motivated and
professionally educated young men and women. Future professionals must
be skilled in managing people, equipment, and capital, coupled wath a grasp
of construction materials and methods and the complex technologies of
modern construction. The Bachelor of Science in Construction Science and
Management curriculum is the basis for either a career in construction or
as a developer or building management specialist.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
A AH 101 Survey ofArt and Arch. Hist. 1 3 AAH 102 Survey of Art and Arch. Hist II 3
CA DS 151 Design Studies I _ ...„. 3 C S M 100 Intro, to Construction Science
CA DS 153 Design "nieory L 1 and Management „._ .-.. 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition II _ 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable II 4 MTHSC 301 Stat Theory and MethodaH 3
PHYS 207 General Physics I _ 4 PHYS 208 General Physics II 4
18 Elective 1
18
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
CP SC 120 Intro, to Info. Processing Sys 3 C E 201 Surveying 3
C S M 201 Structures I 3 C S M 202 Structures 11 3
C S M 203 MaU. and Methods ofConst 3 C S M 204 Contract Documents 3
ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomica „ 3 ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomio 3
Literature Requirements 3 Speedi Requirement^ 3
Elective 3 Elective _ 3
18 18
JUNIOR YEAR
OSM 301 Structuresm 3 ACCT 208 Financial Accounting 3
C S M 351 Construction Estimating I 3 C S M 302 Structures IV 3
MGT 307 Personnel Management 3 C S M 303 Sdls and Foundations 3
ARI2. 3 C S M 304 Environmental Systems I 3
En^ish RequiremenM 3 C S M 352 Construction Schedubng « 3
Elective 3 LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Business 3
18 18
SENIOR YEAR
C S M 401 Formwork and Placing Concrete 3 C S M 402 Heavy Const Equipment 3
BLEJSC 453 Construction Project Management 3 C S M 454 Construction Capstone 6
BLDSC 461 Construction Economics Seminar 3 C S M 491 Construction Science and Mgt. Internship....
M^jor Requirements 6 Majar Requirements 6
16 15
138 Total Semester Hours
lA sequence ofMTHSC 101, 102 and 203 will be accepted in lieu of MTHSC 106 and 301.
2ART 205, 207, 209. 211. 213. 215. 217, 219.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205. 206, 207. 208. 209.
4ENGL 231. 304. 312, 314. SPCH 250.
SSelect from approved departmental list or as approved in writing by adviser and department head.
6SPCH 150. 250.
Notes:
1. A minimum grade of C is required in each of the following courses: C S M 203, 204. 303. 304. 351. 352. 353, 401, 402,
453,454,461.
2. A minimum of 800 hours of construction experience will be required prior to graduation.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Landscape architecture derives from the appUcation of aesthetic, cultural,
and scientific knowledge to the solution of problems of functional use of the
land. Studio offerings at Clemson will stimulate broad problem precepts and
help develop methodologies to be exercised in their solution. Landscape ar-
chitecture embraces aspects of allied professions, including architecture, civ-
il engineering, and horticulture and draws on the areas of ecology, geology,
sociology, hydrology, forestry, and other social, natural, and applied sciences.
This five-year program leads to the professional degree, Bachelor of Land-
scape Architecture.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
A A H 101 Survey ofArt and Arch. Hist 1 3 A A H 102 Survey of Art and Arch. Hist. 11 3
CADS 151 Design Studies 1 3 CA DS 152 Design Studies II 3
CA DS 153 Design Theory I _ 1 CA DS 154 Design Tlieory Q 1
ENGL 101 Composition I _ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analyma. „ 3 EX ST 301 Infatxiuctory Statistic»2 ^ 3
Science with Laboratoiyl 4 Science with Laboratoryl 4
17 Elective „... 1
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
AAH 203 Hist, and Theory ofArx^. 1 3 A AH 204 Hist, and Theory ofAreh. U 3
CA AR 251 Design Studies IH _ _.... 5 CA AR 252 Design Studies IV „ _ 5
CA AR 253 Design Theory HI 1 CA AR 254 Design Theory IV 1
C S M 201 Structures I 3 LARCH 262 Landscape Arch. TWi. I ^. 3
HORT 303 Plant Materials 3 ArtRequiretnentf „ _ 3
ArtRequirementf 3 Horticulture RequirementlO 3
18 18
JUNIOR YEAR
AA H 416 History of Landscape Architecture 3 LARCH 352 Landscape Architecture Design II 6
LARCH 351 Landscape Architecture Design 1 6 LARCH 362 Landscape Architecture Tech. 11 -..3
Horticulture RequirementlO 3 Engbah Requirenient^ „3
Social Sdenoe Requirenient3 _ „ _.„ 3 Soda) Sdenoe Requirements 3
litetBture Requirement* 3 Elective „.2
18 17
SENIOR YEARS
LARCH 451 Landscape Architecture Design III 6 HORT461 Problems in Landscape Design IV 4
LARCH 462 Landscape Architectural Tech. IIL .- 3 LARCH 452 Landscape Architecture Design IV 6
Profeaaonal Support Requiremenf »~ 3 Pnofessional Support Requirement? 6
Elective „ „ 3 16
15
PROFESSIONAL YEAR
Prefe«onid Support El«iivB7.
9
15 LARCH 552 Prof. Landscape Arch. Design 6
15 LARCH 562 Landscape Arch Tech. IV 2
LARCH 581 Landscape Architectural Prof. Practice 3
15
167 Total Semester Hours
IBIOL 103 and 104. GEOL 101/103 and 102/104, CH 105, 106, and PHYS 207, 208.
2MTHSC 301 may be taken in lieu of EX ST 301.
3See General Education Requirements.
4ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209 or 300/400 level foreign language literature.
6ENGL 231, 304. 312, 314, 316. SPCH 250.
6ART 205, 207, 209, 211, 213, 215, 217, 219.
''See adviser.
^Students may petition to graduate at the end of their senior year with a subprofessional BA or BS in Design
degree. Students earning credit for four semesters of the same modem language may elect to receive the
BA in Design. Note that only one degree in Design will be awarded.
^Exceptional students may be permitted to spend this semester at the Daniel Center in Genoa, Italy.
lOHORT 101, 208, 305. 308. 412. 415. 462.
I
I
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
The programs of the College of Commerce and Industry embrace three ma-
jor areas: teaching, research, and public service. The College is responsible
for eight graduate programs (two in cooperation with other administrative
units), ten undergraduate programs, and a series of professional develop-
ment courses for business and industry. The undergraduate curricula are
in the areas of Accounting, Economics, Financial Management, Industrial
Management, Management, Marketing, Textile Chemistry, Textile
Science, and Textile Management. These curricula are designed to prepare
the student for a variety of careers, as well as to furnish an education on
which to build for a lifetime. The curricula recognize the need for an under-
standing of the basic principles of science and appreciation for the nature of
human interaction, and the comprehension of the economic, political, and
social environment. Flexibility in course selection and choice of areas for
emphasis is made possible by secondary concentrations and minors as indi-
cated.
ACCOUNTING
The Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting is designed to develop the
capability of students to become professional accountants. For some
accounting specialties this implies preparation for entry-level positions; for
H other specialties this implies preparation for further study of accounting at
the graduate level. This curriculum also provides excellent preparation for
students interested in entry-level management positions or graduate study
in business or law. In addition to accounting and business courses,
approximately one-half of the curriculum is devoted to English and public
speaking, mathematics, natural and social sciences, and the humanities.
^1 Students are thus provided with a broad-based education. Beyond the
"* SI general business accreditation held by the College of Commerce and
Industry, the degree programs offered by the School of Accountancy are
separately accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
4 jl Business.
I
^ Students desiring to enter the profession of public accountancy with the
intention of becoming a Certified Public Accountant should be aware that as
of July 1, 1997, the requirements to sit for the CPA examination in South
CaroHna include 150 hours of collegiate education and completion of a bach-
elor's degree. Other states have, or will soon have, similar requirements.
The faculty of the School of Accountancy believes these requirements are
best met with a bachelor's degree in accounting and completion of the
Master of Professional Accountancy (MPAcc) degree program. The
MPAce degree program also enhances the preparation of students pursuing
accounting careers in other areas of specialization such as internal auditing,
managerial accounting, and taxation.
Admission to the MPAcc program is separate from admission to the
undergraduate program. It is based on the student's undergraduate record
and score on the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT). For
information on the MPAcc program contact the School of Accountancy, 301
Sirrine Hall.
91
Si
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FRESHMAN YEAR
Pint Semester Second
ECON 211 PrindplM of Microeconomics 3 CPSC 120 Intro, to Infer. Proc. Sys 3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ECON 212 Principle* of Macroeconomic«..„ 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analyasl 3 ENGL 102 Compomtjon IL _ 3
PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology „. 3 MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculiwl 3
orSOC201 Introduction to Sociology.. ..„ 3 Laboratoo' Sdenoe Sequenoe2 „ 4
Laboratory Sdenoe Sequenoe2 „ 4 16
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Pnna pies ofAccounting 3 ACCT 202 Pnna pies of Accounting „ „ 3
HIST 172 or 173 Western Civilization 3 ACCT 204 Aecounbng Procedures 1
MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. I 3 CP SC 270 Fundamentals of Information Syrtems 4
or EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics _„ 3 MA SC 312 Decision Models for Management 3
PC SC 101 Introduction to American Politics „. 3 PHIL 102 Introduction to Logic. 3
or PC SC 103 Intro, to Government and Pblitio....^ 3 SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
or PO SC 105 Intro, to International Pblitics..^ 3 17
Rne Arts Requirement* „ 3
Literature Requirement3 _ 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 301 Intermediate Accounting „ 3 ACCT 302 Intermediate Accounting 3
ACCT 322 Accounting Information System*. 3 ACCT 340 Internal Auditing Theory _ 3
ENGL 304 Business Wnting 3 or AOCT415 AuditingB 3
FIN 311 Financial Management I 3 FIN 312 Financial Management 11 3
MGT 301 Principles ofManagement. 3 MKT 301 Principles of Marketing 3
ESectivpS _ 1 LiteratureHistory Requirement? - 3
16 EleetivBS 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
ACCT 303 Cost Accounting.- 3 ACCT 404 Individual TlEucation6 3
LAW 312 Commercial Law 3 or ACCT 406 Busmess Taxation _ 3
PHIL 344 Business Ethics _.._. 3 ACCT 410 Budgeting and Executive Control 3
Buainesa^Camputer Science Requirement0 3 LAW 313 Commercial Law _ 3
Efecbvefi 3 MGT 415 Business Sti'Btegy „ _ _ 3
15 ElectivBS 3
15
131 Total Semester Hours
lEither MTHSC 102 and 207 or 106 and 108 may be taken to satisfy the freshman mathematics requirement. Elective
credits are used to satisfy the difference in hours.
2a two-semester sequence including laboratories, to be selected from the following: ASTR lOL/103 and 102/104; BIOL
103 and 104; CH 101 and 102; CH 105 and 106; GEOL 101/103 and 102/104; or PHYS 207 and 208.
3ENGL 203, 204, 205. 206.
4AAH 210, MUSIC 210, THEA 210.
^Elective credits may be taken in any combination of 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-CTedit courses, but see footnote 1 above.
^Students planning to pursue the Master of Professional Accountancy degree program should take ACCT 404 and 415.
7ENGL 207, 208, HIST 370, 372, 373, 374, 375, 377, 378, 390, 391.
8To be selected with the consent of the adviser from courses offered by the School of Accountancy or the following
departments: Economics, Finance, Management, Marketing, or Computer Science. Students desiring to complete the
internal audit sequence should select ACCT 445 with these hours.
Notes:
1. MTHSC 101, 104 or 105 may not be counted in computing the minimum number of credits required for graduation
with a BS in Acccounting degree.
2. Students must earn a C in all prerequisite accounting courses before enrolling in the next level accounting course.
Courses in which this rule applies are ACCT 201, 202, 204, 301, 303.
ECONOMICS
A bachelor's degree in Economics provides a thorough understanding of the
economic system and prepares the student for a broad choice of career op-
portunities. By combining general education courses, a minor or option, and
a strong major in economics, students can prepare themselves for special-
ized graduate studies and careers in business and government.
The Department of Economics offers two degree paths for the undergrad-
uate. The Bachelor of Arts degree is distinguished by its emphasis on the
language skills and the humanities. A broad choice of minors is available for
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this program. The Bachelor of Science program emphasizes quantitative
skills and particular preparations for careers in business and offers a struc-
tured selection of options.
BACHELOR OF ARTS INECONOMICS
"
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CPSCllOElem. Comp.PrDg - -....3 ENGL 102 C«npo6ition IL 3
or CP SC 120 Intro, to Inf. Proc. Sys 3 HIST 172 Western Qvilization _... 3
ENGL 101 Composition I ~... 3 MTHSC 101 Finite Prababibtyl 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. AnalysJsl - 3 Modem Language 4
Motfcm Language6 ™ 4 Science RequirementZ. 4
SderKK Requirement2 „ 4 Elective 1
Elective _ 1 18
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ECON 211 Principles of Microecononucs 3 ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3
HIST 173 Western Civibzation ~ 3 MITISC 207 Multivariable Calculusl „ 3
MTHSC 203 Elem. Stat Inferencel „ 3 Literature Requirements 3
Literature Requirements 3 Modem Lflnguage6 3
Modem Languages.. 3 Sodal Science Requirement* 3
_ „ 1 Elective _... 2
16 17
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 200 Basic Accounting 3 ECON 315 Intermediate Macroeconomics 3
or ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 Social Science Requirenient* 3
ECON 314 Intermediate Microeconomics 3 M^9Di6 3
ENGL 304 Business Writing - - 3 Minw _ 6
or SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3 15
M^ci« 3
Minor - _ - 3
15
SENIOR YEAR
Magor^ 6 Mqcir6 6
Minor _ 6 Elective „ 10
Elective 3 16
15
130 Total Semester Hours
iThe sequence MTHSC 101, 102, 203, 207 may be replaced either by MTHSC 102, 207, 210, 301 or 106, 207, 210, 301.
2Two courses, totaling eight hours, in the same science are required.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^See General Education Requirements.
^Twenty-four semester hours in economics above the sophomore level are required, including ECON 314 and 315.
ECON 101 does not count toward the major. Major credit may include up to 6 hours selected from HIST 325, 1 E 384,
MGT 406. (Those seeking teaching certification will be required to complete more than 130 semester hours.)
6Two years of the same language are required.
MINOR CONCENTRATION
Any minor approved by the College of Liberal Arts, including the Cluster mi-
nor, and any minor concentration offered by any other department in the
College of Commerce and Industry is acceptable as a minor for the Bachelor
of Arts curriculum in Economics.
Students who wish to combine the curriculum in Economics with secon-
dary school teaching should elect to take the degree in Education with a
teaching area in Economics. The courses will be those required for teaching
certification as specified by the South Carolina Department of Education as
well as those required for an Economics major. Requirements for a major in
Education with a teaching area in Social Sciences are shown under the Col-
lege of Education.
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A minor in Economics is provided for other degree programs consisting of
15 hours above the sophomore level which must include ECON 314 and 315.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 Compomtion I 3 ENGL 102 Compombon II _ _ 3
HIST 172 Western Civibzatjon _ _ 3 HIST 173 Westem Qvilization 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne VariabU H 4 MTHSC 207 Mulbvanable Cdculutl „ 8
Sdenoe RequireTnent2 _. _.„... 4 Saence Requirementi ^._..„_...__4
Social Science RequirementlB _.___._ 3 Sodal Science RequirementlS „ 3
17 ElMiive 1
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT201 Principlea of Accounting 3 ACCT202 Principles ofAwounting 3
CPSC 110 Elem. Comp. Prx*. 3 ECON 212 Pnnciples of Macroeconomics 3
or CP SC 120 Intro to Inf. Proc. Sy84 „. _.„ 3 FIN 306 Corporation FinanceM „ 3
ECON 21 1 Principles of Mjcroeconomics 3 MTHSC 210 Applied Matrix Alg.l _ 3
MTHSC 301 Stat "nieory and Msth. II — 3 LiteratuTB ReqinremwitS 3
LitflBture Requirement3 3 Elective _ _ 1
Elertave 1 16
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ECON 314 Intermediate Microeconomics ._ 3 ECON 315 Intermediate Macroeconomics 3
LAW 322 L(«b1 Envir. ofBus.7 3 ENGL 304 Business Writing „ _ 3
or LAW 312 Commercial Uw 3 or SPCH 250 Public Speaking „ „ _. 3
Elective 4 Elective 3
16 16
SENIOR YEAR
M^ 6 Mtgn* .6
Option 6 Option. 3-5
Elective 6 Elective _ 6-8
18 17
132 Total Semester Hours
OPTIONS
Rather than having a minor or secondary concentration as in the Bachelor
of Arts program in Economics, a student in the Bachelor of Science program
selects one of several options. These options generally consist of 15 hours of a
certain core of study. It is felt that these options might be particularly ap-
pealing to certain students with definite vocational interests. In addition, an
appropriately chosen option would greatly facilitate moving into a Master of
Business Administration program in graduate school or law school.
Students enrolling in the Bachelor of Science program in Economics may
select from the following options.
Accounting? Management Science?
ACCT 301 Intermediate Accounting 3 ACCT 303 Cost Accounting _ 3
ACCT 302 Intermediate Accounting 3 or ACCT 404 Individual Taxation 3
ACCT 303 Cost Accounting _ 3 or LAW 313 Commercial Law 3
and ACCT 404 Individual Taxation 3 ECON (MA SC) 31 1 Introduction to Econometrics 3
or ACCT 411 Financial Accounting Problems 3 MA SC 413 Management Science I „ „ 3
and ACCT 415 Auditing „ _.. 3 Quantitative Requirements 6
LAW 313 Commercial Uw..„ 3 15
15
^^
^
^
^
^
§
§
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Computer Science
Select at least 15 hours from the following:
ECON (MA SO 311 Introduction to Econometrics 3
MGT 299 Computer Utilization I 1
MGT418 Management Inform. Sys 3
and MGT 399 Mgt. Applic. of Microcomputers 2
Computer Science RequdrementlO
Environmental Studies
AP EC 403 Land Economics _ 3
CRD 357 Natural Resources Economics. —
EN SC 200 Intro, to Environmental Science
—
EN SC 400 Studies in Environmental Science-
EN SC 471 Man and His Environment
FOR 304 Forest Resource Economics _
Social Science
HIST 325 American Economic Development 3
PO SC 321 General Pubhc Administration 3
or PC SC 361 International Politics in Crisis. _ 3
SOC 330 Industrial Sociology 3
EaectiveS. 6
15
International Management!!
MGT 301 Principles of Management _ 3
MGT 400 Management of Org. Behavior 3
or MGT 415 Business Strategy 3
or MGT 423 International Business Mgt — 3
PO SC 361 International Pobtics in Crisis 3
Modem Languagel2 8
17
Law and Economics?
ECON 309 Government and Business 3
or ECON 420 Public Sector Econ „ ™.3
or ECON 424 The Organization of Industries. „ 3
LAW 312 Commeraal Law 3
LAW 313 Commercial Law 3
LAW (ECON) 402 Uw and Economics
PO SC 432 American Constitutional Law I „.,
Mathematical Sciences-Statistics
ECON 430 Mathematical Economics
ECON (MA SC) 311 Introduction to Econometrics..
MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra.
MTHSC 405 Statistical Theory and Methods II
MTHSC 440 Linear Programming
15
Public Administrations
Select 15 hours from the following:
PO SC 302 State and Local Government 3
PO SC 321 (General Public Administration 3
PO SC 405 Presidential Leadership 3
PO SC 422 (Sovemment Policy and Pol. Economy 3
PO SC 423 Urban Pblitics. _ 3
PO SC 425 Money, Budgets, and Grantsmanship 3
PO SC 427 Pubbc Personnel Management 3
21
Textile Science
TEXT 201 Yam Structures and Formation 4
TEXT 202 Fabric Shnictures, Design, and Analysis 4
TEXT 314 Chemical Processing of Textiles 4
TEXT 460 Textile Processes 3
TEXT 475 Textile Marketing _... 3
FIN 312 Financial Management U..
Finance Requirement!6
Marketing
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing 3
MKT 302 Consumer Behavior 3
MKT 431 Marketing Research 3
Marketing RequirementlS 6
15
iThe sequence ofMTHSC 106, 207, 210, 301 may be replaced by MTHSC 102, 207, 210, 301 or 101, 102, 203, and 207.
2Two courses, totabng 8 credits in the same science, are required.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
4CP SC 110 should be selected for the Computer Science and Mathematical Sciences—Statistics options. CP SC 120
should be selected for the Management Science and Accounting options.
^Select from 300- and 400-level courses in geography, history, political science, psychology, and sociology.
^Twenty-four hours in economics above the sophomore level are required including ECON 314 and 315. ECON 101
does not count toward the major. Major credit may include up to 6 credits selected from HIST 325, I E 384, MGT 406.
'Students in either the Accounting or the Management Science option should select LAW 312 in lieu of LAW 322 in the
junior year, while those in the Law and Economics option are required to take LAW 322.
8Select from ECON 430, ECON (MGT) 409, MA SC 414, MTHSC 405.
^Students in the Public Administration option are required to take PO SC 101 and 103; ECON 309 and 420 are to be
included in the major.
lOSelect from any 200, 3(X) or 400-level computer science courses.
!!Student8 in the International Management option are required to take PO SC 101, 103; ECON 412 is to be included in
the major.
!2Two semesters of the same language are required.
13Select from AP EC 351 or any 400-level marketing course.
!4Students in the Finance option should select FIN 31 1 in lieu of FIN 306 during the sophomore year.
15See General Education Requirements and footnotes 9 and 11 above.
!6Select from 300 and 400 level finance courses.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
The degree program for the Bachelor of Science in Financial Management
is accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
The curriculum provides the student with a course of study in preparation
for a career in such areas as corporate finance, banking, insurance, broker-
age, real estate financing, and investment services. The student should be
well prepared to serve on the financial staff of practically any business firm
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for the purpose of planning, providing, and controlling the capital of the
firm. This curriculum should also prepare the student for service with gov-
ernment agencies and programs. The graduate with this degree should be
well prepared for entrance into Master of Business Administration, Law, or
other graduate programs.
FRESHMAN YEAR
PiratSei
ECON 21 1 Principle* orMimwoonomics 3 CPSC 120 Intro, to Info. Pncem Sy« „.. 3
ENGL 101 CompoBtion I 3 ECON 212 Principle* of Macroeconomic* „ 3
MTH9C102 Intm. tD Math. AnalyMl 3 ENGL 102 CompowHon II 3
LaborBtory Saenoe Reqtnrementi 4 MTHSC 207 Muldvanable Calculual „ 3
Social Science R«quimnent2 „.... 3 Laboratory Soenc* Requirements 4
Elective _. 1 16
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Prindple* of Accounting. 3 ACCT 202 PnnapJe« of Accounting 8
MTHSC 301 Stat ThMry and Math. I 3 ACCT 204 Accounting Procedure 1
SPCH 250 Pubhc Spaakir« 3 ENGL 304 Busneaa Wnting „ 3
3 MA SC; 310 Intro, to Management Sdenca - 3
EUctive 3 PSYCH 201 Introduction to PsychoJogy .,„ 8
15 Humnnibes RequDvment2 3
^^
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 301 Intermediate Accounting _ 3 ACCT 302 Intermediate Accounhng 3
ECON 302 Money and Bankir^ 3 FIN (ECON) 305 Investment Analyna 3
FIN 307 Prindplea ofRaal Estate 3 FIN 308 Pinanaal In.stJtubons and Mkta „ „.. 3
FIN 31 1 Financial MBm«ement I 3 FIN 312 PinanaaJ Management II 8
MGT 301 Principle* ofManagement 3 LAW 312 Commeraal Law 3
15 15
SENIOR YEAR
FIN (ECON) 304 Risk and Insurance 3 MGT415Bu«in«« Strategy „ 3
MGT 390 Operations Management 3 Concentration AreaS 9
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing 3 Elective „„... 3
Accounting Requirement* 3 15
Ccnoentration Area5„ _ 6
18
129 Total Semester Hours
iCredits earned in MTHSC 106 and 108 may be substituted for MTHSC 102 and 207, respectively, and 1 or 2 elective
hours.
2See General Education Requirements.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204. 205, 206, 207. 208. 209. or 300-level foreign language literature.
Accounting electives may be selected from any 300- or 400-level course offered by the School of Accountancy. Credit
may not be received for both ACCT 303 and 307.
SPifleen credits from one of the following Concentration Areas along with its corresponding courses. (A Concentration
Area should be selected by the end of the second semester of the student's Junior year in consultation with adviser.)
Accounting FIN 402, 404, and three accounting electives. (See footnote 4.)
Corporate Finance FIN 402, 404; 406 or 411; and two Business Electives. (See note 3 below.)
Financial Institutions FIN 405. 408; 406 or 417; and two Business Electives. (See note 3 below.)
InUmational Finance FIN 406, 411, MGT 423, MKT 427, and one Business Elective. (See note 3 below.)
Real Estate AP EC 313, FIN 415, 417, and two electives from the Department of Finance approved list.
NoUs:
1. Financial Management majors are required to have an overall grade-point average of at least 2.0 in all FIN-
designated courses in order to graduate. Only the last grade for courses that are repeated counts for computing the
grade-point ratio.
2. No more than 60 percent of coursework may be taken in the (College of Commerce and Industry.
3. Business Electives may be selected from any 300- or 400-level course offered by the College of Commerce and
Industry or from any computer science course.
4. MTHSC 101 may not be used as elective credit toward requirements for graduation with a BS in Financial
Management.
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
The Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Management is designed
primarily to prepare students for management challenges in the areas of
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manufacturing, production planning, inventory control, quality assurance,
and service operations. Industrial management students receive a broad-
based education in business, but particular emphasis is placed on systems,
theories, and issues dealing with the production of goods and services. The
Industrial Management program is particularly relevant in today's eco-
nomic environment, where improvements in productivity and quality are
essential to meet the growing challenges of foreign producers in many in-
dustries. In addition to jobs in manufacturing management, graduates of
the Industrial Management program are sometimes sought for positions as
project directors by various government agencies and research centers.
Banks and financial institutions have found the industrial management
graduate well prepared for internal operations management as well as for
liaison positions dealing with manufacturing companies as bank customers.
The Industrial Management program is accredited by the American As-
sembly of Collegiate Schools of Business and has received a special commen-
dation for excellence from the South Carolina Commission on Higher Edu-
cation.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3 CPSC 120 Intro, to Infor. Proc. Sya 3
ENGL 101 Composition I _ 3 ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
Science Requirementl. 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable II 4
Social Science RequirementZ 3 Science Requirement! 4
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 ACCT 202 Prinaples of Accounting 3
MTHSC 301 Stat. TTieory and Meth. 1 3 LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Business 3
PHIL 344 Business Ethics 3 MA SC 310 Intrw. to Management Science „ 3
Laterature Requirements 3 MGT 299 Computer Utilization I 1
Elective 3 MGT 399 Mgt. App. of Microcomputers 2
15 Dective „ _.... 5
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 307 Managerial Accounting 3 FIN 306 Coqwration Finance 3
ENGL 304 Business Writing 3 MA SC 413 Management Science I _ 3
or ENGL 314 Technical Writing
_ 3 MGT 307 Personnel Management „ 3
MGT 301 Prinoples of Management 3 MGT 390 Operations Management 3
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing 3 MGT 418 Mgt. Infor. Systems 3
SPCH 364 Organizational Communication 3 Advised Concentration Area4 3
Elective 2 18
17
SENIOR YEAR
ECON (MGT) 409 Managerial Economics 3 MGT 404 Adv. Stat. Qual. Conti-cJ 3
MA SC 414 Statistical Analysis 3 MGT 408 Prod, and Operations Mgt. II 3
MGT 305 Economics of Transportation 3 MGT415 Business Strategy 3
or MGT 317 Logistics Management 3 MGT 423 International Business Mgt 3
MGT 400 Mgt. of Org. Behavior 3 MGT 490 Selected Topics in Ind. Mgt 3
MGT 402 Prod, and Op. Mgt 1 3 Advised ConcentiTition Area4 3
Advised Concentration Area4 3 18
18
137 Total Semester Hours
lA two-semester sequence in the same physical or biological science, each including a laboratory.
2Anthropology, economics (including crosslisted agricultural economics courses), geography, history, political science,
psychology, or sociology (including crosslisted rural sociology courses).
^Sophomore literature courses (200-level only) or foreign language literature courses (300-level or higher).
^Minimum of 9 semester hours, beyond required courses, in one of the following areas:
Industrial Engineering I E 306, 384, 452, 465, 482, 488.
Textiles Manufacturing TEXT 460, 470, and 471 plus TEXT 176, 201, 202, 308, or 314.
Business Planning FIN 312 and 6 hours to be chosen from FIN 308, 408, MKT 426 or ACCT 410. A student selecting
this option must substitute FIN 311 for 306 from the required courses.
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Management Support SysUms CP SC 130, 210, and either 260, 360 or 240.
Transportation and Logistics MGT 306, 317 or 406, 424, 426.
MANAGEMENT
The Bachelor of Science degree in Management is designed to prepare stu-
dents for careers as professional managers in corporations, governmental
organizations, and small businesses. In addition, the program provides a
foundation for graduates who wish to pursue advanced degrees in business
and public administration, law, and the social sciences.
The curriculum gives the student a broad exposure to the functional areas
of business and allows each to select an area of concentration in a subject
that is germane to individual career interests.
The Management curriculum provides (1) an examination of the social,
legal, political, and economic environments in which organizations must op-
erate; (2) an understanding of the functional areas of business and their in-
terrelationships; and (3) a knowledge of behavioral science, applied statistics,
and mathematics as they relate to organizational problem solving. The pro-
gram is accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Busi-
ness.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 21 1 Principles of Microeconomics 3 CPSC 120 Intro, to Inform. Proc. Sys 3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ECON 212 Pnnciplea of Macroeconomics 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis 3 ENGL 102 Composibon II _ 3
PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology _„ 3 MTHSC 207 Multivanable Calculus „.. 3
or SCO 201 Intro, to Sociology „ 3 Science Requirement! „.4
Soenoe Requirementl _ 4 16
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT201 Principles ofAccounting _ 3 ACCT202 Principles of Accounting 3
MTHSC 301 Stat Theory and Meth. I 3 LAW 322 Legal Environment of Business ^.. 3
Economics Requirements _ 3 MA SC 310 Intro, to Mgt. Science 3
Literature Requirement2 „ 3 MGT 299 Computer Utibzation 1 1
Elective _ 3 MGT 399 Mgt. Applica. of Microcomputers 2
15 Elective- - 4
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 307 Managerial Accounting _ 3 ENGL 304 Business Writing 3
MA SC 312 Dec. Models for Mgt 3 or ENGL 314 Technical Writing. 3
MGT 301 Principles of Management „ 3 FIN 306 Corporation Finance 3
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing „ 3 MGT 307 Personnel Management 3
PHIL 344 Business Ethics...- 3 SPCH 364 Organizational Communication 3
Elective 2 Advised Area of Concentration4 3
17 Elective 1
16
SENIOR YEAR
MGT 390 Operations Management 3 MGT 400 Management of Organizational Behavior 3
MGT 418 Management Info. Sys 3 MGT 415 Business Strategy „ 3
MGT 423 International Business Management 3 Area Conoentration4 „._—...^ 3
Area Conoentration4 9 Operations Management Requirements 3
18 Elective 3
15
129 Total Semester Hours
^A two-semester sequence in the same physical or biological science, each including a laboratory.
2Select from sophomore literature courses (200-level only) or foreign language literature courses (300-level or higher).
3Selectfrom ECON 301, 302, 308, 309, 314, 412.
^Fifteen semester hours beyond required courses, in any 300- or 400-level course in the College of Commerce and
Industry, Department of Industrial Engineering, or Department of Computer Science. Specific recommendations
are available through the departments of Management, Accounting, Economics, Finance, Marketing, Textiles,
Computer Science, and Industrial Engineering. Students should select their area of concentration as soon as possible.
SSelect from MGT 402, 404, 408.
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MARKETING
The degree program for the Bachelor of Science in Marketing is designed to
provide students with knowledge of the various aspects of marketing. The
Marketing curriculum in combination with general education courses and
other business courses prepares students for professional marketing careers
in industry, government, or the nonprofit sector. The graduate with this de-
gree also should be well prepared for entrance into Master of Business Ad-
ministration, Law, or other graduate programs. For students who want a
general perspective of marketing, the curriculum will provide them with a
broad range of marketing subjects including, but not limited to, sales man-
agement, retailing, marketing communication, marketing research, mar-
keting management, and international marketing. Study areas in technical
marketing and services marketing will be available to students who seek to
specialize. The Marketing curriculum, whether approached from either a
general or specialized perspective, will provide the conceptual, quantitative,
and analytical skills that are necessary for students to function in a dynamic
business environment.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3 CPSC 120 Intro, to Inf. Proc. Sys 3
ENGL 101 CompositJon I _..._ _..._ _... 3 ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analyaisl 3 ENGL 102 Composition II _ 3
PSYCH 201 Intro, to Psychology „. 3 MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculusl 3
or SOC 201 Intro, to Sociology 3 Laboratory Science Requ)rement2 4
Laboratory Science Requirements. 4 16
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles ofAccounting 3 ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3
MTHSC 301 Stat. 'Hieory and Meth. 1 3 LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Business 3
Economics Reqinrementa 3 MA SC 310 Intro, to Mgt. Science 3
Literature Requirement4 3 MGT 299 Computer Utibzation 1 1
Elective „ „ 3 MGT 399 Mgt. Application ofMicrocomp 2
15 Elective 4
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 307 Managerial Accounting 3 FIN 306 Corporate Finance 3
ENGL 304 Business Writing 3 MKT 302 Consumer Behavior 3
or ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3 MKT 431 Marketing Research 3
MA SC 312 Dec. Mod. for Management 3 SPCH 364 Organizational Communication 3
MGT 301 Principles of Management 3 Study Area Requiremen«S 3
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing 3 15
Elective 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
MGT 390 Operations Management 3 MGT 415 Business Strategy „ 3
MGT 423 International Bus. Mgt 3 MKT 450 Marketing Management 3
or MKT 427 Internationa] Marketing. 3 College Requirement?.
.
PHIL 344 Business Ethics 3 Marketing Study Area Requirements 3
Marketing Study Area Requirements 6 Study Area ReqviirementS 3
Study Area Requirementfi 3 15
18
129 Total Semester Hours
iCredit earned in MTHSC 106 and 108 may be substituted for MTHSC 102 and 207 respectively, and 1 or 2 elective
hours.
2A two-semester sequence including laboratories to be selected from the following: ASTR 101/103 and 102/104, BIOL
103 and 104, CH 101 and 102, CH 105 and 106, GEOL 101/103 and 102/104, or PHYS 207 and 208.
3EC0N 301, 302, 308, 309, 314, 412.
4ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209 or foreign language literature courses (300 level or higher).
SStudents have the option of choosing from the following study areas:
General Study Area Select from any 400-level marketing course.
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Technical Marketing Study Arva MKT 420, 426, 438 must be taken.
Services Marketing Study Area MKT 428 and 429 must be taken along with either MKT 420 or 423.
^See adviser for list of approved electives for each course of study listed in footnote 5 above.
''Students selecting the Technical Marketing study area must take MKT 424 or 430. For all other study areas, any 300-
or 400-level course from the College of Commerce and Industry is acceptable with the exception of the required
courses.
Notes:
1. Marketing mtyors are required to earn a grade of C or higher in each marketing course which applies toward gradu-
ation.
2. MTHSC 101, 104, and 105 will not be allowed to satisfy requiremenU for graduation.
3. No more than 60% of coursework may be taken in the College of Commerce and Industry.
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY, TEXTILE MANAGEMENT, AND
TEXTILE SCIENCE PROGRAMS
The textile student studies the production of fibers by man and nature, the
processes for converting these fibers into a textile structure, the science of
the addition of coloring agents and finishes to improve the desirability and
serviceability of the product and the test methods for evaluating the perfor-
mance of textile materials.
Graduates of the School of Textiles hold jobs with responsibilities in
corporate management, manufacturing management, design, research,
development, technical service, quality control, sales, and personnel
management. They create new products and processes and solve problems.
They create styles, patterns, textures, and colors for apparel, home, and
industrial use as well as special application. They deal with computers,
automation, product quality, plant performance, environmental control, and
consumer safety.
The textile industry has a continuing need for technically trained men
and women to help it meet sociologically desirable standards such as those
required by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, and the Environmental Protection Agency. In addition,
there is a need to reduce costs and increase exports, and to develop new fibers
and fabrics for end-use, ranging from apparel and new industrial
applications to fiber reinforced composite materials. In the textile curricula
a broad background is stressed, with as much as two-thirds of the courses
coming from the diverse resources of the University outside the School of
Textiles.
The School of Textiles offers three undergraduate degrees which differ in
the content of science and business courses. The BS in Textile Chemistry
and the BS in Textile Science are both based on the three sciences:
chemistry, physics, and mathematics. With this firm base, the graduate is
able to apply his/her scientific knowledge to the solution of problems in textile
materials involving both chemical and physical principles. The graduate
will be concerned with the conception, design, construction, and
management of complete systems of labor, machinery and processes for the
most efficient production of textiles or related chemicals. These two
courses differ in that Textile Chemistry has a greater emphasis on
chemistry and Textile Science has greater emphasis on yarn and fabric
formation. Both curricula prepare one for graduate study in textiles.
The Bachelor of Science in Textile Management provides the student with
a balanced combination of the principles and theories of textile
manufacturing and management, as well as concentrated studies in related
Note: No curriculum in the School of Textiles leading to the Bachelor of Science degree will allow credit for ENGL 100 or
MTHSC 105 to be used to satisfy requirements for graduation.
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options of the student's choice. This program is designed to prepare
students for a career in the modern industrial environment and may
initially lead to a production management position in the textile industry.
Today's textile graduate must be able to meet the current and anticipated
needs of the rapidly changing modern textile industry and also be
knowledgeable about the suppliers and users of textile-related materials and
equipment. This plan of study maximizes students' leadership potential and
professional development in their chosen field.
The School of Textiles also offers advanced degrees as follows: Master of
Science in Textile Chemistry, Master of Science in Textile Science, Doctor of
Philosophy in Textile and Polymer Science, and in cooperation with the
Chemistry Department, the Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry with a
major in Textile Chemistry,
Textile courses also may be taken as a minor area or as free electives.
Recommended groups of courses may consist of 3, 6, 12, or 20 credits.
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry „ „ _... 4 CH 1 12 Genera] Cheniistiy _ „ „ „ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I „ 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL _ 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable I „ 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable 11 4
TEXT 175 Intro, to Textile Manufacturing _ 3 PHYS 122 Phys. with Calculus I 3
History Requiranena „ 3 Elective — „ 3
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
CH 225 Organic Chemistry Lab 2 CH 226 Organic Chemistry Lab 2
MTHSC 206 Calculus ofSev. Var 4 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. DifT. Equa. „ 4
PHYS 221 Phys. with Calculus II 3 PHYS 222 Phys. with Calculus III 3
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. II 1 PHYS 224 Physics Lab. HI 1
Literature Requirement2 3 Humanities Requirement3 3
16 16
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 CH 332 Physical Chemistry „ 3
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing _. 3
T C 315 Intro, to Polymer Science and Engr 3 T C 316 Chem. Prep, ofText 3
T C 317 Polymer and Fiber Lab 1 TEXT 202 Fabric Structure, Design, and Analysis 4
TEXT 201 Yam Structure and Form 4 Elective _ _ 4
Elective _..„ „ 3 17
17
SENIOR YEAR
T C 457 E>yeing and Finishing 1 3 T C 458 Dyeing and Finishing II 3
T C 459 Dyeing and Finishing Lab. L 1 T C 460 Eyeing and Finishing Lab. 11 1
TEXT 321 Fiber Science 3 TEXT 322 Prop, of Textile Structures „ 3
Elective 9 Elective 9
16 16
132 Total Semester Hours
IHIST 101, 102, 172, 173.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205. 206, 207, 208, 209.
3See General Education Requirements.
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TEXTILE MANAGEMENT
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 CH 102 General Chemistry 4
or CH 105 Beg. Gen. and Organic Chemistry 4 or CH 106 Beg. Gen. and Organic Chemistry.... 4
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3 CP SC 110 Elem. Comp. Prog „ 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis 3 or CP SC 120 Intro, to Info.
TEXT 175 Intro, to Textile Mfg. 3 Processing Systems
_..._ „ 3
HistciyRequiremena 3 ENGL 102 Composition II „ 3
16 MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculus 3
TEXT 176 Natural and Manmade Fibers 4
17
IHIST 101, 102, 172, 173.
CHEMICAL OPTION
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles ofAccounting 3 ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3
PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology 3 MGT 301 Principles ofManagement „ „. 3
T C 303 Textile Chemistry 3 T C 304 Textile Chemistry 3
T C 305 Textile Chemistry Lab 1 T C 306 Textile Chemisfay Lab 1
TEXT 201 Yam Sta-uctures and Form 4 TEXT 202 Fabric Structure, Design, and
Humanities Requirement! 3 Analysis 4
17 Literature Requirement2 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3 ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3
FIN 306 Corporation Finance 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
LAW 322 Legal Envir. of Business 3 MGT 307 Personnel Management 3
MKT301 Principles of Marketing 3 T C 316 Chemical Preparation of Textiles 3
T C 405 Principles of Textile Printing 3 Area Conoenti^on3 _ 3
Area Concentrations 3 16
18
SENIOR YEAR
T C 457 Dyeing and Finishing 1 3 MGT 415 Business Sti^itegy „ 3
T C 459 Dyeing and Finishing Lab. 1 1 TC 406 Textile Finishing 3
TEXT 324 Textile Statistics 3 Area Concentrations 3
TEXT 470 Textile Costing and Inventory Contarol 3 Elective - 7
AreaConoentrationS 3 16
Elective - 3
16
132 Total Semester Hours
ISee General Education Requirements.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^Area Concentrations A minimum of 12 credits must be selected with at least 9 credits from any one of the following:
Personnel ECON 301, 308, LAW 312, 313, 401, MGT 400, 416.
Markets and Marketing ECON 314, 412, MKT 302, 423, 424, 426, 431, 450, TEXT 472.
Industrial Engineering E G 209, 1 E 364, 488, 489, MGT 402, 408.
Science T C 303/305, 304/306, MTHSC 106, 108, 206, 208. PHYS 122, 221, 222. 223, 224.
Computer Science CP SC 130, 210, 230. 240. 330. 360. 462, E C E 425. MGT 299. 399. TEXT 203. 420.
Textile Specialties TEXT 321, 414. 416. 471, 476, 476.
MANUFACTURING OPTION
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semest«r Second S«m»st«>r
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting - 3 ArrT202 Pnnoplwof Arcountin« _>
ECON 211 Principles of Microoconomics 3 Ff'
V
' nnplMof Miicn»cooom»a „ 4
PSYCH 201 Inti-oduction to Psychology 3 ^' ipl«. of M«nim»m«it- *
TEXT 201 Yam Structure and Form * '* . • .nc Structurss. Ussifn.
Humanities Requirumsntl '' , ...i .\iuJ>-s.*^^^ j
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JUNIOR YEAR
FIN 306 Corporation Finance 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Business 3 MGT 307 Personnel Management 3
MKT 301 Principles ofMarketing 3 TEXT 314 Chemical Processing of Textiles 4
TEXT 308 Apparel « - 4 Area Concentrations 3
Area Concentrations 3 Elective 3
16 16
SENIOR YEAR
TEXT 324 Textile Statistics 3 MGT 415 Business Strategy 3
TEXT 403 Fiber Processing III 3 TEXT 322 Properties of Textile Structures 3
TEXT 411 Fabric Development III 3 TEXT 426 Instrumentation _ 3
TEXT 470 Textile Cost and Inventory Conbrol 3 TEXT 429 Textile Research 2
Area Concentrations 3 Area Concentrations _ 3
Elective - 3 Elective _ -.3
18 17
132 Total Semester Hours
ISee General Education Requirements.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
SArea Concentrations A minimum of 12 credits must be selected with at least 9 credits from one of the following:
Personnel ECON 301, 308, LAW 312, 313, 401, MGT 400, 416.
Markets and Marketing ECON 314, 412, MKT 302, 423, 424, 426, 431, 450, TEXT 472.
Industrial Engineering E G 209, I E 364, 488, 489, MGT 402, 408.
Science TC 303/305, 304/306, MTHSC 106, 108, 206, 208, PHYS 122, 221, 222, 223, 224.
Computer Science CP SC 130, 210, 230, 240, 330, 462, E C E 425, MGT 299, 399, TEXT 203, 420.
Textile Specialties TEXT 321, 414, 416, 471, 475, 476.
TEXTILE SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemista-y 4 CH 102 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Variable 11 4
TEXT 175 Intixj. to Textile Mfg 3 PHYS 122 Physics with Calculus 1 3
History Requirement! 3 EHective 3
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Several Var 4 ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3
PHYS 221 Phys. with Calculus II 3 MTHSC 208 Inti-o. to Ord. Diff. Equa 4
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. II „ ...„ 1 PHYS 222 Phys. with Calculus III 3
TEXT 301 Fiber Processing 1 3 PHYS 224 Physics Lab. HI 1
Literature Requirement2 3 TEXT 302 Fiber Processing EI 3
Elective 1 Elective 3
15 17
JUNIOR YEAR
T C 303 Textile Chemistiy 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
T C 305 Textile Chemistry Lab 1 T C 304 Textile Chemisby 3
TEXT 311 Fabric Development 1 3 T C 306 Textile Chemisti-y Lab 1
TEXT 321 Fiber Science 3 TEXT 312 Fabric Development II 3
Humanities RequiremaitS 3 TEXT 322 Properties ofText. Structures 3
Eledive4 „ „ _ 5 Elective 3
18 16
SENIOR YEAR
T C 315 Inti-od. to Polymer Science and Engr 3 TEXT 414 Knitted Structures 3
T C 317 Polymer and Fiber Lab 1 Elective* 12
T C 457 Dyeing and Finishing 1 3 15
T C 459 Eyeing and Fin. Lab. 1 1
TEXT 403 Fiber Processing HI 3
TEXT 411 Fabric Development HI 3
Hedive4 3
17
132 Total Semester Hours
IHISTlOl, 102, 172, 173.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
SSee General Education Requirements.
4See adviser for list of approved electives.
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
The purpose ofthe College ofEducation is to prepare teachers, special services
personnel, and school leaders; to provide professional services to education in
South Carolina; and to carry out basic and applied research in education.
Curricula are organized to give students the opportunities to (1) acquire a
broad general education through liberal arts and science courses; (2) develop
depth of knowledge in the teaching area; (3) gain an understanding of the
historical, philosophical and psychological backgrounds of American educa-
tion; and (4) acquire knowledge of and skill and experience in using effective
teaching techniques.
The College of Education provides undergraduate teacher preparation
programs that meet the approved standards for the preparation of educa-
tional personnel in South Carolina in Early Childhood Education (K-4), Ele-
mentary Education (grades 1-8), Special Education (K-12), and the follow-
ing secondary school areas (grades 9-12): agriculture, technology education,
biology, chemistry, general science, physics, mathematics, English, French,
German, Spanish, history, government, and social studies.
ADMISSION
Admission to teacher education programs in the College of Education is ac-
complished in three phases: preprofessional, professional, and directed
teaching.
Preprofessional Individuals who show an interest in teaching and related
areas and who have met the general admission requirements of Clemson
University must complete and submit a College of Education application
form to be considered for admission to a preprofessional program. These
forms are available in all Education departments.
Professional Application to the professional level of a program must be made
during the term in which a student is to complete 60 semester hours of work.
The professional education admission application. College of Education form
(CED 03), is to be submitted to the appropriate office during the term in
which the student will have completed 60 hours. Application deadline dates
for submission of the CED 03 are as follows: Fall Semester—November 10;
Spring Semester—March 1; and Summer Session—May 25. Prerequisites
for admission are (1) successful completion of the Basic Skills Education En-
trance Examination (EEE)i, and (2) a minimum cumulative grade-point
ratio of 2.5 or a minimum cumulative grade-point ratio of 2.0 and evidence
of a SAT score above the 50th percentile of South Carolina examinees in the
year the applicant graduated from high school.
Directed Teaching A student shall apply to the field experience director
prior to May 1 of the academic year preceding the school year in which di-
rected teaching is to be scheduled. The following conditions must be met
prior to registration for directed teaching: (1) admission to the professional
level of a program for at least one full semester; (2) completion of at least 95
1 A student who has not passed the EEE may be conditionally admitted to a teacher education program for a period not to
exceed one year. Students will be allowed to take the examination no more than three times. Students who fail to meet
the EEE requirement within one year of the date of conditional admission will be dropped from the program and
assigned to a nondegree status classification.
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semester hours; (3) a minimum cumulative grade-point ratio of 2.0; and (4)
a score report on file in the College of Education student records office for the
Professional Knowledge Examination of the NTE Core Battery and for the
NTE Specialty Area Examination in the student's major.
CONTINUING ENROLLMENT
A student must maintain the grade-point average required by Clemson Uni-
versity for continuing enrollment. Grade-point ratio may be checked at the
end of a semester or summer term.
ENROLLMENT IN PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Students enrolled in an approved teacher education program or listed with a
major code of 300, 301, or 315 must have a cumulative grade-point ratio of
2.0 or higher for registration in required education (ED), industrial educa-
tion (IN ED) or agriculture education (AG ED) courses numbered 300 or
higher. Any student who desires to enroll in education courses must meet
the cumulative grade-point requirements established for education majors.
A student who is denied admission may appeal to the College of Education
Admissions Committee.
A comprehensive statement of the activities, services, and programs of the
College of Education is published in the Student Handbook, which is distrib-
uted by faculty advisers of education majors and students interested in pro-
grams provided by the College of Education.
GRADUATE STUDY
The College of Education offers programs leading to the Master of Educa-
tion, Master of Industrial Education, Specialist in Education, and Doctor of
Education degrees.
AEROSPACE STUDIES (AFROTC)
Air Force ROTC provides the student an opportunity to earn a commission
while pursuing a college degree. It is an educational program that includes
courses in history, communication, management, and political science with
10 academic hours credited toward most degrees. The program is designed
to meet the need for dedicated and professional leaders in the active duty Air
Force. Contact the Department of Aerospace Studies for additional informa-
tion.
MILITARY SCIENCE (ARMY ROTC)
The requirements for a commission in the U.S. Army are established by the
U.S. law and the Department of the Army. The legal and regulatory re-
quirements are available at the MiHtary Science Department. In addition to
the Military Science curricula, all candidates for commissioning must suc-
cessfully complete 3 credits of military history as approved by the professor
of military science. All Army scholarship cadets are required to complete
one semester of a major Indo-European language or receive placement
credit from the University; i.e., German, French, or Spanish, etc. Further
information may be obtained from the Military Science Department.
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BACHELOR OF ARTS CURRICULA
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
The Early Childhood Education curriculum prepares the student for teach-
ing positions on the kindergarten and primary levels. The Elementary Edu-
cation curriculum prepares the student for teaching on the elementary
school level.
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fint Semcater Second SemMter
CP SC 105 Computer Appbcations far Ed 1 ENGL 102 CompMtwn II ._
ED 100 Orientatwn 1 HIST 172 Wertem Qvibrabon
ENGL 101 Compo«tion I 3 MTHSC 1 16 Contemporary Math.
MTHSC 1 15 Contemporary Math. for Bern. School Teadtm IL
for the Elem. SdwoJ 'IV«ch«> I 3 Faw^ Lm^ai^..
Pnragn Langua^ A
Soenoe RequmfnenC2. » „ 4
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 173 Western CivOizatian..
MTHSC 216 Geometry for
EHementary School Teachera^.
F\TOgn Language^
LitcTBture RequiTwnentl
Sdenoe Reqiiirmient2
Social Soenoe RequtrementS—»»•
3 ED 301 Pnnciplea of American Education.....
ED 334 Child Growth and Development...--
.3 MUSIC 210 or 311 Muac Appreciation.
. 3 Foreign Languages
. 3 Literature RequDvmentl »„...»
. 4 Soaal Soenoe Requirements „
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture
ED 302 Educational Psychology
ED 321 Phys. Ed. for Elem. School
ED 336 Behavior of the Preschool Child? _.
ED 466 Intro, to Eariy Childhood Education..
Elective
JUNIOR YEAR
-_ 3 ED 400 Eariy Childhood Field Exp.6
.... 3 ED 46 1 Teaching Reading in the
_.. 3 Hementary School
... 3 ED 483 Methods and Materials for
-. 3 Eariy Childhood Education
— 4 ED 488 Teaching the Language Arts
19 in the EJlementary School _.
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into
the Classroom
IN ED 372 Arts and CrafVs for the
Elementary Child.
SPCH 250 Public Speaking
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
ED 458 Health Education.-...
ED 471 The Exceptional Child...
ENGL 385 Children's Literature
MUSIC 400 Music in the Elementary
School Classroom-
.3 ED 462 Diagnostic and
3 Corrective Reading
3 ED 484 Directed Teaching in Early
Childhood Education4
139 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2A total of 12 semester hours composed of both biological and physical sciences, including appropriate laboratories, is
required. Eight of these hours must be in a two-semester sequence.
^Anthropology, economics (including AP EC 202), geography, political science, psychology, sociology.
^Block schedule must be taken as shown in either semester of the senior year.
5Two years of the same foreign language are required.
^Must be taken in the same semester as ED 461. (Students taking ED 461 during the summer must register for ED 400
during the following fall semester.)
TTo be taken prior to or in the same semester as ED 466.
I
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
First Semester
CP SC 105 Computer Applications for Ed..
ED 100 Orientation
ENGL 101 Compostition I
MTHSC 115 Contemporary Math,
for Elem. School Teachers I
FRESHMAN YEAR
Second Semester
Sdenoe Requirementl..
„...4
..... 4
16
1 ESCL 102 Composition IL „ „ _ 3
1 HIST 172 Western QviUzation
_„ 3
3 MTHSC 116 Contemporary Math.
for Elem. School Teachers II 3
3 Fcreign Language4 „ „ 4
Science Requirementl 4
17
fflST 173 Western Qvilization.
MTHSC 216 Geometry for Elem.
School Teachers
Foreign LanguagB4
Literature Requirement^
Sdence Requirement^
Social Science Requirements
SOPHOMORE YEAR
. 3 ED 301 Principles ofAmerican Ed. 3
ED 334 Child Growth and Development. 3
. 3 SPCH 250 Pubbc Speaking.- „ 3
Foreign Language4 3
Literature RequniBment2 3
Social Science Requirements 3
18
.3
3
4
3
19
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology 3
ED 321 Physical Education for Elementary School 3
ED 451 Elem. Methods in Sdence Teaching 3
ED 488 Teaching the Language Arts in the
Elementary School _.._. 3
ENGL 385 Children's Literature 3
IN ED 372 Arts and Crafts. 3
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into
the Classroom.- _ _ 1
ED 401 Elem. Field Experiences 1
ED 452 Elem. Methods in Mathematics Teaching 3
ED 461 Teaching Reading in the
Dementary School.- _ „..„ 3
ED 487 Teaching Social Studies
in the Elementary School..- - _ 2
MUSIC 400 Music in the Elem. School Class 3
Hective -_ 4
17
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Arehitecture .
ED 458 Health Education..
ED 471 The Exceptional Child. „.
MUSIC 210 or 31 1 Music Appreciation...
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
.- 3 ED 462 Diagnostic and Corrective
3 Reading
.3 ED 481 Directed Teachii^
3
12
15
138 Total Semester Hours
lA total of 12 semester hours composed of both biological and physical sciences, including appropriate laboratories, is
required. Eight of these hours must be in a two-semester sequence.
2ENGL 202, 203. 204, 205, 206. 207, 208, 209.
3Anthropology, economics (including AP EC 202), geography, political science, psychology, and sociology.
^Two years of the same foreign language are required.
^Must be taken in the same semester as ED 461. (Students taking ED 461 during the summer must register for ED 401
during the following fall semester.)
SBlock schedule must be taken as shown in either semester of the senior year.
SECONDARY EDUCATION CURRICULA
Programs leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree in Secondary Education are
available to students preparing to teach English, history, mathematical sci-
ences, French, German, Spanish, natural sciences, political science, and so-
cial science, on the secondary school level. The teaching field should be select-
ed as early as possible in order that appropriate freshman and sophomore
courses may be taken.
Each curriculum requires a major concentration in the teaching field.
Specific courses and sequences have been designated by teacher education
committees to meet requirements for those planning to teach. Students who
have elective courses in the teaching area should consult the departmental
adviser prior to scheduling these courses.
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The professional education courses should be completed in sequence prior
to registering for the block schedule. Application to Directed Teaching (ED
412) should be made in writing no later than May 1 preceding the school
year in which student teaching is to be scheduled. A student whose cumula-
tive grade-point ratio is lower than the requirement for graduation will not
be permitted to register for Directed Teaching.
Education 412 is conducted on a full-day basis, "block schedule," for one
semester.
TEACHING AREA: ENGLISH
Fir«t Seme«t«r
CP SC 105 Computer Applications for Ed..
ED 100 Orientation
ENGL 101 CompositJon I
MTOSC 101 Finite Probahibty
Foreign Language Requirementl „..
Soenoe Requirements.
Elective
FRESHMAN YEAR
Second
ENGL 102 Composibon II
HIST 172 Western Q vibration
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis..,
Foreign Languagel
Science Requirements.
Elective
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ED 301 Principles ofAmencan Education 3
ENGL 202 M^jor Forms of Literature 3
ENGL 312 Advanced Expository Writing „ 3
HIST 173 Wertem Civibzation _ 3
Fcreign Language 1 3
Sdenoe Requirements 4
19
ED 302 Educational Psychology 3
ENGL 209 Contemporary Literature 3
ENGL 353 Ethnic American Literature 3
Foreign Language 1 „ 3
Sodal Science Requirenwnt3 3
Elective.. „... 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Development 3
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into
the Classroom 1
HIST 361 History of England to 1688 3
or HIST 363 History ofEngland Since 1688 3
Ttechir^M^ort _ _ _...9
^8
ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading 3
MUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation 3
Social Science Requirements „ 3
TtediingM^joH - 9
18
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3
ED 458 Health Education _ _ 3
ED 471 TVie Exceptional Child. 3
'ItechingMajor4 _ „ _ _ „ 6
Elective 3
18
ED 412 Directed Teaching
ED 424 Methods and Materials
in Secondary English
141 Total Semester Hours
iTwo years of the same language are required.
2A total of 12 semester hours composed of both physical and biological sciences, including appropriate laboratories, is
required. Eight of the credits must be in a two-semester sequence.
^Anthropology, economics, (including AP EC 202), geography, political science, psychology, sociology.
4In addition to ENGL 202, 209, 312 and 353, the Teaching Major requires 24 semester hours ofjunior and senior English
courses and must include ENGL 386, 400, 401, 405 or 406, 411, 422, or 423, 435 and 485.
TEACHING AREA: HISTORY
First Semester
FRESHMAN YEAR
ED 100 Orientation 1
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3
MTHSC 101 Finite ProbabiUty 3
Foreign Languagel 4
Science Requirements 4
17
Second Semester
CP SC 105 Computer Applications for Ed...
ENGL 102 (Composition II
HIST 172 Western Civibzation _
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis
Foreign Languagel
Science Requirements
Education 113
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 173 Western Civilization - 3 ED 301 Principles ofAmerican Ed. 3
Foreign Langu^el 3 HIST 101 History ofthe U. S _ 3
Literature Requirements 3 PC SC 101 Intro, to American Politics. 3
Sdenoe Requirement2 4 Foragn Languagel 3
Elective 3 Geography Requirement* 3
16 Elective — _..-. 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology „ 3 ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Development _ 3 the Classroom 1
HIST 102 History of the U5 _ _ 3 ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading? 3
TeB^im^ Nbgorfi - - - - 9 Compoation or Speedi6 „ 3
18 Tearhir^M^orS 9
Elective _ 2
18
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3 ED 412 Directed Teaching 12
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3 ED 428 Methods and Materials in
ED 458 Health Education 3 Secondary Social Studies. _ 3
MUSIC 210 or 31 1 Music Appreciation - 3 ED 471 The Exceptional Child _ _ 3
Teaching M^jor* _ -... 6 18
18
141 Total Semester Hours
iTwo years of the same language are required.
2A total of 12 credits composed of both physical and biological sciences, including appropriate laboratories, is required.
Eight of the credits must be in a two-semester sequence.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
4GE0G 101, 102, 103.
5The Teaching Major requires HIST 313 and 21 hours of junior and senior level (300 and 400) courses, 6 hours at the
400 level. Courses must be selected with the consent of the major adviser and include at least 3 hours in each of the
following categories: U.S. History, European History, Third World or non-European History.
6ENGL 231, 312, 314, SPCH 250.
''To be taken in the semester immediately preceding student teaching.
Note: This program enables the student to meet the requirements for certification in South Carolina in the field of
history. If certification in social studies is desired, the student must select one three-hour course in geography or
political science.
TEACHING AREA: MATHEMATICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Slemester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I „ 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II „.... 4
CPSC 105 Computer Appbcations for Ed 1 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
ED 100 Orientation 1 MTHSC 108 Cal. ofOne Var. U 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 Foreign Lar^uagel 4
MTHSC 106 Cal. ofOne Var. I 4 Elective „ 3
Foreign Languagel _ „ _ 4 18
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology 3 CP SC 1 10 Elem. Comp. Prog 3
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev 3
Foreign Languagel _ 3 HIST 173 Western Civibzation 3
Literature Requirement^ 3 Foreign Languagel 3
Sdenoe Requirements ^ 3 Science Requirements 3
EHective „ 1 Soda! Science Requirements 3
17 18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles ofAmerican Ed 3 AA H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading. 3
the aassroom „ „ 1 MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra. -. 3
HIST 172 Western Civibzation _ 3 MTHSC 408 Topics in Geometi-y 3
MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. 1 3 Composition and Speech* 3
MTHSC 308 College Geometiy „ 3 Elective _ 3
Sodal Science Requirements 3 18
Elective 3
19
114 Programs and Degrees
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semetter)
ED 458 Health Educabon 3 ED 4 12 Directed 'Caching 12
ED 47 1 The Exceptional CWld. 3 ED 426 Methods and Materials in
MTHSC 4 12 Intro, to Mod. Algebra. 3 Seenndary Mathematics. _ _ 3
MTHSC 453 Advancwl Calculus I 3 16
MUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation. 3
MathematicB Requirament^ „ 3
18
140 ToUl Semester Hours
'Two years of the same language are required.
2ENGL 202, 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
^Astronomy, chemistry, geology, physics.
«ENGL 231. 312, 314. SPCH 250.
^Economics (including AP EC 202), geography, political science, psychology, sociology.
6Any 200-400 level mathematics course, except MTHSC 207, 210, 215, 216.
TEACHING AREA: MODERN LANGUAGES
(French, German, and Spanish)
FRESHMAN YEAR
First SemMtor Second SemeeUr
CP SC 105 Computer AppUcations for Ed 1 ENGL 102 English Composition H. 3
ED 100 Onentation 1 HIST 172 Western Civibration „ 3
ENGL 101 English Campo«tion I...... 3 MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math Analyas. 3
MTWSC 101 Finite Probabbty 3 Foragn Lar^u^el 4
..- 4 SeJenoe Requirementi 4
4 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ED 301 Prin. of American Education 3 ED 302 Educational Psychology 3
HIST 173 Western Civibiation 3 Foragn Lar^im^l 3
Foreign Langua^el 3 Literature Reqidrement3 „ 3
LiteratuTB Requirement3 3 Soaal Science Reqiurement^ 3
Sden»RequiranMnt2. 4 Elective 6
16 18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 335 Add. Growth and Develop 3 ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into
TW^Wng M^jar6 _ _ _ _ _ _... 9 the Classroom -..- 1
Sodal Science Requirements 3 ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading 3
Elective 3 ED 471 The Exceptional Child. „ 3
18 Composition and Speech4 3
Teachii^M^of* 9
19
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
AA H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3 ED 412 Directed Teaching 12
ED 458 Health Education 3 ED 425 Methods and Materials in Secondary
MUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation 3 Modem Language 3
T^adrir^ M^or6 _ „ „ „ 6 15
Elective __ 3
18
137 Total Semester Hours
iTwo years of the same language are required.
2A total of 12 semester hours, composed of both physical and biological sciences, including appropriate laboratories, is
required. Eight of the semester hours must be in a two-semester sequence.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204. 205. 206, 207. 208. 209.
4ENGL 231, 312, 314, SPCH 250.
^Economics (including AP EC 202), political science, psychology, sociology, geography, anthropology.
6The Teaching Major requires 24 semester hours in either French, (German, or Spanish as listed.
French Major Must include FR 205, 409, and 18 hours arranged as follows:
Group I 12 hours from FR 301 or 302, 305, 307, 309.
Group II 6 hours at the 400 level, including at least one 400-level literature course.
German Major Must include GER 305, 411, and 18 semester hours arranged as follows:
Group I 12 hours from GER 301, 302, 316, 412 or 416.
Group II 6 hours from GER 401, 402, 403 or 413.
Spanish major must include 24 hours arranged as follows:
Group I 6 hours from SPAN 303 or 304 and 311 (preferably in sequence).
Group II 9 hours from SPAN 302, 305, 307, 308.
Group III 6 hours from SPAN 401 or 402 and 409.
I
I
r
r
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TEACHING AREA: POLITICAL SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 CP SC 105 Computer Applicabons for Ed. 1
ENGL 101 Engbsh Composition I 3 ENGL 102 English Compoeation 11 3
HIST 172 Western Civiliration 3 HIST 173 Western Civibzation 3
MTHSC 101 Pirate Probabibty 3 MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis. 3
Fcragn Languagel _ _ 4 Fcrogn Language 1 „ 4
Sdenoe RequirementZ. _ 4 Sdence Requirernent2. 4
18 18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 101 History of the US 3 ED 301 Principles ofAmerican Ed. 3
PO SC 101 Intro, to American PbUtJcs. 3 HIST 102 History of the US 3
Foreign Lar^u^el _ 3 PO SC 103 Intro, to Government and Politics „ 3
Literature Requirements 3 Foreign Languagel. „ 3
Saenoe Requirement2 „ 4 Elective 6
16 18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology „ 3 ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading 3
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into Compoaticn or Speech^ 3
the Claflsroom „„ 1 TeaAing MqjorS 9
ED 335 Add. Growth and Development. 3 Elective 3
TWhii^ M«QQr« 9 18
Elective 1
17
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—^Either Semester)
A A H 210 Introd. to Arts and Architectxire 3 ED 412 Directed Teaching 12
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3 ED 428 Methods and Materials in Secondary
ED 458 Health Education 3 Soaal Studies ..._. 3
MUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation 3 ED 471 The Exceptional Child. 3
Ttedm* M^iai«- - - 6 18
18
141 Total Semester Hours
iTwo years of the same language are required.
2A total of 12 semester hours composed of both physical and biological science including appropriate laboratories, is re-
quired. Eight of the semester hours must be in a two-semester sequence.
3ENGL 202. 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
4ENGL 231. 312, 314, SPCH 250.
S'nie Teaching major requires PO SC 302 and 21 credits of junior- and senior-level political science courses, including at
least one course from four of the five fields below:
American Governments—PO SC 403, 405. 432, 442
Comparative Politics—PO SC 371, 373, 471, 475. 476
International Relations—PO SC 361. 428. 462, 463. 465
Political Theory—PO SC 351. 352. 453
Public Policy and Administration—PO SC 321. 422
Note: This program enables the student to meet the requirements for certification in South Carolina in the field of
government. If certification in social studies is desired, the student must take a three-hour course in either geography or
sociology.
TEACHING AREA: SOCIAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Onentation
_... 1 CP SC 105 Computer Applications for Ed 1
ENGL 101 Composition I._ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
HIST 172 Western Civiliration „ 3 HIST 173 Western Qvibiation 3
MTHSC 101 Finite Probabibty
_ 3 MTHSC 102 Intiio. to Math. Analysis. 3
Foreign Languagel _ „ _ 4 Foreign Languagel 4
Sdenoe Requirementi 4 Sdenoe RequimnentZ. 4
18 18
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 101 History of the U5 3 HIST 102 History of the U5 3
PSYCH 201 Intro, to Psychology 3 PC SC 101 Intro, to American Pobtics S
Foreign Languagel
_ „ 3 SOC 201 Introduction to Sociology 3
Uterature RequarementS „ 3 Composition or Speedy* 3
Sdenoe Requirement2 „ _ 4 Foreign Lar^u^el
_ „., 3
Elective 2 Geography ReqiiirementB 3
18 18
JUWORYEAR
ED 301 Principles ofAmerican Ed 3 ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into
ED 302 Educabonal Psychology 3 the aasaroom „ 1
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Development 3 ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading? 3
TVodringMfgni* _ _ „ 9 Teachii^ M^jorf 9
18 Elective „„ „ 5
18
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3 ED 412 Directed Teaching
ED 458 Health Education.- 3 ED 428 Methods and Materials in Secondary
MUSIC 210 or 311 Muac Appreciation _ 3
TVadw^ Majors _ „ 6 ED 471 TV Exceptional Child 3
Elective
_3 18
144 Total Semester Hours
iTwo years of the same language are required.
2A total of 12 semester hours composed of both physical and biological sciences, including appropriate laboratories, is
required. Eight of the semester hours must be in a two- semester sequence.
3ENGL 202. 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
*ENGL 231, 312, 314, SPCH 250.
5The Teaching Major consists of ECON 211/212 and 18 semester hours ofjunior and senior (300 and 400) level courses
selected from sociology and psychology with no fewer than 6 hours in each area. Courses to be chosen from the
follovking: PSYCH 320, 330, 333, 340, 352. 370, 415; SOC 31 1, 392, 395, 460, 461, 481.
eCEOG 101, 102, 103.
'To be taken in the semester immediately preceding student teaching.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
The Bachelor of Arts degree in Special Education is designed to prepare stu-
dents for professional careers working with mildly to moderately handi-
capped school-aged students. The core curriculum assures the graduate of
having the skills and knowledge required for initial employment in the pub-
lic schools of this state. By using the electives advisedly, students should be
able to meet requirements of any state which provides a resource room mod-
el providing special services to any mildly to moderately handicapped stu-
dents, provided the students share similar learning styles. Practical experi-
ences begin with the freshman year and peak with the senior year. These
experiences provide opportunities to enable students to apply their knowl-
edge and skills. The practical experiences culminate in the directed teaching
experience under the supervision of a fully certified teacher and the profes-
sional faculty of the College of Education.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CP SC 105 Computer AppUcations for Ed 1 ENGL 102 English Composition II 3
ED 100 Orientation 1 HIST 172 Western Qvilization 3
ENGL 101 English Composition 1 3 MTHSC 116 Contemporary Mathematics for
MTHSC 115 Contemporary Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers 11 3
Elementary School Teachers L 3 Foreign Languages 4
Foreign Languages 4 Science Requirement! 4
Sdenoe Requirement! 4 Elective _ _ 1
16 18
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 173 Western Civilization. 3 AA H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3
NfUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation 3 GEOG 101 Introduction to Geography 3
Foreign Languages „ 3 SOC 201 Introduction to Sociology _ 3
Literature Requirement2 3 or SOC 202 Social Problems 3
Sdenoe Requiremena 4 SPCH 250 PubUc Speaking- 3
Elective _ - -3 Foreign Languages _ 3
19 Elective 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Education. 3 ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers
ED 302 Educational Psychology - 3 into the Classroom 1
ED 334 Child Growth and Development „ 3 ED 335 Adolescent Growth and Development 3
ED 458 Health Education _ 3 ED 371 Char, of the Mildly Handicapped 3
ED 471 The Exceptional ChflA 3 ED 461 Teaching Read, in the Elem. School 3
Elective 3 or ED 498 Secondary Content Area Read 3
18 ED 452 Elementary Methods in Mathematics
Teaching _ 3
ED 488 Teaching Language Arts in the
Elementary School „ „...3
16
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule Must Be Taken as Shown)
ED 491 Assessment of the Mildly Handicapped 3 ED 413 Directed Teaching 12
ED 492 Academic Skill Intervention for ED 495 Role and Function of the Resource
the Handicapped 3 Teacher.. „ 3
ED 493 Behav. Skill Interven. for the Handicapped 3 15
ED 494 Teaching Read, to the Except. Child 3
ED 496 Special Education Field Experience 3
15
135 Total Semester Hours
lA total of 12 semester hours composed of both biological and physical sciences, including appropriate laboratories, is
required. Eight of these hours must be a two-semester sequence.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3Two years of the same foreign language are required.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE CURRICULA
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
The College of Education and the College of Agricultural Sciences conduct a
cooperative program to produce agricultural teachers for South Carolina.
(See the Agricultural Education curriculum under the College of Agricultu-
ral Sciences.)
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
The Bachelor of Science degree in Graphic Communications is designed to
prepare students for professional careers in printing, publishing, packaging,
and related industries. The core curriculum assures the graduate of having
the skills and knowledge required by most entry-level jobs. The approved
electives provide each student the opportunity to select courses which en-
hance career preparation in specific segments of graphic communications.
The nature of the coursework is heavily oriented around individual labora-
tory performance which stresses the development of problem solving skills
in a broad cross section of manufacturing areas. Applications include all
major processes and a variety of industry segments, including commercial
printing, publishing, package production, specialty printing, and industrial
applications of printing technology beyond communications. The most com-
mon career opportunities are in printing management, production planning
and supervision, and both commercial and technical sales.
118 Programs and Degrees
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 Composition I _ _ 3 CP SC 1 10 Elem. Comp. Programming 3
G C 101 Orientation to Graphic Comm 1 or CP SC 120 Intro, to Information
IN ED 106 Drafting for Industrial Ed. I 3 Processing Systems 3
PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology _ „„ 3 ECON 200 Economic ConcepU 3
Approved Lab. Science Requirements 4 or ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3
Mathematics Requirement! 3 ENGL 102 English Composition II 3
17 EIX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3
or MTHSC 301 Stat. "Hieory and Meth. 1 3
G C 104 Graphic Communications 1 3
SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 203 Financial Accountings 3 ACCT 307 Managenal Accounting 3
G C 207 Graphic Communications II..._ _ 3 G C 310 Alternative Approaches to Imaging 3
G C 304 Photographic Techniques „ 3 IN ED 240 Machining Practice 3
MGT 299 Computer Utilization I 1 MGT 399 Mgt. Application of
MGT 301 Principles of Management __— 3 Microcomputers _ „ 2
Approved Lab. Science Requirements 4 Laboratory Science Requirements 4
17 M^ Requirement! 2
17
GC 350 Intemrfiip M- _ 1
JUNIOR YEAR
G C 406 Problems in Spec. Printing 4 ENGL 314 Technical Wnting 3
IN ED 208 Electricity 3 G C 440 Advanced Litho. Methods „ „ 4
MGT 307 Personnel Management 3 MKT 301 Principles of Marketing 3
or PSYCH 364 Industrial Psychology 3 PHIL 344 Business Ethics 3
Environmental Saence Requirements 3 M^uor Requirement! 3
literature Requirement3 3 16
16
GC450IntBmahipn4 _ _ 1
SENIOR YEAR
G C 444 Current Developments and Trends G C 448 Planning and Controlling
in Graphic Communications. 4 Printing Functions „ _ — 3
IN ED 325 Industrial Organ, and People 3 G C 480 Senior Seminar 2
Major Requirement! _ 6 Major Requirementl —^..4
Hective 3 Elective 7
16 16
135 Total Semester Hours
!Major Requirement and Mathematics Requirement must be approved by adviser prior to registration.
2Approved Laboratory Science Requirement must include a two-semester sequence from chemistry or physics.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^Student is required to complete at least two work periods. At least one must be in a fall or spring semester. (Summer at
least 12 weeks; fall/spring 15 week minimum.)
5ACCT 201 and 202 may be taken in lieu ofACCT 203.
6EN SC 200, 400, 432, 472.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
The Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Education is designed to pre-
pare students for professional teaching positions, as well as occupations with-
in the framework of human resource development/industrial training in the
private sector. To accomplish these purposes the curriculum is divided into
the three areas of specialization. By the end of the freshman year, each stu-
dent is required to select one of the three options: Human Resource Develop-
ment, Industrial Technology Education, or Vocational-Technical Education.
Each option requires 135 semester hours of coursework.
HUMANRESOURCE DEVELOPMENT OPTION
The Human Resource Development option is designed to prepare students to
enter industry or business as training and development specialists. The cur-
Education 119
riculum provides participants with a broad exposure to industrial processes
in the areas of manufacturing, construction, power/transportation, and
communications. Numerous hands-on experiences related to the applica-
tion of technology in industry are integrated with valuable skills and knowl-
edge from the training and development profession. Students will exit the
program with skills related to analyzing needs; conducting job and task
analyses; designing, marketing, and evaluating training programs; deliver-
ing professional presentations; and developing instructional materials.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
CP SC 105 Computer Application for Ed...
ENGL 101 Composition I _
IN ED 101 Introduction to Industrial Ed...
IN ED 106 Drafting for Industrial Ed. I
Mathematics Requirement...-
Sdenoe Requirementl
Second Semester
1 ENGL 102 Composition II.
3 IN ED 107 Drafting for Industrial Ed. _ _ 3
... 3 IN ED 108 Training Prog, in Industry 1 3
... 3 Mathematics Requirement _ _... 3
... 3 Science Requirement! 4
...4 16
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
IN ED 202 Manufacturing Technology I...
IN ED 210 Construction Technology I
see 201 Introduction to Sociology
Literature Requirement2.
Science Requirement
..3 ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3
.. 3 IN ED 204 Communications Technology 1 3
..3 IN ED 205 Power Technology 1 3
.. 3 PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology
—
_ 3
.. 3 Humanities Requirement 3
15 M£<jcrRequirHnent4 - 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ECON 301 Economics of Labor
IN ED 325 Ind. Organizations and People....
IN ED 412 Communications Technology II..
SPCH 250 Public Speaking _..
Computer ApphcationsS
Mfgor Requirentent^
..3 ENGL 3 14 Technical Writing 3
-.3 IN ED 415 Construction Technology II 3
..3 IN ED 418 Manufacturing Technology IL
—
3
.. 3 MGT 301 Principles ofManagement 3
.. 3 Major Requirement* 3
.. 3 Elective _ 3
18 18
SENIOR YEAR
IN ED 404 Org. of Ind. Training Mat 3
IN ED 468 Power Technology II 3
MGT 307 Personnel Management 3
Mfoor Requirement* 3
18
IN ED 408 Training Prog, in Ind. II 3
IN ED 465 Instructional Video Production 3
IN ED 496 Public Relations — 3
MGT 416 Mgt. of Human Resources 3
15
135 Total Semester Hours
lAn 8-credit sequence of biological or physical science, each including laboratories.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3CPSC 110, 120, 150, 152, 156, COLEDdN ED)480.
^Major Requirement to be approved by adviser; two technical courses must be represented.
Note: One summer (400 clockhours) of field experience is required of each student following the sophomore year.
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION OPTION
The Industrial Technology Education option is for students who desire to
teach industrial technology in the secondary schools. Industrial technology
is the subject area in the public school system which attempts to provide
youth with an interpretation of American industry. It is a general education
subject designed to give students exploratory experience in the classroom
and laboratory. Majors in this option are qualijRed to seek certification as
secondary school teachers of industrial technology, prevocational, and indus-
trial arts education.
120 Programs and Degrees
FRESHMAN YEAR
Pint SoiMtmr Saoond
CP SC 105 Computer Appbcations for Ed. 1 ENGL 102 Campaation H..... 3
ED 100 Onentabon 1 IN ED 106 Drafting for Induatrial Ed. 1 3
ENGL 101 Campositian I 3 Mathematics Reqinrement..... S
IN ED 101 Intro, to Induathal Ed 3 ScimselteqiinRwntl.. __. 4
Mathefnatic* RequirenMnt 3 E3eciivB 4
4 17
2
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 173 Western Civihration 3 IN ED 107 Drafbr^ for Ind. Ed. II 3
IN ED 202 Manufacturing Technology I 3 IN ED 204 Cotnmumcatiana Technology L 3
IN ED 210 Corwtruction IMmiquee L 3 IN ED 205 Power Technology I 3
LiteratmReqiireinenU. 3 MUSIC 210 Muiic Appreciation 3
Soenoe Requimmntl 4 SPCH 250 Pubhc Spealdi« S
Bective 1 Sooal Soenoe Raqiinamta 3
17 18
JUMORYEAR
ED 302 Educabonal Psychology 3 A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture^ 3
ED 458 Health Education _ 3 ED 335 Adol. Growth and Development..- 3
IN ED 412 Communicatjon Technology II 3 IN ED 317 Management of Ind. Ed. Ldba. 3
IN ED 468 Power TWhnology IL 3 IN ED 4 15 Construction TWhnology II 3
Social Soenoe RequiranMnt3 3 IN ED 418 Manufacturing Technology H. 3
OectnK 1 M«jar Reqiarament* 3
16 18
SENIOR YEAR
COLED (IN ED) 480 Ed. App. of Microcomputers 3 IN ED 402 Directad Te^inng. 12
INED405CouraeOrg.andEval 3 IN ED 422 Hist, and Phil, of Ind. and Voc Ed 3
IN ED 425 Teadung Industrial Subjects. 3 15
IN ED 443 Voc. Spec. Needs Education. 3
or ED 471 The Exceptional Child 3
M^or Requ]rement4 _ ________________ 3
Elective 2
17
135 Total Semester Hours
IBoth biological and physical laboratory sciences must be represented with an 8-credit sequence in one.
2ENGL 202. 203, 204. 205, 206. 207, 208. 209.
3Economics (including AP EC 202). geography, history, psychology, sociology. At least two fields must be represented
with six but not more than six in one field.
*G C 207. 304, IN ED 203, 206, 208, 215. 240, 316, 320, 407, 414. 432. 435. 438. 452, 464. 465. 470. 482, TEXT 333, 460.
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION OPTION
The Vocational-Technical Education option is designed to prepare teachers
of vocational and technical subjects in the senior high schools, area vocation-
al centers, and technical education centers. All elective courses in this option
v^^ill be in an area of specialization or related fields. Teachers graduating
from this option will possess the skills and knowledge required to teach the
occupation or family of occupations in their area of specialization.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 Composition L 3 ENO. 102 (imposition 11 3
Mathematics Requirement 3 Mathematics Requirement 3
Soenoe Requirementi 4 Science RequirBmentl 4
Technical Specialty RequirementZ. 3 Tedurical Specialty Requirement2. 3
Elective 3 Elective 3
16 16
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
Literature Requirements 3
Sodal Science Requirement! 3
Technical Specialty Requirement^ 6
16
HumanitJes Requirement! 3
Sdence Requirement! _ 3
Social Science Requirement! _. 3
Technical Specialty Requirement2 _ „...6
15
SUMMER
IN ED 350 Industrial Cooperative Experience 1 6
JUNIOR YEAR
IN ED 312 Motivation and Discipline IN ED 317 Mgt of Ind. Ed. Laboratories. 3
in Vocational Education _.._ 3 Technical Specialty Requirement2 6
SPCH 250 Public Speaking _ 3 Major Requirement^ 3
Technical Specialty RequirementZ 6 Elective 3
Msgcr RequiiMnent4 „.« „ 3 15
15
SUMMER
IN ED 450 Industrial Cooperative Experience 11 6
SENIOR YEAR
IN ED 405 Course Organizatian and Eval..
IN ED 420 Instructional Technology
IN ED 425 Teaching Ind. Subjects..
IN ED 433 Internship in Voc. Tech. Ed. I..
.3 IN ED422 Hist, and Phil, of Industrial
. 3 and Vocational Education 3
.... 3 IN ED 434 Internship in Voc. Tech. Ed. II 6
... 6 IN ED 442 Competency Testing in Voc. Subj 3
15 IN ED 480 Ed. Appl. of Microcomputers 3
IS
135 Total Semester Hours
ISee General Education Requirements.
ZTechnical specialties must relate to one of the Trades and Industries programs recognized by the South Carolina
Department of Education. See adviser for list of approved specialties and hst of courses available to meet the
Technical Specialty Requirement.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208. 209.
4Major Requirement must be approved by adviser.
MATHEMATICS TEACHING
The program leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics Teaching is de-
signed for students planning to teach mathematics on the secondary school level.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semeater
BIOL 103 General Biology 1 4
CH 105 Beginning General and Organic Chemistry 4
CP SC 105 Computer Applications for Ed 1
ED 100 Orientation 1
ENGL 101 Composition I 3
MT«SC 106 Cal. ofOne Vaor. L 4
17
BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
CH 106 Beginning General and Organic Chemistry 4
ENGL 102 Composition II _ _ _ „ 3
MTHSC 108 Cal. ofOne Var. H 4
Elective 3
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology
HIST 172 Western Civibzation
MTHSC 206 Calculus ofSev. Var -....
PHYS 207 Genera] Physics I
Literature Requirement!
.. 3 CP SC 1 10 Elem. Comp. Prog 3
.. 3 ED 335 Adol. Growth and Development 3
.. 4 HIST 1 73 Western Q viUzation 3
.. 4 MUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation 3
.. 3 PHYS 208 General Physics II 4
17 Elective 2
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Education..
MTHSC 301 Stat. Tlieory and Meth. I
MTHSC 308 College Geometry
Mathematics Requirements
Social Science Requirement*
Elective
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into
theQassroom __._ „ 1
ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading 3
MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra. 3
MTHSC 408 Topics in Gemietry 3
Composition or SpeechZ 3
Social Science Requirement* „ 3
Elective 2
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SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule — Either Semester)
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3 ED412 Directed Teaching _ 12
ED 458 Health Education- — 3 ED 426 Methods and Mat in Sec. Math 3
ED 47 1 The Exceptional Child 3 16
MTHSC 412 Intro, to Modem Alg ™3
MTHSC 453 Advanced Calculus I 3
Mathematics Requirement3 3
18
139 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203. 204, 205. 206, 207. 208, 209.
2ENGL 231. 312, 314, SPCH 250.
3Any 200-400 level mathematics course, except MTHSC 207. 210. 215. 216.
^Economics (including AP EC 202) geography, political science, psychology, sociology.
SCIENCE TEACHING
The program leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in Science Teaching is
designed for students planning to teach biological sciences, chemistry, earth
science, or physical sciences on the secondary school level. The required
science electives are included to give some degree of competency in a field
other than the major area. Students are urged to discuss the NTE with their
adviser upon completion of the sophomore year.
TEACHING AREA: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 CH 112 General Chemistiy _ _ 4
CP SC 105 Computer AppUcations for Ed 1 ENGL 102 Composition II _ _ _ 3
ED 100 Orientation 1 HIST 172 Western Civilization „3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 MTHSC 301 Stat. Tlieory and Meth. I „... 3
MTHSC 106 Cal. ofOne Var. I 4 or MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Var. 11 4
Elective -...„3 MUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation 3
16 16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOL 1 10 Principles ofBiology L 5 BIOCH 210 Elementary Biochemistry 4
CH 201 Survey of Organic Chemistry 4 BIOL 111 Principles of Biology 11 _ 5
or CH 330 Introduction to Physical Chemistry 3 ED 302 Educational Psychology 3
ED 301 Principles of American Education 3 SPCH 250 PubUc Speaking 3
HIST 173 Western Civilization _ 3 Soaal Science Requirement2 3
literature Requirementl, _ „ 3 18
17-18
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 335 Adolescent Growth and Etevelopment. 3 PHYS 208 General Physics II 4
GEN 302 Introductory Genetics 4 Animal Diversity Requirement* -...4
PHYS 207 General Physics I _ 4 Biology Requirements 4
Plant Diversity Requirements 4 Social Science Requirement2 3
Elective -.3 Elective - 4
18 19
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
AAH 210 Intix). to Art and Architecture 3 ED 412 Directed Teaching 12
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrat. Computer ED 427 Meth. and Mat. in Sec. Science 3
into the Classroom 1 15
ED 458 Health Education _ 3
ED 471 The Exceptional Child 3
ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading - 3
Physiolcgy Requirements 4-8
17-21
136-141 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2Anthropology, economics (including AP EC 202), geography, political science, psychology, sociology.
3Select from BOT 421 or ZOOL 459 or both BIOSC 222 and 223.
4Select from BIOSC 302 or 303.
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SSelect from BIOSC 435 or 441, MICRO 305, ZOOL 430 or 456, ZOOL 470/471.
eSelect from BIOSC 304 or 305.
Note: This curriculum leads to South Carolina certification to teach all science subjects in grades 7-12 and provides
special expertise for teaching middle school life science and senior high school biological sciences.
TEACHING AREA: EARTH SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology 1 4 BIOL 104 General Bidogy U 4
CH 101 General Chemistry — 4 CH 102 General Chemistry _ 4
CP SC 105 Computer Applications for Ed 1 ED 100 Orientation 1
ENGL 101 Composition I _ 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL....„ „ 3
MTHSC 106 CalculusofOne Variable I „ 4 MTHSC 301 Stat. Tlieory and Methods 1 3
16 or MTHSC 108 Calculusof One Var. II 4
15-16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Education. 3 ED 302 Educational Psychology _ „ 3
GEOL 101 Physical Geology 3 GEOL 102 Historical Geology 3
GEOL 103 Physical Geology Lab 1 GEOL 104 Histoncal Geology Lab... 1
HIST 172 Western Civilization. 3 HIST 173 Western Civibzation 3
PHYS 207 General Physics I 4 PHYS 208 General Physics IL 4
Literature RequiremenU 3 SPCH 250 Pubbc SpesJang 3
17 17
JUNIOR YEAR
ASTR 101 Solar System Astronomy 3 ED 458 Health Education „..._ „ _ 3
ASTR 103 Solar System Astronomy Lab 1 PHYS 240 Physics of the Weather 3
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers into Geology Requirement^ 3-4
the Classroom 1 Social Science Requirement2 3
ED 335 Adolescent Growth and Dev 3 Elective 6
GEOL 306 Mineralogy _... 3 18-19
MUSIC 210 or 311 Music Appreciation. 3
Sodal Science Requirement2 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3 ED 412 Directed Teaching 12
ASTO 102 Stellar Astronomy _ 3 ED 427 Methods and Mat. in Sec. Science 3
ASTR 104 Stellar Astronomy Lab 1 15
ED 471 Tlie Exceptional Child. 3
ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading 3
Elective _ „_ - „„ 4
17
132-134 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2Anthropology, economics (including AP EC 202), geography, political science, psychology, sociology.
3GEOL 309, 400, 402, 403, 405.
Note: This curriculum leads to South Carolina certification to teach all science subjects in grades 7-12 and provides
special expertise for teaching middle and secondary school earth and environmental sciences.
TEACHING AREA: PHYSICAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry „...4 CH 112 General Chemistiy 4
CP SC 105 Computer Appbcations for Ed 1 CH 205 Intro, to Inorganic Chemistry 2
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ED 100 Orientation _ _ 1
HIST 172 Western Civibzation „ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II _ 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Var. 1 4 HIST 173 Western Civibzation 3
Elective „ 1 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Var. II 4
16 17
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOL 103 General Biology I _ 4
CH 201 Survey of OiTganic Chemistry 4
ED 301 Prin. of American Education „ 3
MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Methods I 3
MUSIC 210 or 31 1 Music Appreciation 3
PHYS 101 Current Topics in Modem Phys „... 1
18
BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
ED 302 Educational Psychology 3
PHYS 122 Physics with Calculus 1 3
PHYS 124 Physics Lab. I 1
Literature Requirement! „ 3
Elective _ _ 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 458 Health Education „ _ 3
PHYS 221 Physics with Calculus II — „- 3
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. II 1
AaUiouiiiy Requirements. _.„ _...™™ ^ 3-4
Sadal Science Requirements _.._ _.._ 3
Elective 3
16-17
ED (IN ED) 315 Integrating Computers
into the Gaasrnom
ED 335 Adolescent Growth and Dev
PHYS 222 Physics with Calculus in...„ ,
PHYS 224 Physics Lab. Ill
PHYS 240 Physics of the Weather
SPCH 250 Public Speaking
Elective _ „... „.
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Arehitecture „ 3
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis ^ 3
CH 317 Quantitative Analysis Lab 1
ED 471 The Exceptional Child. _ 3
ED 498 Secondary Content Area Reading 3
Social Science Requirements „ 3
16
ED 412 Directed Teaching
ED 427 Methods and Mat. in Sec. Science..
132-133 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2Anthropology, economics (including AP EC 202), geography, political science, psychology, sociology.
3Select from ASTR 101/103 or ASTR (GEOL) 220.
Note: This curriculum leads to South Carolina certification to teach all science subjects in grades 7-12 and provide
special expertise for teaching secondary school chemistry, physics, and physical sciences.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
The College of Engineering offers eight professional Bachelor of Science
degree programs: Agricultural Engineering, Ceramic Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Computer Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, Industrial Engineering, and Mechanical
Engineering; and a Bachelor of Science degree program in Engineering
Analysis. Each of the engineering programs offered leads to a wide range of
career opportunities and serves as preparation for further study at the
graduate level.
PROFESSIONAL CURRICULA
Each of the eight professional curricula is accredited by the Engineering
Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology, the recognized national accrediting agency for professional
curricula in engineering. The curriculum in Agricultural Engineering is
jointly administered by the College of Agricultural Sciences and the College
of Engineering.
Although the College of Engineering does not offer specific options or
majors in each of these professional curricula, the instruction includes many
phases of each respective field. Thus, a civil engineering student is
graduated in civil engineering rather than in structural engineering,
highway engineering, sanitary engineering, or other such options. However,
a student who wishes to study within the areas encompassed by these options
will find adequate courses within the Civil Engineering curriculum to
prepare for work in any of these areas. In the same way, the other
engineering curricula include thorough education in various phases of the
field of specialization without overemphasizing one phase to the neglect of
others. The professional curricula lead to a Bachelor of Science degree in the
specific professional area.
MINORS
In addition to the major, students in the Bachelor of Science degree pro-
grams may select a minor area of study. By careful selection of electives, en-
gineering students oflen may complete a minor course of study within the
semester hour requirement of the major. Students should consult with their
advisers for additional details. (See page 54 for minors.)
POLICY ON TRANSFER FROM THE FRESHMAN ENGINEERING PROGRAM TO A
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM IN THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
To transfer from the freshman engineering program to one of the eight
professional-oriented curricula or to Engineering Analysis, a student must
complete the freshman curriculum and achieve an overall 2.0 grade-point
ratio. The transfer request must be initiated by the student during the
semester in which he/she expects to complete the freshman curriculum and
prior to preregistration. Students who fail to meet requirements for transfer
to a professional curriculum may remain in the freshman engineering
program to establish transfer eligibility, but cannot enroll in engineering
courses other than C E 201, CR E 310, E G 208, 209, E M 201, 202, ENGR
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180. A student transferring to an engineering degree program will follow
the curriculum that is in place at the time of transfer.
POLICY ON HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
FX)R ENGINEERING CURRICULA
To ensure that young engineers are aware of their responsibilities to society
and are able to consider societal factors in the decision-making process,
courses in the humanities and social sciences must be an integral part of
their education. While there are many humanistic/social science courses
that may be of interest and value to the engineering student, the objectives of
the profession require the concentration of some courses in one or two areas
rather than a selection of totally unrelated, introductory courses in different
areas.
To meet these professional objectives, a student must have accumulated a
minimum of 16 credit hours in the humanities and social sciences. These
credits must satisfy the following criteria:
1. Either
a ) Nine credit hours in a given subject area
or
b) Six credit hours in each of two different subject areas.
2. A minimum of 6 credit hours in humanities, which must include the fol-
lowing:
a) Three credit hours selected from sophomore literature courses (200
level) or foreign language literature (300 level or higher).
b) Three credit hours selected from the following (excluding skills
courses): art and architectural history, drama, foreign language lit-
erature (300 level or higher), humanities, music, philosophy, religion,
or sophomore literature courses (200 level), and visual arts.
3. A minimum of 6 credit hours in social sciences, selected from anthropolo-
gy, economics, geography, history, political science, psychology, and sociolo-
gy (including crosslisted rural sociology courses).
Additional requirements (e.g., an economics or second literature course)
may be specified by individual departments. Students should consult with
their academic advisers for details.
The courses which can be taken to satisfy requirements 1, 2, and 3 above
must be selected from the approved list available from the departmental ad-
POUCYON ELECTIVES FORTHE ENGINEERING CURRICULUM
Class advisers must approve any course taken for elective credit in the Engi-
neering curricula. Courses excluded for elective credit in the Engineering
curricula are as follows: ENGL 100, MTHSC 101, 102, 104, 105, 115, 116,
215, 216, PHYS 207, 208, 460.
COURSE PREREQUISITE
A cumulative grade-point ratio of 2.0 or higher is required for registration in
all engineering courses numbered 300 or higher. For students who entered
before May 15, 1983, a grade-point ratio of 1.8 or higher is required for regis-
tration in all engineering courses numbered 300 or higher.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
In addition to other institutional requirements, and effective with all stu-
dents entering after May 15, 1981, the following will apply to all candidates
for a baccalaureate degree in Engineering.
For graduation, candidates will be required to have a 2.0 or higher cumu-
lative grade-point ratio in all engineering courses taken at Clemson Univer-
sity. All of these courses exclusively utilize the word "Engineering" in the
course designator (i.e., AG E 221, M E 493, etc.).
FRESHMAN YEAR PROGRAM
All first-year engineering students are admitted by the University into the
Freshman Engineering Program rather than specific professional engi-
neering curricula. Students in the Freshman Engineering Program pursue
a common curriculum which forms the first year for all nine engineering
degree-granting curricula available at Clemson.
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry _ _ _ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I _..._ 3
ENGR 180 Computers in Engineering! 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Var. 1 4
Humanitiea'Social Science Requirement2 3
17
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry^ — 4
ENGL 102 Compoatjon II _ „ _ 3
ENGR 101 Introductior to Engineering! 1
MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Var. II 4
PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. I _ 3
Elective 3
18
!One-half of the entering freshman class will enroll during the first semester, the other one-half will enroll during the
second semester.
2See Policy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula, page 126.
3See adviser.
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
This curriculum is a four-year engineering science-oriented course of study.
Its objectives are twofold. These are (1) to prepare students for employment
or graduate study in areas of engineering that are not available in the college
at the undergraduate level; and (2) to provide a flexible and broadly-based
engineering program for students preparing to work in other professions.
The curriculum leads to the Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering
Analysis. Requirements for this degree are stated in terms of subject matter
area rather than in terms of specific courses. Degree requirements are as
follows:
See Freshman year above.
Area ofConcentration __
Basic Science (including 8 hours ofphysics). „
Engineering Science _
Humanitiea^ocial Science Requirement
Mathematical Sciences (including 12 hours of
post-calculus mathematical sciences) _
Electives
_..._ „
Hours Credit
12
..- 16
33
32
Total Semester Hours 139
The educational objectives of the program will be met by the selection of an
area of concentration which will be chosen from several specialty areas
Note: Additional information concerning the Engineering Analysis curriculum is available in the Office of the Dean of
Engineering.
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ofTered within the professional engineering curricula. The selection of spe-
cific courses, particularly in the junior and senior years, will then depend
primarily on the choice of the area of concentration. By judicious selection of
courses within this flexible structure, a student will be prepared for entry
into the professional schools of law and medicine.
Maximum flexibility within this program is achieved by permitting a stu-
dent to defer his choice of specialization until the junior year or later.
Such deferral will then allow students from junior and senior colleges not of-
fering engineering to transfer into the program with little or no loss in aca-
demic credit.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Graduates in Agricultural Engineering are well-equipped to apply engineer-
ing to many functions affecting the well-being of mankind. They have broad
training in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and biological sciences as well
as comprehensive coverage of the engineering sciences. Agricultural engi-
neers are sought by industry and public service organizations primarily for
their ability to apply engineering expertise to living systems and to the man-
agement of land and water resources. Specific areas of emphasis are as fol-
lows:
1. Agricultural Production and Consumer Products Engineering
2. Biotechnology Engineering
3. Food Engineering
4. Natural Resources Engineering
This curriculum includes courses in such engineering sciences as me-
chanics, fluids, thermodynamics, electrical theory, computing devices and
systems analysis. Courses in the basic sciences appropriate to the areas of
emphasis provide a foundation for engineering design and development and
for the management of biological systems. In addition, important facets of
energy conversion, research methods, use of economy and integrity in de-
sign and protection, modification, and control of the environment are includ-
ed.
Graduate programs lead to the Master of Science, Master of Engineering,
and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
Opportunities for employment of agricultural engineering graduates
include design, research, production and sales with industry plus teaching,
research, extension, and field engineering with governmental agencies.
Agricultural engineers are also equipped for self-employment as consulting
engineers or as owners of businesses providing engineering services and
related products.
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See page 127 for Freshman year. See pages 67-70 for separate emphasis curricula under Agricultural
Engineering in the College of Agricultural Sciences.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
AG E 221 Survey for Soil and Water Res.3,4..
CH 201 Organic Chemistry2,5
E G 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics
E M 201 Engineering Mechanics: Statics
MTHSC 206 Calculus ofSev. Var
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. 11
Dective2^
Elective3,4
Second Semester
2 AG E 214 Fab. and Mfg. Meth. for Ag. Sys 2
4 BIOCH 301 General Biochemistry2.5 3
2 BIOCH 302 Molecular Biol. Lab.12.5 l
, 3 ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomicsl.3,4 3
, 4 or ECON 200 Economic ConceptsU.4 3
.._ 3 E M 202 Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics 3
1 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. Diff. Equa 4
3 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. Ill „ 3
17-18 Literature RequiremenaA4 3
- ..-. -. -.„.2
18
JUNIOR YEAR
AG E 356 Mach. Op. for Ag. and Biol. Sy8A3.4 3
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering 2
E C E 309 Electncal Engineering Lab. 1 1
ECON 211 Principles of MicroeconomicsU 3
or ECON 200 Economic Conceptsl 3
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials 3
M E 310 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3
MICRO 305 General MicrobologyS 4
Biological Sciences Requirement4 4
Literature RequirementlAS 3
Mathematics Requirementl,3,4,5 3
Rant/Animal Science Requirements 3
18-19
AG E 322 Small Watershed Hyd. and Sed.3.4 2
AG E 333 Environ. Mod. and Cont. for
Agric. and Biological Systems 2
AG E 350 Microcomp. Controls in Biosys 2
AG E 362 Energy Conv. in Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E (BlOSg) 430 Engr. Modeling of Biol. Sys 3
AGR(»I202Sqi1s3,4 „ 4
E M 305 Mechanics of Materials 3
or EM 322 Fluid Mechanics Lab 1
E M 320 Fluid Mechanics 3
ENGL 314 Technical Writingl „ 3
orSPCH 250 Pubbc Speakingl „.3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology2...„ 4
ElectivB2. 2
Elective6. „ „ 1
19-20
SENIOR YEAR
AG E 416 Mech. Des. for Ag. and Biol, Sys 3
AG E 450 Instru. for Ag. and Biol. Sys 3
AG E 471 Engr. Research and Management 2
CH E (AG E) 428 Biochemical Engineering2,6 3
FDSC 401 Food Chemistry 12 4
I E 384 Engineering Economic Analy8is3 3
Approved Engineering Requirementl,4 3
Humanities'Social Science Requirements 3
Sdenoe Requirementl.4 3
Technical Requirements 3
17-18
AG E 364 Agric Waste Mgt. Sys.4 2
AG E 421 Engr. Sys. for Soil Wat. Mgt.3.4^ 2
AG E 429 Ap^. in Biotech. Engr. 2,5 3
AG E 431 A^gric. Struc. and Environ. Des.2,3,4 3
AG E 442 Prop, and Proc. of Biol. Prod.2.3,5 3
ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomicsl.5 3
or ECON 200 Economic Conceptl.5 3
MICRO 407 Food and Daary Microbiology2 4
AppiDved Emphasis Requirement2 2
Approved Engineering Requirement! 1
Humanitiea'Social Science Requirements 3
Technical RequirementlA4 „3
EleetivBU4 4
EJectivBW 2
16-18
143 Total Semester Hours
ISee adviser.
2Food Engineering Emphasis. (See page 70.)
3Agricultural Production and Consumer Products Engineering Emphasis. (See page 68.)
"•Natural Resources Engineering Emphasis. (See page 70.)
SRiotechnology Engineering Emphasis. (See page 69.)
6See Policy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula, page 126.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
Ceramic engineers are producers of ceramic products. Ceramic engineers
provide the professional engineering skills and talent necessary for research,
design, production supervision, technical sales and management. Ceramics
covers an extremely broad range of products. Common brick, window glass,
wall and floor tile, dinner plates, bathroom fixtures, glass bottles, optical fiber
glass, ceramic bones and teeth, solid-state electronic devices, nuclear fuel,
machine tool bits, automotive engine valves, textile thread guides, and heli-
copter rotor blades are illustrations of the wide product line from a $40 billion
a year ceramic industry.
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The curriculum has about 75 percent of the coursework devoted to gener-
al and background material common to all engineering disciplines. The core
courses cover mathematics, basic sciences, engineering sciences, humanities
and social sciences. The remaining 25 percent allows specialization in ce-
ramic engineering topics. The specialization allows you to study nonmetallic
minerals, high-temperature chemistry, processing from raw materials to
finished product and material and product characterization.
The program leads to the Bachelor of Ceramic Engineering. Advanced
degrees are available with further study.
See page 127 for Freshman year
PiriA Semester
CR E 202 Ceramic Materials...
OR E 204 Laboratory Procedures..
CR E 310 Intro, to Material Science.,
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var
PHYS 221 Phyacs with Gal. II
Literature Requirement!..
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 331 Physica] Chemistry
CR E 302 Thermo-Chemical Ceramics...
ORE 304 Experimental Design
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering..
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. L
E M 201 Engr. Mechanics; Statics.
Banned Requirement2
.3 CR E 201 Intro, to Ceramic Engineering 2
. 2 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. DifT. Equa 4
. 3 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. Ill _ _ 3
. 4 Literature Requirement! „ 3
. 3 Planned RequirementZ. „.. „ 5
. 3 Dective 1
18
JUNIOR YEAR
CR E 307 Thermal Processing of Ceramics 3
CR E 309 Research Methods 2
CR E 31 1 Kinetics of Mat. Processes. 3
Panned Requirement2. 6
Elective _ 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
CR E 402 Sobd State Ceramics.^
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials™
SPCH 250 Public Speaking
Hanned Requirement2
Elective _ _ _
CRE 403 Glasses
Panned Requirement^..
139 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2Nine credits of Panned Requirements must be taken in humanities/social science courses. Twenty-three credits of
Planned requirements should be technical courses selected with the help of class adviser.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Chemical Engineering is unique in that it is based on the three sciences of
chemistry, physics, and mathematics. The curriculum emphasizes a broad
range of fundamental principles in science and engineering, as well as com-
munications skills and humanities, rather than a narrow specialization. As
a result, graduates are avidly sought by industries in many areas of technol-
ogy such as petrochemicals and petroleum, synthetic fibers and textiles,
pharmaceuticals, pulp and paper, computers, foods, metals, ceramics, in-
strumentation and automatic control, and nuclear fuels processing and
power as well as the traditional chemical process industries. The chemical
engineer is in the forefront of the fight against environmental pollution and
is leading the way in applying engineering technology to the solution of med-
ical and health-related problems. Advanced structural materials, electronic
and photonic devices, and biotechnology are just some of the exciting new
fields in which chemical engineers are making pivotal contributions.
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The chemical engineering graduate, because of his broad, fundamental
background, is uniquely prepared for a wide variety of careers in which he
can apply his abilities and education. Chemical engineers may work in basic
research and development, engineering design of new plants, operations and
management of production facilities, or technical marketing and sales. The
careers of many chemical engineers lead to top executive positions in their
companies. By the judicious choice of electives made with the help of his ad-
viser, a chemical engineering student may tailor his education to further a
specific career objective. Many students use electives to prepare for entry
into professional schools, such as medicine, dentistry, law, or business, or for
specialization in technical areas such as environmental control or polymer
processing. The Department of Chemical Engineering offers advanced
study leading to the Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
See page 127 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 223 Organic Chemistry _ 3 CH 224 Organic Chemistry „. _ 3
CH E 201 Intro, to Chem. Engr 3 CH 229 Organic Chemistry Lab 1
E G 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics. 2 CH E 220 Chemical Engr. Thermodynamics L 3
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 E M 201 Engr. Mechamcs: Statics 3
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. 11 3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. DifT. Equa „. 4
Literature Requirement! 3 Literature Requirement! 3
18 Elective „ 1
18
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 331 Physical Chemistry _ 3 CH 332 Physical Chemistry _ 3
CH 339 Physical Chemistry Lab 1 CH 340 Physical Chemistry Lab 1
CH E 301 Unit Op. Theory I 3 CH E 302 Unit Op. Theory II.._ 3
CH E 352 Proc. Mod. and Num. Methods 3 CH E 306 Unit Op. Lab I 2
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering 2 CH E 321 Chem. Engr. Therma II 3
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. I „ 1 CH E 353 Process Dynamics „ „„ 3
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials „ 3 Soaal Saence Requirement2 3
ENGL 314 Technical Writing „ 3 18
19
SENIOR YEAR
CH E 403 Unit Op. Theory III 3 CH E 401 Transport Phenomena. 3
CH E 407 Unit Op. Lab. II 3 CH E 422 Process Dev., Design and
CH E 421 Process Dev., Design and Optimization ofChem. Engr. Sys. II 3
Optimization of Chem. Engr. Sys. 1 3 CH E 441 Chem. Engr. Senior Seminar 11
CH E 440 Chem. Engr. Senior Seminar 1 CR E 419 Sci. of Engr. Matenals _ 3
CH E 450 Chem. Engr. Kinetics _ _ 3 Humanities/Social Science Requirement2. 3
Sodal Science Requirement2 „ 3 Mathematics/Statistics Requirements 3
Elective _ 3 Elective _. „ 3
18 18
144 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2See Policy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula, page 126.
3EX ST 411 or MTHSC 434.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering involves the planning, design, construction, maintenance,
and operation of facilities and systems to control and improve the environ-
ment for modern civilization. Civil engineering is the broadest of the engi-
neering professions, being the stem from which most other branches of engi-
neering have developed.
The program in Civil Engineering leads to the Bachelor of Science degree
and is designed to provide the graduate with a knowledge of basic science.
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engineering science, and engineering design. The civil engineering graduate
is prepared to work immediately upon graduation in most areas of the pro-
fession. These include traffic and transportation engineering, structural en-
gineering, construction, soils and foundation engineering, coastal engineer-
ing, water resources engineering, public works engineering, environmental
engineering, and others. The civil engineering student is also educated in the
humanities, social sciences, and in economic issues, because a concerned so-
ciety demands economy as well as a realistic consideration of the resulting
human impacts of large engineering projects.
Graduates are encouraged to become registered professional engineers
and to continue their education throughout their professional careers. Some
students find that programs in Civil Engineering provide excellent prepara-
tion for careers in technical sales and management.
See page 127 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
C E 201 Surveying
E M 201 Engineering Mechanics:
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var.
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. U-
LitcTBture Requirementl
_..._.
Elective
- 3 EG 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics 2
3 E M 304 Mechanics of Materials 3
4 E M 305 Mechanics of Materials Lab 1
3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. Diff. Equa. 4
3 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. Ill 3
1 Litemturp Requirementl 3
17 Elective 1
17
JUNIOR YEAR
C E 301 Structural Analysis 12 3
C E 305 Computational Method in Civil Ei^ 3
C E 320 Intro, to Cons. Materials.. 3
E M 202 Engr. Mechanics: Dynamics 3
ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3
18
C E 302 Structural Steel Design 3
C E 310 Transportation Engineering 4
C E 324 Intro, to Construction Engr 3
E M 320 Fluid Mechanics 3
E M 322 Fluid Mechanics Lab 1
E S E 401 Environmental Engineering 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
C E 330 Soil Mechanics 4
C E 422 Hydraulics and Hydrology 3
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineenng 2
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. 1 1
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3
or ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3
or ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3
Technical Requirements 3
Elective 2
18
C E 402 Reinforced Concrete Design 3
C E 425 Engineering Relations 3
M E 310 Thermo, and Heat Transfer 3
HumanitieaSocial Science Requirements 3
Technical Requirements 3
Elective „ 3
18
140 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2Students must earn a grade ofC or higher in E M 304 in order to enroll in C E 301.
3See adviser for list of approved Technical Requirements and Humanities/Social Science Requirements.
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
The program in Computer Engineering leads to a Bachelor of Science de-
gree which provides an in-depth education into a wide range of computer
topics including computer hardware, software and applications. Emphasis is
placed on giving students hands-on experience with computers of all sizes
(micro, mini, and large) by solving a wide range of real-world problems us-
ing engineering principles.
The career opportunities for computer engineers are excellent. The rapid
advances in microelectronics and for growth of microcomputer applications,
IE-
IF
\i
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as well as continued expansion of large computer systems, indicate that this
strong demand will continue.
The curriculum is based on three main concepts: (1) It is an engineering
curriculum which provides a solid foundation in mathematics, basic
sciences, and the humanistics while emphasizing the engineering approach
to problem solving. (2) The required computer courses provide an excellent
knowledge of hardware, software, and systems. (3) A large number of elec-
tive hours are provided which allows students to specialize in one or more
computer areas. The Computer Engineering program prepares a student
for entering the engineering profession in a rapidly advancing area, and it
provides a good background for study in other professions.
See page 127 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CP SC 210 FVogramming Methodology 4 E C E 212 Electrical Engineenng Lab. 11 1
E C E 201 Lx]gic and Computing Devices 3 E C E 272 Computer Organization 4
E C E 202 Electric Circuits I 3 E C E 301 Dectnc Qrcuits II _ _ 3
E C E 211 Electrical Engineering Lab. !...„ 1 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. DifT. Equations 4
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var _ 4 MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra. 3
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II 3 Humanities/Social Saenoe Requirement2 3
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. II „ _ 1 18
19
JUNIOR YEAR
CP SC 240 Intro, to Data Structures 3 E C E 321 Electronics IL - _ „.„ 3
E C E 311 Electrical Engineering Lab. Ill 1 E C E 329 Computer Systems Structures. 3
E C E 320 Electronics I _.„.. 3 ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3
E C E 330 Signals, Systems, and Transforma 3 or ECON 211 Pnnciples of Microeconomics 3
E C E 371 Microcomputer Interfacing 4 or ECON 212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3
MTHSC 419 Discrete Mathematical Structures 1 3 ENGL 314 Technical Wnting 3
1
7
or SPCH 250 Public Speaki ng „ 3
MinSC 400 Theory of Probabihty „ 3
Engineering Science Requirement! 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
E C E 417 Software Design „..._ 3 E C E 453 Software Ptacticum _ 3
E C E 426 Digital Computer Design _ _ 3 Computer Engineering Requirements,? 3
Appbcalion Sequenoe6,7 „ 3 Humanibes/Social Science Requirements. _.. 3
Design Requirement*.' 3 Literature Requirement 3
Humanities/Social Science RequirementZ 3 M^uor Design Courses,? 3
Elective _ 4 Elective „ 3
19 18
144 Total Semester Hours
lEngineenng Science Requirements must be chosen from a list of courses approved by the Department.
2See General Education Requirements.
^Major Design Courses must be selected from a list of courses approved by the Department.
• Design Requirements must be chosen from a list of courses approved by the Department.
^Computer Engineering Requirements must be chosen from a list of courses approved by the Department.
^Application Sequence Requirements must be chosen from a list of courses approved by the Department.
70ne course that satisfies either the Major Design Course, Design Requirement, Application Sequence, or Computer
Engineering Requirement must also satisfy the Probability and Statistics Requirement. The Probability and Statistics
Requirement is specified by a list of courses approved by the Department.
Note: A student is allowed to enroll in electrical and computer engineering courses (excluding E C E 307, 308, 309, 310)
only when all prerequisites, as defined by current official listings for that course, have been passed with a grade of C or
higher.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Responsibilities of the electrical engineering profession range from highly
analytical problem solving to detailed design. The Electrical Engineering
program is intended to emphasize both the close relationship of computers to
all phases of the profession and the major role that computers play in the
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curriculum at Clemson.
Systems, electronic networks, and electromagnetic fields provide the core
curriculum areas. These fundamental studies in analysis and experimenta-
tion receive further development in elective courses. Humanistic/social elec-
tives provide the graduate with the ability to address himself to the "why" of
engineering as well as the "how."
Students who are interested in communications study information theory,
electromagnetic theory, switching circuits, and electronics.
Technological innovations in electronics have resulted in increasingly
complex solid-state components—the transistor, integrated circuit, and LSI
component. The electronics emphasis includes solid-state devices and cir-
cuits and integrated circuit technology.
The department offers courses in real-time computing, computer lan-
guage structures, theory and design of digital computers, computation and
simulation of physical systems, and information processing and data han-
dling.
Energy systems analysis and energy conversion are appropriate for stu-
dents who plan to work for electric utilities, electrical equipment manufac-
turers, or companies which are large users of electrical energy.
See page 127 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semeatcr Second Semester
CPSC 157 Intro, to C Programming _ 1 E C E 212 Electrical Engineering Lab. II 1
E C E 201 Logic and Computing DevicM _.. 3 E C E 272 Computer Onganization 4
E C E 202 Electric Qrcuito I 3 E C E 301 Electric Qmiito II -... 3
E C E 211 Electrical Engineering Lab. I 1 ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 or ECON 212 Pnnciples of Macroeconomics 3
PHYS221 Physjcs with Gal. II 3 EM 201 Engineering Mechanics: Statics 3
Literature Requirementl 3 MTHSC 208 Intro to Ord. Ehff. Equations 4
18 18
JUNIOR YEAR
E C E 311 Electncal Engineering Lab. Ill 1 E C E 312 Electrical Engineering Lab. IV 1
E C E 320 Electronics I „ „. 3 E C E 31 7 Random Signal Analysis 3
E C E 330 Signals, Systems, and Transforms 3 E C E 321 Electronics II 3
E C E 371 Microcomputer Interfacing 4 E C E 360 Electrical Power Engineering. „ 3
E C E 380 Electromagnetics. 3 E C E 381 Field, Waves, and Circuits 3
Humanities^odal Science Requirements „..3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
Elective ~ 1 Technical Requirement (Advanced Mathematics)3 3
18 19
SENIOR YEAR
E C E 409 Continuous and Discrete Systems Design 3 E C E 496 Integrated System Design 11 2
E C E 427 Communication Systems 3 Humanities/Social Science Requirements 3
E C E 495 Integrated System Design 1 2 Technical Requirement (Elec. and Comp. Engr.)3 3
M E 310 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 Elective 6
Humanities/Social Science Requirements 3 14
Technical Requirement (Elec. and Comp. Engr.)3..
17
139 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2See Pohcy on Humanities and Social Sciences for Engineering Curricula.
3The Technical Requirement (Advanced Mathematics) and Technical Requirement (Electrical and Computer Engineer-
ing) are to be selected from Hsts that are maintained in the Electrical Engineering Program Office.
Note: A student is allowed to enroll in electrical and computer engineering courses (excluding E C E 307, 308, 309, 310)
only when all prerequisites have been passed with a grade of C or higher.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Industrial engineers design, install, and improve the complex systems which
provide both goods and services vital to our society and economy. These sys-
tems integrate people, materials, and equipment and thereby place unique
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demands for breadth of preparation upon industrial engineers. Knowledge
is required in mathematical, physical, and social sciences; economic, opera-
tional, and engineering analyses; and the principles and techniques of engi-
neering design. Because of the closeness of industrial engineering problems
to management, a special need exists for industrial engineers to be able to
work and communicate with managers.
The traditional arenas for the practice of industrial engineering are the
manufacturing facilities of industry. However, today fully one-third of prac-
ticing industrial engineers are employed in nonmanufacturing institutions
such as hospitals and banks and in government service.
In addition to numerous employment opportunities in South Carolina and
other states, an industrial engineering graduate may pursue farther formal
education. The Department of Industrial Engineering offers programs lead-
ing to the Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
See page 127 for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fir«t Semester Second Semester
E G 209 Intro, to EngryComp. Graphics „ 2 E M 201 Engineenng Mechanics: Statics. 3
I E 201 Systems Design I.„ 3 I E 210 Work Methods and Measurement 1 3
MTHSC 206 Calc\i]us of Sev. Var 4 I E 250 Modeling and Analysis for
MTHSC 301 Stat Theory and Methods I 3 Industrial Engineers 3
PHYS 221 Physics with Gal. II_ _ _.„ 3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ordinary Dif Equations 4
literature RequirementSL 3 MTHSC 405 Stat. Tlieory and Methods 11 3
18 Communications Requirements „ 3
19
JUNIOR YEAR
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineering 2 E M 202 Engineenng Mechanics: Dynamics. 3
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. I 1 or E M 304 .Mechanics of Materials 3
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3 or E C E 308 Electronics and Electromechanics. _. 2
I E 306 Manufacturing Prooeaaes _ „.3 and E C E 310 EHectncal Engineering Lab. 11 1
I E 380 Methods of Operation Research I _. 3 I E 361 Industrial Quality Control 3
M E 310 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 I E 374 Advanced Manufacturing Systems „ 3
Humanitiea'Soda] Science Requirement! 3 I E 381 Methods of Operation Research 11 3
18 I E 384 Engineenng Economic Analysis. 3
Humanities/Social Science Requirement! 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
I E 482 Systems Modeling..- 3 I E 465 Fadbbes Planning and Design 3
I E 486 Production Planning and Control „ 3 I E 467 Systems Design 11 _.... 3
I E 488 Human Factors Engineering 3 Industrial Engineering Technical Enective4 3
Humanitiea'Social Science Requirement! _ 3 Elective _ _.._ _ 7
Industrial Engineering Technical Electiv«4 „ „ 3 16
15
139 Total Semester Hours
!See adviser.
2ENGL 202. 203. 204. 205. 206, 207. 208. 209. H210.
3ENGL 231. 312, 314. 316. SPCH 250.
^Select from approved hst.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Breadth, individuality, and flexibility are inherent characteristics of the pro-
fession of mechanical engineering. Mechanical engineers, in a broad sense,
make major contributions to the creation of products and systems that bene-
fit mankind. They work in a wide variety of areas including bioengineering,
energy systems, environmental and life-support systems, propulsion and
transportation systems, food production, materials processing, automated
manufacturing, and construction. A wide spectrum of career opportunities
17
143 Total Semester Hours
f
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are open to them.
The practice of mechanical engineering includes one or more of the fol-
j
jT
lowing activities: manufacturing, testing, research, development, design. It-
technical management, technical sales and marketing, construction, and
teaching.
In preparing for a 40-45 year professional career, it is necessary to develop
| [^
the whole person. This requires a balanced program encompassing the hu-
manities, social sciences, communication and computer skills, physical and
engineering sciences, design, and laboratory experience. The student starts If
with the physical sciences and communication skills and progresses through
the engineering sciences, ultimately applying the principles learned in such
areas as energy conversion and transfer, mechanical design, and systems
analysis. Throughout the curriculum, the fundamental nature of engineer-
ing as a problem-solving discipline is emphasized.
Most mechanical engineering graduates take positions in industry, gov-
ernment, or business. Many, however, continue their formal education in a
graduate program. The Department of Mechanical Engineering offers
study leading to the Master of Engineering, Master of Science, and Doctor of
Philosophy degrees.
See page 127 for Freshman year,
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semeater Second Semester
E G 208 Engr. Graphics with Computer AppI 3 EM 202 Engr. Mechanics: Dynamics 3
E M 201 Engr. Mechanics: Statics _ 3 M E 204 Manufacturing Proc. for Engr. Mat 1 3
M E 201 Foundations of Engr. Design _ 3 M E 208 Numerical Methods in Engr 3
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. DiflT. Equa 4
PHYS221 Physics with Cal. II 3 PHYS222 Physics with Cal. Ill 3
Humanities'Social Science RequirementZ 3 Literature Requirement! 3
19 19
JUNIOR YEAR
E C E 307 Basic Electrical Engineenng 2 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
E C E 309 Electrical Engineering Lab. 1 1 M E 304 Heat Transfer „ _ 3
E M 304 Mechanics of Materials 3 M E 306 Fundamentals of Machine Design 3
E M 305 Mechanics of Materials Lab 1 M E 312 Engineering Thermodynamics II 3
E M 320 Fluid Mechanics 3 M E 313 Instrumentation and Measurement 3
M E 302 Dynamic Systems and Vibrations 3 Humanities/Social Science Requirements 3
M E 311 Engineering Thermo. 1 3 18
Elective 1
17
SENIOR YEAR
M E 400 Senior Seminar 1 E C E 308 Elec. and Electromechanics 2
M E 403 Manufacturing Processes for Engr. Mat. II 3 ME 402 Intern, in Engr. Design „.... 3
M E 405 Kinematics and Design of Machinery 1 3 M E 414 Mech. Sys. Lab 1
M E 409 Design of Thermal Fluid Systems 3 or M E 413 Thermal Sys. Lab 1
M E 413 Thermal Systems Lab - 1 ME 416 Control of Mechanical Systems 3
orM E 414 Mech. Sys. Lab 1 Technical Requirements 3
Humanities/Social Science Requirement2. 3 Elective _ „ 6
Technical Requirements 3 18
^Select from 200-level English literature or 300-level foreign language literature courses.
2Select from a list of approved Humanities/Social Science courses.
3Select from the departmental list of approved courses with the assistance of a faculty adviser.
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COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
The College of Forest and Recreation Resources is concerned with the man-
agement, use, and stewardship of all our forest resources and with individual
and societal well-being through wise use of leisure. These two general areas
of study offer broad opportunities in the management of our forest and rec-
reation resources for their maximum service to present and future genera-
tions.
The College of Forest and Recreation Resources offers curricula designed
to prepare students for professional careers in the following areas:
1. The Forest Resource Management curriculum prepares graduates for
employment as managers and administrators of forest lands for production
of timber, water, wildlife, esthetic values, and recreation use.
2. The Forest Products curriculum prepares graduates for careers in the
forest products and allied industries in the areas of production, utilization,
and marketing of wood and allied products.
3. The Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management curriculum pre-
pares graduates for careers as managers of leisure-service programs such
as those for counties, municipalities, institutions, voluntary and youth-
serving agencies, and for numerous opportunities within the travel and
tourism industry as well as resource management systems at local, state,
and federal levels.
Minor concentrations are offered in Forest Resource Management and
Forest Products.
FOREST PRODUCTS
The Forest Products curriculum combines a broad education in the sciences
and humanities. Emphasis in the professional courses is placed on the prop-
erties and use of wood. Graduates are employed by wood-using industries
and their suppliers, research laboratories, trade associations, and state and
federal organizations.
The core curriculum allows for emphases in three areas of specialization:
Wood Science, Wood Industries Management, and Forest Management.
Wood Science deals with the properties and processing of wood, wood fiber,
and products derived from wood. Wood Industries Management prepares
students for the managerial aspects of forest products industries, including
marketing and technical services. Twelve credit hours listed as emphasis
areas in the core curriculum qualify a student as a participant in one of the
two areas. The areas of interest could be explored in more depth through use
of the remaining elective credits.
Successful completion of the curriculum leads to a Bachelor of Science de-
gree in Forest Products. Graduate studies leading to the Master of Science,
Master of Forest Resources, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees are also of-
fered.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First
BIOL 103 General Biology 1 4
CH 105 Beginning General and Organic Chemistry 1 4
ENGL 101 CompoBition I
_..._ 3
FOR 101 Introduction to Forestry „ 1
MTKSC 102 Intro, to Math. Ana]yms2
_ 3
Elective 3
18
Second Semester
BOT 205 Rant Form and Function 4
CH 106 Beginning General and Organic Chemistryl... 4
ENGL 102 Composition IL
_ 3
FOR 102 Introduction to Forestry 1
MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculu82
_.„ 3
Elective _ 3
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CPSC 120 Intro, to Info. Processing Sys. 3
FOR 205 Dendrology
_.... 3
FOR 221 Wood Properties I „ 3
PHYS 207 Genera] Physics I 4
Literature Requwement3 3
16
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3
FOR 222 Wood Properties II 3
FOR 306 Wood And Wood Fiber Identification 2
PHYS 208 General Physics IL _ 4
Sodal Science Requirement* 3
Elective.. „.„ „ _ __. 3
FORESTRY SUMMER CAMP
FOR 264 Forest Products .„ 1
FOR 255 Secondaiy Wood Products 1
FOR 257 Forest Products MeasuremenU 2
4
JUNIOR YEAR
ENGL 314 TVchnical Writing 3
FOR 321 Drying and Machining of Wood 3
FOR 425 Chem. Aspects ofWood Utiliration 3
Statistics Requirements _ „ _ 3
Study Areae _ 6
FOR 31 1 Forest Prod. Marketing Practices 3
FOR 322 Wood Adhesives and Finishes 2
FOR 323 Deterioration and Preservation
of Wood. 2
SPCH 250 PubUc Speaking.- „ -...„. 3
Study Anerf „ „ 6
FOR 422 Forest Products International Trade..
FOR 429 Wood Design _ _
FOR 430 Composite Wood Materials
Study AreaB _.„
SENIOR YEAR
3 FOR 419 Senior Problems 3
3 FOR 420 Forest Products - _ 3
.... 3 Humanities Requirement* 3
...-6 Study AreelS 6
...„ 3 Elective „ „ 3
18 18
144 Total Semester Hours
1 CH 101/102 may be substituted.
2a student with a SAT Mathematics Achievement Test, Level II score of 550 or greater may take MTHSC 106 to satisfy
the Mathematics Requirement; otherwise, MTHSC 102 and 207 are required. Two additional hours may be used as
electives.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^See General Education Requirements.
5EX ST 301, MTHSC 203, 301.
6Study Areas are Wood Science and Technology, Forest Products Manufacturing Management, and Forest Products
Marketing. Select one of these in consultation with adviser.
FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The Forest Resource Management curriculum combines a broad education
in the arts and sciences with appHed forest sciences. This combination pro-
vides the necessary foundation for the scientific management of forest re-
sources, products, and services.
Because of the nature of their education, foresters are quaUfied for a broad
spectrum of employment opportunities in both the public and private sectors.
They may be engaged as managers, administrators, or owners of forest
lands or forest-based businesses; as technical specialists in the production of
timber, useable water, wildlife, and esthetic values, and in the recreational
use of the forest; or as professionals in other areas where the conservation of
our natural resources is a matter of concern. Foresters earning advanced
degrees find employment in academic work and in research conducted both
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by public and private agencies.
The undergraduate curriculum provides a strong program in the basic
knowledge and skills required of a professional forester. Forest Resources
Management majors will select one of the following study areas: Business,
Environmental, Forest Science, and PubHc Relations. The curriculum is also
designed to provide the necessary prerequisites for those students who desire
to continue in graduate study. The Department of Forestry offers graduate
programs that lead to the Master of Science, Master of Forest Resources,
and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
The Forest Resource Management curriculum is accredited by the Socie-
ty of American Foresters.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology 1 4 BOT 205 Plant Form and Function 4
CH 105 Beginning and General Organic Chemistryl 4 CH 106 Beginning and General Organic Chemistiyl... 4
CP SC 120 Intro, to Infer. Processing Sys 3 ENGL 102 Composition II „ 3
ENGL 101 Composition I _...„ 3 FOR 102 Intro, to Forestry 1
FOR 101 Intro, to Forestry _ _ 1 MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculus.. 3
MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysis2 3 Elective 3
18 18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRON 202 Soils __ _. 4 ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3
FOR 205 Dendrology 3 FOR 206 Silvics 4
Literature Requirements 3 PHYS 200 Introductory Physics 4
Sodal Science Requirement4....„ 3 SPCH 250 Pubbc SpeaJdng. 3
Elective- _ 4 Humanities Requirement* 3
17 17
FORESTRY SUMMMER CAMP
FOR 251 Forest Communities^ 1
FOR 252 Forest Engineering .._ _. 3
FOR 253 Forest Resource Measurements I - 4
FOR 254 Forest Products „ 1
9
JUNIOR YEAR
FOR 304 Forest Resource Economics 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing _ 3
FOR 314 Harvesting and Forest Products 4 FOR 302 Forest Resource Measurements II 3
FOR 401 Silviculture I - 3 FOR 308 Aenal Photographs in Forestry - 3
EX ST 301 Introductoiy StatisticsS 3 FOR 402 Silviculture 11 _ .._... „.._ 3
Stue(yArBa6.._.... „ „ „._ 3 StudyArerf „ 6
16 18
SENIOR YEAR
FOR 413 Integrated Forest Pest Mgt 4 FOR 406 Forest Watershed Management 2
FOR 416 Forest Policy and Administration 2 FOR 415 Forest Wildlife Management 3
FOR 417 Forest Res. Mgt. and Reg 3 FOR 425 Forest Resource Management Plans 3
FOR 418 Forest Resource Valuation 3 FOR 431 Recreation Resource Planning 2
StudyAreaS „ 6 StudyAreaS 6
18 Elective _ _ , 3
19
150 Total Semester Hours
ICH 101/102 may be substituted.
2A student with a College Board Mathematics Achievement Test, Level II score of 550 or greater may take MTHSC
106 to satisfy the Mathematics Requirement; otherwise, MTHSC 102 and 207 are required. The two additional hours
may be used as electives.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
4See General Education Requirements.
5MTHSC 203, 301, or equivalent may be taken in lieu of EX ST 301.
^Study areas include Business, Environmental, Forest Science, and Public Relations. A total of 21 hours must be taken.
(See adviser.)
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PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
The curriculum in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management prepares
students for a variety of careers in public and private leisure-services. The
undergraduate curriculum is designed to provide a broad exposure to the so-
cial, physical and biological sciences as well as to develop the professional
knowledge and leadership skills required to manage and administer leisure-
service resources.
Flexibility within the curriculum is achieved by permitting the student to
select coursework from among four emphasis areas that include Communi-
ty Leisure Services, Recreation Resource Management, Therapeutic Recre-
ation, and Travel and Tourism. The latitude in selection permits maximum
accommodation of the individual student's interests and professional career
objectives. Students may complete requirements for a minor appropriate to
his/her emphasis area.
Graduate study leading to a Master of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Management; Master of Science; and Doctor of Philosophy is offered.
The Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management program is accredited
by the National Council on Accreditation of the National Recreation and ^-
Parks Association in conjunction with the Council on Postsecondary Accred- l_
itation and has received a commendation for Excellence from the South
Carolina Commission on Higher Education.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fir«t Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I _ „ 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
ENGL 101 Compositjon I
_ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
PRTM 101 Introduction to Leisure Services _ 3 PRTM 203 Personal and Com. Health 3
Histay Requirement! 3 PRTM 205 Leisure Programs 1 3
Mathematics Requirementl 3 Mathematics Requirement! 3
Elective „ 1 Elective „ 1
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CP SC 120 Intro, to Info. Proc. Systems 3 ECON 200 Economics Concepts3 3
PRTW 102 Issues in Leisure Services 3 PRTM 207 Leisure Programs 11
PRTM 206 Leisure Programs 11 1 PRTM 311 Therapeutic Recreation 3
PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology _. _ 3 Humanities Requirementl 3
Literature Requirements 3 Social Science Requirementl 3
Sdenoe Requirement* 4 Elective 3
17 16
JUNIOR YEAR
PRTM 308 Leadership and Group PRTM 321 Recreation Administration 3
Processes in Recreation 3 Emphasis Area. „ _ 8
PRTM 330 Visitor Services and Interpretation 3 Elective 4
PRTM 404 Field Training I _ _. 1 15
Communication Requirementl 3
Emphasis Area. _ _.._ __ _.._ _ _ 6
16
PRTM 405 Field Training 11 7
SENIOR YEAR
PRTM 409 Meth. of Recreation Research 1 3 PRTM 410 Meth. of Recreation Research II 3
Emphasis Area. 9 Emphasis Area. „.... 9
Elective ».. 3 Elective „ 3
15 15
135 Total Semester Hours
ISee General Education Requirements.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205. 206, 207, 208, 209.
3The student may take ECON 211 and 212 with 3 (of the 6) credits allocated to electives.
^Laboratory science courses. (See adviser.)
t
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
The College of Liberal Arts, in addition to its eight majors leading to the de-
gree of Bachelor of Arts and graduate degree programs in English, History,
Applied Psychology, Applied Sociology, and Public Administration, also con-
tributes nearly all the instruction at the University in the humanities and so-
cial sciences. Unique among the College's eight departments is the Depart-
ment of Performing Arts, which, although it offers no major curricula,
provides in-depth instruction in the disciplines of music, speech, and theatre.
The Department of Performing Arts also sponsors a variety of student activ-
ities, including programs in instrumental music, choral music, theatre, and
debate.
BACHELOR OF ARTS CURRICULUM
The curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts is designed to meet
the needs of students who desire a broad general education, with emphasis
upon the humanities and the social sciences, as a preparation for intelligent
citizenship, for general commercial and industrial life, for government ser-
vice, and for teaching. This curriculum also provides excellent background
for the study of law, journalism, and medicine.
As soon as feasible and not later than the end of the sophomore year, the
student seeking the Bachelor of Arts degree will select a major and a minor
field of concentration from the following areas (or a double major from the
list of possible majors)i:
M^ors
English
History
Language and Inter-
national Tradei
Modern Languages
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Minors2
Accounting
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Cluster Minor
Communications
Computer Science
Economics
English
Environmental Science
Fine Arts
Forest Products
Forest Resource
Management
Geography
Geology
History
International Politics
Marketing
Mathematical Sciences
Modern Languages
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Religion
Science and Technology
in Society
Sociology
Spanish-American
Area Studies
Speech
Theatre
Women's Studies
Writing
To achieve depth as well as breadth in his/her educational experience, a
student selects a major concentration consisting of at least 24 semester hours
iThe Language and International Trade major docs not require a minor and may not be used in the double major
program.
2Se€ pages 56-61 for a description of course requirements for minors.
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from courses above the sophomore level. A student also chooses a minor con-
centration consisting of at least 15 additional semester hours. Courses satis-
fying the student's major concentration may not also be included in the mi-
nor. The minor field of study may be selected from the approved list of
minors within the College of Liberal Arts and of minors outside the College.
A second major concentration (a double major) may substitute for the minor,
provided all requirements are fulfilled for each major. This applies equally to
a second major in a BA field outside the College of Liberal Arts, such as in the
Colleges of Architecture, Commerce and Industry, Education, and Sciences.
The total number of semester credits required for the degree is 130, except
for Language and International Trade, which requires 133. Of these, at least
12 credits must be earned in humanities courses numbered 300 or higher
(MUSIC 210 and THEA 210 excepted) and at least 12 credits in social
science courses numbered 300 or higher. The humanities are for this pur-
pose considered to include art and architectural history, English (except 304,
312, 314, 316, 331, 333, 334, 335, 392, 485, 490), languages, music, philoso-
phy, rehgion, speech (except 362 and 364), theatre (except 377, 387, and
397), and women's studies, as well as courses entitled humanities; the social
sciences are here considered to include anthropology, economics, geography, C~
history, political science, psychology, and sociology.
"
Students in the Bachelor of Arts program who expect to teach in the public
schools may elect education courses required for teaching certificates by the r-
South Carolina State Department of Education. Such courses are to be ap- t
proved by their own department advisers.
BASIC CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
HIST 172 Western Civilization 3 HIST 173 Western Qvibzation 3
MTOSC 101 Finite Probabilityl 3 MTHSC 102 Intro, to Math. Analysisl
_ 3
Foreign Language „ 4 Same Foreign Language 4
Physical or Biological Science Requirements 4 Physical or Biological Science Requirements 4
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Same Foreign Language 3 Same Foreign Language 3
Literature Requirements 3 Literature Requirements 3
Elective 12 Elective „..10
18 16
JUNIOR YEAR
Composition and Speaking Skilla* 3 Applied Science Requirement4 3
Major and Minor Areas 9 Major and Minor Areas 12
Elective „ „ 3 15
15
SENIOR YEAR
Major and NCnor Areas 9 Major and Minor Areas „ 9
Elective _ „ 8 Elective 6
17 15
130 Total Semester Hours
^Students may pursue alternate sequences such as the following: MTHSC 101 and 106 or 203; 102 and 207; or 106 and
108, 207, 210, 301, 308. Sociology majors must take either MTHSC 101 and 203 or 106 and 301.
2A two-semester sequence of the same physical or biological science (astronomy, biology, chemistry, geology, or
physics) totaling at least 8 semester credits, including the appropriate laboratory course.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^See General Education Requirements.
r
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MAJOR CURRICULA D^ THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
ENGLISH
The purposes of a major in English are to help students acquire an under-
standing of our literary heritage; develop an appreciation and practical
knowledge of the modes of literary expression, research, and criticism; im-
prove their ability to write effectively and intelligently; gain insights into lit-
erature as a humane study; and prepare for advanced work in English lan-
guage, literature, and related disciplines.
The program of study for a major concentration in English consists of
courses stipulated in the basic curriculumi for the Bachelor of Arts and 25
semester credits of English, arranged as follows:
Group I ENGL 190 and 411.
Group II Three credits from ENGL 405, 407, 408, 409, 410, 412, 413, 414.
Group III Three credits from ENGL 406, 415, 416, 417, 418.
Group IV Three credits from ENGL 422, 423, 424, 425.
Group V Three credits from ENGL 300, 400, 401, 435, 491, 492.
Group VI Nine additional credits from 300- and 400-level courses, at least
6 credits from the 400 level.2
The department requires proficiency in composition for all of its majors
and minors. English majors or minors with writing problems must over-
come them in the Writing Laboratory.
English majors must complete one of the following sequences of courses:
HIST 361, 363; 316, 361; 316, 363; or 316, 365.
English majors must also fulfill a requirement in philosophy or religious
studies by completing one of the following courses: PHIL 101, 102, 103, REL
101.
English majors must fulfill a fine arts requirement by completing one of
the following courses: A A H 101, 210, ENGL 357, HUM 301, 302, 306,
MUSIC 210, 311,315, 316, THEA 210.
Electives are added as necessary to meet the minimum number of 130
credits for graduation.
^The Department suggests that English majors take ENGL 203 and 204 or 207 and 208 to satisfy the sophomore
literature requirement.
2No course may be used toward the satisfaction of both migor and minor requirements.
DEPARTMENTAL OFFERINGS
Because the English Department houses disciplines and courses often given
separate departmental and course identity elsewhere, the following list of of-
ferings will indicate the range and types of subjects bearing an English num-
ber in this catalog and in schedule booklets.
To find descriptions for all of the courses listed below, turn to page 242.
Freshman English ENGL 100, 101, HlOl, 102, H102.
Sophomore Uterature ENGL 202, H202, 203, H203, 204, H204, 205, H205,
206, H206, 207, 208, 209.
Literature ENGL 353, 356, 385, 386, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410,
411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 430, 431, 432,
435, 436, 437, 455.
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Advanced Writing ENGL 304, 312, 314, 345, 346, 392, 445, 446, 485, 490,
THEA (ENGL) 347, 447.
Unguistics ENGL 111, 217, 300, 400, 40L
Journalism ENGL 231, 331, 333, 334, 335.
Special Topics ENGL 350, 351, 355, 357.
HISTORY
The recommended program of study consists of the required courses in the
Bachelor of Arts curriculum and 30 additional credits in history, including at
least two courses at the 400 level, selected with the advice and consent of a
departmental adviser and arranged to suit the academic interests of the stu-
dent. Additional electives are added as needed to meet the minimum of 130
semester credits required for graduation.
Prelaw students majoring in History should consult the departmental ad-
viser for prelaw for a recommended program.
LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The purpose of the Language and International Trade program is to help
students acquire a basic use of the four language skills (listening, reading,
speaking, and writing); a familiarity with specific peoples, cultures, litera-
tures and business environments; and the knowledge and skills to pursue
graduate studies or careers in business.
The Bachelor of Arts degree program in Language and International
Trade, combines foreign languages and international trade. Students choose
one language (French, German, or Spanish) and one professional option
(Agriculture, Forest Products, International Trade, Textiles, or Tourism).
A summer internship between the junior and senior years gives students
the opportunity to apply classroom learning to a business/industrial work
environment. Language and International Trade majors are also encour-
aged to participate in Study Abroad programs in order to increase their lan-
guage proficiency.
Students should confer with the Language and International Trade direc-
tor for specific course requirements involving the various language options
and the chosen professional concentration.
The 133 semester-hour curriculum, which includes at least 24 hours at
the 300-400 level in the language track and also in the professional concen-
tration, is outlined below.
The language component emphasizes speaking and writing skills, culture,
civilization, and business/technical languages. Students are required to take
the courses listed under one of the following languages:
French 102, 201, 202, 305, 307 or 308, 316, 411, 416, plus 9 credits of French
courses at the 300-400 level as specified on the departmental advising sheets;
L&IT 127; and L&IT 400, 401, or 402.
German 102, 201, 202 or 251, 305, 308 or 309 or 413, 316, 411, 416, plus 9
credits of German courses at the 300-400 level as specified on the depart-
mental advising sheets; L&IT 127; and L&IT 400, 401, or 402.
Spanish 102, 201, 202, 305, 307 or 308 or 435, 316, 411, 416, plus 9 credits of
Spanish courses at the 300-400 level as specified on the departmental advis-
ing sheets; L&IT 127; and L&IT 400, 401, or 402.
The professional component emphasizes international marketing in areas
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important to the economy of the state and the nation. Students are required
to take the courses Hsted under one of the following professional options:
Agriculture AP EC 202, 309, 319, 420, 452, AGRIC 301, 401, ECON 211, 310
or 412, ENGL 316, MKT 301, 427.
Forest Products ECON 211, 310 or 412, ENGL 316, FOR 311, 324, 419, 420,
422, MKT 301, 427.
International Trade ACCT 203, ECON 211, 310 or 412, ENGL 316, FIN
306, LAW 322, MGT 301, 418, 424, MKT 301, 427, MTHSC 301.
Textiles ECON 211, 310 or 412, ENGL 316, MKT 301, 423, 427, TEXT 308,
314, 322, 460, 472.
Tourism ECON 211, 310 or 412, ENGL 316, MKT 301, 423, 427, PRTM
342, 343, 444, 447, plus 3 additional credits in parks, recreation, and tourism
management at the 300-400 level, approved by the Language and Interna-
tional Trade director, preferably PRTM 401 or 441 or 443.
Department requirements for all options include 3 credits from art and
architectural history, music, or theater (practica with approval of depart-
ment head).
In addition, students will be required, as a condition of graduation, to pass a
noncredit examination to determine their language competency. The ex-
amination will be taken in the student's last full semester at the University.
MODERN LANGUAGES
The purpose of the Bachelor of Arts degree in Modern Languages is to help
students acquire a basic use of the four language skills (listening, reading,
speaking, and writing); a familiarity with specific peoples, cultures and liter-
atures; and the knowledge and foreign-language skills to pursue graduate
studies or careers in edjacation or business.
A student may elect a major concentration in a single language, a double
major in two languages, or a double major combining a language major with
a Bachelor of Arts major outside the department. All Modern Language
majors will choose one of the following options:
Option A Designed to prepare the student to continue education in graduate
school or to provide background for other professional language careers.
Option B Designed to prepare for teaching in secondary schools, Option B re-
quires the courses specified below plus coursework in education to meet cer-
tification requirements.
Option C Option C is designed to prepare the student for a career in business.
Modem Language majors seeking employment with multinational firms in
the United States and overseas, or pursuing graduate degrees in interna-
tional business studies, economics, or agricultural economics may have one
of the following:
a) A double major with Economics.
b) A Cluster minor in Administration.
c) A minor in Accounting or Spanish-American Area Studies.
Option D Option D is designed to permit students to obtain a double major by
combining either French, German or Spanish with any other major in the
College of Liberal Arts or with any Bachelor of Arts degree program in the
University. All requirements for each major must be fulfilled.
All Modern Language majors must complete the stipulated courses in the
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basic Bachelor of Arts curriculum.
French All options require FR 205 and 309 plus 24 additional credits in
French at the 300-400 level appropriate to the option and approved by the
head of the department. Option A requires 6 credits of 400-level literature
courses, and Options B and C require 6 credits in literature courses, of which
3 credits must be at the 400 level.
German All options require 24 credits in German at the 300-400 level ap-
propriate to the option and approved by the head of the department.
Spanish All options require 30 credits at the 300-400 levels, of which 9 hours
must be at the 400 level. A minimum of 6 hours of literature, including one
course at the 400 level, is also required.
Department requirements for all options: 3 credits from art and architec-
tural history, music, or theatre (practica with approval of department head).
In addition, students will be required, as a condition of graduation, to pass a
noncredit examination to determine their language competency. The ex-
amination will be taken in the students last full semester at the University.
PHILOSOPHY
The recommended course of study will consist of the Bachelor of Arts curric-
ulum, one philosophy course at the 100 level (PHIL 101, 102 or 103), both
PHIL 315 and 316, and 24 additional credits in philosophy courses num-
bered 300 or higher, including at least one 3-credit course at the 400 level, se-
lected with the advice and consent of a departmental adviser and arranged
to suit the academic interests of the student. Additional electives are added
as needed to meet the minimum of 130 semester credits required for gradu-
ation.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
The requirements for a major in Political Science consist of the required PO
SO 101, 103 or 105, 341; plus at least 21 additional semester hours of political
science at the 300 or 400 level, including at least one course from four of the
following five fields:
American Gk)vernment PO SC 403, 405, 432, 442.
Comparative Politics PO SC 371, 373, 471, 475, 476, 477.
International Relations PO SC 361, 428, 462, 463, 465.
Political Theory PO SC 351, 352, 453.
Public Policy and Public Administration PO SC 302, 321, 422.
The student's elective hours in political science are chosen with the con-
sent and advice of the departmental adviser to ensure an appropriate bal-
ance of breadth and specialization within the field of political science. In ad-
dition to the courses listed above, the department offers a wide range of
specialized courses in each of the subfields of the political science discipline,
including:
American Government PO SC 408, 409, 433, 434, 435, 443, 448, 454.
International Relations/Comparative Politics PO SC 379, 468, 472, 476.
Pubhc Policy and Public Administration PO SC 423, 425, 427.
Other Courses PO SC 310, 311, 312, 457, 482.
Note: No more than 3 hours credit from PO SC 310, 311, or 312 may be applied to the requirements for a Political
Science major.
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PSYCHOLOGY
The requirements for the major in Psychology consist of the required
courses in the Bachelor of Arts curriculum; PSYCH 201, 210, 310, 324, 333,
352, and 15 additional credits in psychology at the 300-or 400 level. These 15
credits must include at least 6 credits at the 400 level and at least one
laboratory course (PSYCH 321, 325, 334, 423). ZOOL 470 may be taken in
Ueu of one 300- or 400-level elective psychology course.
It is recommended that Psychology majors take MTHSC 101 and 203, or
MTHSC 102 and 207. Students should consult their academic advisers for
additional course recommendations.
SOaOLOGY
The Sociology major consists of the required courses in the Bachelor of Arts
curriculum (Sociology majors must take MTHSC 101 and 203 or 106 and
301), SOC 201, 404, either 460 or 461, SOC (R S) 303, and 21 credits from
one of the following concentrations:
General Sociology One course from each of the following pairs: SOC 311 or
432, 330 or 331, 350 or 351; and 12 credits from among all courses offered in
sociology or anthropology not already taken to fulfill requirements.
Social Services Sociology SOC 380, 382, SOC (R S) 495, one course from
among SOC 392, 394, 395, 480, 481; and 9 credits from among all courses of-
fered in sociology and anthropology not already taken to fulfill requirements,
including PSYCH 488.
Criminal Justice Sociology SOC 390, either 392 or 393, one course from
among SOC 391, 395, HIST 496, PO SC 434, 435; and 12 credits from among
all courses offered in sociology and anthropology not already taken to fulfill
reqmrements. SOC (R S) 495 is recommended.
Community and Population Studies—Offered jointly with Rural Sociology
(A) Twelve hours from among C R P 411, SOC (R S) 359, 371, 401, 471; (B)
Nine hours from among C R P 415, 472, 473, CRD 357, C R D (AP EC) 411,
412, MTHSC 301, SOC 330, 331, 430, SOC (R S) 403, and the one three-hour
course not used to satisfy requirement A above. (R S 301 may be substituted
for SOC 201 by Community and Rural Development majors.)
At least 9 of the total credits in the major must be 400-level sociology and/
or rural sociology courses. Additional electives are added as needed to meet
the minimum of 130 credits required for graduation.
COURSES NOTAPPROVED FOR GRADUATION CREDIT
IN THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Students majoring in the College of Liberal Arts are not permitted to use
ENGL 100, MTHSC 115, 116, 215, 216 as credit toward the number of cred-
its needed for graduation.
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
Clemson University College of Nursing provides baccalaureate and
master's degree programs to prepare for careers in nursing. A
baccalaureate degree in Health Science also is available. Opportunities
within the College of Nursing and elsewhere in the University combine to
provide a setting which enables students to fulfill a wide range of educational
objectives. Each student enrolled in nursing is encouraged to recognize these
opportunities and partake of them.
NURSING
The Department of Nursing Science offers a four-year program leading to
the Bachelor of Science with a major in Nursing which is designed to pre-
pare students for the practice of professional nursing in a variety of settings,
such as hospitals, industry, clinics, and public health agencies. This curricu-
lum provides an unlimited opportunity for men and women to attain sound
preparation for professional nursing and a foundation for graduate study in
nursing. During the first two years, emphasis is upon liberal arts and basic
science courses arranged sequentially to provide a foundation for the nurs-
ing major. In junior and senior years the emphasis is upon the study of nurs-
ing. However, throughout the entire program, students are encouraged to
enroll in courses outside their majors which can be taken simultaneously
with the study of nursing. Nursing courses are integrated through all years
of the curriculum. Clinical nursing experiences, under the guidance of the
College of Nursing faculty, take place with clients in multiple hospitals, clin-
ics, and other health agencies. These community resources enable students
of nursing to enjoy a variety of clinical facilities and assist faculty to provide
quality clinical instruction. Students are responsible for their own transpor-
tation to all off-campus clinical laboratory experiences.
The RN/BS/MS curriculum offers an individualized study option for reg-
istered nurses who desire advanced education in nursing. Credits may be
earned through an accelerated program of study, combining transfer credits
for selected courses from any accredited institution of higher learning, credit
by examination for previously completed nursing courses, and enrollment in
courses at Clemson University.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
To facilitate admission of students who can achieve at an appropriate level in
the program, admission is selective. Consideration is given to performance
in secondary school and on the College Board Examination (SAT). Those
seeking admission are advised to apply to the University early in the fall of
the senior year in high school.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS
All students enrolled in the Nursing major are required to carry throughout
the period of clinical laboratory assignments a current and valid student
nurse's professional liability insurance policy with minimum limits of liabili-
ty of $1,000,000 per occurrence and $3,000,000 in aggregate and provide do-
cumentation thereof to the Dean of the College of Nursing. No student may
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participate in clinical learning activities without this insurance coverage.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I 4 ENGL 102 Composition IL „ 3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 NURS 131 Intro, to Communication for
NURS 130 Introduction to Nursing 1 Health Professionals. _ 1
PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology 3 SOC 201 Introduction to Sociology 3
Chemistry Requirement! 4 Chemistry Requirement! 4
15 Computer Technology Requirements 3
Mathematics Requirement2 3
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOSC 222 Human Anatomy 4 BIOSC 223 Human Physiology 4
MICRO 205 Introductory Microbiology 4 EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3
NURS 210 Health Assessment 3 or MTHSC 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 3
NURS 230 Professionalism in Nursing 1 2 NURS 211 Fund. Principles of Nursing 4
literature Requirement2 3 PSYCH 340 Life Span Development Psych 3
16 SOC 311 The Family - _ „ 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
NURS 301 Nursing Care of the NURS 303 Nursing ofAdulte 7
Childbearing Family _ - 4 NURS 304 Pathophysiology for Health
NURS 302 Nursing Care of Children 4 Care Professionals „..„ „ 3
NURS 315 The Developing Family in NURS 316 Adult Nursing in the Community 4
the Community „ _ _ _ 4 Humanities Requirement2 3
NURS 330 Research in Nursing 2 17
NUTR451 Human Nutrition „ „ 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
NURS 401 Mental Health Nursing 4 NURS 403 Complex Nursing of Adults 6
NURS 402 Long-Term Nursing Care 3 NURS 404 Nursing Management 3
NURS 415 Community Health Nursing „ 3 NURS 430 Nursing Leadership and Health Policy 2
Pubbc Speaking Requirement2 _ 3 Elective _ „ 6
Elective 4 17
17
133 Total Semester Hours
ISelect from CH 105 and 106 or 101 and 102/112. (See adviser.)
2See General Education Requirements.
3Must be approved by adviser.
Notes:
1. A minimum of C is required in the following science courses for progression to junior year clinical courses: BIOL
103, MICRO 205, BIOSC 222, 223, and the Chemistry Requirement.
2. A minimum of C must be achieved in all required nursing courses for progression to the next level. Students may re-
peat a nursing course one time only.
3. A minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0 is required for registration in nursing courses numbered 300 and above.
HEALTH SCIENCE
The Health Science undergraduate degree program is designed to prepare
students for careers which promote health in a variety of settings and with
various populations. The curriculum for the Bachelor of Science with a ma-
jor in Health Science consists of two core strands. The first provides students
with content and experience in health and wellness across the life span. The
second strand provides the content, application, and evaluation skills needed
to be successful in the field.
The major objectives of the degree program are implementing healthy
lifestyle programs such as parenting, sexuality and reproduction education,
nutrition programs, wellness and life-style programs and family develop-
ment; coordinating health programs such as child care after-school pro-
grams, decision-making and life choices for teenagers, wellness programs
and risk-factor modification for adults, and elder day-care and retirement
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activity programs; providing prevention and intervention programs such as
blood pressure management, stress workshops, smoking cessation, weight
management, self-care programs, fitness/exercise programs, substance
abuse, and occupational safety.
Inherent in these broad objectives are basic health assessment skills neces-
sary to determine health parameters; and planning, management, and eval-
uation skills essential to health program development and coordination. The
typical curriculum plan for the degree program is presented below. Prepro-
fessional health studies students may major in health science as footnoted on
the curriculum plan.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Pint
BIOL 103 General Bio)<«y 16....
ENGL 101 Composition I _.
HLTH 101 Intro, to Health <
Chemistry Requirementl .5
Mathematical Sdenoe Requirement 2,5„
Second Semester
4 ENGL 102 Composition IL
3 HLTH (NURS) 131 Intro, to Comm. for
1 Health ProfeaaionalaS
4 HLTH (NURS ) 1 40 Computer Applii
3 in Health Care „ 3
15 PSYCH 201 Introduction to Psychology _ 3
SOC201 Introduction to Sociology 3
Chemistry Reqiiirement 1.5 « 4
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOSC 222 Human Anatomy and Physiology 1 4
ED 234 Introduction to AddictJonaS 3
HLTH 202 Trends in Health Promotion 3
HLTH 298 Health Maintenance 3
HLTH 299 Health Maintenance Appraisal 1
Literature RequircmentZ 3
17
BIOSC 223 Human Anatomy and Physiology II 4
HLTH 240 DeterimanU of Health Behavior 3
Developmental Psychology Requirement3 3
Nutrition Requirements „ . ...3
Public Speaking Requirement2 3
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology 3
HLTH (NURS) 304 Pathophys. for Health-Car«
Profcaaonalae 3
HLTH 380 Epidemiology 3
SCO 311 The Family 3
or ANTH 301 Cultural Anthropology 3
Mathematical Science Requirement* 3
Elective _ 3
18
HLTH 303 Communication in Health Systems 3
HLTH 310 Women's Health Issues 3
HLTH 320 Health Maintenance of Men 3
HLTH 340 Health Promotion and Education 3
PHIL (NURS) 350 Tech. and Phil, of Nursing 3
Elective „...„ 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
EN SC 471 Man and His Environment 2
HLTH 401 Health ConsumerismS 3
HLTH 410 Concepts of Health for Children 3
HLTH 480 Community Health Promotion 3
HLTH 498 Contemporary Health Problems 3
Elective „ 3
17
HLTO 402 Health EmergenciesS 3
HLTH 430 Health Promotion of the Aged 3
HLTH 440 Leadership in Health Promotion 3
HLTH 490 Research in Health „ „ 3
Health Requirements 3
Elective „ „„ 1
16
134 Total Semester Hours
ICH 101, 102 or 101, 112 or 105, 106.
2Se€ General Education Requirements.
3See adviser.
4EX ST 301, MTHSC 203, 301.
SPreprofessional Health students may substitute additional science requirements: BIOL 103, 104 or BIOL 110, 111;
credits of physics; 8 credits of organic chemistry. CH 101, 112 and MTHSC 106 are also required. (See adviser.)
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
The College of Sciences, attuned to the times and its needs, offers ten major
curricula leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. These are Biochemis-
try, Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Information Systems,
Computer Science, Geology, Mathematical Sciences, Medical Technology,
Microbiology, and Physics.
In addition, the Bachelor of Arts degree is offered with a major emphasis
in Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Science, Geology, Mathemati-
cal Sciences, and Physics.
Not only are the departments in the College of Sciences concerned with
their own programs, but they work closely with the other academic depart-
ments in the University. This interweaving of the physical, mathematical,
and biological sciences with other disciplines, such as economics, engineer-
ing, management and others allows students great flexibility and responsi-
bility in designing their own programs.
BACHELOR OF ARTS CURRICULA
The curricula leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree are designed to meet the
needs of those students who desire a broad general education. The first two
years are spent in introductory work in several areas in order to give the
student breadth of view. This background enables the student to select intel-
ligently the major and minor fields of concentration. The major areas in the
College of Sciences are Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Science,
Geology, Mathematical Sciences, and Physics.
A student has a large degree of flexibility and responsibility in designing
the minor area from any departments in the University. All undergraduate
degree programs and minors are listed in the tables with the descriptions fol-
lowing on pages 52 to 55. The courses for these minors are to be selected in
consultation with the appropriate department.
To fulfill requirements for a major concentration, a student takes 24 se-
mester hours credit from courses above the sophomore level including or in
addition to certain courses specified by the major department; the minor
concentration requires 15 credits from courses above the sophomore level.
In some major and minor disciplines, certain prescribed courses at the soph-
omore level are counted toward the 24 and 15 credit-hour requirements.
MAJOR FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
The Bachelor of Arts in Biological Sciences provides a strong foundation in
biology and is ideal for students desiring a liberal education emphasizing an
interdisciplinary approach to a thorough understanding of the life sciences.
Note: No curriculum in the College of Sciences leading to the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
degree will allow credit for AG ED 101, ENGL 100, MTHSC 104 or 105 to be used to satisfy requirements
for graduation.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 110 PrinopJeaof BioJogy II.
CH 101 Genernl Chemistiy
ENGL 101 CompoBJtJcn 1
Foreign Language RequiremsntS
Second Semester
BIOSC 304 Biolqo' ofPlant3
or BIOSC aas Algae and Pungi..
HIST 172 Westom Civilization
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOn* Variahl. I„
Forpign Language RequrennentS _>.
Litereturv Ra^uinpmenH..
5 BIOL 111 Prinaples of Biology III 6
- 4 CH 102 General Chemistry _ 4
3 ENGL 102 Composition II - - _ _ 3
4 Foreign Language RM|uirem«nt2 4
16 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
~ 4 BIOSC 302 Inwrtebmte Biol<«y3 4
4 or Blose 303 Vertebnile Biology 4
3 HIST 173 Wpstem Ovilizntjon 3
4 MTllSC 108 Cjilculus of One Variable IT 4
3 or MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. I 8
3 Foreign I.«ngU4igp Requirement^ 3
17 Literature Requirvment4 3
16-17
JUNIOR YEAR
BIOCH 210 Elementary Biochemistry..
PHYS 207 General Physics I
Elective-
Mqafi
-.
ElMtiVB
4
4
.4
._3
— 3
18
ENGL 314 Technical Writii^ _ _. 3
or SPCH ZSO Public Spwking „..3
PHIL 325 PhiloBophy of Science _.. „ _. 8
PHYS 208 General Phymcs II 4
M^»6 4
SENIOR YEAR
...4 Miflai«
_ 6 ^felal^....
„.6 Elective..
16
17
132 Total SemesUr Hours
^BIOL 110 and 111 are strongly recommended. However, BIOL 103 may substitute for BIOL 110 and BIOL 104
may substitute for BIOL 111; the remaining 1-2 hours required must be satisfied by completing 1-2 extra hours in ma-
jor elective courses.
2Four semesters of the same language are required.
3Eight credits from BIOSC 302, 303, 304, 305 count toward the required 24 hours of the Biological Sciences major.
<ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^At least one course must be taken from each of 4 course areas: (1) Genetics and Evolution, (2) Ecology and Behavior,
(3) Development and Cell Biology, and (4) Physiology.
^Minors may be arranged in consultation with a departmental adviser.
CHEMISTRY
For the Bachelor of Arts degree, Chemistry requires 130 semester hours.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4
CH 141 Chemistry Orientation 1
ENGL 101 Composition I 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4
Modem LBnguage4 4
Second
CH 1 12 General Chemistry 1 4
ENGL 102 Composition II _... 3
MTOSC 108 Calculus of One Variable U 4
Modem Language* 4
15
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry3
CH 225 Or^EUTic Chemistry Lab3..
MTHSC 206 Cal. of Sev. Var.
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I
Literature Requirement2 „.
Modem Language*
CH 224 Organic Chemistry3
CH 226 Organic Chenustiy Lab3..
HIST 172 Western Qvibzataon
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. U-
Modem Language*
EHective
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JUNIOR YEAR
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis...^
CH 317 Quantitative Analysis Lab.
.
HIST 173 Western Civilization
Humanities Requirement
Minor —
Elective -
1
3
3
ZIZZZIZ3
CH 331 Physical Chemistry
ENGL 314 Technical Writing
or SPCH 250 Public SpeaJdng
Minor
Elective
SENIOR YEAR
CH 332 Physical Chemistiy...
Minor —
Elective
Chemistry Requirement...
Minor „.._
Elective
130 Total Semester Hours
^Students are encouraged to add as an elective CH 205.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3CH 223, 224, 225, 226 will count toward the 24 hours of the Chemistry major.
^Four semesters of the same language.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CPSC 101 Computer Sciencf 1 4
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3
HIST 172 Western Civibzation 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4
! Requirement! 4
18
CP SC 102 Computer Science U
ENGL 102 Composition II _
HIST 173 Western Civibzation
MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable U..
Language Requirement!
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CP SC 231 Computer Science HI 4
MTHSC 119 Intro, to Discrete Math 3
Language Requirement! 3
literature Requirement2 3
Natural ScienoeS 4
17
CP SC 241 Computer Science IV..
Language Requirement! ,
Literature Requirement2
Natural SdenoeS ,
Elective
JUNIOR YEAR
CP SC 360 Peripherals and File Design 3
ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
or SPCH 250 Pubbc Speaking. 3
MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra.....™ 3
Computer Science Requirement4 3
Minor 3
15
CP SC 372 Intro, to Software Development.
Computer Science Requirement4
Minor -
SENIOR YEAR
Computer Science Requirement* 6 Computer Science Requirement*
Rne Arts Requirement^ 3 Minor
Minor „ 3 Elective _
RestiictedElectiweC 3
15
130 Total Semester Hours
!Four semesters of the same language.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3Must be one of the following sequences: BIOL 103, 104; CH 101, 102 or 112; PHYS 122, 124, 221, 223; PHYS 207, 208.
4Must include at least 9 credit hours chosen from CP SC 350 and, 400-level computer science courses.
SSelect from MUSIC 210, 311, Art History and Architectural History.
^Select from philosophy, anthropology (except 251), political science, HIST 198 (3 times), 300-level English Literature
and 300-level Language Literature.
Notes:
1. For graduation, a candidate for the BA degree in Computer Science must have earned a grade of C or better in each
computer science course applied to the degree.
2. Before enrolling in a computer science course, a grade of C or better must be earned in all prerequisite courses.
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GEOLOGY
For the Bachelor of Arts degree, Geology requires 128 semester hours.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Finrt SenuMtcr
CH 101 Genera] Chemistry _ _..
ENGL 101 Compoation I
GEOL 101 Physica] Geology..
GEOL 103 Physical Geology Lab
MTHSC 102 Introduction to Math. Analyma...
or MTTISC 106 Calculus of One Var. I
HIST 172 Weetem Civibiation...
Literature Requnementl »..
N4odem Language2. —
Elective
—
Second Semester
— -...4 CH 102 or 112 Genera] Chemisto'
3 ENGL 102 Cotnposibon II „,
. 3 GEOL 102 Historical Geology „.
1 GEOL 104 Historical Geology Lab.
3 MTHSC 101 Finite Probablity
4 or MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Var. n..
14-15 or MTHSC 207 Multivariable Calculus-
Elective _
SOPHOMORE YEAR
..3 HIST 173 Western Civihiation..
.. 3 Humanities Requirement
.. 4 Modem LanguageZ „
.„6 Saence RBquirament3
16 Elective.. _ .„
3
4
3
3
17-18
JUNIOR YEAR
ENGL 314 IWhnical Writir«..
GEOL 306 Mineralogy
Geology Requirement*
Minor _
Modem Lnnguage^. ..„.,
Elective
GEOL 402 Structural Geology..
Geology Requirement
Minor
Elective..-
GEOL 3091
Geology Requirement2...
Minor
Modem Languages
Elective
3
3
3
5
17
SENIOR YEAR
6
.._.... 3
15
GEOL 404 Economic Geology..
Geology RequirBment4
Minor „ _
Elective
128 Total Semester Hours
3
3
3
,.„ 7
16
lENGL 202. 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2Two years of the same language are required.
3Select from BIOL 103, CP SC 1 10, 120, EX ST 301, PHYS 122, 207.
^Select from any 300- or 400-level geology course not required in the curriculum.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
For a major concentration a recommended program of study is shown be-
low, with 130 semester hours required for graduation.
FRESHIVIAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3
or ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3
ENGL 101 Composition I _..._ 3
HIST 172 Western Civilization 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4
Foreign Languagel 4
17
CPSC 110 Elem. Comp. Programming
ENGL 102 Composition II
MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable U...
MTHSC 129 Prob. Solving in Disc. Math...
SOPHOMORE YEAR
IVrmSC 206 Cal. of Several Var 4
MTHSC 250 Intro, to Mathematical Sciences 1
Foreign Languagel 3
Literature Requirement2 3
Natural Science Requirements 4
15
MTHSC 208 Inti-o. to Ord DiflF. Equa...
MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra.
4
3
3
literature Requirements 3
Natural Science Requirements 4
Sciences 155
JUNIOR YEAR
A A H 210 Intro, to Art and Architecture 3
or MUSIC 210 Music Appreciation 3
ENGL 314 Technica] Writing 3
or SPCH 250 Pubbc Speaking 3
MTHSC 400 Theory of Probabibty 3
Social Science Requirements 3
Elective 2
17
HIST 173 Western Civilization _ 3
MTHSC 401 Statistical Methodology 3
MTHSC 412 Intro, to Mod. Alg 3
Minor „ 3
Social Science Requirements 3
Elective „ 2
17
SENIOR YEAR
MTHSC 440 Linear Programming 3
or MTHSC 450 Intro, to Math. Models 3
MTHSC 453 Advanced Calculus 1 3
or MTHSC 463 Math. Analysis I „ 3
15
MTHSC 454 Adv. Calculus II 3
or MTHSC 464 Math. Analysis II 3
Humanities Requirements 3
Mathematical Sciences Requirement4 3
Minor _ 3
ElectiveS _ 3
15
130 Total Semester Hours
IPour semesters of the same language.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
SMust be approved by adviser.
4Select from 300- and 400-level mathematical science courses with approval of adviser.
Notes:
1. For graduation, a candidate for the BA degree in Mathematical Sciences will be required to have a 2.0 or higher cu-
mulative grade-point ratio in all required courses taught by the Mathematical Sciences Department including approved
mathematical sciences electives and option courses.
2. A grade of C or better must be earned in all prerequisite courses before enrolling in the next mathematical science
course.
PHYSICS
For a major concentration a recommended program of study is shown be-
low, with 129 semester hours required for graduation.
The BA in Physics program is ideal for students interested in acquiring a
broad-based liberal education that includes a strong and solid understanding
of science.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3
HIST 172 Western Civilizationl 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4
PHYS 101 Current Topics in Modem Physics 1
15
CH 112 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 102 Composition II 3
HIST 173 Western Civilizationl 3
MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable II 4
PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. 1 3
PHYS 124 Physics Lab. 1 1
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MTHSC 206 Calculus ofSev Var
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal II
PHYS 223 Physics Lab 11
Literature Requirement^
Modem Languagel
Elective
MTHSC 208 Inti-o to Ord DiflF Equ
PHYS 222 Physics with Cal III
PHYS 224 Physics Lab DI
Literature Reciuirement2
Modem Languagel
E C E (PHYS) 340 Electromagnetics I
PHYS 321 Mechanics I
En^ish (as ap)proved)3
Humanities Requirement*
Minor
Modem Languagel
JUNIOR YEAR
2 E C E (PHYS) 341 Electromagnetics II
3 PHYS 322 Mechanics II
3 Humanities Requirement*
3 Minor
3 Modem Languagel
156 Programs and Degrees
SENIOR YEAR
PHYS 455 Quantum PhyHCS L _ 3 Minor 3
Minor- _ 6 Physics (as approved) 3
Physics (as approved)... _ 4 Social Science Requirementt
_ 3
Sodal Soenoe Requnvment*- 3 Elective „ 6
16 16
129 Total Semester Hours
^Modern Language may be taken before history.
2ENGL 202. 203. 204. 205, 206. 207. 208. 209.
^Select from approved English courses in advanced writing or public speaking.
"^See General Education Requirements.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE CURRICULA
BIOCHEMISTRY
Biochemistry is the study of the molecular basis of life. In order to
comprehend current biochemical information and to make future
contributions to our molecular understanding of life processes, the student
must obtain a broad background in biology and a firm foundation in
chemistry, mathematics, and physics; the biochemistry curriculum is built
upon this concept.
The program provides an excellent educational background for
professional school (e.g., medicine, dentistry, or veterinary medicine) and
graduate school in biochemistry, molecular biology, or another biological
science discipline.
The graduate will find employment opportunities in the research and ser-
vice programs of universities, medical schools, hospitals, research institutes,
and industrial and government laboratories.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Principles of Biology L 5 BIOL 111 Principles of Biology II 5
CH 101 General Chemistiy - 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistry _ „ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I _...„ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable L 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Variable 11 4
16 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Oi^ganic Chemistiy 3 BIOCH 301 General Biochemistry 3
CH 227 Organic C^hemistiry Lab.l „ 1 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab.l 1
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II ._ 3
PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. L „._ 3 PHYS 223 Physics Lab. D 1
PHYS 124 Physics Lab. I _ _.. 1 Latcrature Requirement2 3
16 Social Science Requirement 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
BIOCH 431 Phys. Approach to Biochemistry 3 BIOCH 432 Biochemistry of Metabolism 3
BIOCH 433 General Biochemistry Lab. 1 2 BIOCH 434 General Biochemistiy Lab. IL 2
CH 330 Introduction to Physical ChemistiryS 3 Approved Requirement4 3
Approved Requirement* 3 LiteTBture Requirement2 3
Sdenoe Requirem«it5 3 Science Requirements 4
Elective....- — „_ _ 3 Social Science Requirement _.. 3
17 18
SENIOR YEAR
BIOCH 491 Special Problems in Biochemistry 3 BIOSC 493 Senior Seminar 2
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis _...3 Approved Requirement4 —
6
CH 317 Quantitative Analysis Lab 1 Science Requirements . _„3
ENGL 314 Technical Writing _ 3 Elective 7
or SPCH 250 Public Spiking 3 18
Approved Requirement*
16
134 Total Semester Hours
Sciences 157
ICH 225 may be substituted for CH 227, and CH 226 may substitute for CH 228. In both cases, the additional hour of
credit counts toward a science elective.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3CH 331 can be substituted.
^At least 12 hours must be selected from the humanities and/or social sciences (Sections D2 and El of the General
Education Requirements). A one-year sequence from the following is strongly recommended: FR 101/102, GER
101/102, RUSS 101/102.
^Science Requirement can be selected from biological sciences, botany, chemistry, computer science, genetics, mathe-
matics, microbiology, physics, plant pathology, zoology, or as approved by the adviser in consultation with the bio-
chemistry faculty.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Biology encompasses the broad spectrum of the modern Hfe sciences, includ-
ing the study of all aspects of life from the structure and function of the
whole organism down to the subcellular levels and up through the interac-
tions of organisms to the integrated existence of life on the entire planet. De-
scriptive, structural, functional, and evolutionary questions are explored
through the hierarchy of the organization of life. Applications of current ad-
vances to the health and well-being of man and his society, to nature and the
continuation of earth as a balanced ecosystem, and to an appreciation of the
place of natural science in our cultural heritage receive emphasis.
Majors in Biological Sciences receive classroom, laboratory, and field train-
ing in biology with an emphasis on chemistry, mathematics, and physics as
necessary tools. The Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences curriculum
prepares students for graduate study in any of the life science areas (such as
agricultural sciences, biochemistry, botany, cell and molecular biology, con-
servation, ecology and environmental science, entomology, forestry, genetics,
industrial and regulatory biology, microbiology, morphology, physiology,
wildlife biology, and zoology, among others), for the health professions (medi-
cine, dentistry, etc.), veterinary medicine, and for science teaching.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Principles of Biology II 5 BIOL HI Principles of Biology lU 5
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistry „ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I _ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable 11 4
16 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOSC 304 Biology ofPlants 4 BIOSC 302 Invertebrate Biology 4
or BIOSC 305 Algae and Fungi 4 or BIOSC 303 Vertebrate Biology 4
CH 223 Organic Chemistry „ 3 CH 224 Organic Chemistry* 3
CH 227 Organic Chemistiy Lab 1 PHIL 325 Philosophy of Science 3
Approved Requirements 3 Approved Requirements 3
Literature Requirement2 3 Sodal Science Requirements 3
Elective „ 3 16
17
JUNIOR YEAR
BIOCH 301 General Biochemisti7 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
BIOCH 302 Molecular Biology Lab.4 1 orSPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
PHYS 207 General Physics 1 4 PHYS 208 General Physics II 4
or PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. 1 3 or PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II 3
and PHYS 124 Physics Lab. 16 1 and PHYS 223 Physics Lab. II - 1
M^ai^... 6 M^oi^ 7
Sodal Science Requirements 3 Elective „ 3
17 17
l^g Programs ^nd Degrees
SENIOR YEAR
Mer*^ 12 Mtflci^ -_ 12
Dective 6 EHective 6
18 18
135 Total Semester Hours
IBIOL 110 and 111 are strongly recommended. However, BIOL 103 may substitute for BIOL 110 and BIOL 104 may
substitute for BIOL 111; the remaining 1-2 hours required must be satisfied by completing 1-2 extra hours in mtyor
elective courses.
^Select from sophomore literature courses (200 level only).
^Approved requirement* are selected in consultation with an adviser to complement the student's curriculum.
4CH 228 may be substituted for BIOCH 302
^Select from course offerings in social sciences (See Section E, General Education Requirements.)
^Physics with calculus is a three-semester sequence. Students selecting this option may wish to take PHYS 222/224 in
the senior year to complete the sequence.
''At least one course must be taken from each of 4 course areas: (1) Genetics and Evolution, (2) Ecology and
Behavior, (3) Development and Cell Biology, and (4) Physiology. The remaining courses may be selected from
among the departmental course oflerings at the 300 level or above.
CHEMISTRY
Chemistry, an experimental discipline based on observation guided by mo-
lecular theory, is of fundamental importance in much of modern science
and technology. Its molecular concepts form the basis for ideas about com-
plex material behavior. Due to the fundamental nature and extensive appli-
cation of chemistry, an unusually large variety of challenging opportunities
to contribute in the science-oriented community are open to the student
whose education is built around the principles of this discipline.
The curriculum, through the career requirement options and the large
number of electives, provides each student an opportunity to select a coher-
ent program of study beyond the basic courses suited to his or her needs. Ca-
reer requirement options are provided for students anticipating graduate
study in chemistry or related fields; employment following the BS degree in
laboratory, production, technical sales or management positions; profession-
al studies (e.g., medicine); chemical physics; geochemistry; and employment
in fields requiring extensive preparation in courses other than sciences (e.g.,
patent law and technical writing). Significant features of the curriculum
are the student's extensive participation in experimental work and the op-
portunity to take part in a research investigation during the junior and sen-
ior years.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General C:hemistry _ 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistry „ _ 4
CH 141 Chemistry Orientation ._ _ 1 CH 205 Intro, to Inorganic Chemistry - 2
CPSC 110 Elem. Computer Prog _ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
ENGL 101 Composition I _ 3 MTHSC 108 C:alculus of One Variable 11 4
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable I 4 PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. I _
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
CH 225 Organic Chemistry Lab 2 CH 226 Organic Chemistry Lab 2
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Od. Diff. Equa. 4
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II 3 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. UL 3
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. IL 1 PHYS 224 Physics Lab. in._ 1
4 Foreign Languagel 4
17 17
Sciences 159
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis
CH 315 Quantitative Analysis Lab..
CH 331 Physical Chemistry..
CH 339 Physical Chemistry Lab..
literature RequirementZ.
ElectiveS
CH 332 Physical Chemistry
CH 340 Physical Chemistry Lab..
CH 411 Instrumental Analysis
ENGL 314 Technical Writing ,
CH 402 Inorganic Chemistiy..
CH 443 Research Problems...
Chemistry Requirement*
Elective3
SENIOR YEAR
Chemistry Requirement*..
Elective _.
130 Total Semester Hours
lOne year of German, French, or Russian.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3At least 3 hours must be in humanities and 6 hours in social sciences.
4CH 421 and 435 are recommended for students qualified for graduate studies.
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The Computer Information Systems degree program is oriented toward
computer applications in management-related problems. The program em-
phasizes functional areas of management including accounting, production,
marketing and finance, and the applications of computers in these areas.
The curriculum is designed to prepare students for careers in areas such as
systems design and analysis, applications programming, database adminis-
tration and information retrieval as well as for continued study toward an
advanced degree.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CPSC 101 Computer Science L _ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable I 4
Humanities Requirement! „__ 3
Natural Science Requirement2 „ 4
18
CPSC 102 Computer Science 11 „ 4
ENGL 102 Composition IL ™ 3
MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Variable H _„ 4
Social Science Requirement! _ 3
Natural Science Rsquirementa „ „ 4
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CP SC 231 Computer Science III
ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics..
MTHSC 119 Intro, to Discrete Math
Literature Requirements
Natural Science Requirement2
4 ACCT 203 Financial Accounting 3
.3 CP SC 241 Computer Science IV 4
3 CP SC 291 Seminar in Professional Issues 1 1
3 MGT 301 Principles ofManagement 3
3 MTHSC 210 Appbed Matrix Algebra. 3
16 or MTHSC 311 Unear Algebra. 3
Social Science Requirement! 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 307 Managerial Accounting..
CP SC 331 Computer Systems Lab..
CP SC 360 Periph. and File I>esign..
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing
MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. I ,
SPCH 250 Pubbc Speaking „....„
CP SC 332 Computer Systems*
CP SC 361 Data Mgt Systems Lab
CP SC 372 Intro, to Soft Development...
ENGL 304 Business Writing..
or ENGL 314 Technical Writing. 3
FIN 306 Corporation Finance 3
16
160 Pro-ams and Dc^ees
SENIOR YEAR
CPSC 371 Systems Analysis. „....
_.... 3 CPSC 463 Online Systems 3
CPSC 462 Database Management Systems. _ 3 Commerce and Industry RequirementB 3
CP SC 491 Seminar in Professional Issues II 1 Computer Sdenoe Requirements „ „ 3
MGT 400 Mgt. of Org. Behavior 3 Humanitie^Social Science Requirement! 3
or MGT 4 16 Mgt of Hum. Res. 3 Elective....- _
_...„ 4
MGT 402 Prod, and Op. Mgt I 3 16
Elective 3
16
133 Total Semester Hours
^Select to satisfy Humanities and Social Sciences section, General Education Requirements.
2Mu8t include one ofthe following sequences; BIOL 103, 104; CH 101, 102or 112; PHYS 122. 124, 221, 223; PHYS 207,
208
3ENGL 202, 203. 204, 205, 206. 207. 208. 209.
*Far a stronger emphasis on operating systems. CP SC 422 may be substituted for CP SC 332.
^Select from CP SC 330. 350. or any 400-level computer science course except CP SC 422.
eSelect from ACCT 410; MA SC 413, 414; MGT 404, 408; MKT 432.
Noles:
1. For graduation, a candidate for the BS degree in Computer Information Systems must have earned a grade of C or
better in each computer science course applied to the degree.
2. Before enrolling in a computer science course, a grade ofC or better must be earned in all prerequisite courses.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
The Computer Science degree program is oriented toward design, imple-
mentation, and application of computer software systems to solve informa-
tion processing problems in general. An "applications emphasis" in an area
outside of computer science allows the program to be tailored to the needs
and interests of individual students. This curriculum is more technically
oriented than the computer information systems curriculum, and it pre-
pares a student for employment in the computer software field or for contin-
ued study toward an advanced degree in computer science.
This program has been accredited by the Computer Science Accreditation
Commission of the Computing Sciences Accreditation Board.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Seco
CP SC 101 Computer Science I 4 CP SC 102 Computer Science U _ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL _ 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable L _ 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable H 4
Humanities Requirement! 3 Sodal Science Requirement! 3
Natural Science Requirements^ 4 Natural Science Requirement2 3
18 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CP SC 231 Computer Science IIL 4 CP SC 241 Computer Science IV 4
MTHSC 119 Intro, to Discrete Math 3 CP SC 291 Seminar in Professional Issues 1 1
PHYS 122 Physics with Calculus I 3 E C E 201 Logic and Computing Devices 3
PHYS 124 Physics Lab. I „.. _ 1 MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra. 3
Ljterahire Requirements 3 PHYS 221 Physics with Calculus 11 3
Elective 3 PHYS 223 Physics Lab. n 1
17 Sodal Science Requirement! 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
CPSC 330 Computer Systems Oi^ 4 CPSC 350 Foundations of Computer Science 3
CP SC 331 Computer Systems Lab 1 CP SC 361 Data Mgt. Systems Lab 1
CP SC 360 Peripherals and File Design 3 CP SC 372 Intro, to Software Development 3
MTHSC 301 Stat Tlieory and Meth. I 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
SPCH 250 Public Speaking _ 3 >^lications Emphasis* 3
Applicatiwis Emphasis* 3 Mathematical Sciences Requirements 3
17 16
Sciences 161
SENIOR YEAR
CP so 422 Intro, to Operating Systems 3 Applications Eniphasi94 3
CP SC 428 Design and Imp), of Prog. Lang 3 Computer Science Requirement^ 3
CP SC 491 Seminar in Professional Issues II 1 Humanities/Social Sciences Requirement! 3
ApplicatJonsEmphasis4 3 Nontechnical Elective? 3
Computer Science Requirements 3 Elective 4
Elective„ 3 16
16
135 Total Semester Hours
^Select to satisfy Humanities and Social Sciences sections, General Education Requirements.
2Select from the departmental list of approved natural science courses.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^Consists of 12 hours in an applications area as specified by the department.
^Select from MTHSC 400, 405, 440, 441, 460 or other approved 400-level mathematical sciences courses.
^Select from 400-level computer science courses.
''Select from departmental list.
Notes:
1. For graduation, a candidate for the BS degree in Computer Science must have earned a grade of C or better in each
computer science course applied to the degree.
2. A grade of C or better must be earned in all prerequisite courses before enrolling in the next computer science course.
GEOLOGY
Geology is a relatively young science. The word itself is only about 200 years
old. It means the science of the earth. Such a science must be involved with
the physics and chemistry of materials which comprise the earth, but equal-
ly important it must consider the development of life on earth. Fundamen-
tally, the chemical, physical and biological responses to various environ-
ments on and in the earth must be thoroughly understood so that the
historical development of the earth may be deduced, predictions of the future
inferred, and natural resources intelligently developed.
Industry in our modern civilization is dependent on minerals and rocks.
Metals have their origin in them as do our chief power sources: coal, petrole-
um, and radioactive minerals. The power and wealth of nations depend
largely on their exploration, control and development of mineral wealth.
Geologists today are entering upon a new era. Widening horizons are in-
dicated by employment not only in mineral-producing industries but by rail-
roads, municipalities, engineering firms, and water authorities. For this
reason, it is important that the geologist's education rest on a broad yet rigor-
ous base.
This curriculum provides the student with the fundamentals in the geolog-
ical sciences and excellent support in the other basic sciences. On successful
completion of the Bachelor of Science program, the student should be ade-
quately prepared for employment or for graduate study in any field of geology.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
GEOL 101 Physical Geology 3 GEOL 102 Historical Geology 3
GEOL 103 Physical Geology Lab 1 GEOL 104 Historical Geology Lab 1
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Variable II 4
15 15
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOL 103 General Biology 1 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
HIST 172 Western Civibzation 3 HIST 173 Western Civilization 3
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. 1 3
Literature Requirement! 3 Humanities Requirement 3
Modem Languages 4 Modem Languages 4
18 17
162 Programs and Degrees
JUNIOR YEAR
ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3 EX ST 301 Introductory Statistic*. 8
GEOL 306 Mineralogy 3 GEOL 309 Petrology. 3
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II 3 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. IIL 3
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. II _ 1 PHYS 224 Physics Lab. HI 1
Computer Science Requirement^ „.. 3 Electi\«....~ „ 6
Elective....- 3 16
Summer Geology Field Courses „ 6
SENIOR YEAR
GECtt. 402 Structural Geology 3 GEOL 403 Invertebrate Paleontology 3
GEOL 413 Stratigraphy and Sedimentation 3 GEOL 404 Economic Geology „ 3
Elective -..„ __. 10 GEOL 410 Optical Mineralogy 3
16 Elective 6
16
134 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202. 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2GerTnan or French is recommended. One year of the same language is required.
^Clemson University does not conduct a field course in geology, but attendance at a course selected from the
departmental list of approved summer geology field courses is required.
4CP SC 1 10 or 120 is required.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
The Mathematical Sciences curriculum, carefully designed to possess a high
degree of versatility, equips the student with the knowledge of mathematical
concepts and methods that are applicable in the areas of physics, computer
science, communication theory, data processing, statistics, operations re-
search, economics, or any branch of the physical sciences in which a strong
mathematical background is desired. In addition to containing the basic
courses which provide the student with the mathematical skills necessary in
the use of mathematics as it relates to other fields of knowledge, the curricu-
lum allows the student in his junior year to select one of five optional sets of
courses, providing an introduction to an area where mathematics is applied.
These options are Applied Analysis, Biology, Computer Science, Operations
Research/Management Science, and Statistics.
In addition to the overall goal of preparing the student to cope with the dy-
namics of any mathematical environment, the curriculum seeks to provide
an adequate background for the student who plans to pursue graduate study
in mathematics or to fill many interesting positions in space research, com-
puter development, business, or government research. Those electing the
Biology option will have the necessary preparation for entering medical
school.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3 CPSC 110 Elem. Comp. Prog 3
or ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
ENGL 101 Composition I _ 3 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable U 4
fflST 172 or 173 Western Civilization 3 MTHSC 129 Prob. Solving in Disc. Math 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable I 4 Foreign Language 1 4
Foreign Languagel 4 17
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. DiflF. Equa. 4
MTHSC 250 Intro, to Math. Science 1 MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra. 3
MTHSC 360 Inter. Math. Computing 3 PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. I - 3
Literature Requirements 3 Literature Requirements 3
Sdenoe Requirement4 4 Science Requirement4 4
15 17
Sciences 163
MTHSC 400 Theory of Probability..
MTHSC 440 Linear Programming..
Option
Science Requirement4
ElertiwB2. _.
JUNIOR YEAR
3 MTHSC 401 Statistical Methodology 3
3 MTHSC 412 Intro, to Modem Algebra 3
3 Option ...3
4-3 Science Requirement4 4-3
3-4 Elediv»2 _ 3-4
16 16
SENIOR YEAR
MTHSC 450 Intro, to Math. Models..
MTHSC 453 Advanced Calculus I
or MTHSC 463 Math. Analysis I
SPCH 250 Public Speaking
or ENGL 314 Technical Writing.
Option
ElectiveZ. _...„.
MTHSC 454 Advanced Calculus II...
or MTHSC 464 Math. Analysis II..
Option
Elective
130 Total Semester Hours
OPTIONS
Operations Research/Management Science^
I E 482 Systems ModeUng
or I E 384 Engr. Econ. Analysis
I E 486 Production Planning and Control
or MGT 402 Prod, and Op. Mgt I
MTHSC 407 Regress, and Time-Senes Analysis
MTHSC 441 Intro, to Stochastic Models
MTHSC 460 Intro, to Numerical Analysis I
Statistics
MASC 414 Statistical Analysis 3
MTHSC 403 Intro, to Statistical Theory 3
MTHSC 406 Sampling Theory and Meth 3
MTHSC 407 Regress, and Time Series Analysis 3
12
Applied Analysis
Applications Area5 6
Two of the following courses:
MTHSC 425 Orthogonal Functions and
Boundary Value Problems 3
MTHSC 435 Complex Variables 3
MTHSC 460 Intro, to Numerical Analysis 1 3
12
lEight semester hours in the same language are required.
2These electives must be approved by the adviser.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
4Must include two of the following sequences: BIOL 103, 104; CH 101, 102, or 112; ECON 314, MA SC (ECON) 311;
PHYS 221/223, 222/224.
SThese courses must be approved by the adviser. Possibilities include CH 331, 332; E M 320; MTHSC 457, 458; PHYS
321, 322, and E C E (PHYS) 340, 341; M E 302.
eSelect the following sequence: ECON 314, MA SC (ECON) 311.
Notes:
1. For graduation, a candidate for the BS degree in Mathematical Sciences will be required to have a 2.0 or higher cumu-
lative grade-point ratio in all required courses taught by the Mathematical Sciences Department including approved
mathematical sciences electives and option courses.
2. A grade of C or better must be earned in all prerequisite courses before enrolling in the next mathematical science
course.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES—BIOLOGY OPTION
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 110 Principles of Biology U 5
CPSC 110 Elem. Comp. Prog 3
ENGL 101 Composition 1 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4
15
Second Semester
BIOL 111 Principles of Biology IH
ENGL 102 Composition II
MTHSC 108 Calculus of One Variable II..
MTHSC 129 Prob. Solving in Disc. Math..
MTHSC 250 Intro, to Math. Sci
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 101 General Chemistay 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistry
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord DifT Equ
MTHSC 360 Inter. Math. Computing 3 MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra.
PHYS 207 General Physics 1 4 PHYS 208 General Physics II
Literature Requirement^ 3 Literature RequirementZ....
18
164 Programs and Degrees
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 223 Oiiganic Chemistry 3 CH 224 OgBnic Chemistry 3
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab 1 CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab 1
MTHSC 400 Theory of Probabibty 3 MTHSC 401 Statistical Methodology™ 3
MTHSC 440 Linear Programming 3 MTHSC 412 Intro, to Mod Algebra. 3
Fnrngn Languages _ 4 Poreign Languages 4
Elective- 2 Elective „„ _ 2
16 16
SENIOR YEAR
ECON 200 Economjc Coneepte 3 HIST 172 or 173 Western Civiliiation 3
or ECON 21 1 Prinaples of Microeconomica. „... 3 MTHSC 454 Advanced Calculus II „... 3
MTHSC 450 Intro, to Math. Models. 3 or MTHSC 464 Math. Analysis U 3
MTHSC 453 Advanced Calculus I 3 SPCH 250 PubUc Speaking 3
or MTHSC 463 Math. Analysis I 3 or ENGL 3 14 Technical Wnting 3
Animal Diversity or Plant Diversity RcquimnenM 4 Bioiagical Science Requirements 4-3
Elective 3 BKHvifi _ _..2-3
16 15
130 Total Semester Hours
^Those qualifying for advanced placement in languages or wanting to take languages the freshman year may take
them in place of these courses.
2ENGL 202. 203, 204, 205, 206. 207, 208. 209.
Sin the same language.
<B10SC 302, 303. 304. 305.
^Select from BIOCH 301, GEN 302, MICRO 305 or any 300- and 400-level biological science or zoology course.
^EHectives must be approved by adviser.
Notea:
1. For graduation, a candidate for the BS degree in Mathematical Sciences will be required to have a 2.0 or higher cumu-
lative grade-point ratio in all required courses taught by the Mathematical Sciences Department including approved
mathematical sciences electives and option courses.
2. A grade of C or better must be earned m all prerequisite courses before enrolling in the next mathematical science
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES—COMPUTER SCIENCE OPTION
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 200 Economic Concepts 3 CPSC 110 Elem. Comp. Prcg.6 3
or ECON 211 Principles of Microeconomics _ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II _ 3
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 MTHSC 108 Calculus ofone Variable II 4
HIST 172 or 173 Western Qvilization 3 MTHSC 129 Prob. Solving in Disc. Math 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 Foreign Lai^uagel 4
Foreign Languagel _ _ _ 4 17
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CP SC 210 Programming Methodology 4 CP SC 240 Intit). to Data Sti-uctures 3
MTHSC 206 Cal. of Several Variables 4 MTHSC 208 Inti-o. to Ord. Diff. Equa. 4
MTHSC 250 Intro, to Math. Science 1 MTHSC 311 Linear Algebra 3
Literature Requirement3 3 Literature Requirements 3
Scjenoe Requirement* 4 Science Requirement* 4
16 17
JUNIOR YEAR
MTHSC 360 Inter. Math. Comp 3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
MTHSC 400 Theory of Probability 3 or SPCH 250 Public Speadking 3
MTHSC 440 Linear Programming „. 3 MTHSC 401 Statistical Methodology 3
PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. L _ - 3 MTHSC 412 Inti-o. to Mod. Alg 3
Science Requirement* 3-4 Computer Science Requirements „ 4^
15-16 Science Requirement* „ 3-4
15-16
SENIOR YEAR
MTHSC 450 Inti:x). to Math. Models 3 MTHSC 454 Advanced Calculus II 3
MTHSC 453 Advanced Calculus 1 3 or MTHSC 464 Math. Analysis II 3
or MTOSC 463 Math. Analysis 1 3 Computer Science Requirements 3
MTHSC 460 Intro, to Num. Analysis I „ 3 Elective _ _ 10
„ 7-9 16
16-18
130 Total Semester Hours
Sciences 165
^Eight semester hours in the same language are required.
2'niese electives must be approved by the adviser.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
4Must include two of the following sequences: BIOL 103, 104; CH 101, 102 or 112; ECON 314, MA SC (ECON) 311;
PHYS 221/ 223, 222/224.
SChooee one of the following sequences: CP SC 231, 428; 350, 450; 360, 462 or any two courses from CP SC 231, 350, 360,
372 or MTHSC 461.
NoUa:
1. For graduation, a candidate for the BS degree in Mathematical Sciences will be required to have a 2.0 or higher cumu-
lative grade-point ratio in all required courses taught by the Mathematical Sciences Department including approved
mathematical sciences electives and option courses.
2. A grade of C or better must be earned in all prerequisite courses before enrolling in the next mathematical science
course.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Medical technology is the area of health care in which analyses are per-
formed on human body fluids in order to detect disease conditions. The med-
ical technologist in a modem hospital laboratory must know how to perform
and evaluate tests made in several broad disciplines, which include clinical
chemistry, clinical microbiology, immunohematology, hematology, and
blood bank. In order to perform in such diversified areas medical technolo-
gists are required to have a broad education in the basic sciences and rigor-
ous training in clinical laboratory science. Medical technologists must know
both the principles of test procedures and equipment, as well as the signifi-
cance of the results of these tests in a diagnosis and treatment of disease.
Medical technologists find employment in hospital clinical laboratories and
in private, state, and federal health laboratories.
The program in Medical Technology at Clemson University consists of
three years of lectures and laboratories on the Clemson campus and one
year of clinical experience at an accredited school of medical technology.
The courses required in the first three years of the program must be com-
pleted before the student can begin the clinical (fourth) year. The student
must be in good standing at the University and have a grade-point ratio of
2.0 or above before entering a school of medical technology. Admission to
these schools is by competition. Each school selects the students who will
come to their school. This selection is made on the basis of published
admission criteria which include grade-point ratio, grades in science
courses, letters of reference, and interviews. Clemson University is affiliated
with Anderson Memorial Hospital and McLeod Regional Medical Center.
Applications to these schools should be made during the first semester of the
junior year.
Upon satisfactory completion of the requirements of the curriculum, the
student will receive the Bachelor of Science degree in Medical Technology
from Clemson University. In addition to the degree, satisfactory perfor-
mance on a certification exam is required by most employers.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Principles ofBiology L 5 BIOL 111 Principles of Biology II 6
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistry > 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
M T 101 Intro, to Med. Tech 1 EX ST 301 Intnxiuctory Statistics 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 or MTHSC 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. 1 3
17 Elective 3
18
166 Programs and Degrees f
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Onganic Chemistry _ 3 BIOCH 301 General Biochemisto' 3
CH 227 Oi^anic Chemistry Lab 1 CH 224 Organic Chemistry „„ 3
HIST 172 or 173 Western Qvilization 3 CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab. _ 1
MICRO 305 Genera) Microbiology 4 PHYS 208 General Phyac* II 4
PHYS 207 General Physic* I.._ 4 Humanities Reqiiir«nerTt3 „ „. 3
Literature Requirementl „_____ 3 EHective ,. 3
18 17
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 313 Quantitative Analyss 3 GEN 302 Introductory Genetic* 4
CH 317 Quan. Anal. Lab 1 MICRO 411 Pathogenic Bacteriology 4
MICRO 414 Basic Immunology.- 3 Humanities Requirements „
_.„....„.„..„ 3
En^sh Requimnenta. 3 Option Requ^cment* 3
Elective... 4 Sodal Sdenoe Reqiiirement3 _ 3
14 17
SENIOR YEAR
(52 Weeks)
M T 401 Immunology 3
MT 402 ainical Microhiolc^. 8
MT 403 Hematology and Hmnaataas. 5
M T 404 Blood Bank. 4
M T 407 Unnalya*. 2
M T 408 Clinical Chemistry
_ 10
MT 491 Speoal Topics in MwilWh „ 2
34
135 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202, 203, 204. 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2Select from advanced writing or public speaking.
^Select from courses required to complete an alternate degree in Microbiology should the student not be accepted to a
hospital school after completion of the academic requirement for the baccalaureate degree in Medical Technology.
^TTie option requirement is to be selected from the following: MICRO 400, 401, 412, 413, 415, 416, ZOOL 456, and other
courses that will serve as background courses for medical technology.
Note: The manner in which each accredited clinical program implements the above curriculum may vary because of
institutional differences.
L
L
r
r
MICROBIOLOGY
Microbiology deals with the study of bacteria, viruses, yeasts, filamentous
fungi, protozoa, and unicellular algae. The microbiologist seeks to describe p>
these organisms in terms of their structures, functions and processes of re-
production, growth and death, at both the cellular and molecular levels. He
is also concerned with their ecology, particularly in regard to their pathologi- jj~
cal effects on man, and with their economic importance. ^
The Microbiology major provides a thorough training in the basic micro-
biological skills. Furthermore, the student receives instruction in mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, and biochemistry, all of which are essential to the
training of a modern-day microbiologist. Through a wide choice of electives,
the program allows a student to prepare for a variety of careers. The Micro-
biology curriculum with Molecular Biology option is recommended for stu- f^
dents planning postgraduate programs. The microbiology graduate may
enter graduate school in the fields of microbiology, biochemistry, bioengi-
neering or related disciplines; he may enter a medical or dental school; or
pursue a career in one of the many industries or public service departments
dependent upon microbiology. Some of these are the fermentation and drug
industries, medical and public health microbiology, various food industries,
and agriculture.
Microbiology majors planning to apply for admission to a medical or den-
tal school should inform their advisers immediately upon entering the Mi-
crobiology program. p^
I
I
Sciences 167
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Principles ofBiologyR 5 BIOL 111 Prinaples of Biology Ul 5
CH 101 General Chemistiy _ _ 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistry „ „ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I „ _ 3 ENGL 102 Composition II „ _ 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 MICRO 100 Microbes and Human Affairs 1
16 Mathematical Science Requirement2 3-4
16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 BIOCH 301 General Biochemistry 3
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab 1 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology _ „ 4 CH 228 Organic Chemistiy Lab. 1
Literature Requirements 3 literature Requirement3 3
Mathematical Science or Science Requirement4 3-4 Mathematical Science or Science Requirement4 4-3
Social Science Requirement _ _ 3 Microbiology Requirements 3
17-18 17-16
JUNIOR YEAR
MICRO 401 Adv. Bacteriology 4 MICRO 412 Bacterial Physiology 4
SPCH 250 Public Speaking _...._ „ _...._ _ 3 MICRO 415 Microbial Genetics 4
Physics Requirementfi 4-3 Rryacs Requirement^ _ 4
Elective _.6-7 Social Science Requirement- 3
17 Elective 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
Social Science Requirement 3 MICRO 411 P&th. Bacteriology 4
EledJveS.. „„ 14-13 ElectivBS 12
17-16 16
134 Total Semester Hours
IBIOL 103 may substitute for BIOL 110 and BIOL 104 may substitute for BIOL 111; the remaining 1-2 hours required
must be satisfied by completing 1-2 extra hours in either biological sciences or microbiology.
2MTHSC 108 is required for the Microbiology-Molecular Biology option. Microbiology mtyors may select MTHSC 108
or 301.
3ENGL 202. 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
^Select fi-om CP SC 110, 120. EX ST 301, GEOL 101, MTHSC 108, or any course at the sophomore level or above offered
by the College of Sciences, excluding microbiology.
5A minimum of 15 credits must be selected fi-om the following courses: EOT 411. 413, MICRO 400, 403, 407, 410, 413,
414, 416, 417, 491, PL PA 456, P S 458, ZOOL 403, 456.
6To be selected from the following course sequences: either PHYS 207, 208 or 122, 221, 223.
MICROBIOLOGY—MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OPTION
See Microbiology curriculum for Freshman year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 223 Organic Chemistiy 3 BIOCH 301 General Biochemistry 3
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab „ 1 CH 224 Organic Chemistry _ 3
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab 1
Literature Requirement! 3 Literature Requirement! 3
Mathematical Science Requirements 3 Microbiology Requirement2 3
Social Science Requirement „ 3 Social Science Requirement 3
17 16
JUNIOR YEAR
MICRO 401 Advanced Bacteriology 4 CH 313 Quantitative Analysis 3
MICRO 414 Basic Immunology 3 or PHYS 417 Intro, to Biophysics 1 3
SPCH 250 Public Speaking „.... 3 MICRO 412 Bacterial Physiology 4
RiyBJC8Requirement4 4-3 MICRO 417 Mol. Mech. of Carcinogen and Aging 3
E3ective6. „...„ 3-4 Phyacs Requirement* 4
1 7 ElectiveS „.„.. 3
17
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SENIOR YEAR
BIOCH 423 Prin. of Biochemistiy 3 BIOCH 432 Biochemistry of Metabolimn 3
MICRO 415 Microbial Genetics 4 MICRO 411 Path. Bactenology 4
MICRO 416 Introductory Virology _._ 3 MICRO 491 Speaal Problems 3
Social Science Requirement _ _ _ 3 Elective „ 8
Elective 3 18
16
134 Total Semester Hours
lENGL 202. 203. 204, 205, 206, 207. 208, 209.
ZSelect from BOT 411. 413. MICRO 400. 403. 407. 410, 413, PL PA 456, P S 458, ZOOL 403, 456.
SSelect from CP SC 1 10, 120. EX ST 301 , MTHSC 301
.
^Select from the following course sequences: Either PHYS 207. 208 or 122. 221, 223.
SShould include one of the following courses: CH 313, 317, CPSC 110. EX ST 301.
Note: Recommended electives in addition to those listed above are BIOCH 433. 434. BIO E 401. MTHSC 206. PHYS 473.
ZOOL 459.
PHYSICS
Physics is the most fundamental of the natural sciences, and it forms the ba-
sis upon which the study of other branches of science is founded. Physics is
concerned with the fundamental behavior of matter and energy. Classical
physics encompasses the fields of mechanics, heat and thermodynamics,
electricity and magnetism, acoustics and optics. Modern physics is con-
cerned with the study of atoms and molecules, atomic nuclei, elementary
particles and the properties of bquids, crystalline solids, and other materials.
It also includes the areas of relativity, cosmology, and the large-scale struc-
ture of the universe.
The undergraduate Physics curricula are designed to provide students
with a strong background in the classical areas of physics as well as a basic
introduction into the more important aspects of modern physics. The BS in
Physics curriculum is directed toward preparing students for graduate
study ultimately leading to the PhD degree or toward research and develop-
ment work in industrial or governmental laboratories. It also provides a
good background for graduate study or industrial work in many areas of en-
gineering and applied science. Experimental modern physics is strongly
emphasized.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistiy _ _ 4 CH 1 12 General Chemistiy 4
ENGL 101 Composition I _ _ „... 3 ENGL 102 Composition IL _ „ „ 3
HIST 172 or 173 Western Civilization 3 MTHSC 108 Calculus of One VariaWe D 4
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3
PHYS 101 Current Topics in Modem Physics 1 PHYS 124 Physics Lab. L 1
15 15
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var „ 4 CP SC 210 Elementary Computer Programming 3
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II 3 MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. DifT. Equa 4
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. IL 1 PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. HL 3
Foreign Language Requirement! 4 PHYS 224 Physics Lab. Ill 1
Literature Requirement2 3 Foreign Language Requirement! 4
15 Literature Requirement2 3
18
Sciences 169
JUNIOR YEAR
E C E (PHYS) 340 Electromagnetics L 2
ENGL 314 Technical Writing „ „ - 3
or SPCH 250 Pubbc Speaking „ 3
MTHSC 425 Orthogonal Functions
and Boundary Value Problems 3
PHYS 321 Mechanics I 3
PHYS 325 Experimental Physics I 3
Concentration Area3 „ _ „ 3
17
E C E (PHYS) 341 Electromagnetics II 2
PHYS 322 Mechanics H 3
PHYS 326 Experimental Physics 11 3
PHYS 355 Modem Physics _ 3
CcnoentrationAreaS 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
PHYS 401 Senior Thesis I._ _
or PHYS 402 Senior Thesis H
PHYS 442 Electromagnetic Theory......
PHYS 455 Quantum Physics I _.
PHYS 465 Therm, and Stat Mech
Concentraticn Area3
Approved Science Requirement.
Social Science Requirement-
Concentration Area3...„
Elective
128 Total Semester Hours
iTwo semesters of the same language to be selected from either French, German, or Russian.
2ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
3The Area of Concentration may be chosen from the following: Chemistry, Computer Science, Earth Science,
Engineering, Environmental Science, Mathematical Science, and Physics and Astronomy. The student will take a total
of 12 credits in one of these areas, at least 6 of which must be at the 300-400 level. It should be noted that the
requirements for a minor in one of these areas might be satisfied with 3 additional credits at the 300-400 level.
PHYSICS-BIOPHYSICS OPTION
The Biophysics option offers an excellent preparation for medical school or
graduate work in biological science. It requires a total of 25 credits of ap-
proved electives in chemistry, biological science, physics, or mathematics.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Principles of Biology L..
CH 101 General Chemistry
ENGL 101 Composition I..
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4
PHYS 101 Current Topics in Mod. Physics 1
17
CH 102 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 108 Calculus ofOne Variable 11 4
PHYS 122 Physics with Cal. I 3
PHYS 124 Physics Lab. I...„ 1
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MTHSC 206 Calculus of Sev. Var 4
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II _ _ 3
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. IL... 1
Biophysics Requirement! 4
literature Requirement3 „ 3
15
MTHSC 208 Intro, to Ord. Diff. Equa 4
PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. Ill 3
PHYS 224 Physics Lab. HI 1
Biophysics Requirement! „ _ „ „.4
Literature Reqmrement3 „„„..... ........................................... 3
15
JUNIOR YEAR
E C E (PHYS) 340 Electromagnetics 1 2
FR 101 Elementary French2 4
orGER 101 Elementaiy GermanZ 4
PHYS 321 Mechanics I 3
PHYS 325 Experimental Physics 1 3
Biophysics Requirement! 3
Social Science Requirement 3
18
E C E (PHYS) 341 Electix)magnetic8 II 2
FR 102 Elementary French2 4
orGER 102 Elementary German2 4
HIST 172 or 173 Western CiviUzation 3
PHYS 322 Mechanics H 3
Biophysics Requirement! 3
15
SENIOR YEAR
PHYS 455 Quantum Physics I
PHYS 465 Thermo, and Stat. Mechanics4.
Biophysics Requirement!..
3 ENGL 314 Technical Writing 3
3 or SPCH 250 Public Speaking 3
3 Biophysics Recpiirement! 6
Computer Science (as approved) 3 Physics (as approved) 3
Elective..
129 Total Semester Hours
170 Programs and Degrees
'Select from an approved course list from offerings in physics, chemistry, mathematics, and the biological sciences. At
least 6 hours must be in the biological sciences.
2RUSS 101. 102 may be substituted.
3ENGL 202, 203, 204. 205. 206. 207, 208, 209.
^An approved physics course may be substituted for PHYS 465 if the student satisfactorily completes CH 331. 332.
PREPROFESSIONAL HEALTH STUDIES
The health professions, such as medicine and dentistry, need individuals
with a diversity of educational backgrounds and a wide variety of talents and
interests. The philosophies of education, the specific preprofessional course
requirements, the noncognitive qualifications for enrollment, and the sys-
tems of training vary among the professional health schools, but all recog-
nize the desirability of a broad education—a good foundation in the natural
sciences (biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics), highly developed
communication skills, and a solid background in the humanities and social
sciences. The absolute requirements for admission to professional health
schools are purposely limited to allow latitude for developing individualized
undergraduate programs of study; however, almost all schools of medicine
and dentistry require sixteen semester hours of chemistry, including organic
chemistry, eight semester hours of biological sciences, eight semester hours
of physics, and at least one course in calculus. These requirements in the
natural sciences should be balanced with courses in vocabulary building, the
humanities (literature, music, art, history, philosophy), and social sciences
(economics, political science, psychology, sociology). The basic requirements
in the natural sciences and as many as possible of the courses in the humani-
ties and the social sciences should be completed by the third year of study so
that the student will be prepared to take the Dental Admission Test or the
Medical College Admission Test prior to making application to a professional
school.
Undergraduates may prepare also to study optometry, podiatry, and other
health professions. While the basic requirements for these professional
schools are essentially the same as those for schools of medicine and dentis-
try, specific requirements for individual schools in these professions vary
somewhat; consequently, the interested student is advised to consult with the
chief health professionals adviser.
At Clemson, rather than having a separate, organized preprofessional
health study program, it is felt that an undergraduate student should be al-
lowed to major in any curriculum, so long as the basic entrance require-
ments of the chosen professional health school are fulfilled. These schools are
not so much concerned about a student's major as they are concerned that
the student does well in whichever curriculum he chooses.
Professional health schools have neither preferences nor prejudices con-
cerning any curriculum, which is evidenced by the fact that their entering
students represent a broad spectrum of curricula. The emphasis is placed on
the student doing well in the curriculum chosen, and this becomes critical as
competition increases for the limited number of places available in profes-
sional health schools.
PREPHYSICAL THERAPY
Prephysical Therapy is a curriculum designed to meet the requirements of
the Physical Therapy program at the Medical University of South Carolina.
Sciences 171
This program requires 90 semester hours of undergraduate coursework. In
addition, the student must apply to the Medical University of South Carolina
for acceptance into the program.
Because preparation requires three years, students are advised to select a
major with similar requirements after consultation with the Prephysical
Therapy adviser. The following curriculum along with an additional 30
hours will fulfill the requirements for the Physical Therapy program at the
Medical University of South Carolina.
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I „ „_ 4 BIOL 104 General Biology H 4
CH 101 General Chemistryl 4 CH 102 General Chemistiy _ 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition 11 _ 3
PSYCH 201 Intro, to Psychology „ 3 Mathematical Sciences Requirement2. 3
Mathematical Sciences Requirement2 3-5 Social Science Requirement 3
17-19 17
SECO>fD YEAR
BIOSC 222 Human Anatomy and Physiology 1 4 BIOSC 223 Human Anatomy and Physiology II 4
PHYS 207 General Physics U 4 PHYS 208 General Physics IL _ 4
PSYCH 340 Life-Span Developmental Psychology 3 Humanities Requirement. „ _ 6
or PSYCH 343 Psych. Dev. from Concep. to Add 3 Literature Requirement4 3
En^ish Requirement3 3 17
Elective _ _ - 3
17
THIRD YEARS
90 Total Semester Hours
^Chemistry requires proficiency in algebra, and physics requires proficiency in trigonometry; therefore, entering
freshmen must present a score of 550 or above on Level II of the Mathematics Achievement Test or register in the first
semester for MTHSC 105.
2Six hours in mathematical sciences or EX ST 301. MTHSC 105 can be taken if necessary to satisfy the footnote
above.
3See Composition and Speaking Skills, General Education Requirements.
4ENGL 202, 203, 204, 205, 206. 207. 208, 209.
^Applied science and courses to be selected aflar consultation with an adviser to a total of at least 90 hours. (See General
Education Requirements.)
PREPHARMACY
Prepharmacy is a five-year program. The first two years can be taken at
Clemson as a Prepharmacy major. Upon completion of the following cur-
riculum, the student will transfer to a college of pharmacy, usually the Med-
ical University of South Carolina or the University of South Carolina. The
Bachelor of Pharmacy is awarded by the institution attended. It is impor-
tant for the student to work closely with the adviser as there are variations
in courses required by the pharmacy schools.
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I _ 4 BIOL 104 General Biology II 4
CH 101 General Chemisbyl 4 CH 112 General Chemistiyl 4
ENGL 101 Composition I 3 ENGL 102 Composition II 3
MTHSC 106 Calculus ofOne Variable 1 4 History or Economics Requirement2 3
History Requirement2 3 Other Required Couraes3 4
18 18
172 Programs and Degrees
SECOND YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistiy - 3
CH 227 Organic Chemistiy Lab 1
PHYS 207 General Physics I..- - - - 4
Other Required Couraeea 10
18
CH 224 Organic Chenustry 3
CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab 1
PHYS 208 General Physics IL 4
Other Required CourseBS 10
18
72 Total Semester Hours
IChemistry requires proficiency in algebra, and physics requires proficiency in trigonometry; therefore, entering
freshmen must present a score of 550 or above on Level II of the Mathematics Achievement Test or register in the first
semester in MTHSC 105.
2Six hours of history are required by the Medical University of South Carolina; 3 hours each of history and economics
are required by the University of South Carolina.
SCourses are to be selected after consultation with an adviser. Six hours of liberal arts or humaruties are required by
the Medical University of South Carolina; BIOSC 222 and 223 are required by the University of South Carolina.
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Courses of Instruction
This list of courses includes for each course the catalog number, title of
course, credit in semester hours, class laboratory hours per week, and the
description of the course. In general, courses numbered 600 and above are
graduate courses and are open only to students admitted to the graduate
school, except that seniors with exceptional records may be enrolled with
special permission. Where courses are offered on a schedule, there is a des-
ignation F, S, or SS following the title of each course, indicating whether it is
customarily offered in the fall, spring, or summer school.
ACCOUNTING (ACCT)
Professors: L. S. Cash, J. R. Davis, T. L. Dickens, G. T. Friedlob, J. G. Louderback, J.
E. Trapnell, Director; J. A. Turner, Jr.; Associate Professors: E. L. Bryan, R. K.
Doost, A. C. Drews-Bryan, F. R. Gray, L. P. Ramsay, R. E. Welton, Jr.; Assistant Pro-
fessors: R. M. Lagrone, J. J. McMillan, J. B. Price, L. S. Schleifer; Lecturers: T. R.
Bismack, J. C. Blackburn, N. E. Byerley, V. D. Guide, M. A. Prater, C. J. Ringeisen
101 (FE^) Accounting and Finance Orientation 1(1,0) A broad overview of the nature of
accounting and finance and their role in the industrial, financial, and governmental
environments. If taken for credit, this course must be completed before or concurrent-
ly with ACCT 200 or 201. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Freshman or sophomore
standing or consent of instructor.
200 Basic Accounting 3(3,0) This course is designed as a general survey of accounting
for the student requiring only a basic knowledge of principles and concepts. May not be
taken by students in curricula requiring ACCT 201 or 203.
201, H201 Principles of Accounting 3(3,0) Introduction to the role of accounting, basic
concepts and methodology, processing of business transactions, valuation and income
determination principles, and financial statement preparation.
202, H202 Principles of Accounting 3(3,0) Continuation ofACCT 201, covering account-
ing for the corporate form of the business entity and elements of accounting manage-
ment planning, budgeting, and control. Emphasis is on management uses of account-
ing information. Preq: ACCT 201.
203 Financial Accounting 3(3,0) Emphasizes the principles and methods which in-
fluence the financial statements provided to external users. May not be taken by stu-
dents in curricula requiring ACCT 200 or 201.
204 Accounting Procedures 1(1,2) Lectures, demonstrations, and hands-on experience
with accounting systems and analysis required to complete the accounting cycle and
prepare financial statements. Intended for students who will enroll in ACCT 301.
Preq: ACCT 201. Coreq: ACCT 202.
210 Federal Taxation for non-Accountants 3(3,0) Survey of the taxation of individuals,
corporations, partnerships, estates, gifts, and trusts for the general business and non-
business student. Open to all majors but may not be taken for credit by Accounting or
Financial Management majors.
301, H301 Intermediate Accounting 3(3,0) Indepth treatment of the traditional finan-
cial accounting topics of current assets, noncurrent assets, and present values as well
as recent developments in accounting valuation, reporting practices, environment of
accounting, and basic theory underlying financial accounting. Preq: ACCT 202.
302, H302 Intermediate Accounting 3(3,0) Indepth treatment of the traditional
financial accounting topics of current liabilities, long-term liabilities, stockholders'
equity, earnings per share, investments, revenue recognition, leases, and statement of
173
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changes in financial position. Preq: ACCT 301.
303, H303 Cost Accounting 3(3,0) The application of cost analysis to manufacturing and
distributing problems. Analysis of behavior characteristics of business costs and a
study of principles involved in standard cost systems. Lectures and problems. Preq:
ACCT 202.
307, H307 Managerial Accounting 3(3,0) Emphasizes internal use of accounting data by
the manager in establishing plans and objectives, controlling operations, and making
decisions involved with management of an enterprise. Cannot be taken for credit by
Accounting majors. Preq: ACCT 202 or 203.
322 Accounting Information Systems 3(3,0) Formeriy ACCT 422. Study of computer-
based accounting systems with attention to systems design, application, internal con-
trol, auditing the system, and system security. Preq: ACCT 301 and CP SC 130.
340 Internal Auditing Theory 3(3,0) Formeriy ACCT 440. Introduces the student to in-
ternal auditing and covers internal auditing standards, ethics, concepts, audit tech-
niques, and reporting practices. Preq: ACCT 301.
401 Financial Accounting Problems 3(3,0) Indepth treatment of the traditional finan-
cial accounting topics of deferred income taxes, pension costs, accounting changes and
error analysis, disclosure, accounting for partnerships, as well as introduction to fund W
accounting concepts. Preq: ACCT 302. C—
403 Selected Topics in Accounting 3(3,0) Course provides for indepth study and re-
search into one or a few accounting topics chosen by the instructor. Preq: Consent of
instructor.
404, H404, 604 Individual Taxation 3(3,0) Interpretation of Federal income tax laws,
regulations, and court decisions with practice in application of these laws to the re-
turns of individuals, partnerships, and corporations. Preq: ACCT 202 or 203 with con-
sent of instructor.
t
405 Corporate Taxation 3(3,0) Tax planning and research, income taxation with em-
phasis on special problems applicable to corporations, partnerships, estates, and
trusts. Preq: ACCT 202 or 203 with consent of instructor.
406 Business Taxation 3(3,0) Provides an introduction to the importance of taxation in
business decision-making. Emphasizes the interrelationship of taxes, the choice of
business form, and various business transactions. Exposes students to the breadth of
business decisions which are affected by the Federal Income Tax. Preq: ACCT 202 or f7
203 and consent of instructor. ^^
407 Accounting Research 1(1,0) Directed research course for students interested in a
career in accounting. Preq: ACCT 302 and ENGL 304.
410, 610 Budgeting and Executive Control 3(3,0) Study and application of selected tech-
niques used in the planning and control functions of business organizations. Preq:
ACCT 303 or 307.
411 Financial Accounting Problems 3(3,0) Study of accounting principles and practices
relating to business combinations and foreign operations. Preq: ACCT 401 or consent
of instructor.
415 Auditing 3(3,0) Professional and practical auditing theory. Review of internal con-
trols, audit procedures, and development of audit programs for various types of busi-
nesses; consideration of auditor's professional and ethical standards. Preq: ACCT ^^
302, 322.
416 Auditing in an Electronic Data Processing Environment 3(3,0) Application of elec-
tronic data processing controls as they relate to the auditing function. The course fo-
cuses on the evaluation of controls and data in an automatic environment. Preq:
ACCT 322 and 415 or consent of instructor.
425 Contemporary Accounting Theory 3(3,0) Contemporary accounting theory empha-
sizes the major challenges and controversies within the field of accounting today. At-
tention is given to theoretical and conceptual issues underlying current financial re-
porting as well as pragmatic conventions. The evolution of accounting objectives and
standards, as evidenced by the pronouncements of professional organizations, will re-
ceive special emphasis. Preq: ACCT 302.
Aerospace Studies 175
430, 630 Governmental and Institutional Accounting 3(3,0) Accounting and reporting
principles, standards, and procedures used by the Federal government, state and local
governments, and other not-for-profit institutions are examined and discussed. Hospi-
tal and university accounting are reviewed. Unique aspects of the governmental audit-
ing environment are analyzed. Preq: ACCT 302 or consent of instructor.
445 Internal Auditing Practice 3(3,0) Expands the student's knowledge of internal au-
diting practice, including operation audits, organization audits, quality-control audits,
and organization theory. Preq: ACCT 340.
801 Contemporary Financial Accoimting ITieory 3(3,0)
802 Advanced Auditing 1 3(3,0)
803 Accounting Information Systems 3(3,0)
804 TTie Environment ofAccounting 3(3,0)
805 Research Seminar in Accounting 1(1,0)
806 Seminar in Current Accounting Problems 3(3,0)
807 Advanced Auditing II 3(3,0)
815 Federal and State Income Taxation of Corporations 3(3,0)
816 Taxation of Estates, Gifts and Fiduciaries 3(3,0)
817 Tax Planning and Research 3(3,0)
818 Taxation of Partnerships 3(3,0)
819 Special Topics in Taxation 3(3,0)
821 ControUership 3(3,0)
822 Management Accoimting in Textiles and Manufactiuing 3(3,0)
823 Management Accounting in Financial Institutions 3(3,0)
840 Internal Auditing Seminar 3(3,0)
AEROSPACE STUDIES (A S)
Professor: T. B. Huneycutt III, Head; Assistant Professors: M. C. Ashton, R. W.
Grooms, Jr., G. W. Rinehart
109 Air Force Today I 1(1,1) Course deals with the Air Force in the contemporary world
through a study of the total force structure: strategic offensive and defensive, general
purpose, and aerospace support. Leadership laboratory activities include drill funda-
mentals, customs, and courtesies of the service.
110 Air Force Today II 1(1,1) Continuation of A 8 109. Leadership laboratory includes
drill, ceremonies, and an introduction to Air Force career opportunities.
209 Development of Air Power I 1(1,0) The course includes the study of the development
of air power from balloons and dirigibles through the peaceful employment of U.S. air
power in relief missions and civic action programs in the late 1970's and also the air
war in Southeast Asia. Leadership laboratory provides experience in guiding, direct-
ing, and controlling an Air Force unit.
210 Development of Air Power I (1,1) Continuation ofA S 209.
309 Air Force Leadership and Management I 3(3,1) Course emphasizing the individual
as a manager. Individual motivational and behavioral processes, leadership, commu-
nication, and group dynamics are covered to provide a foundation for the development
of the Air Force officer's professional skills. Students will prepare individual and
group presentations; write reports; participate in group discussions, seminars, and
conferences.
310 Air Force Leadership and Management II 3(3,1) Continuation ofA S 309, using the
basic managerial processes involving decision-making, utilization of analytical aids in
planning, organizing, and controlling environment. Actual case studies are used to
enhance learning and communication processes.
409 National Security Policy I 3(3,1) Analysis of the role and function of the military of-
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ficer in a democratic society and the relationships involved in civil-military interac-
tions. Students will be expected to prepare individual and group presentations for the
class, write reports, and participate in group discussions.
410 National Security Policy II 3(3,1) Continuation of A S 409, examining the environ-
mental context in which U.S. defense policy is formulated and implemented. Empha-
sis placed on initial commissioned service and military justice. Students will be ex-
pected to prepare individual and group presentations for the class, write reports, and
participate in group discussions, seminars, and conferences.
AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS (AP EC)
Professors: L. L. Bauer, G. L. Bradford. Head; B. L. Dillman, M. D. Hammig, M. S.
Henry, J. C. Hite, K. H. Kahl, E. L. McLean, S. E. Miller, C. S. Thompson, W. A.
Ward, G. J. Wells; Associate Professors: E. H. Kaiser, J. C. Nyankori, R. S. Pomeroy,
C. M. Sieverdes; Assistant Professors: K. R. Bowman, W. M. Smathers, Jr.
202 Agricultural Economics 3(3,0)F, S Analytical survey of the various subdivisions of
agricultural economics, to include farm organization, enterprise, land economics,
marketing, farm prices, governmental farm policies, and the relation of agriculture to
the national and international economy.
302 Economics of Farm Management 3(2,3)F Economic principles underlying the or-
ganization and operation of agricultural firms and related business enterprises. Par-
ticular emphasis is directed to management aspects of the farm as a production unit.
Preq: AP EC 202 or ECON 211.
308 Quantitative Agricultural Economics 3(3,0)S Basic quantitative relationships in ag-
ricultural economics are examined and interpreted using mathematics. Emphasis is
placed on the use of deterministic models in agricultural production and marketing
and in the examination of the interrelationships between the performance of the U.S.
economy and the agricultural sector. Preq: AP EC 202 or ECON 211; EX ST 301 or
MTHSC 203; MTHSC 102 or 106.
309, H309 Economics of Agricultural Marketing 3(3,0)F General course in marketing
agricultural commodities with particular emphasis upon food products. Efficiency
criteria, consumer behavior, market organizations and institutions, and marketing
functions are analyzed. Preq: AP EC 202.
313 Principles of Real Estate Appraisal 3(3,0) Introduction to the basic principles and
procedures of real estate appraisal. Topics include the real estate market; principles of
valuation; legal concepts; and the application of the comparable sales, cost, and in-
come approaches to real estate valuation. Preq: FIN 307 or consent of instructor.
319 Agribusiness Management 3(3,0)F Study of the principles used in making manage-
ment decisions and the application of these principles in agribusiness. Emphasis is
given to the application of economics to the solution of problems facing managers of ag-
ricultural supply and marketing firms. Preq: AP EC 302 or 309.
351 Agricultural Sales, Merchandising, and Advertising 3(3,0)F Examination of pro-
fessional selling and the roles and mechanisms of sales promotion and advertising in
an agricultural environment. Topics include the sales process, promotion, and mer-
chandising devices, media advertising, and display. Preq: Junior standing.
352 Public Finance 3(3,0)S Principles of financing government, sources of public reve-
nue, objects of public expenditures, problems of fiscal administration, and the applica-
tion of fiscal policies in stablizing the national economy. Preq: Junior standing.
402, 602 Production Economics 3(3,0)F Economic analysis of agricultural production in-
volving the concept of the farm as a firm, principles for decision making, the quantita-
tive nature and use of production and cost functions and their interrelations and appli-
cation of these principles to resource allocation in farms and among areas. Preq: AP
EC 308 and ECON 314.
403, 603 Land Economics 3(3,0)S Study of the characteristics ofland and of the physical,
legal, social, and economic principles and problems relating to the control and use of
land resources. Preq: AP EC 202 or ECON 200.
406 Seminar 1(1,0)S Examination of the relation of economics and sociology to specific
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problems. Preq: Senior standing.
409, 609 Commodity Futures Markets 3(3,0)F Introduction to the economic theory, or-
ganization, and operating principles of agricultural commodity futures markets in the
U.S. Emphasis is placed on speculating, hedging, and investing in agricultural com-
modity futures contracts from the standpoint of the agribusiness entrepreneur. Preq:
APEC202orECON211.
411. 61 1 (C R D) Regional Impact Analysis 2(2,0) See C R D 411.
412. 612 (C R D) Spatial Competition and Rural Development 3(3,0) See C R D 412.
413, 613 Advanced Real Estate Appraisal 3(3,0) Topics covered include highest and best
use analysis, data collection, and analyses. Advanced appraisal procedures for in-
come, cost and comparable sales approach to real estate valuation will be
stressed. Eminent domain, the appraisal of property in transition, and specialized
property will be covered. Preq: AP EC 313, FIN 307, or consent of instructor.
420, 620 World Agricultural Trade 3(3,0)S Practical considerations of agricultural
trade and trade policy analysis are reviewed. The role of international institutions is
considered. Special emphasis is placed on concepts of agricultural trade, analysis of
trade policies of major trading partners/competitors, and export/import marketing of
products. Preq: AP EC 309, ECON 412, or consent of instructor.
425, 625 Aquaculture Economics 3(3,0)F Alternate years. Application of economics and
business principles by firms engaged in fish farming. Basic microeconomic theory is
reviewed and applied to aquacultural enterprises. Stress is given to financial manage-
ment, investment analysis, and marketing management. Public policy affecting aqua-
culture is also discussed and international aquaculture development reviewed. Preq:
AP EC 202 and 309 and W F B 350 or consent of instructor.
426, 626 (AGRON) Cropping Systems Analysis 3(2,2) See AGRON 426.
433, 633 Agricultural Law and Related Environmental Issues 3(3,0) Introduction to ag-
ricultural and agricultural-related environmental legal issues. Topics include a re-
view of laws, agencies, programs, the court structure, torts, taxation, biotechnology,
land and water use, regulated industry and environment liabilities as they relate to ag-
riculture and natural resources. Preq: LAW 322 or consent of instructor.
452, H452, 652 Agricultural Policy 3(3,0)F Review of public agricultural policy pro-
grams in the United States and a critical examination of current and proposed govern-
ment policies and programs affecting the agricultural sector of the economy. Included
are economic considerations as related to past and current farm price and income
problems. Preq: AP EC 302 and 309.
456, H456, 656 Prices 3(3,0)S Review of the basic theory of price under competitive condi-
tions and various modifications; nature, measurement and causes of daily, seasonal
and cyclical price fluctuations; geographical price relationships; nature, function and
behavior of futures markets; government price programs. Preq: AP EC 308, ECON
314, EX ST 462.
460, 660 Agricultural Finance 3(3,0)S The study of the principles and technique of fi-
nancing in the agricultural sector. Topics include the capital situation in agriculture,
concepts of farm financial management, use of credit, capital markets, lending agen-
cies, and estate planning. Preq: ACCT 200 or 201, AP EC 202.
491 (C R D) Internship, Agribusiness, and Community and Rural Development 1-6(0,2-
12) See CRD 491.
719 Professional Problems in Agribusiness Management 3(3,0)
791 Selected Topics in Agricultiu^ Economics 1-3(1-3,0)
802 Advanced Production Economics 3(3,0)
806 Community and Regional Economics 3(3,0)
807 Market Structure in Agricultural Industries 3(3,0)
808 Applied Quantifications in Agricultiu^ Economics 3(3,0)
809 Advanced Natural Resource Economics 3(3,0)
810 Water and Marine Resources Management and Policy 3(3,0)
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812 Interregional Competition Analysis 2(2,0)
814 Contemporary PubUc Policy 3(3,0)
827 Advanced Agricultural Consiunption and Demand 3(3,0)
851 Seminar in Research Methodology 1(1,0)
852 Research Methods for Agricultural Economists 1 2(2,0)
853 Research Methods for Agricultural Economists EI 3(3,0)
871 Workshop in Quantitative Methods in Agricultural Economics 1(1,0)
872 Techniques of Survey Analysis in Social Sciences 1(1,0)
881 Internship in Community and Resource Development 1-6
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
901 (ECON) Price Theory 3(3,0)
902 (ECON) Production Economics Problems 2(2,0)
903 (ECON) General Equilibrium and Welfare Theory 3(3,0)
904 (ECON) Seminar in Resource Economics 3(3,0)
905 (ECON) Advanced Macro Issues 3(3,0)
906 (ECON) Seminar in Area Economic Development 3(3,0)
907 (ECON) Agricultural Marketing Problems 2(2,0)
917 (ECON) Advanced Seminar in Labor Economics 3(3,0)
991 (ECON) Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (AG ED)
Professors: L. H. Blanton, J. H. Daniels, J. A. Hash, R. J. Mercer, W. A. Shimel, G.
C. Shinn, Head; Associate Professor: J. G. Harper; Assistant Professors: R. L. Pol-
ing, C. D. White; Visiting Instructor: R. D. Lambert
100 Orientation and Field Expterience 1(0,2)8 Supervised observations and explanations
of vocational agriculture teaching while serving as teacher aides. One full week of
field experience in representative high schools is required.
101 University Success Skills 2(3,0) Along with improving study and learning skills
and maximizing all resources available for university success, people and procedures
are featured as examples of successful characteristics for academics and careers. Se-
lected activities provide self-determined strengths and weaknesses with prescriptive
action. Limited to students in their first two semesters at Clemson.
201 Introduction to Agricultural Education 3(2,3)F Principles of education, develop-
ment of agricultural education, and an introduction to the formulation of instructional
programs for the teaching of agricultural courses.
300 Supervised Field Experience I 1(0,3) Actual participation in vocational agriculture
teaching activities plus conferences with local supervising teachers and college super-
visors. One full week of field experiences in specialized high school programs or area
vocational centers is required.
400 Supervised Field Experience II 1(0,3)F Special emphasis is placed on enhancing
existing knowledge and experiences of the students. The primary focus will be on be-
coming acquainted with the student teaching center well in advance of the customary
twelve-week directed teaching experience.
401, 601 Methods in Agricultural Education 3(2,3)F Appropriate methods of teaching
vocational agriculture in high schools. The course includes procedures for organizing
teaching programs, teaching high school students, and directing FFA activities.
403, 603 Principles of Adult/Extension Education 3(3,0) An overview of adult/extension
education and adult learning. Selection of adult education providers will be reviewed
with emphasis on extension. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
406 Directed Teaching 12(0,36)8 Guided participation in the professional responsibili-
ties of a teacher of vocational agriculture including an intensive study of the problems
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encountered and the competencies developed. Twelve weeks of directed teaching in se-
lected schools are required. Preq: AG ED 400, 401.
407 Internship in Extension Education 6(0,18) Interest and needs of students enrolled
will be considered in placing agriculture majors and minors for practical experience.
Internship placements may include county extension offices and other appropriate ex-
tension units. Six weeks of supervised experience must be completed. Preq: AG ED
400, senior standing, and consent of instructor at preregistration.
410, 610 History* Philosophy, and Future of the Land-Grant System 3(3,0) Provides a
broad perspective of the American land-grant system. Major emphasis will examine
assumptions and investigate the concepts, paradigms, issues, strategies, and pro-
grams of the system. Organizational structures, research methodologies, change pro-
cesses, and adoption-diffusion strategies will also be examined. Preq: Junior standing
or consent of instructor.
423, 623 Curriculum 2(2,0)S Curriculum goals and related planning for career and
continuing education programs.
425, 625 Teaching Agricultural Mechanics 2(1,3)S Organizing course content, conduct-
ing and managing an agricultural mechanics laboratory, shop safety, microteaching
demonstrations of psychomotor skills, and methods of teaching manipulative abilities.
428, 628 Special Studies in Agricultural Education 1-3(1-3,0) Students are provided with
an opportunity to study individually or collectively selected topics and/or problems in
agricultural education to meet the particular needs of the clientele enrolled. May be
taken for a maximum of 6 semester hours credit.
431, 631 Methods in Environmental Education 3(3,0)SS Study of various techniques ap-
propriate for teaching environmental education. Instruction is applicable to elemen-
tary, high school, and adult-level teachers. Offered in Summer School only.
432, 632 Visual Media for Agribusiness 3(2,3) Theoretical and practical course for pro-
fessionals in agriculture with major emphasis on visual communications.
440, 640 Program Development in Adult/Extension Education 3(3,0) Principles, theory,
and practice in planning and conducting educational programs in adult/extension set-
tings. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
445, 645 Evaluation of Adult/Extension Education Programs 3(3,0) Philosophy and
methodology of conducting evaluations of adult educational programs such as exten-
sion or adult continuing education programs. Emphasis will be on designing and con-
ducting different types of program evaluations, including appropriate data collection
methods. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
450, 650 Modern Topics and Issues 3(3,0) A major area of concern to teachers of agri-
culture and county agents will be selected for intensive study at least one semester
prior to offering the course. Team teaching with faculty from other departments in the
College of Ag^cultural Sciences will be utilized when feasible. Preq: Senior standing
or relevant experience.
480, 680 (COLED, ED, IN ED) Educational Applications of Microcomputers 3(3,0) See
COLED 480.
482, 682 (COLED, ED, IN ED) Advanced Educational Applications ofMicrocomputers 3
(2,2) See COLED 482.
726 Agricultural Mechanization for Inservice Teachers 3(3,0)
727 Agricultural Education Shop Management 3(1,6)
736 Internship: Teaching 3(1,6)
737 Internship in Agribusiness Firms 3(1,6)
750 Special Institute Course: Selected Topics in Agricultural Education 1-3(1-3,0)
801 Systems for Technology Transfer 3(3,0)
803 Evaluation of Instructional Programs 3(2,3)
8(V4 Special Problems 3(2^)
805 Administration and Supervision in Agricultural Education 3(3,0)
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815 Teaching Agricultural and Power Mechanics 3(2^)
821 Tlieories and Practices ofAdult Education 3(3,0)
825 Supervision ofStudent Teaching 3(3,0)
869 Seminar 1-3(1-3,0)
889 (ED, IN ED) Research in Education 3(3,0)
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING (AG E)
Professors: W. H. Allen, D. E. Brune, J. M. Bunn, J. A. Collier. T. H. Garner, R. O.
Hegg, Head; C. E. Hood, Jr., J. T. Ligon, D. E. Linvill, R. K. White, R. E. Williamson,
R. E. Young; Associate Professors: R. B. Dodd, J. C. Hayes, C. L. Weller; Assistant
Professor: Y. J. Han; Instructor: T. R. Garrett
214 Fabrication and Manufacturing Methods for Agricultiu*al Systems 2(1,3) Introduc-
tion to machine and structure fabrication for agricultural engineering related disci-
plines. Topics include metallurgy, arc and gas welding, fasteners, wood fabrication,
plastics and protective coatings. Preq: E M 201. Coreq: E G 209.
221 Surveying for Soil and Water Resources 2(1,3) Fundamentals ofland measurement
and traverse computations. Surveying practice in traverse and topographic surveys
preliminary to design of techniques and construction of structures for resource man-
agement. Preq: MTHSC 106.
322 Small Watershed Hydrology and Sedimentology 2(1,3) Fundamental relationships
governing rainfall disposition are used as bases for defining the hydrology of water-
sheds. Application of modeling techniques appropriate for runoff and sediment con-
trol are emphasized. Preq: PHYS 122. Coreq: AGRON 202.
333 Environmental Modification and Control for Agricultural and Biological Systems
2(2,0) Principles of environmental modification and control including energy ex-
change, psychrometrics, heat and moisture balance, biological interactions, control
systems and basic elements of heating, ventilation and air conditioning are presented.
Preq: Junior standing.
350, H350 Microcomputer Controls in Biosystems 2(1,3) Microcomputer interfacing and
digital control are studied for application to agriculture, aquaculture, biotechnology
and other biosystems. Topics include digital electronic circuits and components, mi-
crocomputer architecture and interfacing. Preq: E C E 307, ENGR 180, MTHSC 208.
356 Machine Operations for Agricultural and Biological Systems 3(2,3) Concepts of ma-
chine operations and machine systems for agricultural and biological applications.
Selection, performance evaluation, economic analysis, and maintenance management
for individual machines and machine systems. Computer applications for analyzing
machine costs and other management factors. Preq: E M 201 or PHYS 122.
362, H362 Energy Conversion in Agricultiural and Biological Systems 3(2,3) The energy
requirements of biological and agricultural systems with emphasis upon direct energy
conversion methods. Characteristics of various sources of energy will be considered
including economic aspects. The present energy conversion mechanisms used in agri-
culture will be studied and their limitations presented. Preq: M E 310.
364 Agricultural Waste-Management Systems 2(2,0) The course will include planning
and design of waste-management systems which employ physical, biological, and
chemical processes for the treatment and utilizations of agricultural wastes. Solid, liq-
uid, and gaseous wastes are considered. Presentation is relevant to current agricultu-
ral practices and legal and social restraints.
408, 608 (AGRON, ESE) Land Treatment of Wastewater and Sludges 3(3,0) See
AGRON 408.
416, H416, 616 Mechanical Design for Agricultural and Biological Systems 3(2,3) Fun-
damentals of mechanical design with applications to machinery functions relating to
soil, plants, and biological products. A design project is performed. Preq: E M 304.
421, 621 Engineering Systems for Soil Water Management 2(1,3) Fimdamentals of de-
sign related to drainage of lands, irrigation and modification of the microenvironment
for optimum productivity are presented. Preq: MTHSC 208. Coreq: E M 320.
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428, 628 (CH E) Biochemical Engineering 3(3,0) See CH E 428.
429 Applications in Biotechnology Engineering 3(2,3) Biological growth kinetics and re-
actor kinetics are applied to demonstrate the principles of ethanol production, cellulose
conversion, and anaerobic processes. Integration of food production processes and
waste treatment fundamentals of modeling biological processes are studied. Specific
biotechnical applications such as plant tissue culture, advances in biosensor and bio-
mechanical systems are analyzed. Preq: CH E (AG E) 428.
430, 630 (BIOSC) Engineering Modeling of Biological Systems 3(3,0) Examination ofthe
principal mechanisms of energy capture and transformation in living organisms.
Quantitative models of energetic reactions and associated transport processes are
developed according to the principles of equilibrium and nonequilibrium
thermodynamics. Topics include basic cell biology, photosynthesis, respiration,
chemosmotic theory, electron transport, mass and energy transport phenomena.
Preq: BIOCH 301, MTHSC 208 or consent of instructor. Coreq: M E 310 or instruction
in thermodynamics.
431, 631 Agricultural Structures and Environmental Design 3(2,3) Analytic design of
statically determinant building components with emphasis on wood, steel, and con-
crete. Specific heating ventilation and air-conditioning systems for animal production
are designed. Preq: E M 304.
442, 642 Properties and Processing of Biological Products 3(2,3) Study ofengineering
properties of biological materials and their uniqueness as design restraints on systems
for handling, processing and preserving biological products. Preq: AG E 333, E M 304,
320, ME 310.
450, H450, 650 Instrumentation for Agricultural and Biological Systems 3(2,3) Over-
view of modern instrumentation techniques in agricultural and biological engineering
systems. Emphasis is on laboratory use of equipment. Topics include performance
characteristics of instruments, analog-signal conditioning, transducer theory and ap-
plications, and digital systems for data acquisition and control. Preq: AG E 350, famil-
iarity with computer programming, or consent of instructor.
451, H451, 651 (E S E, FOR) Newman Seminar and Lecture Series in Natural Resoiut;es
Engineering 1(0,2) Topics dealing with the development and protection of land, air wa-
ter, and related resources will be covered by seminar with instructor and by invited lec-
turers. Current environmental and/or resource conservation issues will be addressed.
Preq: Senior or graduate standing, consent of instructor.
458, H458, 658 (BIOSC) CeU Physiology 3(3,0) See BIOSC 458.
471 Engineering Research and Management 2(1,3) A research project is conducted on
an agricultural and biological engineering problem. Engineering economics, engi-
neering creativity and project management are incorporated in addition to communi-
cations skills. Preq: Senior standing in Agricultural Engineering or other engineer-
ing curricula.
473 Special Topics in Agricultural Engineering 1-3(1-3,0) Comprehensive study of spe-
cial topics in the field of agricultural engineering not covered in other courses. Special
emphasis will be placed on independent pursuit of detailed investigations. May be re-
peated for a maximum of 6 credits.
484, 684 (E S E, I E) Municipal Solid Waste Management 3(3,0) See E S E 484.
781 Special Problems 1-3
811 Tillage and SoU Dynamics 3(3,0)
822 Water Movement in Soils 3(3,0)
865 Heat and Moisture Transfer in Biological Materials 3(3,0)
871 Selected Topics in Agricultural Engineering 1-3
882 Systems Engineering 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
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AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION (AG M)
Professors: W. H. Allen, D. E. Brune. J. M. Bunn. J. A. Collier, T. H. Garner, R. 0.
Hegg, C. E. Hood, Jr., J. T. Ligon, D. E. Linvill, R. K. White, R. E. Williamson, R. E. b
Young; Associate Professors: R. B. Dodd, J. G. Harper, J. C. Hayes, C. L. Weller; As-
sistant Professor: Y. J. Han; Instructor: T. R. Garrett
101 Introduction to Agricultural Mechanization and Business 1(0,3) Introduction to r
Agricultural Mechanization and Business program. An overview of the curriculum |
will be given and the opportunities for extracurricular activities explained. Long-term
interaction between the department and alumni will be covered.
205 Principles of Farm Shop 3(2,3) Principles, techniques, and methods in the selec-
tion, proper use and maintenance of hand and power tools. Principal topics include
welding, tool fitting, metalwork, woodworking, finishing and preserving, pipe fitting,
and farm masonry.
206 Agricultural Mechanization 3(2,3) The agricultural student is taught to apply
physical principles and sound reasoning to the mechanization of modern agricultural
production and processing enterprises. Planning efficient operational systems and
wise selection of equipment, based on function and economic suitability are stressed.
Preq: MTHSC 105. PHYS 207 or consent of instructor.
301 Soil and Water Conservation 3(2,3) Water management in agriculture is studied by
applying principles of elementary surveying, mathematics, and fluid flow as related to
soil-water-vegetation complexes in erosion control, conservation, drainage, and irriga-
tion.
302 Rainfall, Runoff, and Erosion Control 3(2,3) Precipitation causes, characteristics,
and distribution are covered. Resulting runoff rates and volumes as influenced by wa-
tershed characteristics are studied, including methods of controlling runoff and ero-
^
sion by vegetative and mechanical means. Sufficient elementary surveying is included I
to assure proper application of principles in the design of soil and water conservation
practices. Not open to students who have completed AG M 301.
303 Calculations for Mechanzied Agriculture 3(2,3) Course designed to enhance the
students ability to analyze and solve a wide range of problems requiring engineering
technology. Laboratory periods will be used to introduce the student to microcomputer
hardware. Basic programming and typical applications to agricultural mechaniza-
tion problems. Preq: PHYS 207 or consent of instructor.
401, 601 Environmental Control for Plants and Animals 1(1,0) Basic concepts of
environmental control for plant and animal production and human housing are pre-
sented. Elements include heat transfer, psychrometry, heating, cooling, ventilation,
and heat/moisture balances. Preq: PHYS 200 or consent of instructor.
402,602 Drainage, Irrigation, and Waste Management 3(2,3) Continuation of AG M
302. Basic soil-water-plant relationships are used to determine the need for and meth-
ods of irrigation, drainage, and waste management. Topics covered will include irri-
gation methods, drainage needs, drainage methods, and waste-treatment methods.
Preq: AG M 302.
403, 603 Structures for Plants and Animals 2(1,3) Structures for agricultural produc-
tion systems are planned and designed with regard to function, materials, loads and
component sizing utilizing the approach of an engineering or construction technolo- I
gist. Preq: PHYS 200 or consent of instructor. ^
406, 606 Mechanical and Hydraulic Systems 3(2,3) This course deals with power trans-
mission systems for agricultural production with emphasis on mobile equipment. The r-
characteristics, requirements, and design of both V-belt drive and roller-chain drives ^
are presented. Emphasis is placed on hydraulic power transmission systems, includ-
ing pumps, actuators, control devices, and hydraulic circuitry. Preq: AG M 206,
PHYS 207 or consent of instructor. r-
408 Equipment Sales and Service 3(3,0) Agricultural equipment sales and service tech- *
niques, inventory and accounting procedures followed by the farm machinery indus-
try.
452, 652 Farm Power 3(2,3) A study of tractors wdth emphasis upon internal combus- k
I
I
I
I
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tion engine principles and the support systems necessary for its proper functioning.
The application of power, maintenance, adjustment, and general repair are also con-
sidered. Preq: PHYS 207 or consent of instructor.
460, 660 Farm and Home Utilities 3(2,3) A course for undergraduate and graduate
students in agriculture and related curricula, involving a study of electric and other
utilities on the farm and in the home. Selection, installation, and maintenance of
wiring systems, lighting systems, motors, controls, water systems, and waste disposal
systems are emphasized. Preq: PHYS 208 or consent of instructor. Junior standing.
472 Seminar 1(1,0) The student will be introduced to the agribusiness world, profes-
sionalism, current topics of special interest, and financial and legal implications of
modern agricultural production. Preq: Senior standing in Agricultural Mechaniza-
tion and Business or consent of instructor.
473 Special Topics in Agricultural Mechanization 1-3(1-3,0) Comprehensive study and
application of new technologies and methods not covered in existing courses.
Emphasis is placed on independent study using innovative approaches to problem
solving. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
712 Farm Machinery Management 3(2,3)
771 Selected Topics in Agricvdtural Mechanization 1-3(1-3,0)
781 Special Problems 1-3(1-3,0)
851 Simulation ofAgricultural Systems 3(3,0)
AGRICULTURE (AGRIC)
Professors: L. L. Bauer, G. L. Bradford, O. J. Dickerson, J. R. Diehl, R. E. Franklin,
B. Click, R. G. Halfacre, H. S. Hill, Jr., L. W. Hudson, D. E. Linvill, J. C. McConnell,
Jr., E. L. McLean, R. J. Mercer, S. U. Wallace, G. W. Wells; Assistant Professors: M.
E. Richardson, C. D. White
103 Introduction to Animal Industries 3(3,0)F Fundamental and descriptive aspects of
the animal industries as applied biology and major segments of food production and
distribution systems. The subject matter will be presented by Animal Science, Dairy
Science, and Poultry Science Departments.
104, H104 Introduction to Plant Sciences 3(3,0)S A fundamental course in plant scienc-
es, including agronomic and horticultural crops of the major agricultural areas of the
world and emphasizing the crops of South Carolina.
105 Agriculture and Society 2(2,0) Examination of the structure, function, and impor-
tance of the food and resource base, production, supply, marketing, demand, capital,
labor markets, and consumption behavior in the U.S. economic and sociological issues
affecting U.S. agriculture.
200 Agricultural Applications of Microcomputers 3(2,2) Provides an overview of micro-
computer hardware and software encompassing wordprocessing, spreadsheet, data
base management, utility, and communications. It also includes specialized farm and
agribusiness management and decision-making programs and criteria for evaluating
and selecting hardware.
301 International Agriculture 3(3,0) Designed to acquaint the student with the systems
of agriculture of the world. The approach is evolutionary. Main emphasis is on pro-
duction as related to world climates and world population. Various geographical are-
as are considered. Preq: AP EC 202 or ECON 211.
401 International Agriculture Seminar 1(1,0)S A colloquium of current issues in world
agriculture. Topics include population growth, food policy, technology transfer, and in-
ternational trade. With consent of instructor, the course may be repeated for a total of 2
credits.
440, 640 Microclimatology 3(3,0) Study of energy balance in earth's atmosphere and
soil: solar and thermal radiation, air and soil temperature, humidity, evaporation and
the hydrologic cycle, wind fields. Weather variables to describe microclimates and the
energy balance of plants, animals, and insects. Modification of microclimates. Rural
and urban climates. Preq: PHYS 240 or equivalent or consent of instructor; second se-
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H491 Senior Honors Research 3(1,6) Senior Division Honors research in an agricultu-
ral sciences curriculum. Open to approved Honors Program students only. In consul-
tation with and under the direction of a professor, the student will select a research
topic, conduct experiments, record data, and make an oral presentation of results to
the College Honors Program Committee.
H492 Senior Honors Research 3(1,6) Continuation ofAGRIC H491. Senior division hon-
ors research in an agricultural sciences curriculum. Upon termination of the re-
search project, the student will submit a formal written report and make a final oral
presentation of results to the College Honors Program Committee. Professor-student
discussions of additional topics will be arranged.
AGRONOMY (AGRON)
Professors: S. R. Chapman, R. E. Franklin, Head; B. J. Gossett, W. D. Graham, Jr.,
J. A. Martini, J. H. Palmer, V. L. Quisenberry, J. S. Rice, E. R. Shipe, H. D. Skipper,
B. R. Smith, S. U. Wallace, T. Whitwell; Associate Professors: H. T. Skorupska, W. C.
Stringer; Assistant Professors: A. Evans, Jr., N. W. Ferguson
202 Soils 4(3,2)F,S Introduction to world land resources, soil formation, classification,
and mineralogy. Emphasis is placed on the basic chemical and physical properties of
soil. Soil microorganisms, plant nutrients, and fertilization are discussed. Soil prop-
erties are related to growth. Preq: CH 101, 102 or a geology sequence including GEOL
101, or consent of instructor.
350 Practicum 1-3 Preplanned internship undertaken with an approved agency con-
cerned with agronomic practices. Restricted to students with a major or minor in
Agronomy. Maximum of 3 credits allowed. Preq: Consent of department head.
403, 603 Soil Genesis and Classification 2(1,3)F Study of soil morphology and character-
ization, pedogenic processes, soil-forming factors, and classification of soils. Preq:
AGRON 202 or consent of instructor.
404, 604 Soils and Land Use 2(1,3)F Soils interpretations for nonagricultural purposes
and facilities. Emphasis on use of modern soil surveys and properties and features of
soils important in nonfarm land uses. Not open to Agronomy majors or minors or to
students who have taken AGRON 202.
405, 605 Plant Breeding 3(2,2)S The application of genetic principles to the development
of improved crop plants. Principal topics include the genetic and cytogenetic basis of
plant breeding, mode of reproducton, techniques in selfing and crossing, methods of
breeding, inheritance in the major crops, and biometrical methods. Preq: GEN 302 or
equivalent.
406 Special Problems 1-3(0,3-9) Course designed to acquaint undergraduate students
with the scientific method. Literature investigation, planning, and execution of an ex-
periment are integral parts of the course. Not available to AGRIC H491 and H492 stu-
dents. Maximum of 6 credits allowed. Preq: Senior standing as a major or minor in
Agronomy and consent of department head.
407, H407, 607 Weed Ecology and Management 3(2,2) Weeds, their introduction, ecolo-
gy, methods of reproduction, dissemination, and management; chemistry and mode of
action of herbicides, equipment and techniques of application; and a characterization
of the common weeds of the Southeast. Preq: AGRIC 104, AGRON 202, or consent of
instructor.
408, 608 (AG E, E S E) Land Treatment ofWastewater and Sludges 3(3,0)S Principles for
designing environmentally acceptable land application systems using municipal and
industrial wastewater and sludges will be presented. Topics include land-limiting
constituent analysis; soil-plant interactions; system equipment and design; system op-
eration and management; public acceptance, social, and regulatory issues. Case stud-
ies and field trip(s) are planned. Preq: Senior standing in Agriculture or Engineering
or consent of instructor.
421, 621 Field Crops—Monocots and Specialty Crops 3(3,0)FThe principles involved in
the production and utilization of corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye, sorghum, rice, and the
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millets, with special emphasis on their importance in South Carolina agriculture.
The role of other oil, fiber, seed, drug, sugar, and other crops will be treated from the
standpoint of worldwide production and utilization. Preq: AGRIC 104, AGRON 202.
422, 622 Field Crops—Dicots 3(3,0)S The principles involved in the production and utili-
zation of corn, soybeans, tobacco, and peanuts with special emphasis on their impor-
tance in South Carolina agriculture. Preq: AGRIC 104, AGRON 202.
423, H423, 623 Field Crops—Forages 3(3,0)S The characteristics, estabhshment, utiliza-
tion, and maintenance of crops for hay, silage, and pasture. Crops valuable in South
Carolina are emphasized. Admission to Honors section by invitation only. Preq:
AGRIC 104, AGRON 202, or consent of instructor.
425. 625 Seed Science and Technology 3(2,2)8 Odd-numbered years. Topics include seed
development, germination, dormancy, pathology, storage, and deterioration. Seed test-
ing and commercial production of seed are also covered. Emphasis will be placed on
useful applications of current seed science knowledge. Preq: AGRIC 104, BOT 205.
426. 626 (AP EC) Cropping Systems Analysis 3(2,2)F AppUcation of agronomic and eco-
nomic principles in solving problems relating to the production and marketing of agro-
nomic crops. A major part of the course will be a case study in which a detailed analy-
sis of a farm, agribusiness or environmental will be made with students making
formal written and oral presentations of results. Preq: AP EC 202, AGRIC 104, Junior
or Senior standing.
433, 633 (HORT) Integrated Weed Management for Agronomic and Horticultural
Crops 3(2,2) See HORT 433.
446, 646 Soil Management 3(3,0)F Basic soil properties are related to compaction, water
and solute movement, and root growth. Practical management problems are consid-
ered and solutions developed based upon basic soil characteristics. Problems will in-
clude erosion, no-tillage, compaction, irrigation, leaching, waste application, golf-
green management, and orchard establishment. Preq: AGRON 202.
452, 652 Soil Fertility and Management 3(3,0)S Soil properties, climatic factors, and
management systems in relation to soil fertility maintenance for crop production.
Plant nutrition and growth in relation to crop fertilization and management. Preq:
AGRON 202 or consent of instructor.
453, H453, 653 Soil Fertility Laboratory 1(0,3)S The evaluation and interpretation of soil
fertility production. Preq: AGRON 202 or consent of instructor.
455 Seminar 1(1,0)F Student presentation of current agronomic topics of special inter-
est in crop production appearing in recent scientific journals and other publications.
475, H475, 675 Soil Physics and Chemistry 3(2,3)S Study of the principles of soil physics
and chemistry and their applications. Topics include soil texture, structure, compac-
tion, water relations, solute movement, mineral composition, adsorption phenomenon,
and soil acidity. Preq: AGRON 202, CH 101, 112, PHYS 207.
490, 690 Soil Organisms in Crop Production 3(2,3)F Odd-numbered years. Interrela-
tionships of soil organisms, soil properties, and crop production. Aspects of biological
nitrogen fixation, mycorrhizae, and microbial pesticide interactions. Biochemical and
nutrient transformations related to plant growth. Preq: AGRON 202, MICRO 305, PL
PA 301, or consent of instructor.
701 Soils and Man 3(3,0)
710 Selected Topics in Plant Biotechnology 3(2,2)
801 Crop Physiology and Nutrition 3(3,0)
802 Pedology 3(3,0)
804 Theory and Methods ofPlant Breeding 3(3,0)
805 SoUFertiUty 3(3,0)
806 Special Problems 1-3(0,3-9)
807 SoQ Physics 4(33)
808 Soil Chemistry 3(2,3)
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810 SoU Microbiology 3(3,0)
812 Crop Ecology and Land Use 3(3,0)
820 Pesticide Residues in the Environment 3(3,0)
825 Seminar 1(1,0)
890 Special Topics in Agronomy 1-3(1-3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
ANIMAL, DAIRY, AND VETERINARY SCIENCES (ADVSC)
Professors: A. B. Bodine II, D. L. Cross, J. F. Dickey, J. R. Diehl, C. W. Foley, Head;
T. Gimenez, D. M. Henricks, L. W. Hudson, J. C. McConnell, Jr., G. C. Skelley, Jr., J.
C. Spitzer, C. E. Thompson; Associate Professors: J. A. Bertrand, T. C. Jenkins; As-
sistant Professors: A. K. Greene, M. E. Richardson
100 Orientation to Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences 1(2,0)F Study of the role of
animal agriculture in the world today with emphasis on supply and demand of end
products and careers available in the animal industry.
101 Dairy Foods 1(1,0) Dairy foods such as ice cream, yogurt, and various cheeses; the
use of these foods for nutrition and pleasure. Sampling of various products will take
place throughout the course.
102 Mammalian Reproduction 1(1,0) Physiology and endocrinology of the reproductive
processes in male and female mammals with emphasis on farm animals. (Control of
reproductive cycles, diseases, sexuality, and effects of drugs on reproduction will be
discussed.
108 Animal and Dairy Science Techniques 1(0,2)S Basic principles in the handling of
livestock and techniques of animal industries are discussed. Basics of animal anato-
my, and equipment and facilities used in animal production are presented.
202 Introductory Animal Sciences 3(3,0)F Systematic coverage of the basic principles
involved in breeding, feeding, management, and product marketing in beef and dairy
cattle, swine, sheep, and horse operations.
203 Dairy Science Techniques 1(0,2)F Laboratories designed to demonstrate the basics
of breeding, feeding, and management of dairy cattle, quality control of milk, and pro-
cessing of milk and dairy products. Preq: To be taken concurrently or to follow
ADVSC 202.
205 Light Horse Management 2(1,3)F The light horse industry—development of breeds
and their uses. Breeding, feeding, and management of light horses. Fundamental in-
struction in equitation.
210 Animal Science Techniques 1(0,2)F Continuation of ADVSC 108. Livestock han-
dling techniques used in the animal industry are discussed. Principles of animal care
and management for livestock production are emphasized. Preq: AGRIC 103 and
ADVSC 202.
253 Meats 2(2,0)S Study of the chemical and physical composition of meat, meat hy-
giene, nutritive value, curing, freezing, and meat by-products.
255 Meats Laboratory 1(0,3) The selection and grading of meat animals and carcasses.
Practical work in slaughtering of animals and in the cutting, curing, and freezing of
meats. Emphasis is placed on the identification of wholesale and retail cuts.
301, H301 Feeds and Nutrition 3(3,0)S Designed to familiarize the student vrith nutri-
ents and feeds used in livestock and specialty animal production. Methods of evaluat-
ing common feedstuffs is covered along with a survey of the functioning of the various
digestive systems. Practical aspect to feeding each species is covered. Preq: CH 101 '^
and 102 or consent of instructor. ^^
302 Principles of Livestock Selection 2(1,2)S Pedigrees, performance records, and visual
appraisal techniques will be integrated to teach students to identify livestock to be kept
for breeding purposes. Students enrolled in the course are eligible to compete in inter- I %.
collegiate selection contests. Preq: ADVSC 202 or consent of instructor. ^'^
III
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303 Livestock Evaluation 2(1,2)F Modem selection parameters are integrated with vis-
ual appraisal in the identification of body traits that will ultimately affect the market
grades and economic value of live animals and their carcasses. Preq: AGRIC 103 or
ADVSC 202 or consent of instructor.
304 Evaluation of Dairy Products 2(1,2)S Emphasis placed on sensory evaluation of
dairy products. Discussion of basic principles of organoleptic evaluation, fundamental
rules for scoring and grading dairy products. Evaluation of all classes of dairy prod-
ucts, based on established grades and score cards. Preq: Consent of instructor.
305 Meat Grading and Selection 2(1,2)F Classification, grading, and selection of beef,
lamb, and pork carcasses, and wholesale cuts; and factors influencing quality and val-
ue will be studied. Students in this course are eligible to compete in intercollegiate
meat-judging contests. Preq: ADVSC 202.
306 Feeds and Nutrition Laboratory 1(0^ )S Students learn procedures for formulating
diets that meet nutrient requirements of livestock and poultry, utilizing traditional
mathematical approaches and computerized formulation. Computerized least-cost
formulation of diets is covered along with familiarization with feeding systems and ap-
proaches. Preq: To be taken concurrently or to follow ADVSC 301.
307 Fluid Milk 4(3,3)?" Composition, procurement, processing, distribution, quality con-
trol, public health aspects, basic chemistry and microbiology of fluid milk supplies and
products. Preq: BIOL 104 and CH 102 or consent of instructor.
309 Principles of Equine Evaluation 2(0,4) Study of conformation as it relates to locomo-
tion, soundness, and breed standards are taught. Included are the rules and regula-
tions of performance events and appropriate management of these events. Considera-
ble time will be spent judging classes and delivering oral reasons. Preq: ADVSC 205
or consent of instructor.
310 Animal Disease and Sanitation 3(3,0)S Basic principles of animal health. The
course emphasizes disease prevention in beef cattle, dairy cattle, goats, horses, poul-
try, and swine. The most common and important diseases and zoonosis of farm ani-
mals are explained. Preq: ADVSC 202 or consent of instructor.
311 Dairy Cattle Selection 2(1,2)S Emphasis is placed on the selection of dairy cattle for
profitable herd operations. Evaluation of herd classification, fitting, showing and true
types are made.
360 Internship 1-6(0,3-18) An off-campus, preplanned, supervised learning opportunity
in an area related to animal, dairy or veterinary science. Students will submit periodic
written reports and a final written report. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Junior
standing and consent of specific instructor coordinating the internship.
380 Muscle Growth and Meat Fabrication 3(2,2)F Histology, biochemistry, and physiol-
ogy of animal muscle, fat and bone tissue with laboratory emphasis on sausages and
restructed meat products. Preq: ADVSC 253 and 255.
390 Practicum 1-3(0,3-9) An on-campus, preplanned, supervised learning experience
in an area related to animal, dairy and veterinary sciences. Course will give experi-
ence not covered in other classwork. May be repeated for a maximum of 4 credits.
Preq: Consent of specific instructor supervising practicum experience.
400, 600 Dairy Processing I 4(3,3)S Alternate years. Basic principles and operation of
dairy processing equipment used to manufacture a variety of dairy products and the
basic principles of management needed to control the quality of these products. The ef-
ficient organization and operation of food and dairy plants. Preq: ADVSC 307 and
PHYS 200.
401, H401, 601 Beef Production 4(3,2)F Breeding, feeding, reproduction and manage-
ment of beef cattle will be discussed. Emphasis is on production systems integrating
disciplines of animal agriculture into management plans and alternatives. Practical
applications of beef production and management practices will also be presented.
Preq: ADVSC 301, 453; NUTR 401 or consent of instructor.
402, 602 Dairy Processing II 4(3,3)F Alternate years. Principles and practices used in
the manufacture of cultured dairy products and frozen dairy products. Processing
procedures, quality control, ingredients, formulations, and compositional and organo-
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leptic characteristics of cultured and frozen dairy products will be discussed. Preq:
ADVSC 307 and 400 or consent of instructor.
^
403, 603 Laboratory Techniques 3(2,3)F Research and quality control techniques com- t-
monly used in dairy science and related agri-sciences. Preq: CH 101, 102, or consent of
instructor.
404, 604 Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management 4(3,2)8 Alternate years. Fundamental E
principles in the care, feeding, and management of dairy cattle of all ages. Topics in-
elude general consideration in selecting a breed and the individual cow, calf raising,
growth and development of dairy heifers, care and maintenance of the milking herd,
and feeding for milk production. Preq: ADVSC 202. K
405 Advanced Livestock Selection and Evaluation 2(0,4)F Class intended to provide spe-
cial training in selection and evaluation of breeding and market animals. Species be-
ing dealt with are cattle, sheep, and swine. Intended to prepare students for participa- ^—
tion in intercollegiate livestock judging contests. Preq: ADVSC 302.
406 Seminars and Related Topics 2(2,0)F Designed to provide opportunity to prepare
and deliver orally, technical information not fully covered in classwork, to aid in re-
sume preparation, to introduce interviewing skills, and to acquaint students with in-
dustry expectations for animal, dairy and veterinary sciences graduates. Preq: SPCH
250 or consent of instructor.
r
408, H408, 608 Pork Production 4(3,2)S Breeding, feeding, grading, marketing, and
management of swine will be studied. Practical applications from all phases of the
production cycle will be outlined in problem form to develop the student's problem-
solving ability. Preq: ADVSC 301, 453; NUTR 401 or consent of instructor.
409 Selected Topics 1-3(1-3,0) Comprehensive study of selected topics in animal, dairy
and veterinary science not covered in other courses. May be repeated for a maximum m^
of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of specific instructor coordinating that special topic. ^^
412, H412 Horse Production 4(3,2)S Feeding, breeding, and management of the horse
discussed in relation to health, genetics, reproduction, nutrition, and selection. Preq:
ADVSC 301, 453; NUTR 401 or consent of instructor.
422 Special Problems 1-3(0,3-9) Laboratory, library, or field study of problems related to
animal, dairy and veterinary sciences, emphasizing development and testing of hy-
pothesis and reporting of results. May be repeated for a maximum of 4 credits. Preq:
Consent of specific instructor supervising study. Junior standing.
452, H452, 652 Animal Breeding 3(3,0)S The fundamental principles relating to the
breeding and improvement of livestock including variation, heredity, selection, line-
breeding, inbreeding, crossbreeding, and other related subjects. Preq: GEN 302.
453, H453, 653 Animal Reproduction 3(2,2) Reproductive physiology and endocrinology
of mammals with emphasis on farm animals and frequent reference to reproduction
in laboratory animals and humans. Preq: AN PH 301 or consent of instructor.
455, 655 Animal Reproductive Management 1(0,3)S Physiology and endocrinology of
pregnant and nonpregnant cows are discussed. Emphasis is placed on methods of ar-
tificial insemination, pregnancy detection, and computer recordkeeping for achieving
a high level of reproductive efficiency in cattle. Preq: To be taken concurrently or to fol-
low ADVSC 453.
461, 661 Physiology of Lactation 2(2,0)S Anatomy and development of the mammary
gland; physiological and biochemical regulation of mammary growth and milk secre-
tion with emphasis on farm animals and reference to other mammals. Preq: BIOCH
210, CH 223, or consent of instructor.
801 Selected Topics 1-3(1-3,0)
802 Meat Technology 3(3,0)
803 Physiok)gy ofReproduction and Milk Secretion 3(3,0)
801 Methods in Animal Breeding 3(3,0)
805 Nutrition ofMeat Animals 3(3,0)
808 Industrial Dairy Science 3(3,0)
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820 Anitnal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences Graduate Seminar 1(1,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY (AN PH)
(See courses listed under Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences; Entomology; Poul-
try Science; and Zoology)
Professors: G. P. Birrenkott, Jr., J. F. Dickey, J. R. Diehl, T. Gimenez, B. Glick, D. M.
Henricks, B. L. Hughes, R. J. Kendall, R. Noblet, J. C. Spitzer, R. J. Thurston, J. R.
Tomasso, Jr.; Associate Professors: J. M. Colacino, T. R. Scott; Assistant Professor:
M. E. Richardson,
301 Physiology and Anatomy of Domestic Animals 4(3,3)S Physiology and associated
anatomy of the body systems, including nervous, skeletal, muscular, respiratory, di-
gestive, circulatory, urinary, reproductive, and endocrine systems. Designed primari-
ly for students in Animal Science, Dairy Science, and Poultry Science. Preq: BIOL
103, 104 or 110, 111.
460, H460, 660 Systems Physiology 1(1,0)F Physiology of the digestive and endocrine sys-
tems. Coreq: ZOOL 459 or consent of instructor.
801 (BIOSC) Electron Microscopy of Biological Specimens 3(1,6)
802 Special Topics in Animal Physiology 1(1,0)
806 Care and Use of Research Animals 3( 1,6)
807 Special Problems in Animal Physiology 1-3
808 Mammalian and Avian Endocrinology 3(3,0)
812 Digestive-Metabolic, Excretory and Respiratory Physiology 5(4,3)
814 Membrane, Cardiovascular and Neuro-Muscular Physiology 5(4^)
851 Animal Physiology Seminar 1(1,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH)
Assistant Professor: J. M. Coggeshall
201 Introduction to Anthropology 3(3,0) Humans as biosocial animals, including the
theory of evolution and the archaeological evidence of physical and cultural develop-
ment; emphasis on the relation of human beings to the environment.
251 Physical Anthropology 4(3,2) Formerly ANTH 110. Studies humans as a biological
organism. Examines human evolution, including current controversies; primate so-
cial behavior and relationships to humans; and racial and physiological differences
among contemporary human populations. (Some biology recommended; e.g., BIOL
103.)
301 Cultural Anthropology 3(3,0) The nature of human culture; the constants and vari-
ants in human behavior affecting technology, social relations, social control, family
systems, language, religion and art. Preq: ANTH 201 or consent of instructor.
310 Archaeology of the Southeastern American Indians 3(3,0) The cultural prehistory
of the Southeastern United States, including developments in each time period; evi-
dence of intra- and inter-regional trade, agriculture, and societal complexity. Preq:
ANTH 201 or consent of instructor.
320 North American Indian Cultures 3(3,0) American Indian ethnography, using the
culture area approach in studying adaptations of native peoples; includes a brief sur-
vey of American Indians today. Preq: ANTH 201 or consent of instructor.
ARCHITECTURE (CA AR)
Professors: J. F. Barker, D. L. Collins, L. G. Craig, M. A. Davis, T. K. Doruk, C. Fera,
J. D. Jacques, Head; Y. Kishimoto, P. R. Lee, R. B. Norman, G. B. Witherspoon; Asso-
ciate Professors: D. J. Allison, H. A. Burton, R. D. Eflin, H. C. Harritos, R. J. Hogan,
N. J. Hurt, D. J. Hutton, G. W. Patterson; Assistant Professors: R. D. Crout, Jr., R. T.
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HufT, M. H. Rice, T. C. Sammons, R. T. Silance; Visiting Professors: B. Doruk, H. E.
McClure, G. C. Means, Jr., J. L. Young; Visiting Associate Professor: R. J. Miller;
Visiting Assistant Professors: D. M. Brown, P. Harwood, W. K. Powers, W. H.
Tabberson; Visiting Instructors: M. D. Alexander, R. C. Lowrey
201 The Art of Architecture 3(0,6) Examines basic concepts of architectural design
from historical models to contemporary examples. Seminar discussions complement
studio exercises and projects which concentrate on principles of design, materials of
construction, programmatic concerns, and design theories. Preq: CA DS 151 and 153;
152 and 154.
202 Art with Architecture 3(0,6) Course will emphasize the integration of art with ar- E
chitecture. Seminar discussions and field trips examine key examples from the past ^
and present. Studio projects and exercises utilize the principles of design to creatively
solve design problems of art in public places. Preq: CA AR 201.
251 Design Studies III 5(0,10) Studio work with adjunct demonstrations and lectures p
concerned with basic architectural design problems. Preq: CA DS 152. Coreq: CA AR
253.
t
252 Design Studies IV 5(0,10) Continuation of CA AR 251. Preq: CA AR 251. Coreq:
CA AR 254.
253 Design Theory III 1(1,0) Introduction to fundamental ideas and issues of architec-
ture through the presentation of topics on theory, technology, and practice.
254 Design Theory IV 1(1,0) Continuation ofCA AR 253. E
351 Design Studies V 5(0,10) Studio work with adjunct demonstrations and lecturers
concerned with intermediate architectural design problems. Preq: CA AR 252. Coreq:
CA AR 353.
t
r
352 Design Studies VI 5(0,10) Continuation of CA AR 351. Preq: CA AR 351. Coreq:
CA AR 354.
353 Design Theory V 1(1,0) Continued study of ideas and issues of architecture through
the presentation of topics on theory, technology, and practice. P
354 Design Theory VI 1(1,0) Continuation ofCA AR 353.
403, 603 The Modem Architectural Movement 3(3,0) Seminar in the analysis and criti-
cism of architectural and town building works. The course sequence will include his-
toric and contemporary examples, literary searches, field trips, essays, and oral re-
ports. Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
404, 604 Current Directions in Architecture 3(3,0) The critical analysis of the develop-
ment and current directions of modern movements in architecture. Preq: Senior E^
standing or consent of instructor. ^~-
405, 605 American Architectural Styles 1650-1950 3(3,0) Survey ofAmerican architectu-
ral styles and of the architects responsible for them, from the Colonial period to our re- —
—
cent past. Considerable emphasis will be placed on identifying those architectural ele-
ments which serve as clues in determining a building's architectural style.
412, 612 Architectural History Research 3(3,0) Directed investigations related to the art
and architectural heritage of Italy.
414, 614 Design Seminar 3(3,0) Exploration of topical issues in architecture, art, con-
struction, and planning.
416, 616 Field Studies in Architecture and Related Arts 3(0,9) Documentation and anal- ,
ysis of architectural structures observed during European travels in graphic and writ- ^
ten form.
421 Architectural Seminar 3(3,0) Lectures and seminars dealing vrith pertinent topics
related to environmental and technological considerations in architecture and the l
building industry. Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor. ^
422 New Directions Seminar 3(3,0) Exploration into careers which relate directly (i.e.,
construction law) or indirectly (i.e., public relations) to the making of our built environ-
ment, b
424, 624 Product Design 3(0,9) Furniture and product system design with emphasis on
t
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ergonomics and the relationship of form and materials. Preq: Senior standing and
consent of instructor.
425, 625 Energy in Architecture 3(3,0) Climate design methodology and its influence on
building energy patterns and architectural form. Preq: Senior standing and consent
of instructor.
426, 626 Architectural Color Graphics 3(2,3) Architectural color graphics by computer.
Theories of color classification and interaction; application of color theories to art and
architecture. Preq: Consent of instructor.
427, 627 Advanced Color Graphics 3(2,3) Theories of color classification and interac-
tion; three-dimensional color modeling by computer; advanced application of color the-
ories to art and architecture. Preq: CA AR 426 or consent of instructor.
428, 628 Computer-Aided Design 3(2,3) Introduction to the concepts, skills and appUca-
tions of computer-aided design as they relate to the practice of architecture. Preq: Sen-
ior standing or approval of instructor.
451 Design Studies VII 5(0,10) Studio work with adjunct seminar/lecture concerned
with advanced architectural design problems. Preq: CA AR 352. Coreq: CA AR 453.
452 Design Studies VIII 5(0,10) Continuation of CA AR 451. Preq: CA AR 451. Coreq:
CA AR 454.
453 Design Theory VII 1(1,0) Study of advanced ideas and issues of architecture
through the presentation of topics on theory, technology, and practice.
454 Design Theory VIII 1(1,0) Continuation ofCA AR 453.
485, 685 Health Care Facilities Systems 3(3,0) Course introduces the concepts, organi-
zation, and direction of health and health-care services within the context of health-
care delivery systems. Special emphasis is placed on mental and physical health-care
facilities concepts. Preq: Consent of instructor.
488, 688 Health Care Facilities Programming Techniques 3(3,0) Seminar on recent re-
search and innovations in health-care facilities programming and original investiga-
tion of assigned programming problems. Preq: Consent of instructor.
490, H490 Directed Studies 1-5 Comprehensive studies and research of special topics
not covered in other courses. Emphasis will be placed on field studies, research activi-
ties, and current developments in architecture. Preq: Consent of department head.
557 Architecture Studio 6(0,18) City planning design and the development of complex
building solutions.
558 Architecture Studio 6(0,18) Programming and solution of complex building design
problems including interior and site development. Preq: CA AR 557.
801 Architecture Seminar 3(3,0)
802 Phenomenok>gy ofArchitecture 3(3,0)
803 Theories ofArchitecture 3(3,0)
804 Modem Masters 3(3,0)
805 Architecture and the City 3(3,0)
821 Research Methods 3(3,0)
850 Architecture Studio 6(0,18)
853 Architecture Studio 6(0,18)
854 Architecture Studio 6(0,18)
857 Architecture Studio 6(0,18)
858 Thesis Research 3(0^)
859 Thesis Manuscript 1-3(0^-9)
881 Architectural Office Practice 3(3,0)
886 Health Care Components 3(3,0)
890 Directed Studies 1-5(1-5,0)
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891 Thesis Project 3-9(0^27)
ARCHITECTURE OVERSEAS PROGRAM (CA GE)
^
(See courses listed under each field of study.)
Professor: C. Fera, Director; Assistant Professor in Residence: T. C. Sammons
The Daniel Center for Urban Studies in Genoa, Italy, is available to qualified Master of P_
Architecture, Building Science and Management, Master of Fine Arts, and Master of
City and Regional Planning students. Studio and classroom work in this historic port
setting is enriched by visiting scholars and complemented by scheduled field trips, both ^
in Italy and continental Europe. fc
r
ARTAND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY (A A H)
Professor: E. C. Voelker; Associate Professors: J. B. LeBlanc, G. L. Walker; Visiting
Associate Professor: B. R. Collins; Visiting Assistant Professors: C. Cowan-Ricks, D.
W. Houston; Adjunct Professor: H. N. Cooledge
101, HlOl Survey of Art and Architectural History I 3(3,0) Survey of architectural de-
sign and the decorative arts, landscape and building technology, in the Ancient Near
East, Egypt, Greece, Rome, Byzantium, as well as Romanesque and Gothic Europe.
102, H102 Survey of Art and Architectiu-al History I 3(3,0) Survey of Renaissance, Ba-
roque and Neoclassical art and architecture. Introduction to the Modern Movement in
^
Europe and America. Preq: A A H 101.
203, H203 History and Theory of Architecture I 3(3,0) First of a two-semester sequence
of special topics and issues in the history of architecture. Emphasis on architectural
theory and practice in the past and present. Analysis of differing approaches to histo-
ry: chronological, typological, thematic, phenomenological. Preq: A A H 102.
204, H204 History and Theory of Architecture II 3(3,0) Second of a two-semester se-
quence on special topics and issues in the history of architecture. Emphasis on typolo-
gies of the house, governmental buildings, and sacred architecture. New directions in
architectural historiography. Preq: A A H 203.
205, H205 History and Theory of Art I 3(3,0) First of a two-semester sequence on special
topics and issues in the history of art. Emphasis on stylistic developments and specific
art movements. Analysis of art within the larger context of social, political, religious W^
history. Examinationof art techniques and theory as they have developed. Preq: A AH ^
102.
206, H206 History and Theory of Art H 3(3,0) Second of a two-semester sequence on spe- ^
cial topics and issues in the history of art. Continued emphasis on stylistic develop- r_
ments and art movements, with specific attention directed toward post-Renaissance
art. Analysis of the influence of past history on modern. Preq: A A H 205.
210 Introduction to Art and Architecture 3(3,0) This one-semester lecture survey will
introduce to the nonmajor student an overview of art and architecture from different
time periods and cultures. Students will be encouraged to appreciate the contribution
to art made by the great masters and to discern different styles, art techniques, and
creative traditions.
301 Research Methodology 3(3,0) Introduction to the techniques of research through
proposed subjects, library and computer research, critical written evaluations, and the
preparation of written presentations.
305 Contemporary Art History 3(3,0) Study of contemporary art fi-om World War II to
the present, exploring the forces that have shaped the various movements and direc-
tions. Preq: A A H 206.
H330 Honors Colloquium 3 Undergraduate honors colloquium wdth emphasis on inter-
disciplinary interpretations. An integration of art, architecture, landscape, and city
planning. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
391 Italian Studies Abroad I 3-6(3-6,0) SS On-site exposure of specific works of art and
architectural monuments in Italy, coupled writh lectures and study problems. May be
taught alternately as a compact short course during the academic year with a short
F^d
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stay in Italy or during the summer with an extended foreign experience. May not be
taken Pass/Fail. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
392 British Studies Abroad I 3(3,0) On-site exposure to specific works of art and archi-
tectural monuments in Great Britain, coupled with lectures and study problems. May
be taught alternately as a compact short course during the academic year with a short
stay in Britain or during the summer with an extended foreign experience. May not be
taken Pass/Fail. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
393 French Visual Studies Abroad I 3(3,0) On-site exposure to specific works of art gmd
architectural monuments in France, coupled with lectures and study problems. May
be taught alternately as a compact short course during the academic year with a short
stay in France, or during the summer with an extended foreign experience. May not
be taken Pass/Fail. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
394 Northern European Visual Studies Abroad I 3(3,0) On-site exposure to art and ar-
chitecture in Northern European countries such as Belgium, Germany, and Holland
coupled with lectures and study problems. May be taught alternately as a compact
course during academic year with short stay in Northern Europe, or during summer
with extended foreign experience. May not be taken Pass/Fail. Preq: A A H 204 or 206
or consent of instructor.
395 Special Topics in Visual Studies Abroad I 3(3,0) On-site exposure to art and archi-
tecture in foreign countries, coupled with lectures and study problems. Different coun-
tries may be selected for study at faculty discretion. May be taught as a compact course
during academic year with short stay in foreign country, or during summer with ex-
tended foreign experience. May not be taken Pass/Fail. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or con-
sent of instructor.
396 Special Topics in Visual American Studies I 3(3,0) On-site exposure to specific
works of art and architectural monuments throughout the U.S., coupled with lectures
and study problems. May be taught alternately as a compact short course during the
academic year with a short trip to areas of interest, or during the summer with
extended travel. May not be taken Pass/Fail. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of in-
structor.
411, 611 Directed Research in Art and Architectural History 3(3,0) Comprehensive
studies and research of special topics not covered in other courses. Emphasis will be
placed on field studies, research activities, and current developments in art history.
412, 612 Directed Research in Art and Architectural History 3(3,0) Continuation of
AAH411.
413, 613 Twentieth Century Visual Arts 3(3,0) Consideration of the visual arts in the
20th century in relation to the factors that have infiuenced artists and the consequence
of their production to society.
416 History of Landscape Architecture 3(3,0) Planetary survey of notable examples of
mankind's constant efforts to arrange and bring order to his environment by design on
the land. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
417. 617 Studies in the Art and Architecture of the Ancient World I 3(3,0) Consideration
of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Ancient World (Egypt, the Near
East, Greece, and Rome) with a study in depth of selected examples from the period.
Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
418. 618 Studies in the Art and Architecttire of the Ancient World II 3(3,0) Considera-
tion of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Ancient World (Egypt, the
Near East, Greece, and Rome), with a study in depth of selected examples from the
period. Preq: AAH417.
419. 619 Studies in the Art and Architecture of the Early Middle Ages 3(3,0) Considera-
tion of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Early Middle Ages (Byzan-
tium and Western Europe from the 4th through 12th centuries), with a study in depth
of selected examples from the period. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
420. 620 Studies in the Art and Architecture of the Late Middle Ages 3(3,0) Considera-
tion of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the late Middle Ages (Western
Europe from the 12th through the 15th centuries), with a study in depth of selected ex-
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amples from the period. Preq: A A H 419.
423. 623 Studies in the Art and Architecture of the Renaissance 1 3(3,0) Consideration
of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Renaissance (Western Europe
from the 15th through the 18th centuries), with a study in depth of selected examples
from the period. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
424. 624 Studies in the Art and Architecture of the Renaissance II 3(3,0) (Donsideration
of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Renaissance (Western Europe
from the 15th through the 18th centuries), with a study in depth of selected examples
from the period. Preq: A A H 423.
425, 625 Architecture of the Technical Revolution 1685-1865 3(3,0) Consideration, in
depth and particular, of the impact on architecture of the applied scientific method as
it produced mechanical inventions, new construction material and methods, new pow-
er sources and production technique, and the social adjustments which all of these ini-
tiated. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent of instructor.
427, 627 Eighteenth Century Visual Arts 3(3,0) Consideration of the visual arts: sculp-
ture, painting, graphics, and furnishings of the 18th century in its environment, to-
gether with its precursors and later influence (1785-1815). Preq: A A H 204 or 206.
428, 628 Nineteenth Century Visual Arts 3(3,0) Consideration of the visual arts of the
19th century: painting, sculpture, printmaking, ceramics, and so forth, in relation to
the factors that have influenced the artist and the consequence on society. Preq: A A H
427.
429, 629 Studies in the Art and Architectime of India and the Far East 3(3,0) Considera-
tion of the visual arts and architectural monuments of India and the Far East, with a
study in depth of selected examples from the period. Preq: A A H 204 or 206 or consent
of instructor.
815 Art and Architectural History Seminar 1 3(3,0)
816 Art and Architectural History Seminar n 3(3,0)
I
ASTRONOMY (ASTR) E~
Professors: D. D. Clayton, J. R. Ray; Associate Professors: T. F. Collins, P. J. Flower;
Assistant Professors: D. H. Hartmann, M. D. Leising, B. S. Meyer; Visiting Assistant
Professor: J. T. I shell
101 Solar System Astronomy 3(3,0) A descriptive survey of the universe, with emphasis
on basic physical concepts and the objects in our solar system, is presented. Related
topics of current interest will be included. For nonscience majors. This course may
not be taken by a student who has completed ASTR 301.
102 Stellar Astronomy 3(3,0) A descriptive survey of the universe, with emphasis on
basic physical concepts and galactic and extragalactic objects, is presented. Related
topics of current interest will be included. For nonscience majors. This course may
not be taken by a student who has completed ASTR 302.
103 Solar System Astronomy Laboratory 1(0,2) Optional laboratory to accompany ASTR
101. Demonstrations, laboratory exercises, planetarium visits, and a night laboratory
using a small telescope, will supplement the lecture course. Coreq: ASTR 101.
104Stellar Astronomy Laboratory 1(0,2) Optional laboratory to accompany ASTR 102.
Demonstrations, laboratory exercises, planetarium visits, and a night laboratory, us-
ing a small telescope, will supplement the lecture course. Coreq: ASTR 102.
220 (GEOL) Planetary Science 3(3,0) See GEOL 220.
301 General Astronomy 3(3,0) Study of the basic physical concepts necessary for an un-
derstanding of the sun, planets, moons, asteroids, and comets that constitute our solar
system and of their formation and evolution. Preq: MTHSC 106 and PHYS 207 or 122
or consent of instructor.
302 Astrophysics 3(3,0) Basic physical concepts necessary for an understanding of our
stellar system and the observable universe beyond our galaxy. Topics include stellar
evolution, galactic structure and an introduction to cosmology. Preq: MTHSC 106 and
PHYS 208 or 221 or consent of instructor.
r
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401, 601 Stellar Atmospheres 3(3,0) Introduction to the theory of stellar atmospheres.
Topics to be discussed include radiation laws, theory of continuum radiation and spec-
tral line formation, radiation transfer, and stellar spectra. Applications to the sun
and stars will be presented. Preq: ASTR 302 or consent of instructor.
402, 602 Stellar Interiors and Evolution 3(3,0) Introduction to both the theoretical £ind
observational approaches to the study of stellar evolution. The physical laws governing
the temperature, pressure, and mass distributions in stars, including the equation of
state, opacity and nuclear energy generation, will be described. Stellar evolution from
pre-main sequence stars to post-red giant or supergiant stars will be studied. Preq:
ASTR 302 or consent of instructor.
403, 603 Galactic Structure 3(3,0) Introduction to the kinematics, dynamics, and con-
tent of the Milky Way galaxy. Topics include galactic rotation and mass determina-
tion, galactic distance scale, stellar populations, galactic center, spiral structure, and
evolution of the galaxy. Preq: ASTR 302 or consent of instructor.
410, 610 Cosmology 3(3,0) Study of the large-scale structure of the universe. Discussion
of experimental results includes optical, microwave, and radio observations of galaxies
and quasi-stellar objects. Evolutionary models that agree with current observations
are discussed. Preq: ASTR 302 or consent of instructor.
412, 612 Practical Astronomy 3(3,0) Instruction in the techniques of data reduction and
analysis, including discussions of instrumental and observational errors. Various
methods of orbital solution will be applied to observations of visual, spectroscopic, and
eclipsing binary systems. Preq: ASTR 302 or consent of instructor.
475, 675 Selected Topics in Astrophysics 1-3(0-3,0-9) Comprehensive study of an area of
astrophysics. Areas to be studied may include nucleosynthesis and stellar evolution,
extragalactic distance scale, structure and evolution of galaxies, and large-scale struc-
ture of the universe. May be taken for credit more than one time. Preq: ASTR 302 or
consent of department head.
701 Solar System Astronomy for ffigh School Teachers 3(3,0)
711 Stellar Astronomy for High School Teachers 3(3,0)
730 Earth Science V: Astronomy for Science Teachers 3(3,0)
731 Earth Science VI: Special Topics in Astronomy 1(0,2)
732 Astronomy for Earth Science Teachers 3(3,0)
875 Seminar in Contemporary Astronomy 1-3(1-3,0)
BIOCHEMISTRY (BIOCH)
Professors: C. S. Brown, R. H. Hilderman, G. L. Powell, J. M. Shively, J. K. Zimmer-
man; Associate Professor: A. G. Abbott; Assistant Professors: R. M. Tombes, J. P.
Weinstein; Adjunct Professor: D. M. Henricks
101 Molecules and Man 1(1,0) Introduction to the structure and function(s) or effect(s)
of some biological molecules important to man. Preq: Limited to freshmen or by con-
sent of instructor.
102 Molecules and Man 1(1,0) Continuation of BIOCH 101. Preq: Limited to freshmen
or by consent of instructor.
210 Elementary Biochemistry 4(3,3) Discussion of the kinds of compounds found in liv-
ing organisms, their biochemical reactions and significance. The laboratory work
parallels classroom study. Preq: CH 102 or 112.
301 General Biochemistry 3(3,0) Introduction to the nature, production, and repUcation
of biological structure at the molecular level and its relation to function. Preq: Organ-
ic Chemistry.
302 Molecular Biology Laboratory 1(0,3) Laboratory to accompany BIOCH 301. Intro-
duction to fundamental laboratory techniques in biochemistry and molecular biology
and a demonstration of some of the fundamental principles of molecular biology dis-
cussed in BIOCH 301. Preq: Organic Chemistry. Coreq: BIOCH 301.
406, 606 Physiological Chemistry 3(3,0) Chemical basis of the mammalian physiologi-
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cal processes of muscle contraction, nerve function, respiration, kidney function, and
blood homeostasis is studied. Composition of specialized tissue such as muscle, nerve,
blood and bone, and regulation of water, electrolytes and acid-base balance is dis-
cussed. Preq: BIOCH 210 or organic chemistry.
408, 608 Physiological Chemistry Laboratory 1(0,3) Experiments will be conducted that
illustrate biochemical methodology. The use of radioisotopes, chromatography, and
procedures used in the clinical biochemical laboratory will be emphasized. Preq: Reg-
istration in BIOCH 406.
423, 623 Principles of Biochemistry 3(3,0) Study of the chemistry of amino acids, mono-
saccharides, fatty acids, purines, pyrimidines and associated compounds leads to an
understanding of their properties and the relationship between structure and function
that make them important in biological processes. The use of modern techniques is
stressed. Preq: CH 224 or equivalent.
431, H431, 631 Physical Approach to Biochemistry 3(3,0) Study of chemical and physical
properties of amino acids, lipids, nucleic acids, sugars and their biopolymers. Physical
and mathematical analyses will be correlated with biological structure and func-
tion. Preq: One year of Organic Chemistry and BIOCH 301 or consent of instructor.
Coreq: Physical Chemistry.
432, H432, 632 Biochemistry of Metabolism 3(3,0) Study of the central pathways of carbo-
hydrate, lipid, protein, and nucleic acid metabolism. Bioenergetics, limiting reac-
tions, and the regulation and integration of the metabolic pathways will be empha-
sized. Preq: BIOCH 431 or consent of instructor.
433. 633 General Biochemistry Laboratory I 2(0,4) Formerly BIOCH 425. Experiments
selected to illustrate current methods used in biochemical research. Preq: Concur-
rent enrollment in BIOCH 423 or 431.
434. 634 General Biochemistry Laboratory II 2(0,4) Formerly BKXH 426. Continuation
of BIOCH 433. Preq: Concurrent enrollment in BIOCH 432.
441, H441, 641 Molecular Biology 3(3,0) Course dealing with the principles of replication
transcription, and translation. Emphasis will be placed on the experimental data used
to study these principles. Preq: BIOCH 423 or 431 or consent of instructor.
491, H491 Special Problems in Biochemistry 1-8(0,3-24) Orientation in biochemical re-
search; i.e., experimental planning, execution, and reporting. May be repeated for a
^^
maximum of 8 credits. p^
810 Advanced Biochemical Techniques 1-3(03-9)
815 Lipids and Biomembranes 3(3,0)
817 Chemistry and Metabolism ofHormones 3(3,0) P_
819 Regulation of Intermediary Metabolism 3(3,0)
820 Nucleic Acids and Protein Biosynthesis 3(3,0)
821 Proteins 3(3,0)
822 Enzymes 3(3,0)
824 Cellular Regtdations at the Molecular Level 3(3,0)
825 Neiuxxjhemistry 3(3,0)
831 Physical Biochemistry 3(3,0)
851 Biochemistry Seminar 1(1,0)
871 Advanced Topics 1-3(1-3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
BIOENGINEERING (BIO E)
Professors: J. Black, J. M. Colacino, R. L. Dooley, A. F. von Recum, Head; S. W. Shla-
by; Associate Professor: D. L. Powers; Assistant Professors: V. M. Gharpuray, M.
LaBerge, R. A. Latour, Jr.; Visiting Professor: G. Heimke; Adjunct Professors: E. W.
r
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Berg, L. S. Bowman, G. Cooper IV, R. A. Draughn, H. I. Friedman, R. M. Sade, F. A.
Young, Jr.; Adjunct Assistant Professors: E. Barth, R. A. Straup
201 Organs and Their Replacements 3(3,0)F Designed to provide engineering, biologi-
cal, and physical science students with an overview of the replacement of human body
parts and the problems related to artificial devices.
302 Biomaterials 3(3,0)S Study of metallic, ceramic and polymer materials used for
surgical and dental implants. Materials selection, implant design, physical and me-
chanical testing. Corrosion and wear in the body. In addition, physical and mechani-
cal properties of tissue as related to microstructure are studied. Preq: CR E 310 or con-
sent of instructor.
320 Introduction to Structural Biomechanics 3(3,0)S Introduction to the analysis of the
mechanical function of the human body and the effect of external forces on the body.
The study of the mechanics of the skeletal system is the main emphasis of the course.
Preq: E M 201.
401 Biomedical Design 3(3,0)F Covers basic steps in designing medical devices intended
for short- or long-term implantation. Materials selection, fabrication processes, per-
formance standards, cost analysis, and design optimization will be covered. A design
project will be required. For engineering majors only. Preq: BIO E 302, 320, or con-
sent of instructor.
410 Advanced Artificial Organs 3(3,0)F Indepth analyses of bioengineering principles
involved in the design and use of artificial organs: tribology of joints, fluid mechanics
vs. heart components, gas diffusion and artificial skin, and mechanical aspects of den-
tistry. Preq: BIO E 302, 320 or consent of instructor.
450 Special Topics in Biomedical Engineering 1-4(0-4,12-0) Comprehensive study of a
topic of current interest in the field of biomedical engineering. May be taken for credit
more than one time. Preq: Consent of instructor.
800 Seminar in Bioengineering 1(1,0)
801 Biomaterials 3(3,0)
802 CompatibiUty of Biomaterials 3(1,6)
803 Polymeric Biomaterials 3(3,0)
801 Metallic and Ceramic Implant Materials 3(3,0)
805 Composite Biomaterials 3(3,0)
812 Orthopedic Pathology 3(3,0)
820 Structural Biomechanics 3(3,0)
821 Human Dynamics 3(2,2)
823 Artificial Cardiac Assistance and Replacement 2(2,0)
840 Creative Biomedical Engineering Design 3(2,2)
847 Elements of Bioengineering 4(4,0)
850 Special Topics in Biomedical Engineering 1^(0-4,12-0)
870 Bioinstrumentation 3(2,2)
871 Special Topics in Biological Sciences 1-4(0-3,0-6)
882 Biomaterials Implantology 4(2,6)
890 Internship 1-5(03-40)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (BIOSC)
210 Biology of Culture and ReUgion 3(3,0) Drawing on findings from sociobiology, evolu-
tion, genetics and molecular biology, this course examines the biology of man's culture
and religion. Topics include coevolution of culture and gene systems; adaptive signifi-
cance of religion; evolution, free-will and creative process; altruism; mysticism and
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states of consciousness. Preq: BIOL 103 and 104 or consent of instructor.
222 Human Anatomy and Physiology I 4(3,3) Basic introductory course in human anat- K
omy and physiology covering the cell and tissues; skeletal, muscular, and nervous sys- t-.
terns; sensory organs. Structured primarily for nursing and other allied health stu-
dents. Preq: BIOL 103, CH 102, 106 or 112.
223 Human Anatomy and Physiology H 4(3,3) Continuation ofBIOSC 222 covering di- §
gestive, respiratory, circulatory, urinary, endocrine and reproductive systems. Preq: ^
BIOSC 222 or equivalent.
241 Ecology, the Environment, and Human Society 3(3,0) Basic principles of population
biology, ecology, and environmental science as applied to the study of the interactions
between human society and the biosphere. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205. ^~
280 Industry and the Biologist 3(3,0) Course will introduce the student to biological
principles applied by industry and the regulatory agencies concerning establishment
of an industrial facility discharging effluent into a recreational river. Preq: One year
of biology.
281 Industrial Biologist's Survey of Natiu*al Resource Regulations 2(2,0) A survey of the
laws and regulations protecting natural resources, emphasizing the historical per-
spectives and impacts on regulated communities by utilizing actual case studies.
Preq: One year of biology or consent of instructor.
302, H302 Invertebrate Biology 4(3,3) An indepth survey and comparison of free-living
invertebrate animals emphasizing functional anatomy, development and evolutionary
relationships. Participation in one weekend excursion to the Southeastern coast is op-
tional. Preq: An introductory two-semester biology sequence with laboratory.
303, H303 Vertebrate Biology 4(3,3) Comprehensive survey of vertebrate animals includ-
ing their taxonomy, morphology, evolution, and selected aspects of the natural history
and behavior. Preq: An introductory two-semester biology sequence with laboratory.
304, H304 Biology of Plants 4(3,3) Survey of the major groups of plants, their biology, di-
versity, and evolution. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205.
305, H305 Algae and Fungi 4(3,3) Introduction to the biology of the major groups of al-
gae and fungi. The course emphasizes how select representatives of the algae and fun-
gi are adapted to their environment through structural, physiological and life cycle
modifications. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205.
311 Tropical Biology 3(1,6) Fundamental approach to basic ecological and evolutionary
principles in tropical ecosystems, concentrating primarily on the rainforest and coral
reef. Laboratory includes a field trip to Belize over the spring break. Preq: BIOL 103
and 104, or 110 and 111 or equivalent; or consent of instructor.
416, 616 (GEN) Molecxilar Genetics 3(3,0) See GEN 416.
418, 618 (GEN, MICRO) Biotechnology I: Nucleic Acids Techniques 4(2,4) Designed to
provide basic training in the manipulation of genetic information using recombinant
DNA technology. Included are techniques in molecular cloning. Southern and North-
ern analysis, clone library construction. Preq: BIOCH 210 or 301, MICRO 305 or con-
sent of instructor.
420, H420, 620 Neurobiology 3(3,0) Designed to provide broad background in neurobiolo-
gy. Topics include neuroanatomical structure-function; conduction in the neuron;
neurite growth and development; neuromuscular junction; chemistry, physiology, and
pharmacology of specific neurotransmitters and receptors; visual process; axoplasmic
transport; hypothalamic-pituitary regulation; theories of behavior; theories of learning
and memory. Preq: BIOCH 210 or 301 or consent of instructor.
430, 630 (AG E) Engineering Modeling of Biological Systems 3(3,0) See AG E 430.
435, H435, 635 Principles of Evolution 4(4,0) Introduction to the fundamental principles
and major concepts of the evolutionary process in animals, including a consideration
of evolutionary theories, adaptive processes in populations, and major evolutionary
patterns and to the principles of classification and systematics. Preq: GEN 302 or con-
sent of instructor.
440, H440, 640 Developmental Animal Biology 4(3,3) Events and mechanisms responsi-
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ble for the development of multicellular animals. Gametogenesis, fertilization, em-
bryonic development, cellular differentiation, morphogenesis, larval forms and meta-
morphosis, asexual reproduction, regeneration, malignancy, and aging will be ana-
lyzed in terms of fundamental concepts and control processes. Preq: BIOCH 210 or 301
or consent of instructor.
441, H441, 641 Ecology 4(3,3) Fundamental approach to basic ecological principles un-
derlying the interrelationship of organisms with their biotic and abiotic environments.
Preq: BIOL 104, 111 or EOT 205 or consent of instructor.
442, H442, 642 Biogeog^^aphy 3(3,0) Study of patterns of distribution of plants and ani-
mals in space and time. Preq: BIOSC 302 or 303 and 304 or 305 or consent of instruc-
tor.
443, 643 Aquatic Ecology 4(3,3) Study of basic ecological principles and concepts as they
apply to aquatic environments: rivers and streams, lakes and ponds, reservoirs,
swamps, marshes, estuaries, and marine systems. Laboratories will provide practical
experience in techniques and methods used in the ecological analysis of physical,
chemical, and biological properties of aquatic systems. Preq: Junior standing in a life
science.
452, 652 Anatomy and Morphology of Vascular Plants 4(3,3) Studies of the anatomy, re-
production, and phylogenetic relationships of vascular plants. Preq: BIOL 104, 111, or
BOT 205 or consent of instructor.
458, H458, 658 (AG E) Cell Physiology 3(3,0) Study of the chemical and physical princi-
ples of cell function emphasizing bioenergetics and membrane phenomena. Preq:
BIOCH 210 or 301 or consent of instructor.
461, H461, 661 Cell Biology 4(3,3) Study of structure, function, and diversity of cells and
cell biological technique, emphasizing biomembrane function, energy transduction,
motility, cell cycle, secretion, and cellular digestion. Laboratory exercises will rein-
force the principles presented in lecture and introduce several modern techniques
used in cell biological research. Preq: BIOCH 301 or consent of instructor.
483, 683 Regulatory Biology I 4(3,3) Introduction to topics and techniques employed in
the practice of regulatory biology, focusing on biological aspects of water, waste, and
air problems. Actual litigations, plant sitings, and public documents will be used
throughout the course. May be taken subsequent to BIOSC 484. Preq: One year of biol-
ogy, one year of chemistry, one course in microbiology, or consent of instructor.
484, 684 Regulatory Biology II 4(3,3) The second course in a two-part series, introduc-
ing the student to the concerns of mutagenesis, teratogenesis, and carcinogenesis in
an industrial setting with actual case problems studied. May be taken before BIOSC
483. Preq: One year of biology, one year of chemistry, a biochemistry course, or con-
sent of instructor.
485, 685 Biological Assessment ofAquatic Environments 4(3,3) Course that teaches the
theory and application of protocols using living organisms in monitoring biological ef-
fects of pollutants on aquatic systems. Fieldwork, laboratory, and contemporary case
studies are emphasized. Preq: One year of introductory biology, one year of chemistry,
an animal diversity course, or consent of instructor.
491, H491 Special Problems in Biological Sciences 2-4(0,6-12) Research problems in se-
lected areas of biological sciences to provide an introduction to research planning and
techniques. May be taken for no more than a maximum of 8 credits. Preq: Junior or
Senior standing or consent of instructor.
493 Senior Seminar 2(2,0) Analysis and discussion of papers from the primary litera-
ture of the biological sciences. Students will search the primary literature, present
and analyze selected readings. Preq: Senior standing and either ENGL 314 or SPCH
250 or consent of instructor.
801 (AN PH) Electron Microscopy of Biological Specimens 3(1,6)
871 Special Topics in Biological Sciences 1-4(0-3, 0-6)
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BIOLOGY (BIOL)
Professor: D. R. Helms; Associate Professors: J. L. Dickey, R. A. Garcia, R. J. Kosin-
ski, C. K. Revis-Wagner, W. M. Surver, Acting Head; Assistant Professors: M. V.
Ruppert, A. D. Smith, J. A. Waldvogel; Lecturers: J. R. Cummings, S. D. Flagg
103 General Biology I 4(3,3) > The first course in a two-semester sequence on the funda-
mentals of biology. Lecture and laboratory emphasize the structural, molecular, and
energetic basis of cellular activities, fundamentals of genetic variability, reproductive
strategies of organisms, and scientific processes. Diversity of animals and principles
of evolution are introduced.
104 General Biology II 4(3,3)> Continuation of BIOL 103, emphasizing animals and
plants as functional units, evolution and diversity of plants, and principles of evolution
and ecology. Preq: BIOL 103.
109 Introduction to Life Science 4(3^) Survey of topics in botany, zoology, microbiology
and ecology emphasizing comprehension and practical application of life-science con-
cepts to experiments and activities appropriate for the elementary school classroom. ~
Enrollment preference given to Early Childhood and Elementary P'ducation majors.
110 Principles of Biology I 5(4,3)1 Introductory course designed for students majoring r
in biological disciplines of the College of Sciences. The course integrates lecture and p__
laboratory and emphasizes a modern, quantitative, and experimental approach to ex-
planations of structure, composition, dynamics, interactions, and evolution of cells
and organisms. High school chemistry is recommended. Coreq: CH 101.
111 Principles of Biology II 5(43)* Continuation of BIOL 110 that emphasizes the study
of plants and animals as functional organisms and the principles of ecology. Preq:
BIOL 110.
L
t
r
710 Selected Topics for Teachers 1-6(0^0-18)
71 1 Conceptiial Themes in Biology 3(2;2)
BOTANY (BOT)
Professors: N. D. Camper, C. R. Dillon, L. A. Dyck, J. E. Fairey III; Associate Profes-
sors: R. E. Ballard, T. M. Mclnnis, Jr., K. M. Peterson; Visiting Professor: J. B.
Whitney, Jr.
145 Environmental Dynamics 2(2,0) Nontechnical ecology course designed to aid in an l|~
understanding of the natural world and how it operates. Taught in the jargon of the '^-
mass media, it is designed for nonbiologists though biology students may find that it
helps in assimilation of the major ecological concepts.
146 Environmental Dynamics Practicum 1(0,3) Course designed to give first-hand ex- ^
perience, either through analysis or observation, of the topics covered in BOT 145. Co-
req: BOT 145.
203 Humanistic Botany 3(3,0) Nontechnical course emphasizing plant species that
have had an impact on human cultural development: history, economics, religion,
comfort, and pleasure. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205.
205 Plant Form and Function 4(3,3) Introductory course designed for students
majoring in plant sciences of the College of Agricultural Sciences and the College of
Forest and Recreation Resources. The course integrates lecture and laboratory and
emphasizes fundamental structures and functions of higher plants. Preq: BIOL 103
or consent of instructor.
221 Medical Botany 2(2,0)S Nontechnical course dealing with plant-originated drugs
and substances used in modern treatment of physical and mental maladies of man
will be studied along with plant products historically associated with folk medicine.
Plants producing substances which are remedial, psychoactive, poisonous, carcino-
genic, antibiotic, hallucinogenic, and others are included in this study. Preq: BIOL 104
or 111 or BOT 205.
301 Field Botany 3(2,3) Introductory study of the taxonomy, ecology, and evolutionary
1 Credit toward a degree will be given for only one combination of the following: BIOL 1 10 or 103 foltowed by BIOL 1 1 1 or
104 dependent on the requirements for the major.
Botany 201
processes of plants native to South Carolina. Emphasis is on field work which requires
visits to many different habitats for observation and study of plant diversity. Preq:
BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205.
411, 611 Introductory Mycology 4(3,3) Introduction to the biology of all the groups of fiin-
gi and some related organisms, with considerations of the taxonomy, morphology, de-
velopment, physiology, and ecology of representative forms. Laboratory includes col-
lections, identification, and culture of native fungi. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205.
413, 613 Phycology 4(3,3) Introduction to the biology of algae. Consideration is given to
the structure, classification, evolution, natural history, physiology, and ecology of all
algal groups. Laboratory includes experimentation, collection, and identification of
both freshwater and marine algae, and field trip to the Florida Keys over the spring
break. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205.
421, H421, 621 Plant Physiology 4(3,3) The relations and processes which pertain to
maintenance, growth, and reproduction of plants, including absorption of matter and
energy, water relations of the plant, utilization of reserve products, and liberation of
energy. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205 and CH 102 or 112.
431, H431, 631 Introductory Plant Taxonomy 4(3,3) Introduction to the basic principles
and concepts of plant systematics with laboratory and field emphasis on the flora of
South Carohna. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111 or BOT 205.
456, 656 Plant Microtechnique 2(0,6) Application of the principles of microtechnique in-
volved in the fixing, cutting, and staining of plant tissues. Preq: Consent of instructor.
701 Evolutionary Botany for Teachers 3(2,3)
702 Modem Botanical Concepts for Teachers 3(3,0)
805 Special Problems in Botany. Credit to be arranged.
807 Seminar 1(1,0)
813 Special Topics in Mycology 2-4(0-2,0^)
815 Phycology Colloquium 1-3(1-3,0)
821 Inorganic Plant Metabolism 4(33)
822 Organic Plant Metabolism 3(3,0)
823 Plant Growth and Development 3(3,0)
824 Mode ofAction ofGrowth Substances 4(33)
831 Advanced Plant Taxonomy 4(3^)
832 Special Topics in Plant Systematics 1-4(1-3,0-3)
835 Evohition ofPlant Species 3(3,0)
837 Evolution ofAngiosperms 3(3,0)
841 Biology ofAquatic Vascular Plants 3(2^)
842 Physiological Plant Ecology 3(3,0)
843 Physiological Plant Ecology Laboratory 1(0^)
845 Special Topics in Plant Ecology l-4( 1-3,0^)
846 Plant Ecology 4(33)
850 Plant Tissue and CeU Culture 3(23)
851 Plant Anatomy 3(23)
861 Plant CeU Biology 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
921 (HORT) Plant Physiology CoUoquium 1(1,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (M B A)
801 Research and Commiuiication 3(3,0)
202 Courses of Instruction
802 Managerial Economics 3(3,0)
803 Statistical Analysis of Business Operations 3(3,0) ^
804 Managerial Accounting and Information Systems 3(3,0)
805 Legal and Social Environment of Business 3(3,0)
806 Operations Management 3(3,0) f^
807 (FIN) Financial Management 3(3,0)
808 Managerial Problems in Marketing 3(3,0)
809 (MGT) Organization Theory and Behavior 3(3,0) f_^
810 Managerial Policy 3(3,0)
811 International Business Management 3(3,0)
812 (FIN) Financial Markets and Institutions 3(3,0) f
813 Industrial Relations 3(3,0)
814 Directed Research in Quantitative Analysis 3(3,0)
815 Ehrected Research in Qualitative Analysis 3(3,0)
816 Economics of Property Rights 3(3,0)
817 Business Forecasting Techniques and Applications 3(3,0)
821 Business Taxation 3(3,0)
822 Corporate Financial Reporting 3(3,0)
823 International Accounting 3(3,0)
824 The Management of Sales Operations 3(3,0)
826 Business Marketing 3(3,0)
828 Services Marketing 3(3,0)
831 (FIN) Computer Applications in Financial Management 3(3,0)
832 (FIN) International Financial Management 3(3,0)
834 (FIN) Advanced Financial Management 3(3,0)
835 (FIN) Investment Management 3(3,0)
889 Organization Design and Theory 3(3,0)
890 Topics in Strategic Management 3(3,0)
895 Topics in Marketing 3(3,0)
CERAMIC ARTS (CR AR)
Associate Professor: H. G. Lefort
101 Pottery Materials 3(2,3) Occurrence and properties of pottery raw materials. Atten-
tion is devoted to the occurrence of natural pottery materials in South Carolina and the
methods and equipment used in preparing these materials.
102 Pottery Drying and Firing 3(3,0) The drying and firing process used in pottery mak-
ing. A discussion is included on the design and construction of simple pottery kilns,
and the student is required to build and operate a small outdoor kiln. The laboratory
work demonstrates the drying and firing behavior of pottery.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING (CR E)
Professors: R. J. Diefendorf, C. C. Fain, G. H. Haertling, G. Lewis, Head; Associate
Professors: D. A. Brosnan, D. R. Dinger, B. I. Lee, H. G. Lefort, H. D. Leigh III, E. C.
Skaar, T. D. Taylor
201 Introduction to Ceramic Engineering 2(2,0) Introduction to ceramic engineering
together with a study of nonclay-silicate ceramic raw materials, property measure-
ments, and terminology used in the manufacturing sequences of ceramic products.
Preq: CH 101.
Ceramic Engineering 203
202 Processing Ceramic Raw Materials into Products 3(3,0) Study of the manufactur-
ing of ceramic products from the point of view of clay-siHcate raw materials character-
ization and preparation, mixing for quaUty, the characteristics of mixtures throughout
the manufacturing sequences, and the study of forming procedures to obtain quality
products. Preq: CH 101.
203 Introduction to Ceramic Engineering Calculations 2(1,1) Designed to meet the
needs of ceramic engineers by providing a structured introduction to fundamental cal-
culations in the field of ceramic and materials engineering. Each type of problem is
related to ceramic processing or testing. The calculations are performed using a
spreadsheet format and microcomputer. Preq: ENGR 180.
204 Laboratory Procedures 2(1,2) Introduction to ceramic laboratory procedures. Use of
basic ceramic engineering machinery, testing equipment, and processes, e.g., dry
pressing, slip casting, plaster-mold making, firing, glazing, and mechanical proper-
ties measurements. Preq: CH 101, MTHSC 106. Coreq: CH 102, MTHSC 108.
302 Thermo-Chemical Ceramics 3(3,0) High-temperature equilibrium using the laws
of physical chemistry as applied to ceramic systems in both solid and liquid states. An
introduction to the crystal chemistry of ceramic raw materials, and the effect of crys-
talline form on their high-temperature behavior.
303 Materials Technology in Product Selection by Consumers 2(2,0) Intended to convey
to the consumer a sufiicient understanding of the properties of materials—metals,
plastics, and ceramics—to enable the customer to make intelligent buying decisions.
Property characteristics are related to cost and performance. Specific cases involving
decisions are used to illustrate fundamental principles. Simple tests to determine ma-
terial properties are suggested for consumer use.
304 Experimental Design 3(1,4) A Junior-level laboratory course designed to expose the
student to statistically-designed experimental techniques to solve ceramic engineering
problems typically encountered in processing, testing, and manufacturing ceramic
materials. Preq: CR E 202, 204.
307 Thermal Processing of Ceramics 3(3,0) The accomplishment of changes in struc-
ture and composition through the application of thermal energy. The course includes
a study of simultaneous transfer of heat and mass, fluid flow, determinants of rates in
a variety of reactions and calculations of the energy requirements to accomplish
change in structure or composition.
309 Research Methods 2(0,6) The planning and solution of selected research problems.
Preq: CR E 304.
310 Introduction to Material Science 3(3,0) A beginning course in material science de-
signed primarily for engineering students. Study of the relation between the electrical,
mechanical, and thermal properties of products and the structure and composition of
these products. All levels of structure are considered from gross structures easily visi-
ble to the eye through electronic structure of atoms. Preq: CH 101, MTHSC 106.
311 Kinetics of Materials Processes 3(3,0) Study of the kinetics of solid-solid, solid-liquid
and solid-gaseous reaction as they apply to materials system, energy transport as ap-
plied to materials processing and the importance of these phenomena to manufactur-
ing and design of materials. Preq: CH 331.
400 Ceramic Seminar 1(1,0) Seminars used to expose Engineering majors to topics in
the ceramic engineering profession. Invited lecturers as well as faculty and students
will participate. Course may be repeated for a total of 4 credits. To be taken Pass/Fail
only. Preq: Junior standing in Ceramic Engineering or consent of instructor.
402, H402, 602 Solid State Ceramics 3(3,0) The effects of the composition, form and
shape of ceramic raw materials on the manufacturing processes and final properties
of ceramic products. Included are fundamental studies of such phenomena as defloc-
culation, plasticity, sintering, and the behavior of ceramic products in electrical cir-
cuits. Preq: Junior standing.
403, H403, 603 Glasses 3(3,0) Glass structure and composition and their relation to the
properties of glasses. Consideration is given to the processing variables which control
the properties of glasses including glass products, enamels, glazes, and vitreous
bonds.
2Q4 CpyrsgSQf Instruction
404, 604 Ceramic Coatings 3(3,0) The raw materials, methods of manufacture, and
properties of ceramic coating. Preq: CR E 302.
406 Ceramic Project 2(0,6) The completion of an original research into a ceramic prob-
lem. May be repeated for a maximum of 4 credits. Preq: CR E 302.
407 Plant Design 3(1,6) The application of the fundamentals of ceramic engineering to
problems in plant design. Preq: Senior standing in Ceramic Engineering.
410, 610 Analytical Processes 3(2,3) Introductory course on the theory and use of X-ray
diffraction and spectroscopic methods. Preq: Junior standing.
412, 612 Raw Material Preparation 3(3,0) Equipment and processes used in the crush-
ing and grinding of raw materials, separation and classification of particle sizes, and
separation and purification of minerals by dressing methods.
414, 614 Processing of Ceramics 3(3,0) Course covers ceramic processing afler the raw
material preparation with emphasis on modern processing theories and practices.
Topics include nature of particles, forming methods, characterization techniques, con-
solidation by heat, surface chemistry of solids, and chemical processing of specialized
ceramics and composites. Preq: CH 102 or equivalent.
416, 616 Electronic Ceramics 3(3,0) Theory and measurement of the electronic proper-
ties of ceramic products.
417, 617 Industrial Fuels and Combustion 3(3,0) Study of the application of burners,
fuels, and control equipment to industrial kilns and furnaces. Emphasis will be given
to current industrial equipment and practices. Topics include fuel chemistry, combus-
tion analysis, ratio-control systems, flow and pressure measurement and control,
burners, flames and heat transfer. Preq: CH 102 and CR E 307 or consent of instruc-
tor.
418, 618 Process Control 3(3,0) Process control techniques and apparatus with particu-
lar emphasis on temperature measurement and control systems. The application of
laboratory techniques to the control of product quality and process efficiency is includ-
ed. Preq: Junior standing.
419, H419, 619 Science of Engineering Materials 3(3,0) Course planned to acquaint engi-
neers with the thermal, electrical, and chemical characteristics of engineering mate-
rials. It emphasizes fundamental consideration of the structure of matter in the solid
and glassy states, solid state reactions, and the influence of particle and aggregate
structure to speed of reaction and product properties. The reasons for the properties of
materials at elevated temperatures and room temperatures are related to these funda-
mentals.
420, 620 Science of Engineering Materials 3(3,0) Continuation ofCR E 419 with empha-
sis on application of fundamentals in nuclear reactors and nuclear power plants. Con-
sideration is given to the development of ceramics for fuel elements, moderator materi-
als, control rods, shielding and radioactive waste disposal.
425, 625 Specialized Processing of Ceramic Materials 3(2,2) Processing of ceramic ma-
terials under conditions such as ultra high vacuum or gravity-free conditions. Em-
phasis will be placed on adapting one selected ceramic process to a set of special condi-
tions selected by the instructor. Preq: Junior standing in engineering or consent of
instructor.
430, 630 Fine Particle Processing in Ceramic Systemis 3(3,0) A study of the cause-and-
effect relationship in particulate suspensions controlling rheological behavior, porosi-
ty, packing densities, shrinkage, and other properties of ceramic ware. Subjects cov-
ered vvdll include particle size analysis techniques and measurements, particle pack-
ing, rheological properties and measurements, surface area analysis, and interfacial
chemicals including both flocculants and deflocculants. Preq: CR E 202, 204, 304 or
consent of instructor.
490, H490, 690 Special Topics in Ceramic Engineering 1-3(1-3,0) Study oftopics not ordi-
narily covered by other courses. Taught as the need arises. Typical topics could in-
clude current research in a specific area or technological advances. Course may be re-
peated up to a limit of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
701 Special Problems 3(1-3,0)
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800 Ceramic Engineering Seminar 1(1,0)
807 Specialized Ceramics 3(3,0)
809 ffigh Temperature Materials 3(3,0)
814 Ceramic Physical Processing 3(3,0)
815 CoUoidal and Surface Science 3(3,0)
816 Constitution and Structure of Glasses 3(3,0)
821 Analytical Procedtires and Equipment 1 3(2^)
822 Analytical Procediuies and Equipment n 3(2^)
824 Mechanical Properties ofCeramic Materials 3(3,0)
825 Magnetic and Electrical Ceramic Materials 3(3,0)
826 Ceramic Coatings 3(3,0)
828 Solid State Ceramic Science 3(3,0)
832 Ceramic Reaction Thermodynamics 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CH E)
Professors: W. B. Barlage, Jr., C. H. Barron, Jr., Head; J. N. Beard, Jr., W. F. Beck-
with, D. D. Edie, C. H. Gooding, J. M. Haile, S. S. Melsheimer, J. C. Mullins; Asso-
ciate Professors: A. A. Ogale, R. W. Rice, M. C. Thies; Assistant Professor: D. E.
Hirt; Lecturer: G. B. Pullen
201 Introduction to Chemical Engineering 3(2,2) Introduction to the concepts of chemi-
cal engineering and a study of PVT relations for gases and vapors, material and ener-
gy balances, equilibria in chemical systems, and combined material and energy bal-
ances. Preq: CH 112, ENGR 180, PHYS 122.
220 Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics I 3(3,0) Topics include the First and Sec-
ond Laws of Thermodynamics, ideal gases, heat engines and lost work, and the volu-
metric and thermodynamic properties of pure fluids. Preq: CH E 201 and MTHSC 206.
301 Unit Operations Theory I 3(3,0) The general principles of chemical engineering
and a study of the following unit operations: fluid flow, fluid transportation, heat
transmission and evaporation. Special emphasis is placed on theory and its practical
application to design. Preq: CH E 201, MTHSC 206.
302 Unit Operations Theory II 3(3,0) Study of selected unit operations based on difTu-
sional phenomena. Primary attention will be given to differential contact operations
such as absorption, humidification, and gas-liquid contact. Preq: CH E 301, 352.
306 Unit Operations Laboratory I 2(1,3) Laboratory work in the unit operations of fluid
flow, heat transfer, and evaporation. Stress is laid on the relation between theory and
experimental results and on report writing. Preq: CH E 301.
321, H321 Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics II 3(3,0) Continuation ofCH E
220. Topics include the thermodynamics of power cycles and refrigeration/liquefaction,
the thermodynamic properties of homogeneous mixtures, phase equilibria, and chemi-
cal reaction equilibria. Preq: CH 331 and CH E 220, 352.
352, H352 Process ModeUng and Numerical Methods 3(3,0) This course will introduce
students to some basic concepts of chemical process modeling and the use of numeri-
cal methods of solution of typical chemical engineering problems. Digital computa-
tional techniques for the numerical methods will use a specific procedure-oriented lan-
guage such as Fortran. Preq: CH E 201 and MTHSC 208.
353, H353, 653 Process Dynamics 3(3,0) Basic process control and the effect of feedback
in various systems. The mathematical analysis of the dynamic response of process sys-
tems to step and sinusoidal changes. Determination of the optimum settings for vari-
ous combinations of proportional, reset and derivative control. Preq: CH E 301, 352 or
equivalent, and MTHSC 208.
206 Courses of Instruction
401, H401, 601 Transport Phenomena 3(3,0)S Mathematical analysis of single and mul-
ti-dimensional steady-state and transient problems in momentum, energy, and mass
transfer. Both the similarities and difTerences in these mechanisms are stressed.
Preq: CH E 302 and MTHSC 208.
403, H403 Unit Operations Theory HI 3(3,0)F Study of unit operations not covered inCH E
301 and 302. Includes liquid-liquid extraction, distillation, and other unit operations.
Preq: CH E 302. 321 and CH 332.
407 Unit Operations Laboratory II 3(1,6)F Continuation ofCH E 306 with experiments
primarily on the diffusional operations. Additional lecture material on report writing
and general techniques for experimental measurements and analysis of data. Preq:
CH E 302, 306. 353.
412, 612 Polymer Engineering 3(3,0) Design-oriented course in synthetic polymers. Top-
ics include reactor design used in polymer production, effect of step versus addition ki-
netics on reactor design, epoxy curing reactions, polymer solubility, influence of poly-
merization and processing conditions on polymer crystallinity. Preq: CH 224 and 332
or consent of instructor.
415, 615 Introduction to Nuclear Engineering 3(3,0) Designed to acquaint the nonnucle-
ar engineer with some of the engineering aspects of nuclear science. Topics include a
brief survey of particle physics; nuclear reactions; energy transformations; nuclear re-
actors, their design, construction and use; radiation damage to materials of construc-
tion; and special problems in nuclear engineering peculiar to the basic engineering
disciplines. Preq: Junior or Senior standing in engineering, chemistry, or physics.
421 Process Development, Design, and Optimization ofChemical Engineering Systems
I 3(2,3)F Study of the steps in creating a chemical process design from the original con-
cept to successful completion and operation of the plant. Topics include engineering ec-
onomics, systems analysis, simulation, optimization, process equipment sizing and
selection. Preq: CH E 302.
422 Process Development, Design, and Optimization of Chemical Engineering Systems
II 3(0,9)S Continuation of CH E 421. The principles of process development, design, and
optimization are applied in a comprehensive problem carried from a general state-
ment of the problem to detailed design and economic evaluations. Preq: CH E 321, 353,
403, 407, 421 and 450; or consent of department head.
424, 624 Introduction to Industrial Pollution 3(3,0) Introduction to air and water pollu-
tion problems associated with chemical processing, transportation and power genera-
tion. Basic processes and mechanisms utilized in the control of liquid and gaseous
wastes are discussed from a standpoint of equipment design and economics. Present
and future trends in pollution legislation are reviewed. Preq: Senior standing or con-
sent of instructor.
426 Pulp and Paper Engineering 3(3,0) Study of the unit processes and design of the
processing equipment used in the pulp and paper industry. Preq: CH 102 or 112.
428, 628 (AG E) Biochemical Engineering 3(3,0) Use of microorganisms and enzymes
for the production of chemical feedstocks, single-cell protein, antibiotics, and other fer-
mentation products. Topics include kinetics and energetics of microbial metabolism,
design and analysis of reactors for microbial growth and enzyme-catalyzed reactions,
and considerations of scale-up, mass transfer, and sterilization during reactor design.
Preq: Agricultural Engineering majors take AG E (BIOSC) 430 and MICRO 305,
BIOCH 301; Chemical Engineering majors take CH E 302 as prerequisite and CH E 450
as coreq.
440 Chemical Engineering Senior Seminar 1 0(1,0) Topics covered include oral commu-
nication, job interviewing skills, professionalism and professional ethics, and chemi-
cal engineering job functions in various industries. Oral presentations are given by
students, and invited speakers from the profession will discuss issues of current inter-
ests. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: CH E 302. Coreq: CH E 421.
441 Chemical Engineering Senior Seminar II 0(1,0) Continuation ofCH E 440. To be
taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: CH E 440. Coreq: CH E 422.
450, H450, 650 Chemical Engineering Kinetics 3(3,0)F Introduction to the kinetics of
chemical reactions. Topics include homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions, batch
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and flow reaction systems, catalysis, and design of industrial reactors. Preq: CH E
301, 321, MTHSC 208 and CH 332.
454, 654 Computer Process Control 3(3,0) Introduction to digital computer control as
applied in the chemical process industries. Topics include dynamics of process sys-
tems, control computer hardware and software, sampled data mathematics, digital
control algorithms, process identification, and advanced control techniques. Preq: CH E
353 or equivalent and E C E 307, MTHSC 208.
491, H491 Special Projects in Chemical Engineering 1-3(1-3,0) As a need arises, special
topics requested by students or offered by the faculty will be taught. Review of current
research in an area, technological advances, and national engineering goals are possi-
ble topic areas.
802 Process Dynamics and Control 3(3,0)
803 Advanced Transport Phenomena 3(3,0)
804 Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics 3(3,0)
805 Chemical Engineering Kinetics 3(3,0)
813 Chemical Engineering Finite Element Analysis 3(3,0)
814 Applied Numerical Methods in Process Simulation 3(3,0)
815 Polymer Engineering Laboratory 3(23)
818 Polymer Processing 3(3,0)
819 Viscoelastic Properties ofPolymers and Polymeric Composites 3(3,0)
820 (T C) Composite Polymeric Materials 3(3,0)
821 Heat Transport 3(3,0)
822 Mass Transfer and Differential Contact Operation 3(3,0)
823 Mass Transfer and Stagewise Contact Operation 3(3,0)
829 Membrane Separation Processes 3(3,0)
834 Advanced Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics 3(3,0)
845 Selected Topics in Chemical Engineering 3(3,0)
846 Selected Topics in Chemical Engineering 3(3,0)
890 Special Projects 1-6(1-6,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
895 Chemical Engineering Graduate Seminar 1(1,0)
945 Selected Topics in Chemical Engineering 3(3,0)
946 Selected Topics in Chemical Engineering 3(3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
CHEMISTRY (CH)
Professors: R. A. Abramovitch, J. F. Allen, A. L. Beyerlein, C. B. Bishop, D. D.
DesMarteau, J. C. Fanning, J. F. Geldard, J. W. Huffman, N. P. MaruUo, J. D.
Petersen, Head; H. G. Spencer, T. G. Tisue, J. L. von Rosenberg, Jr.; Associate Profes-
sors: R. C. Dieter, K. Dill, A. L. Kholodenko, J. W. Kolis, R. K. Marcus, G. H. Robin-
son, R. R. Williams; Assistant Professors: J. D. Beckerle, M. M. Cooper, G. B. Jones,
E. J. Parsons; Lecturers: D. W. Bearden, W. T. Pennington; Visiting Professor: J. D.
Spain
101, HlOl CJeneral Chemistry 4(3,3) Students are introduced to the elementary concepts
of chemistry through classroom and laboratory experience. The course emphasizes
chemical reactions and the use of symbolic representation, the mole concept and its ap-
plications and molecular structure.
102, H102 General Chemistry 4(3,3)i Continuation ofCH 101, treating solutions, rates of
reactions, chemical equilibrium, electrochemistry, chemistry of selected elements,
and an introduction to organic chemistry. For students taking one year of chemistry
or continuing in CH 201.
208 Courses of Instruction
105 Beginning General and Organic Chemistry 4(3^) Elementary treatment of princi-
ples of general and organic chemistry for students in liberal arts, education, business,
health science, and selected life-science curricula. The laboratory is coordinated with
the lecture. (Credits toward a degree given for only one of CH 101 and 105.) Preq: May
not be taken as a prerequisite for organic chemistry.
106 Beginning General and Organic Chemistry 4(3^) Continuation ofCH 105. Topics
in elementary organic chemistry with an emphasis on organic chemistry relevant to
hfe processes are developed in both lecture and laboratory. (Credit towards a degree
will be given for only one of the following: CH 106, 102, or 112.) May not be taken as a
prerequisite for organic chemistry. Preq: C or better in CH 105, or consent of instruc-
tor.
112, HI 12 General Chemistry 4(3,3)> Continuation of CH 101 which emphasizes solu-
tions, thermodynamic concepts, kinetics and oxidation-reduction reactions. The labor-
atory emphasizes solution chemistry and qualitative analyses. Recommended for stu-
dents continuing in CH 223. Preq: CH 101.
141 Chemistry Orientation 1(1,0) Lectures, discussions, and demonstrations devoted to
health and safety in the chemistry laboratories; use of the chemical literature; and ca-
reer planning. Preq: Registration in CH 101.
201 Survey of Organic Chemistry 4(3,3)2 Introduction to organic chemistry emphasiz-
ing nomenclature, classes of organic compounds, chemistry of functional groups. For
students needing a one-semester course in organic chemistry. Preq: CH 102 or con-
sent of instructor.
205 Introduction to Inorganic Chemistry 2(2,0) One semester treatment which empha-
sizes the properties and reactions of the more common chemical elements. Preq: Reg-
istration in CH 112.
223 Organic Chemistry 3(3,0)2 Introductory course covering the principles of organic
chemistry and the derivation of these principles from a study of the properties, prepar-
ations, and interrelationships of the important classes of organic compounds. Preq:
CH 112 or consent of instructor.
224 Organic Chemistry 3(3,0) Continuation ofCH 223. Preq: CH 223.
225 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2(0,6)3 The laboratory techniques involved in the
synthesis, separation and purification, and characterization of typical examples of the
classes of organic compounds. Preq: Registration in CH 223.
226 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2(0,6)4 Continuation ofCH 225. Preq: Registration
in CH 224.
227 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 1(0,3)3 The synthesis and properties of typical exam-
ples of the classes of organic compounds. Preq: Registration in CH 223.
228 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 1(0,3)* Continuation ofCH 227. Preq: CH 227 and
registration in CH 224.
229 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 1(0,3)3 A one-semester laboratory for chemical engi-
neering students. Preq: CH 223.
313 Quantitative Analysis 3(3,0) The fundamental principles of volumetric, gravimetric
and certain elementary instrumental chemical analyses. Preq: Concurrent enroll-
ment for credit in CH 315 or 317.
315 Quantitative Analysis Laboratory 2(0,6)5 The laboratory techniques of volumetric,
gravimetric, and elementary instrumental chemical analyses. Coreq: Concurrent en-
rollent for credit in CH 313.
317 Quantitative Analysis Laboratory 1(0,3)5 The standard techniques of analytical
chemistry-gravimetric, volumetric, and instrumental. Coreq: Concurrent enrollment
for credit in CH 313.
330 Introduction to Physical Chemistry 3(3,0)6 a one-semester treatment of physical
chemistry which emphasizes topics that are especially useful in the life sciences, agri-
culture and medicine: Chemical thermodynamics, equilibrium, solutions, kinetics,
electrochemistry, macromolecules, and surface phenomena. Preq: One semester of
calculus.
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331, 631 Physical Chemistry 3(3,0)5 Includes the gaseous state, thermodynamics,
chemical equilibria, and atomic and molecular structure, from both experimental and
theoretical points of view. Preq: MTHSC 206, physics.
332, H332, 632 Physical Chemistry 3(3,0) Continuation ofCH 331, including chemical
kinetics, liquid and solid state, phase equilibria, solutions, electrochemistry and sur-
faces.
339, 639 Physical Chemistry Laboratory 1(0,3) Experiments are selected to be of maxi-
mum value to Chemistry and Chemical Engineering majors. Preq: Registration in
CH331.
340, 640 Physical Chemistry Laboratory 1(03) Continuation ofCH 339. Preq: Registra-
tion in CH 332.
402, H402, 602 Inorganic Chemistry 3(3,0) Basic principles of inorganic chemistry are
discussed with special emphasis on atomic structure, chemical bonding, solid state,
coordination chemistry, organometallic chemistry and acid-base theories. The chem-
istry of certain selected elements is treated. Preq: CH 331, 332.
411, 611 Instrumental Analysis 4(2,6) Demonstration and operation of modem optical
and electronic precision-measuring devices as they apply to the processes of analyti-
cal, physical, and organic chemistry. Preq: Physical chemistry.
413, H413 Chemistry of Aqueous Systems 3(3,0) Chemical equilibria in aqueous sys-
tems, especially natural waters; acids and bases, dissolved CO2, precipitation and dis-
solution, oxidation-reduction, adsorption, etc. Preq: CH 101, 102 or 112, or 105, 106.
421, H421, 621 Advanced Organic Chemistry 3(3,0) Survey ofmodem organic chemistry
with an emphasis on synthesis and mechanisms. Preq: CH 224, 332, or equivalent.
427, H427, 627 Organic Spectroscopy 3(2,3) Survey ofmodem spectroscopic techniques
used in the determination of molecular structure. Emphasis is on the interpretation of
spectra: nuclear magnetic resonance, ultraviolet, infrared, mass spectroscopy, optical
rotatory dispersion and circular dichroism. Preq: One year each of organic chemistry
and physical chemistry.
435, 635 Atomic and Molecular Structure 3(3,0) Provides an introduction to quantum
theory and its application to atomic and molecular systems. Topics include harmonic
oscillator, hydrogen atom, atomic and molecular orbital methods, vector model of the
atom, atomic spectroscopy, and molecular spectroscopy. Preq: CH 332 or consent of in-
structor.
441 Glass Manipulation 2(0,6) A course designed to teach the fundamentals of glass
manipulation and its application to the construction and repair of simple laboratory
apparatus.
443 Research Problems 3(0,9) Original investigation ofan assigned problem in a funda-
mental branch of chemistry. This work must be carried out under the supervision of a
member of the staff. Preq: Senior standing in Chemistry or consent of instructor.
444 Research Problems 3(0,9) Continuation ofCH 443.
454, H454, 654 Chemical Synthesis 3(1,6) Designed to introduce the student to modern
research techniques in inorganic and organic chemistry. Experiments to be carried
out involve the synthesis of various t)T3es of compounds by diverse experimental tech-
niques. Modern instrumental methods will be used to characterize the products.
Preq: Organic chemistry.
491, H491, 691 Introduction to Radiochemistry 3(2,3) Study of natural and synthetic iso-
topes, including atomic and nuclear structures, properties of radiation, tracer tech-
niques and applications of tracer techniques. Preq: Senior or graduate standing, con-
sent of instructor.
'Credit toward a degree will be given for only one of the following: CH 102 or 1 12.
^Credit toward a degree will be given for only one of the foltowing: CH 201 or 223.
^Credit toward a degree will be given for only one of the following: CH 225, 227 or 229.
^Credit toward a degree will be given for only one of the following; CH 226 or 228.
^Credit toward a degree will be given for only one of the following: CH 315 or 317.
^Credit toward a degree will be given for only one of the following: CH 330 or 331
.
210 CourgegQflnstructJQn
700 Physical Science in Elementary School—Chemistry 3(2^)
701 Review ofGeneral Chemistry 3(3,0)
702 Chemistry for High School Teachers 3(2^)
703 Special Problems in Chemistry for Elementary and Secondary School Teachers 3-6
(2-6,6^)
804 Fundamental Principles of Inorganic Chemistry 3(3,0)
805 Theoretical Inorganic Chemistry 3(3,0)
806 Physical Methods in Inorganic Chemistry 3(3,0)
807 Chemistry of the Transition Elements 3(3,0)
808 Chemistry of the Nonmetallic Elements 3(3,0)
809 Chemical Applications ofX-Ray Crystallography 3(2^)
811 Analytical Chemistry 3(3,0)
812 Chemical Spectroscopic Methods 3(2,3)
814 Electroanalytical Chemistry 3(2,3)
816 Separation Science 3(3,0)
821 Organic Chemistry 1 3(3,0)
822 Organic Chemistry O 3(3,0)
824 Fundamental Principles of Polymer Chemistry 3(3,0)
825 Chemistry of Heterocyclic Compounds 3(3,0)
830 Fimdamentals of Physical Chemistry 3(3,0)
831 Chemical Thermodynamics 3(3,0)
834 Statistical Thermodynamics 3(3,0)
835 Chemical Kinetics 3(3,0)
837 Quantimi Chemistry 3(3,0)
840 Techniques of Experimental Chemistry 3( 1,6)
851 Seminar 0-2
861 Principles of Biochemistry 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
900 Advanced Topics in Inorganic Chemistry 1-4(1-4,0)
910 Special Topics in Analytical Chemistry 1-4(1-4,0)
920 Advanced Topics in Organic Chemistry 1-4(1-4,0)
930 Advanced Topics in Physical Chemistry 1-4(1-4,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
CIVIL ENGINEERING (C E)
Professors: S. C. Anand, L. C. Bell, R. H. Brown, Head; J. L. Burati, J. E. Clark, R. F.
Nowack, B. L. Sill, P. R. Sparks; Associate Professors: N. M. Aziz, W. Baron, E. J.
Hayter, C. H. Juang, J. K. Nelson, D. B. Stafford; Assistant Professors: S. Amirkhani-
an, S. C. McCutcheon, S. D. Schiff, J. M. Snyder; Adjunct Professor: W. B. Ledbetter;
Adjunct Associate Professors: T. J. Anessi, D. J. Fallon; Adjunct Assistant Profes-
sors: W. H. Dallis, Jr., J. A. Murden
201 Surveying 3(2,3) Elementary plane surveying for civil engineering and other stu-
dents whose curriculum requires a basic knowledge of surveying. Coverage includes
measurement of distance, angles and elevations, stadia, topography, area and volume
calculations, construction surveying. Field exercises provide practice in the use of
surveying instruments. Preq: MTHSC 106.
301, H301 Structural Analysis 3(3,0) Analysis of statically determinate structural ele-
ments and systems. Influence lines for beams and trusses. Calculation of rotations
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and deflections by moment area, conjugate beam and unit load methods. Moment dis-
tribution and introduction to other methods of indeterminate analysis. Use of micro-
computers for the analysis of trusses, continuous beams, and frames. Preq: E M 304;
Coreq: C E 305.
302, H302 Structural Steel Design 3(3,0) Design of steel tension members, beams, beam-
columns, and bolted, riveted and welded connections using load and resistance factor
design methodology. Emphasis is on LRFD-AISC specifications for steel design. Preq:
C E 301.
305 Computational Methods in Civil Engineering 3(3,0) Solution to civil engineering
problems by computational methods. Techniques for curve fitting and data analysis
are also studied. The use of computer programming and spreadsheets are empha-
sized. Preq: ENGR 180. Coreq: MTHSC 208.
310 Transportation Engineering 4(3,2) Planning, location, design, operations, and ad-
ministration of highways, railroads, airports and other transportation facilities, in-
cluding economic considerations, pavement design, and computer applications. Preq:
CE201.
320 Introduction to Construction Materials 3(2,3) Basic properties of portland cement
and bituminous asphalt. Classification of aggregates on the basis of strength and size
distribution. Mix design procedures, field control, and adjustments. Properties of
fresh mixes and hardened concrete. Behavior of other construction materials includ-
ing metals, composites, and plastics. Field trips to nearby plants. Preq: E M 305.
324 Introduction to Construction Engineering 3(3,0) Survey of the principal methods
and equipment used in the construction industry. Critical path methods, construction
equipment, and construction management practices are included. Preq: Junior
standing.
330 Soil Mechanics 4(3,3) Mechanical and physical properties of soils and their relation
to soil action in problems of engineering, such as classification, permeability, shearing
strength, consolidation, stress distribution and failure analysis of soils. Preq: E M 304
and Junior standing.
402, 602 Reinforced Concrete Design 3(3,0) Design of reinforced concrete beams, slabs,
columns, and footings using ultimate strength design. An introduction to working
stress design methods is included. Preq: C E 301.
403, 603 Use of Computers in Structural Analysis and Design 3(3,0) Analysis and de-
sign of statically determinate and indeterminate structural systems through the use of
computers. Emphasis is placed on use of available computer programs likely to be used
in industry. Preq: C E 301.
404, 604 Masonry Structural Design 3(3,0) Fundamentals of masonry materials, con-
struction and structural systems. Application of structural design principles to multi-
story structures. Lateral load-resisting shear walls, loadbearing walls, columns and
pilasters, and connections. Preq: C E 402.
405, 605 Structural Systems Design 3(3,0) Study of physical properties and mechanical
response of engineered structural systems. Analytical and approximate methods of
structural analysis are used to generate comparative structural performance data.
Preq: C E 302. Coreq: C E 402 or consent of instructor.
410, 610 Traffic Engineering: Operations 3(3,0) Basic characteristics of motor-vehicle
traffic; highway capacity; applications of traffic control devices; traffic design of park-
ing facilities; engineering studies, traffic safety; traffic laws and ordinances; public re-
lations. Preq: C E 310.
412, 612 Urban Transportation Planning 3(3,0)F Urban travel characteristics; charac-
teristics of transportation systems; transportation and land-use studies; trip distribu-
tion and trip assignment models; city patterns and subdivision layout. Preq: C E 310.
417, 617 Airphoto Interpretation I 3(2,3) A brief review of the basic geometry of aerial
photographs, characteristics of geologic and topographic features identifiable from
aerial photographs, and site characteristics related to soil profile. Laboratory work in-
cludes soil mapping, selection of construction sites, and location of soil deposits for en-
gineering purposes. Preq: Junior standing.
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419, 619 General Photogrammetry 3(2,3)S Fundamentals of mapping using aerial pho-
tographs; characteristics, production and use of aerial photographs; study of the oper-
ation of popular photogrammetric instruments including aerial cameras, stereoscopic
viewing and plotting equipment; use of stereocomparagraph and multiplex plotting in-
struments; scale, tilt, and coordinate calculations; construction of photomosaics.
Preq: Junior standing.
422, 622 Hydraulics and Hydrology 3(3,0) Concepts of open channel flow; flow measure-
ment; design of stable open channels; design of pump systems; precipitation; runoff;
hydrograph analysis; flood routing; and hydrologic design. Preq: EM 320.
423, 623 Applied Hydrology 3(2,3) Introduction to the elements of occurrence of water;
hydrologic cycle, rainfall runoff relations, evaporation, transpiration, streamflow;
probability concepts in hydrology; flood routing; stormwater detention and conveyance
systems; groundwater flow. Emphasis will be on application and design. The laborato-
ry will include design of components of storm drainage or other water conveyance fa-
cilities. Preq: E M 320.
425 Engineering Relations 3(3,0) Business, legal, and ethical relations in engineering
practice. Preq: Senior standing.
431, 631 Applied Soil Mechanics 3(3,0) Relationship of local geology to soil formations,
groundwater, planning of site investigation, sampling procedures, determination of
design parameters, foundation design and settlement analysis. Preq: C E 330.
432, 632 Construction Project Administration 3(3,0) Development of fundamental con-
cepts involved in the technical management of the construction phase of engineering
projects. Preq: C E 324 or equivalent.
433, 633 Construction Planning and Scheduling 3(3,0) Principles and applications of
the Critical Path Method (CPM) and Project Evaluation and Review Techniques
(PERT). Project breakdown and network graphics. Identification of the critical path
and resulting floats. Deflnition and allocation of materials, equipment, and manpower
resources. Resource leveling, compression, and other network adjustments. Comput-
er applications using packaged routines. Preq: C E 324 or equivalent.
434, 634 Construction Estimating and Project Control 3(3,0) Specifications, contracts,
and bidding strategies. Purchasing and subcontracting policies. Accounting for mate-
rials, supplies, subcontracts, and labor. Procedural details for estimating earthwork,
reinforced concrete, steel, and masonry. Overhead and profit items. Preq: C E 324 or
equivalent.
435, 635 Engineering Project Analysis 3(3,0) Advanced analysis of engineering pro-
jects. Theory of economic, financial and intangible analysis of large-scale construction
projects. Practical exercises in cost-benefit studies and construction decisions. Preq:
Consent of instructor.
438, H438, 638 Construction Support Operations 3(3,0) Description of activities neces-
sary for the completion of a construction job although not specifically recognized as di-
rect construction activities. General conditions, safety, security, quality assurance,
value engineering. Organizational support features and typical implementation
procedures. Preq: C E 324 or equivalent.
439, 639 Construction Equipment Selection and Maintenance 3(3,0) Methodology of se-
lecting the right equipment of the right size for each task of the construction job on the
basis of power-train characteristics, crew size, terrain conditions, and job require-
ments. Cycle time, cost, specifications, maintenance, replacement policy, monitoring.
Preq: C E 324 or equivalent.
453, 653 Structural Analysis H 3(3,0) Analysis of statically indeterminate structures,
including continuous beams, trusses and frames by virtual work, Castigliano's theo-
rems, three-moment equation, moment distribution, and slope deflection. Influence
lines for statically indeterminate structures. Muller-Breslau principle. Approximate
methods for indeterminate frames. Solution of indeterminate trusses and frames us-
ing microcomputers. Introduction to matrix structural analysis. Preq: C E 301, 305.
462, 662 Coastal Engineering I 3(3,0) Introduction to coastal and oceanographic engi-
neering principles, including wave mechanics, wave-structure interaction, coastal
water-level fluctuations, coastal-zone processes, and design considerations for coastal
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structures and beach nourishment project. Preq: E M 320.
464, 664 Physical Models in Fluid Mechanics 3(2,2) Classical techniques of dimensional
analysis and similitude are presented for fluid mechanics problems with actual con-
struction of an operating physical model to solve a practical engineering problem.
Problem will be chosen from the areas of coastal engineering, waste-heat disposal, wa-
ter quality, and river mechanics. Experimental design and instrumentation will be
covered in detail. Preq: E M 320.
480, 680 Wind Engineering 3(2,2) Study of the effects ofwind forces on buildings, bridg-
es, and other structures, including meterological aspects of wind generation, aerody-
namics of flow around buildings, structural responses and environmental flows.
Preq: CE 301, EM 320.
482, 682 flE S E) Groundwater and <:k>ntaminant Transport 3(3,0) See E S E 482.
490, H490, 690 Special Projects 1-3(1-3,0) Studies or laboratory investigations on special
topics in civil engineering field which are of interest to individual students and staff
members. Arranged on a project basis with a maximum of individual student effort
and a minimum of staff guidance. Preq: Senior standing.
801 Matrix Methods of Structural Analysis 3(3,0)
802 Prestressed Concrete Analysis and Design 3(3,0)
803 Reinforced Concrete Structural Systems 3(3,0)
804 Tlieory ofPlates and Shells 3(3,0)
805 Plastic Analysis and Design of Steel Structimes 3(3,0)
806 Metal Compression Members 3(3,0)
807 Numerical and Approximate Methods in Structures 3(3,0)
808 Finite Element Method in Engineering 3(3,0)
810 Dynamic Analysis of Structures 3(3,0)
811 ffighway Geometric Design 3(2,3)
812 Airphoto Interpretation n 3(2,3)
813 Highway and Airport Pavement Design 3(3,0)
814 Traffic Flow Theory 3(3,0)
815 Transportation Safety Engineering 3(3,0)
816 Highway Planning 3(3,0)
817 Mass Transit Planning 3(3,0)
818 Airport Planning and Design 3(3,0)
819 Transportation Research 2^(2^,0)
823 Asphalt Concrete Properties 3(3,0)
824 Construction and Performance ofConcrete 3(3,0)
830 Advanced Soil Mechanics 3(3,0)
831 Foundation Engineering 3(3,0)
832 Reliability Analysis and Design in Civil Engineering 3(3,0)
833 Analysis and Design ofDeep Foundations 3(3,0)
835 Construction Project Modeling 3(3,0)
836 Construction Quality Management 3(3,0)
837 Construction Specifications and Contracts 3(3,0)
838 Materials Management 3(3,0)
839 Expert Systems Applications in Civil EIngineering 3(3,0)
840 Project Management Applications 3(3,0)
846 Flow in Open Channels 3(3,0)
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852 (E M) Advanced Finite Element Analysis 3(3,0)
860 Advanced Huid Mechanics 3(3,0)
861 Mechanics ofSediment Transport 3(2,2)
862 Heat Transfer at Water Surfaces 3(3,0)
863 Coastal Engineering n 3(3,0)
865 Hydrologic Systems Analysis 3(3,0)
866 Advanced Hydrologic Systems Analysis 3(3,0)
871 Coastal Hydrodynamics 3(3,0)
872 Marine Pollution Control 2(2,0)
875 Numerical Models and Hydraulics 3(3,0)
889 Special Problems I 1-3(1-3,0)
890 Special Problems H 1-3(1-3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
893 Selected Topics in Civil Engineering 1-6(1-6,1-6)
895 Civil Engineering Seminar 1(1,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
COACHING EDUCATION (C ED)
Associate Professor: G. T. White
349 Introduction to Coaching 3(3,0) Investigation into the scientific basis of the coach-
ing profession. Topics of exploration include physiology, kinesiology, and psychology
as well as administration of an athletic program.
350 Scientific Basis of Coaching I: Exercise Physiology 3(3,0) Designed to increase un-
derstanding of basic scientific information concerning athletic performance by using
the conceptual approach. In-depth investigation into the physiological principles that
can enhance athletic performance will be the primary focus. Phases of physical train-
ing as well as comprehensive evaluative techniques will be included. Preq: C ED 349.
352 Scientific Basis of Coaching II: Kinesiology 3(3,0) Designed to increase the stu-
dent's understanding of basic scientific information concerning athletic movement by
utilizing the conceptual approach. Deals with the basic laws of human motion neces-
sary in evaluation of athletic movement, utilizing joint structure and anatomic land-
marks as a basis for motion. Preq: C ED 349.
353 Theory ofPrevention and Treatment of Athletic Ii\jiuies 3(2,3) Designed to increase
the student's understanding of principles involved in the prevention and treatment of
athletic injuries. Deals with basic anatomy, first aid, and diagnostic techniques neces-
sary for the understanding of basic athletic training procedures. Preq: C ED 349.
361 Administration and Organization of Athletic Progframs 3(3,0) Study ofmodem
techniques and practices used in administering athletic programs. Major emphasis
areas such as practice and game organization, purchase and care of equipment, bud-
get and finances, public relations, and legal liability in athletic programs are present-
ed. Preq: C ED 349.
362 Psychology of Coaching 3(3,0) Study of psychological techniques utilized to promote
maximum athletic performance. Areas of emphasis include motivation, coaching phi-
losophy, athletic personality, mental preparation, and goal-oriented behavior. Not
open to students who have taken C ED 342. Preq: C ED 349.
371 Coaching Baseball 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of basic technical and
practical information concerning the coaching of baseball by utilizing the conceptual
approach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive organization,
and proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. Total program
development will also be covered as it pertains to specific level of competition. Preq:
C ED 349.
372 Coaching Basketball 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of basic technical
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and practical information concerning the coaching of basketball by utilizing the con-
ceptual approach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive organi-
zation, and proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. Total pro-
gram development will also be covered as it pertains to specific levels of competition.
Preq: C ED 349.
373 Coaching Cross Country 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of technical
and practical information concerning the coaching of cross country by utilizing the
conceptual approach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive or-
ganization, and proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. Total
program development will also be covered as it pertains to specific levels of competi-
tion. Preq: C ED 349.
374 Coaching Football 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of basic technical and
practical information concerning the coaching of football by utilizing the conceptual
approach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive organization,
and proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. Total program
development will also be covered as it pertains to specific levels of competition. Preq:
C ED 349.
375 Coaching Soccer 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of basic technical and
practical information concerning the coaching of soccer by utilizing the conceptual ap-
proach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive organization, and
proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. Total program devel-
opment will also be covered as it pertains to specific levels of competition. Preq: C ED
349.
376 Coaching Strength and Conditioning 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of
basic technical and practical information concerning the coaching of strength and
conditioning by utilizing the conceptual approach. Students will study basic principles
of coaching, training program, and equipment appraisal as a means to improve athlet-
ic performance. Total program development will also be covered as it pertains to specif-
ic levels of competition. Preq: C ED 349.
377 Coaching Track and Field 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of basic tech-
nical and practical information concerning the coaching of track and field by utilizing
the conceptual approach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive
organization, and proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. To-
tal program development also will be covered as it pertains to specific levels of com-
petition. Preq: C ED 349.
378 Coaching Volleyball 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of basic technical
and practical information concerning the coaching of volleyball by utilizing the concep-
tual approach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive organiza-
tion, and proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. Total pro-
gram development will also be covered as it pertains to specific levels of competition.
Preq: C ED 349.
379 Coaching Wrestling 1(0,3) Designed to increase understanding of basic technical
and practical information concerning the coaching of wrestling by utilizing the con-
ceptual approach. Students will study basic principles of coaching, competitive organi-
zation, and proper technical skills needed to improve athletic performances. Total pro-
gram development will also be covered as it pertains to specific levels of competition.
Preq: C ED 349.
453, 653 Athletic Iiviviries: Prevention, Assessment and Rehabilitation 3(3,0) Designed
to give the student an understanding of prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation pro-
cedures of injured athletes. Preq: C ED 349.
711 Measurement and Evaluation in Sports 3(3,0)
721 Sports Law 3(3,0)
751 Physiology ofTraining the Athlete 3(3,0)
752 Advanced Skill Analysis in Sports 3(3,0)
761 Organization and Administration ofPhysical Education and Athletic Programs 3
(3,0)
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762 Psychological Basis of Coaching 3(3,0)
765 Coaching Education Practicum 1 3(1^)
766 Coaching Education Practicum II 3(1,6)
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (COLED)
480, 680 (AG ED, ED, IN ED) Educational Applications ofMicrocomputers 3(3,0) Intro-
ductory computer literacy course for teachers. Computer-assisted instruction, soft-
ware, hardware, and educational applications will be covered. Preq: Senior standing/
graduate in Education.
482, 682 (AG ED, ED, IN ED) Advanced Educational Applications ofMicrocomputers 3
(2,2) Course is designed to provide students with the knowledge and skills needed to ap-
ply microcomputer technology to the utilization and generation of educational software
in accordance with sound educational principles. Preq: COLED (AG ED, ED, IN ED)
480.
COMMUNITY AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT (C R D)
(See courses listed under Agricultural and Applied Economics)
Professors: B. L. Dillman, M. S. Henry, J. C. Hite, E. L. McLean
357 Natural Resources Economics 3(3,0)F The principles and problems involved in the
use of soil, water, forest, and mineral resources, with special emphasis on economic
aspects of alternative methods of resource utilization. Preq: AP EC 202, ECON 200 or
211.
411, 611 (AP EC) Regional Impact Analysis 2(2,0)F Techniques for analysis of the
growth and decline of regions including economic-base theory, shift share, regional in-
put-output, regional econometric models, and fixed impact models. Preq: AP EC 202
or ECON 211 and 212.
412, 612 (AP EC) Spatial Competition and Rural Development 3(3,0)S Development of
rural economic activity in the context of historical, theoretical, and policy aspects of
friction associated with spatial separation. Location factors, transfer costs, location
patterns, and regional-growth policy are considered. Preq: AP EC 202 or ECON 211 or
equivalent.
491 (AP EC) Internship, Agribusiness, and Community and Rural Development 1-6
(0,2-12) Internship under faculty supervision in an approved agency or firm. An in-
ternship is designed to provide students with work experience in agribusiness or com-
munity and rural development. Student will submit a comprehensive report within
one week of the end of the internship. A maximum of 6 internship credits may be
earned. Preq: Junior standing and/or consent of instructor.
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE (C LIT)
403 Modem Studies 3(3,0) Comparative studies in modem literature. Preq: Two years
study of a foreign language and 6 credits in literature.
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
(See Electrical and Computer Engineering)
COMPUTER SCIENCE (CP SC)
Professors: R. M. Geist III, S. T. Hedetniemi, E. W. Page III, J. C. Peck, A. J.
Turner, Jr., Head; Associate Professors: H. C. Grossman, S. M. Hedetniemi, D. P.
Jacobs, J. D. McGregor, A. W. Madison, R. P. Pargas, M. K. Smotherman, D. E.
Stevenson, J. M. Westall, Jr.; Assistant Professors: P. J. Bernhard, E. O. Hare, M. J.
Harold, T. D. Korson, B. A. Malloy, A. J. Offutt; Lecturers: A. C. Connor, J. F.
Passafiume, C. F. Pellerin, H. A. Pellerin; Visiting Assistant Professor: G. A.
Tagliarini; Instructor: M. A. Batchelor
101, HlOl Computer Science I 4(3,2) Introduction to modern problem solving and pro-
gramming methods. Special emphasis is placed on algorithm development and soft-
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ware life cycle concepts. A general survey of basic hardware and software concepts is
included. Intended for students who plan to concentrate in computer science or a re-
lated field. Preq: MTHSC 105 or satisfactory score (550) on the Mathematics Test, Level
II (standard) or consent of instructor.
102, H102 Computer Science II 4(3,2) Continuation of CP SC 101, with continued em-
phasis on problem solving and program development techniques. Typical numerical,
nonnumerical, and data processing problems will be examined. Basic data structures
will be introduced. Preq: CPSClOl.
105 Computer Applications for Education Majors 1(0,2) Computer literacy, user envi-
ronments, and software packages for education. Credit may not be received for both
CP SC 105 and 120.
110, HI 10 Elementary Computer Programming 3(3,0) Introduction to computer pro-
gramming and its use in solving problems, intended primarily for technical majors.
The FORTRAN programming language will be used. (Credit may not be received for
both CPSC 110 and 150.)
120 Introduction to Information Processing Systems 3(2,2) Introduction to the tech-
niques, principles, and concepts of modern information processing systems and mi-
crocomputers, intended primarily for nontechnical majors. Topics include informa-
tion processing packages and applications, usage of typical information processing
packages, digital computers, programming fundamentals and languages, and imple-
mentation of computer programs.
130 Data Processing with Cobol 3(3,0) Introduction to data processing techniques and
applications. Emphasis is placed on the organization and processing of data files. The
COBOL programming language is used. Preq: CP SC 110 or 120, or equivalent.
150 Introductory FORTRAN Programming 1(1,0) Introduction to computer program-
ming in the FORTRAN programming language. Credit may not be received for both
CP SC 110 and 150. Preq: Knowledge of a computer programming language.
151 Introductory PL/I Programming 2(2,0) Introduction to computer programming in
the PL/language. Preq: Knowledge of a computer programming language.
152 Introductory Pascal Programming 2(2,0) Introduction to computer programming
in the Pascal language. Preq: Knowledge of a computer programming language.
154 Introductory Snobol Programming 1(1,0) Introduction to computer programming
in the Snobol language. Preq: Knowledge of a computer programming language.
155 Introductory RPG Programming 1(1,0) Introduction to computer programming in
the RPG language. Preq: Knowledge of a computer programming language.
156 Introductory Basic Programming 1(1,0) Introduction to computer programming in
the Basic language. Preq: Knowledge of a computer programming language.
157 Introduction to C Programming 1(1,0) Introduction to computer programming in
the C programming language. Credit may not be received for both CP SC 157 and 260.
Preq: Knowledge of a computer programming language.
158 Introductory Modula-2 Programming 1(1,0) Introduction to computer program-
ming in the Modula-2 programming language. Preq: Knowledge of a high-level com-
puter programming language.
210, H210 Programming Methodology 4(3,2) Introduction to programming techniques
and methodology. Topics include structured programming, stepwise refinement, pro-
gram design and implementation techniques, modularization criteria, program test-
ing and verification, basic data structures, and analysis of algorithms. Credit may not
be received for both CP SC 102 and 210. Preq: CP SC 110 or 130, or ENGR 180, or equiv-
alent.
220 Microcomputer Applications 3(3,0) Applications of microcomputers to formulate
and solve problem models. Emphasis will be placed on applications development in da-
tabase and spreadsheet environments. Current software products will be used. Preq:
CP SC 120 or MGT 399 or equivalent experience.
230 Assembly Language Programming 3(3,0) Introduction to computer organization,
machine language, and assembly language programming. The organization, ma-
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chine language and assembly language of the IBM 370 will be studied. Credit may not
be received for both CP SC 230 and 231. Preq: CP SC 101 or 1 10. or equivalent.
231, H231 Computer Science III 4(3,2) Study of the machine architectures on which al-
gorithms are implemented; requirements of architectures that support high-level lan-
guages, programming environments, and applications. Credit may not be received for
both CP SC 230 and 231. Preq: CP SC 102 or 210; or equivalent.
240, H240 Introduction to Data Structures 3(3,0) Basic concepts of data structures such
as queues, stacks, and lists. Course includes the study of algorithms for the manipula-
tion of data structures, the implementation of these algorithms in existing program-
ming languages, and applications such as storage allocation and garbage collection.
Credit may not be received for both CP SC 240 and 241. Preq: CP SC 102 or 210. Coreq:
MTHSC 119.
241, H241 Computer Science FV 4(3,2) Study of the data structures and algorithms fun-
damental to computer science; abstract data-type concepts; measures of program run-
ning time and time complexity; algorithm analysis and design techniques. Credit may
not be received for both CP SC 240 and 241. Preq: CP SC 102 or 210, MTHSC 119 or
equivalent.
250 Advanced FORTRAN Programming 2(2,0) Continuing study of programming and
problem solving using the FORTRAN language. Topics such as the use of data files
and plotting will be included. Preq: CP SC 110, 120, or 150; or equivalent.
251 Advanced PL/1 Programming 2(2,0) Study of the advanced features of the PIVl lan-
guage. Topics such as file processing, dynamic storage allocation and compile-time
facilities will be included. Preq: CP SC 151 or equivalent.
253 APL Programming 1(1,0) Introduction to computer programming in the APL lan-
guage. Preq: CP SC 210 or consent of instructor.
255 Ada Programming Language 2(2,0) Advanced study of program design and prob-
lem solving using the Ada language. Topics such as packages, generics, and tasking
will be covered. Preq: CP SC 102 or 210.
260 Production Systems Environment 3(3,0) Introduction to the environment typically
encountered in large-scale data processing applications. Topics include the use of con-
trol languages to schedule the execution of programs and manage files. (Credit may
not be received for both CP SC 157 and 260.) Preq: CP SC 102 or 210.
270 Fundamentals of Information Systems 4(3,2) Computer information systems in a
large-scale computing environment will be used to address systems analysis and de-
sign, database management, data communication, and security of information. Read-
ing knowledge of a business-oriented programming language will be developed. May
not be counted for credit toward a Computer Science or Computer Information Systems
degree. Preq: CP SC 120.
281 Selected Topics in Computer Science 1-4(0-3,0-6) Areas of computer science in
which new trends arise. Innovative approaches to a variety of problems in the use and
understanding of basic computing concepts will be developed and implemented. Preq:
Consent of instructor.
291 Seminar in Professional Issues I 1(1,0) The impact of computer use on society is
considered. The ethical use of software and protection of intellectual property rights
are discussed. The profession is viewed historically, organizations important to the
profession are discussed, the development process for standards is presented, and the
student is introduced to the professional literature. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq I
Coreq: CP SC 241 or consent of instructor.
330, H330 Computer Systems Organization 4(3,2) Introduction to the structure and pro-
gramming of computer systems. Various hardware/software configurations are ex-
plored and presented as integrated systems. Topics include basic computer organiza-
tion, input/output organizations, interrupt processing and system software. Preq:
CP SC 231, E C E 201 and MTHSC 119.
331 Computer Systems Laboratory 1(0,2) Introduction to the systems programming
environment; languages and interfaces for programming operating systems tasks;
use of the C programming language and UNIX Operating system. Preq: CP SC 231 or
Computer Science 219
equivalent.
332, H332 Computer Systems 3(3,0) Introduction to the design, integration, and use of
hardware and software components in standard computer systems. Emphasis will be
placed on computer organization at the component level, interfacing, basic operating
system functions, and system utilities. Credit may not be received for both CP SC 332
and 422. Preq: CPSC231. Coreq: CPSC331.
340 Algorithms and Data Structures 3(3,0) Basic concepts of data structures such as
queues, stacks, and lists. Methods of proof as they relate to program verification. Sets,
functions, and relations as they relate to the analysis of algorithms. Course includes
the study of algorithms, time complexity, and design techniques. Credit may be re-
ceived for at most one ofCP SC 240, 241, and 340. Preq: CP SC 102 or 210.
350 Foundations of Computer Science 3(3,0) Development of the theoretical fiindations
of programming, algorithms, languages, automata, computability, complexity, data
structures, and operating systems; a broad range of fundamental topics is consolidated
and extended in preparation for further study. Preq: CP SC 240, 241, MTHSC 119.
360 Peripherals and File Design 3(3,0) Study of peripheral devices and data manage-
ment as a basis for the design of information systems. Traditional data processing ap-
plications will be presented and evaluated in terms of efficiency and effectiveness.
Problems using standard file organization and access techniques will be assigned.
Preq: CP SC 241 or consent of instructor.
361 Data Management Systems Laboratory 1(0,2) Introduction to mainfi*ame environ-
ments typical of large-scale data processing applications; programming languages,
control languages, and file utilities; use of COBOL language and IBM JCL. Preq: CP
SC 102 or 210; or equivalent. Coreq: CP SC 360.
371 Systems Analysis 3(3,0) Incorporates a study of the decision-making process at all
levels with the logical design of information systems. Extensive study of the system life
cycle with emphasis on current as well as classical techniques for describing data
flows, data structures, file design, etc. Preq: CP SC 360.
372 Introduction to Software Development 3(3,0) Techniques and issues in software de-
sign and development; tools, methodologies, and environments for effective design, de-
velopment, and testing of software; organizing and managing the development of soft-
ware projects. Preq: CP SC 241 or equivalent.
405, 605 Introduction to Graphical Systems Design 3(3,0) Principles, computational
techniques, and design concepts needed for designing systems for effective graphical
displays. Preq: MTHSC 108, 311; CPSC 241, 360.
422, H422, 622 Introduction to Operating Systems 3(3,0) Detailed study of the manage-
ment techniques for the control of computer hardware resources. Topics include inter-
rupt systems, primitive level characteristics of hardware and the management of
memory, processor, devices, and data. Credit may not be received for both CP SC 332
and 422. Preq: CP SC 230, 231; CP SC 360. Coreq: CPSC 331.
423, H423, 623 Implementation of Operating Systems 3(2,2) Detailed review of the im-
plementation of an existing, multi-tasking operating system. Extension of concepts in
laboratory to development and implementation of a system nucleus supporting multi-
tasking and process coordination on an actual computer system. Emphasis is given to
design decisions as they apply to performance and complexity. Preq: CP SC 332 or 422,
or equivalent.
428, H428, 628 Design and Implementation of Programming Languages 3(3,0) Over-
view of programming language structures and features and their implementation.
Control and data structures found in various languages will be studied. Runtime or-
ganization and environment and implementation models will also be included. Preq:
CP SC 231 and 241 or equivalent.
429, H429, 629 Translation of Programming Languages 3(3,0) Techniques and consid-
erations for compiling and interpreting programming languages. Topics include
scanning, parsing, optimization, code generation and their theoretical foundations.
The implementation of a compiler or a major component of a compiler normally will be
a term project. Preq: CP SC 422, 428.
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430, 630 Computer Performance Evaluation 3(3,0) Computer hardware and software
measure and evaluation in selection and improvement. Topics include measurement
tools, analytic and simulation models, workload models, and program performance.
Preq: CP SC 332 or 422 and MTHSC 301; or equivalent.
435, 635 Microprogramming 3(3,0) Software development at the microprogram level.
Topics include organization of microprogrammed computers, emulation, interpreter
design, and high-level language support. A survey of microprogrammable machines
is also included. Preq: CP SC 330 and 422; or consent of instructor.
450, H450, 650 Theory of Computation 3(3,0) Introduction to models of computation and
machine description languages, including finite-state automata and regular expres-
sions, pushdown automata and context-free languages, and Turing machines and re-
cursive functions. Topics include equivalence and relative computing power of the
models studied, enumeration. Church's thesis, and undecidability problems. Preq:
CP SC 350.
462, H462, 662 Database Management Systems 3(3,0) Introduction to database/data
communications concepts as related to the design of online information systems. Prob-
lems involving structuring, creating, maintaining, and accessing multiple-user data
bases will be presented and solutions developed. Comparison of several commercially
available teleprocessing monitor and database management systems will be made.
Preq: CP SC 360 and MTHSC 1 19.
463, 663 Online Systems 3(3,0) Provides an indepth study of the design and implementa-
tion of transaction processing systems and an introduction to basic communications
concepts. A survey of commercially available software and a project using one of the
systems are included. Preq: CP SC 462.
464, 664 Introduction to Computer Architectiire 3(3,0) Survey of von Neumaim comput-
er architecture at the instruction-set level. Fundamental design issues will be empha-
sized and will be illustrated using historical and current mainframe, supermini, and
micro architecture. Preq: CP SC 330 or consent of instructor.
472, H472, 672 Software Development Methodology 3(3,0) Advanced topics in software
development methodology. Techniques such as chief programmer teams, structured
design and structured walk-throughs will be discussed and used in a major project.
The emphasis of this course is on the application of these techniques to large-scale soft-
ware implementation projects. Additional topics such as mathematical foundations of
structured programming and verification techniques will also be included. Preq: CP
SC 360 and 372.
480, 680 Fundamentals of Computer Science 3(3,0) Fundamental concepts of computers
and programming, intended primarily for Computer Science graduate students with-
out an undergraduate degree in Computer Science. Topics include machine organiza-
tion, assembly language programming systems, and data management. May not be
taken by those who have completed CP SC 230. Preq: Expertise in programming a
high-level language and consent of instructor.
481, H481, 681 Special Topics in Computer Science 1-3(1-3,0) Areas of computer science
in which nonstandard problems arise. Innovative approaches to problem solutions
which draw from a variety of support courses will be developed and implemented. Em-
phasis will be placed on independent study and projects. Preq: Consent of instructor.
491 Seminar in Professional Issues II 1(1,0) The impact of computing system develop-
ment on society is considered. Ethical issues in the design and development of comput-
er software are discussed. Standards for professional behavior, the professional's re-
sponsibility to the profession, and techniques for maintaining currency in a dynamic
field are discussed by students. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Senior standing.
740 Computer Science for High School Teachers 1 3(2,2)
741 Computer Science for High School Teachers n 3(2,2)
810 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence 3(3,0)
820 ParaUel Architecture 3(3,0)
823 Operating Systems Design 3(3,0)
824 Advanced Operating Systems 3(3,0)
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825 Software Systems for Data Communications 3(3,0)
827 Introduction to Formal Languages 3(3,0)
828 TTieory ofProgramming Languages 3(3,0)
830 Systems Modeling 3(3,0)
838 Advanced Data Structures 3(3,0)
840 Design and Analysis ofAlgorithms 3(3,0)
Ml Computational Complexity 3(3,0)
850 Recursive Function TTieory 3(3,0)
862 Database Management Systems Design 3(3,0)
864 Computer Architecture 3(3,0)
872 Software Specification and Design Techniques 3(3,0)
873 Software Verification, Validation, and Measiuiement 3(3,0)
881 Special Topics 1-3(1-3,0)
888 Directed Projects in Computer Science 1-6
891 Master's Research- Credit to be arranged
951 Seminar in Algorithms 1-3(1-3,0)
952 Seminar in Computer Architecture 1-3(1-3,0)
953 Seminar in Database Systems 1-3(1-3,0)
954 Seminar in Operating Systems 1-3(1-3,0)
955 Seminar in Programming Language 1-3(1-3,0)
956 Seminar in Programming Paradigms 1-3(1-3,0)
957 Seminar in Software Engineering 1-3(1-3,0)
981 Seminar in Computer Science 1-3(1-3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT (C S M)
Professors: C. L. Addison, N. L. Book, L. H. Brown, R. W. Liska, Head; 8. D. Schuette;
Associate Professors: M. D. Egan, F. M. Eubanks; Assistant Professors: G. R. Corley,
J. M. Mumford; Visiting Instructor: K. A. Bingenheimer
100 Introduction to Construction Science and Management 4(2,6) Introduction to the
principles, terminology, communication techniques, and computer applications of the
construction industry.
201 Structures I 3(3,0) Study of statically determinate structures including force appli-
cations and distributions in structural elements and the resulting stress-strain pat-
terns in axial, shear and bearing mechanisms. Preq: MTHSC 102 or 106.
202 Structures II 3(3,0) Study of the force distribution in statically determinate struc-
tures and structural elements including moment and shear stress, combined loading/
stress conditions and deflections. Preq: C S M 201.
203 Materials and Methods of Construction 3(3,0) Theory and principles of building
construction with an overview of how the major components of a building fit together
and the rationale behind their construction. Preq: Sophomore standing. Coreq: C S M
100.
204 Contract Documents 3(2,3) Introduction to working drawings, specifications, and
the various documents required to carry out a typical construction project. Preq:
GSM 203.
301 Structures III 3(3,0) Theory, analysis, and design of statically determinate steel
and wood-structural components and systems; and introduction to reinforced concrete
and reinforced masonry structures and systems. Preq: C S M 202.
302 Structures IV 3(3,0) Theory, analysis, and design of statically indeterminate steel,
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I
^
^
wood, and reinforced concrete structural components and systems and related
structural concepts. Preq: C S M 301.
303 Soils and Foundations 3(2,3) Various types of soil will be studied, including related C-
acti\-ities of testing, compaction, stability, and function. Various t>-pes of foundations
will also be studied. Preq: C S M 202; Construction Science and Management major.
or approval of department head.
304 Environmental Systems I 3(3,0) Theory of heating, ventilating, air conditioning,
electrical, lighting and plumbing systems as relate! to building. Preq: Junior stand-
ing.
351 Construction Estimating 3(2,4) Basic estimating as apphed to construction projects. h
Includes the take-off of material quantities, assigning labor and equipment production ^
rates, and applying material prices, wage rates and equipment costs to derive a total
job cost. Preq: C 8 M 204. Construction Science and Management major, or consent of
department head.
352 Construction Scheduling 3(2,4) Analysis of construction projects with emphasis on
estimating, scheduling, and resource leveling. Preq: C 8 M 351. Construction Science
major, or consent of department head.
401 Formwork and Placing Concrete 3(3,0) Study of the design and construction of con- ^
Crete formwork and concrete mixes. Preq: C 8 M 202; Construction Science and Man-
agement major, or approval of department head.
402 Heav>' Construction Equipment 3(3,0) Selection, financing, and management of
construction equipment. Preq: ACCT 203; Construction Science and Management
major, or consent of department head.
403 En\'ironmental Systems II 3(3,0) Theory of acoustical design and control, illumina-
tion. and life safety in buildings. Preq: Junior standing. ^
453 Construction Project Management 3(2,4) Study of construction business organiza-
tion, methods of project delivery, field organization, policy, ethics, project manage-
ment, control systems, labor management relations, and productivity. Preq: CSM
,
352.
^
454 Construction Capstone 6(2,12) A terminal project will be accomplished that demon-
strates a refinement of pre\-ious knowledge gained in technical, management, and
general education courses. Preq: CSM 453.
455, 655 Reducing Adversarial Relations in Construction 3(3,0) (bourse focuses on the
study of the delivery of projects and how adversarial relations can affect the successful
completion of the venture. Topics include the management of human resources, un-
derstanding the needs and processes of the participants, where the problems lie, meth- |L
ods of avoiding and settling disputes. Preq: Architecture and/or Construction Science it
and Management majors.
461, 661 Construction Economic Seminar 3(3,0) Studies in urban and building econom- ^
ics. Preq: ACCT 203 and Senior standing. Construction Science and Management L
major, or consent of department head. '•
490, H490 Directed Studies 1-5 Comprehensive studies and research of special topics
not covered in other courses. Emphasis will be placed on field studies, research activi-
ties, and current development in construction science. Preq: Consent of instructor. R
491 Construction Science and Management Internship Eight hundred hours of verifi-
able construction-related experience.
498 Current Topics in Construction 1-3(1-3,0) Study of current topics in the construction
j |
industr>' not central to other construction science courses. Specific titles and course —
descriptions to be announced from semester to semester. May be taken for a maxi-
mum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of adviser.
850 International Construction 6(0,18) 1
1
852 Construction Management Research 3(2,4)
854 Building Systems Research 3(2,4)
855 Building Environmental Systems Seminar 3(3,0) I
^
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860 Financial Planning and Analj^sis 3(3^)
861 Construction Control S\-stems 3(3,0)
862 Personnel Management and Negotiations 3(3,0)
863 Advanced Scheduling 3( 1^)
864 Cost Analv-sis and Marketing 3( 1,6)
865 Project Management 3(3,0)
871 Architectural Structures 1 3(3,0)
872 Architectural Structures U 3(3,0)
875 Building Equipment and S\-stems 3(3,0)
876 Design for Natiu-al Hazards 3(3,0)
877 Ad\-anced Architectiu^ Accoustics 3(3,0)
878 lighting for Architecture 3(3,0)
881 Professional Seminar 3(3,0)
890 Ehrected Studies 3-6
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
ECONOnCS (ECON)
Professors: R. C. Amacher. D. K. Benjamin, D. W. Blair, G. P. Dwyer, R. D. Elliott. D.
F. Gordon. C. M. Lindsav, R. E. McCormick. M. T. Maloney. Head; R. E. Meiners. A.
H. Ringleb, R. D. Shannon. G. R. Thompson. H. H. Llbnch. .M. S. Wallace, J. T. War-
ner. T. B. Yandle, Jr.; Associate Professors: W. R. Dougan, D. N. Laband, C. Nardi-
nelli, D. L. Placone, R. D. Sauer, Jr., C. J. Simon; Assistant Professors: M. S. Gerety,
C. Woo; Instructor: J. B. Bill; Visiting Assistant Professor: A. V. Douglas
101 Economics in Our Times 1(1,0) A nontechnical introduction to economics based on
an examination of current issues and problems for students who have not taken ECON
200, 211, or 212. Does not count toward the requirements of the major or minor in Eco-
nomics.
2(X) Ek;onomic Concepts 3(3,0)i Comprehensive course including both micro- and ma-
cro-economic concepts for the student not having theoretical course requirement be-
yond the principles level or for the student expecting to take a selected group of the 3(X>-
level courses in economics.
211, H211 Principles of Microeconomics 3(3,0) Intensive study of the economics of the
firm, pricing of resources, and international economic relations. Theory is given rele-
vance through the analysis of current economic problems.
212, H212 Principles of Macroeconomics 3(3,0) Fundamental principles of pricing, sta-
bilization, and growth in a modem economy. Topics include supply and demand, em-
plo>Tnent theory and fiscal policy, banking systems and monetar>- policy, and economic
growth.
301 Economics of Labor 3(3,0) Economics of the labor market, problems of the industrial
worker, and methods of adjusting labor-management disputes. Preq: ECON 200 or
211,212.
302, H302 Money and Banking 3(3,0) Considers the function of money and banking in
both the product and financial markets. Special emphasis is placed on monetar>' theo-
r>- and current problems of monetary policy. Preq: ECON 211 and 212, or 200 and con-
sent of instructor.
304 (FIN) Risk and Insurance 3(3,0) See FCM 304.
305 (YJS) Investment Anal>-sis 3(3,0) See FIN 305.
308 Collective Bargaining 3(3,0) Practices, procedures, legal foundations, and legal
structure associated with collective bargaining. Form and content of the labor contract,
grievance machinerv, and mediation and arbitration institutions will also be studied.
Preq: E(X)N 200 or 211.
^Crwiit win not be given to students who piwiouBly have comptotod ECX>N 211 or 212.
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309 Government and Business 3(3,0) Relationships between government and business,
including among other topics, government efforts to enforce competition; to regulate
public utilities; and to protect the special interest of laborers, farmers, and consumers.
Preq: ECON 200 or 211.
310 The International Economy 3(3,0) Study of the process of international commerce.
Covers basic theory of trade and exchange rates, institutional and legal environment,
current policy issues. Not open to students who have taken ECON 412. Preq: ECON
200 or both 211 and 212, or consent of the instructor.
311, 611 (MA SO Introduction to Econometrics 3(3,0) Elements of time series analysis
and introduction to the measurement, specification, estimation and interpretation of
functional relationships through single equation least square techniques. Problems of
multicollinearity, dummy variables, heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation, and lagged
variables in simple economic models are introduced. Preq: ECON 314, MTHSC 301.
314, H314 Intermediate Microeconomics 3(3,0) Analytical study of the basic concepts of
value and distribution under alternative market conditions. Preq: ECON 211 and
212, or 200 and consent of instructor.
315, H315 Intermediate Macroeconomics 3(3,0) Formerly ECON 407. Macroeconomic
problems of inflation and unemployment form the focal points. Statistics (GNP and the
Consumer Price Index) and theory (Classical, Keynesian, and Monetarist views) will
be included. Pertinent public policies designed to deal with these problems will be ana-
lyzed. Preq: ECON 200 or 212.
319 Environmental Economics 3(3,0) Study of the application of economic logic to issues
surrounding environmental management and policy. The course examines individu-
al, firm, and collective decision making as well as the evolution of regulatory ap-
proaches for controlling environmental use. Preq: ECON 314.
402 (LAW) Law and Economics 3(3,0) See I^W 402.
403, 603 Development of Economic Thought 3(3,0) Study of the origin and evolution of ec-
onomic ideas with some emphasis on historical context, problems which inspired
these ideas, and nature of the solutions which they provided from ancient days to the
present. Preq: ECON 200 or 211. 212.
404, 604 Comparative Economic Systems 3(3,0) A comparative analytical and historical
study of the principal economic systems which have been important in the modern
world including among others, capitalism and socialism. Preq: ECON 200 or 211.
408, 608 Arbitration 3(3,0) Analysis of dispute settlement procedures with specific em-
phasis on mediation, factfinding, and arbitration as they are used to resolve labor-
management disputes in the public and private sectors. Preq: Consent of instructor.
409, 609 (MOT) Managerial Economics 3(3,0) Use of tools of economic analysis in classi-
fying problems, in organizing and evaluating information, and in comparing alterna-
tive courses of action. Bridges the gap between economic theory and managerial prac-
tices. Preq: MA SC 310 or ECON (MA SO 311, or consent of instructor.
410, 610 Economic Development 3(3,0) Consideration and analysis of economic and re-
lated problems of underdeveloped countries. Attention will be given to national and in-
ternational programs designed to accelerate solution of these problems. Preq: ECON
200 or 211, 212.
412, H412, 612 International Microeconomics 3(3,0) Analysis of the principles govern-
ing trade between nations. Topics include comparative advantage, theory and practice
of commercial policy, introduction to exchange rates, and balance of payments. Not
open to student who have taken ECON 310. Preq: ECON 211, 212, and 314 or consent of
instructor.
413 International Macroeconomics 3(3,0) Macroeconomic problems of unemployment
and inflation will be examined from the perspective of a national economy which is
linked to and not independent of the world economy. Preq: ECON 211 and 212.
419, 619 Economics of Defense 3(3,0) Examines the American defense establishment in
terms of resources utilized, alternative uses, and the contribution to the national econ-
omy and scientific progress generated by resources in a defense use. Discussed are ec-
onomic problems inherent in shifting resources between defense and nondefense uses
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and among alternative defense uses. Preq: ACCT 200 or 201, ECON 200 or 211.
420, H420, 620 Public Sector Economics 3(3,0) Study of the role ofgovernment and its
proper functions and limitations in a market. Provision of goods and services by all
levels of government and instruments of taxation are evaluated according to efficiency
and equity criteria. Contemporary public sector issues are emphasized throughout.
Preq: ECON 314 or consent of instructor.
422, H422, 622 Monetary Theory and Policy 3(3,0) An intensive study of the role ofmone-
tary factors in economic change. Modem monetary theories and their empirical rele-
vance for policy are developed against a background of monetary history and institu-
tions. Preq: ECON 302 or consent of instructor.
424, H424, 624 Organization of Industries 3(3,0) Empirical, historical, and theoretical
analyses of market structure and concentration in American industry: the effects of ol-
igopoly, monopoly, and cartelization upon price, output and other policies of the firm;
antitrust and other public poHcies and problems will be studied. Preq: ECON 314 or
consent of instructor.
430 Mathematical Economics 3(3,0) Traditional economic theories are derived using
elementary mathematics. Major emphasis is placed upon microtheoretical models.
Specialized topics such as cartel theory, national income analysis, price discrimina-
tion, and optimization theory over time will be economically analyzed, using mathe-
matical tools. Preq: ECON 314, MTHSC106.
498, H498 Current Topics in Economics 3(3,0) Discussion of current topics and re-
search methods in economics. Students will write several short papers on current is-
sues. Preq: Consent of instructor.
499, H499 Senior Seminar in Economics 3(3,0) Discussion of topics of current interest in
economics. Students will do directed research on a particular topic. Preq: Consent of
instructor.
750 Economic Concepts and Classroom Applications for Teachers 3(3,0)
751 Current Issues in Economics for Teachers 3(3,0)
801 Microeconomic Theory 3(3,0)
802 Advanced Economic Concepts and Applications 3(3,0)
805 Macroeconomic Theory 3(3,0)
807 (MA SC) Econometric Methods 1 3(3,0)
808 (MA SC) Econometric Methods II 3(3,0)
809 Mathematical Economics 3(3,0)
812 History ofEconomic Thought 3(3,0)
816 Labor Economics 3(3,0)
817 Public Employee Labor Relations 3(3,0)
820 Public Sector Economics 3(3,0)
824 Organization of Industry 3(3,0)
825 Economics ofEnvironmental Quality 3(3,0)
826 Economic Theory ofGovernment Regulation 3(3,0)
827 Economics ofProperty Ri^ts 3(3,0)
831 Seminar in Urban Development Economics 3(3,0)
840 International Trade Theory 3(3,0)
841 International Finance 3(3,0)
850 Monetary Theory 3(3,0)
855 Financial Economics 3(3,0)
888 Directed Reading in Economics 1-3(1-3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
900 Seminar in Advanced Economic Tlieory 3(3,0)
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901 (AP EC) Price Theory 3(3,0)
902 (AP EC) Production Economic Problems 2(2,0)
903 (AP EC) General Equilibrium and Welfare Theory 3(3,0)
904 (AP EC) Seminar in Resource Economics 3(3,0)
905 (AP EC) Advanced Macroeconomic Issues 3(3,0)
906 (AP EC) Seminar in Area Economic Development 3(3,0)
907 (AP EC) Agricultural Marketing Problems 2(2,0)
917 (AP EC) Advance Seminar in Labor Economics 3(3,0)
991 (AP EC) Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
EDUCATION (ED)
Professors: R. L. Blackbourn, Head; I. C. Briscoe, S. L. Buckner, D. L. Fuhr, E. B.
Galloway, G. W. Gray, R. P. Green, Jr., D. F. Keller, J. L. Kincheloe, W. H. Leonard,
R. K. Peden, W. W. Pennscott, J. C. Richardson, J. H. Walker, G. R. Weisenstein, J. F.
Yukish; Associate Professors: D. E. Barrett, B. N. Cain, M. S. Crosby, W. R. Fisk, J. L.
Flanigan, B. L. Griffin, L. B. Hart, R. A. Marion. T. I. Parks, M. D. Richardson, V. B.
Stanley, C. G. Weatherford; Assistant Professors: G. A. Brigman, L. J. Curry, G. C.
Delicio, M. J. Emery, T. J. Gaither, K. N. Headley, J. 0. Krutilla, E. M. Owens, C. L.
Peters, L. B. Reardon, D. A. Stevens, D. M. Switzer; Lecturers: S. M. Chance, N. S.
Wilkinson; Visiting Assistant Professor: J. R. Wilson; Visiting Instructor: R. A.
Kaminski
100 Orientation 1(1,0) Lectures and discussions on teaching in addition to serving as
teacher aides. Required of all students in Early Childhood Education, Elementary Edu-
cation, Secondary Education, and Science Teaching. To be taken Pass/Fail only.
101 Reading Improvement 1(0,3) Provides an individualized approach to developmental
reading skills emphasizing comprehension, vocabulary, and rate.
102 Efficient Reading 1(0,3) Extends the reading skills of vocabulary, comprehension,
and rate stressing skimming, scanning, flexibility, and critical reading.
103 Study Techniques 1(0,3) Aims at individual study skills in the content areas and
makes application by using these techniques in college curricula. Priority given to
freshmen.
234 Introduction to Addictions: Basic Education and Prevention 3(3,0) Designed to give
the student a basic review of addictions and chemical dependence and to give future ed-
ucators skills in the identification of chemical abuse, techniques for intervention, and
methods of prevention education. SOC 395 is recommended as a follow-up course for
those interested in pursuing the topic.
301, H301 Principles of American Education 3(3,0) Study of the legal basis, historical
development, characteristics, and functions of educational institutions in the United
States.
302, H302 Educational Psychology 3(3,0) Introduction to classroom use of objectives,
motivation theories, learning theories, tests and measurements, classroom manage-
ment, £uid knowledge of exceptional learners.
303 Classroom Testing 3(3,0) Analysis of proper creation of classroom tests, including
how to construct good test items for all formats (multiple choice, true-false, essay, nu-
merical problems, and many others). Introduction to standardized tests and their
scores and interpretations. Analysis of grade-reporting strategies and formats. Preq:
ED 100, 302.
315 (IN ED) Integrating Computers into the Classroom 1(0,2) Student will learn how to
use microcomputers to supplement the classroom curriculum and to enhance class-
room management. Preq: Admission to the College of Education; ED 301 and 302; ful-
fillment of the College of Education computer science requirement; or consent of in-
structor.
321 Physical Education for Elementary School: Games and Sports Skills 3(3,0) Values,
purposes, and uses of creative games and games of low organization. Basic skills and
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lead-up activities for children. Methods of instruction and time allotments appropriate
for elementary school programs. Preq: Junior standing Education major or consent of
instructor.
334,H334 Child Gh-owth and Development 3(3,0) Introduction to lifespan development.
Heavy emphasis is placed on the physical, social, emotional, and cognitive characteris-
tics of children under 12 and the educational implications of those developmental char-
acteristics.
335, H335 Adolescent Growth and Development 3(3,0) Introduction to lifespgin develop-
ment. Strong emphasis is placed on the physical, social, emotional, and cognitive
characteristics of the 10-18 year old and the educational implications of those develop-
mental characteristics.
336, H336 Behavior of the Preschool Child 3(3,0) Study of the behavior of the preschool
child from infancy through age 5. Theoretical concepts and observation of children's
behavior are integrated, analyzed, and evaluated to discover implications for teaching
and guiding preschool children. Preq: ED 334, a minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0 or
consent of instructor.
371 Characteristics of the Mildly Handicapped 3(3,0) This course will survey the char-
acteristics which distinguish the mildly/moderately handicapped from the more se-
verely handicapped. Preq: Minimimi grade-point ratio of 2.0.
400 Early Childhood Field Experience 1(0,3) Designed to provide practical classroom ex-
perience in early childhood education prior to the student teaching semester for the
Early Childhood Education major. For a twelve-week period, students will spend two
hours per week in schools observing, tutoring, conducting small group activities, and
teaching the class. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: ED 100, 334, 336, concurrent en-
rollment in ED 461, Junior standing, and minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0.
401 Elementary Field Experience 1(0,3) Designed to provide practical classroom experi-
ence prior to the student teaching semester for the Elementary Education major. For a
twelve-week period, students will spend two hours per week in schools observing, tu-
toring individuals, conducting small group activities, and teaching the class. To be
taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: ED 100, 334, concurrent enrollment in ED 461, Junior
standing, and a minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0.
406, 606 Philosophy, Schooling, and Educational Policy 3(3,0) Analysis of the develop-
ment of contemporary educational theory and its impact on current schooling practic-
es and educational policy development.
412 Directed Student Teaching in Secondary School Subjects 12(1,33) A program of su-
pervised observation and teaching in cooperation with selected public schools in which
opportunities are provided for prospective teachers to obtain experiences in the subject
area. Students to be sectioned according to teaching fields: English, history, social
science, mathematical sciences, modern languages, science. Enrollment is limited.
413 Directed Teaching in Special Education 12(1,33) This comprehensive course pro-
vides a full-time, semester long experience for potential special education teachers pre-
paring to work with mildly/moderately handicapped students. It is generally the last
course experience that allows practice under the supervision of master teachers. Preq:
ED 371, 491, 492, 493, 494, 496.
414, 614 (PRTM) Recreation and Leisure for Special Populations 3(3,0) See PRTM 414.
424 Methods and Materials in Secondary EngUsh 3(3,0) Development of instructional
practices and materials appropriate for secondary English; familiarization with cur-
riculum materials; includes field experiences in local schools in preparation for stu-
dent teaching. Preq: Second semester Junior standing and 2.0 grade-point ratio.
425 Methods and Materials in Secondary Modem Language 3(3,0) Development of in-
structional practices and materals appropriate for secondary modern languages; fa-
miliarization with curriculum materials; includes field experiences in local schools.
Preq: Second semester Junior standing and 2.0 grade-point ratio.
426 Methods and Materials in Secondary Mathematics 3(2,2) Development of instruc-
tional practices and materials appropriate for secondary mathematics; familiarization
with curriculum materials; includes field experiences in local schools. Preq: Second
semester Junior standing and 2.0 grade-point ratio.
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427 Methods and Materials in Secondary Science 3(2^)F Development of instructional
practices and materials for teaching secondary school science (biological, earth and
physical sciences); familiarization with secondary science curriculum materials; in-
cludes field experiences in local schools. Preq: Second semester Junior standing and
2.0 grade-point ratio.
428 Methods and Materials in Secondary Social Studies 3(3,0) Development of instruc-
tional practices and materials appropriate for secondary social studies; familiarization
with curriculum materials; includes field experiences in local schools in preparation
for student teaching. Preq: Second semester Junior standing and 2.0 grade-point ra-
tio.
429, 629 Teacher As Manager 3(3,0) Course designed to help teachers, principals, and
other school personnel solve school problems by identifying and applying selected man-
agement techniques, and to better prepare educators for responsibilities demanded of
them by the movement to measurable improvement in their management of learning.
431. 631 Special Institute Course: Early Childhood Education 1-3(1-3,0) Subject areas or-
ganized according to institute needs.
432. 632 Special Institute Course: Elementary School 1-3(1-3,0) Subject areas organized
according to institute needs.
433. 633 Special Institute Course: Secondary School 1-3(1-3,0) Subject areas organized
according to institute needs.
434. 634 Special Institute Course: Current Problems in Education 1-3(1-3,0) Subject are-
as organized according to institute needs.
435, 635 Special Institute Course: Curriculum 1-3(1-3,0) Subject areas organized ac-
cording to institute needs.
436, 636 Special Institute Course: Supervision and Administration 1-3(1-3,0) Subject ar-
eas organized according to institute needs.
440, 640 Advanced Physical Education Methods for the Classroom Teacher 3(3,0) Will
help the experienced teachers in public schools expand their knowledge and under-
standing of physical education. Preq: ED 321 or equivalent.
451 Elementary Methods in Science Teaching 3(3,0) Development of process skills, tech-
nical skills, and attitudes needed to foster increased confidence and commitment to the
teaching of elementary science, with emphasis on teaching strategies and techniques
and their implications for what we know of how children learn science.
452 Elementary Methods in Mathematics Teaching 3(3,0) Special emphasis is given the
development of understanding, skills, and attitudes in the elementary curriculum
with focus on strategies, techniques, and materials for teaching elementary mathe-
matics.
458 Health Education 3(3,0) Study of the information needed for effective cooperation
with parents, physicians and public health agencies in the promotion and improve-
ment of community health, including problems of personal hygiene, health records,
immunization, and control of communicable disease.
459 Fundamental Skills for Reading Instruction 3(2,2) Study oflanguage development,
preschool and primary reading process, historical development of reading, and basic
skills. Laboratory field experiences to be arranged with each individual.
461, H461, 661 Teaching Reading in the Elementary School 3(3,0) Study of various phas-
es of reading and their relation to the elementary program. Emphasis on modern
practices in the classroom teaching of reading. Preq: ED 301, 302, 336 (for Early Child-
hood majors), Junior standing, and a grade-point ratio of 2.0.
462, H462 Diagnostic and Corrective Reading 3(2,3) The purpose of this course is to pre-
pare prospective classroom teachers for diagnosing and correcting reading problems.
Laboratory field experiences will be arranged for each individual. Preq: ED 461 or con-
sent of instructor, Senior standing, and a minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0.
466 Introduction to Early Childhood Education 3(3,0) Introductory course for Early
Childhood Education, which includes an overview of curriculum for kindergarten and
primary grades. Preq: ED 336 or concurrent enrollment, Junior standing, and a min-
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imvun grade-point ratio of 2.0.
469. 669 Characteristics of Children with Emotional Handicaps 3(3,0) Intensive study of
the meaning and concepts associated with emotionally handicapped. Analysis of the
causes and characteristics of emotionally handicapped. Preq: ED 302, or PSYCH 201
and ED 471, or consent of instructor.
470. 670 Characteristics of Children with Learning Disabilities 3(3,0) Nature and extent
of perceptual, motor, and conceptual impairments are examined. Team functions,
community role, and family needs are emphasized. Preq: ED 302, ED 471 and PSYCH
201, or consent of instructor.
471, H471, 671 The Exceptional Child 3(3,0) Survey of exceptionality including handi-
capped and gifted children; nature, cause and treatment of difficulties; educational
problems.
472. 672 Psychology of Mental Retardation 3(3,0) Psychological aspects ofmental retard-
ation: learning, motivation, and personality development.
473. 673 Teaching the Mentally Retarded 3(3,0) Study, selection, and preparation of cur-
ricular materials, methods of teaching retarded children within the preadolescent and
adolescent range. Preq: ED 472 or equivalent.
474. 674 Educational Procedures for Children with Emotional Handicaps 3(3,0) Major
problems of teaching disturbed children: curriculum and instructional modifications,
program planning, facility adaptation, behavior controls, articulation with mental
health specialists, and procedures to develop readiness for return to regular class.
Preq: ED 302, ED 471 and PSYCH 201, or consent of instructor.
475. 675 Educational Procedures for Children with Learning EHsabihties 3(3,0) Special
emphasis is given to educational evaluation and remedial procedures designed to im-
prove the individual's learning abilities. A multisensory approach is emphasized
geared to individual need. Preq: ED 302, ED 471 and PSYCH 201, or consent of in-
structor.
476. 676 Practicum in Learning Disabihties 3(2,3) Designed to provide practical experi-
ence in teaching the learning disabled under the supervision of college faculty and lo-
cal teachers of learning disabilities. Preq: ED 470, 471, 475, or consent of instructor.
477. 677 Characteristics of Children Who Are Gifted 3(3,0) Course designed to acquaint
the student with definitions, incidences, characteristics, identification procedures,
and curriculum options for the gifted. Preq: ED 471.
478. 678 Practicum in Emotionally Handicapped 3(2,3) Designed to provide practical ex-
perience in teaching the emotionally disturbed under the supervision of college faculty
and local teachers of emotionally handicapped. Preq: ED 469, 471, 474, or consent of in-
structor.
479, 679 Practicum in Mentally Retarded 3(2,3) Designed to provide practical experi-
ence in teaching the mentally retarded under the supervision of college faculty and lo-
cal teachers of mentally retarded. Preq: ED 471, 472, 473, or consent of instructor.
480, 680 (AG ED, COLED, IN ED) Educational AppUcations ofMicrocomputers 3(3,0)
See COLED 480.
481 Directed Teaching in the Elementary School 12(1,33) Supervised observation and
teaching experiences in cooperation with selected elementary schools. Enrollment is
limited to seniors or graduates who have completed prerequisite courses. Preq: ED
462, 485, 487, 488, Senior standing, a minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0, and consent of
the area coordinator.
482, 682 (AG ED, COLED, IN ED) Advanced Educational Applications ofMicrocomput-
ers 3(2,2) See COLED 482.
483 Methods and Materials for Early Childhood Education 3(3,0) Study of methods and
materials applicable to nursery schools, kindergarten, and early elementary grades.
Preq: ED 466, concurrent enrollment in ED 461, Junior standing, and a minimum
grade-point ratio of 2.0.
484 Directed Teaching in Early Childhood Education 12(1,33) Supervised observation
and teaching experiences in cooperation with nursery, kindergartens, and early ele-
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mentary schools. Enrollment is limited to seniors or graduates who have completed
prerequisite courses and have the accumulated grade-point ratio for graduation. Preq:
ED 462, 466, 483, 488, Senior standing, a minimum grade-point ratio of 2.0, and consent
of the area coordinator.
485 Methods and Curriculum in Elementary Mathematics and Science 3(3,0) Develop-
ment of understanding, skills, and attitudes in the elementary mathematics and
science curricula, with emphasis on strategies, techniques, and materials for teach-
ing elementary mathematics and science. Preq: MTHSC 115, 116, 216, completion of
the 12-hour science requirement. Junior standing, and a minimum grade-point ratio
of 2.0.
487 Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School 2(2,0) Provides the preservice
teacher with an introduction to the skills of social studies and methods, materials, and
techniques needed to teach these skills to students in the elementary school. Preq:
HIST 172, 173, and the social science requirement.
488 Teaching the Language Arts in the Elementary School 3(3,0) Provides the preser-
vice teacher with an introduction to the skills of the language arts other than reading
and the methods, materials, and techniques needed to teach these skills to students in
the elementary school. Preq: ED 301 and 302, ENGL 101 and 102, Junior standing and
grade-point ratio of 2.0.
490, 690 Student Management and Discipline 3(3,0) Designed to aid preservice and in-
service teacher development and to refine knowledge, skills, and values important for
managing students in school settings. Practical application of theory and research
and legal and ethical considerations will be emphasized. Preq: ED 302 or PSYCH 201
and ED 334 and 335 or suitable alternative.
491 Assessment of the Mildly Handicapped 3(3,0) Course designed to prepare students
to assess the mildly handicapped elementary/secondary student. The prospective
teacher also will be taught to implement other professional assessment techniques.
Preq: ED 371.
492 Academic Skill Intervention for the Handicapped 3(3,0) Course will prepare pros-
pective special education teachers to develop and implement special education pro-
grams in areas of academic study for the mildly/moderately handicapped student.
Preq: ED 371 or consent of instructor.
493 Behavioral Skill Intervention for the Handicapped 3(3,0) Course will prepare pros-
pective special education teachers to develop and implement special education pro-
grams in areas of behavioral intervention skills with the mildly/moderately handi-
capped. Preq: ED 371 or consent of instructor.
494 Teaching Reading to the Exceptional Child 3(3,0) Course designed to teach the theo-
ry and skills necessary for success in teaching reading to exceptional students. Focus
will be on the mildly/moderately handicapped student. Preq: ED 371, 461 or 498 or con-
sent of instructor.
495 Role and Function of the Resource Teacher 3(3,0) Opportunities to study the role
and function of successful special education resource teachers working with mildly/
moderately handicapped students sharing similar learning styles. Coreq: ED 413.
496 Sp>ecial Education Field Experience 3(1,6) Course provides theory and extensive
practice for potential special education teachers preparing for working with mildly/
moderately handicapped students prior to the directed teaching experience. Preq: ED
371. Coreq: ED 491, 492, 493, 494.
497, 697 Instructional Media in the Classroom 3(3,0) An integrated approach to the use
of audiovisual media stressing systematic planning, selection, utilization, and evalua-
tion as well as production of materials and equipment operation.
498, H498 Secondary Content Area Reading 3(1,4) Designed for preservice teachers who
are involved with field experiences prior to student teaching full time. The course is
designed to prepare content area teachers to teach the reading skills necessary for ef-
fective teaching of content area material. Preq: For students enrolled in the profes-
sional block semester.
700 (IN ED) Supervising the Student Teacher in the PubUc School 2-3(2^0)
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701 Human Growth and Development 3(3,0)
702 Advanced Educational Psychology 3(3,0)
705 Foundations ofCounseling and Guidance Services 3(3,0)
707 Reading and Independent Study in Education 1-3
720 School Personnel Administration 3(3,0)
721 Legal Phases ofSchool Administration 3(3,0)
723 Field Experiences in Elementary Administration and Supervision 3(1,6)
724 Field Experiences in Secondary Administration and Supervision 3(1,6)
725 Practicum in School System Administration and Supervision 3(1,6)
740 Curriculiun Planning for Early Childhood Education 3(3,0)
741 Introduction to Pupil Personnel Servdces in Higher Education 3(3,0)
742 Psychology ofPost-Secondary Populations 3(3,0)
759 Fundamentals of Basic Reading 3(3,0)
760 Curriculum Development in the Elementary School 3(3,0)
761 Reading Instruction in the Elementary School 3(3,0)
762 Reading Diagnosis and Remediation 3(23)
763 Middle School Reading 3(3,0)
764 The Role of the Ubrary in the Reading Program 3(3,0)
765 Secondary School Curriciilum 3(3,0)
770 Methods for Science Laboratory Instruction 3(3,0)
778 Elxp>erimental and non-Experimental Methods in Educational Research 1 3(3,0)
794 School and Community Relationships 3(3,0)
798 Teaching Secondary School Reading 3(3,0)
803 Advanced Methods ofTeaching in the Secondary School 3(3,0)
801 Advanced Methods ofTeaching in the Elementary School 3(3,0)
805 The Two-Year CoUege 3(3,0)
806 Foundations ofCoimseling in the Elementary School 3(3,0)
807 Coimseling in Community Agency Setting 3(3,0)
808 Educational Tests and Measvu^ments 3(3,0)
809 Analysis of the Individual 3(2,1)
810 Theories and Techniques ofCounseling 3(3,0)
811 School Finance 3(3,0)
812 The Counselor as Consultant 3(3,0)
813 Educational and Vocational Informational Service and Placement 3(3,0)
814 Field Experiences in Elementary School Guidance 1 3(1,6)
815 Field Experiences in Secondary School Guidance 1 3(1,6)
816 Field Experiences in Counseling in Post-Secondary Settings 1 3(1,6)
817 Development of Counseling Skills 3(3,0)
818 Field Problems in School Administration and Instruction 3(2,3)
819 Advanced Counseling Techniques and Strategies 3(3,0)
820 Teaching Language Arts to the Exceptional Child 3(3,0)
821 Assessment of the Exceptional Child 3(3,0)
822 Teaching Mathematics to the Exceptional Child 3(3,0)
823 Mainstreaming the Handicapped 3(3,0)
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824 Secondary Curriculum Adaptations for the Handicapped 3(3,0)
825 Career-Vocational Education for the Handicapped 3(3,0)
828 Field Experiences in Elementary School Guidance U 3(1,6)
829 Field Experiences in Secondary School Guidance n 3(1,6)
830 Techniques of Supervision: the Public Schools 3(3,0)
832 Field Experiences in Counseling in Post-Secondary Settings 11 3(1,6)
834 Educational Evaluation 3(3,0)
835 Field Experiences in Counseling in Community Agency Settings 1 3(1,6)
836 Field Experiences in Counseling in Community Agency Settings D 3(1,6)
840 Program Development and Implementation in Early Childhood Education 3(2,2)
841 Advanced Studies in Teaching Secondary School English 3(3,0)
842 Advanced Studies in Teaching Secondary School Mathematics 3(3,0)
843 Advanced Studies in Teaching Secondary School Science 3(3,0)
844 Advanced Studies in Teaching Secondary School Social Studies 3(3,0)
846 Current Literature in English Education 3(3,0)
847 Cxurent Literature in Mathematics Teaching 3(3,0)
848 Current Uterature in Science Teaching 3(3,0)
849 Current Literature in Social Studies Teaching 3(3,0)
850 Public School Administration 3(3,0)
851 The Principalship 3(3,0)
852 Organizational Theory for School Administrators 3(3,0)
853 Administration and Supervision of Special Education 3(3,0)
854 Advanced Educational Leadership: Theory and Practice 3(3,0)
855 Business Management in Education 3(2,3)
856 Introduction to School Building Planning 3(2,2)
857 Selected Topics in Educational Administration 1-3(1-3,0)
861 Organization and Supervision of Reading Programs 3(3,0)
862 Clinical Research in Reading 3(3,0)
863 Practiciun in Reading 3(2,2)
864 Special Problems in Reading Education 1-3(1-3,0-4)
865 Advanced Diagnosis and Remediation in Reading 3(2^)
866 The Psychology ofTeaching Reading 3(3,0)
867 Advanced Practicum in Reading 3(2,3)
868 Teaching Reading Through a Literature Emphasis 3(3,0)
869 The Reading-Writing Connection: An Integrated Approach 3(3,0)
871 Interpersonal and Group Relationships 3(3,0)
875 Seminar in Human Growth and Development 3(3,0)
876 Seminar in Learning Theory and Environments 3(3,0)
878 Elxperimental and non-Experimental Research Methods in Education H 3(3,0)
879 Qualitative Research in Education 3(3,0)
881 Individual Testing 1 3(3,0)
882 Psychoeducational Evaluator Internship 1 3(0,6)
883 Psychoeducational Evaluator Internship II 3(0,6)
884 School Psychology 3(3,0)
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885 Individual Testing U 3(3,0)
886 Individual Testing IH 3(3,0)
887 Psychoeducational Internship HI 3(1,6)
889 (AG ED, IN ED) Research in Education 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged-
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ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING (E C E)
Professors: A. W. Bennett, C. M. Butler, T. L. Drake, D. J. Dumin, L. T. Fitch, B. E.
Gilliland, A. A. Girgis, J. N. Gowdy, J. L. Hammond, J. W. Harrison, Jr., J. J. Komo,
J. F. Leathrum, J. Y. Luh, E. B. Makram, L. W. Pearson, Head; K. F. Poole, R. J.
SchalkofT, R. Singh, R. W. Snelsire, J. D. Spragins; Associate Professors: E. G. Baxa,
Jr., J. E. Bennett, M. A. Bridgwood, A. S. Collins, D. L. Lubkeman, T. W. Morgan, F.
R. Sias, Jr.; Assistant Professors: E. R. Collins, Jr., D. M. Dawson, Y. Guo, A. Q.
Martin, R. E. Owens, J. W. Silvestro, D. W. Tipper, A. E. Turner, X. Xu; Lecturers: D.
McAulifF, E. L. Sheppard; Visiting Assistant Professor: K. T. Vu
201 Logic and Computing Devices 3(2,2) Study of logic with an introduction to Boolean
algebra. Number systems and representation of information. The use of integrated
circuits to implement combinational and sequential logic functions and computing ele-
ments. The organization and structure of computing systems. Preq: Sophomore
standing.
202, H202 Electric Circuits I 3(3,0) DC resistive circuits, ICirchhoffs Laws, Nodal and
Mesh emphasis, sources, Thevenin's and Norton's theorems, RC, RL, RCL circuit so-
lutions with initial condition using homogenous or nonhomogenous ordinary differen-
tial equations having constant coefficients. Develop sinusoidal steady state solution.
Preq: MTHSC 108, PHYS 122. Coreq: E C E 203, PHYS 221.
203 Electrical Circuits Laboratory I 1(0,2) Laboratory course designed to accompany
E C E 202. Introduction to basic electrical circuits and instrumentation. Coreq: E C E
202.
204 Circuit Analysis Problems I 1(0,3) Analysis and solution of electrical network prob-
lems using mesh and nodal analysis, Thevenin's and Norton's theorems and equiva-
lent circuits and other circuit analysis from E C E 202. Coreq: E C E 202.
211 Electrical Engineering Laboratory I 1(0,2) Principles of measurement and instru-
ments used to measure parameters and dynamic variables in electric circuits, steady
state and transient measurements in DC and AC circuits, and data anyalysis methods
are included. Coreq: E C E 202.
212 Electrical Engineering Laboratory II 1(0,2) Measurement techniques in AC steady-
state circuits, and comparison to theoretical predictions are emphasized. Two-port
network methodology and transfer functions are studied experimentally, and related to
analysis using transform techniques. Preq: E C E 202, 211. Coreq'; E C E 301.
250 Principles of Digital Computer Systems 3(2,2) Introduction to minicomputers and
microcomputers. Topics include machine organization and operation, information
flow within a machine, data types and structures, data transfers and communication
with external devices, computer response time, interrelation between software and
hardware, memory types, specifying cost-effective small computer systems, applica-
tion examples, introductory assembly language programming. Preq: E C E 201,
ENGR 180 or equivalent.
272 Computer Organization 4(3,2) Introductory course in computer organization and
architecture. Topics include basic hardware and software structure, addressing
methods, programs control, processing units, I-O organization, arithmetic, main-
memory organization, peripherals, microprocessor families, RISC architectures, and
multiprocessors. Preq: CP SC 157 or 210.
H300 Junior Honors Seminar 1(2,0) Course designed to acquaint students enrolled in
the Electrical and Computer Engineering Departmental Honors Program with current
research activities in the department. The faculty will provide seminars where re-
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search interests are summarized. Seminars are planned to prepare the students in
choosing a research topic for their senior thesis.
301, H301 Electric Circuits II 3(3,0) Continuation of the study of electric circuits, in-
cluding three-phase circuits, complex frequency and network functions, frequency re-
sponse, two-port parameters, magnetically-coupled circuits, Laplace transforms, and
introduction to Fourier series and transforms. Preq: E C E 202, MTHSC 206,
PHYS 221. Coreq: E C E 303, MTHSC 208.
302 Linear Control Systems 3(3,0) Introduction to linear control systems. Topics in-
clude plant representation, applications of state variables, time and frequency re-
sponse, stability, system specification, and system design. Preq: E C E 301.
303 Electrical Circuits Laboratory II 1(0,2) A laboratory course designed to accompany
EC E 301. Characteristics of circuits. Coreq: EC E 301.
304 Circuit Analysis Problems II 1(0,3) Analysis and solution of AC excited electric
network problems using methods of E C E 202 and 301. Use of step and impulse input
functions. Coreq: E C E 301, MTHSC 208.
307 Basic Electrical Engineering 2(2,0) A first course in electrical engineering to pro-
vide non-Electrical Engineering majors with a knowledge of electric circuit theory,
both DC and AC. The last five weeks of the semester are devoted to an introduction to
digital systems. Preq: MTHSC 206, PHYS 221. Coreq: E C E 309.
308 Electronics and Electromechanics 2(2,0) Continuation ofE C E 307. Energy conver-
sion systems are considered, as well as basic electronics. Preq: E C E 307.
309 Electrical Engineering Laboratory 1 1(0,2) A laboratory designed to accompanyE CE
307. Basic electrical circuits and instrumentation. Coreq: E C E 307.
310 Electrical Engineering Laboratory II 1(0,2)A laboratory designed to accompanyE C E
308. Basic electronics and energy conversion. Coreq: E C E 308.
311 Electrical Engineering Laboratory III 1(0,2) Measurements and characteristics of
electronic devices and circuits; use of manual and automated instruments to acquire
data; statistical analysis of data; oral and written engineering reports. Preq: E C E
301, MTHSC 208, PHYS 221. Coreq: E C E 320.
312 Electrical Engineering Laboratory IV 1(0,2) Design and characterization of func-
tional circuits using solid-state devices; use of manual and automated instruments for
measurements; statistical analysis of data; and preparation of engineering reports.
Preq: EC E 311,320. Coreq: E C E 321.
317 Random Signal Analysis 3(3,0) Introduction to engineering problems of a probabil-
istic nature. Systems transformations, statistical averages, simulation, and estima-
tion of system parameters. Preq: E C E 301, MTHSC 208. Coreq: E C E 330.
320 Electronics I 3(3,0) Introduction to electronic materials and devices. Principles of
design. Design of DC and AC circuits using diodes, bipolar junction transistors, field-
effect transistors and use of transistors in digital circuits. Preq: E C E 301, MTHSC
208, PHYS 221. Coreq: E C E 311.
321 Electronics II 3(3,0) Analysis and design of discrete amplifier circuits at low and
high frequencies. Operational amplifiers, distortion in amplifiers, oscillator design,
and circuit analysis of active digital devices. Preq: E C E 320. Coreq: E C E 326.
326 Electronics Laboratory I 1(0,2) Laboratory designed to accompany E C E 321. Char-
acteristics of different ampUfier configurations. Preq: E C E 320. Coreq: E C E 321.
329 Computer Systems Structures 3(3,0) Fimdamental structures and issues that arise
in the analysis and implementation of computer systems. Topics include operating
systems structures and data structures and their relationship to computer organiza-
tion. Engineering science background for computer systems design. Preq: CP SC 210,
240, E C E 250.
330, H330 Signals, Systems, and Transforms 3(3,0) Systems models, analysis of sig-
nals, Fourier series and transforms, sampling and Z transforms, discrete Fourier
transforms. Preq: E C E 301, MTHSC 208.
340 (PHYS) Electromagnetics I 2(2,0) Introduction to electrostatics with applications.
Vector analysis. Coulomb's law and forces, electric field, Gauss's law, dielectrics,
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electric potential, Laplace's equation and solutions. Preq: MTHSC 208, PHYS 221.
341 (PHYS) Electromagnetics II 2(2,0) Introduction to magnetostatics and electrody-
namics with application. Steady electric current. Ohm's law, Joule's law. Ampere's
force law, magnetic forces and field, Biot-Savart's law, Boundary conditions, magnetic
materials, inductance, magnetic circuits, Faraday's law, electromotive force, Max-
well's equations, electromagnetic waves. Preq: E C E 202, E C E (PHYS) 340.
360 Electric Power Engineering 3(3,0) Course presents the basic principles of electro-
magnetic induction and electromagnetic forces developed. Topics include synchronous
machines, power transformers, electric power transmission and distribution systems,
DC motors, and induction motors. Preq: E C E 301 and PHYS 221.
371 Microcomputer Interfacing 4(3,2) Interfacing of microcomputers to peripherals or
other computers for purposes of data acquisition, device monitoring and control, and
other communications. The interfacing problem is considered at all levels including
computer architecture, logic, timing, loading, protocols, and software laboratory for
building and simulating designs. Preq: E C E 272, 301, 312. Coreq: E C E 320.
380 Electromagnetics 3(3,0) Introduction to electric fields and potentials, dielectrics, ca-
pacitance, resistance, magnetic field, forces, work and energy, inductance, time-
varying fields, and Maxwell's equations. Preq: E C E 301, PHYS 221, MTHSC 206.
381 Fields, Waves, and Circuits 3(3,0) Foundation of circuit theory, transmission lines
and circuits, plane-wave propagation, fiber optics, radiation and antennas, coupled
circuits. Preq: E C E 380, MTHSC 208.
404, 604 Semiconductor Devices 3(3,0)F Consideration of the principles of operation, ex-
ternal characteristics, and applications of some of the more important semiconductor
devices presently available. Preq: E C E 320. Coreq: MTHSC 311 or 434.
405 Design Projects in Electrical and Computer Engineering 1-3(0,2-6) Individually de-
fined projects oriented toward providing experience in establishment of objectives and
criteria, synthesis, analysis, construction, testing and evaluation. Development of stu-
dent creativity through the solution of open-ended problems. Individual instruction in
design methodology. Maximum of 3 credit hours. Preq: E C E 302 or 330, consent of
project supervisor.
406, 606 Introduction to Microelectronics Processing 3(3,0)S Microelectronic process-
ing, MOS and bipolar monolithic circuit fabrication, thick and thin film hybrid fabrica-
tion, applications to linear and digital circuits, fundamentals of device design. Preq:
E C E 320. Coreq: MTHSC 311 or 434.
407, 607 VLSI Reliability 3(3,0)S Reliability concepts applied to VLSI components. Meth-
ods of reliability determination, prediction, and attribute assessment. Failure analysis
techniques. Wearout related mechanisms. Role of defects and electrical overstress in
reliability. Reliability growth through design and process control. Preq: E C E 320. Co-
req: MTHSC 311 or 434.
409 Continuous and Discrete Systems Design 3(3,0) Introduction to linear control sys-
tems. Topics include applications of state variables, time and frequency response, sta-
bility, systems specification, system design of continuous discrete systems. Preq: E C E
330. Coreq: E C E 495.
410, 610 Modem Control Theory 3(3,0) Introduction to modem control theory. Topics
include fundamentals of matrix algebra, state space analysis and design, nonlinear
systems and optimal control. Preq: E C E 409.
412 Electrical Machines Laboratory 1(0,2) Selected experiments which vrill help the stu-
dent become familiar with characteristics of transformers, DC and AC motors and
generators. Measurement techniques and component modeling will be included. Co-
req: MTHSC 434 or consent of instructor. Preq or Coreq: E C E 360 or 419.
416, 616 Electric Power Distribution System Engineering 3(3,0) Includes load charac-
teristics, distribution transformers, design of transmission line and distribution sub-
stations, design of primary and secondary systems, capacitors in distribution systems,
and power system harmonics. Preq: E C E 360.
417, 617 Software Design 3(3,0)S Indepth study of methodologies and techniques used
throughout the software development cycle including analysis, design, implementa-
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tion, and testing. Additional topics include software development tools and software
project management techniques. Preq: E C E 329, MTHSC 419.
418, 618 Power System Analysis 3(3,0)F Study of power system planning and operation-
al problems. Subjects covered are load flow, economic dispatch, fault studies, tran-
sient stability and control of problems. System modeling and computer solutions are
emphasized through class projecUs. Preq: E C E 360. E C E (PHYS) 341.
419, 619 Electric Machinery 3(3,0)S Performance and characteristics ofAC and DC ma-
chines during steady-state and transient conditions. Coverage includes DC, induction,
synchronous motors and alternators. Modeling and computer simulation are includ-
ed. Preq: E C E 360, E C E (PHYS) 341.
422, 622 Operational Amplifier Circuits 3(2,2) Analysis and design of circuits, both an-
alog and digital, using operational amplifiers. Preq: E C E 321. Coreg; MTHSC 311 or
434.
423, 623 Power System Protection 3(3,0)S Covers basic requirements of power system
protection, relaying principles and the basic techniques of over current, distance, dif-
ferential and carrier protection, computer coordination and introduction to digital pro-
tection are introduced. Coreq: ECE418; MTHSC 434 or consent of instructor.
425, 625 Interfacing Microcomputers 3(2,2) Hardware characteristics of microcomput-
ers. Design of microcomputer interfaces involving memory, parallel L/0, serial I/O,
interval timers, priority interrupt controllers, DMA controllers, A/D and D/A conver-
sion. Laboratory with individual hands-on design experience. Preq: E C E 250 or
CPSC230. Coreq: EC E 321.
426, 626 Digital Computer Design 3(3,0) Design of high-speed ALU's, control and tim-
ing circuitry, memory systems and I/O circuitry; microprogrammed computer design
using bit-slice microprocessors; current hardware topics related to computer design;
hands-on design experience; and use of logic analyzer for system debugging. Preq:
E C E 429.
427 Communications Systems 3(3,0) Study of modulation techniques used in modem
communications systems design, including continuous wave modulation (AM, FM,
PM), analog and digital pulse modulation (PAM. PPM, PWM, PCM), and the impact of
noise interference on these systems. Preq: E C E 317, 330. Coreq: MTHSC 434.
428, 628 Modulation and Noise 3(3,0)F Course covering the modulation techniques used
in modern communication systems. Topics covered are spectral translations, stochas-
tic description of signals and noise, correlation functions, power spectra, amplitude
modulation, frequency and phase modulation, pulse amplitude modulation, and im-
pact of noise on systems employing these types of modulation. Preq: E C E 330; E C E
317 or MTHSC 400; MTHSC 311 or 434 or consent of instructor.
429, 629 Organization of Computers 3(3,0) Course in computer organization and archi-
tecture. Topics include a review of logic circuits, bus structures, memory organiza-
tion, interrupt structures, arithmetic units, input-output structures, state generation,
central processor organization, control function implementation, and data communi-
cation. Registered Transfer Language (RTL) for description and design of digital sys-
tems. Preq: CP SC 230 or E C E 250, or consent of instructor.
430, 630 Digital Communications 3(3,0)S Course in modem digital communications
theory. Topics covered are discrete time signals, discrete Fourier transforms, channel
bandwidth, channel distortion, coding of analog information, data signal encoding, in-
troduction to decision theory, matched filter, baseband systems, AM, FM, PM, phase-
locked loops, secure communications and contemporary communications systems.
Preq: E C E 317 or MTHSC 400, E C E 330. MTHSC 311 or 434. or consent of instructor.
431, 631 Digital Electronics 3(2,2) Electronic devices and circuits of importance to digi-
tal computer operation and to other areas of electrical engineering are considered. Ac-
tive and passive waveshaping. waveform generation, memory elements, switching,
and logic circuits are some of the topics. Experimentation with various types of cir-
cuits is provided by laboratory projects. Preq: E C E 321. Coreq: MTHSC 311 or 434.
432, 632 Instrumentation 3(3,0)F Theory and analysis of transducers and related cir-
cuits and instrumentation. Generalized configurations and performance characteris-
tics of instruments will be considered. Transducer devices for measuring physical par-
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ameters such as motion, force, torque, pressure, flow, and temperature will be dis-
cussed. Preq: E C E 321. Coreq: MTHSC 311 or 434.
433, 633 Sensors and Microcomputer Control for Robots 3(1,4)F Study of current robotics
technology with emphasis on robots suitable for industrial applications that require lo-
comotion and sophisticated sensors. Class design project will be coordinated to produce
a working modular robot. Preq: E C E 302, 425 or consent of instructor.
434, 634 Power Electronics 3(3,0) Study of electronic devices and systems which are de-
signed to control or regulate large amounts of power. Included are SCR applications to
inverters, motors controls, high-current switching systems, voltage stabilizers, and
other power applications of electronics are also considered. Preq: E C E 321, 360. Co-
req: MTHSC 434 or consent of instructor.
435, 635 Optoelectronics 3(3,0)F Understanding of the design aspects and physical phe-
nomenon forming the basis for devices used in electro-optical systems is provided. Top-
ics include LEDs, laser diodes, detectors, noise, electro-optic devices, acousto-optic de-
vices and system aspects. Preq: E C E 320, E C E (PHYS) 340, 341. Coreq: MTHSC 311
or 434.
436, 636 Transmission Lines and Microwave Circuits 3(3,0)F Study of the theoretical
and practical aspects of transmission lines and waveguides. Smith Chart applications
and design impedance matching networks, scattering parameters, interconnection
and design of multiports. Preq: E C E (PHYS) 341 or equivalent. Coreq: MTHSC 311 or
434.
437, 637 Laser Technology and Applications 3(3,0)F Working knowledge of the underly-
ing principles of the operation of lasers and their utilization in engineering systems is
provided. The criteria for output power and wavelength are examined. Study of the
characteristics of lasers that are pertinent to system design is stressed. Preq: E C E
(PHYS) 340, 341, PHYS 222 and 442.
438, 638 Computer Communications 3(3,0)F Digital data transmission techniques, mo-
dems and communications channels, communications software and protocols, multi-
processors and distributed processing. Concurrency and cooperation of dispersed pro-
cessors. Preq: Senior standing in Electrical or Computer Engineering or Computer
Science or consent of instructor.
439, 639 Fiber Optics 3(3,0)F The underlying principles of design for optical fibers in
practical systems are covered. Optical fiber as a waveguide is examined using wave
optics and ray optics. Design criteria for using mono- and multi-mode fibers are dis-
cussed. Other topics include fabrication, measurement. Preq: PHYS 222, E C E
(PHYS) 340, 341. Coreq: MTHSC 311, 434, or consent of instructor.
440, 640 Performance Analysis ofLocal Computer Networks 3(3,0)S Introduction to the
design and performance analysis of local computer networks. Emphasis is placed on
performance analysis of representative multiaccess procedures. Three common types
of networks are considered in detail. Preq: E C E 317 or MTHSC 400; E C E 250 or
equivalent.
442, 642 Knowledge Engineering 3(3,0)F Introduction to the theoretical and practical
aspects of knowledge engineering or applied artificial intelligence. Topics to include
symbolic representation structures and manipulation, unification, production systems
and structures, rule-based and expert systems, planning and AI system architectures.
System design in PROLOG and LISP. Project required. Preq: E C E 201; MTHSC 419
or consent of instructor. Coreq: E C E 329 or 429.
446, 646 Antennas and Propagation 3(3,0)S Study of the theoretical and practical as-
pects of antenna design and utilization, input impedances, structural considerations
and wave propagation. Preq: E C E 330, 436, E C E (PHYS) 341; MTHSC 311 or 434.
450 Computer System Design Project 2(0,4) A project-oriented course which brings to-
gether computer engineering students into teams or project groups. Assignments are
made to each group which are designed to help develop an appreciation for individual
and creative thinking as well as team effort. Preq: E C E 321, 329, 330.
451 System Design Project 2(0,4) A project-oriented course which brings together elec-
trical engineering students of dissimilar training into teams or project groups. As-
signments are made to each group which are designed to help develop an appreciation
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for individual and creative thinking as well as team effort. Preq: E C E 302, 321, 330.
452, 652 Programming Systems 3(3,0)S A second course in programming languages
and systems. Topics include assemblers, compilers and syntactical methods; string
manipulation and list processing; concepts of executive programs and operating sys-
tems; introduction to time-sharing systems. Preq: E C E 329, MTHSC 419.
453, 653 Software Practicum 3(1,6) The student must design and implement a software
system that satisfies both a requirements and specifications document. The resulting
system will be tested for compliance. Preq: ECE417.
456, 656 (M E) Design and AppUcadon of Industrial Robots 3(3,0) See M E 456.
459, 659 Integrated Circuit Design 3(2,2) Design concepts and factors influencing the
choice of technology. Fundamental MOS device design. Silicon foundaries, custom
and semicustom integrated circuits. Computer-aided design software/hardware
trends and future developments. Hands-on use of CAD tools to design standard library
cells. Systems design considerations, testing, and packaging. Preq: E C E 321. Coreq:
MTHSC 311 or 434.
460 Computer-Aided Analysis and Design 3(3,0) Principles and methods suited to the
solution of engineering problems on the digital computer. Topics include widely used
methods for the solution of the systems of algebraic and/or differential equations which
arise in modeling of engineering systems, data approximation and curve fitting, con-
tinuous system simulation languages, and design-oriented programming systems.
Preq: E C E 301; MTHSC 311, 434, or consent of instructor.
467, 667 Introduction to Digital Signal Processing 3(3,0)S Introduction to characteris-
tics, design, and applications of discrete time systems. Design of digital filters. Intro-
duction to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). LSI hardware for signal processing ap-
plications. Preq: E C E 330.
468, 668 Embedded Microprocessor 3(2,2)S Interfacing, architecture, and design issues
which arise when the microprocessor is embedded in electromechanical and human
systems. Applications and design projects include guidance systems, robotics, process
control, artificial limbs, etc. Preq: E C E 302 or 330, 425, MTHSC 311 or 434 or consent
of instructor.
H491 Undergraduate Honors Research 1-3 Individual research projects to be conducted
under the direct supervision and guidance of a faculty member. May be repeated for a
maximum of 6 credits.
492, 692 Special Problems 1-3(0,2) Special assignment in electrical or computer engi-
neering. Some typical assignments include computer programs, term papers, techni-
cal literature searches, hardware projects, and design project leadership. May be
taken only once for credit.
493, 693 Selected Topics 1-3(1-3,0) Classroom study of current and new technical devel-
opments in electrical and computer engineering. Preq: Consent of instructor.
495 Integrated System Design I 2(1,3) Engineering design of systems is considered in a
project context. Design methodology is embedded in a continuous process of project
definition, planning, execution, and evaluation. This process includes consideration
of both technical and nontechnical factors which influence project viability and desira-
bility. Preq: E C E 321, 330, 360, 371, 381 (3 of which must have been completed prior to
enrollment, with the remaining taken as corequisites courses). Coreq: E C E 409 (In
addition to any deficit courses in the prerequisites).
496 Integrated System Design II 2(0,6) Project-oriented course which brings together
electrical engineering students of dissimilar training into teams or project groups.
Assignments are made to each group which are designed to help develop an apprecia-
tion for individual and creative thinking as well as team effort. Preq: E C E 321,
330,360,371,381,409,495.
701 Master ofEngineering Design Project 1-6
801 Analysis of Linear Systems 3(3,0)
802 Electric Motor Control 3(3,0)
803 Linear Control Theory and Design 3(3,0)
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804 Methods ofApplied Optiinization and Optimum Control 3(3,0)
805 Methods of State and Parameter Estimation of Stochastic Systems 3(3,0)
806 Identification in Control 3(3,0)
807 Computer Methods for Power Systems Analysis 3(3,0)
808 Self-Organizing Control 3(3,0)
809 Semiconductor Materials 3(3,0)
811 Integrated Circuit Design 3(2,2)
817 Power System Transients 3(3,0)
819 Detection and Estimation Theory 3(3,0)
820 Theory ofCommimications 1 3(3,0)
821 Theory of Communications n 3(3,0)
822 Information Theory 3(3,0)
823 Integrated Circviit Technology 3(3,0)
825 SoUd-State Electronics 3(3,0)
830 Electromagnetics 3(3,0)
831 Advanced Electromagnetic Theory 3(3,0)
832 Electromagnetic Measurements 3(3,0)
834 Asymtopic Methods and Diffraction Theory 3(3,0)
836 Microwave Circuits 3(3,0)
837 Advanced Antenna Theory 3(3,0)
838 Special Topics in Electromagnetics 1(1,0)
839 Integral Equations in Electromagnetics 3(3,0)
840 Physics ofSemiconductor Devices 3(3,0)
841 Distributed Computing and Networks 3(3,0)
842 Computer Architecture 3(3,0)
843 Computer Graphics 3(3,0)
844 EHgital Signal Processing 3(3,0)
845 Computer System Design and Operation 3(3,0)
846 Digital Processing ofSpeech Signals 3(3,0)
847 Digital Image Processing 3(3,0)
848 Telecommunication Network Modeling and Analysis 3(3,0)
849 Advanced Topics in Computer Communications 3(3,0)
850 Computation and Simulation 3(3,0)
851 Advanced Topics in Computer Architecture 3(3,0)
852 Software Engineering 3(3,0)
853 Computer Data Displays 3(3,0)
854 (M E) Analysis of Robotic Systems 3(3,0)
855 Artificial Intelligence 3(3,0)
856 Pattern Recognition 3(3,0)
857 Coding Theory 3(3,0)
858 Automata Theory 3(3,0)
859 (M E) Intelligent Robotic Systems 3(3,0)
861 Computer Relaying ofPower Systems 3(3,0)
862 Real Time Computer Application in Power Systems 3(3,0)
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863 Power System Dynamics and Stability 3(3,0)
870 Biosystems Analysis 3(3,0)
890 Engineering Report Research. Credit to be arranged.
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
892 Special Problems in Electrical and Computer Engineering l-3( 1-3,0)
893 Selected Topics in Electrical and Computer Engineering l-3(l-3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
ENGINEERING (ENGR)
Professor: W. F. Beckwith, Director; Associate Professor: J. L. Josey
101 Introduction to Engineering 1(0,2) Introduction to engineering. Skills with
dimensions, units, calculators, and technical communications are developed, and
engineering ethics is emphasized. Career guidance is provided, including surveys of
the professional fields of engineering, the engineering curricula, and engineering
departments.
110 Engineering Problems Workshop 1(0,2) Workshop devoted to the analysis and solu-
tion of engineering-oriented problems. Representative problems taken from the differ-
ent fields of engineering will be used to illustrate such analytical and problem-solving
techniques as estimation and approximation, numerical aids to computation, and so-
lutions by graphical methods.
180 Computers in Engineering 3(2,3) Introduction to the use of computers in engineer-
ing analysis, design, and communications. A high-level programming language and
other software are used on micro computers. Preq: Engineering major; knowledge of
a computer language. Coreq: MTHSC 106.
220 Technology in the Modern World 3(3,0) Designed for technical and nontechnical
students to give an appreciation of the two-way interaction between technology and so-
ciety. Historical, present, and projected topics will be included from a variety of disci-
plines. Preq: Sophomore standing in any college.
ENGINEERING GRAPfflCS (E G)
Associate Professors: V. B. Anand, N. M. Aziz, D. L. Ryan; Assistant Professor: L.
C. Cleveland; Lecturer: C. A. Balch
108 Microcomputer Graphics 1(0,2) Designed for the introduction of PC-based CADD
interactive systems as a means of communication. Areas of study include laboratory
experience with PC hardware, CADD packages, data entry, shell commands, entity
manipulation, and display generation.
109 Engineering Graphics 2(l,3)i A course for the introduction of engineering graphics
as a problem-solving tool. Areas of study include theory of orthographic points, lines,
planes, and solids; sectional views; dimensioning; and design drawings.
208 Engineering Graphics with Computer Applications 3(2,3)i Course designed for the
introduction of basic concepts in engineering graphics as a means of communication.
Areas of study include theory of orthographic projections, descriptive modeling, and
computer graphics. Preq: ENGR 180.
209 Introduction to Engineering/Computer Graphics 2(l,3)i Designed for the introduc-
tion of basic graphical concepts needed for engineering application, including ortho-
graphic projections, descriptive modeling, and computer graphics. Preq: ENGR 180.
308 Computer-Aided Engineering Graphics 3(2,2) Continuation ofE G 208 with empha-
sis on computer programming for graphics displays. Preq: E G 208 or consent of in-
structor.
411 Computer-Aided Process Planning—Graphics 3(3,0) This course introduces the
student to the computer-aided processes used in the A&E office. It is designed to be
compatible with current industrial practices, equipment, and procedures to produce
construction drawings. Preq: Senior standing or consent of department head.
1 Credit toward a degree will be given for only one of the following: E G 1 09, 208, 209.
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412, 612 Interactive Computer Graphics 3(3,0) Graphics hardware and display technol-
ogy. Reduction and presentation of engineering data. Techniques of geometrical
transformations, perspective and model manipulation. Methodology of computer-aided
design. Application of higher-level software to engineering problems. Preq: E G 208
and MTHSC 208 or consent of instructor.
490, 690 Special Topics in Engineering and Computer Graphics 1-3(1-3,0) Comprehen-
sive study of any computer-aided topic in engineering graphics not covered in other
courses. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
823 Computei>Aided Geometric Modeling 3(3,0)
ENGINEERING MECHANICS (E M)
Professors: S. C. Anand, R. H. Brown, W. E. Castro, R. E. Elling, J. G. Goree, E. H.
Law, R. F. Nowack, B. L. Sill, P. R. Sparks; Associate Professors: S. B. Biggers, J. M.
Kennedy, N. F. Knight, Jr.; Assistant Professors: P. F. Joseph, S. D. Schiff, J. M.
Snyder
201, H201 Engineering Mechanics: Statics 3(3,0) Forces and force systems and their ex-
ternal effect on bodies, principally the condition of equilibrium. The techniques of vec-
tor mathematics are employed, and the rigor of physical analysis is emphasized. Preq:
PHYS 122. Coreq: MTHSC 206.
202, H202 Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics 3(3,0) Continuation of E M 201. The prin-
cipal topics are kinematics and kinetics of particles and rigid bodies of finite size.
Techniques of vector mathematics are employed. Preq: E M 201, MTHSC 206.
304, H304 Mechanics of Materials 3(3,0) The relationships between external loads on
solid bodies or members and the resulting internal effects and dimension changes, in-
cluding the derivation of rational formulas for stresses and deformations and the iden-
tification and use of important mechanical properties of engineering materials. Preq:
E M 201, MTHSC 206.
305 Mechanics of Materials Laboratory 1(0,3) Theoretical relationships considered in
E M 304 are verified. Students observe the behavior under load and the failure of engi-
neering materials; identify and evaluate mechanical properties of materials important
to design and manufacturing processes; and are acquainted with various testing
methods, testing machines, and instruments. Preq: Must be accompanied or preced-
ed by E M 304; E M 202.
320, H320 Fluid Mechanics 3(3,0) The behavior of fluids at rest or in motion, including
the study of fluid properties. Emphasis is placed upon a rational, analytical approach
from which are developed basic principles of broad applicability to all fields of engi-
neering. Preq: E M 202.
322 Fluid Mechanics Laboratory 1(0,3) The principles developed in E M 320 are verified
and demonstrated. Familiarization with orderly techniques in organizing and report-
ing results of experimental investigations and with the use of instruments and equip-
ment is afforded. Preq: Must be accompanied or preceded by E M 320.
425, 625 Advanced Strength of Materials 3(3,0) Topics in strength of materials not cov-
ered in E M 304. Three-dimensional stress and strain transformations, theories of fail-
ure, shear center, unsymmetrical bending, curved beams, and energy methods. Other
topics such as stress concentrations and fatigue concepts are treated as time per-
mits. Preq: E M 304.
430, 630 Mechanics of Composite Materials 3(3,0) Fundamental relationships for pre-
dicting the mechanical and thermal response of multi-layered materials and struc-
tures are developed. Micromechanical and macromechanical relationships are devel-
oped for laminated materials with emphasis on continuous filament composites. The
unique nature of composites and the advantages of designing with composites are dis-
cussed. Preq: E M 304.
450, 650 Mechanical Vibrations 3(3,0) Mathematical analysis of physical problems in
the vibration of mechanical systems. Topics include linear-free vibrations, forced vi-
brations, and damping in single degree of freedom systems, transient vibrations, criti-
cal speeds and whirling of rotating shafts, dynamic balancing, and multidegree of
freedom systems with lumped parameters. Preq: E M 202, 304, MTHSC 208.
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470, 670 Experimental Stress Analysis 3(2,3) Experimental analysis of static and dy-
namic stress fields. Emphasis is on the techniques required to obtain data and the the-
oretical analysis required for proper interpretation. Methods and instrumentation as-
sociated with strain gages (including transducer applications). Moire grids, brittle
coatings, photoelasticity, and photoelastic coatings are studied. Preq: E M 304 and con-
sent of instructor.
829 Energy Methods and Variational Principles 3(3,0)
831 Tlieory of Elasticity 1 3(3,0)
832 Theory of Elasticity n 3(3,0)
834 Principles of Structxiral Stability 3(3,0)
836 Fracture Mechanics 3(3,0)
845 Intermediate Dynamics 3(3,0)
852 (C E) Advanced Finite Element Analysis 3(3,0)
860 Mechanics of Plasticity 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
893 Selected Topics in Engineering Mechanics l-6( 1-6,0)
901 Foundations ofNonlinear Shell Theory 3(3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
ENGLISH (ENGL)
Professors: J. R. Andreas, Head, H. B. Bryant. R. J. Calhoun, F. L. Day, S. K. Eisi-
minger, D. G. Goswami, J. L. Idol, G. W. Koon. R. W. Moran, R. B. Rollin, F. W. Shil-
stone, M. S. Steadman, R. A. Underwood, M. R. Winchell, A. P. Young; Associate Pro-
fessors: R. E. Barfield, D. G. Bzdyl. W. K. Chapman, M. J. Jacobi, C. E. Johnston, C.
R. Lovitt, T. W. Russell, D. C. Tillinghast, M. 0. Usrey, C. M. Ward, E. P. Willey, D. H.
Winchell, C. H. Woodell; Assis/an/ Professors: A.Bennett, 8. D. Boerckel, M. J. Charney,
B. Daniell, K. J. Dettmar, S. J. Hilligoss, A. L. Low, L. W. Rollin, E. K. Sparks, J. P.
Stanton, E. V. Truesdale; Instructors: C. D. Albergotti, C. V. Barnes, C. A. Benson, L.
M. Christoph, B. K. Dickel, R. L. Ellis, M. L. Ennes-Marvin, T. R. Flinchum, C. L.
Holt, J. M. Kuehnel. A. J. Malik, E. J. Marshall, J. L. Marvin, L. Roy, V. D. White;
Lecturers: B. J. Ramirez, S. S. Titus, M. L. Walker; Visiting Assistant Professor: L. C.
McCall; Visiting Instructors: J. D. Boyles, W. E. Edminster, S. L. Jones, M. B. Knight,
T. J. Owens, D. M. Robertson, H. R. Shealy, J. T. Thompson, D. L. West-Maciaszek, D.
T. Yarrow
100 English Fundamentals 3(3,0) Drill in basic writing skills: mechanics, spelling,
syntax, usage, dialect, sentence clusters, and paragraphing. Required of all freshmen
who do not make a satisfactory score on the SAT verbal. Carries no credit for gradua-
tion.
101, HlOl Composition I 3(3,0) Training in correct and effective expression, in brief ex-
pository essays; review of the fundamentals of grammar and punctuation; instruction
in common expository methods.
102, H102 Composition II 3(3,0) Continued emphasis on correct and effective expres-
sion; training in the organization and writing of the research report. Preq: ENGL 101.
Ill English as a Second Language 3(3,2) Special course for students learning English
as a second language. Intensive study and drill in American English pronunciation
and listening comprehension. Required of all foreign students who do not make a sat-
isfactory grade on screening examination in oral English. To be taken Pass/Fail only.
Carries no credit for graduation.
190 The Study of English 1(1,0) Orientation to the study of English language and litera-
ture and to the sources and methods of literary research. Required of all English ma-
jors and recommended for minors.
202, H202 The M^or Forms of Literature 3(3,0) Study of the basic structures and ele-
ments of fiction, poetry, and drama, including literary and critical theory, with read-
ings in American, British, and world literature. Proficiency in composition must be
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demonstrated. Preq: ENGL 102.
203, H203 Survey of English Literature I 3(3,0) Chief British authors and works from
Beowulf to the Romantic period. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated.
Preq: ENGL 102.
204, H204 Survey of English Literature II 3(3,0) Chief British authors and works from
the Romantic period to 1945. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Preq:
ENGL 102.
205, H205 Survey ofAmerican Literature I 3(3,0) American literature to the Civil War,
with emphasis on major writers. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated.
Preq: ENGL 102.
206, H206 Survey of American Literature II 3(3,0) American literature from the Civil
War to 1945, with emphasis on major writers. Proficiency in composition must be
demonstrated. Preq: ENGL 102.
207, H207 Survey of World Literature 1 3(3,0) Translations of continental European lit-
erature from Homer to the Renaissance (together with some Asian classics), with em-
phasis on major authors. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Preq:
ENGL 102.
208, H208 Survey of World Literature II 3(3,0) Translations of continental European lit-
erature from the 17th century to the present (together with some Asian classics), with
emphasis on major writers. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Preq:
ENGL 102.
209, H209 Contemporary Literature 3(3,0) Study of selected writers since 1945, primari-
ly British and American. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Preq:
ENGL 102.
H210 Writing about Literature 3(3,0) A literature and composition course for honors
students who have exempted ENGL 101 and 102. Readings in American, English, and
world literature and advanced training in writing and research. Preq: Exemption
from ENGL 101 and 102 or consent of the instructor.
217 Vocabulary Building 3(3,0) Development of a useful discriminating vocabulary for
writing, speaking, and reading. Student notebooks and proficiency quizzes. Preq:
ENGL 102.
231 Introduction to Journalism 3(3,0) Instruction and practice in writing for mass me-
dia; editorial responsibilities. Preq: ENGL 102.
300 Introduction to Linguistics 3(3,0) Introduction to general linguistic principles. A
survey of the biological, structural, and social aspects of language. Preq: Sophomore
literature.
304 Business Writing 3(3,0) An introduction to business writing: memoranda, letters,
reports, and research methods. Preq: Junior standing.
312 Advanced Expository Writing 3(3,0) A workshop in practical writing focusing on
principles and style. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
314 Technical Writing 3(3,0) Intensive training in the fundamentals of technical writ-
ing: reports, letters, and memoranda. Preq: Junior standing.
316 Writing and International Trade 3(3,0) Students will complete projects demanding
a variety of communications skills that professionals in International Trade need; sen-
sitivity to foreign audiences and cultures in oral and written communication, electron-
ic and graphic communication, collaborative writing and management. Preq: Sopho-
more literature.
331 Publications Workshop 1(1,0) Workshop designed for students who serve on student
publication staffs. This course emphasizes the responsibilities of staff members. May
be repeated for a maximum of 3 credits. Preq: ENGL 102 and consent of the instruc-
tor.
333 Reporting for the News Media 3(3,0) Practical experience in gathering and writing
news and feature copy for the media, concentration on print journalism; examination
of the role of the modern journalist; laws governing the profession, journalistic ethics.
Preq: ENGL 231 or consent of instructor.
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334 Feature Writing 3(3,0) Practical experience in writing feature articles for newspa-
pers, magazines, and free-lance markets. Preq: ENGL 231 or consent of instructor.
335 Editing for Newspapers 3(3,0) Examination of the editing process of newspapers
and magazines. Practical experience in article selection, copy-editing, headline writ-
ing, and page design. Preq: ENGL 231 or consent of instructor.
345 The Structure of Fiction 3(3,0) Introduction to the creative writing and critical
study of prose fiction. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
346 The Structure of Poetry 3(3,0) An introduction to the creative writing and critical
study of poetry. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
347 (THEA) The Structure ofDrama 3(3,0) See THEA 347.
350 Mythology 3(3,0) A study of the great myths of the world with an emphasis on their
applications to literature. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
351 American Folklore 3(3,0) Study of American folklore with an emphasis on such
considerations as the folktale, folk songs and ballads, folk heroes, and folk supersti-
tions and remedies. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
353 Ethnic American Literatiure 3(3,0) A critical examination of essays, poetry, fiction,
and drama written by members of a variety of American racial and ethnic groups,
such as Native Americans, Afro-Americans, Chicano-Mexicans, Asian Americans,
Italian Americans, and American Jews. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of in-
structor.
355 Popular Culture 3(3,0) An examination of the nature, functions, history, and im-
pact upon American society of best sellers, popular magazines, television, movies, and
other like phenomena. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
356 Science Fiction 3(3,0) Readings in science fiction from the 17th century to the
present, with special emphasis on writers since Verne and Wells. Preq: Sophomore
literature or consent of instructor.
357 Film 3(2,3) Examination of the film medium as an art form: its history, how films
are made, why certain types of films (western, horror movies, and so forth) have be-
come popular, and how critical theories provide standards for judging film. Preq:
Sophomore standing or consent of instructor.
358 Advanced Studies in Film 3(2,3) Continued study of film theory and aesthetics, with
applications of that knowledge to the making of a film. Preq: ENGL 357 or consent of
instructor.
359 Special Topics in Language, Literature, or Culture 3(3,0) Studies in varied topics
not central to other English courses, such as Literature and Art/Business/Sports; Lan-
guage and Style; Black Literature. Specific titles and course descriptions to be an-
nounced from semester to semester. May be repeated once with department head's
consent. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
H367 Special Topics for Honors Students 3(3,0) Varied topics of general interest in liter-
ature, language, rhetoric, or culture for all honors students. Specific topics an-
nounced from semester to semester. May be repeated for a maximum of 9 credits.
Preq: Sophomore literature.
380 British and American Women Writers 3(3,0) Poetry, drama, fiction, and prose by
established and little-known women writers in Britain and America. Particular atten-
tion to works treating themes and issues concerning women's lives. Readings on such
topics as women and work, education, religion, creativity. Preq: Sophomore literature
or consent of instructor.
385 Children's Literature 3(3,0) Wide reading in prose and verse suitable for children
in elementary grades. Preq: Sophomore literature.
386 Adolescent Literature 3(3,0) Wide reading in prose and verse suitable for children
in secondary schools. Preq: Sophomore literature.
392 Technical Editing 3(3,0) Practical experience in editing and preparing technical
manuscripts for publication. General introduction to the functions of the technical edi-
tor. Preq: ENGL 304, 314, or consent of instructor.
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400, 600 The English Language 3(3,0) Studies in English usage and the historical devel-
opment of the language. Preq: Sophomore literature.
401, 601 Grammar Survey 3(3,0) Survey of modern grammars with a focus on explor-
ing the impact structural grammar has had on traditional grammar. Recommended
for English teachers. Preq: Sophomore literature.
402, 602 Syntax 3(3,0) Introduction to transformational grammar with a focus on syn-
tax. Preq: ENGL 300 or consent of instructor.
403, 603 The Classics in Translation 3(3,0) An examination of Homer's Iliad and Odys-
sey, Virgil's Aeneid, and Ovid's Metamorphoses. A few shorter works by other Greek
and Roman writers may also be read. Preq: Sophomore literature.
404, 604 Classical Drama 3(3,0) Selected reading in the dramatic literature of classical
Greece and Rome. Preq: Sophomore literature.
405, 605 Studies in English Literature to 1700 3(3,0) Selected reading in English litera-
ture from the beginnings to 1700, with emphasis on social and intellectual back-
grounds. Preq: Sophomore literature.
406, 606 Studies in English Uterature Since 1700 3(3,0) Selected readings in English lit-
erature from 1700 to the present, with emphasis on social and intellectual back-
grounds. Preq: Sophomore literature.
407, 607 The Medieval Period 3(3,0) Selected works of Old and Middle English litera-
ture, exclusive of Chaucer. Preq: Sophomore literature.
408, 608 Chaucer 3(3,0) Selected readings in Middle English from The Canterbury
Tales and other works by Chaucer. Preq: Sophomore literature.
409, 609 The Earlier English Renaissance 3(3,0) Tudor and Elizabethan poetry, prose,
fiction, translations, essays, and criticism. Preq: Sophomore literature.
410, 610 Drama of English Renaissance 3(3,0) Selected readings in non-Shakespearean
dramatic literature of the 16th and 17th centuries. Preq: Sophomore literature.
411, 611 Shakespeare 3(3,0) A study of selected tragedies, comedies, and history plays of
Shakespeare. Required of all English majors. Preq: Sophomore literature.
412, 612 Studies in Shakespeare 3(3,0) Special topics in Shakespeare as selected by in-
structors. May be repeated once with department head's consent. Preq: Sophomore
literature.
413, 613 Later EngUsh Renaissance 3(3,0) Nondramatic poetry and prose from Ben Jon-
son, John Donne, and Francis Bacon through Andrew Marvell and John Bunyan, ex-
cluding Shakespeare and Milton. Preq: Sophomore literature.
414, 614 Milton 3(3,0) The development of Milton's art and thought from the minor
poems and selected prose through Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson Ag-
onistes, set against the background of the late Renaissance. Preq: Sophomore litera-
ture.
415, 615 The Restoration and Eighteenth Century 3(3,0) Readings in Dryden, Swift,
Pope, and Dr. Johnson. Preq: Sophomore literature.
416, 616 The Romantic Period 3(3,0) Readings from the poetry and critical prose of
Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, and other representative figures.
Preq: Sophomore literature.
417. 617 The Victorian Period 3(3,0) Reading from the poetry and nonfiction prose of se-
lected Victorian authors, including works of Carlyle, Tennyson, Browning, Arnold,
and other representative figures. Preq: Sophomore literature.
418. 618 The EngUsh Novel 3(3,0) Study of the English novel from its 18th century begin-
nings through the Victorian Period. Preq: Sophomore literature.
422, 622 American Literature I 3(3,0) Major American authors and movements from
the Colonial period to the Civil War. Preq: Sophomore literature.
423, 623 American Literature II 3(3,0) Major American authors and movements from
the Civil War to the early 20th century. Preq: Sophomore literature.
424, 624 American Literature III 3(3,0) Major American authors and movements of
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the 20th century. Preq: Sophomore Hterature.
425, 625 The American Novel 3(3,0) A survey of the most significant forms and themes
of the American novel from its beginnings to 1900. Preq: Sophomore Hterature.
426, 626 Southern Literature 3(3,0) The intellectual and literary achievement of the
South froml607 to the present, with emphasis upon the writers of the 19th century.
Preq: Sophomore literature.
430, 630 Modern Drama 3(3,0) Principles and progress of drama from Ibsen to the
present; analysis of representative plays; critical reports; discussion of trends in con-
temporary drama. Preq: Sophomore literature.
431, 631 Modem Poetry 3(3,0) The modem tradition in English and American poetry
from Yeats to the present; relevant critical essays. Preq: Sophomore literature.
432, 632 Modem Fiction 3(3,0) American and British novels and short stories of the 20th
century. Preq: Sophomore literature.
433, 633 The Anglo-Irish Literary Tradition 3(3,0) Exploration of the unique literary
heritage and achievement of English-language Irish writers in the 19th and 20th cen-
turies. Major figures of the Irish tradition: W. B. Yeats, James Joyce, and Samuel
Beckett, and other writers; consideration of the specifically Irish aspects of their i
works. Preq: Sophomore literature. |
*
435, 635 Literary Criticism 3(3,0) Major critical approaches to literature. Preq: Sopho-
more literature.
436, 636 Feminist Literary Criticism 3(3,0) Introduction to the germinal works of femi- $
nist literary theory and criticism. Outlines the development of modern literary criti-
cism by studying feminist versions of the major critical methodologies. Preq: Sopho-
more literature or consent of instructor.
437, 637 Directed Studies 1-3(1-3,0) Class and tutorial work for students with special in-
| 5
terests or projects in American, British, or European literature outside the scope of ex-
isting courses. Application(s) must be approved during the preregistration period of
the semester preceding the one in which directed studies will occur. May be repeated r-
by arrangement with the department. Preq: Junior standing and approved preregis-
,
U
tration.
H438 Senior Division Honors Research 3(3,0) Research for the preparation of an honors
project. Preq: Senior standing, and approval of the Department of English and the i l
University Honors Program Committee. |
'
H439 Senior Division Honors Project 3(3,0) Preparation of an honors project. Preq:
ENGL H438 and Senior standing.
445, 645 Fiction Workshop 3(3,0) A workshop in the creative writing of prose fiction. I
May be repeated one time for credit. Preq: ENGL 345 or consent of instructor.
446, 646 Poetry Workshop 3(3,0) A workshop in the creative writing of poetry. May be
repeated one time for credit. Preq: ENGL 346 or consent of instructor.
447, 647 (THEA) Playwriting Workshop 3(0,3) See THEA 447.
450, 650 Fihn Genres 3(2,3) Advanced study of films that have similar subjects, themes,
and techniques, including such genres as the Western, horror, gangster, science fic-
tion, musical, and/or screwball comedy. Course will also consider nontraditional gen-
res, screen irony, genre theory, and historical evolution of genres. Topics vary. Preq:
ENGL 357 or consent of instructor.
451, 651 Fihn Theory and Criticism 3(2,3) Advanced study into the theory of film/video
making vrith an emphasis on understanding a variety of critical methods to approach
a film. Course examines the history of film theory and defines the many schools of
film criticism, including realism, formalism, feminism, semiotics, Marxism, and ex-
pressionism. Preq: ENGL 357 or consent of instructor.
452, 652 Great Directors 3(2,3) Intensive study of one to three film directors with an em-
phasis on understanding the entire canon of each director. Students will study simi-
larities in techniques, shifts in thematic emphasis, and critical methodologies for ap-
proaching the works of each director. Topics vary. Preq: ENGL 357 or consent of
instructor.
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453, 653 Sexuality and the Cinema 3(2,3) Examination of male/female sexual roles and
their evolution in American genre films, avant-garde cinema, and international films.
Course will include the study of movies in relation to cultural values and social stereo-
types, introduction to feminist film theory, and consideration of issue of film pornogra-
phy. Preq: ENGL 357 or consent of instructor.
455, 655 American Humor 3(3,0) Native American humor of the 19th and 20th centu-
ries. Preq: Sophomore literature.
459 Advanced Special Topics in Lan^age, Literature, or Cultiu^ 3(3,0) Advanced stud-
ies in topics not central to other English courses, such as certain authors, works, gen-
res, themes, or areas of knowledge and culture. Specific topics will be announced
when offered. May be repeated once for credit with department head's consent. Preq:
Sophomore literature.
485, 685 Composition for Teachers 3(3,0) Practical training in teaching composition:
finding workable topics, organizing and developing observations and ideas, evaluating
themes, and creative writing. Preq: Sophomore literature.
490, 690 Advanced Technical and Business Writing 3(3,0) Advanced work in writing
proposals, manuals, reports, and publishable articles. Students will produce work in-
dividually and in groups. Preq: ENGL 304 or 314 or consent of instructor.
491, 691(SPCH) Classical Rhetoric 3(3,0) Study of the major texts in classical rhetoric.
This course examines the nature and functions of rhetoric in Greek and Roman socie-
ties. It traces the development of rhetoric from Protagoras through Isocrates, Plato,
Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintillian, and considers questions essential to understanding
persuasive theory and practices. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
492, 692 (SPCH) Modem Rhetoric 3(3,0) Examines the "new rhetorics" of the 20th centu-
ry, which are grounded in classical rhetoric but which include findings from biology,
psychology, linguistics, and anthropology, among other disciplines. It considers the
theories and applications of communication. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of
instructor.
700 Children's Literature for Teachers 3(3,0)
701 Uterature for Teachers 3(3,0)
702 Writing Projects 3(3,0)
800 Introduction to Research 1(1,0)
801 Topics in Composition 3(3,0)
802 Topics in Literary Genres 3(3,0)
803 Topics in Rhetorical TTieory 3(3,0)
805 Topics in Medieval Uterature 3(3,0)
808 Topics in Renaissance and Restoration Literature 3(3,0)
811 Topics in Neoclassical and Romantic Literature 3(3,0)
814 Topics in Victorian and Modem British Literature 3(3,0)
820 Topics in American Literature to 1865 3(3,0)
823 Topics in American Literature Since 1865 3(3,0)
831 Special Topics 3(3,0)
832 Topics in Scientific, Technical, and Business Writing 3(3,0)
835 Topics in Literary Criticism 3(3,0)
837 Topics in Linguistics 3(3,0)
840 Directed Studies 3(3,0)
850 Research and Studies in Scientific, Business, and Technical Writing 3(3,0)
851 Seminar in Professional Writing 3(3,0)
853 Visual Communications 3(3,0)
854 Teaching Professional Writing 3(3,0)
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855 Linguistics for Professional Communication 3(3,0)
885 Composition Hieory 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
ENTOMOLOGY (ENT)
Professors: D. R. Alverson, T. M. Brown, G. R. Garner, J. C. Morse. R. Noblet, T. E. |
Skelton, Acting Head; Associate Professors: P. H. Adler, J. D. Culin, P. A. Zungoli;
Assistant Professor: H. W. Fescemyer; Visiting Professor: S. B. Hays
200 Insects 2(2,0) Introduction to insects; their various relationships with man, other r^^
animals and plants. The general nature of this course makes it beneficial to all stu- | 5
dents regardless of specialty. Closed to students who have had ENT 301 or equivalent.
201 Current Topics in Entomology 1(1,0) Discussion course covering topics dealing with
insects and related arthropods. Subjects will be chosen to reflect issues of current in- |
tcrest as well as those having significance in human history. i
300 Environmental Entomology 3(3,0) Exploration of the diversity and roles of insects in
natural and affected environments, the impact of insects and pesticides on environ-
mental quality, and discussion of environmental ethics in entomological science. |
Preq: Any biological or physical science. '^
301 General Entomology 4(3,3) Introduction to the study of insects, with emphasis on
their structure, function, ecology, and behavior. Identification of commonly encoun- .
tered species is highlighted. Relationships between insect and human populations are |*
discussed. Control technologies are introduced, with emphasis on environmentally re-
sponsible tactics.
308 Apiculture 3(2,3) A detailed study of the honey bee and its economic importance in i^
pollination and honey production. Attention will be given to bee behavior, colony man- |^
agement, equipment, honey-plant identification, and honey production and process-
ing. Preq: BIOL 104 and consent of instructor.
355 Veterinary Entomology 3(2,3) Study of the biology, identification, damage and man- W -
agement of arthropod pests of veterinary importance and their role in transmission of ^
diseases in animals, principally domestic livestock and poultry. Students will learn
both the theoretical and practical aspects of integrated management of arthropod pests
of livestock and poultry. Preq: Junior standing.
401, H401, 601 Insect Pests of Ornamental Plants and Shade Trees 3(2,3) Recognition,
biology, damage and control of insect pests of woody and other ornamental plants and
shade trees. Preq: ENT 301.
402, H402, 602 Fruit, Nut, and Vegetable Insects 3(2,2) Common insect pests of the fol- f
lowing are studied: peaches, apples, grapes, pecans, sweet corn, cole crops, cucurbits,
potatoes, sweet potatoes, peas, and beans. Primary emphasis is placed on life histo-
ries, identification of destructive forms, recognition of damage, and current control _
—
measures. Preq: ENT SOL p
403, H403, 603 Field Crop Entomology 3(2,3) Recognition, life histories, damage and
control of economically important insect pests of major field crops, with an introduc-
tion to principles and practices of crop protection, including pesticide application, eco-
nomic basis for making treatment decisions, and development of scouting programs.
Preq: ENT 301.
404, H404, 604 Urban Entomology 3(2,3) Study of pests common to the urban environ-
ment with emphasis on biology, damage, control, and identification of household,
structural, stored products, and food pests. Students will learn both theoretical and
practical aspects of urban pest management and the pest-control industry. Preq: ENT
301.
405, H405, 605 Insect Morphology 4(3,3) A study of insect structure in relation to func- k
tion and of the variation of form in insects. Preq: ENT 301.
410, 610 Insect Taxonomy 3(1,6) The identification of the principal families of the major
orders of adult insects. Laboratory work consists of intensive practice of such identifi- ,
cation; lecture material deals with theoretical discussion of taxonomic features ob-
^
served in the laboratory. Preq: ENT 405 or consent of instructor.
^
i
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412, 612 Field and Museum Entomology 3(0,9) Practical aspects of gathering, sorting,
and curating insects. Students participate in intensive overnight insect-collecting ex-
peditions to various parts of the Southeastern United States, becoming acquainted with
insect habitats and collecting methods. The remainder of the summer session will be
devoted to training in specimen preparation and preservation. Preq: Consent of in-
structor.
420, 620 Toxicology of Insecticides 3(2,3) Concepts of insecticide toxicology; principles of
insecticide action; toxicological and pharmacological effects in insects and higher ani-
mals, safety, current regulations governing the use of insecticides. Preq: ENT 301.
430, 630 (EN TOX) Entoxicology 3(3,0) Basic principles of toxicology including quantita-
tion of toxicity, toxicokinetics, biochemical action of poisons, and environmental toxi-
cology are studied. Acute and chronic effects of various classes of poisons (e.g., pesti-
cides, drugs, metals, and industrial pollutants) are discussed in relation to typical
routes of exposure and regulatory testing methods. Preq: Organic Chemistry, one
year of general biology, or consent of instructor.
440, 640 Insect Behavior 3(2,3) Fundamentals of insect behavior in an evolutionary and
ecological perspective. Laboratories emphasize generation and testing of hypotheses
and observation, description, and quantification of insect behavior. Preq: ENT 301 or
consent of instructor.
455, H455, 655 Medical and Veterinary Entomology 3(2,3) Insects and their arthropod
relatives which are of economic importance in their effect on man and animals. Preq:
ENT 301 or consent of instructor.
461 Directed Research in Entomology 1-3(0,3-9) Development of a senior thesis based on
a research problem in a selected entomological area. Emphasis will be placed on inte-
grating the knowledge gained in the student's program with the results of the re-
search project. May be repeated for a maximum of 3 credits. Preq: Senior standing
and consent of instructor.
462 Seminar 1(1,0) Literary search and oral presentation of current entomological top-
ics.
468, 668 Research Techniques 2(2,0) Conceptual and practical development of research
projects including formulation of hypotheses, literature review, design of experiments,
and presentation of results in written and oral formats. Library and computer usage
are strongly emphasized.
469, H469, 669 (W F B) Aquatic Insects 3(1,6) Identification, life history, habitats, and
interrelationships of aquatic insects; techniques of qualitative field collecting; impor-
tant literature and research workers. Preq: ENT 301 or consent of instructor.
470, H470, 670 Insect Physiology 3(2,3) Introduction to the physiological systems of in-
sects, including structure as related to function. Emphasis will be on digestion, nutri-
tion, reproduction, respiration, excretion, and nervous and hormonal systems as they
affect growth and development in insects. Preq: ENT 301 or consent of instructor.
480, H480, 680 Insect Pathology 3(2,3) Study of insect diseases including those caused by
viruses, rickettsiae, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and nematodes will be covered in this
course. The effects of diseases on insect populations and the use of pathogens in insect
control will also be considered in detail. Preq: ENT 301 or consent of instructor.
490 Practicum 1-4 Supervised entomological learning opportunity providing highly in-
dividualized experiences to complement other programs and courses. Must be prear-
ranged at least two months in advance. Must file written report midway during en-
rollment period and at its conclusion. Must appear for oral evaluation at the end of the
period. Preq: Junior standing and consent of instructor.
700 Entomology for Teachers 3(2,2)
808 Taxonomy of Immature Insects 3(1,6)
809 Seminar in Entomology 1(1,0)
810 Special Topics Ln Entomology 1-4(1-4,0)
812 Entomological History and Literature 1(1,0)
840 Insect Ecology 3(2^)
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853 Applied Systematics 3(2^)
856 Medical Entomology 3(23)
860 Insect Pest Management 3(3,0)
861 Insect Toxicology 3(2^)
863 Special Problems in Entomology 1-3(0^-9)
870 Advanced Insect Physiology 3(2^)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (EN SC)
Professors: A. W. Elzerman, Director; R. E. Franklin, C. W. Helms, T. B. Yandle, Jr.;
Associate Professors: S. E. Barger, W. F. Steirer, Jr.; Assistant Professor: A. E.
Miller
200 Introduction to Environmental Science 3(3,0) Basic principles of environmental
science including ecology, energy, resources, waste management; and air, water, and
soil pollution. Consideration of issues, specific cases, investigative approaches and re-
medial actions. Preq: Sophomore standing and either two semesters of freshman
chemistry or biology.
400 Studies in Environmental Science 3(3,0) Study of historical perspectives, attitudes,
and government policy within the framework of environmental case studies to illus-
trate the interaction between human and natural factors as they mutually affect the
environment and man's ability to deal with that environment. Preq: EN SC 200 or con-
sent of instructor.
431, 631 Public Health Administration 3(3,0) A course designed to prepare one for a ca-
reer in the environmental sciences, with positions in public health and pollution con-
trol. Topics included are public health organizations and regulations, public relations,
psychology of public health administration, and the use of the communications media
in educating the public on health problems.
432 Inspection Methods in Water and Solid Waste 3(2,3) Methods of disposal of Uquid
and solid wastes will be emphasized in regard to environmental quality control. Treat-
ment plant methods will be discussed. Inspection techniques for adequate treatment is
a basic approach.
471, 671 Man and His Environment 2(2,0) The interaction of man with his environment
will be surveyed. Factors such as urbanization, population growth, pathogens, disease
vectors, ionizing radiation, sewage disposal, and noise control will be considered. The
effects of environmental contacts with air, water, food, and solid and liquid wastes will
be emphasized. Preq: Consent of instructor.
472, 672 Environmental Planning and Control 2(2,0) Application of planning and con-
trol to effective environmental quality improvement. Water supply and treatment,
wastewater treatment and disposed, solid waste disposal, air pollution abatement, and
land use and zoning will be considered from the standpoint of control. Not intended for
graduate students in engineering. Preq: Consent of instructor.
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (E S E)
Professors: A. R. Abernathy, A. W. Elzerman, R. A. Fjeld, C. P. Grady, Jr., J. C. Jen-
nett, T. M. Keinath, Head; T. J. Overcamp, F. L. Parker, R. K. White; Assistant Pro-
fessors: C. D. Adams, K. J. Farley; Lecturer: M. H. Haapala
401, 601 Environmental Engineering 3(3,0) Introduction to the field of environmental
engineering. Topics include environmental phenomena, impact of pollutants in the
aquatic environment, solid-waste management, air pollution control, radiological
health, and simple water and wastewater treatment systems. Preq: Junior standing
in engineering or consent of instructor. Coreq: E M 320 or consent of instructor.
402, 602 Water and Waste Treatment Systems 3(3,0) A study of the ftmdamental princi-
ples, rational design considerations, and operational procedures of the xuiit operations
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and processes employed in water and waste treatment. Both physiochemical and bio-
logical treatment techniques will be discussed. An introduction to the integration of
unit operations and processes into water and waste treatment systems. Preq: E M 320
or consent of instructor.
408, 608 (AG E, AGRON) Land Treatment of Wastewater and Sludges 3(3,0) See
AGRON 408.
410, 610 Environmental Radiation Protection I 3(3,0) Fundamental principles of radio-
logical health and radiation safety. Topics include radiation fundamentals, basic con-
cepts of environmental radiation protection, internal and external dosimetry, environ-
mental dose calculations and radiation protection standards. Preq: Consent of
instructor.
411, 611 Ionizing Radiation Detection and Measurement 2(1,3) Laboratory exercises in
ionizing radiation measurements. Topics include nuclear electronics; counting
statistics; radiation interactions; basic gas, scintillation, and semiconductor detectors;
gamma spectrometry; health physics survey instrumentation; and thermolumines-
cent dosimetry. Preq: Consent of instructor.
430, 630 Air Pollution Engineering 3(3,0) Introductory course in air pollution and its
control. Topics include air pollutants and effects, sources, dispersion models, engi-
neering controls, and air-quality legislation. Preq: Senior standing in engineering or
physical sciences.
451, H451, 651 (AG E, FOR) Newman Seminar in Engineering 1(0,2) See AG E 451.
470, 670 Water Resources Engineering 3(3,0) Covers range of water resources develop-
ment with emphasis on engineering aspects of traditionally important purposes of
flood control, navigation, hydroelectric power, and reclamation. Stresses comprehen-
sive, multiple purpose, and systems aspects of modem water resources development
and management. Includes introduction to use of mathematical modeling and digital
simulation in water resources planning and project design.
482, 682 (C E) Groundwater and Contaminant Transport 3(3,0) Basic principles of
groundwater hydrology and transport of contaminants in groundwater systems;
groundwater system characteristics; steady and transient flow; well hydraulics, de-
sign, and testing; contaminant sources, movement and transformations. Preq: E M
320. Coreq: ESE401.
484, 684 (AG E, I E) Municipal Solid Waste Management 3(3,0) Introduction to the prob-
lems, regulations, collection, handling, recycling and disposal of municipal solid
wastes in the urban and rural sectors. Emphasis will be on an integrated waste-
management system with resource recovery, composting, incineration, landfill dis-
posals and their costs. Preq: Senior standing in engineering or science or consent of
instructor.
485, 685 Hazardous Waste Management 3(3,0) Introduction to the problems, regula-
tions, treatment, and ultimate disposal of hazardous and toxic materials. Spill clean-
up, groundwater transport, land disposal, incineration and treatment technologies are
discussed. Preq: Senior standing in engineering or sciences.
491 Selected Topics in Environmental Engineering 1-3 A study of the dynamic role of
environmental engineering in maintaining environmental quality. A comprehensive
study of any phase of environmental engineering. Preq: Consent of department
head.
701 Special Problems 1-6(1-6,0)
802 EInvironmental Engineering Principles 3(3,0)
803 Physicochemical Operations in Water and WastewaterTreatment Systems 4(4,0)
804 Biochemical Operations in Wastewater Treatment Systems 3(3,0)
805 Laboratory in Water and Wastewater Treatment Operations 2(0,6)
806 Integrated Design ofWater and Wastewater Treatment Systems 4(4,0)
809 Industrial Wastewater Treatment 3(3,0)
812 Environmental Nuclear Engineering 3(3,0)
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813 Environmental Radiation Fhnotection Laboratory II 1(03)
831 Air Quality Monitoring 3(2^)
832 Air PoUution Meteorology 3(3,0)
833 Air PoUution Control Systems 3(3,0)
843 Environmental Engineering Chemistry 3(3,0)
844 EInvironmental Engineering Chemistry Laboratory 2(1,3)
847 Advanced Topics in EInvironmental Engineering Chemistry 3(3,0)
849 Environmental Engineering Chemistry Laboratory 2(0,6)
850 Stream and Estuarine Analysis 3(3,0)
851 Biological Principles of Elnvironmental Engineering 3(3,0)
852 Ecological Models 3(2,3)
856 Pollution of the Aquatic Environment 3(3,0)
857 Pollution of the Aquatic Environment Laboratory 1(0,3)
861 Environmental Systems Engineering Seminar 0-1(1,0)
862 Environmental Quality Case Study 1(0,3)
875 Water Resources Planning 3(3,0)
876 Water Resources Systems 3(3,0)
880 Environmental Risk Assessment 3(3,0)
881 Special Problems 1-4
883 Selected Topics in Environmental Engineering 1-4
884 Selected Topics in Environmental Engineering 1-4
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY (ENTOX)
Professors: R. J. Kendall, Head; R. Noblet; Assistant Professors: G. P. Cobb, M. J.
Hooper
400, H400, 600 Wildlife Toxicology 3(3,0) Assessment of impacts of toxic substances on
reproduction, health, and well-being of wildlife species; acute and chronic effects of ag-
ricultural chemicals, pesticides, hazardous waste, industrial waste, and oil releases
will be discussed. Preq: BIOCH 210 or Organic Chemistry, one year of general biology,
W F B 350 or consent of instructor.
405, H405, 605 Chemical Soxuxes and Fate in Environmental Systems 3(3,0) Chemical
cycles in the environment will be discussed on global and microcosm scales. The de-
pendence of fate processes on physical and chemical properties and environmental
conditions will be examined. Breakdown, movement, and transport of selected toxi-
cants will be addressed to illustrate the mechanisms that govern chemical fate. Preq:
Organic and analytical chemistry or consent of instructor.
430, 630 (ENT) Toxicology 3(3,0) See ENT 430.
805 Mechanistic Toxicology 3(1,6)
806 Advanced Environmental Toxicology 3(3,0)
822 Analytical Toxicology Laboratory 3(1,6)
854 Aquatic Toxicology 3(3,0)
860 Graduate Seminar 1(1,0)
863 Selected Topics in Environmental Toxicology 1-4(1-4,0)
891 Masters Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
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EXPERIMENTAL STATISTICS (EX ST)
Professors: P. M. Burrows, L. W. Grimes, H. S. Hill, Jr., Acting Head; Associate Pro-
fessor: W. C. Bridges, Jr.; Assistant Professor: J. E. Toler
301 Introductory Statistics 3(2,2)F, 8 Basic concepts and methods of statistical
inference; organization and presentation of data, elementary probability, measures of
central tendency and variation, tests of significance, sampling, simple linear
regression and correlation. The role of statistics in interpreting research, and the
general application of the methods are stressed.
411, 611 Statistical Methods for Process Development and Control 3(3,0)8 Experimental
design techniques for use in process development, application of screening
experiments and response surface experiments, techniques for process control with
implications for product quality control. Includes discussions of the use of statistical
computer analyses and interpretations including computer generated graphics. Preq:
MTHSC 206 or consent of instructor.
462, 662 Statistics Applied to Economics 3(3,0)F Continuation of EX ST 301 with
emphasis on statistical methods used in the collection, analysis, presentation and
interpretation of economic data. Special attention is given to time series analysis, the
construction of index numbers and the designing of samples for surveys in the social
science fields. Preq: EX8T301.
801 Statistical Methods 4(3,3)
803 Regression and Least Squares Analysis 3(3,0)
804 Sampling 3(3,0)
805 Design and Analysis of Exp>eriments 3(3,0)
811 Special Problems in Experimental Statistics 1*3(0,2-6)
812 Special Topics in Experimental Statistics 1-3(1-3,0)
FINANCE (FIN)
Professors: R. H. Mabry, Head; M. W. Marr, Jr.; Associate Professors: 8. W. Barn-
hart, J. M. Harris, Jr., R. H. Klein, R. B. McElreath, Jr., J. H. Mulherin III, M. F.
Spivey; Assistant Professors: J. C. Alexander, Jr., Y. Kim, T. M. Springer, U. V. 8rid-
haran, N. G. Waller; Visiting Instructor: J. R. Rouse
101 (ACCT) Accounting and Finance Orientation 1(1,0) See ACCT 101.
210 Introduction to Investments 3(3,0) Examination of the basics of various investment
alternatives. Course is aimed toward the nonbusiness major. Credit may not be re-
ceived for both FIN 210 and 305.
304 (ECON) Risk and Insiu-ance 3(3,0) Studies the nature of risk and the role of insur-
ance in risk management from individual and business viewpoints. Topics include
probability, theory of the firm under uncertainty, insurance carriers and contracts,
underwriting, and regulation. Preq: ECON 200, 211, or consent of instructor.
305 (ECON) Investment Analysis 3(3,0) A study of techniques useful in analyzing alter-
native investment opportunities with emphasis on corporate securities. Investment
planning and portfolio management are considered. Preq: FIN 306 or 311 or consent
of instructor.
306 Corporation Finance 3(3,0) Introduction to financial management of nonfinancial
firms. Includes such topics as analysis of financial statements, financial forecasting,
capital budgeting, working capital management, and long-term financing decisions.
Credit may not be received for both FIN 306 and 311. Preq: ACCT 200 or 202 or 203, or
consent of instructor.
307 Principles of Real Estate 3(3,0) A course to acquaint the student with the theories,
practices, and principles which govern real estate markets. Major emphasis will be
placed on three areas: (1) specifics of real estate brokerage, property rights and owner-
ship; (2) making real estate investment decisions; and (3) financing real estate invest-
ments. Coreq: FIN 306 or 311 or consent of instructor.
308 Financial Institutions and Markets 3(3,0) A study of financial institutions and
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markets with emphasis upon the role of financing American industry. Preq: ECON
302, FIN 306 or 311.
311, H311 Financial Management I 3(3,0) First of a two-course sequence designed to
provide indepth exposure to the theory and practice of corporate financial management
and to demonstrate how financial management techniques are applied in decision-
making. Credit cannot be received for both FIN 306 and 311. Preq: ACCT 202 and
MTHSC203or301.
312, H312 Financial Management II 3(3,0) Continuation of the two-course sequence
that begins with FIN 311. Preq: Fin 311 or 306 with approval of a Finance Department
adviser.
402, H402 Asset Management 3(3,0) A study of the decision process and analytical tech-
niques used in evaluating corporate investment decisions, including both long-term
capital investments and working capital management. Computer-based financial de-
cision making will be used. Preq: UN 312 or consent of instructor.
404, H404 Management of the Corporate Capital Structure 3(3,0) Financial policy, theo-
ry, and cases dealing with the use of debt financing, dividend policy, convertible securi-
ties, mergers and acquisitions, leasing, and special topics. Preq: FIN 312 or consent of
instructor.
405, 605 Portfolio Management and Theory 3(3,0) Introduction to portfolio manage-
ment. Includes the underlying theory, managing the equity and the fixed-income port-
folios, portfolio evaluation, options-pricing theory, future markets and instruments.
Preq: FIN (PXON) 305 and either 306 or 3 1 1 ; or consent of instructor.
406, 606 Stock Options and Futures Markets 3(3,0) Consideration of the option pricing
theory and strategy techniques most commonly used in the market for options. An
overview of the futures markets is also considered. Special emphasis given to interest- fi~~
rate futures, stock-index futures, and foreign-exchange futures. Preq: FIN (ECON) '"
305 or consent of instructor.
408 Management of Financial Institutions 3(3,0) Detailed study of the operational, mar- __.^
keting, and regulatory aspects of the management of depository financial institutions. K
Emphasis will be placed on decision making through the extensive use of cases. Preq:
FIN 308.
I«
410, H410, 610 Research in Finance 1-3 Directed research course for students interested
in a career in finance. Research topic selected by student and approved by instructor.
A formal research paper is required. Preq: FIN 306 or 312 and consent of instructor.
411 International Financial Management 3(3,0) Study of the factors that affect the com-
pany's financial management decision framework in an international environment.
Special attention is given to theory and practice of managerial finance in multinational
firms. Preq: FIN 306 or 311.
415, 615 Real Estate Investment 3(3,0) Course focuses upon the structure and analysis
of real estate investment emphasizing financial theory and analysis technique. Case IC^
study and project-oriented homework assignments facilitate the understanding of real
~
estate investments. Preq: FIN 307 and 306 or 311.
417, 617 Real Estate Finance 3(3,0) Advanced course applies financial analysis and the-
,
ory to real estate. Mortgage credit analysis and current financing techniques for resi- jP
dential and commercial properties are emphasized. Topics include financial institu-
tions, syndications and construction financing. Preq: FIN 307 and 306 or 311.
807 (M B A) Financial Management 3(3,0)
812 (MBA) Financial Markets and Institutions 3(3,0)
831 (MBA) Computer Applications in Financial Management 3(3,0)
832 (M B A) International Financial Management 3(3,0)
834 (M B A) Advanced Financial Management 3(3,0)
835 (M B A) Investment Management 3(3,0)
836 Real Estate Finance and Investments 3(3,0)
\l
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FOOD SCIENCE (FD SC)
Professors: J. C. Acton, R. D. Galyean, Head; J. G. Surak, R. L. Thomas, T. C. Titus,
W. P. Williams, Jr.; Associate Professors: S. F. Barefoot, M. E. Kunkel, P. J. Vergano;
Assistant Professors: F. H. Barron, P. L. Dawson; Instructor: E. C. Turner; Visiting
Assistant Professor: I. Y. Han; Adjunct Professor: C. R. Barmore
101 Epochs in Man's Struggle for Food 1(1,0) A study of significant developments in
food preservation methods and the impact each has had on man's struggle for food.
201 Man and His Food 2(2,0) Study of food and food products with emphasis on nutri-
ents, nutrient needs, and the relationship between nutrient intake and health. Also
discussed are food additives, nutritional awareness (to include nutrition labeling), food
protection, and the influence of processing on nutritional quality of food.
212 Man's Food Resources 2(2,0) Food material resources with reference to quality
preservation, processing, and nutritional requirements. The role of science and tech-
nology in the modern food industry is emphasized. The need for food standards and
grades is explained, and the functions of grading and regulatory agencies are dis-
cussed.
305, H305 Engineering Principles for Food Processing 3(23) Study of basic engineering
principles and their application in food processing operations. The relationship
between engineering principles and fundamentals of food processing is emphasized.
Topics include units, dimensions, steam properties, thermodynamics, mass and
energy balances, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, refrigeration, mass transfer, and
electricity. Preq: CH 102 or 112, MTHSC 105, PHYS 207 or 221, or consent of instructor.
306 Food Service Operations 3(3,0) Principles of management of resources in commer-
cial food-service systems. Emphasis will be on types of delivery systems, principles of
quantity food production, techniques for cost control and concepts of food science and
food safety. Preq: FD SC 201 and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
401, H401, 601 Food Chemistry I 4(3,3)F Even-numbered years. The basic composition
structure, and properties of food and the chemistry of changes occurring during pro-
cessing utilization. Preq: BIOCH 210 or consent of instructor.
402, H402, 602 Food Chemistry II 4(3,3)S Odd-numbered years. Application of theory
and procedures for quantitative and qualitative analysis of food ingredients and food
products. Methods for protein, moisture, lipid, carbohydrate, ash, fiber, rancidity, col-
or and vitamin analyses and tests for functional properties of ingredients are exam-
ined. Preq: BIOCH 210 or consent of instructor.
403, 603 Food Preservation and Processing I 3(3,0)F Odd-numbered years. Food
preservation and processing by refrigerated and frozen storage, thermal processing
and pasteurization, dehydration and concentration, fermentation, radiation,
microwave heating and chemical preservatives. Preq: Physics and organic chemistry
or biochemistry.
404, 604 Food Preservation and Processing 11 3(3,0)S Even-numbered years. Principles
of food preservation applied to flow processes, ingredient functions, and the impor-
tance of composition and physical characteristics of foods related to their processing.
Product recalls and product development concepts. Preq: Physics and organic chem-
istry or biochemistry.
405. 605 Food Preservation and Processing Laboratory 1 1(0,3)F Odd-numbered years.
Laboratory exercises on preservation methods, equipment utilized, and processes fol-
lowed in food manufacture. Coreq: FD SC 403.
406. 606 Food Preservation and Processing Laboratory II 1(0,3)S Even-numbered years.
Continuation of FD SC 405 with greater emphasis on processes followed in food manu-
facture. Coreq: FD SC 404.
417 Seminar 1(1,0) Literature research and oral presentation of current food science
topics.
418 Seminar 1(1,0) Literature research and oral presentation of current food science
topics.
420, H420 Special Topics in Food Science 1-3(1-3,0) Comprehensive study of special top-
ics in food science not covered in detail or contained in other courses. Contemporary
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developments in each topic area will be stressed. Maximum of 3 credits may be taken.
Preq: Consent of instructor.
421, H421 Special Problems in Food Science 1-4(0,3-12) Independent research investiga-
tion in food science related to processing, preservation, packaging, or nutritional as-
pects of foods. Special emphasis will be placed on organizing a research proposal, con-
ducting the research, and reporting the findings. Maximum of 4 credits may be taken.
Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
422, 622 Quality Assurance and Sensory Evaluation 2(2,0)S Even-numbered years.
Principles of food quality assurance programs with emphasis on the elements of senso-
ry evaluation testing, sampling, inspections, federal and trade standards/grades,
records and EVOP procedures.
424, 624 Quality Assurance and Sensory Evaluation Laboratory 1(0,3)S Even-numbered
years. Continuation of FD SC 422. The mechanics of quality assurance laboratory
methods with emphasis on sensory evaluation panel testing, scoring, kinesthetic prop-
erties, and grade-quality measurements.
464, H464, 664 Food Packaging Systems 3(3,0) Characteristics and application of vari-
ous materials and systems used in the packaging of foods. Engineering properties of
the materials and methods used to measure properties are emphasized. Considera-
tion is given to packaging systems for specific food applications. Preq: Consent of in-
structor.
466, 666 Food Packaging Systems Laboratory 1(0,3) Laboratory and field exercises on
food packaging operations and packaging materials. Methods to evaluate the physical
and chemical properties of packaging materials will be emphasized. Preq: Consent of
instructor.
491 Practicum 1-4 Supervised experiential opportunities in the food industry. Preq:
Junior standing and consent of department head.
802 Food Enzymology 2(2,0)
804 lliermal Processing of Packaged Foods 3(3,0)
810 Chemical and Biochemical Aspects of Foods 4(4,0)
81
1
Physical and Thermo-Physical Properties of Food 3(3,0)
812 Microbiological Aspects ofFood Systems 3(3,0)
820 Special Topics in Food Science 1-3(1-3,0)
821 Special Problems in Food Science 1-3(0^-9)
851 Food Science Seminar 1(1,0)
852 Food Science Seminar 1(1,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
FOOD TECHNOLOGY (FD TH)
851 Food Technology Seminar 1(1,0)
991 Doctoral Disseration Research 1-6(0,1-6)
FORESTRESOURCES (FOR)
Professors: G. R. Askew, Jr., B. H. Box, B. A. Dunn, D. C. Guynn, Jr., D. L. Ham, R.
L. Hedden, D. N. Hon, D. D. Hook, G. D. Kessler, A. W. Lee, W. A. Leuschner, Head;
G. E. Sabin, W. A. Shain, F. H. Tainter, M. A. Taras, D. H. Van Lear, T. M. Williams,
T. E. Wooten; Associate Professors: C. A. Gresham, J. L. Haymond, A. P. Marsinko,
R. A. Nelson, L. E. Nix, T. J. Straka; Assistant Professors: W. H. Conner, S. M. Jones,
A. E. Miller, L. R. Nelson, P. N. Peralta, V. B. Shelbume; Instructor: S. K. Nodine;
Lecturers: J. H. Syme, J. G. Williams, Jr.
101 Introduction to Forestry 1(1,0)F An informative sketch of forestry, forests, and fo-
restry tasks of the nation; education and career opportunities for foresters.
102 Introduction to Forestry 1(1,0)8 Continuation ofFOR 101.
103 Society, Conservation, and Forestry 2(2,0)S Introduction to the historical
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philosophical, and role of forests and forestry in society; relationship of man, forest,
and conservation; major forest issues; and professional communications with the pub-
He.
205 Dendrology 3(2,3)F Classification, nomenclature, and identification of the principal
forest trees of the United States, their geographical distribution, ecological require-
ments, and economic importance. Field identification of native trees and commonly
planted exotics in the Piedmont and surrounding areas. Preq: BIOL 103 or consent of
instructor.
206 Silvics 4(3,3)S Study of the nature of forests and forest trees, how they grow, repro-
duce, and their relationships to the physical and biological environment. Preq:
AGRON 202. BIOL 103, FOR 205 or consent of instructor.
209 (PRTM) Forest and Recreation Resources implication of the Microcomputer 3(23)
See PRTM 209.
221 Wood Properties I 3(2,3)F The formation of wood in forest trees, gross and minute
characteristics of wood, defects in wood, variability in wood. Preq: BIOL 103 or consent
of instructor.
222 Wood Properties II 3(2,3)S Wood in relation to moisture, heat, sound, light, and
electricity; mechanical properties of wood; standard testing procedures for wood. Preq:
FOR 221 or consent of instructor.
251 Forest Communities 1(0,3) Forest plant species are identified in their native habitat
and studied in relation to their successional status and habitat requirements. Preq:
FOR 205 or consent of instructor.
252 Forest Engineering (Summer Camp) 3(3,0) Field and drafting practice in mapping,
finding, and traversing boundary lines, road location, and forestry applications of
surveying equipment and techniques.
253 Forest Resource Measurements I (Summer Camp) 4(3,3) Practical application of
field techniques including timber cruising, measuring tree heights and volumes, con-
structing volume tables, and boundary-line surveys. Preq: FOR 205 or consent of in-
structor.
254 Forest Products (Summer Camp) 1 A tour of the forest products industry of South
Carolina with an emphasis on those products and processes of some distinction or spe-
cial interest.
255 Secondary Wood Products (Summer Camp) 1 A tour of the secondary wood prod-
ucts industries with an emphasis on industries too far from Clemson for the usual
half-day field trips during regular sessions. Preq: FOR 205 or consent of instructor.
257 Forest Products Measurements (Summer Camp) 2 Measurements and classifica-
tions of a variety of wood products, from trees to finished products. Preq: FOR 221, 222
or consent of instructor.
300 Christmas Tree Production 2(2,0)F Theory and practice of establishing, managing,
and marketing trees with an emphasis on Christmas tree production in the South.
Preq: Consent of instructor.
301 Wood in Everyday Life 2(2,0)F Introduction to the properties and uses of wood. The
course is general in nature and covers such topics as identifying, machining, finish-
ing, and treating wood, furniture construction, and the techniques used in manufac-
turing a variety of wood products. Not open to Forest Products majors.
302, 602 Forest Resource Measurements II 3(2,3)S Practical application of statistical
and mensurational techniques in forest management. Preq: EX ST 301, FOR 253 or
consent of instructor.
304, 604 Forest Resource Economics 3(3,0)F Economic problems and principles involved
in the utilization of forest resources and in the distribution of forest products; analysis
of integrated forest operations. Preq: ECON 200 or consent of instructor.
305 Elements of Forestry 3(2,2)F,S A compendium of forestry subjects providing a broad
view of the forest environment as it relates to ecology, management and utilization of
forests, especially those of South Carolina. Field and laboratory exercises in the
fundamentals of forest-land management. Not open to Forest Resource Management
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majors. Preq: BIOL 103 or consent of instructor.
306, 606 Wood and Wood Fiber Identification 2(1,3)F Macroscopic and microscopic iden-
tification, properties, and uses of selected economically significant timbers. Preq:
BIOL 103 or consent of instructor.
308, 608 Aerial Photographs in Forestry 3(2,3)F An introduction to photographic meas-
urements, aerial photointerpretations, mapping, and timber estimating. Preq: C E
201, Forestry Summer Camp, or consent of instructor.
309 Arboriculture, Tree Care, and Maintenance 3(3,0) Principles, practices, and prob-
lems of protecting and maintaining trees in urban and recreational areas. Examines
the environmental and biological factors that affect trees in high-use areas, their man-
agement and cultural requirements, and the practices necessary for their protection
and care as valuable assets in the landscape. Preq: Junior standing or consent of in-
structor.
310, 610 Silviculture 4(3,3)S Theory and practice of estabhshing, maintaining, and har-
vesting forest stands in accordance with ecological and economic principles. Preq:
FOR 206, Forestry Summer Camp, or consent of instructor.
311 Forest Products Marketing Practices 3(3,0) Study of marketing practices currently
employed by the forest-products industry and the application of basic marketing princi-
ples and strategic concepts in the industry's present and future marketing environ-
ment. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
312 Reproduction of Forest Trees 2(1,3)S Odd-numbered years. Methods of reproduc-
tion in forest trees; seed propagation, propagation by rooting and grafting techniques;
environmental requirements for propogation, media, and materials. The course cov-
ers theory and practical instruction, making use of indoor and outdoor propagating
beds. Limited enrollment. Preq: FOR 205 or consent of instructor.
314 Harvesting and Forest Products 4(3,3) Harvesting of forest products, structure and
properties of economically important timbers, and production and properties of pri-
mary forest products. Preq: Forestry summer camp or consent of instructor.
315 Woodland Ecology 3(3,0) Overview of the forest emphasizing the living and nonliv-
ing components of the woodland habitat. Understanding man's use of the forest and
interpreting the signs of plants, wildlife, and landscapes.
321 Drying and Machining of Wood 3(2,3)F Wood seasoning principles and practices,
seasoning defects, machinery, and preparation of wood for processing. Preq: FOR 221,
222, or consent of instructor.
322 Wood Adhesives and Finishes 2(13)S Theory of adhesion, chemical bonding, rheol-
ogy, chemistry of adhesion, theory of finishes, exterior coatings and paints for
wood. Preq: CH 101, 102, FOR 221.
323 Deterioration and Preservation ofWood 2(2,0)S Deterioration agents, deterioration
of wood in use, control of deterioration in manufacturing, preservation processes,
types of preservation, fire retardants.
324 Properties and Processing of Wood 3(3,0) Study of the anatomical, chemical, and
physical properties of wood and wood-processing principles and practices. Not open to
Forest Products majors. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
325 Chemical Aspects ofWood Utilization 3(2,1)F Fundamental physical, organic, and
polymer chemistry is applied to chemical processing of wood. Structures, reactions,
and applications of cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin are discussed. Preq: CH 102
or consent of instructor.
400, 600 Public Relations in Natural Resources 3(3,0) Identifying relevant policies, their
characteristics and acceptance to natural resource management and techniques of
maintaining appropriate public relations. Preq: Senior standing.
401 Silviculture I 3(2,3) Discussion of the theory and practice of establishing, maintain-
ing, and harvesting forest stands in accordance with ecological and economic princi-
ples. Preq: FOR 206 and Forestry summer camp or consent of instructor.
402 Silviculture II 3(2,3) Discussion of forest management practices that affect ability of
the land to produce multiple forest resources, with emphasis on water, nutrients, and
fire. Preq: FOR 401 or consent of instuctor.
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403, 603 Forest Soils Seminar 1(1,0)S Study of forest soil characteristics with respect to
site evaluation forest fertilization, planting problems, watershed management, tree-
soil-microorganism interactions, and trafRcability. Preq: Junior standing or consent
of instructor.
405, 605 Forest Influences 2(2,0)F Examination of the effect of forests and forestry on
climate, water, soil, organisms, and humans. Reviews forest influences in relation to
current environmental legislation and debate. Preq: FOR 206 or consent of instructor.
406 Forested Watershed Management 2(2,0) Covers a basic discussion of processes and
measurement of water flow on forested watersheds. Forest land management is
stressed to assure adequate water quantity and quality. The role of water in nutrient
cycling and forest growth will also be discussed. Preq: FOR 315 or 401 or consent of in-
structor.
407, 607 Forest Operations 3(2,1)F Theory and practice of conducting forestry opera-
tions. Major emphasis on the methods, analysis of associated cost, and productive
rates for timber harvesting and other mechanized field operations. Preq: Senior
standing or consent of instructor.
409, 609 Multiple-Use Forestry 2(2,0)S Study of the demand placed on forests for a va-
riety of products and uses, and how these can and must be reconciled in planning the
management of each forest. Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
411, 611 Harvesting Forest Products 3(2,3)S Application of engineering and cost-
analysis techniques to the evaluation of the forest transport system and various har-
vesting situations. Preq: FOR 407 or consent of instructor.
412, 612 Forest Protection 2(2,0)S Prevention and suppression of forest fires; their effect
upon the environment and people; factors affecting fire behavior; and use of fire in re-
source management. Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
413. 613 Integrated Forest Pest Managment 4(3,3)F Nature and control of pests of forest
trees and products. Will focus on the relation of pests to silviculture, management,
and natural forest ecosystems. Preq: FOR 310 or consent of instructor.
414. 614 Forest Management Plans 2(2,0)S Analysis of factors entering into forest work-
ing plans of several forestry organizations; preparation of a preliminary management
plan of a sample area. Preq: FOR 417.
415, 615 Forest Wildlife Management 3(2,3)F Principles, practices, and problems of
wildlife management with emphasis on upland forest game species. Habitat manipu-
lation through use of appropriate silvicultural practices in association with other tech-
niques are evaluated. Preq: FOR 310 or consent of instructor.
416, 616 Forest Policy and Administration 2(2,0)S Introduction to the development,
principles, and legal provisions of forest policy in the United States, and an examina-
tion of administrative and executive management in forestry.
417, 617 Forest Resource Management and Regulation 3(3,0) Fundamental principles
and analytical techniques in the planning, management, and optimization of forest op-
erations. Preq: FOR 302, 304, 308, 310, and Forestry summer camp.
418 Forest Resource Valuation 3(3,0) Analysis of capital investment tools and their ap-
plication to decision making among forestry investment alternatives; valuation of land,
timber, and other resources associated with forestry, including the impact of inflation
and taxes. Preq: FOR 304 or consent of instructor.
419 Senior Problems 1-3(1-3,0) Problems chosen with faculty approval in selected areas
of forestry. Preq: Senior standing.
420, 620 Forest Products 3(2,3)S Primary forest products including lumber, poles and
piles, veneers and plywoods, secondary wood products; chemically derived products
from wood including pulp and paper, distillation products, wood hydrolysis; miscella-
neous and minor forest products. Preq: FOR 306, Forestry Summer Camp, or consent
of instructor.
421, 621 Biology and Silviculture of Hardwood Forests 2(1,2)F Study of the silvics,
growth, and development of major hardwood species of North America that will relate
these biological characteristics to the ecology, silviculture, and utilization of the hard-
wood forests of the Eastern United States. Preq: FOR 205, 206, 306, 310, or consent of
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instructor.
422, 622 Forest Products International Trade 3(3,0) Study of major supply regions, ma-
jor trade flows, international demand, trade patterns, and industry structure and
practices involved in international trade of forest products. Preq: Senior standing or
consent of instructor.
423, 623 Lectures in Forestry 2(2,0)F Lectures in various fields of forestry delivered by
selected representatives from forest industries, consultants, agencies, associations,
and other forestry operations. Course will not be taught when enrollment is less than
15. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
424, 624 Forest Genetics and Tree Breeding 3(3,0)S Even-numbered years. History of
genetics and breeding in forestry and its relation to silviculture; natural variation, hy-
bridization and inheritance in forest trees; tree breeding objectives and methods. Preq:
GEN 302 or equivalent, or consent of instructor.
425 Forest Resource Management Plans 3(2,3) Development of multiple resource forest
management plans. Economic and environmental impacts of implementing manage-
ment plans. Preq: FOR 417 or consent of instructor.
429, 629 Wood Design 3(2,3)F The technical mechanical properties of wood; load analy-
sis and design criteria; design of structural elements in wood. Preq: FOR 328 or con-
sent of instructor.
430, 630 Composite Wood Materials 3(2,3)F Manufacturing methods, physical and me-
chanical properties, and uses of wood-polymer composites, wood laminates, plywood,
particleboard, fiberboard, reconstituted board products, structural sandwich panels,
paper-base plastic laminates, and extruded and molded products. Preq: FOR 222 or
consent of instructor.
431, 631 Recreation Resource Planning in Forest Management 2(1,3)S Odd-numbered
years. Analysis of forest recreation as a component of multiple-use forest manage-
ment; techniques of planning; physical and biological effects on forest environments;
and forest site, user, and facility management.
432, 632 Forest Site Capability 2(2,0)S Analysis of use pressures on the forest land base
and their effects on the capability of the forest to satisfy resource demands. Productivi-
ty and sensitivity of sites will be discussed. Preq: Senior standing in Forestry or con-
sent of instructor.
434, 634 Foreign Woods and Their Properties 2(1,3)S Identification of commercially im-
portant foreign woods imported into the United States, their macroscopic and micro-
scopic features, basic wood properties, and use. Preq: FOR 221, 306, consent of in-
structor.
435, 635 Park and Forest Structures 2(2,0)F Selection, processing, protection, and
maintenance of wood used in park and forest structures. Preq: Senior standing or
consent of instructor.
436, 636 Wood as an Energy Source 2(2,0)S Study of the availability, characteristics, and
processing required for using wood and bark as a source of energy. Preq: Senior
standing or consent of instructor.
451, H451, 651 (AG E, E S E) Newman Seminar in Engineering 1(0,2) See AG E
451.
491 Senior Thesis I 2(0,6) Individual forestry research for students in the Forest
Science study area which focuses on developing a plan of research under the direction
of a faculty member. Preq: Election of Forest Science study area and Senior standing.
492 Senior Thesis II 2(0,6) Individual forestry research project for students in the For-
est Science study area that focuses on data collection, analysis, report writing, and oral
presentation. Preq: FOR 491.
707 Special Problems 1-3(1-3,0)
801 Data Processing in Forestry Problems 3(2^)
802 Advanced Mensuration 3(2,3)
803 Photo Interpretation 3(2,3)
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804 Advanced Forest Economics 3(2^)
805 Forest Landscape Ecosystems 4(3^)
806 Advanced Silviculture—Forest Tree Growth and Development 3(3,0)
807 Special Problems In Forestry. Credit to be arranged.
808 Seminar 1(1,0)
809 Products Biodeterioration 3(2,3)
810 Forest Landscape Ecosystems of the Great Smoky Mountains 2(1,1)
811 Forest Wetland Ecology and Management 2(2,0)
814 Advanced Forest Resoiux% Management and Planning 3(3,0)
825 Wood Chemistry 3(23)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
FRENCH (FR)
Professors: M. Cranston, R. R. McGregor, Jr., H. E. Stewart; Associate Professors: J.
C. Bednar, D. J. Calvez, P. R. Heusinkveld, S. C. King, J. A. McNatt; Assistant Profes-
sors: J. B. Macy, K. M. Szmurlo; Instructor: R. Willingham; Visiting Instructor:
M. Pichot
101 Elementary French 4(3,1) A course for beginners in which, through conversation,
composition, and dictation, the fundamentals of the language are taught and a founda-
tion is provided for further study and the eventual ability to read and speak the lan-
guage. Three hours a week of classroom instruction and one hour a week in the lan-
guage laboratory.
102 Elementary French 4(3,1) Continuation ofFR 101; three hours a week of classroom
instruction and one hour a week in the language laboratory.
151 French for Graduate Students 3(3,0) Intensive program only for graduate students
preparing for the reading examination in French. A minimum grade of B on a final
examination will satisfy graduate school foreign language requirement. May be re-
peated once for credit. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Graduate standing.
196 Practicum in French 1(0,1) On-campus program of teaching foreign languages to
children. Students work under the supervision of faculty in planning and teaching one
45-minute class per week to children in grades 1-8. May be repeated for a total of 3
credits. Preq: Third-year language standing or consent of department head.
198 Situational French 4(3,2) Intensive course relating to a student's field of study. De-
signed primarily for non-Liberal Arts majors preparing for employment or study
abroad. Subsequent placement into FR 201 or 205 by departmental examination. Only
for elective credit in the College of Liberal Arts. Cannot be counted toward any Bache-
lor of Arts language requirements.
199 Situational French 4(3,2) Continuation of FR 198. Subsequent placement into FR
201 or 205 by departmental examination. Only for elective credit in the College of Liber-
al Arts. Cannot be counted toward any Bachelor of Arts language requirements. Preq:
FR 198 or consent of instructor.
201, H201 Intermediate French 3(3,0) A brief review of FR 101 and 102, with conversa-
tion, composition, and dictation, and the reading of more serious short prose pieces in
French. Preq: FR 102.
202, H202 Intermediate French 3(3,0) While attention is paid to writing and speaking
French, more stress is laid on the rapid reading of more difficult French prose than in
the earlier courses. Preq: FR201.
205 Elementary French Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Intensive oral and writ-
ten training in French through conversation groups, speeches, written composition,
and controlled vocabulary acquisition. Required of all French majors and minors.
May be taken concurrently with FR 202, 301 or 302. Preq: FR 201.
299 Foreign Language Drama Laboratory 1(0,3) Participation in foreign drama produc-
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tions. No formal class meetings, but an average of three hours per week in a foreign
language drama workshop for production. May be repeated for a total of 3 credit
hours. Preq: Consent of instructor directing the play.
301 Survey of French Literature I 3(3,0) French literary movements and authors of the
19th and 20th centuries. Preq: FR 202.
302 Survey of French Literature II 3(3,0) French literary movements and authors from
the Middle Ages through the 18th century. Preq: FR 202.
305 Intermediate French Conversation and Composition 1 3(3,0) Practice in the spoken
language, with stress on vocabulary building, pronunciation, intonation, and compre-
hension; written work to increase accuracy. Assignments in the language laboratory.
Preq: FR 202 or consent of department head.
307 French Civilization 3(3,0) Study of significant aspects of the culture of France from
its origins to 1945. Preq: FR 202 or consent of department head.
308 Contemporary French Culture and Civilization 3(3,0) Study of significant aspects of
the culture of France from 1945 to the present. Preq: FR 202 or consent of department
head.
309 Introduction to French Phonetics 3(3,0) Study of the fundamental principles of the
pronunciation of French through the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet and
recordings. Preq: FR 202 or consent of department head.
316 French for International Trade I 3(3,0) Spoken and written French common to the
French-speaking world of business and industry, with emphasis upon business prac-
tices and writing and translating business letters and professional reports. Cross-
cultural references provide opportunity for comparative and contrastive analyses of
American and French cultural patterns in a business setting. Preq: FR 202 and 305
(either preq or concurrently); or consent of department head.
398 Directed Reading 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected topics in French literature,
language, and culture. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of
department head.
403 Twentieth-Century French Prose and Poetry 3(3,0) The major literary themes and
genres of the period and their influences upon other art forms. Preq: FR 301 or 302.
404 Twentieth-Century French Drama 3(3,0) Survey of French drama and its relation-
ship to other literary and art forms. Preq: FR 301 or 302.
405 Nineteenth-Century French Romanticism 3(3,0) The Romantic Movement as ex-
pressed in the works of its principal exponents during the century. Preq: FR 301 or
302.
406 Nineteenth-Century French Literary Movements 3(3,0) Study ofgenres representa-
tive of the literary theories which contributed to the great diversity of the literature,
painting, and music of the period. Preq: FR 301 or 302.
407 Eighteenth-Century French Literature 3(3,0) The principal literary figures of the
18th-century, with particular emphasis on Voltaire and Rousseau. Preq: FR 301 or
302.
408 Seventeenth-Century French Literature 3(3,0) Major literary figures, themes, and
forms of 17th-century French literature. Preq: FR 301 or 302.
409 Advanced Grammar and Composition 3(3,0) Intensive study of sjmtax and stylis-
tics through composition and translations. Preq: Senior standing or consent of depart-
ment head.
411 Advanced French Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Continuation ofFR 305,
with emphasis on greater fluency and sophistication in oral and written expression.
Preq: FR 305 or consent of instructor.
416 French for International Trade II 3(3,0) Study of language and cultural environ-
ment of the French-speaking markets of the world, including the linguistic and cultu-
ral idioms which support global marketing in general and the international market-
ing of textiles, agricultural products, and tourism in particular. Preq: FR 316.
498 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected topics in French literature.
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language, and culture. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of
department head.
499, 699 Selected Topics in French Literature 3(3,0) Selected topics that have character-
ized French literature, language, and culture. May be repeated for a maximum of 6
credits. Preq: Consent of department head.
GENETICS (GEN)
Professors: S. R. Chapman, W. D. Graham, Jr., R. H. Hilderman, J. S. Rice, E. R.
Shipe; Associate Professors: A. G. Abbott, W. C. Bridges, Jr., H. T. Skorupska, W. M.
Surver, D. G. Yardley; Assistant Professors: W. V. Baird, N. H. Ferguson
301 Genetics and Human Affairs 3(3,0)8, 88 Basic genetic principles emphasizing hu-
man heredity and the relationship of genetics to society. Discussion of chromosome ab-
normalities, inborn errors of metabolism, sex-related traits, genetic counseling, and
other current genetic topics. Course is designed as an elective for students in nonbio-
logical science majors. Will not substitute for GEN 302.
302, H302 Introductory Genetics 4(3,3) Basic course introducing fundamental
principles of inheritance in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Emphasis is given to
Mendelian genetics, physical and chemical basis of heredity, population genetics, and
microbial genetics. Preq: One year of introductory biology and one semester of
biochemistry or consent of instructor.
416, 616 (BIOSC) Molecular Genetics 3(3,0)8 Designed to familiarize the student with
the most current facts and concepts of molecular genetics. The lectures will focus on
gene organization, structure, and expression in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, high-
lighting current technologies and research in these areas. Preq: GEN 302 or its equiv-
alent and one semester of biochemistry or consent of instructor. A developmental biol-
ogy course is also strongly recommended.
418, 618 (BIOSC, MICRO) Biotechnology I: Nucleic Acids Techniques 4(2,4) See BIOSC
418.
451, 651 Advanced Genetics 3(3,0)F Even-numbered years. Advanced study of the prin-
ciples of general genetics. Topics emphasized are variations in chromosome number
and structure, natural and induced mutations, extranuclear inheritance, recombina-
tion, control of gene activity, genes and development, genetics of behavior patterns,
population genetics, systems of mating, genetics and man. Preq: GEN 302 or equival-
ent.
701 Modem Development in Genetics 3(3,0)
801 Cytogenetics 3(2,3)
803 Biometrical Genetics 3(3,0)
806 Special Problems in Genetics 1-3(0,3-9)
890 Special Topics in Genetics 1-3(1-3,0)
GEOGRAPHY (GEOG)
Associate Professor: J. A. Miller; Visiting Assistant Professor: A. Evrensel-Brown
101 Introduction to Geography 3(3,0) Introduction to the tools, language, methodolo-
gies, and basic concepts of geography as a social science.
102 Human Geography 3(3,0) Introduction to modem geography as the study of envi-
ronment, population, resources, and technology. Emphasis is placed on the human
impact on natural systems of air, water, and land.
103 World Regional Geography 3(3,0) Study that uses theories of regional geography to
investigate the variable interrelationships of cultural and physical phenomena in the
world's major regions.
301 Political Geography 3(3,0) The geographic basis for and the geographical problems
of the modern state; the relevance of geographical patterns of international affairs.
Preq: GEOG 101 or 102.
302 Economic Geography 3(3,0) The geographic conditions fundamental to the world's
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resources (agricultural, mineral, commercial, and industrial), and the conditions
which affect the utilization, marketing, consumption, and strategic significance of
those resources. Preq: GEOG 101 or 102.
303 Urban Geography 3(3,0) Geographic survey of urban structures and environment.
Topics include definitions of cities and urban characteristics, geography of cities in
world history, contemporary city, urban land use, and social geography. Fieldwork in
the South Carolina urban environment is required and culminates in a problem-
oriented class project. Preq: GEOG 101 or 102.
304 Geography of South Carolina 3(3,0) Geographical perspective of the economic, so-
cial, and political development of South Carolina landscapes.
310 Computer Mapping 3(3,0) Introduction to computer mapping and to microcomput-
er and mainframe computer mapping application packages.
330 Geography of the Middle East and North Africa 3(3,0) Thematic survey of a world
region extending from Morocco to Afghanistan. Emphasis on climate, environment,
social geography, historical development of the regional culture of Islam, and common
problems facing the area today.
340 Geography of Latin America 3(3,0) Introduction to the physical, economic, politi-
cal, and human/cultural geography of Latin America. Special focus on regional unity
and diversity and on the historical interaction of man and environment.
401, 601 Studies in Geography 3(3,0) Intensive study of the geography of a selected
world region, such as North America. F^urope, or the Middle East, or the geography of
a topic such as the geography of oil or the geography of underdevelopment. With de-
partmental permission, may be repeated once for credit. Preq: GEOG 101 or 102 or
consent of instructor.
410, 610 Geography of the American South 3(3,0) Study of the geography of the Ameri-
can South in its changing complexities across almost 400 years of development.
420, 620 Historical Geography of the United States 3(3,0) A survey that places the spa-
tial concepts of geography into a time sequence with special emphasis upon the United
States.
499 Independent Study in Geography 3(3,0) Study of selected topics in geography under
the direction of a faculty member chosen by the student. The student and faculty mem-
ber develop a course of study designed for the individual student and approved by the
head of the department prior to registration.
700 Topics in Geography 3(3,0)
710 Geography for Teachers 3(3,0)
GEOLOGY (GEOL)
Professors: V. S. Griffin, Jr., Acting Head; G. M. Haselton, D. S. Snipes, R. D. War-
ner; Assistant Professor: J. R. Wagner; Lecturer: J. G. Stillwell; Visiting Professor:
W. C. Fallow; Visiting Associate Professor: S. M. Benson
101 Physical Geology 3(3,0) Study of the minerals and rocks which compose the earth's
crust, their origins and transformations. Emphasis is placed upon geological process-
es, both internal and external, by which changes are produced on or in the earth.
102 Historical Geology 3(3,0) Survey of the geologic history of the earth. Emphasis is
placed upon how earth's continents and ocean basins have evolved through geologic
time. The evolution of life is traced from the beginning of the fossil record through the
present. Preq: GEOL 101.
103 Physical Geology Laboratory 1(0,2) Laboratory to accompany GEOL 101. Instruc-
tion is provided in the identification of minerals and rocks and in the interpretation of
geologic processes through study of topographic maps. Field trips provide direct
observation of processes and results. Coreq: GEOL 101.
104 Historical Geology Laboratory 1(0,3) Laboratory to accompany GEOL 102.
Instruction is provided in the identification of plants and animals which have left their
record as fossils in the rocks of the earth's crust. Interpretation of the past history of
the earth through study of geologic maps. Field trips illustrate principles. Coreq:
GEOL 102.
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210 Geology of the National Parks 3(3,0) Survey of selected national parks and monu-
ments emphasizing the dynamic geological processes which have shaped the land-
scapes of these areas. Special attention will be focused on parks exhibiting recent geo-
logical activity related to volcanoes, earthquakes and glaciers. Slides and films will be
used to highlight specific geological features.
220 (ASTR) Planetary Science 3(3,0) Survey of the formation and evolution of planetary
bodies. Emphasis is placed upon the origin of planetary material and comparative
study of the primary processes operative on planetary surfaces. The major features of
the planets and moons in our solar system, as revealed by recent space missions, are
described.
306 Mineralogy 3(2,3) Introduction to fundamental concepts of crystallography and
crystal chemistry. Topics include crystal symmetry, principles of crystal structures,
introductory x-ray crystallography, composition and stability of minerals, and syste-
matic mineralogy. Laboratory exercises emphasize the recognition of crystallographic
features and identification of minerals based on their physical properties.
309, H309 Petrology 3(2,3) Genesis, evolution, and classification of rocks through lec-
tures, laboratory exercises, and field trips. The occurrences, chemical relationships,
and distribution of rock types are emphasized. Preq: GEOL 306.
400, 600 Environmental Geology 3(3,0) Discussion-oriented introductory study of the re-
lationships of man to his physical surroundings and the problems resulting from up-
setting the established equilibria of geologic systems; man's role as a geologic agent,
environmental conservation and management.
401, 601 Applied Geophysics 3(2,2) Introduction to the most important methods of geo-
physical exploration and their application to the investigation of subsurface groundwa-
ter and mineral resources. Emphasis is on the principles, techniques, interpretations
and limitations of magnetic, gravimetric, electrical, electromagnetic, well-logging and
seismic geophysical surveys. Preq: GEOL 101 or consent of instructor; PHYS 208 or
221 recommended.
402, H402, 602 Structural Geology 3(2,2) The diverse geological structures of the earth,
their description, origin, and field recognition. Practical problems in interpreting geo-
logic structures are utilized, in addition to theoretical considerations of the mechanics
and causes of tectonism. Preq: GEOL 101.
403, H403, 603 Invertebrate Paleontology 3(2,3) Study of life of past geologic ages, as
shown by fossilized remains of ancient animals, with emphasis on the invertebrates.
Preq: GEOL 101 or consent of instructor.
404, H404, 604 Economic (Jeology 3(3,0) This course concerns the description and clas-
sification of ore deposits and commercial nonmetallic mineral deposits. The origin of
mineral deposits and their occurrence is emphasized. Problem studies and field trips
to nearby mines and quarries. Preq: GEOL 306.
405, 605 Geomorphology 4(3,3) Study of the surface features of the earth—their form,
nature, origin, development, and the change they are undergoing. Preq: GEOL 101,
102, or consent of instructor.
407, 607 Quaternary Geology 3(2,2) Early concepts about glaciation. Types and distribu-
tion of glaciers today and during their maximum extent. Glacial erosion, transporta-
tion and ice-sculptured terrain features. Study of quaternary sediments and their
chronology. Drainage changes, sea-level fluctuations and crustal deformation. De-
tailed study of specific areas as time permits. Field trips.
408, 608 Geohydrology 3(3,0) Study of the hydrologic cycle, aquifer characteristics, theo-
ry of groundwater movement, mechanics of well flow, experimental methods, and sub-
surface mapping. Preq: GEOL 101,102.
410, H410, 610 Optical Mineralogy 3(1,5) Involves techniques of mineral identification
with polarizing microscope. Criteria are provided for the determination of optical
properties using oil immersion grain mounts. The student is also introduced to the
study of minerals and rocks in thin section. Lecture topics explore mineral optics the-
ory. Preq: GEOL 306.
411, 611 Research Problems 1-3(0,3-9) Field, laboratory, or library study of an approved
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topic in geology. Topic would be one not normally covered in formal courses, but may
be an extension of a course. Taught either semester and may be taken more than once
for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
412, 612 Geochemical Analytical Techniques 3(1,4) Introduction to techniques of chem-
ical analysis applied to earth materials. Emphasis is placed on the use of atomic ab-
sorption spectroscopy to analyze groundwater, soil and bulk rock samples, and elec-
tron probe microanalysis to determine mineral compositions. Preq: CH 101 and 102,
GEOL 306 or consent of instructor.
413, 613 Stratigraphy and Sedimentation 3(3,0) The processes by which sediments are
eroded, transported, and deposited (sedimentation), with major emphasis on relation-
ships of the age and time distribution of stratified rocks and their historical signifi-
cance (stratigraphy). Preq: GEOL 101 and 102 or consent of instructor.
451, 651 Special Topics in Hydrogeology 1-4(1-3,0-3) Selected topics in hydrogeology,
with emphasis on new developments in the field. Preq: GEOL 400 or 408 or consent of
instructor.
700 Earth Science I; Geology for Science Teachers 3(2,3)
711 Earth Science 11: Special Topics in Geology for Science Teachers 1(0,2)
740 Earth/Space Science for Elementary Teachers 3(2,3)
790 Special Institute Course: Selected Topics in Earth Science 1-6((V6,0-18)
800 Ground-Water Geochemistry 3(23)
801 Ground-Water Geophysical Techniques 3(1,4)
802 Advanced Structural Geology 3(2,2)
804 Water WeU Exploration, Ehilling and Monitoring 3(2^)
805 Advanced Stratigraphy 3(3,0)
808 Ground-Water Modeling 4(3,2)
809 Subsurface Remediation Modeling 3(3,0)
851 Geology Seminar 1(1,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
GERMAN (GER)
Professors: H. M. Riley, M. M. Sinka; Associate Professors: E. P. Arnold, J. M. Mel-
ton, Head; Visiting Instructor: S. C. Freytag
101 Elementary German 4(3,1) A course for beginners in which, through conversation,
composition and dictation, the fundamentals of the language are taught and a founda-
tion is provided for further study and the eventual ability to read and speak the lan-
guage. Three hours a week of classroom instruction and one hour a week in the lan-
guage laboratory.
102 Elementary German 4(3,1) Continuation of GER 101; three hours a week of class-
room instruction and one hour a week in the language laboratory.
151 German for Graduate Students 3(3,0) Intensive program only for graduate stu-
dents preparing for the reading examination in German. A minimum grade of B on a
final examination will satisfy graduate school foreign language requirement. May be
repeated once for credit. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Graduate standing.
196 Practicum in German 1(0,1) An on-campus program of teaching foreign languag-
es to children. Students work under the supervision of faculty in planning and teach-
ing one 45-minute class per week to children in grades 1-8. May be repeated for a total
of 3 credits. Preq: Third-year language standing or consent of department head.
198 Situational Grerman 4(3,2) Intensive course relating to a student's field of study.
Designed primarily for non-Liberal Arts major preparing for employment or study
abroad. Subsequent placement into GER 201 or 205 by departmental examination.
Only for elective credit in the College of Liberal Arts. (Dannot be counted toward any
Bachelor of Arts language requirements.
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199 Situational German 4(3,2) Continuation of GER 198. Subsequent placement into
GER 201 or 205 by departmental examination. Only for elective credit in the College of
Liberal Arts. Cannot be counted toward any Bachelor of Arts language requirements.
Preq: GER 198 or consent of instructor.
201, H201 Intermediate German 3(3,0) Brief review ofGER 101 and 102, with conversa-
tion, composition and dictation, and the beginning of more serious reading of German
prose in short stories and plays. Preq: GER 102.
202, H202 Intermediate German 3(3,0) Emphasis on reading nontechnical German
prose more rapidly. Writing, speaking, and listening skills will continue to be devel-
oped. Preq: GER 201 or consent of instructor.
205 Elementary German Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Intensive oral and writ-
ten training in German through conversation groups, speeches, written compositions,
and controlled vocabulary acquisition. Recommended for all German majors. Preq:
GER 201. Coreq: GER 202, 301, 302.
251 Scientific (merman 3(3,0) An alternate course to GER 202, especially for students in
the sciences. Readings will be chosen from various fields. Grammar and syntax will
be reviewed to ensure accurate translations, but stress will be on reading for under-
standing. Preq: GER 201 or consent of department head.
299 Foreign Language Drama Laboratory 1(0,3) Participation in foreign language dra-
ma productions. No formal class meetings, but an average of three hours per week in
a foreign language drama workshop for production. May be repeated for a total of 3
credits. Preq: Consent of instructor directing the play.
301 Twentieth-Century German Drama 3(3,0) Selected works from major German-
speaking dramatists of the 20th century, including Brecht, Duerrenmatt, and Frisch.
Required of German majors. Preq: GER 202 or consent of department head.
302 Twentieth-Century German Prose and Poetry 3(3,0) Selected prose and poetry from
major 20th century German-speaking authors, including Rilke, Mann, Hesse, Kafka,
and Boell. Required of German majors. Preq: GER 202 or consent of department
head.
305 Intermediate German Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Practice in the spoken
language, with emphasis on vocabulary, pronunciation, and comprehension; written
exercises for accuracy. Required of German majors. Preq: GER 202, 205, or consent
of department head.
308 German Civilization 3(3,0) Study of significant aspects of the culture of the Ger-
man-speaking peoples from their origins to 1945. Preq: GER 202 or consent of depart-
ment head.
309 Modem German Culture 3(3,0) Study of modem German culture from 1945 to the
present with particular emphasis on the Federal Republic of Germany and significant
aspects pertaining to the German Democratic Republic. Preq: GER 202 or consent of
department head.
316 German for International Trade I 3(3,0) Spoken and written German common to
the German-speaking world of business and industry, with emphasis upon business
practices and writing and translating business letters and professional reports.
Cross-cultural references provide opportunity for comparative and contrastive analy-
sis of American and German cultural patterns in a business setting. Preq: GER 251
or 202 and 305 (preq or concurrently); or consent of department head.
398 Directed Reading 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected topics in German literature,
language, and culture. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of
department head.
400 Goethe and His Age 3(3,0) Study of the most significant period of German litera-
ture, with readings from works by Goethe, Schiller, and the Romantics. Supplemen-
tary materials may include audio visuals and documents on the music, art, and
science of the period. Recommended for German majors. Preq: GER 301, 302, or con-
sent of department head.
401 Studies in German Literature I 3(3,0) Selected topics in German literature from
the beginning to 1832. Preq: GER 301, 302, or consent of department head.
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402 Studies in German Literature II 3(3,0) Study of selected topics in 19th or 20th cen-
tury German Hterature. Preq: GER 301, 302, or consent of department head.
403 Studies in German Literature III 3(3,0) Study of a major theme in German litera-
ture within a chosen time period or in the work of one major author. The themes may
be subject- or genre-oriented. Preq: GER 301, 302, or consent of department head.
411 Studies in the German Language I 3(3,0) Advanced training in the spoken and
written language with emphasis on vocabulary, syntax, and stylistics. Preq: GER 305
or consent of department head.
412 Studies in the German Language II 3(3,0) Indepth study of terminology and syntax
for specific subject areas in business, in the liberal arts, and in the sciences. Preq:
GER 301, 302, 305, or consent of department head.
413 Studies in German Culture 3(3,0) Intensive study of selected topics concerning cul-
tural phenomena of the German-speaking nations. Preq: GER 301, 302, 305, or con-
sent of department head.
416 Cierman for International Trade II 3(3,0) Study of language and cultural environ-
ment of the German-speaking markets of the world, including the linguistic and cul-
tural idioms which support global marketing in general and the international market-
ing of textiles, agricultural products, and tourism in particular. Preq: GER 316.
498, 698 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0) Supervised study of selected topics in German lit-
erature, language, or culture. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq:
Consent of department head.
GRADUATE STUDIES (G S)
799 Comprehensive Studies 1-15
800 Research Proposal Development Seminar 1(1,0)
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS (G C)
101 Orientation to Graphic Communications 1(1,0) Introduction to the curriculum and
the industry including its processes, products, and careers. Emphasis is placed on the
attributes which are most desirable for successful entry and advancement up a variety
of career ladders.
104 Graphic Communications I 3(1,6) Major emphasis is placed on the basic principles
underlying the graphic arts. Many areas of study include general photography,
graphic layout and design, process photography, offset lithography, screen printing,
and bindery. Modern industrial applications are stressed throughout the course.
207, H207 Graphic Communications II 3(1,6) Continuation of G C 104. An intermedi-
ate course for the graphic communications and graphic arts specialists which broad-
ens skills and technical knowledge in areas of layout, copy preparation, reproduction
photography, film assembly, screen printing lithographic presswork, and fin-
ishing. Preq: G C 101, 104, typewriter/computer keyboarding skills of 20 net words per
minute.
304, H304 Photographic Techniques 3(1,6) Emphasis is placed on application of black
and white photography as activities for vocation and avocation. Sufficient laboratory
experiences are provided to assure confidence in the use of photographic techniques.
Problems encountered in action, portrait, still life, and character-study photography
are considered.
310, H310 Alternative Approaches to Imaging 3(1,6) Intended to promote the refining of
skills learned in G C 104 and 207, with an in-depth study and application of computer-
ized prepress systems and methodologies. It also serves as a transition course to the
advanced graphic classes teaching offset lithography, flexography, screen print-
ing, and gravure. Preq: G C 207 or consent of instructor.
350 Graphic Communications Internship 1 1(0,3) Full-time supervised employment in
an industrial in-plant setting for expansion of experience with materials and process-
es, production people, and organizations. Preq: G C 104 or 207 or equivalent and con-
sent of instructor.
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406, H406, 606 Problems in Specialty Printing 4(2,6) Study of the problems and convert-
ing in package label and specialty industries. Laboratory applications include flexo-
graphic preparation, printing and die cutting; die making and die cutting screen and
offset printed sheet stock; sublimation and plastisol transfer printing; plastic and met-
al container printing. Preq: G C 207 and IN ED 240.
407, 607 Advanced Flexographic Methods 4(2,6) An in-depth study of the methods used
in flexographic printing and converting of porous and nonporous substrates. Theory
and laboratory applications include setting standards for process color, preparation of
plate systems, ink mixing and color matching, testing of films and foils, analysis of re-
cent developments, and prediction of future markets. Preq: G C 406 and 444 or consent
of instructor.
440, H440, 640 Advanced Lithographic Methods 4(2,6) Students selecting to pursue the
area of graphic arts will gain experience in the development of advanced techniques of
layout and design; photographic copy preparation; cold type composition; line, half-
tone, duotone, and special-effects photography, full color reproduction and advanced
platemaking; process stripping, and color offset presswork. Preq: G C 207.
444, H444, 644 Current Developments and Trends in Graphic Communications 4(2,6)
Advanced course for Graphic Communications majors. Emphasis is placed on the
theory and technical developments that affect process and equipment selection. Topics
for study include color theory and application, electronic color scanning, electronic
prepress and communications, gravure color quality control and analysis. Preq: G C
350 and 406, 440.
445, 645 Advanced Screen Printing Methods 3(2,3) In-depth study of the systems and
materials used with the screen printing process. Emphasis is placed on techniques of
control and procedures for establishing screen-printing methods and standards. Preq:
G C 207 or consent of instructor.
446, 646 Ink and Substrates 3(2,3) Course covers the components, manufacturing, pro-
cess use as well as end use of ink and substrates used in lithography, flexography,
gravure and screen printing. It examines the interrelationship between inks, sub-
strates, and the printing process. Through controlled testing and examination, the op-
timum conditions for improved printability will be determined. Preq: G C 406 or 440 or
consent of instructor.
448, H448, 648 Planning and ControUing Printing Functions 3(3,0) Study of systems for
setting printing production standards, estimating, scheduling, job planning, and the
selection of new hardware and technologies. Preq: G C 350, 406, 440, 450.
450 Graphic Communications Internship II 1(0,3) Continuation ofG C 350. Preq: G C
350, 440, and/or consent of instructor.
451 Special Projects in Graphic Communications 1-6(0,3-18) Advanced projects cover-
ing theory and/or practices going beyond the scope of regular coursework. Written
project approval required before registering. Preq: Junior or Senior standing with
three graphic communication courses completed.
455 Graphic Communications Internship III 1(0,3) Full-time employment in an in-
dustry directly or indirectly related to printing. The work site and job must be ap-
proved in advance. Preq: GC 450 and two 400-level graphic communication courses.
480 Senior Seminar in Graphic Communications 2(2,0) Study of the current trends and
issues in the graphic communications industry. Class will center around group
discussions dealing with relevant topics facing the graphic communications manager
today. Students will be asked to draw upon academic experiences, internship
experiences, and library research to facilitate discussion. Must be taken during the
last semester on campus.
801 Process Control in Color Reproduction 3(2^)
HEALTH (HLTH)
Associate Professor: D. Broadwell-Jackson; Assistant Professor: C. Y. Schwartz;
Instructor: C. J. Rainey; Lecturer: R. C. Alexander
101 Introduction to Health Careers 1(1,0) Exploration of the variety of careers available
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in the health-care field.
131 (NURS) Introduction to Communications for Health Professionals 1(1,0) See NURS
131.
140 (NURS) Computer AppUcations in Health Care 3(3,0) See NUBS 140.
202 Trends in Health Promotion 3(3,0) Examination of the forces that have influenced
current health delivery systems, health practices and trends. General systems theory
introduced.
240 Determinants of Health Behavior 3(3,0) Exploration of risk factors associated with
health and wellness such as cognitive, emotional, cultural, biological, and environ-
mental. Management skills in health promotion are introduced.
250 Health and Fitness 3(3,0) Study of interrelationship between health and fitness.
Emphasis on the cardiovascular system and benefits of exercise.
298 Health Maintenance 3(3,0) Study of good health practices. Emphasis on lifestyles
and measures of health.
299 Health Maintenance Appraisal 1(0,3) Utilizes laboratory experience to measure
health risk, interpret laboratory health data, and design a personal health program.
Preq/Coreq: HLTH 298.
301 Medications in Health 3(3,0) Exploration of the use of medications in the mainte-
nance of health, with emphasis on the consumer's responsibility and informed deci-
sion-making. Preq: A two-semester sequence in science or consent of instructor.
303 Communication in Health Systems 3(3,0) Introduction to medical terminology,
composing health reports, and health-funding proposals and media communications.
Preq: HLTH 298.
304 (NURS) Pathophysiology for Health-Care Professionals 3(3,0) See NURS 304.
310 Women's Health Issues 3(3,0) Exploration of the specific health needs of women,
with emphasis on understanding and prevention of problems of women's health.
Preq: A two-semester sequence in science or consent of instructor.
320 Health Maintenance of Men 3(3,0) Exploration of the specific health maintenance
needs of men, with emphasis on understanding and preventing problems of men's
health. Preq: A two-semester sequence in science or consent of instructor.
340 Health Promotion and Education 3(3,0) Application of learning, change, and group
theories as interventions for health behaviors. Emphasis is also placed on systems
and stress theories. Preq: HLTH 240, 298. Preq/Coreq: ED 302.
380 Epidemiology 3(3,0) Introduction to epidemiological principles and methods uti-
lized in the study of the origin, distribution, and control of disease. Preq: HLTH 298.
400, 600 Special Topics in Health 1-6(1-6,0) Topics selected to meet special and individu-
alized interest of students in health. May be taken for a maximum of 6 credits.
Preq: Consent of instructor. Junior standing.
401, 601 Health Consumerism 3(3,0) Exploration of consumer decisions regarding
health products and services with emphasis on strategies for decision-making. Preq:
A two-semester sequence in science or consent of instructor.
402, 602 Health Emergencies 3(3,0) Study of basic emergency care for people who are
injured or suddenly become ill. Immediate first aid and follow-up care explored. Em-
phasis is on safety and the role of nonmedical personnel in caring for victims of acci-
dents, disasters, poisonings, and life-threatening injuries. Preq: A two-semester se-
quence in biology or anatomy and physiology or consent of instructor.
410, 610 Concepts of Health for Children 3(3,0) Focus on the analysis and evaluation of
health problems commonly occurring in children. Emphasis will be on concepts of
positive health behavior. Preq: A two-semester sequence in science or consent of in-
structor.
430, 630 Health Promotion of the Aged 3(3,0) Exploration of psychological and physio-
logical processes of aging. Includes implementation and evaluation of therapeutic
techniques for promoting health of the older population in a variety of settings. Preq:
Developmental psychology; a two-semester sequence in science; or consent of instruc-
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tor.
440 Leadership in Health Promotion 3(2,3) Exploration of the role of health profession-
als as a leader and activist. Study of legal, ethical, economic, political, and agent
roles. Includes fieldwork. Preq: HLTH 340.
480 Community Health Promotion 3(2,3) Focus on health-promotion activities for com-
munity and population groups wdth emphasis on assessment, program planning, and
evaluation. Includes fieldwork. Preq: HLTH 380.
490 Research in Health 3(3,0) Discussion of research in health. Focus on analysis of
reported research. Ethical, moral, and legal issues are discussed. Preq I Coreq: HLTH
380; statistics requirement.
498, 698 Contemporary Health Problems 3(3,0) Current and emerging health problems
in contemporary society with emphasis on risk factors, interactive treatment effects,
and prevention. Preq: A two-semester sequence in science or consent of instructor.
HISTORY (HIST)
Professors: J. L. Arbena, C. K. Bleser, R. M. Golden, T. J. Kuehn, D. M. McKale, E. E.
Moise, D. M. Nicholas, Head; D. G. Nieman, D. G. Paz, J. V. Reel, Jr., A. Schaffer;
Associate Professors: E. D. Carney, P. E. Mack, J. A. Miller, R. L. Saunders, Jr., W.
F. Steirer, Jr., H. L. Suggs; Assistant Professors: S. K. Cahn, C. A. Grubb, H. M. La-
rebo, R. P. Leemhuis, S. G. Marks, R. R. Owens; Visiting Assistant Professors: A. Ev-
rensel-Brown, J. M. Manson
100 Higher Education and Clemson 1(1,0) Introduction to higher education. Its back-
ground and development in the western world, emphasizing land-grant institutions
and Clemson University in particular.
101, HlOl History of the United States 3(3,0) The political, economic, and social develop-
ment of the American people from the period of discovery to the end of Reconstruction.
102, H102 History of the United States 3(3,0) Political, economic, and social development
of the American people from the end of Reconstruction to the present.
172, H172 Western Civilization 3(3,0) Political, economic, and social movements of
Western civilization from ancient times to the 17th century.
173, H173 Western Civilization 3(3,0) Political, economic, and social movements of
Western civilization from the 17th century to the present.
198 Current History 1(1,0) Examination of the major events and problem areas in the
news with emphasis on their historical context and possible long-range signifi-
cance. May be repeated for a total of 3 credits. Does not count toward the requirements
of the major or minor in History.
200 Fort Hill Internship 1(0,1) Provides practical experience in public history museum
work and historical preservation. May be repeated for a total of 3 credits. Cannot
count toward the major or minor in History. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Con-
sent of department head.
300 History of Colonial America 3(3,0) Development of American institutions and cus-
toms in the period before 1776. Considerable emphasis is placed on the imperial rela-
tions between Great Britain and her colonies and upon the movement towards and the
philosophy of the American Revolution.
301 American Revolution and the New Nation 3(3,0) Study of the various historical ex-
planations leading to an understanding of the American Revolution, the establish-
ment of the Nation under the Constitution, and the first decade of the new nation. Spe-
cial emphasis will be placed upon developing an understanding of individual
motivation and ideological development present during the last four decades of the 18th
century.
302 Age of Jefferson, Jackson, and Calhoun 3(3,0) Formation and growing pains of the
new nation through the Federal and Middle periods of its history, with emphasis on
economic and political development, the westward movement, and the conflicting forc-
es of nationalism and sectionalism.
303 Civil War and Reconstruction 3(3,0) Study of the political, military, and social as-
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pects of the sectional conflict and of the era of Reconstruction. Some emphasis will be
placed on the historical controversies which the period has inspired.
304 Industrialism and the Progressive Era 3(3,0) Study ofAmerican society in the peri-
od between the 1880s and 1930s. This course emphasizes the effects of industrialization
and urbanization on the American people.
305 The United States in the Age of the World Wars 3(3,0) An examination of the
changes in the American experiences through two world wars, a depression, the Pro-
hibition era and the assumption of international responsibilities.
307 Recent America 3(3,0) Examination of the American experience from the end of
World War II through the period of the Korean and Vietnam wars, the Cold War, the
Civil Rights movement, the counter-culture of the 1960's, assassinations and Water-
gate.
313, H313 History of South Carolina 3(3,0) Political, economic, and social development
of South Carolina from 1670 to the present.
314 History of the South 3(3,0) Origins and development of political, economic, and cul-
tural institutions of the South from the Colonial period to the present, and the role of
the South in the nation's development.
315 African Americans 3(3,0) Study of the Afro-American experience in the United
States, from the African past, through slavery, to the present.
316 American Social History 3(3,0) Study of American society, including the relation-
ship among classes, ethnic groups, regions, and sexes, from the Colonial period to the
present.
318 History of American Women 3(3,0) Survey course of the history of American wom-
en emphasizing the changing role of women in American culture and society.
321 History of Science 3(3,0) Survey of the development of science in the Western world,
emphasizing the p>eriod from the Renaissance to the present.
322 History of Technology 3(3,0) Formerly HIST 309. History of the major developments
in Western technology and their relationships to the societies and cultures in which
they flourished.
323 History of American Technology 3(3,0) Formerly HIST 310. History of develop-
ments in technology and their role in American life with particular emphasis on the
American Industrial Revolution and the 20th century.
325 American Economic Development 3(3,0) Formerly HIST 306. Economic develop-
ment of the United States from Colonial to recent times, emphasizing the institutional
development of agriculture, banking, business and labor, and government regulations
and policy.
327 American Business History 3(3,0) Survey of the history of American business by
using a case-study approach. The focus will be placed upon the effects that policies
and institutions have on individual businesses.
328 United States Legal History to 1890 3(3,0) Survey of the American legal system in its
historical perspective, from Colonial times to 1890. Emphasis vrill be placed on the re-
lationship between law and society, the way in which the practice of law changed
American society, and the way in which social development affected both the theory
and practice of the law.
329 United States Legal History Since 1890 3(3,0) Examination of the social, cultural,
intellectual, economic, and political forces that have helped shape the law in the Unit-
ed States since 1890.
330 History of Modem China 3(3,0) Growth and development of Chinese civilization
from ancient times to the present. Emphasis in the course is on 20th century China,
particularly since the rise to power of the Communist regime.
333 History ofModem Japan 3(3,0) The origin and development ofJapanese civilization
vrith particular emphasis on modem Japan from mid- 19th century to the present.
338 African History to 1875 3(3,0) Students vrill study sub-Saharan Africa in the period
from antiquity to European colonial rule by exploring the development of Stone Age
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cultures; agricultural and pastoral societies; ancient civilizations; political, economic,
and social systems; gradual shift of initiative from the interior to the coast; and vari-
ous slave trades.
339 Modem Africa, 1875 to the Present 3(3,0) Students will study sub-Saharan Africa
from 1875 to the present, with the focus placed upon the development and decline of Eu-
ropean imperialism, dilemmas of African independence, and ethnic struggles in
Southern Africa.
340 Ancient Americans 3(3,0) Introduction to the geography of the Western Hemi-
sphere; origin of human life in the Americas; structure and accomplishments of the
major pre-Columbian societies, with an emphasis on the rise and decline of the Clas-
sic civilizations; the impact of the European conquest; the formation of a new Ibero-
American culture.
341 Modem Mexico 3(3,0) Introduction to the geography of the region, origins, and
progress of the Independence movements and political, economic and social develop-
ments after 1825; current domestic and international problems.
342 South America Since 1800 3(3,0) Introduction to the geography of the region; ori-
gins and progress of the Independence movements; political, economic and social de-
velopments after 1825; current domestic and international problems.
351 Ancient Near East 3(3,0) History of the peoples and civilizations of the Near East
from the Sumerians to the establishment of Roman power in this region. Geography,
mythology, religious and economic currents, as well as the methods and discoveries of
archaeology will be included.
354 The Greek World 3(3,0) Study of Greek civilization from its beginning until the time
of the Roman conquest, concentrating on the social institutions of the Greek city-
states.
355 The Roman World 3(3,0) The rise of Rome to world empire and the international
civilization it dominated. Concentration on the nature of the political change from Re-
public to monarchy with particular emphasis on city life and the causes of its de-
cline.
361 History of England to 1688 3(3,0) The evolution of English political, social, econom-
ic, and cultural institutions to the 17th century. (Study Abroad)
363 History of England Since 1688 3(3,0) The evolution of English political, social, eco-
nomic, and cultural institutions from the 17th century to the present.
365 English Cultural History 3(3,0) Survey of the cultural history of England, from An-
glo-Saxon times to the present, focusing on the period after the English Renaissance.
370 Medieval History 3(3,0) Survey of the period from the eclipse of Rome to the advent
of the Renaissance, emphasizing human migrations, feudalism, rise of towns, and
cultural life.
372 The Renaissance 3(3,0) Examination of the transitional period of European civiliza-
tion (ca. 1300-1500), with emphasis on institutional, cultural, and intellectual develop-
ments.
373 Age of the Protestant Reformation 3(3,0) Evolution of Modern Europe (ca. 1500-
1660), as affected by the Reformation, wars of religion and growth of nation-states. The
study will include intellectual advances and the beginnings of European expansion
overseas.
374 Europe in the Age of Reason 3(3,0) Study of the quest for order and the consolidation
of the European state system between 1660 and 1789 with emphasis on the idea of abso-
lutism, the question of French hegemony, and the synthesis of the 18th-century En-
lightment.
375 Revolutionary Europe 3(3,0) History of Europe from the outbreak of the French Rev-
olution through the Revolutions of 1848, with emphasis on the conflict between the forc-
es of change and those of conservatism, within the states and in Europe in general.
377 Europe, 1914-1945 3(3,0) Course will focus upon Europe during two major wars and
the peacetime adjustments Europeans made, or failed to make, during the twenty-year
interim between those wars.
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378 Europe Since 1945 3(3,0) Course will focus upon how World War II completed the
destruction of European global hegemony, creating a bipolar continent with the west
dominated by the United States and the east by Soviet Russia; and how Europe adjusted
to this situation.
380 Imperial (Jermany 3(3,0) German history from the beginning of the German Em-
pire, 1870-71, through World War I. This course emphasizes the influence of militar-
ism, nationalism, anti-Semitism and xenophobia on the German culture and political
process.
381 Germany Since 1918 3(3,0) German history from the time of Germany's defeat in
World War I, through the Nazi period and World War II. This course culminates
with the study of a divided Germany.
384 History ofModem France 3(3,0) French history from the mid- 19th century to the
present with particular emphasis on France since 1900.
385 History of Imperial Russia 3(3,0) Survey of the formative years of the Russian Em-
pire from the time of accession of Peter the Great to the time of the Russian Revolution.
Social, political, diplomatic, and intellectual developments will be given equal treat-
ment in the course.
386 History of the Soviet Union 3(3,0) Soviet history from the revolution to the present.
Surveys the creation and subsequent development of the communist political and so-
cial system, with attention given to culture and diplomacy.
387 The Russian Revolution 3(3,0) History of one of the most formative series of events
of the 20th century. Course follows the crisis of Imperial Russia, its downfall during
World War I, and subsequent revolutionary upheaval leading to the formation of the
USSR.
390 Modern Military History 3(3,0) Survey of the development of modem warfare, and
the influence of technological change on warfare. Particular attention will be given to
the major conflicts of the 20th century.
391 Post World War II World 3(3,0) The world in the age of the Cold War, the break-
down of the colonial empires, and racial, religious, ethnic, national, and social ten-
sions. The United States will provide the central core to the class.
With departmental consent, any 400- or 600-level course in history may be repeated one
time for credit The 400-level courses require students to do historical research and
writing.
400, 600 Studies in United States History 3(3,0) Topics and problems in the history of the
United States from the Colonial era to the present.
438, 638 Problems in African Historiography and Methodology 3(3,0) Course will con-
centrate upon major issues in the field of African history with an additional focus be-
ing placed upon methodological concerns.
440, 640 Studies in Latin American History 3(3,0) Consideration of selected and varied
topics in Latin American history through readings, class discussions, and individual
or group projects. Special attention will be given to the use of an inquiry or problem-
solving method of historical analysis and to the cultivation of a comparative perspec-
tive.
450, 650 Studies in Ancient History 3(3,0) Selected topics in the field of ancient history
ranging fi-om pre-Biblical times to the fall of the Roman Empire.
460, H460, 660 Studies in British History 3(3,0) Examination of selected themes, topics,
or periods in British history from Anglo-Saxon times to the present.
470, 670 Studies in Early European History 3(3,0) Study of selected topics or themes in
European history from the fall of the Roman Empire to the age of industrialization.
471, 671 Studies in Modem European History 3(3,0) Study of selected topics or problems
in European history from the end of the Old Regime to the present.
491, H491, 691 Studies in the History of Science and Technology 3(3,0) Selected topics in
the development of science and technology, with emphasis on their social, political and
economic effects.
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492, 692 Studies in Diplomatic History 3(3,0) Selected topics and problems in interna-
tional conflict and conflict resolution among nations. Concentration will usually be in
20th century history.
493, 693 Studies in Social History 3(3,0) Studies in the ways people have earned their liv-
ings and lived their lives, individually and as communities, in the confines of different
societies.
494, 694 Studies in Comparative History 3(3,0) Selected topics in comparative history,
contrasting and comparing similar historic developments in different nations, geo-
graphic areas, or civilizations.
495, 695 Studies in the History of Ideas 3(3,0) Selected topics and themes in the develop-
ment of ideas that have had an impact on the behavior of individuals and civilizations.
496, 696 Studies in Legal History 3(3,0) Study of selected problems in the development of
law and the system of criminal and civil justice.
H497 Senior Honors Research 3(3,0) Research for the preparation of senior honors the-
sis. Preq: Senior standing and successful completion of a 400-level history course and
approval of the Department of History.
H498 Senior Honors Thesis 3(3,0) Writing of the senior honors thesis. Preq: HIST
H497.
499 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0) Study of selected problems in history under the direc-
tion of a faculty member chosen by the student. The student and faculty member devel-
op a course of study designed for the individual student and approved by the head of the
department prior to registration.
700 United States Through the Civil War 3(3,0)
710 United States Since 1865 3(3,0)
720 Southern History 3(3,0)
760 British History 3(3,0)
770 Europe to the Eighteenth Century 3(3,0)
775 Europe Since the Eighteenth Century 3(3,0)
790 Historical Area Studies 3(3,0)
800 Seminar in United States History 3(3,0)
830 Seminar in Asian History 3(3,0)
840 Seminar in Latin American History 3(3,0)
860 Seminar in British History 3(3,0)
870 Seminar in European History 3(3,0)
880 Special Topics in History 3(3,0)
881 Historiography 3(3,0)
885 Independent Study 3(3,0)
887 Archival Management: An Introduction 3(3,0)
888 Historical and Textual Editing 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
893 Practicum in Archival Management 3(3,0)
894 Practicum in Historical Editing 3(3,0)
HORTICULTURE (HORT)
Professors: J. A. BriUain, R. G. Halfacre, M. T. Haque, J. W. Kelly, Head; A. R. Ma-
zur, B. B. Rhodes, T. Whitwell; Associate Professors: D. W. Bradshaw, J. D. Caldwell,
D. R. Decoteau, W. C. Olien, A. J. Pertuit, Jr., D. F. Wagner; Assistant Professor: W.
V. Baird
101 Horticulture 3(3,0)F Environmental factors and horticultural practices affecting
optimum production of floral, fruit, ornamental, and vegetable crops. Survey of the
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various areas of horticulture and their importance to society.
208 Landscape Appreciation 3(3,0)S Designed to deepen the student's appreciation of I l
our natural and built environments through a study of landscape elements, styles, and 1 1
professions. Landscapes ranging in scale from residential to regional are critiqued,
and design principles and landscape ethics are discussed.
303 Plant Materials 3(2,3)F Woody, ornamental plants and their aesthetic and func- i b
tional uses in landscape developments. The study covers habit of growth, ultimate ' ^
size, texture effect, period of bloom, color, and cultural requirements.
304 Annuals and Perennials 3(2,3)S Annual and perennial flowers' aesthetic appeal
and functional uses and needs. Color, texture, bloom time, form, size and growth re- I
quirements as they relate to designing, planting, and maintaining colorful land-
scapes. Preq: HORT 208, 303, or consent of instructor.
305 Plant Propagation 3(2,3)F All phases of plant propagation from seeds, bulbs, divi- |r
sions, layers, cuttings, budding, and other types of grafting are comprehensively treat- ||
ed. Timing, manner and material for making cuttings; temperature and media re-
quirements and propagation structures for rooting cuttings of ornamental and fruit
trees, shrubs, and indoor plants will be studied.
308 Landscape Design 4(3,3)F Landscape planning of residential and public properties
in order to achieve best use and most enjoyment from a given piece of ground. Preq:
HORT 208, 303, or consent of instructor.
310 Floriculture 3(3,0)S Greenhouse production of commercial flower crops. Studies
include fertilizers and insect and disease problems of bench and pot plants. Preq:
HORT 101.
352, 652 Tree Fruit Culture and Physiology 3(2,3)F Fruit bud formation, rest period and ,
water relations of fruit plants, soils, fruit setting; orchard soil management and re- I
sponses of various fruits to fertilizers; principles of pruning, effect of climatic differ-
ences, freezing of tissues and means of avoiding injury; harvesting, transportation,
and storage. Preq: HORT 101 or consent of instructor.
__
400 Horticulture Topics 1(1,0) Indepth examination of timely topics in horticultural [f
science. May be repeated for a total of 3 credits, as topics vary. Preq: Consent of in-
structor.
406, 606 Nursery Technology 3(2,3)S Principles and techniques in handling nursery
crops. Preq: HORT 303, 305.
407, 607 Landscape Design 3(2,3)F The first half of this course is a study of trees,
shrubs, vines and ground covers used in landscape planting. Attention is given to cul-
tural requirements, growth habits, period of bloom, texture, and fall color. The second
half of the course is devoted to landscape planning for small residential properties.
408 Special Problems in Horticulture 1-3(0,3-9) Independent investigation in horticul-
ture. Emphasis will be placed on organizing a quality proposal, conducting the inves-
tigation, and reporting of findings at a professional society meeting and/or in a profes- p
sional publication. Cumulative maximum of 3 credits. Preq: Minimum of 75 hours
completed and consent of instructor.
409 Seminar 1(1,0)S Recent research work on various phases of horticulture, methods i
.
of conducting investigations, and preparation of report of investigations. l-tz
412, 612 Turfgrass Management 3(2,3)F Studies of warm and cool season turfgrasses
in relation to value, use, regional adaptation, establishment, soils, and cultural prac-
tices. The influence of environmental, cultural, and genetic factors on turf quality and
|
serviceability. Identification of grass and weed species and discussion of programs for I
the management of lawms, parks, roadsides, and golf courses. Preq: BIOL 103 or
equivalent.
415, 615 Foliage Plants for Interior Utilization 3(2,3)F Application of foliage plant re- t |
quirements for their selection and maintenance in interior environments. Laborato- ' -
ries include plant identification, experiment, and graphic representation. Preq: BOT
205, HORT 10 1 and consent of instructor.
416 Floral Design 2(1,3)F Topics covered include simple arrangements (history, con-
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tainers, mechanical aids, etc.), arrangements for specific occasions, church arrange-
ments, funeral designs, bride's bouquets, dried arrangements and flower preserva-
tion, corsage work, foliage arrangements, bonsai, terrarium, Christmas wreaths, and
foliage plant identification. Preq: BIOL 103 or equivalent.
433, 633 (AGRON) Integrated Weed Management for Agronomic and Horticultiu-al
Crops 3(2,2)S Weed management systems consisting of cultural, chemical, and biologi-
cal methods will be studied for the major agronomic and horticultural crops of South
Carolina with problem-solving methodology and herbicide injury diagnosis. Preq:
AGRON 407 or equivalent introductory weed science.
455, 655 Small Fruit Crops 3(2,3)F Indepth survey of taxonomical, morphological, and
physiological characteristics of small fruit crops as they relate to the study of horticul-
tural charcteristics, culture, production, harvesting, and handling of both commercial
and home-grown grapes, blueberries, strawberries, brambles, and kiwifruit. Preq:
HORT 101 or consent of instructor.
456, 656 Vegetable Crops 4(3,3)F Principles and practices employed in the commercial
growing and marketing of vegetable crops with emphasis on plant characteristics, cul-
tivars, management practices, harvest, quality factors and grading, storage, economic
importance, and areas of production.
461, H461, 661 Problems in Landscape Design 4(3,3)S Landscape planning for larger
residential properties, schools, industrial plants, real estate developments; detailed
finished plans; further study of materials used; original problems; field study. Preq:
HORT 308, 407, or consent of instructor.
462, 662 Landscape Design Implementation 3(2,3)F Implementation of landscape
plans, including interpretation of specifications, bidding, planting methods, construc-
tion materials and installation methods, irrigation, lighting, and allied landscape spe-
cialties. In addition maintenance contracts, equipment, methods, materials, and la-
bor management are studied. Preq: HORT 308.
464, 664 Postharvest Horticultxu^ 3(2,2)F Study of the biological aspects of methods and
practices relating to the harvesting, handling, transportation, and storage of horticul-
tural commodities for fresh market. Topics include an introduction to postharvest
physiology, concept of quality and its measurement, standard and innovative posthar-
vest treatments, grades and standards, and various storage methods.
470, 670 Hortitherapy 3(3,0)S The appeal and techniques involving the art and science
of horticulture for exceptional populations will be emphasized. A number of activities
suited for almost any therapeutic setting for the visually, physically, and mentally im-
paired will be planned and conducted. Preq: BIOL 103 and consent of instructor.
471, 671 Internship 1-6(0,2-12) Internship under competent supervision in an approved
agency dealing with horticultural endeavors. Internships will be designed to provide
students with on-the-job horticultural experience. The student will submit monthly
reports during the internship and will conduct a departmental seminar at its conclu-
sion. Preq: Junior standing and consent of instructor.
701 Horticulture: Plant and Environmental Science 3(2,3)
800 Topics in Horticultural Science 1(1,0)
802 Research Systems in Horticulture 3(2,3)
804 Scientific Advances in Ornamental Horticulture 3(3,0)
806 Postharvest Physiology and Handling of Horticultural Crops 3(3,0)
809 Seminar 1 1(1,0)
810 Seminar H 1(1,0)
812 Special Topics in Horticulture 1-4(1-4,0)
813 Photomorphogenesis 3(2,2)
814 Environmental Plant Stress Physiology 3(2,2)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
921 (EOT) Plant Physiology CoUoquium 1(1,0)
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991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (H ADM)
408, 608 Hospital and Health Services Administration 3(3,0) Survey ofhow hospital and
health-care administration is practiced within the United States. Topics include plan-
ning; social, legal, and political considerations; alternate forms of organization; man-
agement practices; control systems; and trends/issues facing the future of health-care
administrators. Preq: Senior or graduate-level standing or consent of instructor.
410, 610 Hospital Internship 3(0,9) The student will spend nine hours per week on a
specified program of observing, practicing and experiencing the duties of hospital ad-
ministrators in selected local hospitals. The course will be specifically outlined along
with the amount of time the student will spend in each phase or department of the hos-
pital. Student progress will be constantly monitored by University faculty and hospital
staff. Preq: H ADM 408.
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (H R D)
830 Concepts ofHuman Resources Development 3(3,0)
845 (IN ED) Needs Assessment for Education and Industry 3(3,0)
846 (IN ED) AppUed PubUc Relations 3(3,0)
847 (IN ED) Instructional Systems Design 3(3,0)
849 Evaluation of Training and Development/Hiunan Resource Development Pro-
grams 3(3,0)
860 (IN ED) Instructional Materials Development 3(3,0)
870 (IN ED) Consulting for Education and Industry 3(3,0)
897 Applied Research and Development 3(3,0)
HUMANITIES (HUM)
Professors: S. K. Eisiminger, E. A. Freeman; Associate Professor: T. W. Russell III;
Assistant Professors: A. Bennett, A. L. Low
301 Humanities 3(3,0) Introduction to humanistic studies focusing on relationships
among disciplines
—
painting, sculpture, architecture, music, literature, philosophy,
and drama—beginning with prehistory and continuing to the Renaissance.
302 Humanities 3(3,0) Introduction to humanistic studies focusing on relationships
among disciplines
—
painting, sculpture, architecture, music, literature, philosophy,
and drama—beginning with the 17th century and continuing to the present.
305 Studies in Science, Technology, and the Humanities 3(3,0) Interdisciplinary course
that seeks an understanding of science and technology through the perspectives of the
liberal arts. Specific subjects vary with the instructor. May be repeated once for
credit.
306 Creative Genius in Western Culture 3(3,0) Investigation of creativity through study
of great innovators in art, literature, music and ideas. May be repeated once for cred-
it.
309 Studies in Humanities 3(3,0) Interdisciplinary approach to the humanities. Spe-
cial subject matter varies according to the instructor and as approved by the head of
the English Department. May be repeated once for credit.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION (IN ED)
Professors: P. C. Caley, J. P. Crouch, G. G. Lovedahl, D. E. Maurer, A. F. Newton, D.
H. Pate, Jr., Head; D. G. Tesolowski, W. E. West; Associate Professors: B. V. Burkett,
Jr., C. D. Schmittou, E. L. Weir; Assistant Professors: S. T. Ingram, J. M. Leininger,
C. C. Linnell; Instructor: N. W. Leininger; Lecturers: M. A. Edlein, R. S. Harris, C.
D. Jensen
101 Introduction to Industrial Education 3(2,3) Provides students a basic understand-
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ing of the underlying philosophies of industrial training and education in the public
and private sectors. Students will be given the opportunity to explore the objectives and
laboratory areas of each option to establish their own personal goals for a career in in-
dustrial education.
102 Woodworking I 2(1,3) Study of wood, its properties and the requisite skills neces-
sary for understanding the use of wood in our technological way of life.
103 Woodworking 11 2(1,3) Continuation of IN ED 102 in the study of wood, its proper-
ties, skills in machine and tool use with wood, project design, project costs, and finish-
ing processes necessary for teachers of industrial subjects. Preq: IN ED 102, 106.
106 Drafting for Industrial Education I 3(1,6) Basic drafting course which deals with
sketching, orthographic projection, isometrics, sections, auxiliary views, dimension-
ing, developments, and intersections.
107 Drafting for Industrial Education II 3(1,6) Continuation of IN ED 106, dealing with
drafting in specific fields such as welding, electronics, topography, and computer-
aided drafting. Working and detail drawings of machine parts including threaded
fasteners, cams and gears, and techniques of inking are studied. A portion of the
course is devoted to organizing materials for teaching drafting. Preq: INED 101, 106
or equivalent, and consent of instructor.
108 Training Programs in Industry I 3(3,0) Introduction and first-hand experience in
industrial training programs. Emphasis placed on observing and participating in ac-
tual training situations as well as communications and media usage in industry.
Preq: IN ED 101.
202 Manufacturing Technology I: Systems 3(1,6) Introduction to management, per-
sonnel, and production systems studies through the creation of a corporation. In-
cludes product identification, product research and design, selection of processes,
plant design, production systems, and system enhancement. Preq: IN ED 101 or con-
sent of instructor.
203 Basic Metal Processes 3(1,6) Material separating, forming and combining practic-
es in the metals industries through the study of basic casting, welding, and sheet-
metal techniques.
204 Communications Technology I: Processes and Materials 3(2,3) Topics covered in
the course include graphic communications, photography, computer application and
use as a visual communication medium, and audio/video production and application.
205 Power Technology I: Production 3(2,2) Study of power in terms of energy sources
and the generation of power. Emphasis is placed on the development of insights and
understandings of the scientific and operational principles involved in the production
and utilization of power. Preq: IN ED 101 or consent of instructor.
206 Advanced Drafting and Design 3(1,6) Study of the relationship of designing and en-
gineering, the design process, stylistic periods, design, research, and product develop-
ment. Various methods of technical illustration are utilized in the course. Preq: IN
ED 106 or equivalent.
208 Electricity 3(2,3) Theory and application of DC and AC fundamentals, including in-
strumentation, power sources, circuit analysis, motors, construction wiring, and elec-
tronic principles and components. Preq: IN ED 101.
210 Construction Technology I: Materials 3(2,3) Course designed as an introduction to
the commonly used building materials and methods of combining them in present day
construction. Preq: IN ED 101 or consent of instructor.
215 Technical Airbrush Illustration 3(1,6) Course dealing with the technical applica-
tion of airbrush technique. Methods of depicting objects on paper, photograph retouch-
ing, sandblasting glass, and fabric decoration are all dealt with, using a single-action
airbrush.
220 Recreational and Avocational Crafts 3(2,3) Provides exploratory experiences in the
performance of a variety of arts and crafts activities, and encourages the development
of an understanding of the purpose of arts and crafts in the comprehensive recreation-
al program.
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240 Machining Practices 3(1,6) Basic practical shop experiences on the lathe, drill
press, milling machine, and shaper. Benchwork, measuring tools, theory and dem-
onstrations related to a survey of fundamental machining practices.
310 Methods of Trade Teaching 3(3,0) Designed to give basic instruction to beginning
teachers in tradework. Psychological factors of learning, individual differences, meth-
ods of teaching industrial subjects, special methods used in teaching skills, grading of
students and keeping of proper records and reports. Offered in Summer Sessions only.
312 Motivation and Discipline in Vocational Education 3(3,0) Provides the classroom
teacher and prospective teacher with knowledge and skills in the techniques of student
discipline and motivation with application to the occupational education settings.
313 Arts and Crafts 3(1,6) Study of the art and craft of designing and making well-
designed, useful objects. Emphasis on the development of skill and knowledge in the
industrial crafts. Included will be laboratory activity involving work with wood, metal,
ceramic, textiles, paper, plastics, and leather materials. Preq: IN ED 101.
315 (ED) Integrating Computers into the Classroom 1(0,2) See ED 315.
316 Plastics and Plastic Processes 3(2,3) Introduction to thermoplastic materials, basic
processing, fabricating, and finishing operations. Related careers and technological
advances will also be studied. Preq: IN ED 101 or consent of instructor.
317 Management of Industrial Education Laboratories 3(2,2) Management and opera-
tion of unit and multiple-activity laboratories, including laboratory design, selection
and procurement of tools and equipment, budgeting management, and coordination of
activities in laboratory courses.
320 Machine Woodworking 2(1,3) Basic characteristics of woodcutting, shaping, and
finishing operations by use of machinery and auxiliary tools. Includes project work.
Preq: Junior standing.
325 Industrial Organizations and People 3(3,0) Study of the relationship of training and
safety personnel to the kinds of tasks they are asked to perform in industrial situa-
tions. Emphasis is on safety knowledge develoment and on techniques which may be
used in industrial safety training. Preq: IN ED 101 or consent of instructor.
350 Industrial Cooperative Experience I 6(0,18) Full-time work experience program in
industry. The course is offered during the summer only. Students are requested to
register with the instructor one semester prior to the summer in which they plan to
enroll. Preq: Vocational-Technical Education option only.
372 Arts and Crafts for the Elementary Child 3(2,3) Provides the elementary and early
childhood teacher with an opportunity to develop technological literacy, artycrafl skills
in a variety of media, and an understanding of their applications to the curriculum in
a classroom environment.
402 Directed Teaching 12(0,36) Supervised observation and teaching in cooperation
with selected public schools in which opportunities are provided for securing experi-
ence in teaching industrial subjects. Preq: IN ED 317, 425, and grade-point ratio re-
quired for graduation.
404, 604 Organization of Industrial Training Materials 3(3,0) Study of the identifica-
tion, selection, and organization of subject matter appropriate for industrial training
programs. Emphasis is placed on analysis techniques, session and demonstration
planning, written instructional materials development, trainee evaluation, and plan-
ning instructional schedules. Preq: Human Resource Development option. Senior
standing, IN ED 108, and completion of a minimum of three courses selected from
G C104, IN ED 102, 106, 203, 205, 208, 240.
405, 605 Course Organization and Evaluation 3(3,0) Problems, techniques and proce-
dures in the preparation, selection and organization of subject matter for instructional
purposes. Methods, techniques, and preparation of materials used in the evaluation of
student achievement in industrial education subjects.
407, 607 Architectural Drafting for Industrial Education 3(1,6) Study of the major as-
pects of architectural drawing, such as plot, floor, and foundation plans; wall sections;
and elevations. Preq: IN ED 106.
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408, 608 Training Programs in Industry 11 3(3,0) Basic concepts of supervision, admin-
istration, and management of training programs. Emphasis on determining training
requirements, planning, directing, and evaluating training programs. Preq: IN ED
108,404.
410, 610 Special Institute Course: Topics in Industrial Education 1-3(1-3,0) Subject
areas organized according to institute needs. Content of the course will be planned
cooperatively by the University and the school system or agency requesting the course.
Preq: Teacher or Graduate standing.
412, 612 Communications Technology IL Systems 3(2,2) Continuation of IN ED 204.
Includes theory and operation of communications systems: telegraph, telephone, ra-
dio, television, satellites, sound'video recorders, lasers, and computers. Instruction
on strategies for interpreting this area of technology to industry personnel and public
school students is emphasized. Preq: IN ED 204.
414, 614 Electronics for Teachers 3(1,6) Principles of electronics as applied in commu-
nications and automatic controls involving transistors, integrated circuits, and other
electronic devices and materials for the preparation of teachers of industrial arts and
vocational-technical electricity and electronics. Preq: IN ED 208 or equivalent.
415, 615 Construction Technology II: Practices and Systems 3(2,3) Study of industrial
practices and systems affecting man, materials, and equipment associated with con-
struction industries. Activities are directed toward developing a working knowledge of
construction technology and a framework for incorporating this instruction into pro-
grams in the public and private sectors. Preq: IN ED 210 or graduate standing.
418, 618 Manufacturing Technology II: Materials and Processes 3(2,3) Continuation of
IN ED 202 with emphasis on materials and processes of manufacturing. Attention is
given to specific materials separating, forming, and combining practices and equip-
ment and on the competitive aspects of manufacturing. Preq: IN ED 202, graduate
standing, or consent of instructor.
420 Instructional Technology 3(3,0) Designed to familiarize students with the various
equipment, materials, and techniques associated with the delivery of instruction. Stu-
dents will design, produce, and present materials to meet specific educational objec-
tives. Preq: IN ED 405 or one year of teaching experience.
421 Vocational Cooperative Programs 3(3,0) Study of the developments, objectives and
principles of cooperative training programs. Emphasis is on the organization, promo-
tion, and management of programs in vocational education. Preq: Consent of instruc-
tor.
422, 622 History and Philosophy of Industrial and Vocational Education 3(3,0) Study of
industrial and vocational education programs with the intent of developing a sound in-
dividual philosophy of industrial and vocational education. General topics covered:
history; local, state, and federal legislation; types of vocational-technical programs;
professional organizations; manpower utilization, vocational guidance, and training;
industry, labor, and school relationships.
424, 624 School Safety 3(3,0) Study of the principles of school safety emphasizing safety
analyses, accident prevention, remediation of unsafe conditions, development and use
of instructional materials, and school liability. Preq: Senior or Graduate standing in
Education.
425, 625 Teaching Industrial Subjects 3(3,0) Effective methods and techniques of teach-
ing industrial subjects. Emphasis is given to class organization, preparation of lesson
outlines, and audio-visual aids. Preq: ED 335.
432, 632 Advanced Woodworking 2(1,3) Advanced consideration of machine methods
and developments, materials, quality factors, and evaluation of instructional materi-
als. Preq: IN ED 102.
433 Internship in Vocational Technical Education I 6(0,18) Supervised observation and
teaching in cooperation with selected area vocational centers, high schools, and tech-
nical colleges to provide experience in teaching specified trades and industrial sub-
jects. Preq: IN ED 317 and consent of instructor.
434 Internship in Vocational Technical Education 11 6(0,18) Continuation ofIN ED 433.
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Preq: IN ED 433 and consent of instructor.
435, 635 Advanced Industrial Metalworking Practices 3(2^) Continuation of IN ED \l
203, enabling advanced studies in welding, foundry, and structural metals. A portion
of the course will be devoted to studying existing metals manufacturing industries and
to developing and using curriculum materials for teaching metalworking concepts.
.r
Field trips will be taken. Preq: IN ED 203. ||
438, 638 Advanced Machining 3(1,6) Advanced experiences in the set-up, operation and
maintenance of machine tools and equipment. Project and product design. Study and
reports of recent machining technological developments. Preq: IN ED 240.
441 Comprehensive Laboratory in Industrial Education 3(1,4) Course designed to devel-
op skill in working in and the management of multiple activity programs as carried
out in the industrial arts and prevocational laboratories. Opp>ortunity is provided to de-
velop a management plan for multiple activities in comprehensive laboratories that
the student can use during the directed teaching experience. Preq: IN ED 101 and a
minimum of 4 courses selected from the following: G C 104, IN ED 102, 203, 205, 208,
240.
442. 642 Competency Testing in Vocational Subjects 3(3,0) Study of competency testing E
in vocational education which includes educational objectives and measurement; con- ^
struction and use of oral, objective, short answer, matching essay, and performance
tests; and treatment of test data for grade assignments and statistical analysis.
443. 643 Vocational Si>ecial Needs Education 3(3,0) Theory and practice related to serv- P
ing special needs populations in vocational education including legislation, classifica-
tion systems, school and community relations, career clusters and job analyses, lEPs
with a vocational focus, assessment, work adjustment, and development and modifica-
tion of curricula and instruction. Preq: Senior standing.
450 Industrial Cooperative Experience II 6(0,18) Continuation of IN ED 350. Preq: Vo-
cational/Technical Education option only.
451 Special Projects 3(3,0) The student is assigned a project in accordance with his
needs and capabilities. Projects are either experimental, theoretical or developmental
and cover subjects not thoroughly covered in other courses. Written project approval
required before registering. Preq: Consent of instructor.
452, 652 Advanced Projects 1-6 The student gains depth in content by completing a pro-
ject under the supervision of an instructor in one of the following subject areas: Arts
and Crafts, Drawing and Design, Electricity and Electronics, Graphic Arts, Metal-
working, Occupational Education, Power, and Woodworking. Written project approval
required before registering. Preq: Consent of instructor.
460, 660 Career Education 3(3,0) Introduction to the concepts and philosophical basis
for career education with emphasis on the applications of career education as an inte-
grating force within the total school curriculum. This course is designed for all stu-
dents preparing to teach or those seeking to improve their teaching competencies.
Preq: AG ED 201, ED 100, IN ED 101, or Graduate standing.
464, 664 Still Media Production 3(1,4) Provides the student with the opportunity to apply
still-picture media techniques to tasks in both education and industry.
465, 665 Instructional Video Production 3(1,4) Designed to acquaint the student with
basic video tape production techniques, which include planning, scripting, taping, and
editing. Emphasizes the development of individual skills, and deals with the produc-
tion of instructional tapes as opposed to "artistic" ones.
468, 668 Power Technology II: Transmission and Control Systems 3(2,3) Continuation
of IN ED 205. Provides instruction in transmitting and controlling power for utiliza-
tion in such areas as manufacturing, communications, construction, and transporta-
tion. Introduces concepts of automation and robotics to enable the classroom teacher
and industry personnel to gain necessary insights into this important area of technolo-
gy. Preq: IN ED 205.
470, 670 Internal Combustion Engines 3(2,3) Involves study of the internal combustion
engine: theory of operation, applications, methods of analyzing performance, and
troubleshooting malfunctions. The course is intended as an elective for Industrial
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Technology Education and Vocational-Technical Education option majors who desire
proficiency in this essential area of industrial education. Preq: IN ED 205 or consent
of instructor.
480, 680 (AG ED, COLED, ED) Educational Applications ofMicrocomputers 3(3,0) See
COLED 480.
482, 682 (AG ED, COLED, ED) Advanced Educational Applications ofMicrocomputers
3(2,2) See COLED 482.
496, H496, 696 Public Relations 3(3,0) This course emphasizes the techniques and
methods of effective public and industrial relations which contribute to understanding
and cooperation of labor, business, professional, educational, and industrial groups.
700 (ED) Superdsing the Student Teacher in the Public School 2-3(2-3,0)
815 Seminar in Industrial Education 1(1,0)
820 Recent Process Developments 3(3,0)
840 School Shop Design 3(3,0)
845 (H R D) Needs Assessment for Education and Industry 3(3,0)
846 (H R D) AppUed Public Relations 3(3,0)
847 (H R D) Instructional Systems Design 3(3,0)
850 Issues in Industrial Technology 1-3(1-3,0)
851 Current Topics in Communication Technology 1-3(3,0)
852 Current Topics in Manufacturing Technology 1-3(1-3,0)
853 Current Topics in Construction Technology 1-3(1-3,0)
854 Current Topics in Power Technology 1-3(1-3,0)
860 (H R D) Instructional Materials Development 3(3,0)
861 Administration and Supervision ofVocational Education 3(3,0)
865 American Industries 3(3,0)
870 (H R D) Consulting for Education and Industry 3(3,0)
889 (AG ED, ED) Research in Education 3(3,0)
894 Project Research 1-6(1-6,0)
895 Special Problems 1 3(3,0)
896 Special Problems R 3(3,0)
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING (I E)
Professors: J. A. Chisman, R. P. Davis, W. J. Kennedy, D. L. Kimbler, M. S. Leonard,
Head; C. R. Lindenmeyer; Associate Professors: J. S. Greenstein, B. A.Watford;
Assistant Professor: W. G. Ferrell, Jr.
201 System Design I 3(3,0) Introduction to the design of industrial engineering sys-
tems. Design methodologies will be introduced in the context of a design process that
includes determining user needs and demands, establishing system functions, speci-
fying system requirements, conceptual design and detailed design. Preq: ENGR 180
and PHYS 122. Coreq: E G 209 or consent of instructor.
210 Work Methods and Measurement I 3(2,3) Methods engineering and work measure-
ment for cost control and reduction, planning, and scheduling. Graphic system repre-
sentation techniques, time study, work sampling, standard data development, and
predetermined basic motion time data systems are introduced. Coreq: MTHSC 301 or
consent of instructor.
250 Modeling and Analysis for Industrial Engineers 3(3,0) Model development and
problem-solving techniques in applied mathematics from an industrial engineering
perspective. Preq: MTHSC 206 or consent of instructor.
306 Manufacturing Processes 3(2,3) The basic structure ofmodem manufacturing pro-
cesses and material properties related to manufacturability, with emphasis on metal
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cutting, metal working, molding, jointing, and finishing. Preq: Sophomore engineer-
ing standing or consent of instructor. » -m
361 Industrial Quality Control 3(2,3) Comprehensive survey of techniques from applied
statistics and probability which are most applicable to modeling and problem solving
in industry. Topics include probability and statistical theory review, statistical quality
control charts, acceptance sampling, curve fitting, forecasting, and reliability analy- f "^
sis. Preq: MTHSC 405 or consent of instructor. f "
364 Design and Measurement ofWork 3(3,0) Work design principles and techniques for
improving productivity. Techniques for work measurement including time study, pre-
determined times, and work sampling. Demonstrations and case problems are used
to illustrate and practice applications. Not for engineering majors. Preq: MGT 299
and 399 or equivalent.
374 Advanced Manufacturing Systems 3(3,0) Study of the state-of-the-art automated . -
manufacturing systems, CAD/CAM, computer-integerated manufacturing, advanced |
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3-D computer controlled machining systems, adaptive control, group technology, and
flexible manufacturing systems. Preq: I E 306 or consent of instructor.
380 Methods of Operations Research I 3(3,0) Introduction to the most usefiil linear op-
erations research models, including linear programming, integer linear program-
ming, transshipment and assignment problems and network flows. Preq: I E 250.
381 Methods of Operations Research II 3(3,0) Probabilistic and random process model-
ing of systems. Topics include probabilistic modeling, Markov processes, queueing
systems and modeling, and introduction to discrete system simulation. Preq: I E 250
and MTHSC 301.
384, H384 Engineering Economic Analysis 3(3,0) Basic principles and techniques of ec-
onomic analysis of engineering projects. Consideration of time value of money, short- w
and long-term investments, replacement analysis, depreciation methods, cost alloca-
*
tion and measures of cost effectiveness.
401, 601 Work Methods and Measurement II 3(2,3) Predetermined basic motion-time- .
data analysis of work methods for synthesis of effective work methods and standards |
development. Methods-Time Measurement (MTM) is presented in detail to permit ap-
plication proficiency. Standard data development, using a variety of techniques is cov-
ered with emphasis on the use of stepwise multiple regression analysis. A design pro-
ject is required. Preq: I E 201 and MTHSC 405 or consent of instructor.
422, 622 Expert Systems 3(3,0) Introduction to the concepts and methodologies associat-
ed with expert system development and utilization. Emphasis is placed on providing
an industry-oriented perspective, including topics such as language selection, applica-
tion considerations and implementation. Preq: Junior standing in Engineering.
452, 652 Reliability Engineering 3(3,0) Probabilistic approach to assessing system relia-
bility. Methods for analyzing serial, parallel, and complex systems. Reliability life
testing and its acceleration are covered. Essential elements of maintainability are
identified and related to system availability. Preq: MTHSC 206 and 405 or consent of
instructor.
460, H460, 660 Quality Improvement Methods 3(3,0) Study ofmodem quality improve-
ment techniques presented in an integrated, comprehensive context. Preq: Senior
standing.
461, 661 Quality Engineering 3(3,0) Design aspects of quality and the engineer's role in
problems of quality in production systems. Preq: I E 361.
465, H465, 665 FaciUties Planning and Design 3(3,0) Study of the principles and tech-
niques of plant layout. Economic selection of materials handling equipment and inte-
gration of this equipment into the layout plan to provide effective product flow. Quan-
titative techniques for evaluation of facilities plans. A design project is required. Preq:
I E 210, 361, 380, 381, 384.
466, 666 Production Systems Engineering 3(2,3) Study of methods for manufacturing
operations measurement, analysis, and design. Organizational concepts, techniques
for work-methods analysis and measurement, human factors, statistical quality con-
trol, and graphical techniques for facility arrangement. Not to be taken by undergrad-
^
F
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uate Industrial Engineering majors. Preq: MTHSC 301 or consent of instructor.
467 System Design II 3(2,3) Provides the student with the challenge of integrating and
synthesizing general engineering knowledge into creatively solving real-world, open-
ended problems. This includes developing the problem statement, objectives, and cri-
teria; data collection; technical analysis; developing and integrating recommenda-
tions; and presenting results. Preq: I E 201, 210, 361, 374, 380, 381, 384.
473, 673 Microcomputer Applications in Industrial Engineering 3(2,3) Introduction to
microcomputer-processor fundamentals, software and hardware as these relate to
process control, robotics, and computer-integrated manufacturing. Applications dem-
onstrated by laboratory projects. Preq: I E 306 or consent of instructor.
475, 675 Manufacturing Control Systems 3(2,3) Advanced study of manufacturing pro-
cess control by microcomputers and programmable logic controllers; sensors and
transducers; discrete and continuous open and closed loop control applications, data
acquisition, communication protocols, and networking. Preq: I E 473 or consent of in-
structor.
482, 682 Systems Modeling 3(3,0) Modeling of discrete industrial systems using a
digital computer. The purpose, theory, and techniques of system modeling are
presented. Preq: I E 381 and MTHSC 405 or consent of instructor.
483, 683 Case Studies in Industrial Engineering 3(3,0) Actual industrial case studies
will be used to strengthen the student's ability to identify problems, to select a solution
procedure, and to recommend an action. Preq: Senior standing in Industrial Engi-
neering.
484. 684 (AG E, E S E) Municipal Solid Waste Management 3(3,0) See E S E 484.
485. 685 Industrial Systems Engineering 3(3,0) Modeling and analysis of multistage de-
cision processes, recursive optimization, process and system design and control prob-
lems. Preq: I E 380 and 381 or consent of instructor.
486, H486, 686 Production Planning and Control 3(3,0) Fundamentals of forecasting de-
mand; scheduling production, and controlling the movement and storage of material
associated with production are studies. State-of-the art manufacturing techniques will
be discussed. A design project is required. Preq: I E 380 or consent of instructor.
488, 688 Human Factors Engineering 3(3,0) Introduction to design for human use. In-
formation about human performance, abilities, and limitations will be surveyed and
applied to the design of tools, machines, facilities, tasks and environments for effi-
cient, safe, and comfortable human use. Preq: MTHSC 301 or equivalent or consent of
instructor.
489, 689 Industrial Ergonomics 3(2,3) Presentation of the theory and practice of ergo-
nomic principles in the industrial setting. Emphasis is placed on the classic ergonom-
ic problems of work place and work space design, manual materials handling, physi-
cally demanding jobs, environmental factors, and human error. Emerging areas
such as design for disabled workers are addressed. Preq: I E 488 or consent of instruc-
tor.
491, H491, 691 Selected Topics in Industrial Engineering 1-3(0-3,0-9) Comprehensive
study of any timely or special topic in industrial engineering not included in other
courses. May be repeated for a total of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
492, H492, 692 Design Topics in Industrial Engineering 1-3 Comprehensive study of
any timely or special design topic in industrial engineering. May be repeated for a total
of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
703 Engineering Project Operations 3(3,0)
801 Analysis, Modeling, and Design of Human-Machine Systems 3(3,0)
802 Design ofHuman-Computer Systems 3(3,0)
803 Engineering Optimization and Applications 3(3,0)
804 Manufacturing Systems Planning and Design 3(3,0)
807 Discrete Systems Simulation 3(3,0)
808 Continuous Systems Simulation 3(3,0)
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860 Dynamic Programming 3(3,0)
861 Nonlinear Programming and Methods ofSearch 3(3,0) ZT!
865 Facility Planning and Material Handling 3(3,0)
871 Industrial Testing and Quality 3(3,0)
873 Computei>Aided Manufacturing 3(2,3)
I
.
880 Advanced Methods of Operations Research 3(3,0)
884 Advanced Engineering Economic Analysis 3(3,0)
885 Design and Analysis of Simulation Models 3(3,0) | I
886 Operations Research in Production Control 3(3,0) ^
888 Applied Queuing Theory and Markov Processes 3(3,0)
890 Special Problems in Industrial Engineering 1-3(1-3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
893 Selected Topics in Industrial Engineering 1-3(1-3,0)
895 Industrial Engineering Seminar 1(1,0)
907 Production Systems Simulation 3(2^)
971 Advanced Quality Engineering Seminar 3(3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT (I P M)
Professor: J. A. Brittain
401, 601 Principles of Integrated Pest Management 3(2,3) Origins, theory, and practice
of integrated pest management. Relationships among crop production and protection
practices are explored. Economics of various control strategies are considered. Inte-
grated pest management field projects are studied. Conventional and integrated pest
management approaches are compared. Multidisciplinary plant problem analysis is
introduced. Preq: AGRON 407, ENT 301, PL PA 301, or consent of instructor.
700 Internship in Plant Health 1-5(0,8^0)
704 Seminar 1(1,0)
800 Special Problems in Plant Health 1-3(1-03-9)
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (CA DS)
151 Design Studies I 3(0,6) Introduction to problem-solving methodology for environ-
mental design through studio exercises, projects, and reviews. Coreq: CA DS 153, ad-
mission to the College of Architecture.
152 Design Studies II 3(0,6) Continuation of CA DS 151. Preq: CA DS 151. Coreq: CA
DS154.
153 Design Theory I 1(1,0) Introduction to concepts and principles of architecture, visu-
al arts, landscape architecture, urban and regional planning, and construction man-
agement. Coreq: CA DS 151.
154 Design Theory H 1(1,0) Continuation ofCA DS 153. Coreq: CA DS 152.
ITALIAN (ITAL)
Visiting Instructor: M. A. Maggiari
101 Elementary Italian 4(3,1) Introductory course stressing grammar, pronunciation,
oral practice, and reading skills. Attention is given to practical everyday living as well
as cultural considerations.
102 Elementary Italian 4(3,1) Continuation of ITAL 101. Preq: ITAL 101 or consent of
instructor.
196 Practicum in Italian 1(0,1) On-campus program of teaching foreign languages to
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children. Students work under the supervision of faculty in planning and teaching
one 45-minute class per week to children in grades 1-8. May be repeated for a total of 3
credits. Preq: Third year language standing or consent of department head.
201, H201 Intermediate Italian 3(3,0) Brief review of ITAL 101 and 102, with conversa-
tion, composition, and dictation, and the beginning of more serious readings of Italian
literature in short stories and plays. Preq: ITAL 102.
202, H202 Intermediate Italian 3(3,0) Increasingly difficult readings in Italian litera-
ture, supplemented with classroom discussions and compositions. Preq: ITAL 201.
398 Directed Reading 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected topics in Italian literature,
language, and culture. May be repeated for a total of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of de-
partment head.
JAPANESE (JAPN)
Assistant Professor: T. Kishimoto
101 Elementary Japanese 4(3,1) Course for beginners in which the fundamentals of the
language are taught and a foundation is provided for further study and the eventual
ability to read and speak the language. The Japanese writing system will be intro-
duced. Students will learn how to recognize and write the two alphabets HIRAGANA
and KATAKANA. Three hours a week of classroom instruction and one hour a
week in the language laboratory.
102 Elementary Japanese 4(3,1) Continuation ofJAPN 101. Students will study Kanji
characters. Preq: JAPN 101.
201 Intermediate Japanese 3(3,0) A brief review ofJAPN 101 and 102, with conversa-
tion, composition and beginning or more serious reading of Japanese in short stories.
Students study Kanji characters. Preq: JAPN 102.
202 Intermediate Japanese 3(3,0) A brief review ofJAPN 201, with conversation, com-
position, and dictation based on more difficult Japanese reading selections; includes a
continuation of Kanji characters. Preq: JAPN 201.
305 Japanese Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Practice in the spoken language
with emphasis on vocabulary, Kanji, pronunciation, and comprehension. Learning
practical language skills and intercultural communication through various topics.
Preq: JAPN 202 or consent of department head.
306 Japanese Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Continuation ofJAPN 305. More
practice in the spoken language with emphasis on vocabulary, Kanji, pronunciation,
and comprehension. Learning practical language skills and intercultural communi-
cations through various topics. Preq: JAPN 305 or consent of department head.
398 Directed Reading 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected topics in Japanese literature,
language, and culture. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of
department head.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (LARCH)
Associate Professor: L. Tai; Assistant Professor: F. F. Chamberlain
262 Landscape Architectural Technology I 3(2,2) Lecture/studio course on the techno-
logical aspects of landscape architecture, including design grading and drainage, site
information gathering and analysis, horizontal and vertical alignments of walks and
roadways, structures of landscape architecture, irrigation design, pools and foun-
tains, and lighting. Preq: CA AR 251 and Sophomore standing or consent of program
head.
351 Landscape Architecture Design I 6(1,10) Studio work with adjunct demonstrations
and lectures concerned with intermediate landscape architectural design problems.
Preq: CA AR 252, 254.
352 Landscape Architecture Design II 6(1,10) Continuation of LARCH 351. Preq:
LARCH 351.
362 Landscape Architectural Technology H 3(2,2) Continuation ofLARCH 262. Preq:
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LARCH 262.
421 Landscape Architectural Seminar 3(3,0) Lectures and seminars dealing with per-
tinent topics related to environmental, technological and theoretical issues in land-
scape architecture, land planning, and urban design. Preq: Senior standing or con-
sent of instructor.
451 Landscape Architecture Design III 6(1,10) Studio work with adjunct demonstra-
tions and lectures concerned with advanced landscape architectural design problems.
Preq: LARCH 352.
452 Landscape Architecture Design IV 6(1,10) Continuation LARCH 451. Preq:
LARCH 451.
462 Landscape Architectural Technology III 3(2,2) Continuation ofLARCH 362. Preq:
LARCH 362.
490 Directed Studies and Projects in Landscape Architecture 1-5(0,3-15) Comprehen-
sion studies and/or research of special topics not covered in other landscape architec-
tural courses. Preq: Junior standing and consent of department head.
552 Professional Landscape Architectural Design 6(0,14) Complex problem-solving
projects involving regional design analysis and planning, city planning and urban de-
sign, complex building relationships, and intense site utilization and design. May be
repeated for a maximum of 12 credits.
562 Landscape Architectural Technology FV 2(0,4) Studio course for the integration of
design and technology. Preq: LARCH 462, professional standing. Coreq: LARCH 552.
581 Landscape Architectural Professional Practice 3(3,0) Lecture course dealing with
general consideration of landscape architectural office procedures. Study of the pro-
fessional relationships of the landscape architects to client and contractor including
problems of ethics, law, and business. Preq: Professional standing or consent of in-
structor.
LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE (L&IT)
Associate Professors: E. P. Arnold, J. C. Bednar, J. I. Suarez, Director; Assistant Pro-
fessors: T. Kishimoto, I. P. Marquez; Visiting Instructor: M. Pichot
127 Introduction to Language and International Trade 1(1,0) Survey of the nature of in-
ternational trade and related career opportunities. Information and applications of
specific relevance to tourism, agriculture, forest products, and textile industries will
be offered. To be taken Pass/Fail only.
400 Language and International Trade Internship 1-3 A one-semester, full-time (or
equivalent part-time) work assignment which provides the opportunity for the student
to extend theoretical classroom learning through work experience in an appropriate
setting. A final report is required. May be repeated for a total of 6 credits. To be taken
Pass/Fail only. Preq: FR 316, GER 316, or SPAN 316 and 12 semester hours in a Lan-
guage and International Trade technical option.
401 Language and International Trade Practicum 1-3 Foreign language experience
such as an approved study abroad program which provides the student with the oppor-
tunity to apply theoretical classroom learning to a foreign language experience in an
appropriate setting. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: FR 316 or GER 316 or SPAN 316
and 6 credits.
402 Language and International Trade Directed Study 3 Directed study ofan individual
project in language and international trade. To be taken Pass/Fail only.
LATIN (LATIN)
Professor: R. R. McGregor, Jr.
101 Elementary Latin 4(4,0) Course for beginners designed principally to teach the
reading of the language.
102 Elementary Latin 4(4,0) Continuation ofLATIN 101.
201 Intermediate Latin 3(3,0) Review of the fundamental principles of grammar in
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conjunction with readings from the Classical period. Preq: LATIN 102 or equivalent.
202 Intermediate Latin 3(3,0) Continuation of LATIN 201 with the introduction of writ-
ings from the late Latin and Medieval periods. Preq: LATIN 201 or equivalent.
398 Directed Reading 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected works in Latin. May be re-
peated for a total of 6 credits. Preq: LATIN 202 or equivalent and consent of depart-
ment head.
LAW (LAW)
Professors: R. E. Meiners, A. H. Ringleb; Associate Professors: J. K. Cheezem, F. L.
Edwards, E. C. Hipp, Jr.
312 Commercial Law 3(3,0) Introduction to business law with primary attention given
to contracts, agency, and negotiable instruments. Preq: Junior standing.
313 Commercial Law 3(3,0) Continuation of LAW 312 with emphasis on business or-
ganizations, personal and real property, estates and bankruptcy, sales and secured
transactions. Preq: LAW 312 or consent of instructor.
322 Legal Environment of Business 3(3,0) Examination of both state and national regu-
lation of business. Attention is given to the constitution and limitations of power, spe-
cific areas in which governments have acted, and the regulations that have been im-
posed in these areas. Preq: Junior standing.
333 Real Estate Law 3(3,0) The nature of real property and means of acquiring rights
therein: conveyance of ownership, creation and execution of deeds, mortgages, etc.,
landlord and tenant relationships, shared concepts, and government regulation.
401 Labor Law 3(3,0) Basic labor law in the National Labor Relations Act, the Taft-
Hartley and Landrum-Griffin Acts. Legal problems raised by state and federal stat-
utes such as Workmen's Compensation, Wage and Hour Legislation, and Equal Op-
portunity laws. Preq: LAW 322, Junior standing.
402 (ECON) Law and Economics 3(3,0) Application of economics to the law of property,
torts, and contracts; regulation of markets, business organizations and financial
transactions; and the distribution of income and wealth. Preq: ECON 211 and LAW
312 or consent of instructor.
405, 605 Construction Law 3(3,0) Provides a practical knowledge of legal principles ap-
plied to the construction process and legal problems likely to be encountered by the
practicing construction professional. Topics include construction contracting, liabili-
ty, claims and warranties, documentation, and responsibility and authority of con-
tracting parties. Preq: LAW 312 or 322 or consent of instructor.
LEISURE SKILLS (L S)
Professor: G. E. Howard; Associate Professors: J. R. Pope, Jr., C. R. White, Jr.; As-
sistant Professor: M. H. Wynn; Lecturer: B. W. Stevens
101 Challenge Recreation Activities 1(1,0) Course designed to encourage students to
broaden their leisure skills and improve their self-images through challenge activi-
ties. Classroom instruction will stress how to get started safely in flying, scuba, canoe-
ing, skiing, sailboarding, mountaineering, hang-gliding, ballooning, and other chal-
lenge activities.
110 Bowling 1(0,3) Basic instructional program on techniques of bowling.
130 Alpine Skiing 1(0,45) Basic downhill snow skiing instruction including equipment
selection, safety, and maintenance; parallel turns; edging; carved and linked turns;
wedeling; and safety and etiquette. There is an additional fee for this course. Taught
during Christmas recess. (Contact the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Tour-
ism Management in October.)
140 Fencing 1(0,3) Individual and group instruction for beginners in the basic skills
and techniques of foil fencing.
150 Beginning Swimming 1(0,3) Fundamentals of swimming and water safety.
151 Aquatic Sports and Diving 1(0,3) This course is designed to acquaint the student
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with various forms of aquatic sports; competitive swimming, diving and water polo.
152 Sailing l(O^) Basic instruction in the nomenclature, safety and rescue techniques,
and skills required to skipper sailing craft. Preq: Basic swimming skills.
153 Beginning Canoeing 1(0,3) Basic instruction in the nomenclature, strokes, and
safety techniques in canoeing. Preq: Basic swimming skills.
154 Windsurfing 1(0,3) Basic board sailing instruction including rigging, launching,
tacking, jibbing, rig and foot steering, safety, maintenance, equipment selection,
rules-of-the-road, and racing techniques are covered. Offered Fall Break and First
Summer Session. There is an extra fee for this course. Preq: Ability to swim 300 yards
and tread water for 5 minutes.
160 Beginning Tennis 1(0,3) Fundamentals course stressing rules, strokes and strate-
gy, with ample opportunity for practice.
162 Handball 1(0,3) Thorough knowledge and understanding of the rules, strategy,
fundamental skills, and techniques of handball for the beginning player.
163 Racquetball 1(03) Basic skills, knowledge of rules, and strategy, and basic strokes.
170 Beginning Golf 1(0,3) Fundamental course stressing rules, strategy, and basic
strokes.
190 Modem Dance 1(0,3) Introduction to modern dance techniques with emphasis on
developing the style of movement and understanding the dance art form.
201 Sports Officiating 1(0,3) Practical study of officiating for various sports. The course
will include studies and practical application of officiating rules and mechanics.
Sports that will be studied include football, basketball, soflball, soccer, and introduc-
tions to a variety of other team sports.
230 Advanced Alpine Skiing 1(0,45) Advanced downhill snow skiing instruction in
such techniques as mogul skiing, check turns, free-style and racing. There is an addi-
tional fee for this course. Taught during Christmas recess. (Contact the Department
of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management in October.) Preq: L S 130 or consent
of instructor.
254 Advanced Lifesaving 1(0,3) Course designed to enhance aquatic skills and to devel-
op lifesaving techniques. It teaches progressive techniques and practice of lifesaving
and water safety skills. Preq: Pass preliminary swim test.
255 Water Safety Instruction 1(1,0) Course teaches progressive techniques and practice
of teaching swimming and lifesaving. Preq: L S 254.
260 Intermediate-Advanced Tennis 1(0,3) Opportunity to advance and correct mistakes r
in basic tennis skills. Preq: Basic tennis skills.
| P
263 Intermediate Racquetball 1(0,3) Course stressing advanced skills, techniques, and
strategy with ample opportunity for practice and competition. Conditioning drills and
safety aspects will also be covered. Preq: L S 163 or consent of instructor.
MANAGEMENT (MGT)
Professors: J. K. Butler, Jr., R. S. Cantrell, M. D. Crino, D. W. Grigsby, W. H. Hen-
drix. Head; J. J. Kanet, R. L. LaForge, T. L. Leap, M. A. McKnew, T. W. Zimmerer;
Associate Professors: R. L. Clarke, J. S. Davis, J. S. Harrison, J. W. Patterson, V.
Sridharan, T. P. Summers, D. M. Swanson; Assistant Professors: L. D. Fredenall, E.
H. Hall, Jr.. J. L. Miller, T. L. Robbins, P. L. Roth, C. H. St. John, H. Soroush; In-
structors: T. G. Christoph, M. Duke, C. S. Ellis, A. D. Wheeler; Lecturers: J. H.
Abraham, A. Lipp, E. J. Nagele, M. Soroush; Visiting Instructor: H. P. Coston; Visit-
ing Lecturers: B. M. Foltz, J. S. Holcombe, M. H. Williams, R. G. Young
105 Current Topics in Industrial Safety Management 1(1,0) Discussion of current
events related to safety and health and the rights and responsibilities of employees,
employers, and the public. Topics will include right-to-know legislation, product lia-
bility, risk and insurance, nuclear power, drug use in the workplace and other recent
issues.
200 Introduction to Business 3(3,0) The role of business in our society vrill be critically
r
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examined. The student will be exposed to a broad overview of the functions of a busi-
ness. Enrollment for credit not allowed for students majoring in Accounting, Man-
agement, Financial Management, Industrial Management, or Marketing.
299 Computer Utilization 1(1,0) Familiarization in the use of modem timesharing
computer terminals and minicomputers. Preq: CP SC 120 or equivalent. Coreq: MA
SC 310 or consent of instructor.
301, H301 Principles of Management 3(3,0) Management's role as a factor of economic
production. Functions of management, principles of organization, and behavior in or-
ganizations.
302 Principles of Industrial Safety Management 3(3,0) Fundamentals of industrial
safety management, including loss prevention, industrial hygiene, and fire protection.
This course serves as a good single course overview of the field and also is an excellent
introduction to further courses in this area.
305 Economics of Transportation 3(3,0) Formerly MGT 405. Topics covered include his-
tory and structure of transportation systems in the United States, the nature of trans-
portation costs and rates, transportation systems as factors in industrial location,
transportation policy and transportation's role in national security. Preq: Junior or
Senior standing.
307, H307 Personnel Management 3(3,0) Principles, concepts, and techniques con-
cerned with effective and efficient utilization of personnel. Emphasis on motivation,
leadership, and human behavior as they relate to employer-employee relations. Topics
include personnel recruitment, classification, selection, training, development, and
performance evaluation. Preq: Junior standing.
308 Fundamentals of Industrial Hygiene 3(3,0) Study of effects of chemical, biological,
physical, and ergonomic workplace hazards on human health. Included are funda-
mental concepts of toxicology, industrial hygiene, and risk assessment, as well as dis-
cussions of regulatory issues and current case studies.
317 Logistics Management 3(3,0) Formerly MGT 417. Management of physical distri-
bution and supply systems with emphasis on design concepts, cost determinants and
control. Preq: Junior or Senior standing.
320 Accident Prevention and Loss Control 3(3,0) Philosophies and techniques of acci-
dent prevention and loss control, including risk assessment, hazard analysis, accident
investigation, and methods to control and correct loss-producing conditions; also appli-
cation of these techniques to current technologies.
322 Industrial Hazard Recognition and Control 3(3,0) Application of basic physical
principles to the understanding, recognition, and control of mechanical, electrical,
thermal, and nuclear hazards in the industrial setting.
390 Operations Management 3(3,0) Examines the role of operations management in
both manufacturing and service organizations. Discusses the concepts, tools, and
techniques for managing the operations function. Topics include operations strategy,
design, planning and control. Preq: MGT 301 and MTHSC 301 or equivalent.
399, H399 Management Applications of Microcomputers 2(1^) Three aspects of micro-
computer applications are addressed: (1) analysis of the business potential of micro-
computer applications, (2) use of microcomputers to reinforce material from other
management courses, and (3) the microcomputer as a personal/professional support
device. Preq: ACCT 201, MTHSC 301 or consent of instructor.
400 Management of Organizational Behavior 3(3,0) Purpose of this course is to provide
the management student with a framework for understanding how behavior within
business organizations is managed. Particular emphasis will be placed on integrat-
ing management theory with recent developments in the behavioral sciences with dis-
tinct management applications. Theory, research, and business applications will be
considered. Preqr; MGT 301 or 307.
401 Fire Protection and Prevention 3(3,0) Fimdamental course to increase awareness of
the causes of uncontrolled fires and explosions. The associated dangers to life, proper-
ty, and industrial/commercial productivity are stressed, along with techniques avail-
able for their protection (education, detection, supression).
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402, H402, 602 Operations Planning and Control 3(3,0) Managing, planning, and con-
trolling production and service operations with emphasis on demand forecasting, ag-
gregate planning, production scheduling and inventory management. Preq: MGT
390; MA SC 310; and 312 or 413.
403 Special Problems 1-3(1-3,0) Planning, developing, and executing a research project
related to the field of management or defense studies. Preq: Senior standing in Indus-
trial Management or Management and consent of instructor.
404 Advanced Statistical Quality Control 3(3,0) Statistical quality control techniques as
applied to all areas of quality control: process control, process capability, acceptance
sampling, and economic aspects of quality decisions. Preq: MA SC 310 and MGT 390.
406, 606 Location Economics 3(3,0) Theoretical study of the general factors which deter-
mine industrial location in a market place economy. Current literature is surveyed.
A comparison of location theory and actual location patterns is stressed. Preq: Senior
standing or consent of instructor.
407 Directed Research 1(1,0) Planning, developing, and executing a research project
related to the field of management. Preq: Senior standing in Management or Indus-
trial Management.
408, 608 Design of Operations Systems 3(3,0) Managing, planning, and controlling pro-
duction and service operations with emphasis on design of production systems, work
measurement and standards, maintaining effective operations, project management
and quality control. Preq: MGT 390; MA SC 310; and 312 or 413.
409, 609 (ECON) Managerial Economics 3(3,0) See ECON 409.
410 Safety in Building Construction 3(3,0) F'undamentals of accident prevention and
the Occupational Safety and Health Act as applied to the construction industry. Man-
agement-oriented program that establishes safety as a cornerstone of profitability and i h
efficiency in a complex industry. ^
415, H415, 615 Business Strategy 3(3,0) Capstone course for seniors. Various methods
are used in analyzing complex business problems, requiring students to integrate i^
their knowledge of all areas of business. Student participation and written and oral (^
communications are stressed. Preq: ACCT 202; ECON 211, 212; FIN 306 or 312; MGT
301; MKT 301 and Senior standing.
416, 616 Management ofHuman Resources 3(3,0) Recent developments in the manage-
ment of human resources with emphasis on results of research into the motivation,
development of potential, and full utilization of the human resources. Preq: MGT 307
or consent of instructor.
418, 618 Management Information Systems 3(3,0) Use of data processing concepts as
an aid in implementing managerial functions. Electronic data processing terminolo-
gy, software, hardware, computer operations and techniques, systems analysis and
the principles of management information systems design and implementation are
emphasized. Preq: CP SC 120 or equivalent.
419 Industry and the Environment 3(3,0) Discussion of current issues and policies in-
volving the impact of industry on the environment and effects of current environmen-
tal regulations and attitudes on industrial operations. Included are topics in environ-
mental management, pollution and control, hazardous waste, and environmental
liability.
420, 620 Defense Management 3(3,0) Examines components and budget classifications
as well as organization and management systems employed in the Department of De-
fense. Preq: ECON 419 or consent of instructor.
422 Small Business Management 3(3,0) Study of the management of the small indepen-
dently owned and operated business. Emphasis will be placed upon analyzing new
business opportunities, planning and establishing a growing concern, and managing
the contemporary small business. Field experience in consulting with small business-
es will enhance the student's understanding of the unique opportunities and problems
|
ofsmall business organizations. Preq: ACCT 201, MGT 301, MKT 301.
423, 623 International Business Management 3(3,0) Survey of the theoretical and insti- I L' '
tutional complexities of international business operations. Topics include exporting, I ^
.
It
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importing, foreign investment, multinational corporations, and the international pay-
ment system. Preq: Senior standing.
424, 624 International Transportation and Logistics 3(3,0) Examination and analysis of
international transportation systems and their logistics support systems. Topics in-
clude ocean shipping, international air transportation, port management and EEC
and Soviet-block transport systems. International transport legislation and policies
are also analyzed. Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
425, 625 Compensation Management 3(3,0) Examination of the compensation employ-
ees seek in exchange for their efforts and contributions. Topics include government
and union influences; job content analysis, description, and evaluation; developing pay
structures; measuring and paying for performance; employee benefits; adminstration
of the compensation plan; executive, managerial, professional, £md sales. Preq: MGT
426.
426 Industrial Traffic Management 3(3,0) Course surveys the responsibilities and
functions of industrial traffic management in manufacturing and distribution. Em-
phasis is on the role of the industrial traffic manager in optimizing the logistics sys-
tem of the firm; i.e., the materials management of its inbound supplies and the distri-
bution of its finished products. Preq: MGT 305 or 317.
430 Senior Seminar in Management 3(3,0) Involves an indepth study of current busi-
ness topics and allows the senior management student the opportunity to relate their
academic studies to real-world problems. A senior paper will be required. Preq: Sen-
ior standing.
490 Selected Topics in Industrial Management 3(3,0) In-depth examination of ad-
vanced topics in Industrial Management. Topics may vary in keeping with develop-
ments in the management profession and interests of faculty. Emphasis will be on the
application of these topics to the production and operations management environment.
Preq: MGT 402 or 404 or 408.
800 Management Gaming 1(0,3)
801 Production and Pricing Analysis 3(3,0)
803 Operations Management 3(3,0)
804 Managerial Policy 3(3,0)
805 Advanced Quality Control 3(3,0)
807 Comparative Management TTieory 3(3,0)
808 Manufacturing Planning and Control Systems 3(3,0)
809 (M B A) Organization Theory and Behavior 3(3,0)
810 Management and the Law 3(3,0)
812 Business Logistics Management 3(3,0)
813 Business Research 3(3,0)
815 Personnel Management 3(3,0)
817 Information Systems Design and Implementation 3(3,0)
818 Management Support Systems 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged
903 Research Issues in Material Requirements Planning 3(3,0)
904 Seminar in Current Management Topics 3(3,0)
905 Research Methods 3(3,0)
910 Seminar in Operations Management 1-3(1-3,0)
911 Seminar in Decision Theory 1-3(1-3,0)
913 Management Systems Analysis 3(3,0)
915 Seminar in Business-LevelStrategy Formulation andImplementation 3(3,0)
916 Directed Readings in Management 1-3(1-3,0)
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918 Seminar in Management Support Systems 3(3,0)
921 Seminar in the Science and Practice of Business and Economic Modeling 3(3,0)
950 Seminar in Corporate-Level Strategy Formulation and Implementation 3(3,0)
952 Seminar in Manufacturing and Operations Strategy 3(3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (MA SC)
Professors: R. S. Cantrell, M. A. McKnew; Associate Professor: J. W. Patterson; In-
structor: C. 8. Ellis
310, H310 Introduction to Management Science 3(3,0) Quantitative methods of the man-
agement scientist with applications to business and industrial problems. Topics in-
clude regression analysis, correlation analysis, analysis of variance, sampling, and
nonparametric methods. Preq: MTHSC 301. Coreq: MGT 299 or consent of instruc-
tor.
311, 611 (ECON) Introduction to Econometrics 3(3,0) See ECON 311.
312, H312 Decision Models for Management 3(3,0) Exploration of the ways in which
management science decision models can help in making sound managerial deci-
sions. Topics include decision models and decision making, deterministic modeling,
probabilistic modeling, and simulation. May not be taken by students who have passed
MASC413.
413 Management Science I 3(3,0) Role and use of management science techniques in
decision making in business and industry. Stochastic and deterministic models will
be emphasized. Topics include linear programming, queuing, Markov chains, and
simulation. May not be taken by students who have passed MA SC 312. Preq: Con-
sent of instructor.
414 Statistical Analysis 3(3,0) Application of statistics in management decision mak-
ing. Emphasis is placed on the proper design, analysis and interpretation of planned
experiments. Topics include single factor through fractional factorial experiments.
Preq: MTHSC 301 or equivalent.
806 Regional Science Methods 3(3,0)
807 (ECON) Econometric Methods 1 3(3,0)
808 (ECON) Econometric Methods D 3(3,0)
810 Foundations ofManagement Science 3(3,0)
812 Management Science II 3(3,0)
814 Design of Elxperiments in Business and Management 3(3,0)
MARKETING (MKT)
Professors: N. Kangun, Head; R. M. Reese, G. L. Waddle; Associate Professors: L.
Carlson, 8. J. Grove, M. C. LaForge; Assistant Professors: C. R. Duke, R. Gomes, P.
A. Knowles, D. A. McBane, J. A. Muncy, G. M. Pickett; Visiting Associate Professor:
L. H. Stone
301 Principles of Marketing 3(3,0) Principles and concepts involved in planning, pric-
ing, promoting, and distributing of goods and services. Preq: Minimum of 45 hours
completed or consent of instructor.
302 Consumer Behavior 3(3,0) Formerly MKT 402. Examination of selected individual
and group behavioral science concepts and their application to the understanding of
consumer decision making. Preq: MKT 301.
420, 620 Professional Selling 3(3,0) Examination of the theory and practice of selling of
industrial and consumer goods and services. Text, cases, and practical application.
Preq: MKT 301 or consent of instructor.
422, 622 Marketing for Small Business 3(3,0) Translation of the theories of marketing
into practical ideas and techniques that promote successful marketing practices in
small business. Preq: MKT 301.
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423, 623 Promotional Strategy 3(3,0) Emphasis on promotion as the communication
function of marketing. Attention given to communication theory and promotion's re-
lation to mass and interpersonal communication. Factors affecting the promotional
decision-making process are explored, and promotion as a competitive tool is exam-
ined. Preq: MKT301.
424, 624 Sales Management 3(3,0) A comprehensive examination of the planning, im-
plementation, and control of professional sales organizations. Preq: MKT 301.
425, 625 Retail Management 3(3,0) Retailing is studied from a decision-making ap-
proach. Topics covered include target market analysis, location analysis merchandis-
ing, human resources, pricing, and promotion. Preq: ACCT 202 and MKT 301; or con-
sent of instructor.
426, 626 Business Marketing 3(3,0) Study and £malysis of the problems and approaches
to the marketing of goods and services to commercial enterprises, governments, and
nonprofit organizations. Emphasis is placed upon developing strategic responses to
market opportimities given competitive behavior. Preq: MKT 301.
427, 627 International Marketing 3(3,0) Study of marketing from the international
point of view. Emphasis will be placed upon the necessary modification of marketing
thinking and practice for foreign markets due to individual environmental differences.
Preq: MKT 301.
428, 628 Services Marketing 3(3,0) Exploration and study of the nature of service organ-
izations and the principles which guide the marketing of their products. Emphasis
will be placed upon a marketing mix that is fundamentally different than that found in
traditional goods marketing. Preq: MKT 301 or consent of instructor.
429, 629 Public and Nonprofit Marketing 3(3,0) Examines the role and application of
marketing in public and nonprofit settings. Focuses on a conceptual understanding of
the marketing discipline and marketing processes and shows how basic concepts and
principles of marketing are applicable to public and nonprofit organizations. Preq:
MKT 301 or consent of instructor.
430, 630 Marketing Product Management 3(3,0) Management of the firm's product or
service offerings. Topics include new product screening, evaluation and development;
product line and mix analysis, abandonment decisions, brand manager's role, new
product development department, and other. Emphasis on decision making. Preq:
MKT 301 and MA SC 310; or consent of instructor.
431, 631 Marketing Research 3(3,0) Research used in marketing decision making.
Primary emphasis on methods and techniques used in planning, collection, process-
ing and utilization of information. Topics include research design, sources of infor-
mation, questionnaire design, sampling, data collection and data analysis. Preq:
MKT 301, MTHSC 301, and MA SC 310; or consent of instructor.
432, 632 Quantitative Marketing Analysis 3(3,0) Practical application of advanced data
analysis techniques. Topics include advanced regression, factor analysis, multidi-
mensional scaling, cluster analysis, conjoint analysis, game theory, mathematical
programming, and simulation models. Preq: MKT 431 and MTHSC 203 or 301; or con-
sent of instructor.
437, 637 Global Marketing Strategies 3(3,0) Investigation of the importance of market-
ing strategy planning for the global marketer. Relevant and complex factors which
vary in different global environments will be identified and analyzed. Preq: MKT
427.
438, 638 Technical Marketing 3(3,0) Integration of theories and research from business
marketing, personal selling, and product management as applied to the marketing of
advanced technology products and services. Original investigation of assigned pro-
jects, and indepth case studies will be emphasized. Preq: MKT 301, 426, and 3 addi-
tional hours of marketing courses; or consent of instructor.
450, 650 Marketing Management 3(3,0) Application of marketing constructs in the
analysis and solution of marketing problems. Emphasis is placed on information sys-
tems, data analysis, and critical-thinking skills in solving marketing problems in a
wide range of managerial decision areas including, but not limited to, new product de-
velopment, pricing, advertising, personal selling, channels and international market-
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ing. Preq: MKT 301 and 6 hours of 400-level marketing courses, or consent of instruc-
tor.
(L
I
495, 695 Selected Topics 3(3,0) In-depth examination of timely topics in marketing.
May be repeated for credit as topics vary. Preq: MKT 301 or consent of instructor.
499 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0) Directed readings or independent research in selected »-
marketing areas. Topics must be selected and proposed by student. Proposals must be |l^
approved by instructor. May be repeated for a maximum of 3 credits. Preq: MKT 301,
302 and consent of instructor.
MATERIALS ENGINEERING (MAT E) [l_
Professors: C. C. Fain. J. G. Goree, H. J. Rack, G. C Robinson, J. 8. Wolf; Associate
Professor: J. M. Kennedy, E. C. Skaar; Assistant Professor: M. Grujicic
304 Metallographic Analysis 3( 1,6) Laboratory exercises will acquaint the student with §
typical industrial and research metallographic techniques involving specimen prepar- ^
ation and scientific photography. Standard and specialized laboratory equipment will
be introduced and used with emphasis on relating metallographic observations to ma-
terial properties.
405, 605 Physical Metallury 3(3,0) Comprehensive treatment of electron theory, latice
defects, diffusion, solutions and phase equilibria, phase transformations, creep and
fracture applied to metals and simple alloys, with emphasis on structure-property re-
lationships. Preq: CR K 310. k
420, 620 Introduction to Mechanical Metallurgy 3(3,0) Introduction to the elastic and
plastic response of metals to pressure. Topics include the mechanisms and conse-
quences involving ductility, brittleness, crystallography, fatigue, and creep. Preq: CR E r
3 10 or equivalent. f^
422, 622 Introduction to Chemical Metallurgy 3(3,0) Application of structural and phys-
ical chemistry concepts to metallurgical systems. F^mphasis is placed upon problem
solving by both numerical and graphical methods. Major topics include bonding, in-
termetallic bonding, intermetallic compounds, solid solutions, and heterogeneous
equilibria. Preq: CR E 310 or equivalent; CH 331.
424, 624 Introduction to Extractive Metallurgy 3(3,0) Introduction to the economics,
techniques, and theory of extracting metals from their ores. Emphasis is placed upon li
the chemistry and mechanics of extraction through problems involving efliciencies '^
and yields of various metallurgical processes. Preq: CR E 310 or equivalent. Coreq:
CH 331.
450, 650 Special Topics in Materials Engineering 1-4(0-4,12-0) Comprehensive study ofa 11
topic of current interest in the field of materials engineering. May be taken for credit
'
more than one time. Preq: Consent of instructor.
461, 661 Nonferrous Metallurgy 3(3,0) Addresses the nonferrous metals of major struc- .r-
tural and industrial importance including aluminum, copper, nickel, and titanium- l|^
base alloys. The industrial operations of extraction, alloying and thermomechanical
processing are related first to the resultant microstructures and subsequently to the
engineering properties and applications of these alloys. Preq: CR E 310 or equivalent
training. I
462, 662 Ferrous MetaUmrgy 3(2,3) Emphasizes the industrial processing of cast irons,
carbon steels and specialty steels with special regard to their response to heat treat-
ment. The relationship between microstructure and mechanical properties is empha- li
sized. Laboratory sections emphasize the effects of bulk and surface treatment meth-
ods upon mechanical properties. Preq: CR E 310 or equivalent training.
464, 664 Industrial Corrosion of Metals 3(3,0) Emphasizes the technical aspects of cor-
rosion as they affect various industrial and manufacturing operations. The eight bas-
ic types of metallic corrosion are identified and discussed in terms of both plant opera-
tion parameters and fundamental electrochemical cell reactions. Techniques used to
control corrosion are discussed. Preq: CR E 310 or equivalent and a first course in
thermodynamics.
8(X) Seminar in Materials Research 1(1,0)
r
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820 Deformation Mechanisms in Solids 3(3,0)
822 Chemical Metallurgy 3(3,0)
824 Extractive MetaUurgy 3(3,0)
826 Phase Equilibria in Materials Systems 3(3,0)
827 Kinetics ofPhase Transformation 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES (MTHSC)
Professors: K. Alam, J. V. Brawley, Jr., F. M. Cholewinski, P. M. Bearing, R. E.
Fennell, W. R. Hare, Jr., R. E. Raymond, P. T. Holmes, R. E. Jamison, J. P. Jarvis, C.
D. Jeffries, J. W. Kenelly, J. D. Key, M. M. Kostreva, R. C. Laskar, D. R. LaTorre. R.
F. Ling, J. K. Luedeman, W. F. Moss HI, P. R. Nelson, T. G. Proctor, J. A. Reneke, R.
D. Ringeisen, Head; W. H. Ruckle, D. R. Shier, K. T. Wallenius, D. D. Warner;
Associate Professors: W. P. Adams, A. K. Bose, J. R. Brannan, C. L. Cox, A. S.
Cover. V. J. Ervin, J. C. Harden, Jr.. P. C. Kiessler, C. B. Russell, H. F. Senter, K.
Seo, F. E. Sullivan; Assistant Professors: I. B. Fetta, K. B. Kulasekera, J. G. LaTorre,
J. H. Nicholson, B. A. Novick, J. K. Peterson, M. J. Saltzman, M. M.
Wiecek-Walkawiak, C. L. Williams, H. Zhang-Sun; Lecturers: P. F. Garner, C. R.
Harris; Visiting Associate Professor: J. R. Sullivan; Visiting Assistant Professor: X.
H. Sun
101 Finite Probability 3(3,0) Topics include probability, discrete random variables, and
probability distributions. May not be taken by students who have successfully complet-
ed MTHSC 301. Preq: A satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level U (Stan-
dard) or consent of instructor.
102 Introduction to Mathematical Analysis 3(3,0) An intuitive approach to the concepts
and applications of calculus. Topics include functions and graphing, differentiation,
and integration. Applications from social, biological, and management sciences are
presented. Not open to those receiving credit for MTHSC 106. Preq: A satisfactory
score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard) or consent of instructor.
104 College Algebra 3(3,1) Basic course in college algebra designed to prepare students
for more advanced courses in finite probability, mathematical analysis, and elemen-
tary statistics. Fundamental concepts of algebra, algebraic equations and inequalities,
functions and graphs will be studied. Students who have received credit for MTHSC
102 or 105 or 106 will not be allowed to enroll in or receive credit for MTHSC 104.
105 Precalculus 5(5,1) Extensive treatment of topics chosen to prepare students for the
study of calculus. Special emphasis is given to polynomial, rational, exponential, loga-
rithmic and trigonometric functions and their graphs, as well as basic and analytic
trigonometry. Students who have received credit for MTHSC 102 or 104 or 106 will not
be allowed to enroll in or receive credit for MTHSC 105.
106, H106 Calculus of One Variable I 4(4,0) Topics include analytic geometry, introduc-
tion to derivatives, computation and application of derivatives, integrals, exponential
and logarithm functions. Preq: MTHSC 105, or a satisfactory score on the Mathemat-
ics Test, Level II (Standard) or consent of instructor.
108, H108 Calculus of One Variable II 4(4,0) Topics include infinite series, limits, dif-
ferentiation and techniques of integration. Preq: MTHSC 106.
109 Algebra and Trigonometry for Teachers 3(3,0) Unified course in algebra and trigo-
nometry. Complex number system, functions, graphs, solving equations and inequali-
ties, trigonometry, sequences, series, combinations, and permutations. A refresher
course for teachers assigned to teach in a schools college preparatory program. En-
rollment limited to inservice teachers.
110 Analytic Geometry for Teachers 3(3,0) Algebraic techniques applied to geometry;
lines, conic sections and their graphs; transformations of coordinates; general second-
degree equations; parametric equations; polar coordinates. Restricted to inservice
teachers. Preq: MTHSC 109 or equivalent.
115 Contemporary Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers 1 3(3,0) Logic, sets.
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and the properties of the counting numbers, numeration systems. Open to Elementary
Education majors only. Preq: Consent of instructor.
116 Contemporary Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers II 3(3,0) Continuation
of MTHSC 115. Subtraction, properties of the integers, elementary number theory, ra-
tional number system, real number system. Open to Elementary Education majors
only. Preq: MTHSC 115 or consent of instructor.
119 Introduction to Discrete Methods 3(3,0) Topics normally will include elementary
logic and methods of proof; sets, functions, and relations; graphs and trees; combina-
torial circuits and Boolean Albegra. Preq: Satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test,
Level II (Standard).
129 Problem Solving in Discrete Mathematics 3(2,2) A problem-solving approach to
learning mathematics will be applied to topics in modem discrete mathematics. Typi-
cal selection of topics will include logic and proof, sets, relations, functions, mathe-
matical induction, graphs and trees, counting techniques, recurrence equations. For
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts majors in Mathematical Sciences only. Cred-
it may not be received for both MTHSC 1 19 and 129. Preq: MTHSC 106.
203 Elementary Statistical Inference 3(3,0) Survey course in fundamental statistical
principles with applications. Topics include estimation, tests of hypotheses, regres-
sion and correlation, analysis of variance, and nonparametric statistics. May not be
taken by students who have passed MTHSC 301. Preq: MTHSC 101.
206, H206 Calculus of Several Variables 4(4,0) Topics include real valued functions of
several variables, multiple integration, differential calculus of functions of several var-
iables, vector field theory. Preq: MTHSC 108.
207 Multivariable Calculus 3(3,0) Introduction to the calculus of several variables, dif-
ferential calculus and optimization of several variables, multiple integrals. Topics
from the management sciences will be used to illustrate the above concepts. May not ^
be taken by students who have passed MTHSC 206. Preq: MTHSC 102, or 106 with con-
sent of instructor.
208, H208 Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations 4(4,0) Introduction to the f_
study of differential equations and their application to physical problems. Topics in-
clude exact, series, and numerical solutions; solutions by means of Laplace trans-
forms; and solutions of systems of differential equations. Preq: MTHSC 206.
210 Applied Matrix Algebra 3(3,0) Introduction to the basic principles of matrix alge-
bra with applications to the behavioral and managerial sciences. The major areas of
application will include linear programming, directed graphs, and game theory.
Preq: MTHSC 101 and 102 or 106.
215 Algebra for Elementary School Teachers 3(3,0) Linear equations and linear ine-
qualities in one variable, functions and graphs, systems of linear equations and linear
inequalities, quadratic equations, complex number system. Finite number systems,
algebraic structures. Open to Elementary Education majors only. Preq: MTHSC 216.
216 Geometry for Elementary School Teachers 3(3,0) An informal treatment of the bas-
ic concepts of geometry. Open to Elementary Education majors only. Preq: MTHSC
116 or consent of instructor.
231 Mathematics of Life Insurance 3(3,0) Introduction to the basic mathematics of fi-
nance and life insurance. Topics include compound interest, annuities certain, mor-
tality tables, life annuities, net premiums, net level reserves, modified reserves, non-
forfeiture values and dividends.
232 Actuarial Science Seminar I 1(1,0) Problem-solving seminar designed to prepare
the student for the Society of Actuaries Examination I (General Mathematics). Preq:
MTHSC 206.
250 Introduction to Mathematical Sciences 1(1,0) Lectures and discussions on the
mathematical sciences disciplines: Applied Mathematics, Computing Science, Core
Mathematics, Management Science, Operations Research, and Statistics. Preq:
MTHSC 106.
301, H301 Statistical Theory and Methods I 3(3,0) Principal topics include elementary
probability theory, discrete and continuous random variables, expected values, normal
>
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distribution, chi-square distribution, t-distribution, F-distribution, tests of hypotheses,
point and interval estimation, curve fitting. Preq: MTHSC 106 or 207 or 210.
308 College Geometry 3(3,0) Theorems and concepts more advanced than those of high
school geometry. A treatment of the various properties of the triangle, including the
notable points, lines, and circles associated with it. Preq: MTHSC 106.
311, H311 Linear Algebra 3(3,0) Introduction to the algebra of matrices, vector spaces,
polynomials, and Hnear transformations. Preq: MTHSC 108 or consent of instructor.
360 Intermediate Mathematical Computing 3(3,0) Continuing study of mathematical
computing using the FORTRAN language. Emphasis on subroutine computation
with applications to problems in science and engineering. Preq: CP SC 110 or consent
of instructor.
400, H400, 600 Theory of Probability 3(3,0) Principal topics include combinatorial theo-
ry, probability axioms, random variables, expected values; special discrete and contin-
uous distributions, jointly distributed random variables, correlation, conditional ex-
pectation, law of large numbers, central limit theorem. Preq: MTHSC 206 or consent
of instructor.
401, H401, 601 Statistical Methodology 3(3,0) Probability-based treatment of statistical
methods. Topics include point and interval estimation, hypothesis testing, analysis of
variance, regression and correlation, analysis of categorical data, and distribution-
free procedures. Preq: MTHSC 311 and 400.
403, H403, 603 Introduction to Statistical Theory 3(3,0) Principal topics include sam-
pling distributions, point and interval estimation, maximum likelihood estimators,
method of moments, least squares estimators, tests of hypotheses, likelihood ratio
methods, regression and correlation analysis, introduction to analysis of variance.
Preq: MTHSC 400 or equivalent.
405. 605 Statistical Theory and Methods II 3(3,0) Principal topics include simple linear
regression, multiple regression and correlation analysis, one-way analysis of vari-
ance, multiple comparison, multifactor analysis of variance, experimental design.
Computation and interpretation of results are facilitated through use of statistical
computer packages. Preq: MTHSC 301.
406. 606 SampUng Theory and Methods 3(3,0) Probability-based treatment of sampling
methodology. Theory and application of estimation techniques will be treated using
simple and stratified random sampling, cluster sampling, and systematic sampling.
Coreq: MTHSC 401.
407, 607 Regression and Time-Series Analysis 3(3,0) Theory and application of the re-
gression and time series. Approaches to empirical model building and data analysis
are treated. Computation and interpretation of results are facilitated through the use
of interactive statistical packages. Preq: MTHSC 401.
408, 608 Topics in Geometry 3(3,0) Introduction to topics in special geometries which
include non-Euclidean space concepts such as projective geometry, finite geometries,
and intuitive elementary topology. A brief introduction to vector geometry. Preq:
MTHSC 206.
410 Number Theory 3(3,0) Introduction to the theory of integers and related number
systems. Topics include historical development, principle of mathematical induction,
divisibility, primes, congruences, number-theoretic functions, primitive roots, qua-
dratic residues, and diophantine equations. Preq: MTHSC 108 or consent of instruc-
tor.
412, H412, 612 Introduction to Modem Algebra 3(3,0) Litroduction to the concepts of al-
gebra. Topics included are the number system and the elementary theory of groups,
rings, and fields. Preq: MTHSC 311.
415, H415 Introduction to Topology 3(3,0) Introduction to point set topology; HausdorflF,
regular and normal spaces; metric, connected and compact spaces; continuous map-
pings and homeomorphisms. Preq: MTHSC 206.
419, H419, 619 Discrete Mathematical Structures I 3(3,0) This course applies theoreti-
cal concepts of sets, functions, binary relations, graphs. Boolean algebras, proposition-
al logic, semigroups, groups, homomorphisms, and permutation groups to computer
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458, 658 Applied Mathematics II 3(3,0) Continuation of MTHSC 457. Preq: MTHSC
457.
460, 660 Introduction to Numerical Analysis I 3(3,0) Introduction to the problems of
numerical analysis emphasizing computational procedures and application. Topics
include sources of error and conditioning, matrix methods, systems of linear equa-
tions, nonlinear equations, interpolation gmd approximation by splines, polynominals,
and trigonometric functions. Preq: MTHSC 206 or 207 and 360 or eqivalent.
461, 661 Introduction to Numerical Analysis II 3(3,0) Continuation ofMTHSC 460. Or-
dinary differential equations, boundary value problems, functional approximation, nu-
L
characteristics and design, words over a finite alphabet and concatenation, binary
group codes, and other communication or computer problems. Preq: MTHSC 311.
420, 620 Discrete Mathematical Structures II 3(3,0) This course applies graph theory,
ring and field theory, cardinality of sets, and difference equations of Nim games and
other perfect information games, transport networks, shortest route problems, polyno-
mial codes, Bose-Chandhuri-Hoquenghem codes, machine computability, mathemati-
cal linguistics, and different codes. Preq: MTHSC 412, 419, or consent of instructor.
425, H425 Orthogonal Functions and Boundary Value Problems 3(3,0) Continuation of
MTHSC 208. Introduction to Fourier Series, numerical methods, partial differential
equations, and certain special functions is given. Preq: MTHSC 208. I
432 Actuarial Science Seminar II 1(1,0) Problem-solving seminar designed to prepare
the student for the Society of Actuaries Examination 2 (probability and statistics).
Preq: MTHSC 403 may be taken concurrently or consent of instructor.
434, 634 Advanced Engineering Mathematics 3(3,0) Fourier series, Laplace and Fouri-
er transform and numerical methods for solving initial value and boundary-value
problems in partial differential equations are developed. Applications to diffusion
wave and Dirichelet problems are given. Matrix methods and special functions are
utilized. Preq: MTHSC 208.
435, H435, 635 Complex Variables 3(3,0) Elementary functions. Differentiation and in-
tegration of analytic functions. Taylor and Laurent series. Contour integration and
residue theory. Conformal mapping. Schwartz-Christoffel transformation. Preq:
MTHSC 206.
440, H440, 640 Linear Programming 3(3,0) Introduction to linear programming cover-
ing the simplex algorithm, duality, sensitivity analysis, network models, formulation
of models, and the use of simplex codes to solve, interpret, and analyze problems. I
Preq: MTHSC 206, 311, or consent of instructor. ^
441, H441, 641 Introduction to Stochastic Models 3(3,0) Introductory treatment of sto-
chastic processes, finite-state Markov chains, queueing, dynamic programming. Mar- ^
kov decision processes, reliability, decision analysis and simulation. Both theory and P
applications will be stressed. Preq: MTHSC 400.
450 Introduction to Mathematical Models 3(3,0) Study of the modehng process which
will include the translation of practical problems into mathematical models, the solu-
tion of the mathematical models, and the interpretation of the solution back into practi-
cal problems. Examples will be chosen from the physical, biological, social, and man-
agement sciences. Preq: CP SC 110, MTHSC 208. Coreq: MTHSC 401 or consent of
instructor. r
453, H453, 653 Advanced Calculus I 3(3,0) Limits, continuity, and differentiation of
"
functions of one and several variables, the Riemann integral, and vector analysis.
Preq: MTHSC 206.
454, H454, 654 Advanced Calculus II 3(3,0) Continuation ofMTHSC 453. Transforma- E~
tions, multiple integrals, line and surface integrals, infinite sequences and series, and ^
improper integrals.
457, 657 Applied Mathematics I 3(3,0) Formulation and analysis of mathematical mod- r
els of phenomena in the natural sciences. Probabilistic foundations of diffusion theo- %_
ry. Dimensional analysis, scaling, asymptotic series, and perturbation methods. Ex-
amples from biology, classical mechanics, and physical chemistry. Preq: MTHSC
425, 434, or 454.
I
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merical solution of partial differential equations, and Monte Carlo techniques. Preq:
MTHSC 208 and 460 or consent of instructor.
463, H463, 663 Mathematical Analysis I 3(3,0) Basic properties of the real number sys-
tem, sequences and limits; continuous functions, uniform continuity and conver-
gence. Integration, differentiation, functions of several real variables, implicit func-
tion theory. Preq: MTHSC 206.
464, H464, 664 Mathematical Analysis 11 3(3,0) Continuation ofMTHSC 463.
481 Seminar in Mathematics 1-3(1-3,0) Attention will be focused upon mathematical
areas in which nonroutine problems can be posed with comparative ease. Emphasis
will be upon independent study and student use of previously acquired mathematical
skills. Open to students only by invitation for not more than 3 hours credit.
700 Mathematical Computer Applications for Elementary Teachers 3(3,0)
701 Ntimber Systems for the Elementary Grades 3(3,0)
702 Number Systems for the Middle Grades 3(3,0)
703 Modem Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers: Geometry 3(3,0)
705 Modem Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers: Algebra, Probability and
Statistics 3(3,0)
707 Mathematics for Middle School Teachers: Algebra 3(3,0)
709 Mathematics for Middle School Teachers: Geometry 3(3,0)
710 Elementary Calculus from, an Advanced Viewpoint 1 3(3,0)
711 Elementary Calculus from an Advanced Viewpoint 11 3(3,0)
712 Modem Algebraic Concepts 3(3,0)
715 Ordinary Differential Equations with Applications 3(3,0)
719 Discrete Mathematics 3(3,0)
721 Matrix Algebra 1 3(3,0)
722 Matrix Algebra n 3(3,0)
723 Applications of Linear and Modem Algebra 3(3,0)
725 Combinatorial Mathematics for Teachers 3(3,0)
727 Analysis Concepts for Teachers 1 3(3,0)
728 Analysis Concepts for Teachers II 3(3,0)
730 Modem Geometry for Teachers 3(3,0)
731 Non-Euclidean Geometry 3(3,0)
732 Projective Geometry 3(3,0)
741 Introduction to Linear Programming with Applications 3(3,0)
751 Fundamental Concepts of Calculus 1 3(3,0)
761 Probability and Statistics for Teachers 3(3,0)
771 Numerical Methods in Secondary School Mathematics 1 3(3,0)
772 Nimierical Methods in Secondary School Mathematics II 3(3,0)
781 History ofMathematics 3(3,0)
783 Theory ofNumbers 3(3,0)
791 Mathematical Problems in the Curriculiun 3(3,0)
800 Probability 3(3,0)
801 General Linear Hypothesis 1 3(3,0)
802 General Linear Hypothesis II 3(3,0)
803 Stochastic Processes 1 3(3,0)
804 Stochastic Processes H 3(3,0)
805 Data Analysis 3(3,0)
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806 Nonparametric Statistics 3(3,0)
807 Applied Multivariate Analysis 3(3,0)
808 Reliability and Life Testing 3(3,0)
809 Time-Series Analysis, Forecasting and Control 3(3,0)
810 Mathematical Programming 3(3,0)
811 Nonlinear Programming 3(3,0)
812 Discrete Optimization 3(3,0)
813 Advanced Linear Programming 3(3,0)
814 Network Flow in Programming 3(3,0)
816 Network Algorithms and Data Structures 3(3,0)
817 Stochastic Models in Operations Research 1 3(3,0)
818 Stochastic Models in Operations Research U 3(3,0)
819 Multicriteria Optimization 3(3,0)
820 Complementarity Models 3(3,0)
821 Linear Analysis 3(3,0)
822 Measure and Integration 3(3,0)
823 Complex Analysis 1 3(3,0)
824 Complex Analysis n 3(3,0)
825 Introduction to Dynamical Systems Hieory 3(3,0)
826 Partial Differential Equations 3(3,0)
831 Fourier Series 3(3,0)
837 Calculus of Variation and Optimal Control 3(3,0)
841 Applied Mathematics 1 3(3,0)
842 Applied Mathematics II 3(3,0)
850 Computational Problems in EHscrete Structures 3(3,0)
851 Abstract Algebra 1 3(3,0)
852 Abstract Algebra n 3(3,0)
853 Matrix Analysis 3(3,0)
854 Tlieory of Graphs 3(3,0)
855 Combinatorial Analysis 3(3,0)
856 AppUcable Algebra 3(3,0)
860 Introduction to Scientific Computing 3(3,0)
861 Advanced Numerical Analysis 1 3(3,0)
862 Advanced Numerical Analysis H 3(3,0)
863 Digital Models 1 3(3,0) |
864 Digital Models n 3(3,0)
865 Data Structures 3(3,0)
881 Mathematical Statistics 3(3,0) h
882 Monte Carlo Methods 3(3,0)
885 Advanced Data Analysis 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged. |l
892 Master's Project Course 1(0,1)
901 Probability Theory 1 3(3,0)
902 Probability lljeoiyn 3(3,0) ||
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907 Multivariate Analysis 3(3,0)
920 Intinoduction to Harmonic Analysis 3(3,0)
927 Functional Analysis 1 3(3,0)
928 Functional Analysis II 3(3,0)
954 Advanced Graph Theory 3(3,0)
981 Special Topics in Mathematical Statistics 1-3(1-3,0)
982 Special Topics in Analysis 1-3(1-3,0)
983 Special Topics in Computational Analysis 3(3,0)
984 Special Topics in Applied Mathematics 1-3(1-3,0)
985 Special Topics in Algebra 1-3(1-3,0)
986 Special Topics in Convexity 1-3(1-3,0)
987 Special Topics in Numerical Processes 1-3(1-3,0)
988 Special Topics in Operations Research 1-3(1-3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (M E)
Professors: E. H. Bishop, W. E. Castro, M. W. Dixon, R. S. Figliola, J. L. Gaddis, J. G.
Goree, C. O. Huey, Jr., E. H. Law, J. A. Liburdy, F. W. Paul, C. E. Przirembel, Head;
H. J. Rack, J. 8. Wolf, T. Yang; Associate Professors: D. E. Beasley, S. B. Biggers, L.
P. Golan, I. Haque, J. M. Kennedy, N. F. Knight, Jr., R. Kumar, T. Wang; Assistant
Professors: A. Bagchi, M. Grujicic, C. C. Jara-Almonte, J. Jara-Almonte, P. F. Jo-
seph, L. R. Ray, J. B. Riester, D. A. Zumbrunnen; Lecturer: C. K. Roby; Adjunct Pro-
fessor: P. M. Taylor
201 Foundations of Engineering Design 3(3,0) The design process will be introduced,
including methods to stimulate creativity and innovation. Further, basic physical
components of engineering systems will be introduced, in the context of their use in
engineering design. Also included are considerations of design documentation, pat-
ents, professional ethics and nontechnical, nonanalytical contraints in design. Preq:
E G 208 (or concurrent enrollment), ENGR 180, PHYS 122 and Sophomore standing.
204 Manufacturing Processes for Engineering Materials 1 3(3,0) Course deals with the
processing science for metallic and other materials of interest to mechanical engi-
neers. Emphasis is placed upon the interrelations between the structure, processing,
and properties of materials. Preq: E M 201 and Sophomore standing.
208 Numerical Methods in Engineering 3(3,0) Application of undergraduate mathe-
matics and basic engineering principles, with an emphasis on numerical methods in
the solution of engineering problems. Problems will be drawn from dynamics, vibra-
tions, kinematics, thermodynamics, heat transfer, fluid mechanics, electrical cir-
cuits, and other engineering fields. Coreq: MTHSC 208.
H300 Junior Honors Seminar Designed to acquaint students enrolled in the Depart-
mental Honors program with current research activities in the Department of Me-
chanical Engineering. The faculty will provide seminars where research interests are
summarized. These seminars are planned to prepare students in choosing a research
topic for the senior thesis. Preq: Departmental Honors student with Junior stand-
ing.
302 Mechanical Systems and Vibrations 3(3,0) Techniques for developing physical and
mathematical models of mechanical systems are presented with the vibratory behavior
of these systems being stressed. The system response is determined using classical
mathematical analysis methods, simulation, Laplace transforms, and matrix meth-
ods. Preq: E M 202, M E 208, MTHSC 208.
304 Heat Transfer 3(3,0) Heat conduction in the steady and transient states, free and
forced convection, radiation, combined modes, boiling and condensation. Analytical
and numerical solutions to engineering heat transfer problems are emphasized. Preq:
M E 208 and 311 or equivalent, MTHSC 208.
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306 Fundamentals of Machine Design 3(3,0) Introduction to failure theory, fatigue
analysis, and energy methods for deflection analysis. Integration of these topics with
selected portions of mechanics of materials and application of them to the design and
analysis of machine elements. Preq: E M 304.
310 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3(3,0) Introduction to thermodynamics and
heat transfer for nonmajors: Properties of liquids and gases, first and second law
analysis, introduction to cycles for power and refrigeration, heat flow by conduction
and radiation, and convective heat flow and heat exchangers. Preq: Junior standing
in an Engineering curriculum.
311, H311 Engineering Thermodynamics I 3(3,0) First and second laws of thermody-
namics applied to engineering systems. Properties of the ideal and real gases and va-
pors. Processes and introduction to power and refrigeration cycles. Preq: MTHSC
208, PHYS 221, Junior standing.
312 Engineering Thermodynamics II 3(3,0) Continuation ofM E 311. Gas power cy- '
cles, thermodynamic relations, compressibility charts, mixtures and psychrometrics,
combustion, and introduction to equilibrium. Preq: ME 311.
313 Instrumentation and Measurements 3(2,3) Principles of measurements, instru- r
ment accuracy, and performance characteristics. Modern instrumentation for meas- i^
uring both static and djoiamic pressure, temperature, fluid flow, speed, power, force,
acceleration, etc. Uncertainty analysis, curve fitting, and technical report writing.
Analog and digital computer methods for engineering experimentation. Preq: E C E
307, M E 302, Junior standing.
400 Senior Seminar 1(1,0) Seminars address the problems to be encountered by engi-
neering graduates in professional practice. Invited lecturers as well as faculty provide
the lectures and demonstrations. Preq: Senior standing.
402 Internship in Engineering Design 3(1,6) Student is given the opportunity to apply
creatively his general knowledge of engineering in the solution of an open-ended de-
sign problem involving engineering systems, machines, or devices. The source of the
problem is external to the University and the student's progress in its solution is moni-
tored and evaluated by a faculty jury. Preq: Senior standing.
403 Manufacturing Processes for Engineering Materials II 3(2,3) This course deals
primarily with the processing and manufacturing of products from metals, polymers,
and composites of interest to mechanical engineers. Emphasis is placed upon the ana-
lytical aspects of processing. Preq: M E 204, 306 and Senior standing.
405 Kinematics and Dynamics of Machinery I 3(3,0) Graphical, analytical, and nu-
merical techniques are used in the dynamic analysis and synthesis of machines. Em-
phasis on the application of these analysis techniques to planar linkages. Preq: E M
202 and Senior standing.
407, 607 Applied Heat Transfer 3(3,0) Application oriented extension ofM E 304, consid-
ering topics in transient conduction, flow of fluids, energy exchange by radiation, and
mass transfer. Applications in heat-exchanger design with emphasis on economics
and variation of operating conditions from the design point. Preq: M E 304 and con-
sent of instructor.
409 Design of Thermal/Fluid Systems 3(3,0) A project-oriented design course in the ar-
eas of fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and thermodynamics. Preq: M E 304, 312, and
E M 320.
410, 610 Fracture and Fatigue Control in Engineering Structures 3(3,0) Phenomena of
static fracture and dynamic (fatigue) failure are investigated qualitatively and quantit-
atively. Design approaches for preventing these types of failures are presented, includ-
ing fracture mechanics, strain-life (C-N) and stress-life (S-N) methods. Preq: M E 306
or equivalent.
411, 611 Gas Power Systems 3(3,0) Study of the effects of variation in specific heat, some
fundamentals of compressible flow, combustion process, and chemical dissociation.
The theoretical and actual processes associated with the gas turbine, thermal jet,
thermal rocket, and spark ignition and compression ignition engines are
analyzed. Preq: M E 312.
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413 Thermal Systems Laboratory 1(0,3) Experimental investigations in such areas as
internal combustion engines, air-conditioning, refrigeration, steam turbines, steam
condensers, etc. Preq: M E 304, 312, 313.
414 Mechanical Systems Laboratory 1(0,3) Investigations of natural phenomena aris-
ing within the areas of dynamics, vibrations, and elasticity. Experiments include ftic-
tion, photoelasticity, critical speed of shafts, frequency response, and others. Preq:
E M 304, M E 313. Coreq: M E 405.
415, H415 Undergraduate Research 1-3 Individual research projects to be conducted
under the direct supervision and guidance of a faculty member. May be repeated for a
maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
416 Control of Mechanical Systems 3(3,0) Physical modeling and feedback principles
are presented for control of mechanical systems. Transient response, root locus and
frequency response principles are applied to the control of basic mechanical systems
such as electric motors, fluid tanks, or thermal processes. PID control laws are em-
phasized. Preq: M E 302, 313 (or concurrent enrollment).
417, 617 Control Systems Design 3(2,1) Analytical, simulation, and experimental meth-
ods are applied to control system design. Fundamentals of linear state variable and
computer-control systems are introduced. Laboratory emphasis is placed on control-
systems performance measurement, and control-system implementation including
sensors and actuators. Preq: M E 416 or consent of instructor.
418, 618 Finite Element Analysis of Mechanical Engineering Systems 3(3,0) Introduc-
tion to the finite element method. Conventional and isoparametric elements. Numeri-
cal integration. Applications to heat transfer, fluid flow, and solids. Introduction to
time-dependent and nonlinear solution methods. Preq: Senior standing in Engineer-
ing.
420, 620 Energy Sources and Their Utilization 3(3,0) Covers the availability and use of
energy sources such as fossil fuels, solar (direct and indirect) and nuclear. Addresses
energy density and constraints to use (technical and economic) for each source. Preq:
ME 312.
421, 621 Introduction to Compressible Flow 3(3,0) Introductory concepts to compressi-
ble flow. Methods of treating one-dimensional gas dynamics including flow in nozzles
and diffusers, normal shocks, moving and oblique shocks, Prandtl-Meyer Flow, Fanno
Flow, Rayleigh Flow, and reaction propulsion systems. Preq: E M 320, M E 311.
422, 622 Design of Gas Turbines 3(3,0) Guiding principles in gas turbine cycles are re-
viewed. Turbine and compressor design procedures and performance prediction for
both axial and radial flow machines are presented. Methods of design of rotary heat-
exchangers and retrofitting gas turbine for regenerative operation are presented. De-
sign projects are used to illustrate the procedures. Preq: E M 320, Senior standing.
423, 623 Introduction to Aerodynamics 3(3,0) Basic theories of aerodynamics are pre-
sented with the purpose of accurately predicting the aerodynamic forces and moments
which act on a vehicle in flight. Preq: E M 320, Senior standing.
425, 625 Kinematics and Dynamics of Machinery II 3(3,0) Graphical, analytical, and
numerical techniques are used in the dynamic analysis and synthesis of machines.
Emphasis on the application of the analysis techniques to cams, gears, and other
mechanisms. Preq: M E 405.
429, 629 Thermal Environmental Control 3(3,0) Mechanical vapor compression refrig-
eration cycles, refrigerants, thermoelectrical cooling systems, cryogenics, thermody-
namic properties of air, psychometric charts, heating and cooling coils, solar radia-
tion, heating and cooling loads, insulation systems. Preq: M E 312.
431 Applied Fluids Engineering 3(3,0) Applications-oriented course in industrial fluids
engineering, primarily directed toward the analysis and design of piping systems and
components for liquid and gas flow. Topics include friction factors, head loss, flow ca-
pacities, piping networks, flow measurement, pumps, control valves, and hydraulic
and pneumatic components. Preq: E M 320, M E 313.
453, 653 Dynamic Performance of Vehicles 3(3,0) Introduces techniques for analyzing
the dynamic behavior of vehicles. Types of vehicles to be considered will be chosen
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from aircraft, surface ships, automobiles and trucks, railway vehicles, and magneti-
cally levitated vehicles. Preq: M E 208 and 302.
454, 654 Design of Machine Elements 3(3,0) Design of common machine elements in-
cluding clutches, brakes, bearings, springs, and gears. Optimization techniques and
numerical methods are employed as appropriate. Preq: M E 208, 306, or consent of in-
structor.
455, 665 Design for Computer-Automated Manufacturing 3(3,0) Concepts of product
and process design for automated manufacturing are considered. Topics include
product design for automated manufacturing, product design for assembly, automat-
ing parts production, computer machine automation, use of industrial robots, comput-
er hierachy for manufacturing and control, and concepts of flexible product manufac-
ture. Preq: M E 204, 306, or consent of instructor.
456, 656 (E C E) Design and Application of Industrial Robots 3(3,0) Considers the me-
chanics and control of industrial robots and their application to manufacturing prob-
lems. Topics covered include robot geometry, kinematics, and dynamics; servomech-
anisms, control and process application; programming; and integration into
manufacturing applications. Preq: M E 416 or consent of instructor.
459, 659 Materials Selection in Design 3(3,0) Introduction to the systematic materials
selection process with emphasis of metallic materials for specific applications. Poly-
meric, ceramic, and composite materials will also be considered. Case studies will be
the primary mode of instruction, supplemented with laboratory demonstrations. Preq:
M E 306 or consent of instructor.
460, 660 Deformation Processing 3(3,0) Processing for shape change and property con-
trol by plastic deformation are considered. Criteria controlling the interaction of metal
flow, tooling, and product configuration/performance are developed. Preq: M E 403 or
consent of instructor.
493,693 Selected Topics in Mechanical Engineering 1-6 Study of topics not found in
other courses. Preq: Consent of instructor.
701 Applications of Engineering Analysis 3(3,0)
801 Foundations of Fluid Mechanics 3(3,0)
807 Mechanical Systems 3(3,0)
810 Macroscopic TTiermodynamics 3(3,0)
811 Gas Dynamics 3(3,0)
812 Experimental Methods in Thermal Science 3(2,2)
814 Concepts of Turbulent Flow 3(3,0)
815 (PHYS) Statistical Thermodynamics 1 3(3,0)
816 Energy Conversion 3(3,0)
817 Combustion Theory 3(3,0)
819 Computational Methods in Thermal Sciences 3(3,0)
820Modem Control Engineering 3(3,0)
821 Advanced Control Engineering 3(3,0)
822 Computer Control ofAutomated Machines 3(3,0)
830 Conduction Heat Transfer 3(3,0)
831 Convective Heat Transfer 3(3,0)
832 Radiative Heat Transfer 3(3,0)
833 Heat Transfer with Change ofPhase 3(3,0)
841 Advanced Mechanical Engineering Design 1 3(3,0)
842 Advanced Mechanical EIngineering Design II 3(3,0)
843 Nonlinear Dynamics ofMechnical Systems 3(3,0)
844 Random Vibrations: Theory and Measiu^ment 3(3,0)
Medical Technolo^ 307
845 Vibration ofContinuous Media 3(3,0)
851 Tribology 3(3,0)
854 (E C E) Analysis of Robotic Systems 3(3,0)
859 (E C E) Intelligent Robotic Systems 3(3,0)
890 Engineering Project 1-3(03-9)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
893 Selected Topics in Mechanical Engineering l-6( 1-6,0)
930 Advanced Topics in Heat Transfer 1-6(1-6,0)
931 Advanced Topics in Fluid Mechanics 3(3,0)
932 Advanced Topics in Tliermodynamics 3(3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (M T)
Coordinator: M. V. Ruppert
Anderson Memorial Hospital Adjunct Professor: A. S. Hollingsworth, Jr.; Adjunct
Assistant Professor: G. L. Huff
McLeod Regional Medical Center (Florence) Adjunct Associate Professor: V. Hyman;
Adjunct Assistant Professor: V. T. Anderson
101 Introduction to Medical Technology 1(1,0) Introduction to the operation and prac-
tices in a medical laboratory. This course is designed to integrate the academic year
with the clinical year. Included will be lectures on current laboratory practices, a visit
to a modern medical laboratory, current training of laboratory personnel and semi-
nars on areas of specialization.
401 Immunology 3(2,4) Presents the principles of serology and immunology and the
tests utilizing these principles to detect abnormalities helpful in the diagnosis of dis-
ease. Preq: Senior standing in Medical Technology and enrollment in a clinical pro-
gram.
402 Clinical Microbiology 8(4,11) Principles of microbiology: bacteriology, mycology, vi-
rology, and parasitology. Emphasis is placed on human pathogenic organisms, using
both fresh and prepared organisms. Preq: Senior standing in Medical Technology
and enrollment in a clinical program.
403 Hematology and Hemostasis 5(3,7) Information on blood as a tissue, the theory of
hematological and hemostasis (coagulation) tests, factors that affect test reliability.
Knowledge of blood dyscraseas. Skill in the performance of hematological and hemo-
stasis tests is emphasized and the use of automation techniques is covered. Preq: Sen-
ior standing in Medical Technology and enrollment in a clinical program.
404 Blood Bank 4(2,6) History and principles of blood-group systems and methods of
cross matching. Selection, pretesting, and bleeding of donors and processing of blood
for transfusions, including component therapy. Preq: Senior standing in Medical
Technology and enrollment in a clinical program.
407 Urinalysis 2(1,3) Study of renal function together with principles of urine analysis
and anatomy of the urinary system. Emphasis is placed on laboratory procedures and
their utilization to detect abnormalities helpful in the diagnosis of disease. Preq: Sen-
ior standing in Medical Technology and enrollment in a clinical program.
408 Clinical Chemistry 10(6,14) Chemical principles as applied to the analysis of bio-
chemical substances and to physiological processes of clinical importance. Emphasis
is placed on the chemistry of blood and urine. Advanced laboratory instruments, sta-
tistical analysis, and quality control concepts are covered. Preq: Senior standing in
Medical Technology and enrollment in a clinical program.
491 Special Topics in Medical Technology 2(1,4) Some or all of the following topics will
be covered during the clinical experience: cell physiology, educational principles, la-
boratory management, scientific reports, research problems, etc. The manner in
which the accredited hospital administers the special topics will vary somewhat due to
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the institutional difierences. Preq: Senior standing in Medical Technology and enroll-
ment in a clinical program.
495 Medical Technology Clinical Studies 0-17 General enrollment course for students
in hospital phase. Specific medical technology credits awarded at end of clinical year.
Preq: Senior standing in Medical Technology.
MICROBIOLOGY (MICRO)
Professors: O. W. Barnett, Jr., S. S. Hayasaka, E. L. Kline, L. L. Larcom, J. W. Law-
son, Jr., M. J. B. Paynter, Head; T. E. Schwedler, F. J. Stutzenberger; Associate Pro-
fessors: S. F. Barefoot, T. A. Hughes; Adjunct Associate Professor: R. J. Brooker; Ad-
junct Professor: E. J. Brandt
100 Microbes and Human AfTairs 1(1,0) An explanation of the roles of microorganisms
in today's world and the significance of microbes to the future of mankind.
205 Introductory Microbiology 4(3,3) Basic concepts of microbiology are introduced
through classroom and laboratory experiences. Emphasis is on practical applications
in various areas of importance to man. Recommended for students not majoring in a
biological science. Not open to Microbiology majors. Preq: CH 101 and 102, BIOL 103.
305, 605 General Microbiology 4(3,3) Morphology, physiology, classification, distribu-
tion, and cultivation of microorganisms and health. Preq: Introductory biology, CH
101. 102, or 112.
400, 600 Public Health Microbiology 3(3,0) Epidemiology of transmissible diseases in-
cluding pathogenic characteristics of the infectious organism, modes of transmission,
mechanism of infection, diagnostic aids, effective treatments, immunizing procedures
and methods of preventing infection. Preq: MICRO 305.
401, H401, 601 Advanced Bacteriology 4(2,6) Metabolism, nutrition, growth, and death
of bacteria; microbiological assays and industrial fermentation; emphasis on laborato-
ry procedures for the identification of the more common taxonomic groups. Preq: CH
201 or 223, 227, MICRO 305.
403, 603 Marine Microbiology 3(2,3) Discussion of the microbes that inhabit the marine
environment, their peculiar physiological traits, and contributions to the ecology of
oceans. Preq: MICRO 305, Organic Chemistry.
407, H407, 607 Food and Dairy Microbiology 4(3,3) Physical-chemical factors limiting
survival and growth of microorganisms during processing and manufacturing of food
and dairy products. Standard methods for enumerating and identifying indicator bac-
teria, yeasts, molds and microbes producing food and foodborne illness. Starter cul-
tures, fungal toxins, microbial cell injury and standards for food and dairy prod-
ucts. Preq: BIOCH 210 or CH 201 or 223, MICRO 305.
410, H410, 610 Soil Microbiology 3(2,3) Role of microorganisms in the decomposition of
organic substances, transformation of nitrogen and mineral substances in the soil; in-
terrelationships between higher plants and microorganisms; importance of microor-
ganisms in soil fertility. Preq: MICRO 305.
411, H411, 611 Pathogenic Bacteriology 4(3,3) Study of pathogenic bacteria, their mor-
phology, cultural requirements and classification; diagnostic tests, methods of diffe-
rentiation, and the disease caused. Preq: MICRO 305.
412, H412, 612 Bacterial Physiology 4(3,3) Consideration of the cytology, physiology,
metabolism, and genetics of bacteria. Included will be studies of growth and death, re-
production and mutation, nutrition and metabolic pathways, regulatory mechanisms,
and effects of environment. Preq: CH 224, MICRO 305, one semester of biochemistry,
or consent of instructor.
413, H413, 613 Industrial Microbiology 3(2,3) Microbial aspects of large-scale processes
for the production of foods, antibiotics, enzymes, fine chemicals, and beverages. Topics
include strain selection, culture maintenance, biosynthetic pathways, continuous cul-
tivation and production of single cell protein. Preq: MICRO 305.
414, H414, 614 Basic Immunology 3(2,3) Consideration of the nature, production, and
function of basic immune responses in animals. Procedures and mechanisms of anti-
gen-antibody and other immune reactions. Preq: MICRO 305, Organic Chemistry.
Microbiolop^ 309
415, H415, 615 Microbial Genetics 4(3,3) Cytx)logical basis of bacterial, fiingal, and viral
genetics; molecular aspects; mutations; mechanisms of genetic transfers; episomes
and plasmids; and population changes. Preq: BIOCH 301, CH 224, MICRO 305, or
consent of instructor.
416, H416, 616 Introductory Virology 3(3,0) General introduction to the field of virology,
including animal, bacterial, and plant viruses. Topics will include nomenclature and
classification, biochemical and biophysical characteristics, mechanisms of
replication, chemotherapy, and techniques for isolation, assay and purification. Preq:
BIOCH 301, MICRO 305, or consent of instructor.
417, H417, 617 Molecular Mechanisms of Carcinogenesis and Aging 3(3,0) Changes
which occur at the cellular and subcellular levels during transformation and aging.
Accumulated damage and "intrinsic clock" theories of aging; genetic and epigenetic
theories of carcinogenesis; epidemiology of cancer; viral, radiation-induced and chem-
ical carcinogenesis; the immune system and cancer. Preq: BIOCH 301, MICRO
305, or consent of instructor.
418, 618 (BIOSC, GEN) Biotechnology I: Nucleic Acids Techniques 4(2,4) See BIOSC
418.
491 Special Problems in Microbiology 1-3(0,3-9) Research problems in the various areas
of microbiology designed to introduce undergraduate students to the planning and exe-
cution of research experimentation, and the presentation of research findings.
802 Bacteriological Technic 4(2,6)
803 Special Problems in Microbiology. Credit to be arranged.
804 Current Topics in Microbiology 1(1,0)
806 Pathogenesis and Infectious Disease 3(3,0)
807 Seminar 1(1,0)
810 Recombinant DNA and Genetic Engineering in Microbes 4(2,6)
811 Bacterial Cytology and Physiology 4(4,0)
812 Bacterial Metabolism 3(3,0)
815 Advanced Microbial Genetics 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
MILITARY SCIENCE (M S)
Professor: 0. K. Clodfelter, Head; Assistant Professors: S. P. Hallick, Jr., B. J. Ivey,
B. G. Lowman, E. C. Schwartz
101 Military Science (Basic) 1(1,2) This course examines the role of the Army in today's
society, ranks and branches of the Army, principles and techniques of leadership. La-
boratory periods provide training in physical conditioning, mountaineering, and
weapons safety and firing. One hour lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other
week or equivalent.
102 MiUtary Science (Basic) 1(1,2) Study ofArmy organization and doctrine with addi-
tional focus on pay and allowances, other forces, the noncommissioned officer, and
fundamentals of first aid. Laboratory periods provide training in mountaineering,
weapons safety and firing, and land navigation.
201 Military Science (Basic) I 1(1,2) Introductory study of U.S. Military Weapons Sys-
tems. Emphasis is on the historical and practical perspectives of current U.S. Army
weaponry. Leadership laboratory provides the students practical experience in apply-
ing principles learned and experience in leadership and physical fitness.
202 Military Science (Basic) II 1(1,2) Introduction to principles or warfare and intro-
duction to military land navigation. Leadership laboratory provides the students prac-
tical experience in applying the principles learned in class, in addition to experience
in leadership and physical training.
203 Introduction to U.S. Military Equipment 1(1,1) Hands-on study of current weapons
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and equipment in use in the U.S. Army. Emphasis is on the mechanical functioning,
maintenance, and operation of each item studied. One-hour lecture per week; two-
hour laboratory every week or equivalent.
301 Military Science (Advanced) 1(1,1) Small unit tactics: Analysis of the leader's role
in directing and coordinating small units in the execution of offensive and defensive
tactical missions. Cadets will participate in leadership laboratory training throughout
the school year.
302 Military Science (Advanced) 2(2,1) Organizational leadership and methods of in-
struction. Study of relevant theories and concepts of organizational leadership and hu-
man behavior; techniques used in planning and presenting instruction. Continuation
of leadership laboratory.
401 Military Science (Advanced) 1(1,1) Study of military operations, with emphasis on
small unit leadership, training, and administration. Subject matter and leadership
laboratories are designed to provide requisite knowledge and experience for commis-
sioning and initial military assignment.
402 Military Science (Advanced) 2(2,1) Continuation ofM S 401, with emphasis on mili-
tary justice, law of warfare, and ethics. Subject matter and leadership laboratories are
designed to provide requisite knowledge and experience for commissioning and initial
military assignment.
MUSIC (MUSIC)
Professors: B. F. Cook, E. A. Freeman; Associate Professors: R. E. Goodstein, L. U.
Harder, L. Hochheimer; Assistant Professors: C. S. Pfender, D. R. Rash; Visiting In-
structors: L. D. Clark, M. J. Greer
151 Applied Music 1(0,1) Individual study in performance medium (piano, voice,
strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion). One thirty-minute private lesson each week,
for which a minimum of 4 hours practice is required. The student is required to per-
form solo in a recital each semester. May be repeated for credit with departmental ap-
proval of differing performance media. Preq: Consent of instructor, based upon a
qualifying audition.
152 Applied Music 1(1,0) Continuation ofMUSIC 151. Preq: MUSIC 151.
205 Music Theory 3(3,0) Terminology and notation of traditional music are reviewed,
and the techniques of sight-singing and sight-reading are practiced. Harmonic prac-
tices are studied, relating to the principal diatonic triads in all inversions. Preq: Con-
sent of instructor, based on musical literacy.
206 Music Theory 3(3,0) Continuation ofMUSIC 205 with emphasis on secondary chord
structure, modulation, and nondiatonic harmony. Advanced sight-singing and me-
lodic dictation are practiced. Preq: MUSIC 205.
210 Music Appreciation: Music in the Western World 3(3,0) Designed to deepen the
student's appreciation of his musical heritage through a study of the elements of the
musical language and its development in Western culture.
251 Applied Music 1(1,0) Continuation ofMUSIC 152. Preq: MUSIC 152 and consent of
instructor.
252 Applied Music 1(1,0) Continuation ofMUSIC 251. Preq: MUSIC 251.
301 Special Topics in Music Appreciation 1(1,0) Broad survey of the many and varied
aspects of the field of music in terms of media, composition, and performance and
ranging in style from the oldest classics to the current popular idioms. Concert atten-
dance is required.
305 Music Theory: Advanced Harmony 3(3,0) Study of harmonic usage involving chro-
maticism, free dissonance and atonality. Harmonic dictation is practiced. Preq:
MUSIC 206.
306 Music Theory: Form Analysis 3(3,0) Principles of formal construction in music of
all periods are studied by the inductive analysis of representative works. Preq:
MUSIC 206.
311 Music Appreciation: Americ£in Music 3(3,0) Music in America from 1620 to the
Music 311
present. Indigenous and borrowed influences will be examined.
312 Introduction to Jazz 3(3,0) Comprehensive survey ofjazz elements and styles. A
historical perspective from Dixieland to bebop to jazz/rock is included.
315 Music History 3(3,0) Development of Western music from antiquity to 1750, empha-
sizing representative literature from various styles and periods.
316 Music History 3(3,0) Continuation ofMUSIC 315. Music from 1750 to the present.
351 Applied Music 1(1,0) Continuation of MUSIC 252 for exceptional students, guiding
the student in interpretation of advanced solo and ensemble literature. A minimum of
eight hours weekly practice is required. Student is also required to perform an appro-
priate solo in the student recital. Preq: MUSIC 252, recommendation by the MUSIC
252 professor, and audition before the music faculty of two pieces of contrasting styles.
352 Applied Music 1(1,0) Continuation of MUSIC 351. Student is required to present a
half-recital from memory at the close of the semester. Some, but not all, of the works
performed could have been studied in a previous semester. Preq: MUSIC 351 and rec-
ommendation by the MUSIC 351 professor.
361 Marching Band 1(0,3)1 Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble
members through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances
given periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time. May be repeated for
credit with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable toward a degree. Fall
semester only. Preq: Consent of director.
362 Symphonic Band l(0,3)i Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble
members through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances
given periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time. May be repeated for
credit with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable toward a degree. Preq:
Consent of director.
363 Jazz Ensemble l(0,3)i Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble
members through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performance
given periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time. May be repeated for
credit with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable toward a degree. Preq:
Consent of director.
365 University Chorus l(0,3)i Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble
members through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances
given periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time. May be repeated for
credit with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable toward a degree. Preq:
Consent of director.
366 Show Choir 1(0,3)^ Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble mem-
bers through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances given
periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time. May be repeated for credit
with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable toward a degree. Preq: Con-
sent of director.
367 Chamber Singers l(0,3)i Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble
members through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances
given periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time. May be repeated for
credit, with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable toward a degree.
Preq: Consent of director.
368 Small Ensemble l(0,3)i Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of instrumen-
tal, vocal ensemble members through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music;
public performances given periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time.
May be repeated for credit with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable to-
ward a degree. Preq: Consent of director.
369 Chamber Orchestra l(0,3)i Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensem-
ble members through reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performanc-
es given periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time. May be repeated for
credit with a maximum of 8 hours of ensemble credit allowable toward a degree. Preq:
iNo more than a total of 8 semester credit hours earned in this group of courses (MUSIC 361, 362, 363, 365, 366, 367,
368, 369) may be used in meeting degree requirements.
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Consent of director.
398 Special Topics in Music 3(3,0) Consideration of select areas of study in music not
addressed by other music course offerings. May be repeated once for credit. Preq:
Consent of instructor.
400 Music in the Elementary Classroom 3(3,0) Designed to give the teacher in the ele-
mentary classroom a familiarity with traditional, Kodaly, Orff, and Kindermusik ap-
proaches in correlating music with language arts, mathematics, and social studies.
401 Methods and Materials in Elementary School Music 3(3,0) Materials, methods and
techniques in elementary school. Preq: MUSIC 400.
421 Vocal Arrani^ng 3(3,0) Techniques of arranging for voices and accompanying in-
struments are studied and appropriate arrangements prepared. Preq: MUSIC 206.
422 Instrumental Arran^ng 3(3,0) Transpositions, characteristics and range of the
instruments of the band and orchestra are studied. Techniques of arranging for small |
instrumental ensembles are studied and appropriate arrangements prepared. Preq:
MUSIC 206.
499 Independent Studies 1-3(1-3,0) Tutorial work for students with special interests in ,
music study outside the scope of existing courses. Preq: Consent of department head. |
I
NURSING (NURS)
Professors: E. M. Baines, M. L. de Chesnay, O. S. Hipps, G. A. Tanner; Associate
Professors: P. H. Cummings, R. B. Hughes, M. A. Kelly, P. M. Kline, E. J. Lee, K. E.
Nugent, F. M. Oglesby, S. M. Oldaker, M. B. Reichenbach, S. W. Thompson; Assistant
Professors: C. L. Belcher, J. B. Bradberry, N. M. Longcrier, J. A. Milstead, A. B.
Privette, R. H. Pruitt, P. A. Smart, R. A. Spadoni; Instructor: P. R. Maybee;
Lecturers: P. A. Botchway, E. R. Heam, D. L. Irvine, S. S. O'Neal, M. S. Reimer, D. F.
Willoughby; Part-time Assistant Professor: M. A. Wetsel; Part-time Instructor: J. S.
Gillespie; Part-time Lecturers: R. L. Carr, P. S. Zetterberg
130 Introduction to Nursing 1(1,0) Introduction to the role of the professional nurse in |
contemporary society. Open to non-Nursing majors.
"
131 (HLTH) Introduction to Communication for Health Professionals 1(1,0) Introduc-
tion to principles of communication used by nurses and other health professionals.
Open to non-Nursing majors. I
140 (HLTH) Computer Applications in Health Care 3(3,0) Designed to introduce stu-
dents to the application of computers in the delivery of health care. The course will
cover existing health-care applications and forecast future needs. Multiple computer
systems will be discussed.
210 Health Assessment 3(2,3) Introductory nursing course offers a brief overview of the
nursing process and interpersonal theory/communication theory. Learning experi-
ences include the campus nursing laboratory and clinical agencies. Preq: Sophomore
standing.
211 Fundamental Principles of Nursing 4(2,6) Focus on basic nursing skills required to
meet human needs and to help persons maintain activities of daily living. The nurs-
ing process will be utilized as the basis for providing care. Preq: BIOSC 222, MICRO
205, NURS (HLTH) 131, NURS 210.
230 Professionalism in Nursing 2(2,0) Analysis of the historical development of mod-
ern nursing. Consideration of nurses' professional roles in relation to health-care de-
livery systems, legal issues in nursing, nursing organizations, and influence of values
in ethical decisions and nursing practice.
300 Seminar in Health Care Topics 1-4(1-4,0-9) Designed to provide individualized in-
depth study in a selected health-care area. May have a clinical component and/or spe-
cial projects. Open to non-Nursing majors. Preq: Consent of instructor.
301, H301 Nursing Care of the Childbearing Family 4(2,6) Course focuses on health
care of the childbearing family. Emphasis is placed on biological, psychological, and
sociocultural concepts specific to the childbearing client throughout the childbearing
process. Preq: BIOSC 223, NURS 211, 230, PSYCH 340.
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302, H302 Nursing Care of Children 4(2,6) A course which focuses on health problems
of infants, children, and adolescents. Emphasis is placed on biological, pathophysio-
logical, psychological, and sociocultural concepts related to nursing care of children
with acute and chronic illnesses in hospital settings. Strategies for alleviation of ill-
ness, restoration of wellness and promotion and maintenance of normal growth and
development of children are presented. Preq: BIOSC 223, NURS 211, 230, PSYCH 340.
303 Nursing of Adults 7(3,12) Application of the nursing process in providing care to
adults and/or families in the hospital setting. Emphasizes biological, psychological,
and sociocultural influences on health problems. Alterations in cellular dynamics,
respiration, circulation, musculo skeletal, neurological, elimination and perioperative
care are included. Pharmacotherapeutics, nutrition, client education and discharge
planning are discussed. Preq: BIOSC 223, NURS 211, 230. Corec?; NURS (HLTH) 304.
304 (HLTH) Pathophysiology for Health-Care Professionals 3(3,0) Focus is on disease
mechanisms and recognition of the manifestations of these mechanisms in body sys-
tems. The discussion will also include pharmacologic and mechanical interventions
commonly associated with specific disease processes and application to patient-care
situations. Preq: BIOSC 223, consent of instructor.
315, H315 The Developing Family in the Community 4(3,3) Focus on childbearing cli-
ents, infants, children, and adolescents. Major emphasis on ways in which these in-
dividuals may achieve or maintain wellness in the family, home, and community en-
vironment. Identification of appropriate nursing strategy that will enhance wellness
in the community. Preq: BIOSC 223, NURS 211, 230, PSYCH 340.
316, H316 Adult Nursing in the Community 4(3,3) Focus on nursing care of adults in
family and community settings. Nursing interventions are identified that enhance
health in the adult and and elderly client. Includes study of diverse life-style factors
leading to increased or decreased well-being of the individual. Preq: BIOSC 223,
NURS 211, 230, PSYCH 340, SOC 311.
330 Research in Nursing 2(2,0) Introduction to research in nursing. Focus on analysis
of reported research and epidemiological methods in nursing. Ethical, moral and le-
gal issues are discussed in relation to nursing research. Preq: NURS 230. Preq I
Coreq: EX ST 301 or MTHSC 203.
350 (PHIL) Technology and Philosophy in Nursing 3(3,0) Analysis of the influence of
the increasing application of scientific technology to health-care delivery and concomi-
tant ethical issues.
401, H401 Mental Health Nursing 4(2,6) Study of the ways in which adults interpret
and cope with changes in their life patterns utilizing models of crisis intervention.
Emphasis is on understanding the dynamics of human relationships as well as the
therapeutic role of the nurse. Preq: All required 300-level nursing courses.
402, H402 Long-Term Nursing Care 3(1,6) Focus on concepts and issues basic to long-
term care. Preq: All required 300-level nursing courses.
403, H403 Complex Nursing of Adults 6(4,6) Focus on the biological, psychological,
philosophical, and sociocultural influences on complex health problems related to
acute and traumatic conditions. Emphasis on the concepts of circulation, oxygena-
tion, homeostasis, and compensation in acutely ill adults. Preq: All required 300-
level nursing courses.
404, H404 Nursing Management 3(1,6) Focus on principles of management and leader-
ship as applied to nursing. Role, legal/ethical issues, health-care delivery systems, ac-
countability and research will be considered. Preq: All required 300-level nursing
courses.
406 Issues in Professionalism 3(3,0) Analysis of the development of professional nurs-
ing. Consideration of educational issues, legal and economic issues, health policy,
leadership, cultural variations and the influence of values in ethical decisions and
nursing practice. Preq: Admission to RN/BS program.
407 Family Nursing in the Community 5(4,3) Focus on wellness-promotion strategies
and nursing care of childbearing clients, infants, children, adolescents, adults and
older adults in family and community settings. Includes study of diverse lifestyle fac-
tors related to health and well-being of individuals. Preq: NURS 210, Admission to
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RN/BS program.
415, H415 Community Health Nursing 3(2,3) Consideration of health promotion activi-
ties for community and population groups with emphasis on community assessment,
screening, planning and health, and teaching/counseling. Practice activities will be
related to health promotion in population groups. Laboratory settings include areas
such as industries, schools, clinics, and other community agencies and organizations.
Preq: All required 300-level nursing courses.
H426 Independent Study 4(2,6) Opportunity for indepth study in an area of special in-
terest in clinical nursing. Laboratory experience is arranged with the instructor. Spe-
cific objectives are to be developed by the student with the consent of the instructor un-
der whom the student wishes to study. Preq: All 300-level nursing courses except
NURS 300 and consent of instructor.
430 Nursing Leadership and Health Policy 2(2,0) The role of professional nurse as a
leader and activist is explored. Study of legal and ethical issues, political power, and
change models help prepare the student for the transition to graduate nurse. Preq:
All required 300-level nursing courses.
431 Care of the HospitaUzed Child with Long-Term Illness 4(2,6) Role of nurse in car-
ing for the child with a long-term or terminal illness with emphasis on adaptations to
meeting basic child needs. Laboratory experience in facility providing hospitalization
for children. Limited enrollment. Preq: All 300-level nursing courses, except NURS
300.
432 Nursing Care of the Person in Crisis 4(2,6) Study of the person with an emotional
crisis precipitated by either a physiological or psychological problem. Various theories
concerning crisis situations and the nursing interventions necessary to deal with the
person in crisis are presented. Nursing laboratory experience in a variety of settings
with all age groups. Limited enrollment. Preq: All 300-level nursing courses, except
NURS 300.
434 Teaching Role of Nurse Practitioner 4(2,6) Study of the nurse's role in health teach-
ing and application of principles of health promotion maintenance, and restoration.
Student selection of a variety of health teaching situations and development of learning
resources. Laboratory experience in a variety of settings with all age groups. Limited
enrollment. Preq: All 300-level nursing courses, except NURS 300.
437 Introduction to School Health Nursing 4(2,6) Role of nurse in school health pro-
grams with emphasis on the health care of the school age child in his usual environ-
ment, the home and school. Laboratory experience through schools and community
care facilities. Limited enrollment. Preq: All 300-level nursing courses, except NURS
300.
438 Coordination in Nursing Care 4(2,6) This course is designed to reinforce and ex-
pand the knowledge and skills needed in the coordination of nursing care. Guided ac-
tivities in planning, implementing, and evaluating skilled nursing in clinical labora-
tory in health-care agencies. Participation in and evaluation of activities relating to
the delivery of nursing-care services are emphasized. Limited enrollment. Preq: All
300-level nursing courses except NURS 300. Preq ICoreq: MGT 307 or SOC 430, NURS
430.
439 Nursing of the Aged 4(2,6) Designed to assist the senior student in bridging and
synthesizing concepts extracted from a variety of disciplines and applying them to the
nursing process in assessing, diagnosing, planning, implementing, and evaluating
the care of the aged individual residing in the community. Limited enrollment. Preq:
All 300-level nursing courses, except NURS 300.
440 Nursing Care of the High-Risk Maternity CUent and Her Infant 4(2,6) An indepth
study of the high-risk maternity client, her family, and the high-risk infant. Laborato-
ry in a variety of clinical settings. Limited enrollment. Preq: All 300-level nursing
courses, except NURS 300.
441 Nursing Problems Related to CUents Coping with Cancer 4(2,6) Designed for in-
creasing awareness and knowledge of the multidiciplinary approaches in oncology
and the role of the oncology nurse specialist, and to form a basis for viewing cancer
problems within a framework for nursing research. Clinical focus is on the assis-
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tance indicated for individuals with cancer and their famiHes. Limited enrollment.
442 Nursing in Community Health Settings 4(2,6) Provides opportxmity for application
of the nursing process with clients in various community settings. Consideration will
be given to principles of management and leadership, planning care for given popula-
tion groups, and nursing roles in specialized areas. Preq: NURS 415.
443 Occupational Health Nursing 4(2,6) An indepth study of the role of the occupational
health nurse with emphasis on health and safety risks in the workplace, screening,
prevention, and wellness. Preq: All 300-level nursing courses except NURS 300.
444 Women's Health 4(2,6) Directed study of women's health concepts and issues.
Classroom and clinical laboratory activities focus on health-care problems specific to
women through the life span. Preq: All 300-level nursing courses except NURS 300.
470 Intensive Care Nursing of the Homebound Client 4(2,6) Focus on health problems
of the critically ill client in the home. Consideration of high-tech nursing care, family
support and health-care financing as they relate to the needs of the critically ill home-
bound client. Coreq: NURS 403 or consent of instructor.
485 Nurse Extern Practicum 6(0,18) Practicum consisting of preceptor-supervised and
faculty-led nursing clinical experiences in a regional health-care facility. Preq: Com-
pletion of at least one adult health and one pathophysiology course or consent of in-
structor.
801 Family Health Nursing 3-4(3,0-3)
802 Advanced Leadership and Role 3(3,0)
804 Niu^sing Theory 3(3,0)
807 Niu-sing Research 3(3,0)
808 Nursing Research Analysis 3(3,0)
812 Tlie Dynamics ofCommunity Health 3(3,0)
825 Theories and Models ofNursing Administration 3(3,0)
826 Administration ofNursing Services 3(2^)
827 Foundations ofNursing Education 3(3,0)
828 The Nurse Educator 3(2,3)
829 Theories and Models of Clinical Specialization 3(3,0)
830 Clinical Specialty Practicum in Nursing 3(1,6)
833 Rehabilitative Nursing 1 6(3,9)
834 Rehabilitative Nursing H 6(3,9)
835 Advanced Nursing ofDeveloping Children 5(3,6)
836 Advanced Nursing of Children with Health Deficits 5(3,6)
837 Advanced Nursing of Childbearing Families 5(3,6)
838 Advanced Nursing of Childbearing Famihes at Risk 5(3,6)
840 Advanced Gerontological Niu^ing I 5(3,6)
841 Advanced Gerontological Nursing II 5(3,6)
861 Advanced Adult Nursing 1 5(3,6)
862 Advanced Adult Nm^ing II 5(3,6)
879 Special Topics in Nursing 1-3(1-3,0-9)
881 Graduate Project Credit to be arranged.
889 Special Problems in Nxu^ing 1-6(1-6,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
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NUTRITION (NUTR)
(See also courses listed under Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences; Biochemistry;
Food Science; and Poultry Science)
Professors: A. B. Bodine II, D. L. Cross, R. J. Davis, D. M. Henricks, L. W. Hudson,
D. V. Maurice, J. C. McConnell, Jr., F. E. Pardue, G. C. Skelley. Jr., W. P. Williams,
Jr.; Associate Professors: E. H. Hoyle, T. C. Jenkins, M. E. Kunkel, D. D. Lee, Jr.;
Instructor: E. C. Turner
201 Introduction to Nutrition 3(3,0)S Principles of the nutrition of domestic animals
and man include sources, digestion, absorption, utilization and functions of nutrients;
effects of dietary deficiencies; and nutrients required for maintenance, growth, repro-
duction, lactation, work, and egg-shell quality. Preq: BIOCH 210, CH 223, or consent
of instructor.
203 Principles of Human Nutrition 3(3,0) Principles of nutrition including functions,
digestion, and requirements of nutrients; factors affecting food choices and dietary ad-
equacy; and roles of nutrition in physical fitness and health maintenance. May not be
substituted for NUTR 401 or 451 nor bo used as part of a Nutrition minor.
401, H401, 601 Fundamentals of Nutrition 3(3,0)F Biochemical and physiological funda-
mentals of nutrition applicable to domestic animals and man. Considered are diges-
tive processes, and absorption and metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, wa-
ter, minerals and vitamins. Energy metabolism and comparative anatomy and
physiology of digestive systems are discussed. Preq: BIOCH 210, CH 223, or consent of
instructor.
425, H425, 625 Nutrition and Dietetics 3(3,0) Study of the nutritional value of foodstuffs,
the influence of food preparation techniques upon these values, and the development of
diets to meet human nutritional requirements. Current concepts in the formulation of
therapeutic diets for the treatment of the ill will be emphasized. Preq: NUTR 451 or
equivalent.
451, H451, 651 Human Nutrition 3(3,0) Essentials of nutrition and principle nutritional
deficiency conditions. Factors affecting adequacy of dietary intake, methods of deter-
mining nutritional status, development of nutrition standards, and recent advances in
human nutrition. Preq: Consent of instructor.
455, 655 Nutrition and Metabolism 3(3,0) Concepts of metabolism fundamental to un-
derstanding normal and therapeutic nutrition will be examined. Bioenergetics as well
as metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, vitamins, and minerals as they
relate to nutrition will be discussed. Preq: NUTR 451 and BIOCH 210 or 423 or 406 or
consent of instructor.
701 Therapeutic Nutrition 3(3,0)
702 Public Health Nutrition 3(3,0)
703 Nutrition Education 3(3,0)
704 Food Service Systems 3(3,0)
705 Nutrition Practiciun 1-6(0,1-6)
706 Nutrition for Teachers 3(3,0)
721 Methods in Human Nutrition 1 2(2,0)
722 Methods in Human Nutrition H 2(2,0)
801 Topical Problems in Nutrition 1-3
802 Special Topics in Nutrition 1-3(1-3,0-2)
808 Monogastric Nutrition 3(3,0)
809 Ruminant Nutrition 3(3,0)
811 Carbohydrate Nutrition 2(2,0)
812 Nutrition ofCarbohydrates and Lipids 3(3,0)
813 Nutrition Techniques with Large Animals 2(1^)
814 Nutrition Techniques with Laboratory Animals 2(1^)
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815 Upid Nutrition 2(2,0)
816 Amino Adds and Protein Nutrition 2(2,0)
817 Mineral Nutrition 2(2,0)
818 Vitamins and Minerals 4(3^)
819 Vitamin Nutrition 2(2,0)
820 Nutritional Bioenergetics 2(2,0)
851 Nutrition Seminar 1 1(1,0)
852 Nutrition Seminar II 1(1,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
PACKAGING SCIENCE (PKGSC)
Professor: R. D. Galyean; Associate Professors: R. F. Testin, P. J. Vergano; Visiting
Assistant Professor: L. H. Doar, Jr.; Adjunct Professors: D. E. Hudgin, H. J. Ra-
phael; Adjunct Associate Professor: D. H. Johns; Adjunct Assistant Professor: C. A.
Bjorkengren
101 Packaging Orientations 1(1,0) Overview of the various principles and practices in
packaging science, historical development, packaging as a career.
102 Introduction to Packaging Science 2(2,0) The functions of a package; materials,
processes and technology used in package development; the relationship of packaging
to the corporation, consumer, and society as a whole. Preq: PKGSC 101 or consent of
instructor.
200 Packaging Materials and Manufacturing 2(2,0) Detailed study of packaging mate-
rials including glass, metal, metal foils and sheets, wood, paper, paperboard, plastics,
composites, adhesives, coatings, cushioning media; their functional properties in
packaging application; and laminating and combining of different packaging materi-
als. Preq: PKGSC 102 or consent of instructor.
204 Container Systems (Rigid and Flexible) 2(2,0) Examination of all the packages and
containers used to develop systems to distribute products to the ultimate consumer.
Compatibility of product and package, structural design, costs and merchandising
considerations are stressed. Preq: PKGSC 200 or consent of instructor.
206 Container Systems Laboratory 1(0,3) Laboratory practice in sample making, de-
signing and constructing various containers. Preq: PKC^SC 204 or concurrent enroll-
ment in PKGSC 204.
368, H368 Packaging and Society 3(3,0) Study of the role of packaging in modem-day so-
ciety. Responsibilities of the packager to protect people and the envirormient. Package
guidelines recommended by civilian and governmental agencies. Preq: PKGSC 102 or
consent of instructor.
401 Packaging Machinery 3(3,0) A systematic study of machinery used to form, fill,
seal, laminate, combine and print continuous and automated packaging lines and
auxiliary material handling equipment, including principles of machine design, oper-
ation, selection, and specification. Preq: PHYS 207, PKGSC 204, or consent of instruc-
tor.
404, H404 Mechanical Properties of Materials and Principles ofPackage Evaluation 4
(4,0) Study of the properties of packaging materials, principles and standard methods
(ASTM, TAPPI) of determining these properties. Evaluation of functional properties of
packages including study of shock and vibration isolation. Preq: PHYS 207, PKGSC
200, 206, or consent of instructor.
420 Package Design and Development 3(3,0) Relationship between packaging and the
marketing of consumer goods. Study of the various principles and methods practiced
in developing packages, methods used to coordinate package development activities in-
cluding interfacing with product development, manufacturing, marketing, and pur-
chasing. Preq: PHYS 207, PKGSC 404, or consent of instructor.
454 Package Evaluation Laboratory 2(0,6) Laboratory experiments to determine proper-
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ties or packaging materials and to evaluate the performance of packages including
shipping test (shocks and vibration). Student learns how to operate standard testing
apparatus and becomes familiar with industry-recognized test methods and stan-
dards. Preq: PKGSC 404 or consent of instructor.
PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT (PRTM)
Professors: L. R. Allen, Head; R. H. Becker, G. W. Burnett, L. W. Gahan, W. E.
Hammitt, G. E. Howard, F. A. McGuire, R. W. McLellan; Associate Professors: R. A.
Conover, Jr., H. J. Grove, A. E. James, C. D. McDonald, M. K. McLellan, J. R. Pope,
Jr., B. E. Trent, M. Uysal, C. R. White, Jr.; Assistant Professors: S. J. Backman, M.
F. Floyd, T. D. Potts, L. K. Toepper, M. H. Wynn; Instructor: J. H. Stevens, Jr.; Lec-
turer: B. W. Stevens
101 Introduction to Leisure Services 3(3,0) Introduces recreation professions and or-
ganizations: government, voluntary, and commercial. Overviews professional prepar-
ation. Outlines development of man's uses of leisure and evolution of recreation, city
parks, natural resources conservation and preservation movements as philosophical
forces affecting leisure services.
102 Issues in Leisure Services 3(3,0) Considers current trends, problems, laws, and is-
sues affected by and/or affecting recreation in America.
203 Personal and Community Health 3(3,0) Course deals with health problems, disease
prevention and control, school health practices, public health administration, and oth-
er health information which may enable one to live intelligently in today's complex so-
ciety.
204 Sports in Recreation 3(2,3) Administrative and supervisory skills indigenous to
public and/or private agency athletic programs are considered. Group instruction is
given to individual and team sports, and officiating techniques applicable to these
sports are taught.
205 Leisure Programs I 3(2,3) Principles and methods of program development. Time
and facility utilization for sports activities, social functions, arts and crafts, outdoor ac-
tivities, hobbies or special-interest groups, and activities in the cultural and perform-
ing arts will be pursued. Preq: PRTM 101.
206 Leisure Programs II 1(0,3) Provides the opportunity for a student to conduct a rec-
reation program in a supervised setting. A minimum of 90 hours with a leisure agen-
cy approved by the University is required. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: PRTM
205, Sophomore standing in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management.
207 Leisure Programs III 1(0,3) Continuation of PRTM 206. Experience will be gained
in a leisure situation different from the PRTM 206 exposure. A minimum of 90 hours
with a leisure agency and approved by the University is required. To be taken Pass/
Fail only. Preq: PRTM 205, Sophomore standing in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Management.
209 (FOR) Forest and Recreation Resources Application of the Microcomputer 3(2^)
Undergradute students in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management will become
familiar with microcomputers and software packages: word processing, spreadsheet,
database management, and presentation graphics. Preq: CP SC 120 and Forestry or
Parks, Recreation, eind Tourism major.
301 Recreation and Society 3(3,0) The role of recreation in a technological and work-
oriented society is investigated. Particular emphasis will be placed on recreation be-
havior, resources, and programming in public and private organizations which serve
the public wants. Not open to students who have completed PRTM 101 and 102.
302 Camp Organization and Administration 3(2,3) Surveys the development and trends
of camping in America. Considers programming for the operations of agency and pri-
vate camps. Enables students to master the techniques of group living. Laboratory of-
fers practical experience in camp craft including trips and outdoor cooking.
305 Safety in Recreation 3(3,0) Course includes the physiology of exercise as it relates to
recreational sports and recreational activities, certification in first aid, and the benefi-
cial effects of recreation. Safety aspects of recreational activities and risk recreation
are also covered.
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307 Facility Operations and Maintenance 3(2^) Maintenance techniques and materi-
als. Job planning and scheduling problems of overuse and preventive maintenance are
included.
308, H308 Leadership and Group Processes in Recreation 3(3,0) Leadership is analyzed
through experience-based learning. Various styles of leadership and communication
and their probable consequences are examined. Techniques for planning of large and
small group meetings are considered. Examination is made of literature in the field of
leadership and group processes.
311, H311 Therapeutic Recreation 3(3,0) Examination of the profession of therapeutic
recreation by analyzing the history, philosophy, concepts, roles, and functions involved
in the therapeutic recreation services.
320, H320 Recreation Policymaking 3(3,0) Structures and processes for public park
and/or recreation policy formation in the United States.
321, H321 Recreation Administration 3(3,0) An analysis of the internal organization of
a recreation department dealing with finances and accounting, records and reports,
publicity and public relations, state and federal legislation, staff organization, coordi-
nation of community resources. Preq: Junior standing.
330, H330 Visitor Services and Interpretation 3(3,0) An introduction to the philosophy
and principles of the art of environmental interpretation. A comprehensive survey of
interpretive theory as it applies to the recreation and parks practitioner and the vary-
ing settings within the profession.
342, H342 Introduction to Tourism 3(3,0) Survey of travel and tourism in the United
States with focus on terminology, demographics, financial significance, and trends.
343 Spatial Aspects of Tourist Behavior 3(3,0) Spatial patterns of national and interna-
tional leisure travel destinations are explored and analyzed regarding their tourism
attractiveness.
390 Independent Study in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 1(1,0) Com-
prehensive studies and investigation of special topics not covered in other courses.
Emphasis will be placed on field studies, community service and independent read-
ings. May be repeated for a maximum of 3 credits. Preq: Junior standing and con-
sent of instructor.
391 Selected Topics in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 2-3(2-3,0)
Presents an in-depth examination of developing trends in parks, recreation, and tour-
ism that warrants timely study. May be repeated twice (for a maximum of 6 credits)
as topics vary. (Topics cannot be repeated for credit). Preq: Junior standing in Parks,
Recreation, and Tourism Management.
400. 600 Supervision of Recreation Personnel Patterns and Processes 3(3,0) A compre-
hensive study of the supervisory process in relation to individuals, programs, and
groups in recreation agencies.
401. 601 World Geography of Recreation and Parks 3(3,0) Major international patterns
in the provision and use of urban and rural parks and recreation are examined.
402. 602 Campus Recreation 3(3,0) Study of the basic components required for adminis-
tration of successful college union and intramural-recreation sport programs.
403 Elements of Recreation and Park Planning 3(3,0) Basic recreation and park plan-
ning principles, processes and trends in area and facility development combine to
form the basis for formulation of a relevant knowledge of planning. Preq: Senior
standing.
404 Field Training I l(l,0)Preparation for the field training experience including topics
such as resume development, interviewing techniques, internship agency selections,
and responsibilities of the student, department, and agency. To be taken Pass/Fail
only. Preq: PRTM 206, 207, and consent of instructor.
405 Field Training II 7(0,21) In a minimum ten-week program, the student has the op-
portunity to observe and be involved with operational programs. The student will have
the responsibilities of organizing and implementing activities and events under super-
vision within a chosen agency. A minimum of 360 hours is required. To be taken
Pass/Fail only. Preq: PRTM 404; Senior standing in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
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Management; grade-point equivalent to Clemson University graduation requirement;
consent of instructor.
409 Methods of Recreation Research I 3(3,0) An analysis of the principle methods of
recreation research, the application of descriptive statistics to recreation research, and
the development of a research proposal. Preq: Senior standing.
410, H410 Methods of Recreation Research II 3(3,0) A continuation ofPRTM 409 to in-
clude the supervised execution and reporting of results of the research proposal devel-
oped in PRTM 409 and the application of inferential statistics to research. Preq:
PRTM 409 or consent of instructor.
411, H4 11, 611 Hierapeutic Recreation for Selected Populations 3(2,3) Therapeutic rec-
reation services for the developmentally disabled person and youth and adult correc-
tions populations. Emphasis is directed to planning and implementation of therapeu-
tic recreation services to the needs of clients and the goals of agencies and institutions.
412, H412, 612 Therapeutic Recreation and Mental Health 3(3,0) Therapeutic recreation
services in mental health clinics, institutions, and outdoor settings. Review of disor-
ders and current modes of treatment as they relate to therapeutic recreation. Preq:
PRTM 311 or consent of instructor.
413, 613 Therapeutic Recreation for Physically Disabled 3(2,3) Examination of the po-
tential psychological, physical, and sociological implications of disability to the individ-
ual and to the planning and directing of therapeutic recreation services. Preq: PRTM
311 or consent of instructor.
414, 614 (ED) Recreation and Leisure for Special Populations 3(3,0) Ck)urse designed to
provide class participants with practical experience in designing recreation and lei-
sure activities for special populations (e.g.. handicapped, elderly).
421, H421, 621 Recreation Financial Resources Management 3(3,0) Analysis of recrea-
tion financial resources management. Deals with revenue sources and their alloca-
tion. Preq: PRTM 321 and Senior standing in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Man-
agement.
431. 631 Methods of Environmental Interpretation 3(2,3) Practice and instruction in the
use of equipment and methods available to the interpreter in public contact work.
Coaching in presentation and evaluation of live programs and in design, execution,
and evaluation of mediated programs will be the major emphasis. Programs will be
delivered to public audiences in the Clemson area. Preq: PRTM 330; Senior standing
in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management; or consent of instructor.
432. 632 Historic Site Interpretation 3(3,0) The development and implementation of the
specialized interpretive programs required at historic sites. An overview of the histor-
ic movement in the United States and its presentation to the American people. Preq:
PRTM 330.
433, 633 Introduction to Muscology 3(2,3) An introduction to the museum concept with
insight into current museum practices. Course will include principles and methods
of museum practice including conservation/restoration techniques. Preq: PRTM 330.
441, 641 Commercial Recreation 3(3,0) Components of offering leisure services and
products to the public by individuals, partnerships, and corporations for the purpose of
making a profit.
443, 643 Resorts in National and International Tourism 3(3,0) A variety of resort types
are studied with respect to their development, organization, visitor characteristics,
and environmental consequences. A case-study approach is used.
444, 644 Tour Planning and Operations 3(3,0) Provides the opportunity to understand
the psychology of touring, with emphasis on a packaged and group tours, and how
tours of different types and scale are planned, organized, marketed, and operated.
Preq: PRTM 342 or consent of instructor.
445, 645 Conference/Convention Planning and Management 3(3,0) Provides the oppor-
tunity to understand the problems of and solutions to conference and convention plan-
ning and management from both the sponsoring organization and facility manager's
perspectives.
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446, 646 Commumty Tourism Development 3(3,0) Provides a commiinity-based per-
spective of the organizational, planning, development and operational needs for a suc-
cessfxil tourism economy at the local level. Preq: PRTM 342 or consent of instructor.
447. 647 Perspectives on International Travel 3(3,0) Using the United States as a desti-
nation, international travel patterns and major attractions are presented. Factors
which restrain foreign travel to the United States are analyzed. Preq: Senior standing
and reading knowledge of a foreign language or consent of instructor.
448. 648 Microorganization of the Tourism Industry 3(3,0) Systematic on-sight study of
the organization, structure, and operation of the tourism industry at a micro level.
Preq: Junior standing and consent of instructor.
449. 649 Tourism and Regional Development 3(3,0) Onsite investigation of tourism de-
velopment as it relates to other aspects of regional economic, social, and natural re-
source development. Preq: Junior standing and consent of instructor.
701 Foiuidations of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 2(2,0)
705 Internship 1-3(0,9)
706 Computer Assisted Administration in Leisime Services 3(23)
707 Principles ofEnvironmental Interpretation 3(3,0)
708 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0)
709 Special Problems 1-3(1-3,0)
710 Ciurrent Issues in Recreation 1(1,0)
801 Philosophical Foundations of Recreation and Park Administration 3(3,0)
802 Group Processes in Leisure Services 3(3,0)
803 Seminar in Recreation and Paric Administration 3(3,0)
804 Comprehensive Recreation Planning 3(3,0)
805 Recreational Aspects ofWater Resources 3(3,0)
806 Urban Recreation Analysis 3(3,0)
807 Recreation Behavior in Natural Environments 3(3,0)
808 Behavioral Aspects of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 3(3,0)
811 Research Methods in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 3(3,0)
812 Leisiu^ Services for the Elderly 3(3,0)
815 Therapeutic Recreation and Activity Therapy Administration 3(3,0)
820 Recreation Resoiux^ Policy Issues and Processes 3(3,0)
840 Tourism Planning 3(3,0)
841 Seminar in Exposition Management 3(3,0)
843 Tourism Analysis 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
900 Selected Topics 1-3(1-3,0)
908 Advanced Topics 1-3(1-3,0)
910 Research Seminar 1(1,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
PHILOSOPHY (PHIL)
Professors: G. R. Lucas, Jr., S. Silvers, Head; Associate Professors: W. A. Maker, S.
A. Satris; Assistant Professors: M. A. Martin, J. L. McCollough, T. G. May, T. J.
Oberdan, D. E. Wueste; Visiting Instructor: G. W. Lewis
101, HlOl Introduction to Philosophic Problems 3(3,0) A discussion of representative
philosophical questions which arise from human thought and action. Characteristic
topics are as follows: values, knowledge, human nature, and society.
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102, H102 Introduction to Logic 3(3,0) Introduction to methods of evaluating argu-
ments. Simple valid argument forms are given which can be joined together to pro-
duce the logical form of virtually any argument. Informal fallacies may also be con-
sidered.
103 Introduction to Ethics 3(3,0) Philosophical consideration of the nature of ethics,
basic ethical issues, and problems and modes of ethical reasoning.
303 Philosophy of Religion 3(3,0) A critical consideration of the meaning and justifica-
tion of religious beliefs. Representative topics are as follows: The Nature and Exis-
tence of God; Religious Knowledge; Religious Language; The Problem of Evil.
304 Moral Philosophy 3(3,0) A study of moral problems, their origin in conflicts be-
tween duty and desire, and alternative solutions proposed by classical and contempo-
rary writers.
315 Ancient Philosophy 3(3,0) Origins and development of rationality as found in the
thought of selected philosophers, such as Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle.
316 Modem Philosophy 3(3,0) Development of the modern view as seen in major West-
ern philosophers of the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries. The thought of Descartes, Spi-
noza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume may be considered to illustrate the develop-
ment of rationalism and empiricism.
317 Nineteenth-Century Philosophy 3(3,0) Development of 19th-century philosophy
with emphasis on selected works of philosophers such as Kant, Hegel, Marx, Nietzs-
che, and Kierkegaard.
318 Twentieth-Century Philosophy 3(3,0) Study of the dominant movements in Western
philosophy today, particularly existentialism and analytical philosophy. The object is
to acquire sufficient background for reading current philosophical or philosophically-
influenced literature.
320 Social and Political Philosophy 3(3,0) Critical consideration of the views of some
major philosophers on the nature of the individual's relation to society and the state in
the context of their wider philosophical (logical, epistemological, metaphysical, and
ethical) doctrines. Philosophers examined may include Plato, Aristotle, Augustine,
Hobbes, Rousseau, Mill, Marx, Hegel, Rawls, and Nozick.
323 Theory of Knowledge 3(3,0) Examination of concepts, criteria, and decision proce-
dures underlying rational belief and the justification of knowledge claims. Represen-
tative answers to the problem of skepticism are considered, with special attention to
some leading theories of knowledge.
324 Philosophy of Technology 3(3,0) This course will examine technology and represen-
tative philosophical assessments of it with a focus on understanding its impact on the
human condition.
325 Philosophy of Science 3(3,0) Philosophical study of problems generated by science,
but which are not themselves scientific, such as what comprises a scientific theory;
how scientists formulate theories and acquire knowledge; what, if anything, differen-
tiates science from other ways of knowing; what role concepts play in scientific knowl-
edge; and whether scientific progress is rational.
330 Contemporary Issues in Philosophy 3(3,0) Examination of a variety of issues of
broad concern to philosophers today. Issues may vary. With departmental consent,
course may be repeated one time for credit.
333 Metaphysics 3(3,0) Examination of issues and problems concerning the ultimate
nature of reality. Topics may include the appearance/reality distinction, the nature of
existence, freedom and determinism, personal identity, idealism and realism.
335 Philosophy and Film 3(3,0) Introduction to philosophical thought about film, the
study of films, and theoretical and critical writing about films. Both philosophical
problems about the nature of film and philosophical problems exhibited in films will be
considered.
343 Philosophy of Law 3(3,0) Explanation of the nature of legal theory and the law
through a critical examination of the basic concepts and principles of these fields.
344, H344 Business Ethics 3(3,0) Study of ethical issues created by business activities,
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relating them to fundamental questions of ethics generally. Representative topics:
hiring, firing, promotions, business and minorities, organizational influence in pri-
vate lives, consimier interests, economic justice, and reindustrialization.
345 Environmental Ethics 3(3,0) Study of ethical problems in our dealings with the rest
of nature, and of how they relate to ethics in general. Representative topics: the basis
of ethics, nature and intrinsic value, duties to future generations, economics and the
environment, rare species, animal rights, ethics and agriculture, energy doctrine.
350 (NURS) Technology and Philosophy in Nursing 3(3,0) See NURS 350.
355 Philosophy ofMind and Cognitive Science 3(3,0) Critical examination of philosophi-
cal and scientific theories of mental phenomenon and of the relationship between men-
tal and material phenomena. Theories of Mind-Body Dualism, Monism, Functional-
ism, Eliminative and Reductive Materialism, Connectionism, and the status of folk
psychology versus cognitive neuroscience will be studied.
360 Symbolic Logic 3(3,0) Introduction to the basic concepts of modem symbolic logic,
including the symbolization of statements and arguments and the techniques of for-
mal proof.
365 Philosophy of Language 3(3,0) Examination of issues within and theories about
language and its place in philosophical discussion, including such questions as na-
ture of meaning, the role of symbols in thought, concept of truth, and structure of lan-
guage.
401, 601 Studies in the History of Philosophy 3(3,3)i Indepth study of a selected philoso-
pher, philosophical school, or movement. Topics will vary. With departmental con-
sent may be repeated one time for credit. Preq: Consent of instructor.
402, 602 Topics in Philosophy 3(3,3)^ A thorough examination of a particular philosoph-
ical topic, issue, or problem. Topics will vary. With departmental consent, course
may be repeated one time for credit. Preq: Consent of instructor.
499 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0) Course of study designed by the student in consulta-
tion with a faculty member who agrees to provide guidance, discussion, and evalua-
tion of the project. The student must select and confer with the faculty member early
enough for their plan to be approved by the department head prior to registration.
Preq: Consent of instructor.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PH SO
107 Introduction to Earth Science 4(3,3) Survey of topics in geology, meteorology, as-
tronomy, and oceanography emphasizing comprehension and practical application of
earth science concepts to experiments and activities appropriate for the elementary
school classroom. Enrollment preference given to Early Childhood and Elementary
Education majors.
108 Introduction to Physical Science 4(3,3) Survey of topics in chemistry and physics
emphasizing comprehension and practical application of physical science concepts to
experiments and activities appropriate for the elementary school classroom. Enroll-
ment preference given to Early Childhood and Elementary Education majors. Preq:
PH SC 107.
PHYSICS (PHYS)
Professors: P. B. Burt, D. D. Clayton, L. M. Duncan, H. W. Graben, F. J. Keller, L. L.
Larcom, M. F. Larsen, P. J. McNulty, Head; J. R. Manson, M. G. Miller, J. R. Ray, M.
D. Sherrill, R. C. Turner, C. W. Ulbrich; Associate Professors: T. F. Colhns, P. J.
Flower, J. A. Gilreath, J. R. Letaw, J. W. Meriwether, Jr., P. A. Steiner, G. X.
Tessema; Assistant Professors: D. H. Hartmann, M. D. Leising, B. S. Meyer;
Lecturer: R. N. Jeanes; Visiting Professor: D. E. Kinkaid; Visiting Assistant
Professor: J. T. Isbell
101 Current Topics in Modem Physics 1(0,2) Demonstrations and lectures serving as
an introduction to different areas of physics and astronomy will be presented by
various members of the staff. These areas may include such topics as astrophysics,
ICurrent topics and course descriptions available in the department's course offering brochure.
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energy, relativity, and weather, as well as visits to the planetarium.
122, H122 Physics with Calculus I 3(3,0)i The first of three courses in a calculus-based
physics sequence. Topics include vectors, laws of motion, conservation principles, ro-
tational motion, oscillations, and gravitation. Coreq: MTHSC 108.
124 Physics Laboratory I 1(0,3) Introduction to physical experimentation with empha-
sis on mechanical systems, including oscillatory motion and resonance. Computers
are used in the experimental measurements and in the statistical treatment of data.
Coreq: PHYS 122.
200 Introductory Physics 4(3,2)» Introduction to classical physics. Includes elements of
mechanics, heat, electricity, and light. This course may not be substituted for PHYS
122 but may be substituted for PHYS 207, only with the approval of the Department of
Physics and Astronomy. Coreq: MTHSC 105 or equivalent.
207 General Physics I 4(3,2)i Introductory course for students who are not majoring in
,
r
physical science or engineering. This course covers such topics as mechanics, waves,
1
1*_
fluids, and heat. Coreq: A course that includes algebra and trigonometry.
208 General Physics II 4(3,2)2 Continuation of PHYS 207. This course covers such top-
ics as electricity, magnetism, electromagnetic waves, optics, and modem physics.
( ||
Preq: PHYS 207. lIL
221, H221 Physics with Calculus II 3(3,0)2 Continuation of PHYS 122. Topics include
thermodynamics, kinetic theory of gases, electric and magnetic fields, electric cur-
rents and circuits, and motions of charged particles in fields. Preq: PHYS 122. !||
222, H222 Physics with Calculus III 3(3,0) Continuation of PHYS 221. Topics include
wave motion, electromagnetic waves, interference and diffraction, relativity, atomic
particles, and atomic and nuclear structure. Preq: PHYS 221.
223 Physics Laboratory II 1(0,3) Experiments in heat and thermodynamics, electrostat-
ics, circuits, and magnetism. C^omputers are used in the statistical treatment of data.
Coreq: PHYS 221.
224 Physics Laboratory III 1(0,3) Experiments involve atomic, molectilar, and nuclear |
systems. The wave particle dualism of light and matter is emphasized. Calculators —
and computers are used in statistical treatment of data. Coreq: PHYS 222.
240 Physics of the Weather 3(3,0) A descriptive introduction to meteorology. Includes
atmospheric thermodynamics, solar radiation, heat budget, atmospheric circulation, ' |
force laws governing air motion, fronts, precipitation, synoptic prediction. Special top- ' ^
ics of current interest such as the effect of environmental pollution on weather, and
the effect of weather on health are included.
Il'i245 Energy Sources for the Future 3(3,0) A study of possible sources of energy including | *^
fossil fuels, solar energy, nuclear energy, and their uses. The basic physical concepts,
the economic feasibility, and environmental impact of the use of these sources of ener-
gy are discussed. Preq: One semester of a physical science. —
262 Physics of Music 3(3,0) An elementary, nontechnical study of the relationship be- L
tween the laws of physics and the production of music for the music student or layman
who wishes to understand the physical principles of the art. Topics include mechani-
cal and acoustical laws, harmonic analysis, musical scales, sound production in in-
struments, physiology of hearing, etc.
'
290 Physics Research 1-3(0,3-9) This individual research project may be performed in
any area of experimental or theoretical physics or astronomy. Work will be performed
under the supervision of a physics or astronomy faculty member. Project need not be jfl
original but must add to the student's ability to carry out research. May be repeated for 'I '-
a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor and minimiom GPR of 3.0.
321, H321, 621 Mechanics I 3(3,0) Statics, motions of particles and rigid bodies, vibrato-
ry motion, gravitation, properties of matter, flow of fluids. Preq: PHYS 221. | |L
322, H322, 622 Mechanics II 3(3,0) Dynamics of particles and rigid bodies, Lagrangian
'ill
iCredit for a degree will be given for only one of the following courses: PHYS 122, 200, 207. (\ i ^
2Credit for a degree will be given for only one of the following courses: PHYS 208, 221.
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and Hamiltonian formulations, vibrations of strings, wave propagation. Preq: PHYS
321 or consent of instructor.
325, H325, 625 Experimental Physics I 3(1,4) Introduction to experimental modern
physics, measurement of fundamental constants, repetition of crucial experiments of
modern physics (Stern-Gerlach, Zeeman effect, photoelectric effect, etc.). Coreq:
PHYS 321 or consent of instructor.
326, H326, 626 Experimental Physics 11 3(1,4) Continuation ofPHYS 325.
340 (E C E) Electromagnetics 1 2(2,0) See E C E 340.
341 (E C E) Electromagnetics H 2(2,0) See E C E 341.
355, H355 Modem Physics 3(3,0) A study of the topics ofmodem physics, including rel-
ativity, atomic physics, quantum mechanics, condensed-matter physics, nuclear phys-
ics, and elementary particles. Preq: PHYS 222, MTHSC 206.
401 Senior Thesis I 1-3 A semioriginal project performed under the direction of a phys-
ics faculty member. Theoretical fields available include relativity, solid state, statisti-
cal mechanics, nuclear physics, and astrophysics. Experimental work may be done in
various areas of solid-state physics, astronomy, biophysics, and atmospheric physics.
Preq: Three physics courses beyond introductory physics.
402 Senior Thesis D 1-3 Continuation ofPHYS 401.
417, H417, 617 Introduction to Biophysics I 3(3,0) Introduction to the application of
physics to biological problems. Topics include a review of elementary chemical and bi-
ological principles, physics of biological molecules, and fundamentals of radiation bio-
physics. Preq: MTHSC 206, PHYS 221, or consent of instructor.
418, H418, 618 Introduction to Biophysics II 3(3,0) Continuation ofPHYS 417. Further
work in radiation biophysics, cell population kinetics, and selected special topics such
as membrane biophysics, control theory and molecular biophysics, muscle studies, ir-
reversible thermodynamics in biophysics, enzyme physics, etc. Preq: MTHSC 206,
PHYS 221, or consent of instructor.
420, 620 Atmospheric Physics 3(3,0) A study of the physical processes governing atmo-
spheric phenomena. Topics include thermodynamics of dry and moist air, solar and
terrestrial radiative processes, convection and cloud physics, precipitation processes,
hydrodynamic equations of motion and large-scale motion of the atmosphere, numeri-
cal weather prediction, atmospheric electricity. Preq: MTHSC 108, PHYS 208 or 221.
427, 627 Instrumentation in Experimental Physics 3(2,2) Designed to introduce the stu-
dent to the instrumentation techniques involved in physics research, including the in-
terfacing of microcomputers to experimental equipment. Data acquisition and storage
and the signal conditioning to accomplish these tasks are presented in a planned se-
quence. Preq: PHYS 221 and 223, or consent of instructor.
432, H432, 632 Optics 3(3,0) This course covers a selection of topics, depending on the in-
terest of the student. Topics covered may include the formation of images by lenses
and mirrors, design of optical instniments, electromagnetic wave propagation, inter-
ference, diffraction, optical activity, lasers, and holography. Preq: PHYS 221.
442, H442, 642 Electromagnetic Theory 3(3,0) Study of the foundations of electromagnet-
ic theory. Topics include electrostatics, dielectrics, magnetostatics, magnetic materi-
als, Maxwell's equations, relativity, and electrodynamics. Preq: E C E (PHYS) 341 or
consent of instructor.
446, H446, 646 SoUd State Physics 3(3,0) An introductory treatment of the crystal struc-
ture of solids and the properties of solids which depend on crystal structure, free elec-
tron model of metals, band theory of solids, Brillouin zones, crystalline defects, and dif-
fusion. Preq: PHYS 222 or consent of instructor.
452, H452, 652 Nuclear and Particle Physics 3(3,0) Study of our present knowledge con-
cerning subatomic matter. The experimental results are stressed. Topics discussed
include particle spectra, detection techniques, Regge pole analysis, quark models, pro-
ton structure, nuclear structure, scattering and reactions.
455, H455, 655 Quantum Physics I 3(3,0) Discussion of solution of the Schroedinger
equation for free particles, the hydrogen atom and the harmonic oscillator. Preq:
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PHYS 322 and E C E (PHYS) 341, or consent of instructor.
456, H456, 656 Quantum Physics II 3(3,0) Continuation of PHYS 455. Application of
principles of quantum mechanics as developed in PHYS 455 to atomic, molecular, sol-
id state and nuclear systems. Preq: PHYS 455.
457, H457, 657 Basic Health and Radiological Physics I 3(3,0) Topics discussed in this
course include a survey of nuclear physics, interaction of radiation with matter, bio-
logical effects of high and low energy radiation, and uses of radiation for therapy and
diagnosis. Preq: PHYS 321, E C E (PHYS) 341, or consent of instructor.
458, H458, 658 Basic Health and Radiological Physics II 3(3,0) Continuation ofPHYS
457. Topics covered will include dosimetry and radiation protection, ultraviolet radia-
tion effects, shielding calculations, thermal effects, tracer use and kinetics, and ultra-
sonics. Preq: PHYS 457 or equivalent.
460, H460, 660 Contemporary Physics for High School Teachers 3(3,0) Study oflater de-
velopments including the measurements of atomic particles. The formulation of new
laws and the modifications of old ideas needed to describe the interactions of these par-
ticles. Preq: One year of General Physics or consent of instructor.
465, H465, 665 Hiermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics 3(3,0) Study of temperature
development of the laws of thermodynamics and their application to thermodynamic
systems. An introduction to low temperature physics is given. Preq: Six hours of
physics beyond PHYS 222 or consent of instructor.
473, H473, 673 X-Ray CrysUlography 3(2,3) Study of crystal symmetry, elementary
group theory. X-ray diffraction by crystals. Experimental methods of goniometry, pow-
der and single crystal diffraction are used to determine structures and electron density
distribution. Application of X-ray diffraction to chemical, physical, and metallurgical
problems.
475, 675 Special Topics in Physics 1-3(0-3,0-9) Comprehensive study of a topic of current
interest in the field of physics. May be taken for credit more than one time. Preq: Con-
sent of instructor.
703 Modem Physics for High School Teachers 3(3,0)
710 Selected Topics in Physics 1-6((V6,0-18)
711 Origins of Physical Science 3(3,0)
716 Experimental Physics for High School Teachers 4(2,4)
720 Earth Science HI: Meteorology and Oceanography for Science Teachers 3(3,0)
721 Earth Science IV: Special Topics in Meteorology for Science Teachers 1(0,2)
723 Weather Science for Science Teachers 3(3,0)
731 Physics for Advanced Placement Teachers 3(2,2)
775 Physics Topics for Teachers l-3(0-3,(V6)
811 Methods of Theoretical Physics 1 3(3,0)
812 Methods ofTheoretical Physics U 3(3,0)
815 (M E) Statistical Thermodynamics 1 3(3,0)
816 Statistical Thermodynamics U 3(3,0)
817 Advanced Statistical Mechanics 3(3,0)
821 Classical Mechanics 1 3(3,0)
822 Classical Mechanics U 3(3,0)
841 Electrodynamics 1 3(3,0)
842 Electrodynamics H 3(3,0)
845 Solid State Physics 1 3(3,0)
846 SoUd State Physics H 3(3,0)
852 Radiation Physics 3(3,0)
875 Seminar in Contemporary Physics 1-3(1-3,0)
iL
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890 Directed Activities in ^plied Physics 1-6
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arrangecL
951 Quantum Mechanics 1 3(3,0)
952 Quantum Mechanics n 3(3,0)
966 Relativity 3(3,0)
971 Advanced Quantiun Theory 1 3(3,0)
972 Advanced Quantum Theory n 3(3,0)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
PLANNING STUDIES (C R P)
Professors: J. R. Caban, Head; B. C. Nocks; Associate Professor: J. B. London; As-
sistant Professors: K. R. Brooks, H. P. Norman; Visiting Assistant Professor: R. W.
Bainbridge; Adjunct Professor: E. L. Falk; Adjunct Associate Professor: J. M. Wil-
liams
405, 605 Urban Genesis and Form 3(3,0) This course is intended to familiarize profes-
sional students in the environmental design disciplines concerning the origin, devel-
opment, and growth of cities to enable them to understand the ever accelerating
growth of urbanism and increasing complexity or urban organism. Preq: Consent of
instructor or department head.
411, 611 Introduction to City and Regional Planning 3(3,0) The purpose of the course is
to introduce students from a variety of disciplines to City and Regional Planning. Spa-
tial and nonspatial areas of discipline are explored through a wide ranging lecture/
seminar program. Preq: Consent of instructor or department head.
415, 615 Small City and Rural Planning 3(3,0) Examines current and future aspects
and challenges of small urban centers and rural areas. Course may focus on a wide
range of subjects—design, economic, social, political, physical, natural resources, and
environmental—depending on the emphasis at the time.
472, 672 Planning Process and Administration 3(3,0) Course outlines a conceptual
framework of planning organizations and tools used in the planning process; poten-
tials of planning and management approaches that address the relationship and inte-
gration between techniques and instruments. Preq: Consent of instructor.
473, 673 Government and Planning Law 3(3,0) Complete coverage of the laws and ordi-
nances relating to redevelopment, subdivision control, zoning, official mapping, and
other topics including interpretation, philosophy, enabling legislation and model ordi-
nances. The legal basis of current and long-range planning policy is discussed. Preq:
Consent of instructor or department head.
483, 683 Seminar on Planning Communication 3(3,0) Informal means open for plan
implementation. The organization of effective public information and education pro-
grams, use of citizen advisory committees, and application of other implementation
techniques. Preq: Consent of instructor or department head.
812 City and Regional Planning Theory 3(3,0)
822 Urban Systems and Design 3(3,0)
823 Social Planning and Delivery Systems 3(3,0)
831 Physical Planning Studio 3(3,0)
832 Problems in Site Planning 3(1,2)
834 Geographic Information Systems for City and Regional Planning 3(3,0)
835 Advanced Topics in Geographic Information Systems 3(3,0)
840 Seminar in Coastal Planning 3(3,0)
841 Seminar in EInvironmental Planning 3(3,0)
853 Planning Methods I: Theory and Technique 3(0,9)
854 Planning Methods H: Techniques and Applications 3(0,9)
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858 Research Methods and Planning Hiesis Proposal 3(0^)
859 Planning Terminal Project 3(0^)
860 Planning Studio 3^03-18) P
863 Urban and Metropolitan Planning Studies Studio 3^0^18)
865 Advanced Land Use and Built Form Studies Studio 3-9(0>27)
866 Comprehensive Planning Studio 6(3^) |
871 Growth Management and Legal Issues 3(3,0)
872 Housing Issues in the United States 3(3,0)
881 Quantitative Methods and Urban Planning Policy 3(3,0) \i
882 Seminar in Mathematical Modeling for Urban and Regional Planning 3(3,0)
883 Techniques for Analyzing Development Impacts 3(0,9)
884 Public Servrices and Facilities Planning 3(3,0) |
889 Selected Topics in Planning 3(3,0)
890 Directed Studies in City and Regional Planning 1-6(0,3-18)
891 Planning Thesis 3-9 t
893 City and Regional Planning Internship 3-6(0,3-18)
PLA>rr PATHOLOGY (PL PA)
Professors: O.W. Bamett, Jr., N. D. Camper, O.J. Dickerson, Head; G. C. Kingsland,
8. A. Lewis, E. I. Zehr; Assistant Professors: R. A. Dean, D. A. Kluepfel
101, HlOl Introduction to Plant Diseases 2(2,0)F Introduction to diseases of plants, l—
their causes, methods of spread, development in plants, effects on plants, and impact |l
on mankind.
102, H102 Introduction to Plant Pathology Research 1-3(03-9) Introduction to research
by participation in a plant pathology research project. The student will be guided in
preparation of a proposal, completion of its objectives, interpretation of data, and com-
position of a final report. To be taken Pass/Fail. Preq: PL PA 101 or consent of instruc-
tor.
301, H301 Plant Pathology 3(2,2) S, F Principles of the interrelationships between plant
pathogens, their hosts, and the economically important plant diseases are used to il-
lustrate these principles and the application of these principles to disease control.
Preq: BIOL 103 or 110.
302, H302 Plant Pathology Research 1-3(0,3-9) Research experience in a plant pathology k
research project for an undergraduate who understands basic concepts of research. ^—
Students will develop research objectives, procedures, and collect data. A written re-
port will include interpretation of results. To be taken Pass/Fail. Preq: PL PA 301 or
consent of instructor.
t
i
I
402, H402, 602 Diseases of Ornamental Plants and Turfgrasses 3(2,2) S Survival mech-
anisms, life cycles, host-parasite relationships, symptomatology, diagnosis, economics
and integrated control of infectious diseases; and causal factors, diagnosis and control .
strategies of noninfectious diseases of ornamental plants and turfgrasses. Preq: PL I
PA 301 or equivalent.
411, 611 Plant Disease Diagnosis I 2(1,2)88 Odd-numbered years. Methods and proce-
dures used in the diagnosis of plant diseases, especially late spring and early summer
diseases. Basic techniques of pure culture and identification of plant pathogens and
Koch's postulates will be taught. Diagnosis of a wide variety of diseases of cultivated
and wild plants will be carried out. Preq: PL PA 301 or equivalent.
412, 612 Plant Disease Diagnosis II 2(1,2)88 Even-numbered years. Methods and pro-
cedures used in the diagnosis of plant diseases, especially late-summer diseases. Bas-
ic techniques of pure culture and identification of plant pathogens and Koch's postu-
lates will be taught. Diagnosis of a wide variety of diseases of wild and cultivated
plants. Preq: PL PA 301 or equivalent.
L
L
L
t
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451, 651 Bacterial Plant Pathogens 3(2,3)F Odd-numbered years. The nature, develop-
ment, and control of plant diseases caused by bacteria. Taxonomic considerations,
host-parasite relations and techniques used in isolating, identifying, and preserving
bacterial plant pathogens. Preq: MICRO 305, PL PA 301, or consent of instructor.
456, H456, 656 Plant Virology 3(2,3)S Even-numbered years. Plant viruses with empha-
sis on their morphology, biochemistry, purification and transmission; symptoms re-
sulting from virus infection; virus-vector relationships; and serological procedures.
The importance and control of plant virus diseases will be discussed. Preq: BIOL 103
and any biochemistry or plant physiology course.
458, H458, 658 Plant Parasitic Nematodes 3(2,3)F Even-numbered years. Morphology
and taxonomy of stylet-bearing nematodes and their relationship with plant diseases.
Preq: BIOL 103, 104 or 110, 111.
800 Advanced Plant Pathology 3(3,0)
801 Epidemiology and Control of Plant Disease 3(3,0)
802 Special Topics in Plant Pathology 1(1,0)
808 Fungal Plant Pathogens 3(1,6)
804 Physiological Plant Pathology 3(3,0)
805 Special Problems in Plant Pathology 1-3
807 Seminar 1(1,0)
809 Physiological Techniques in Plant Pathology 2(1^)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (PL PH)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
POLITICAL SCIENCE (PO SC)
Professors: E. M. Coulter, C. W. Dunn, Head; M. A. Morris, W. H. Owens, Jr., M. W.
Slann; Associate Professors: L. L. Duke, W. Lasser, J. D. Woodard; Assistant Profes-
sor: L. Xiang; Visiting Instructor: R. G. Mauney
101, HlOl Introduction to American Politics 3(3,0) Introduction to American National
Government and politics with an emphasis on the functions of governmental organi-
zations, the behavior of political parties and personalities, and the role of public opin-
ion.
103 Introduction to Government and Politics 3(3,0) Introduction to the study, analysis,
scope, and sources of government. Emphasis is given to the comparative institutions
of government, theoretical conceptions people have entertained about government, and
analysis of the ways in which people have behaved in response to government.
105 Introduction to International Pohtics 3(3,0) Introduction to international politics,
with an emphasis on a survey of the politics of the major world regions; America's
role in world affairs; and selected current international issues and problems.
302 State and Local Grovemment 3(3,0) The structural features, functions, and legisla-
tive, executive and judicial processes of American state and local government.
310 Special Activities 1-3(1-3,0) Course encompasses special projects, approved by the
department head, which involve students in research, simulation, internships, or oth-
er actions requiring the study and application of political principles, and which are en-
gaged in for at least one semester or its equivalent.
311 Model United Nations 1(0,1) Participation in United Nations simulation exercises,
in competition with other colleges and universities.
312 State Student Legislature 1(0,1) Participation in state student legislature simula-
tion exercises, in competition with other colleges and universities in the State.
321 General Public Administration 3(3,0) Introduction to public administration includ-
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ing the elements of organization, personnel and financial management, administra-
tive law, and administrative responsibility. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or con- _
sent of instructor. j|
341 Political Science Research Methods 3(3,1) Introduction to political research, with
emphasis on quantitative methods of analysis. Topics include research design, meas-
urement, data collection, sampling, procedures and applications of statistical tech-
niques to research problems in political science. Laboratory stresses computer use for
elementary data analysis. Preq: MTHSC 101 and PO SC 101 or equivalent or consent of
instructor.
351 Classical Political Thought 3(3,0) Political philosophy from the pre-Socratic period L
to Machiavelli. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105. E—
352 Modern Political Hiougfat 3(3,0) The early theories of the nation state in the 16th
century and the major political thinkers, problems and movements through the 20th
century. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105. k
361 International Politics in Crisis 3(3,0) Factors contributing to the prevalence of ten-
sion and violence in the contemporary global arena are identified and analyzed, with
particular emphasis on political, economic, and military roots and manifestations of _
conflict. Preq: PO SC 101 and either 103 or 105. |^
371 Comparative European Politics 3(3,0) Major emphasis on the United Kingdom,
France, Germany, and the U.S.S.R., with brief attention given to Italy and Switzer-
land. Current methods of comparison will be studied and applied to the formal and in-
formal functioning of these governments. Preq'.- PO SC 103 or 105.
373 Third World PoUtics 3(3,0) Survey of policies and problems of development of Third
World states and their implications for the United Sutes. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
379 Directed Study in Comparative and International Politics 3(3,0) Readings and re-
search in comparative government and society and international afTairs. Preq: Con-
sent of instructor.
H390 Junior Honors Research 1(1,0) Readings and research in conjunction with an ap-
proved political science course at the 300 or 400 level. Honors status required.
403 Congressional Politics 3(3,0) Examination of the behavior and processes of decision
making in the American Congress together with an analysis of the interaction among
Congress and the executive and judicial branches of the national government. Preq:
PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
405 Presidential Leadership 3(3,0) Examination of the organizational patterns, admin-
istrative behavior, and political forces in the Presidency with considerable emphasis
on relations between the Presidency and Congress, courts, and administrative regula- \%
tory agencies. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor. 1^
407 Religion and American Politics 3(3,0) Examination of the impact of religion on
American politics, including an analysis of the role of religion in politics, political be-
havior of major religious groups, constitutional issues and voting beha'/ior. Preq: PO
SC 101 or consent of instructor.
408 Topics in American Government 3(3,0) Examination of selected themes and/or is-
sues in an area of American government, public policy, or public law. May be repeat-
ed once for credit. Preq: PO SC 101 or consent of instructor.
409, 609 Directed Study in American Institutions 3(3,0) Supervised reading and/or re-
search in selected areas of American government. Preq: Twelve semester hours in
political science and consent of instructor.
422, 622 Government Policy and Political Economy 3(3,0) Focuses on the roots and de-
velopment of American political economy. Attention is given to the way in which eco-
nomic factors affect American politics and the ability to govern. Preq: PO SC 101; Jim-
ior standing or consent of instructor. I E
423, 623 Urban Politics 3(3,0) Interaction of political, technical, and administrative pro-
cesses in urban America. Special emphasis is given to the history and future of urban
areas. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
425, 625 Money, Budgets and Grantsmanship 3(3,0) Examination ofgovernmental bud-
L
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geting structures and processes. A hands-on approach working with a city's past and
present budget and producing next year's budget. Writing a grant proposal, optional
for undergraduates, required for graduate students. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior stand-
ing, or consent of instructor.
427, 627 Public Personnel Management 3(3,0) Government personnel systems; current
trends and problems; essentials of recruitment, classification, compensation, motiva-
tion, evaluation, training, and discipline. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or con-
sent of instructor.
428, 628 National Security Policy 3(3,0) A study of the problems in formulating poUcies
of national defense, examination of alternatives, consequences and effectiveness of
current techniques in nuclear weaponry, guerrilla and conventional warfare. Preq:
PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
432 American Constitutional Law I 3(3,0) A brief introduction to the judicial process
followed by a detailed examination of leading cases pertaining to the judiciary, the
Congress, the Presidency, and the federal system. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing,
or consent of instructor.
433, 633 American Constitutional Law II 3(3,0) Examination of the relationship of the
individual to his government, focusing on the the safeguards of Uberty and property in-
cluding freedoms of speech, press and religion, and criminal procedures. Preq: PO SC
101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
434 Law, Courts, and Politics 3(3,0) Introduction to the role of law, judges, and courts
in the American political system, focusing on the nature of the legal system; legal
methods; the role of courts in statutory construction and in the administrative process;
and judicial activism and restraint. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of
instructor.
435 Criminal Law 3(3,0) Examination of the criminal justice system with special em-
phasis on the constitutional requirements for criminal procedure, and on the relation-
ship between legal theory and practice in the criminal justice area. Preq: PO SC 101,
Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
442, 642 Political Parties and Elections 3(3,0) Study of the distinctive features of the
American two-party system with emphasis on presidential elections. Parties are ex-
amined as formal organizations, coalitions of voters and interest groups, coordinators
of nomination and election processes, and managers of policy-making institutions.
Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
443 The Mass Media in Politics 3(3,0) Course examines the nature of public opinion, its
social and political context, the social-psychological processes basic to it, the dynamics
of its formation and change and its measurements. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior stand-
ing, or consent of instructor.
448 Campaign Strategy and Tactics 3(3,0) Practical introduction to the plzmning and
execution of a political campaign, designed for candidate, manager and others who
play key roles in a campaign. Covers the use of pertinent data, targeting, issues, or-
ganization, use of the media, direct mail, finance, etc. Includes application of those
aspects to a campaign. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
453 American Political Thought 3(3,0) American political philosophy from the 17th
century to the present with an emphasis on political and social developments since the
1770s. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
454 Southern Politics 3(3,0) Southern politics since 1950 with emphasis upon the char-
acteristics of sectional politics, decline of the one-party system, impact of desegregation
and civil rights activism, political resurgence of the South in the 1970s and its impact
on national politics. Preq: PO SC 101, Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
457, 657 Political Terrorism 3(3,0) Examination and analysis of the international phe-
nomenon of terrorism in terms of origins, operations, philosophy, and objectives.
Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
462, 662 Peace and Order in International Relations 3(3,0) Survey of obstacles to and ad-
vances in law and order in international relations. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
463 United States Foreign Policy 3(3,0) Focus on foreign policy in its historical perspec-
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live, examining the decision-making process in foreign policy; evaluates contemporary
American capabilities, and analyzes specific issues. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
465 Foreign Policies of the M^or Powers 3(3,0) Study in the foreign policies of the lead-
ing world powers with special reference to the geographic, economic, historical and
political determinants of each. A general introduction to the field of foreign policy.
United States foreign policy is not emphasized. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
468 Topics in International/Comparative Politics 3(3,0) Examination of selected themes
and/or issues in an area of international relations or comparative politics. May be re-
peated once for credit. Preq: PO SC 101 or consent of instructor.
471 Politics of the Soviet Union 3(3,0) Examination and analysis of the Soviet Union's
political process, its evolution as a communist society, and the overall direction of its
international status as a superpower. Attention is also given to political and national-
ist division. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
472 Japan and East Asia: Politics, (]k>vemment, and Foreign Policy 3(3,0) Survey of
Japanese politics, government, economy, and foreign policy, primarily in East Asia.
Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
475 Political Systems of Latin America 3(3,0) Examination of political processes in Lat-
in America from both institutional and national perspectives. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105.
476 Politics of the Middle East 3(3,0) Comparative examination of the political processes
of the Middle East, emphasizing a socio-cultural approach to the problems of political
development. Overview of the course concentrates upon the Arab and non-Arab states
of Jordan, I^ebanon, Syria, United Arab Republic, Iran, Israel, and Turkey. Preq: PO
SC 103 or 105.
477 Chinese Politics 3(3,0) Concepts and operation of the jaolitical system of contempo-
rary China. Emphasis on historical and cultural understanding of Chinese politics in
the 20th century. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105, or Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
482 The Political Novel and the Cinema 3(3,1) Consideration of how political science is
treated in political novels and cinema, and how political opinions are shaped by these
media. Preq: PO SC 103 or 105
H490 Senior Honors Thesis Research 3(3,0) Reading and research related to the senior
honors thesis.
H491 Senior Honors Thesis 3(3,0) Research and writing of the senior honors thesis.
POULTRY SCIENCE (P S)
Professors: G. P. Birrenkott. Jr., B. Click, Head; B. L. Hughes, D. V. Maurice, R. J.
Thurston; Associate Professor: T. R. Scott
101 Avian Pets—Biology and Owner Responsibilities 1(1,0)F Systematic coverage of the
many types of birds that humans keep as social companions. The nutrition, environ-
mental considerations, reproductive habits, health, and legal and economic aspects of
these pets will be considered.
201 Poultry Husbandry 3(3,0)F A study of the principles of poultry production and mar-
keting and of the anatomy and physiology of the economically important poultry and
game bird species. Preq: (Consent of instructor.
323 Poultry and Poultry Products Evaluation 2(0,4) Selection of layers, broilers, and tur-
keys. Grading of poultry products according to USDA grade standards will also be
studied. Students enrolled in this course are eligible to compete in intercollegiate poul-
try judging contests. May be taken for a maximum of 4 credits. Preq: P S 201 or con-
sent of instructor.
355, 655 Poultry Products Grading and Technology 3(2,3)S Odd-numbered years. Fac-
tors important in the quality of poultry products are considered. The effects of produc-
tion, handling, packaging and storage on consumer acceptability are discussed. Quali-
ty evaluation will be considered from the standpoint of tenderness, flavor,
microbiology, and USDA grades.
400, 600 Avian Physiology 3(3,0)S Even-numbered years. Detailed study of the structure
and function of organ systems of avian species with emphasis on digestion and repro-
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duction. Students are given an opportunity to study organ system(s) of their choice us-
ing quantitative physiological techniques. Preq: AN PH 301, P S 201, or consent of in-
structor.
402, 602 Poultry Management 2(1,2)S Odd-numbered years. Continuation of P S 201
which emphasizes management, decision-making, and application of technology to
the commercial production of poultry and poultry products. Preq: P S 201 or consent of
instructor.
405, 605 Special Topics 1-4(1-3,0-3) Topics of interest to the student at the undergradu-
ate, graduate, and professional levels. Course is designed to give experience with avi-
an problems not covered in other courses or on thesis research. Cumulative maxi-
mirni of 4 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
406, 606 Special Problems 1-3(0,3-9) Research problems of special interest to the stu-
dent. Course is designed to give laboratory experience and concentrated study in an
area not covered in depth in other courses. Cumulative maximum of 3 credits. Preq:
Consent of instructor.
451, 651 Poultry Nutrition 2(2,0)F Odd-numbered years. The nutrient requirements of
chickens, turkeys, and game birds and methods of determining these requirements
are discussed. Deficiencies and excesses of vitamins and minerals and the effects of
naturally occurring toxins are considered. Hand formulation and linear program-
ming are introduced.
453, 653 Poultry Nutrition Laboratory 1(0,3) Course to impart training in basic laborato-
ry skills and to familiarize students with common laboratory methods used in poultry
nutrition.
458, 658 Avian Microbiology and Parasitology 4(3,3)F Even-numbered years. Agents
causing poultry diseases; the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of specific diseases
and their economic and public health significance.
460, 660 Seminar 1(1,0) Current research reported in journals covering the various ar-
eas of avian science. Students practice interpretation of technical material for laymen.
May be taken for a maximum of 2 credits. Preq: Consent of instructor.
471 Practicum 1-4(0,2-9) Practical, supervised experience in an approved commercial
organization dealing with poultry production, processing, or distribution. The student
will submit monthly reports during the practicum and will conduct a departmental
seminar at its conclusion. Preq: Junior standing and consent of instructor.
8M Poultry Pathology 3(1,6)
805 Seminar 1(1,0)
825 Immimobiology 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
PSYCHOLOGY (PSYCH)
Professors: L. Berger, S. N. Cole, E. H. Galluscio, Head; D. D. Moore, R. H. Nowac-
zyk; Associate Professors: T. R. Alley, E. G. Brainerd, Jr., W. J. Burroughs, P. A.
Connor-Greene, L. I. Park, D. J. Senn, B. R. Stephens; Assistant Professors: R. L.
Campbell II, B. P. Goettl, D. A. King-Johnson, S. E. Kirkendol, B. A. Reilly, F. S.
Switzer III, M. A. Taylor, J. G. Williams; Visiting Assistant Professor: P. R. Alley
101 Orientation to Psychology 2(2,0) General orientation to psychology as a profession,
to areas of study within the discipline, and to career-planning strategies. Application
of psychological theories, principles, and methods to everyday life. Open only to new
Psychology majors who have not taken PSYCH 201.
201, H201 Introduction to Psychology 3(3,0) Introduction to the study of behavior. Anal-
ysis of the biological bases of behavior: learning, thinking, motivation, perception, hu-
man development, social behavior, and the application of basic principles to more com-
plex phenomena such as education, personal adjustment, and interpersonal
relations.
205 Research Methods and Measurement 3(3,0) Survey of research design used in psy-
chology writh emphasis on designs other than experimental design. Topics include at-
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titude measurement, scaling techniques, field and observational research, and ques-
tionnaire construction. Preq: PSYCH 201.
210, H210 Introductory Experimental Psychology 4(3,3) Introduction to data analysis of
experimental and correlational research in psychology. Emphasis is placed on the ap-
plications and logical nature of statistical reasoning. Laboratory periods stress the
techniques of data analysis including analysis using microcomputers. Preq: PSYCH
201 or consent of instructor.
301 Applied Psychology 3(3,0) Course emphasizes the application of theories and re-
search to the solution of problems in the community and work place. The contribu-
tions of psychology to business and industrial settings, community settings, and edu-
cational settings are considered. Preq: PSYCH 201.
303 Psychology of Adjustment 3(3,0) Course in personal adjustment dealing with ap-
propriate and inappropriate reactions to stress, frustration, and conflict. Considera-
tion is given to practical coping skills and techniques for managing emotions, chang-
ing one's own behavior, and improving interpersonal relationships. Preq: PSYCH 201
or consent of instructor.
306 Human Sexual Behavior 3(3,0) The subject of sexual behavior is to be approached
from the psychophysiological, behavioral, and cultural points of view. Evolutionary,
historical, and cross-cultural perspectives will be considered.
308 Women and Psychology 3(3,0) Explores the wide variety of psychological issues that
concern women. Empirical research on topics such as motherhood, sex differentia-
tion, motivation, and psychological disorders will be emphasized. Preq: PSYCH 201.
310, H310 Advanced Experimental Psychology 4(3,3) Continuation ofPSYCH 210 with
an emphasis on conducting original research in the scientific study of human and an-
imal behavior. Laboratory periods stress the refinement of techniques and the execu-
tion of research in a guided setting. Preq: PSYCH 201, 210, or achievement of a satis-
factory score on the departmental competency examination.
320 Principles of Behavior 3(3,0) Study of basic learning principles including classical
conditioning, operant conditioning, and modeling. Initial emphasis is on animal
studies followed by human applications and techniques: Preq: PSYCH 201, 210.
321 Principles of Behavior Laboratory 1(0,3) Laboratory work will include animal han-
dling and training and applications of techniques from PSYCH 320. Coreq: PSYCH
320.
324 Physiological Psychology 3(3,0) Study of human neuroanatomy with emphasis on
the function of the nervous and endocrine systems. Discusses the biological basis of
behavior in its normal and abnormal dimensions. Preq: PSYCH 201 or consent of
instructor.
325 Physiological Psychology Laboratory 1(0,3) Demonstrations and techniques of se-
lected physiological procedures are presented to explain the principles discussed in
PSYCH 324. Coreq: PSYCH 324.
330 Motivation 3(3,0) Various aspects of motivation are considered by studying physio-
logicEil, emotional, and environmental influences on behavior. The orientation is em-
pirical rather than theoretical with emphasis on pertinent research, applications, and
measurement of motives. Preq: PSYCH 201.
333 Cognitive Psychology 3(3,0) Study of higher-order mental processing in humans.
Topics include memory, learning of concepts, problem solving, and the psychology of
language. Preq: PSYCH 201.
334 Laboratory in Cognitive Psychology 1(0,3) Selected experiments and demonstra-
tions are conducted to reveal phenomena related to human perception, memory, rea-
soning, problem solving, and high-level mental processes. Preq: PSYCH 201 and 205
or 210 or consent of instructor. Coreq: PSYCH 333.
340 Life-Span Developmental Psychology 3(3,0) A survey of current theory and research
concerned with the psychological aspects of human growth and development across
the entire life span. Major topics include developmental methods, physical matura-
tion, cognition, socialization, personality, psycholinguistics, intelligence, learning, be-
havior problems, and exceptionality. Preq: PSYCH 201.
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343 Psychological Development from Conception to Adolescence 3(3,0) Emergence,
growth, and change of behavior from conception to adolescence. Special consideration
is given to the study of methodologies and the beginning of sensory/perceptual abilities,
intellectual capacities, language, social skills, and personality. Preq: PSYCH 201.
344 Psychology of Adolescence 3(3,0) Study of the psychosocial processes of adolescence.
Major emphasis is on personality development, growth of thinking, social and sexual
maturation, and variations in adolescence. Preq: PSYCH 201.
345 Adulthood and Aging 3(3,0) Special consideration of the major psychological pro-
cesses of aging as they relate to individual behavior and adaptation. Included are the
influences of aging on the body, learning and psychomotor skills, thinking and intelli-
gence, employment and productivity, personality, and psychopathology. Opportunity
for contact with institutionalized and noninstitutionalized elderly persons is provid-
ed. Preq: PSYCH 201.
352 Social Psychology 3(3,0) A survey course analyzing human social behavior from the
perspective of the individual as a participant in social relationships. Major emphasis
is on the study of such contemporary social processes as attitude formation and
change, interpersonal relations, conformity, conflict resolution, aggression and vio-
lence, social communication, and group phenomena. Preq: PSYCH 201.
355 Environmental Psychology 3(3,0) Consideration of the influences of the physical en-
vironment on human behavior. Topics include perception of and adaptation to the en-
vironment, effects of physical design on behavior, and individual reactions to environ-
mental stressors. Preq: PSYCH 201 or consent of instructor.
364 Industrial Psychologfy 3(3,0) Reviews the perception of work from the preindustrial
revolution to the present. Comparative approaches to motivation, development, main-
tenance, and attraction of successful work behaviors are discussed. Topics include the
organization's responsibilities to the community, implementing a disease- and acci-
dent-free workplace, and the effects of consumerism. Preq: PSYCH 201.
368 Organizational Psychology 3(3,0) Analysis of individual behavior for the purpose of
investigating problems in organizations and increase organization effectiveness. Top-
ics include psychological factors affecting communication, decision making, conflict,
leadership, work stress, power, and organizational change. Preq: PSYCH 201.
370 Personality 3(3,0) Introduction to the area of personality theory emphasizing psy-
choanalytic, behavioral, and humanistic approaches. Applications of personality theo-
ries to such topics as development and adjustment are considered and research impli-
cations are evaluated. Preq: PSYCH 201.
397 Skills in Human Relations 3(3,0) Application of the concepts of psychology to both
individual and professional behavior. A practical course which emphasizes training
in human-relations skills and improving the individual's ability to relate to other per-
sons, particularly in psychological services and professions. Preq: PSYCH 201 or con-
sent of instructor.
415, 615 Systems and Theories of Psychology 3(3,0) Study of the development of psychol-
ogy particularly during the past 100 years. Emphasis on giving the student a better
perspective of present-day psychology. Focus is on the various approaches taken by in-
fluential psychologists and the conflicts among these approaches. Preq: PSYCH 201
and one 300-level psychology course or consent of instructor.
422 Sensation and Perception 3(3,0) Study of psychophysical techniques of measure-
ment and sensory and perceptual processes related to vision, hearing, and the other
senses. Preq: PSYCH 201, and one 300-level psychology course or consent of instruc-
tor.
423 Sensation and Perception Laboratory 1(0,3) Selected experiments are conducted to
demonstrate the phenomena involved in sensation and perception. Preq: PSYCH 205
or 210 or consent of instructor. Coreq: PSYCH 422.
426, 626 Advanced Physiological Psychology 3(3,0) Advanced studies of the biological
basis of behavior with emphasis on functional neuroanatomy and endocrinology. Top-
ics may vary. May not be repeated for credit. Preq: PSYCH 324 or consent of instruc-
tor.
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435, 635 Human Factors Psychology 3(3,0) Analyses of theoretical issues and research
methods pertaining to the interaction between people and machines and human per-
formance. Topics include information processing theory, human control systems and
displays, task simulation, perceptual and motor factors limiting human performance.
Preq: PSYCH 201, and one 300-level psychology course or consent of instructor.
459, 659 Group Dynamics 3(3,0) Review of current theory and research on small-group
processes with special emphasis given to group formation and development, group
structure, the dynamic forces within a group, leadership, and group problem solving
and decision making. Preq: PSYCH 201 and one 300-level psychology course or con-
sent of instructor.
471 Psychological Testing 3(3,0) Introduction to the theory of psychological testing em-
phasizing the principles of measurement and psychometric characteristics of a good
psychological test. Issues in test development, administration, and interpretation are
reviewed. Educational, industrial, and clinical uses of tests are examined. Preq:
PSYCH 201 and 210 or consent of instructor.
480, 680 Health Psychology 3(3,0) Study of the role of health-related behaviors in the pre-
vention, development and/or exacerbation of health problems. Emphasis on the biopsy-
chosocial model and its application in the assessment, treatment, and prevention of
health problems. Preq: PSYCH 201, one 300-level psychology course or consent of in-
structor.
483, 683 Abnormal Psychology 3(3,0) Study of the physiological, psychological, and cul-
tural factors involved in such behavioral disorders as transient situational disturb-
ances, personality disorders, psychoneuroses, psychoses, and psychosomatic disturb-
ances. Special emphasis is placed on the advantages and disadvantages of particular
conceptual models in labeling and describing behaviors as either normal or abnor-
mal. Preq: PSYCH 201 and one 300-level psychology course or consent of instructor.
488 Theories of Psychotherapy 3(3,0) Survey of alternative theories of psychological
treatment for behavioral and emotional disorders. Various theoretical assumptions,
techniques, and applications of each approach are examined and compared and case
examples are considered. Preq: PSYCH 370 or consent of instructor.
H490 Senior Division Honors Research I 2-4(2-4,0) Preparation and defense of a re-
search proposal. The proposed project should be empirical, historical, or theoretical in
nature. Preq: Junior standing and consent of department head.
H491 Senior Division Honors Research II 2-4(2-4,0) Completion of the proposed re-
search project resulting in a written thesis. Preq: PSYCH H490.
493 Practicum in Clinical Psychology 3(1,5) Students are given an opportunity to apply
classroom theory in solving individual and community problems through interaction
with community agencies and other professional groups in the mental health area.
The student has limited but well-controlled contact with actual clinical problems as
they occur in the community environment. Preq: Consent of instructor.
495 Practicum in Applied Psychology 3(1,5) Students are provided practical experience
in the area of applied psychology. The student usually will be involved in a project de-
signed to help solve an industrial problem through a direct application of industrial or
social psychology. Preq: Either PSYCH 352 or 364 or 397 and consent of instructor.
497 Directed Studies in Psychology 2-4(2-4,0) Study of a particiolar topic under the direc-
tion of a faculty member. Specific program is to be organized by the student and facul-
ty member and submitted to the department head for approval. May be repeated for a
maximum of 6 credits. Preq: PSYCilH 310, one additional 300-level psychology course,
and consent of instructor.
499, 699 Seminar Topics in Current Psychology 3(3,0) A seminar in current topics in
psychology. Topics will change from semester to semester and will be announced
prior to each semester's registration. May be repeated once for credit, but only if a dif-
ferent topic is covered. Preq: PSYCH 201 and one 300-level psychology course or con-
sent of instructor.
810 Research Design and Quantitative Methods 1 3(3,0)
811 Research Design and Quantitative Methods n 3(3,0)
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822 Human Perception and Performance 3(3,0)
833 Cognitive Psychology 3(3,0)
860 Psychology ofTraining and Evaluation 3(3,0)
861 Personnel Psychology 3(3,0)
862 Organizational Development 3(3,0)
863 Work Motivation and Satisfaction 3(3,0)
871 Psychological Tests and Measiurements 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
895 Applied Psychology Internship 3-6(03-6)
897 Special Problems in Applied Psychology 1-3(1-3,0)
899 Selected Topics in Psychology 3(3,0)
REUGION (REL)
Professors: L. J. Greenspoon, C. H. Lippy
101 Introduction to Religion 3(3,0) Variety of religious experience and expression in
human life.
102 World Religions 3(3,0) Survey of major religious traditions of the world.
301 The Old Testament 3(3,0) Survey of the books of the Old Testament with special con-
sideration given to the development of the concepts, institutions, and theology of the an-
cient Hebrews.
302 A Survey ofNew Testament Literature 3(3,0) Study of the books of the New Testa-
ment from the standpoint of their occasion, content, literary form, and basic theology.
306 Judaism 3(3,0) Examination of the development of Judaism from Biblical to mod-
ern times.
307 The Christian Tradition 3(3,0) Examination of the development of Christianity in
Western civilization from the post-New Testament period to the present, stressing in-
stitutional growth and changes, theological currents, and interaction of Christianity
with culture.
308 Religions of Asia 3(3,0) Study of religious traditions of Asia, with an emphasis on
Hinduism and Buddhism.
309 Oriental Philosophies and Religions 3(3,0) Study of the philosophical and religious
teachings of Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism.
310 Religion in the United States 3(3,0) Development of religion in the United States
from the Colonial period to the 20th century. Attention will be devoted to analyzing
broad currents in religious movements and religious thought which have given shape
to the American pluralistic experience.
401, 601 Studies in Biblical Literature and Religion 3(3,0) Critical examination of a se-
lected topic in biblical studies. Topics will vary from year to year. May be repeated one
time for credit. Preq: Consent of instructor.
402, 602 Studies in Religion 3(3,0) Thorough examination of a selected topic in one or
more of the religious traditions of the world or of religious life in a particular region.
Topic will vary from year to year. May be repeated one time for credit. Preq: Consent
of instructor.
499 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0) Study of selected problems, issues, or movements in
religion under the direction of a faculty member chosen by the student. Student and
faculty member develop a course of study designed for the individual student and ap-
proved by the head of the department prior to registration. Preq: Consent of instruc-
tor.
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RURAL SOCIOLOGY (R S)
Professor: E. L. McLean; Associate Professor: C. M. Sieverdes
301 Rural Sociology 3(3,0)S Study of human social relationships as influenced by life in
the open country and in small towns and villages including considerations of the rural
population, rural social institutions, processes of change in agricultural technology,
and community area planning and development.
303 (SOC) Methods of Social Research 1 3(3,0) See SOC 303.
359, 659 (SOC) The Community 3(3,0)F Examination of the sociological aspects of con-
temporary communities and of their growth and development. Structural relations of
social class, status and power and the relationships among social institutions within
the community are examined. Emphasis is placed on the organization and develop-
ment of communities in a constantly changing environment.
371 (SOC) Population and Society 3(3,0) See SOC 371.
401, 601 (SOC) Human Ecology 3(3,0)S Analysis of the interrelationships between the
physical world, modifications in natural environments, human settlement patterns,
and institutions that both encourage and regulate environmental modification. Em-
phasis is placed on conditions whereby natural resources become public policy con-
cerns. Preq: Sophomore standing.
403, 603 (SOC) Methods of Social Research D 3(3,0) See SOC 403.
471, H471 671 (SOC) Demography 3(3,0)S Demographic concepts, theory, and research
methods for vital statistics, migration, and population and distribution and projec-
tions. Collection and processing of demographic data, and organization of demograph-
ic data systems. Preq: ANTH 201 or SOC 201. R S 301.
495 (SOC) Field Experience 3(1,8) See SOC 495.
498 (SOC) Independent Study 3(1,6) See SOC 498.
881 Rural Sociology Research 1-3(0,2-6)
RUSSIAN (RUSS)
Lecturer: J. Bridgwood
101 Elementary Russian 4(3,1) Training in pronunciation, grammatical forms, and
syntax with a view to giving the student the fundamentals necessary to hold simple
conversations and to read simple Russian texts.
102 Elementary Russian 4(3,1) Continuation ofRUSS 101. Preq: RUSS 101.
196 Practicum in Russian 1(0,1) On-campus program of teaching foreign languages to
children. Students work under the supervision of faculty in planning and teaching
one 45-minute class per week to children in grades 1-8. May be repeated for a total of 3
credits. Preq: Third year standing in language or consent of department head.
201, H201 Intermediate Russian 3(3,0) Brief review ofRUSS 101 and 102 with conversa-
tion, composition, and dictation, and the beginning of more serious reading of Russian
prose in short stories and plays. Preq: RUSS 102.
202, H202 Intermediate Russian 3(3,0) Conversation, composition, and dictation based
on readings of more difficult Russian prose than in the earlier courses. Preq: RUSS
201.
205 Russian Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Oral and written training in Rus-
sian. The course will include situational role play, conversation groups, oral presen-
tations, video work, written compositions, and speeches. Preq: RUSS 201.
398 Directed Reading 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected works in Russian. May be re-
peated for a total of 6 semester credits. Preq: RUSS 202 or equivalent and consent of de-
partment head.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN SOCIETY (S T S)
300 Issues in Science, Technology and Society 3(3,0) Course will help students under-
stand how technology and science operate within a total societal context by examining
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various issues that exist in society. Focus is placed on how we use those machines and
principles and the results of that use.
SOCIOLOGY (SOC)
Professors: K. W. Grader, R. J. Knapp, R. F. Larson, Head; Associate Professors: L.
G. Peppers, J. W. Ryan, D. K. Sturkie III, B. J. Vander Mey, W. M. Wentworth, M. F.
White; Assistant Professors: J. M. Goggeshall, P. A. Green, J. P. Smith; Lecturer: S.
Craig
201, H201 Introduction to Sociology 3(3,0) Sociological perspective: the study of contem-
porary groups, organizations, and societies in terms of human social behavior, social
change, social structure, and social institutions.
202 Social Problems 3(3,0) Social problems involving the family, education, health care,
political and legal systems, economy, population, environment, community; and spe-
cial problems associated with age, economics, racial, status, and gender inequality.
303, H303 (R S) Methods of Social Research I 3(3,0) Introduction to methods of social re-
search: research, design, sampling, measurement, reliabiUty, and validity; the rela-
tionship between theory and research. Required of all Sociology majors. Preq: SOC
201.
310, H310 Marriage and Intimacy 3(3,0) Examination of mate selection, living together,
marital relations, family planning, conflict resolution, divorce and remarriage, later
life adjustments, and singlehood as a lifestyle in the United States. Preq: SOC 201 or
consent of instructor.
311 The Family 3(3,0) Cross-cultural analysis of the family as a basic social institution;
history, structure, and functions of the family in various cultures; and effects of social
change on the family. Preq: SOC 201.
330 Industrial Sociology 3(3,0) Development of industrial society; effects of culture, so-
cial institutions, and individuals; industry and community; cross-national compari-
son of management styles; and a comparative analysis of work in industrial and devel-
oping nations. Preq: SOC 201.
331 Urban Sociology 3(3,0) Urbanization as a social process and related conditions of
work, family structure, social mobility, crime, lifestyle, technology, and development
ofurban areas in the Third World. Preq: SOC 201.
350 Self and Society 3(3,0) Social psychology from the sociological viewpoint. Examina-
tion of the interactional and group influences on such individual conditions as child-
hood and life-course development, language, emotions, motives, sexuality, deviance,
and self-concept. Preq: SOC 201.
351 Collective Behavior 3(3,0) Spontaneous, transitory, and sporadic group behavior:
crowds, panics, riots, fads, and social movements. Preq: SOC 201.
359, 659 (R S) The Community 3(3,0) See R S 359.
371 (R S) Population and Society 3(3,0) Social, economic, and political consequences of
population structure and change, including problems of food and resources, as well as
population goals and policies in developing countries and the United States. Preq: SOC
201.
380 Introduction to Social Services 3(3,0) Fundamentals of casework practice, includ-
ing philosophy and values, models of group work and ethics in social services work.
Preq: SOC 201.
382 Child Abuse and Treatment 3(3,0) Examination of the causes and consequences of
child maltreatment and exploitation; forms of child maltreatment (physical, emotion-
al, and sexual abuse; child neglect; child labor); strategies and techniques of treat-
ment; and child maltreatment and the judicial system. Preq: SOC 201.
390 The Criminal Justice System 3(3,0) Social systems analysis of criminal justice
agencies; primary focus on law enforcement and corrections and their interagency re-
lationship with courts and prosecution. Preq: SOC 201.
391 Sociology of Deviance 3(3,0) Patterns of deviant behavior: subcultures, careers, and
lifestyles of deviants; deviance theory and research. Preq: SOC 201.
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392 Juvenile Delinquency 3(3,0) The nature, extent, and causes ofjuvenile delinquency;
societal attempts to control delinquent conduct and gang violence; emergence of the
juvenile justice system. Preq: SOC 201.
393 Criminology 3(3,0) The nature and causes of criminal behavior; societal attempts to
control crime; social responses to crime, criminals, and the criminal justice system.
Preq: SOC 201.
394, H394 Sociology of Mental Illness 3(3,0) Mental illness as a social phenomenon, in-
cluding cultural and social influence, organizational settings of mental health-care
delivery, legal issues, patient-therapist relationships, and mental illness intervention
as social control. Preq: SOC 201.
395 Sociology of Alcohol and Drug Abuse 3(3,0) Social issues involved in alcohol and
drug abuse, including the assessment of sociological theories of drug abuse, addiction,
and prevention; societal problems associated with the misuse of alcohol, narcotics, and
other drugs. Preq: SOC 201.
401, 601 (R S) Human Ecology 3(3,0) See R S 401.
403, 603 (R S) Methods of Social Research II 3(3,0) Advanced methods in social re-
search; consideration of various techniques, methodological approaches, and research
designs; laboratory experience in various phases of research. Preq: SOC 201, SOC
(R S) 303, and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
404, 604 Sociological Theory 3(3,0) A survey of the development of sociological theory.
Required of all Sociology majors. Preq: SOC 201 and Junior standing or consent of in-
structor.
H408 Honors Thesis Research I 3 Reading and research related to the senior honors
thesis. Completion of junior honors requirements and approval of department head
and thesis adviser required. Preq: SOC H303, H310, and honors status.
H409 Honors Thesis Research II 3 Research and writing related to the senior honors
thesis. Preq: SOC H408 and honors status.
430, 630 Sociology of Organizations 3(3,0) The analysis of administrative organizations
and voluntary associations; applied analysis of their formal and informal group rela-
tions, communications, and effectiveness. Preq: SOC 201 and Junior standing or con-
sent of instructor.
432 Sociology of Religion 3(3,0) A sociological analysis of religious systems and move-
ments and their influence on other social institutions. Preq: S0(^ 201 and Junior
standing or consent of instructor.
433, 633 Developing Societies 3(3,0) Examination of the social and historical causes of
development and underdevelopment. Various sociological theories of development are
reviewed. Selected countries are examined in an international context. Preq: SOC 201
and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
440, 640 Leisure, the Mass Media, and Culture 3(3,0) Production and consumption of
leisure activities in contemporary society; popular culture, and the mass media as
dominant leisure forms; social effects of leisure activities; relationship between work
and leisure. Preq: SOC 201 and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
441, 641 Sociology of Sport 3(3,0) Sport as a social phenomenon; emphasis on leader-
ship, discrimination, socialization, communication, conflict, and cooperation in
sports; emerging social issues in contemporary sports. Preq: SOC 201 and Junior
standing or consent of instructor.
460, 660 Race, Ethnicity, and Class 3(3,0) Investigation of sociological perspectives on
race, ethnic relations, and social stratification. Analysis of the impact of social class
on minority movements. (Not open to students who have taken S0(^ 431.) Preq: SOC
201 and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
461 Sex Roles 3(3,0) Female and male socialization; changes in statuses, roles, ine-
quality, and opportunities in contemporary society, with cross-cultural and social
class comparisons. Preq: SOC 201 and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
462, 662 Men, Masculinity and Society 3(3,0) Masculinity and social order: norms,
roles, relationships and activities; identity and socialization: work, family, sexuality,
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war, sports, including subcultural comparisons. Preq: SOC 201 and Junior standing
or consent of instructor.
471, H471, 671 (R S) Demography 3(3,0) See R S 471.
480, 680 Medical Sociology 3(3,0) Sociocultural factors in the etiology and treatment of
physical illness; medical occupations and professions; the organization of health-care
delivery systems. Preq: SOC 201 and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
481, 681 Aging and Death 3(3,0) Sociological orientation to aging populations focusing
on the impact of health care, welfare, and retirement systems. Includes dying as a so-
cial phenomenon, suicide, euthanasia, and funerals. (Not open to students who have
taken SOC 383.) Preq: SOC 201 and Junior standing or consent of instructor.
495 (R S) Field Experience 3(1,8) Students participate in selected field placements un-
der supervision for eight hours weekly and in a one-hour seminar per week. May be
repeated once for credit. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: SOC 380 or 390 and consent
of department head.
498 (R S) Independent Study 3(1,6) Individual readings or projects in sociological areas
not covered in other courses. A written proposal approved by the instructor directing
the work and by the department head prior to registration. Preq: Consent of depart-
ment head.
499 Seminar in Selected Topics in Contemporary Sociology 3(3,0) Sociological areas of
current interest will be explored. May be repeated by special arrangement for a maxi-
mum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of department head.
808 Survey Designs for Applied Social Research 3(3,0)
805 Evaluation Research 3(3,0)
810 Theoretical Models in Applied Social Research 3(3,0)
812 Seminar on Marriage and the Family 3(3,0)
814 Policy and Social Action 3(3,0)
830 Human Systems Development Organizations and Society 3(3,0)
833 Work and Society 3(3,0)
835 Work, Leisure and the Family 3(3,0)
891 Masters Research. Credit to be arranged.
892 Selected Topics 3(3,0)
895 Field Experience 12
896 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0)
899 Special Projects 3^3-6,0)
SPANISH (SPAN)
Professor: S. M. Saz; Associate Professors: P. R. Heusinkveld, S. C. King, L. T. Per-
ry, J. I. Suarez, S. E. Torres; Assistant Professors: C. R. Adams, G. Bautista, I. P.
Marquez, R. F. Mixon, L. E. Seamon, J. M. Whitmire; Instructors: S. K. Harris, J. A.
Worley; Visiting Instructors: A. B. Arbena, J. G. Peacock
101 Elementary Spanish 4(3,1) A course for beginners in which the essentials of gram-
mar are taught and a foundation is provided for a conversational and reading knowl-
edge of the language. Three hours a week of classroom instruction and one hour a
week in the language laboratory.
102 Elementary Spanish 4(3,1) Continuation ofSPAN 101.
196 Practicum in Spanish 1(0,1) An on-campus program of teaching foreign languages
to children. Students work under the supervision of faculty in planning and teaching
one 45-minute class per week to children in grades 1-8. May be repeated for a total of 3
credits. Preq: Third year language standing or consent of department head.
198 Situational Spanish 4(3,2) Intensive course relating to a student's field of study.
Designed primarily for non-Liberal Arts majors preparing for employment or study
abroad. Subsequent placement into SPAN 201 by departmental examination. Only for
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elective credit in the College of Liberal Arts. Cannot be counted toward any Bachelor of
Arts language requirements.
199 Situational Spanish 4(3^) Continuation of SPAN 198. Subsequent placement into
SPAN 201 by departmental examination. Only for elective credit in the College of Lib-
eral Arts. Cannot be counted toward any Bachelor of Arts language requirements.
Preq: SPAN 198 or consent of instructor.
201, H201 Intermediate Spanish 3(3,0) A brief review ofSPAN 101 and 102, with gram-
mar, composition, and conversation and the beginning of more intensive reading of
Spanish prose. Preq: SPAN 102.
202, H202 Intermediate Spanish 3(3,0) Continuation ofSPAN 201. Preq: SPAN 201.
299 Foreign Language Drama Laboratory 1(0,3) Participation in foreign language dra-
ma productions. No formal class meetings, but an average of three hours per week in
a foreign language drama workshop for production. May be repeated for a total of 3
credits. Preq: Consent of instructor directing the play.
301 Introduction to Hispanic Literary Forms 3(3,0) Introduction to the basic structures
and elements of fiction, poetry, drama, and essay, including literary and critical theo-
ry, with readings in 19th and 20th century Spanish and Spanish-American litera-
tures. Preq: SPAN 202.
302 Intermediate Spanish Grammar and Composition 3(3,0) Intensive review of Span-
ish structure, verbs, idioms, and vocabulary with an introduction to syntax and stylis-
tics through controlled and free composition. Preq: SPAN 202 or consent of depart-
ment head.
303 Survey of Spanish Literature I 3(3,0) Literary movements, influences, and authors
from the beginnings to the end of the 17th century. Representative works, discussions.
Preq: SPAN 201. 202.
304 Survey of Spanish Literature II 3(3,0) Literary movements, influences, and au-
thors from the 18th century to the present. Preq: SPAN 201, 202.
305 Intermediate Spanish Conversation and Composition I 3(3,0) Practice in spoken
Spanish with emphasis on vocabulary, pronunciation, intonation, and comprehen-
sion. Written work to increase accuracy. Assignments in the language laboratory.
Preq: SPAN 202 or consent of department head.
307 Spanish Civilization 3(3,0) Study of the the significant aspects of the culture of
Spain from its origins to the present. Preq: SPAN 202 or consent of department head.
308 Spanish-American Civilization 3(3,0) Study of the significant aspects of the culture
of Spanish-American countries from the pre-Colonial period to the present. Preq:
SPAN 202 or consent of department head.
309 Introduction to Spanish Phonetics 3(3,0) Study of the basic concepts of phonetics
and phonology, fundamental principles of Spanish pronunciation and International
Phonetic Alphabet. Preq: SPAN 202 or consent of department head.
311 Survey of Spanish-American Literature 3(3,0) Literary movements, influences, au-
thors, and works from the Colonial period to the present. Preq: SPAN 202 or consent
of department head.
316 Spanish for International Trade I 3(3,0) Spoken and written Spanish common to
the Hispanic world of business and industry, with emphasis on business practices and
writing and translating business letters and professional reports. Cross-cultural ref-
erences provide opportunity for comparative and contrastive analysis of American and
Spanish cultural patterns in a business setting. Preq or Coreq: SPAN 202 and 305, or
consent of department head.
398 Directed Reading 1-3(1-3,0) Directed study of selected topics in Spanish literature,
language, and culture. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: Consent of
department head.
401 Modem Spanish Literature 3(3,0) The generation of 1898 to the Civil War. Read-
ings from Unamuno, Azorin, Valle-Inclan, Antonio Machado, Ortega Y Gasset, Gar-
cia Lorca, and Alejandro Casona. Preq: SPAN 303, 304, or 311.
402 Contemporary Spanish Literature 3(3,0) Spanish literature fi-om Civil War recon-
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struction period to the present with emphasis on the contemporary novel and theatre.
Preq: SPAN 303, 304, or 311.
403 Spanish American Women Writers 3(3,0) An indepth study of selected literary
works written by Spanish American women. Representative authors are studies with-
in their philosophical and socio-political contexts. Preq: Spanish 300-level literature
course or consent of department head.
409 Advanced Grammar and Composition 3(3,0) Continuation ofSPAN 302 with inten-
sive study of syntax and stylistics through composition and translations. Practice in
spoken Spanish. Preq: SPAN 302, Senior standing, or consent of department head.
411 Advanced Spanish Conversation and Composition 3(3,0) Continuation ofSPAN 305
with emphasis on greater fluency and sophistication in oral and written expression.
Preq: SPAN 305 or consent of department head.
412 Translation Theories and Techniques 3(3,0) Introduction to the theories and tech-
niques of translations, using a variety of texts as a starting point for discussion of sty-
listic and grammatical difficulties. The course will be eminently practical, with stu-
dent translations being systematically compared with professional translations. Preq:
Spanish 300-level literature course or consent of department head.
414 Practical Communication Skills 3(3,0) Study of those communication skills (corre-
spondence, composition, legal, medical, technical, and business terms) essential to ef-
fective communications with native Spanish speakers in these areas. Preq: SPAN 316
or consent of department head.
416 Spanish for International Trade II 3(3,0) Study of the language and cultural envi-
ronment of the Spanish-speaking markets of the world, including the linguistic and
cultural idioms which support global marketing in general and the international mar-
keting of textiles, agricultural products, and tourism in particular. Preq: SPAN 316.
422 The Contemporary Spanish-American Novel 3(3,0) New trends in the development
of the Spanish-American novel from the 1940s to the present. Preq: SPAN 303, 304, or
311.
435 Contemporary Hispanic Culture 3(3,0) Study of social, political, economic, and ar-
tistic manifestations of contemporary Hispanic culture. Preq: SPAN 307, 308, or con-
sent of department head.
498 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0-3) Directed study of selected topics in Spanish lan-
guage, literature, and culture. Preq: Consent of department head.
499, 699 Spanish Literature, Language, and Culture 3(3,0) Selected topics and themes
that have characterized Spanish literature, language, and culture throughout the cen-
turies. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 credits. Preq: SPAN 303, 304, 311. or con-
sent of department head.
SPEECH (SPCH)
Professor: H. L. Goodall; Assistant Professors: D. S. Geddes, P. M. Kellet, F. E. Mar-
rus; Instructors: L. F. Armstrong, L. L. Sager, E. R. Smith; Visiting Instructors: D.
R. Clarke, Jr., P. L. Geldard
150 Introduction to Speech Communication 3(3,0) Provides students with an overview
of theoretical approaches to the study of communication, including the theory and
practice of interpersonal/small group/public communication.
162 Forensic Laboratory 1(0,3) Research, preparation, and practice leading to partici-
pation in on-campus and intercollegiate debate and individual events competition.
May be repeated for a maximum of 4 credits.
248 Interpersonal Communication 3(3,0) Examination of the principles and skills in-
volved in effective interpersonal communication. Includes study of verbal and nonver-
bal communication behaviors essential to initiating and maintaining relationships
and communication behavior in friendships, families, romantic relationships, and
among co-workers.
250 Public Speaking 3(3,0) Practical instruction in public speaking; practice in the
preparation, delivery, and criticism of short speeches. The course will develop an un-
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derstanding and knowledge of the process of communication.
260 Broadcasting Internship 1-3(0,2-6) Part- or full-time supervised work experience
with a television or radio network, station, or related industry such as an advertising
agency handling broadcasting clients. To be taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Consent of
instructor.
268 (THEA) Voice and Diction 3(2,3) Practical work to improve vocal clarity and tonal
quality of the student's speech. Corrects such voice and diction problems as improper
enunciation and extreme dialects.
300 Communication in a World Context 3(3,0) An in-depth examination of differences
in communication practices and meanings as seen through a global perspective.
Preq: SPCH 150, 250, or consent of instructor.
330 Nonverbal Communication 3(3,0) Develops a knowledge of the functions of nonver-
bal behaviors in human interaction. This includes the study of gesture and move-
ment, physical appearance, vocal behavior, immediacy, time and space, and intercul-
tural differences. Promotes understanding of nonverbal rules.
340 Negotiations Communication 3(3,0) Develops a knowledge of the basic strategies
and elements of communication used in effective negotiation. This includes tech-
niques of dealing with people, interests, options, and the criteria necessary in order to
reach agreements and objectives.
350 Small Group Communication 3(3,0) Examines the principles and skills involved in
effective small-group communication.
360 Persuasion 3(3,0) Theories of persuasion and propaganda; practical instruction in
the composition of persuasive speeches. Preq: SPCH 250.
361 Argumentation and Debate 3(3,0) Basic principles of argumentation with empha-
sis on developing skills in argumentative speech. The role of the advocate in contem-
porary society with an emphasis on and an appreciation of formal debate. Preq: Con-
sent of instructor.
362 Organizational Communication Simulation 3(3,0) Designed to help students devel-
op and apply communication skills which will be useful in a variety of organizational
settings: Taking and conducting interviews, group decision-making, and oral report-
ing. Discusses communication processes and provides personal and professional de-
velopment. Preq: SPCH 250 or consent of instructor.
363 (THEA) Oral Interpretation of Literature 3(3,0) Analysis and oral interpretation of
selected poetry and prose; training in development of effective tone production.
364 Organizational Communication 3(3,0) Examination of the process, theories, and
techniques of communications within small groups and other organized bodies.
365 Broadcasting: History and Criticism 3(3,0) A critical examination of the history
and issues of broadcasting in America.
366 Special Topics in Speech 3(3,0) Consideration of select major areas of study in
speech. May be repeated with consent of department head.
368 Survey of Communication Disorders 3(3,0) Disorders in articulation, language,
hearing, voice, and fluency will be surveyed by description of normal development,
etiology, identification, and intervention strategies.
369 Modem American Political Rhetoric 3(3,0) Examination ofAmerican political rhe-
toric after 1900, focusing on such notable speakers as Franklin D. Roosevelt, John F.
Kennedy, and Martin Luther King, Jr.
401 Speech Communication Theories 3(3,0) The various theories and models of com-
munication that characterize the field of speech communication. Course focuses on
how communication is conceptualized from different theoretical perspectives.
455 Gender Communication 3(3,0) Course explores the ways communication behaviors
and perceptions of communication behavior are affected by gender. The effects of gen-
der on a variety of communication contexts are examined, including interpersonal,
small group, organizational, and mass communication.
460 Communication and Conflict Management 3(3,0) Introduces the study ofcommu-
nication practices in conflict situations within various personal and professional set-
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tings. Emphasis is on the central role of communication in the understanding and
management of conflict. Preq: SPCH 150 or 250 or consent of instructor.
464, 664 Advanced Organizational Communication 3(3,0) Application of speech com-
munication methodology to the analysis of organizational communication processes.
Students study methods of organizational communication analysis and interven-
tion. Preq: SPCH 364 or consent of instructor.
480 Intercultural Communication 3(3,0) Introduces the process of communication be-
tween and among individuals from different cultures or subcultures. Emphasis is on
the effect of cultural practices within various communication relational contexts such
as interpersonal, small group, and organizational communication. Preq: SPCH 150
or 250 or consent of instructor.
491. 691 (ENGL) Classical Rhetoric 3(3,0) See ENGL 491.
492. 692 (ENGL) Modem Rhetoric 3(3,0) See ENGL 492.
499 Independent Study 1-3(1-3,0) Tutorial work for students with special interests or
projects in speech conmiunication outside the scope of existing courses. Preq: Con-
sent of the department head.
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY (T C)
Professors: J. R. Aspland, H. M. Behery, M. J. Drews, B. C. Goswami, C. W. Jarvis,
J. J. Porter, D. V. Rippy, Director; C. D. Rogers. B. L. Rutledge II, E. A. Vaughn; As-
sociate Professors: M. S. Ellison, O. F. Hunter, Sr.; Assistant Professors: R. V. Gre-
gory, G. C. Lickfield, S. R. Matic; Lecturer: J. C. Hubbard
303 Textile Chemistry 3(3,0) Study of the properties and reactions of aliphatic and aro-
matic organic compounds. Emphasis will be placed on mechanistic interpretations
and the development of synthetic schemes leading to polyfunctional compounds of the
types encountered in the textile industry. Preq: CH 102. Coreq: MTHSC 206 or 207.
304 Textile Chemistry 3(3,0) Fundamental principles of physical chemistry with em-
phasis on areas frequently encountered in the textile industry including thermody-
namics, kinetics and solution properties. These concepts will be applied to the study of
organic compounds and organic reaction mechanisms. Preq: T C 303.
305 Textile Chemistry Laboratory 1(0,3) Introduction to the techniques used in the syn-
thesis and characterization of organic compounds. Coreq: T C 303.
306 Textile Chemistry Laboratory 1(0,3) Techniques used in the measurement of the
physiochemical properties of polymers and textile chemicals. Coreq: T C 304.
315, H315, 615 Introduction to Polymer Science and Engineering 3(3,0) Chemistry of
monomers and polymers and the chemical and physical properties of polymers are
discussed emphasizing fiber forming, synthetic polymers. Includes molecular char-
acterization, structure, morphology, and mechanical properties as they relate to the
design of polymer systems for end uses in textiles, geotextiles, plastics and fiber-
reinforced composite materials. Preq: CH 201 and 330 or 224, T C 304, or consent of in-
structor.
316, 616 Chemical Preparation of Textiles 3(2,3) The chemicals used in the preparation
of fabric for dyeing and finishing. Oxidizing and reducing agents and their control
and effect on various fibers. Collodial and surface active properties of various com-
pounds and the fundamental factors influencing these properties.
317 Polymer and Fiber Laboratory 1(0,3) High molecular weight polymers are prepared
from monomers and their chemical and physical properties are measured as func-
tions of critical end use parameters using instrumental and physical methods. Coreq:
TC315.
405 Principles of Textile Printing 3(2,3) The development ofmodem textile printing sys-
tems will be studied. In addition, the colloidal requirements of colorants, thickener
compositions, rheology of printing pastes, and the various physical requirements ne-
cessary for a successful printing system in a modern plant will be examined. Preq: T C
316 or consent of instructor.
406 Textile Finishing—Theory and Practice 3(2,3) Study of the apphcation of chemicals
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to textile substrates and how they affect the substrate s physical and chemical proper-
ties. The course emphasizes the theories of chemical modification of textiles as well as
the technology of finishing.
457, H457, 657 Dyeing and Finishing 1 3(3,0) To understand the physical, chemical and
mechanical principles behind the application of colors and finishes to textiles. This
will require an appreciation of fiber chemistry and morphology, dye and finish struc-
tures and reactivity and the mechanical principles behind the equipment used to effect
transfer of these chemicals onto the textile substrate.
458, H458, 658 Dyeing and Finishing II 3(3,0) The kinetics and equilibria of dyeing pro-
cesses. The use of conductivity, diffusion and other methods useful for measuring ab-
sorption of isotherms and dyeing rates and the general thermodynamic relationships
applicable to dyeing operations. Fiber properties such as zeta potential, dye sites, rela-
tive amorphous area available will be included.
459, 659 Dyeing and Finishing Laboratory I 1(0,3) Course will introduce the student to
common dyeing and printing methods and to some of the machinery necessary to car-
ry out dyeing operations. Coreq: T C 457.
460 Dyeing and Finishing Laboratory II 1(0,3) Course will cover finishing in addition to
dyeing operations and their instrumental control. Coreq: T C 458.
475, 675 Cellulose Chemistry 2(2,0) The organic chemistry of cellulose and its deriva-
tives is developed from the basic principles of carbohydrate chemistry. Emphasis is
placed on the substitution and degradation reactions which are of particular impor-
tance in textile applications. Fiber morphology is treated in relation to its effect on tex-
tile chemical processing. Preq: T C 315 or consent of instructor.
81
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Polymer Science 1 3(3,0)
812 Polymer Science II 3(3,0)
820 (CH E) Composite Polymeric Materials 3(3,0)
821 Chemistry ofNatural Polymers 3(3,0)
831 The Physical Chemistry of Dyeing 3(3,0)
840 Analytical Methods in Textile and Polymer Science 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
TEXTILE MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE (TEXT)
Professors: J. R. Aspland, H. M. Behery, M. J. Drews, B. C. Goswami, C. W. Jarvis,
J. J. Porter, D. V. Rippy, Director; C. D. Rogers, B. L. Rutledge II, E. A. Vaughn; As-
sociate Professors: M. S. Ellison, O. F. Hunter, Sr.; Assistant Professors: R. V. Gre-
gory, G. C. Lickfield, S. R. Matic; Lecturer: J. C. Hubbard
175 Introduction to Textile Manufacturing 3(3,0) Introduction to the broad fields of tex-
tile, fiber, and polymer science and engineering with emphasis on the scientific, tech-
nological, and business principles utilized in producing fibers, yarns, and fabrics; en-
hancing fabric functionality by dyeing, finishing and printing; and establishing end-
use products.
176 Natural and Man-made Fibers 4(3,3) Concept of natural and synthetic polymers as
the raw materials of the textile industry is introduced. A survey of the origin, charac-
teristics, and processing properties of various natural fibers and fiber-forming syn-
thetic polymers. Formation of textile fibers from polymeric materials will be presented
with specific emphasis on the polymer science and engineering principles.
201 Yam Structures and Formation 4(3,3) Study of the fiber processing systems re-
quired to transform various fibrous materials into yarn. The course involves the ma-
chine principles and theories, relationship of the fibers to the process and the resultant
yarn structures, and subsequent analysis of the yarn structure to define quality and to
determine suitable manufacturing practices. Preq: TEXT 175 and 176 or consent of in-
structor.
202 Fabric Structures, Design, and Analysis 4(3,3) Study of fabric formation techniques
designed to explore the principles and theories of modem technology. Evaluation and
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analysis of weaving, knitting, and nonwoven fabrication of textile structures. Preq:
TEXT 201 or consent of instructor.
203 Introduction to Computer Applications in Textiles 3(3,0) Introduction to the use of
micro and minicomputers and mainframe terminal sharing in the textile industry.
Topics will include computer applications in both processing and management using
BASIC and FORTRAN.
301 Fiber Processing 1 3(2^) Study of fibrous materials and their relationships to the
fiber processing systems. The objectives, theories, principles, and mechanisms of the
machines used in the earlier stages of fiber processing. The course is directed primar-
ily to the staple fiber processing systems. Mechanical and mathematical fundamen-
tals are applied to the machines concerned.
302 Fiber Processing II 3(2,2) Continuation ofTEXT 301 emphasizing the later stages of
fiber processing for the ultimate yam strand. Preq: TEXT 301.
308 Apparel 4(3,3) Introduction to apparel construction techniques and analysis of
problems commonly encountered in the apparel industry. Evaluation of fabric design
and properties. Preq: TEXT 202 or consent of instructor.
311 Fabric Development I 3(2,2) Study of the basic theory of the cam loom weaving ma-
chine. The principles of designs of the basic plain, twill, and sateen fabric, and other
weaves such as the honeycomb, the mock leno, and the huckaback weave. Weave anal-
ysis and preparation of necessary drafts are included.
312 Fabric Development II 3(2,2) Study of the theory and operation of the dobby head,
Knowles head, Staubli dobby, Jacquard head, and multicolor selection for the above
looms. Weave design for compound fabrics using two or more systems of warp and
filling threads for three-dimensional weaves, weave analysis, and preparation of
drafts are covered. Preq: TEXT 311.
313 Fabric Formation 3(3,0) Examination of the theories involved in the assembly of fi-
bers and yams into fabrics. The application of design, analysis and production of wov-
en, knitted and nonwoven fabrics. A brief survey of the fabric-producing machines.
Limited to Textile Chemistry and non-Textile majors.
314 Chemical Processing of Textiles 4(3,2) Concepts of current procedures in the chem-
ical, mechanical and physical preparation, and in bleaching, dyeing, printing and fin-
ishing of fabrics are presented; colorimetric and spectrophotometric methods of color
control and test methods for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the treatments are
emphasized. Not open to Textile Chemistry or Textile Management Chemical option
majors.
321, H321, 621 Fiber Science 3(2,2) The student will become familiar with the physical
properties of textile and high performance fibers, and how these properties influence
process and end-use performance; method of measuring those properties; and how
those properties are related to structural features of the fiber.
322, 622 Properties of Textile Structures 3(2,2) Yam and fabric properties, their scien-
tific significance and analysis. Dimensional, structural, and mechanical interrela-
tionships are established and evaluated.
324 Textile Statistics 3(3,0) Introduction to statistics with particular application to the
textile industry. Measures of central value and variation, probability, the normal
curve, tests of hypotheses, elementary correlation and regression. Preq: Sophomore
standing or consent of instructor.
333 The Textile Arts 3(2,3) Survey of the development of the hand loom fi-om prehistoric
times to the present. Studio work in the elements of handwoven fabrics, their design,
analysis and production of four-harness counterbalance and jack looms. Preq: Junior
standing or consent of instructor.
403, 603 Fiber Processing III 3(2,2) Concepts of current fiber processing machines,
techniques, practices, and their validity are investigated. Problems are assigned that
require use of acquired knowledge, textile testing equipment, and processing ma-
chines. The relation of fibrous material properties and processing dynamics to the fi-
ber assemblies produced is studied. Preq: TEXT 201 or 302.
411, 611 Fabric Development III 3(2,2) Study of specifications and loom details for the
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production of fabrics woven to the customer's order, including multicolor layouts.
Warp and filling preparation are covered as well as size formulations and their meth-
ods of application. Warping and dressing plans are developed for the warper and the
slasher. Preq: TEXT 202 or 312.
414 Knitted Structures 3(3,0) Survey of knitted structures dealing with the principles
and mechanisms involved. Various systems are covered with emphasis on fiber and , ^
yarn requirements and fabric properties.
|
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416 Nonwoven Structures 3(2,2) Nonwoven fabric structures, their manufacture, prop-
erties, and applications. Methods of nonwoven fabric formation, resultant material
characteristics and end-use applications are examined. Preq: TEXT 201 or 301.
420, 620 Advanced Computer Applications in Textiles 3(3,0) Advanced study of the use
of computer as professional support devices for textile management, research, and
manufacturing, decision making. Preq: CP SC 120 or consent of instructor.
426, 626 Instrumentation 3(3,0) The principles of industrial and process instruments-
j
K
tion and control as applied in the textile industry. Static and dynamic characteristics
of measurement devices. Transducer principles and techniques of their application
for measurement of physical properties such as pressure, temperature, flow, weight,
etc. Principles of process controllers. Applications of computers in textile process con- iE
trol.
'^
428 Textile Research 1-3 Investigation of a problem in textile, fiber, or polymer science
under the direct supervision of a faculty member. After completing the research, the i r;
student prepares a formal written report which is presented orally. Preq: Senior j t
standing or consent of instructor.
429 TextUe Research 1-3 Continuation ofTEXT 428.
440, 640 Color Science 3(2,3) Application of the science of color to industrial practice in
textiles, plastics, paints, lighting, and ceramics. Laboratory work will be performed
on modern instruments and computers.
450 Textiles in Sports and Recreation 3(3,0) This course provides a basic understanding
of the various types of fabrics used in athletic and recreational activities. Methods and
procedures for the evaluation of fabric performance and properties as well as criteria
for the selection and care of textile materials used in sports and recreational activities
are provided.
460, 660 Textile Processes 3(3,0) Survey of machinery and processes of textile manufac-
turing from fiber formation through fabric finishing. For students with a nontextile
background.
470 Textile Costing and Inventory Control 3(3,0) Study of the principles of costing as
they specifically apply to the manufacture of textiles. Allocation of cost of material, la-
bor, and overhead: determining the unit cost of yams, fabrics, and finishes. Inventory
systems, storage, materials handling and profiles. Preq: TEXT 202 or consent of in-
structor.
471 Plant Layout and Processing Design 3(3,0) Survey of the essentials necessary for
textile process implementation from the pilot plant concept to a functioning textile pro-
cess facility. Consideration will be given to material flow requirements, power re-
quirements, machinery layout, environmental controls, and facility design. Preq:
TEXT 202.
472, 672 Textile International Trade 3(3,0) The course wdll analyze the current struc-
ture of the international textile trade including imports, exports, tariffs and trade re-
quirements. Field experience with local firms vrill be used to enhance the student's
understanding. Preq: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
475, 675 Textile Marketing 3(3,0) Examination of the activities involved in the distribu-
tion of textile products in today's market. Emphasis will be placed on the role of consu-
mer research and the analysis of fashion in the design and promotion of textile prod-
ucts.
476, 676 Carpet Manufacturing 3(3,0) Study of the materials, manufacturing technolo-
gies, products, and practices associated with the carpet manufacturing sector of the
textile industry. Raw materials, product design, formation and finishing systems,
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evaluation methods, distribution and end-use applications are examined. Preq: TEXT
201, 202, or consent of instructor.
701 Applied Science Technologies 3(2,4)
821 Fiber Physics 1 3(3,0)
822 Fiber Physics H 3(3,0)
830 Textile Physics 3(3,0)
835 Textile Structures 3(3,0)
840 Advanced Color Science 3(2,3)
845 Geotextiles and Geomembranes in EIngineering Structures 3(3,0)
846 Textile Structures D 3(3,0)
866 Fiber Formation 3(3,0)
870 Advances in Textile Manufacturing 3(3,0)
880 Selected Topics 3(3,0)
891 Master's Research- Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
THEATRE (THEA)
Professor: C. S. M. Egan, R. C. Sawyer; Assistant Professors: D. J. Hartmann, W. L.
Overly; Visiting Assistant Professor: C. A. Collins
210Tbeatre Appreciation 3(3,0) Examination of the theatre event approached through
historical context, play reading, analysis of production practices, and field trips to live
dramatic performances.
267 Stage Makeup Techniques 3(2,1) Designed as a practical study of basic stage make-
up techniques for the acting student including corrective makeup, modeling with
paint, three-dimensional makeup, prosthesis with latex, and makeup for other media.
268 (SPCH) Voice and Diction 3(2^) See SPCH 268
274 Stage Movement for Actors 3(1,2) Study of the psychological and physical sources of
movement in the human body, with emphasis on the attainment of intellectual and
physical control and the application of the skills to the development of a role.
279 Theatre Laboratory 1(0,3) Practical work in theatre on a production designed for
public presentation. May be repeated for a maximum of 4 credits.
347 (ENGL) The Structure of Drama 3(3,0) Introduction of the creative writing and crit-
ical study of drama. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of instructor.
363 (SPCH) Oral Interpretation of Uterature 3(3,0) See SPCH 363.
372 Creative Drama in the Classroom 3(3,0) Provides practical applications using crea-
tive drama as a learning tool to strengthen curriculum goals and heighten student
participation in the classroom. Students will develop classroom teaching strategies
based on drama education. Appropriate for elementary and secondary teachers, art-
ists, and workshop leaders.
375 Acting I 3(2,3) Fundamentals of acting; basic stage techniques; exercises in inter-
pretation, improvisation, characterization; experience in supervised performance.
Preq: Sophomore standing.
376 Principles of Stage Direction 3(2,3) Directing and staging techniques for the prosce-
nium stage; exercises in composition, movement, picturization; experience in direc-
tion of scenes. Preq: Sophomore standing.
377 Stagecraft 3(2,3) Theory and practice of stage design and technology. Preq: Sopho-
more standing.
378 Historical Survey of the Theatre 3(3,0) Study of the changing roles of the play-
wright, director, actor, technician, and spectator in the Western theatre. Preq: Sopho-
more standing.
379 Acting Ensemble 1(0,3) Continued study and practice of the craft of acting. Partic-
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ular scene study to be determined by instructor. Preq: THEA 375 and consent of in-
structor.
387 Stage Lighting 3(2,1) Theory and practice of stage lighting through an understand-
ing of various lighting instruments, lighting control systems, and execution of light-
ing designs. Preq: THEA 377.
397 Scene Painting 3(2,1) Practical study of basic painting techniques for the theatre
including layout, proper use of materials, painting styles, and texturing techniques.
Preq: THEA 377.
398 Special Topics in Theatre 3(3,0) Select areas of study in theatre not addressed by
other theatre course offerings. May be repeated once. Preq: Consent of instructor.
447 (ENGL) Playwriting Workshop 3(0,3) Workshop in the creative writing of plays.
Preq: THEA (ENGL) 347.
475 Acting II 3(2,3) Study and practice of acting styles and techniques, including those
for period plays, musicals, and nonprocenium contemporary forms. Preq: Consent of
instructor.
476 Advanced Stage Direction 3(2,3) Study of production practices, problems, and tech-
niques of style and composition, including those for period plays, musicals, and plays
presented in nonprocenium staging areas. Preq: THEA 376 or consent of instructor.
477 Stage Design 3(2,3) Study and practice in stage design, including drafting, graph-
ics, drawing, rendering, scene painting, and light plotting. Preq: THEA 377 or con-
sent of instructor.
499 Independent Studies 1-3(1-3,0) Tutorial work for students with special interests in
theatre study outside the scope of existing courses. Preq: Consent of department head.
VISUAL ARTS (ART)
Professors: J. T. Acorn. Head; R. H. Hunter. S. Wang; Associate Professors: S. A.
Cross, T. Dimond, M. R. Hudson, J. A. Stockham. M. V. Vatalaro; Visiting Assistant
Professors: J. G. Buonaccorsi. N. A. Sullivan
103 Visual Arts Studio 3(0,6) Studio projects in basic visual elements and principles.
The development of creative design process, visual organization, and design skills are
introduced as a foundation for further study in visual arts. For non-College of Archi-
tecture majors—will not be accepted as credit in College of Architecture curricula.
205 Beginning Drawing 3(0,6) A study of drawing based on the premise that drawing is
a foundation discipline in the visual arts. Basic materials and approaches associated
with drawing are studied and applied through studio practice, augmented by cri-
tiques, demonstrations, and lectures. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of in-
structor.
207 Beginning Painting 3(0,6) Introduction to the basic materials, methods and tech-
niques of painting. The primary medium used is acrylic and other painting media
may also be introduced. Emphasis is placed on the basic skills in painting plus indi-
vidual creative development. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of instructor.
209 Beginning Sculpture 3(0,6) Studio projects in the basic additive and subtractive
techniques of sculpture. Emphasis on individual creative development in sculpture
and a foundation in the processes of modeling, carving, construction, and mold mak-
ing. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of instructor.
211 Beginning Printmaking 3(0,6) Studio course designed to introduce basic techniques
of relief printing, intaglio, lithography, silkscreen, and papermaking. Each semester
concentrates on two or three of these techniques. Coursework integrates printmaking
processes and creativity. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of instructor.
213 Beginning Photography 3(0,6) Introduction to the use of photography as an art me-
dium. Lectures and studio work cover the utilization of the camera, processing and
printing in black and white, with emphasis on perception and creative expression.
Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of instructor.
215 Beginning Graphic Design 3(0,6) Introduction to the fundamental techniques, con-
cepts, and principles of visual communication. Through a series of projects and studio
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work, students will explore techniques of communication through the use of type de-
sign, typography, photography, illustration, symbolism, and product design. Individu-
al creative development will be stressed. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of in-
structor.
217 Beginning Ceramics 3(0,6) Basic studio course introducing ceramic arts through
its various processes and techniques. Hand building methods as well as throwing on
the potter's wheel are developed. Weekly projects emphasize imagination, self-
expression, and skill development. Ceramic history is introduced through slide lec-
tures. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of instructor.
219 Beginning Papermaking 3(0,6) Designed to explore paper, not just as a surface to
receive an image, but as a material capable of being an artistic expression in and of it-
self. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152 or consent of instructor.
305 Drawing 3(0,6) Study of human figure drawing with primary emphasis on draw-
ing from live models. The student's drawing skills and fundamental understanding
of the structure and form of the human figure are reviewed through studio practice,
augmented by critiques, demonstrations, and lectures. Preq: ART 205 or consent of
instructor.
307 Painting 3(0,6) Continuation of ART 207 with increased emphasis on personal ex-
pression and growth in technical competence. Some study of painting history is in-
cluded in studio activity. Preq: ART 207 or consent of instructor.
309 Sculpture 3(0,6) Continuation ofART 209 with increased emphasis on creative con-
cepts and more advanced techniques. Introduction to metal casting, metal fabrication,
the use of plastics, and wood lamination. Preq: ART 209 or consent of instructor.
311 Printmaking 3(0,6) Continuation of processes in beginning printmaking with em-
phasis on expanding the range and depth of technique. The relationship of technique
and process to creative idea development is emphasized. Preq: ART 211 or consent of
instructor.
313 Photography 3(0,6) Continuation of ART 213. Advanced techniques and more di-
verse types of film and paper are used in making images of personal and expressive
nature. 'The design and construction of a view camera, printing in color, and multiple
imagery may also be included. Preq: ART 213 or consent of instructor.
315 Graphic Design 3(0,6) Continuation of concepts and techniques introduced in ART
215 with emphasis on more applied projects. Individual creative solutions are empha-
sized. Preq: ART 215 or consent of instructor.
317 Ceramic Arts 3(0,6) Continuation of skill development leading to more challenging
projects and independent efforts. Further exposure to ceramic history, and ceramic
technology are presented. Preq: ART 217 or consent of instructor.
321 Art with the Computer 3(0,6) Studio course using the microcomputer as an art me-
dium. Studies in imaging systems, with emphasis on the creative use of the medium
for artistic expression. Preq: ART 103 or CA DS 152.
405, 605 Advanced Drawing 3(0,6) Advanced level studies of drawing which explore the
synthesis of refined drawing skills and philosophies of art. The student's understand-
ing of drawing as a form of art is developed through studio practice augmented by cri-
tiques, demonstrations, lectures, field trips, and independent research. Preq: ART
305 or consent of instructor.
407, 607 Advanced Painting 3(0,6) Advanced studio course in painting. Student selects
painting media and is expected to develop a strong direction based on prior painting
experience. Study of contemporary painters and directions are included. Preq: ART
307 or consent of instructor.
409, 609 Advanced Sculpture 3(0,6) Advanced studio work in sculpture covering the use
and combination of all basic materials and processes as covered in ART 209, 309. Indi-
vidualized studio work with opportunity for interdisciplinary study. Preq: ART 309 or
consent of instructor.
411, 611 Advanced Printmaking 3(0,6) Culmination of process, techniques, and individ-
ual development. Students are expected to have mastered process and technique for
the benefit of the image produced. Creativity and self-expression are highly empha-
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sized as students select a process for concentrated study. Preq: ART 311 or consent of
instructor.
413, 613 Advanced Photography 3(0,6) Continuation ofART 313. Advanced problems in
photography. Preq: ART 313 or consent of instructor.
415, 615 Advanced Graphic Desi^ 3(0,6) Continuation ofART 315. Personal expres-
sion through communication techniques will be further explored. Individual projects
will be emphasized. Preq: ART 315 or consent of instructor.
417, 617 Advanced Ceramic Arts 3(0,6) Students are directed toward further develop-
ment of ideas and skills. Glaze calculation and firing processes are incorporated to al-
low for a dynamic integration of form and ideas. Preq: ART 317 or consent of instruc-
tor.
471 Bachelor of Fine Arts Senior Studio I 5(0,15) Individual studio project directed by
an instructor and determined by the student in consultation with the instructor. Usu-
ally focused upon a particular studio area, concept, or theme. Preq: Senior standing.
472 Bachelor of Fine Arts Senior Studio II 5(0,15) Individual studio project directed by
an instructor and determined by the student in consultation with the instructor. Usu-
ally focused upon a particular studio area, concept, or theme. Preq: ART 471, Senior
standing.
490, 690 Directed Studies 1-5(0,2-10) Study of areas in the visual arts that are not in-
cluded in other courses or advanced work in addition to other courses. Directed studies
must be arranged with a specific professor prior to registration.
805 Visual Arts Seminar on Theories and Practice 1 3(3,0)
806 Visual Arts Seminar on Theories and Practice II 3(3,0)
840 Visual Arts Studio 3-6(0,9-18)
850 Visual Arts Studio 3(0,9)
851 Visual Arts Studio 3-6(0,9)
870 Visual Arts Studio 6(0,16)
871 Visual Arts Studio 3-6(0,8-16)
880 Visual Arts Studio 3-15(0,6-30)
891 Master's Research 3-15(0,6-30)
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION (VT ED)
810 Foundations ofVocational/Technical Education 3(3,0)
812 Vocational and Technical Program Finance 3(3,0)
833 Curriculum Construction in VocationalTechnical Education 3(3,0)
835 Application of Instructional Technology 3(3,0)
850 Programs, Concepts, and Issues in Vocational and Technical Education 3(3,0)
861 Administration and Supervision in Vocational/Technical Education 3(3,0)
863 Adxilt and Continuing Education 3(3,0)
876 College Teaching 3(3,0)
882 Seminar 1(1,0)
893 Advanced Research Design and Analysis 3(3,0)
980 Internship in Vocational-Technical Education 1-6(03-18)
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES BIOLOGY (W F B)
Professors: A. G. Eversole, T. T. Fendley, J. W. Foltz, D. L. Robinette, Head; T. E.
Schwedler, J. R. Sweeney, J. R. Tomasso, Jr., G. W. Wood; Associate Professors: D. L.
Otis, T. E. Lacher, Jr., J. M. Whetstone, G. K. Yarrow; Assistant Professor: S. M.
Haig
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101 Introduction to Aquaculture, Fisheries and Wildlife 1(1,0) Informative sketch of
aquaculture, fisheries science, and wildlife management. Students are introduced to
principles, resources, professional organizations, and careers in these fields. Preq:
Major in Wildlife and Fisheries Biology or consent of instructor.
306 Conservation ofWildlife in the Southeastern United States 2(2,0)F Study of the wild-
life and fisheries resources of the Southeastern U.S. including population trends, life
histories, and economic importance. Conservation, proper utilization, and protection
of endangered species are emphasized. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instruc-
tor.
307 Hunting and Wildlife Management 1(1,0) Hunting techniques used to harvest re-
newable wildlife resources are examined with respect to their roles in sound manage-
ment practices. The effects of selected hunting regulations on wild populations, safety,
and ethics are discussed. Preq: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
350 Principles of Fish and Wildlife Biology 3(3,0) Introduction to principles of fisheries
and wildlife biology on which sound management practices are based. Interrelation-
ships of vertebrate and invertebrate biology, habitat, and population dynamics will be
covered. Preq: One year of general biology.
412, H412, 612 Wildlife Management 3(2,3) Basic principles and general practices of
wildlife management and conservation will be covered. Major problems concerning
the management of wildlife resources, with emphasis on upland game species. Labor-
atory work includes practical work on the Clemson University woodlands and field
trips to several areas where wildlife management is being practiced.
414, 614 Wildlife Nutritional Ecology 3(3,0) Concepts of how terrestrial wildlife obtains
and utilizes energy and nutrients in wild ecosystems will be taught. Energy and nutri-
ent availability will be discussed in the ecological context of distribution, flow and cy-
cling in natural and modified foraging areas. Physiology of digestion will be discussed
for major homeotherms. Preq: FOR 415 or WFB 412.
416, 616 Fishery Biology 3(2,3) Principles underlying freshwater fish production. In-
troduction to major groups of freshwater fishes and their habitats. Topics include
identification, age and growth, fecundity, food habits, populations estimation, environ-
mental evaluation, management practices, and fish culture. Preq: One year of intro-
ductory biology and Junior standing.
450, 650 Aquaculture 3(3,0) Basic aquacultural techniques applied to freshwater and
marine organisms; past and present culture of finfishes and shellfishes around the
world; principles underlying fish production; water quality, feeding, and nutrition as
they influence production of cultured aquatic organisms. Preq: One year of general bi-
ology and Junior standing.
451, 651 Fish Hatchery Management 3(3,0) Principles offish hatchery management in-
cluding hatchery design, water-quality management, fish-health monitoring, fry and
fingerling production, genetics, and transport techniques. Hatchery management
techniques for sport-fish enhancement and endangered species recovery programs
will be emphasized. Preq: One year of general chemistry and one year of general biol-
ogy.
452, 652 Fish Physiology 4(3,3) Course will acquaint fisheries biologists and aquacul-
turists with the physiology of fish. Nutrition, bioenergetics, reproduction, and water
and ion balance as they relate to fish culture and fisheries management will be em-
phasized. Preq: One year of general biology, one year of general chemistry, and AN
PH 301 or consent of instructor.
460, 660 Warmwater Fish Diseases 2(2,0) Study of diseases in warmwater fish includ-
ing infectious and noninfectious processes. Preq: One year of general biology. Junior
standing and consent of instructor.
462, H462, 662 Wetland Wildlife Biology 3(3,0) Study of wetland wildlife habitats, em-
phasizing classification by physical, chemical, and biological characteristics; the im-
portance of wetland habitat for management and production of wetland wildlife spe-
cies. Preq: BIOL 103 and 104; or 110/111.
463 Directed Research in Aquaculture, Fisheries and Wildlife Biology 1(0,3) Research
problems in selected areas of aquacultural, fisheries, or wildlife science to introduce
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the student to experimental design, research techniques, and presentation of research
results. May be repeated for a maximum of 3 credits. Preq: Junior standing and con-
sent of instructor.
469, H469, 669 (ENT) Aquatic Insects 3(1,6) See ENT 469
490 Field Training in Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife 6(0,18) The student, in an
eight-to-ten week program, has the opportunity to observe aquaculture, fisheries, or
wildlife management. Student will have supervised management responsibility. To-
tal of 270 hours required. Must be prearranged at least two months in advance. To be
taken Pass/Fail only. Preq: Senior standing in Fisheries and Wildlife Biology and con-
sent of instructor.
493 Selected Topics 1-4(1-4,0) Specialized topics which explore current areas of re-
search and management in either aquaculture, fisheries science, or wildlife man-
agement are examined in a lecture/seminar format. May be repeated for credit.
Preq: Junior standing and consent of instructor.
499 Wildlife Biology and Fisheries Seminar 1(1,0) An exploration of current literature
and research in fisheries and wildlife sciences. Students will participate in the analy-
sis of research findings, utilizing skills acquired in their undergraduate programs.
May be repeated once for credit.
809 Seminar in Wildlife and Fisheries Science 1(1,0)
810 Publishing in Natural Resource Journals 2(2,0)
812 Conservation and Ecology ofEndangered Species 3(3,0)
813 Conservation and Ecology of Wildlife in the Tropics 3(3,0)
815 Principles ofWUdlife Biology 3(2^)
816 AppUed WUdlife Biology 3(2^)
818 Waterfowl Ecology and Management 3(2^)
820 Seminar in Avian Ecology 1( 1,0)
830 Estimating Animal Niunbers 3(2,3)
840 Fish and Shellfish Management 3(2^)
860 Diagnostic Fish Ehsease 2(1,2)
861 Selected Topics 1-4(1-4,0)
863 Special Problems in Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 1-3(0,3-9)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
WOMEN'S STUDIES (W S)
Associate Professor: J. M. Melton; Assistant Professors: S. K. Cahn, B. Daniell, E. K.
Sparks
301 Introduction to Women's Studies: Women's Lives 3(3,0) This interdiscipHnary
course explores the unique features of women's lives from childhood to old age.
Course content is based on new research in many disciplines, including psychology,
sociology, history, literature and the arts. Preq: Sophomore literature or consent of
instructor.
498 Women's Studies Research and Theory 3(3,0) Focuses on the theoretical founda-
tions for women's studies. Course readings will include essays on interdisciplinary
approaches to women's studies, feminist theory, and feminist methodology. Reqmred
of Women's Studies minors. Preq: W S 301 or consent of instructor.
ZOOLOGY (ZOOL)
Professors: S. A. Gauthreaux, Jr., R. L. Hays, C. W. Helms, J. E. Lilien, G. P. Noblet,
E. B. Pivorun, E. E. Ruppert, J. E. Schindler, A. P. Wheeler, J. B. Wourms; Associate
Professors: J. M. Colacino, D. G. Heckel, R. R. Montanucci, D. G. Yardley; Assistant
Professor: D. W. Tonkyn
100 The Biology ofHuman Survival 1(1,0) A biological overview of aspects ofcontempo-
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rary life of interest to the individual and to the social welfare of man now and in the fu-
ture.
301, H301 Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy 4(3,3) A comparative and phylogenetic
study of the gross morphology of vertebrates. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111.
403, H403, 603 Protozoology 3(3,0) A survey of the protozoa with emphasis on organiza-
tion and function. Representative types of both free-living and parasitic forms will be
examined for each major taxon. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111.
404, 604 Protozoology Laboratory 1(0,3) Laboratory exercises will reinforce the material
presented in ZOOL 403 and will introduce students to techniques used in collection,
preservation, and examination of protozoans. Preq: ZOOL 403.
405, H405, 605 Animal Histology 4(3,3) A structural and functional study of the basic
tissues of animals and the tissue makeup of organs. Mammalian histology is stressed
but comparative histology will be incorporated. The course is directed toward study at
the light microscope level. Detailed study of selected cells will utilize electron micro-
graphs. Preq: BIOSC 303 or consent of instructor.
409, 609 Modem Biological Instrumentation 3(2,3) Introduction to the theory of opera-
tion and practical use of a variety of laboratory instruments of interest to the life scien-
tist, including computer-based control and data-logging equipment. Includes a review
of elementary electronics. The laboratory will emphasize actual instrument operation
and the construction of simple electronic circuits. Not open to Engineering majors.
Preq: Physics and an elementary knowledge of BASIC or FORTRAN.
410, H410, 610 Limnology 4(3,3) Adetailed introduction to the physical, chemical, and
biological interrelationships that characterize inland water environments. A funda-
mental approach to the interactions of components of the environment is developed at
the theoretical level. Field and laboratory instruction in techniques of analysis are uti-
lized to illustrate applications of theoretical concepts. Preq: BIOSC 302 or 303, General
Chemistry.
415, 615 Introduction to Mathematical Ecology 3(3,0) This course will focus on current
and broadly applicable mathematical models in ecology emphasizing ecological as-
sumptions underlying mathematical approaches, theories, and limitations of specific
models, and the ecological insights provided. Preq: BIOSC 302 or 303, MTHSC 108, or
consent of instructor.
421, 621 Seminar in Invertebrate Zoology 4(3,3) The course will consider advanced top-
ics in invertebrate zoology. Content will vary in successive years and students may en-
roll more than once for credit with consent of instructor. Laboratory includes bench-
work, several field trips to the South Carolina coast and one to the Florida Keys over
spring break.
430, 630 Introduction to Population Genetics 3(3,0) Study of the genetic structure of
populations and its importance in evolution as shown by field, experimental, and theo-
retical studies. Topics include natural selection, migration, genetic drift, mutation,
meiotic drive, linkage, mating systems, IQ and heritability, evolution of pesticide resis-
tance, human population genetics, eugenics, and genetic counseling. Preq: BIOL 111,
GEN 302.
450, H450, 650 Comparative Vertebrate Embryology 4(3,3) A comparative study of the
developing vertebrate body from fertilization through organogenesis. Patterns of re-
production and embryonic development, morphogenesis, organogenesis, and the func-
tional differentiation of cells and tissues will be considered. Preq: Consent of instruc-
tor.
456, H456, 656 Medical and Veterinary Parasitology 4(3,3) Introduction to parasitism in
the animal kingdom with emphasis on both basic and applied principles as they relate
to economically and medically important diseases. Classical and experimental ap-
proaches to the study of parasitism are examined in reference to protozoa, helminths,
and arthropods. Preq: BIOL 104 or 111.
457, H457, 657 Comparative Physiology 4(3,3) A comparative study of physiological pro-
cesses throughout the animal kingdom. Laboratories will introduce the use of basic
instrumentation and will provide an opportunity to perform original experiments.
Preq: BIOCH 301 or consent of instructor.
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459, H459, 659 Systems Physiology 4(3,3) Physiological systems (neural, muscular,
skeletal, endocrine, circulatory, respiratory, digestive, and excretory) of vertebrates
and their homeostatic controls. Preq: BIOSC 303 or consent of instructor.
462, 662 Herpetology 3(2,3) Systematics, life history, distribution, ecology, and current
literature of amphibians and reptiles. Laboratory study of morphology and identifica-
tion of world families, and U.S. genera, as well as all southeastern species. Field trips
will be required. Preq: BIOSC 303 or consent of instructor.
463, 663 Ichthyology 3(2,3) Systematics, life history, distribution, ecology, and current
literature offish. Laboratory study of morphology and identification of U.S. genera, as
well as all southeastern species. Field trips will be required. Preq: BIOSC 303 or con-
sent of instructor.
464, 664 Mammalogy 3(2,3) Origin, evolution, distribution, structure, and function of
mammals, with laboratory emphasis on the mammals of South Carolina. Field Col-
lection required. Preq: BIOSC 303 or consent of instructor.
465, 665 Ornithology 4(3,3) The biology of birds: their origin and diversification, adapta-
tions, phylogeny, classification, structure and function, behavior, ecology, and biogeog-
raphy. Field identification is emphasized and field trips arc required. Preq: BIOSC
303 or consent of instructor.
470, H470, 670 Animal Behavior 3(3,0) Historical and modern developments in animal
behavior emphasizing the evolutionary and ecological determinants of behavior. A
synthesis of ethology and comparative psychology. Preq: BIOSC 302 or 303 or consent
of instructor.
471, 671 Animal Behavior Laboratory 1(03) Laboratory exercises that explore the be-
havior of animals. Emphasis is on behavioral observation and analysis and presenta-
tion of findings in a report format. Preq: BIOSC 303, ZOOL 470, or consent of instruc-
tor.
475, 675 Vertebrate Endocrinology 3(3,0) Introduction to the basic principles of neuro-
endocrine integration and homeostatic maintenance in vertebrates. Comparative
morphology and physiology of various endocrine tissues and hormone chemistry and
modes of action are considered. Preq: BIOSC 302 or 303, organic chemistry, or con-
sent of instructor.
476, 676 Experimental Vertebrate Endocrinology Laboratory 2(0,6) Laboratory to dem-
onstrate principles discussed in ZOOL 475. Experiments conducted by individuals will
be drawn from classical papers which demonstrate specific endocrine functions; origi-
nal experiments will examine hormonal effects on selected physiological parameters,
and assays and determinations of unknown hormones will be made. Preq: ZOOL 475
or consent of instructor.
480, 680 Analysis of Development 3(3,0) Concepts, problems, and experimental observa-
tions central to the study of cellular differentiation and development, particularly in
animals. Emphasis is on the critical reading of research literature on the control of
genetic expression and nucleocytoplasmic, cell-cell, and cell-environmental interac-
tions. Preq: Consent of instructor.
493 Undergraduate Seminar 1(1,0) Exploration of current zoological literature. Preq:
Senior standing.
701 Man's Impact on Ecology 3(3,0)
803 Population Dynamics 4(2,6)
810 Behavioral Ecology 3(3,0)
812 Seminar 1(1,0)
815 Physiological Ecology 4(3,3)
816 Advanced Ecosystem Analysis 1 4(33)
817 Advanced Ecosystem Analysis n 4(3,3)
818 Community Ecology 4(33)
835 Interpretative Electron Microscopy 3(3,0)
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852 Principles and Methods of Systematic Zoology 2(2,0)
861 Special Topics 1-4(1-4,0)
863 Special Problems 1-4
865 Advanced Ornithology 3(3,0)
881 Methods in Developmental Biology 2(0,6)
883 Special Topics in Evolutionary Biology 1-4(1-3,0-3)
884 Special Topics in Physiology 1-4(1-3,0-3)
885 Special Topics in Ecology 1-4(1-3,0-3)
886 Special Topics in Animal Behavior 1-4(1-3,0-3)
887 Special Topics in Cellular and Developmental Biology 1-4(1-3,0^)
888 Special Topics in Organismal Biology 1-4(1-3,0-3)
891 Master's Research. Credit to be arranged.
991 Doctoral Research. Credit to be arranged.
Faculty
Abbott, Albert Glenn, Associate Professor of Biochemistry. BS, University of Connecticut, 1976; PhD,
Brown University, 1980
Abernathy, Atwell Ray, Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BA, Lenoir-Rhyne College,
1953, MSPM, 1959, PhD, 1963, University of North Carolina
Abraham, John Harwood, Lecturer in Management. BS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, 1973; MS, Webster University, 1983
Abramovitch, Rudolph Abraham, Professor of Chemistry. BS, Alexandria University, 1950; PhD,
Kings College, 1953; DSc, University of London, 1964
Acorn, John Thompson, Head of Visual Arts and History Department; Professor of Visual Arts and
History. BA, Montclair State College, 1959; MFA, Cranbrook Academy of Art, 1961
Acton, James Crockett, Professor ofFood Science BS, 1965, PhD, 1970. University of Georgia
Adams, Clementina Rodriguez, Assistant Professor of Spanish. BA, Atlantico University (Colombia),
1969; MS, 1974, PhD, 1984, Florida State University
Adams, Craig David, Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, 1983, MS, 1988,
PhD, 1991. University of Kansas
Adams, Minerva Rios, Lecturer in Mathematical Sciences. BS, University of Puerto Rico, 1978; MS,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1982
Adams, Warren Philip, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Lewis University, 1979;
MS, 1981, PhD, 1984, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Addison, Clarence Lee Benjamin, Professor of Construction Science. BArch, Howard University, 1959;
MArch, Clemson University, 1974
Adier, Peter Holdridge, Associate Professor of Entomology. BS, Washington and Lee University, 1976;
MS, 1979, PhD, 1983, Pennsylvania State University
Aitken, James Bruce, Professor of Horticulture, Sandhill Research and Education Center. BS, 1962, MS,
1964, Clemson University; PhD, University of Florida, 1967
Alam, Kursheed, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, 1941, MS, 1943, Patna Science College; PhD,
University of Minnesota, 1963
Albergotti, Charles Daniel III, Instructor in English. BA, 1986, MA 1988, Clemson University
Alberts, James Joseph, Adjunct Professor of Zoology . BA, Cornell College, 1965; MS, Dartmouth College,
1967; PhD, Florida State University, 1970
Albrecht, John Ernest, Professor of Animal Science, Pee Dee Research and Education Center. BS,
Delaware Valley College, 1965; MS, 1968, PhD, 1971, North Carolina SUte University
Alexander, John Calvin, Jr., Assistant Professor of Finance. BBA, 1984, MBA, 1985 Stetson University;
PhD, Florida State University, 1990
Alexander, Marvolyn Demetria, Instructor in Architecture. BLA, Louisiana State University, 1990
Alexander, Ronald Carter, Director of Wellness Program; Lecturer in Nursing. BS, St. Cloud State
College, 1957; MA, Northern Colorado University, 1964
Allen, Benjamin Louis, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BS, Wofford College, 1960; MD,
Duke University, 1964
Allen, Joe Frank, Professor of Chemistry. BA, Berry College, 1955; MS, University of Mississippi, 1959;
PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1963
Allen, Lawrence Robert, Head of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management; Professor of Parks,
Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, West Chester State University, 1970; MS, 1974, PhD,
1979, University ofMaryland
Allen, William Harold, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1966, MS, 1969, Clemson
University; PhD, University of Tennessee, 1972; PE
Alley, Pamela Renee, Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology. BA, 1975, MA, 1978, PhD, 1983, Uni-
versity of Connecticut
Alley, Thomas Robertson,* Associate Professor of Psychology. BA, BS, Pennsylvania State University,
1975; MA, 1979, PhD, 1981, University of Connecticut
Allison, David John, Associate Professor of Architecture. BS, 1978, MArch, 1982, Clemson University
Alphin, John Gilbert, Professor of Agricultural Engineering, Pee Dee Research and Education Center.
BS, 1960, MS, 1962, PhD, 1965, North Carolina State University
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Alverson, David Roy, Professor of Entomology . BS, 1968, MS, 1976, Clemson University; PhD, Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1979
Amacher, Ryan Custer, Dean, College of Commerce and Industry; Professor of Economics. BA, Ripon
University, 1967; PhD, University of Virginia, 1971
Amirkhanian, Seiji, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, 1979, MS, 1981, Tennessee Techno-
logical University; PhD, Clemson University, 1987
Anand, Subhash Chandra, Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Banaras Hindu University (India),
1955; MS, 1965, PhD, 1968, Northwestern University; PE
Anand, Vera Barata, Associate Professor of Engineering Graphics. BS, University of Para (Brazil),
1961; MS, Northwestern University, 1966
Andreas, James Robert, Head of English Department; Professor of English. BA, Northwestern Univer-
sity, 1965; MA, The Johns Hopkins University, 1966; PhD, Vanderbilt University, 1973
Anderson, Vicki Truluck, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Medical Technology, McLeod Regional Med-
ical Center. BS, University of Tampa, 1972
Anessi, Thomas J, Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Catholic University of Amer-
ica, 1956; MS, University of Michigan, 1961; PhD, University of Oklahoma, 1970
Arbena, Aurora Benasso, Visiting Instructor in Spanish. BA, University of Buenos Aires, 1964; MA,
University of Chicago, 1973
Arbena, Joseph Luther, Professor of History. BA, George Washington University, 1961; PhD, Universi-
ty of Virginia, 1970
Armstrong, Lindsley Farrar, Instructor in Speech. BA, 1986, MA, 1989, University of West Florida
Arnold, Edwin Pratte, Associate Professor of German. BA, University of South Carolina, 1958; MA,
Kent State University, 1968
Ashton, Mark Crawford, Assts/an< Professor of Aerospace Studies. CAPT, U.S. Air Force; BA, Appala-
chian State University, 1980; MA, Webster University, 1985
Askew, George Robert, Jr., Professor of Forest Resources; Director of Belle W. Baruch Forest Science
Institute. BS, 1976, MS, 1978, PhD, 1981, Clemson University
Aspland, John Richard, Professor of Textiles. BS, 1958, MS, 1960, Leeds University; PhD, Manchester
University, 1964
Astle, Deana Lee, Head of Technical Services Division; Associate Librarian. BA, Brown University,
1967; MLS, University of California, 1968; MA, University of Utah, 1976
Aziz, Nadim Mahmoxid, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Graphics. BSCE,
1978, MS, 1980, PhD, 1984, University of Mississippi
Babel, Deborah Byrne, Administrative Services Librarian; Assistant Librarian. BA, Wells College,
1968; MSLS, University of North Carolina, 1976; MBA, Western Washington University, 1989
Backman, Sheila Jane, Assistant Professor of Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management. BSC,
1977, MR, 1979, Acadia University (Canada); PhD, Texas A&M University, 1988
Bagby, Sara Ayers, Professor ofHome Economics. BS, Georgia College, 1954; MS, 1957, PhD. 1974, Uni-
versity of Georgia
Bagchi, Amit, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BTech, Indian Institute of Technology
(Kharagpur), 1975; MScE, University of New Brunswick (Canada), 1977; PhD. Carnegie-Mellon
University, 1983
Bainbridge, Robert Warin, Visiting Assistant Professor of Planning. BArch. Clemson University.
1970; MArch, Rice University, 1978
Baines, Elizabeth Murrow, Professor of Nursing Science. BS. College of St. Mary, 1962; MSN. 1976,
PhD, 1981, University of Nebraska
Baird, William Vance, Assistant Professor of Horticulture. BS, Oregon State University, 1976; MA,
Miami University, 1979; PhD, University of Virginia, 1983
Baker, Rees Terence Keith, Adjunct Professor of Chemical Engineering. ARIC, 1963, ACT, 1964, Liver-
pool Polytechnic; PhD, University of Wales, 1966
Balch, Clarence Almus, Lecturer in Engineering Graphics. BS, California Polytechnic State
University. 1959
Ballard, Robert Edward, Associate Professor of Botany. BS, 1966, MA, 1968, Miami University; PhD,
University of Iowa, 1975
Barefoot, Susan Ferguson, Associate Professor of Food Science and Microbiology. BS, 1971, MS, 1979,
PhD, 1984, North Carolina State University
Barfield, Rayford Elliott, Jr., Associate Professor of English. BA, LaGrange College, 1961; MA, Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1963; PhD, University of Tennessee, 1969
Barker, James Frazier, Dean, College of Architecture; Professor of Architecture. BArch, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1970; MArch, Washington University, 1973; AIA
Barkley, David Lane, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA, Furman University,
1969; MA, University of Georgia, 1972; PhD, Iowa State University, 1976
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Barlage, William Berdell, Jr., Acting Dean, College of Engineering; Professor of Chemical Engineer-
ing. BS, Lehigh University, 1954; MChE, University of Virginia, 1955; PhD, North Carolina State
University, 1960
Banmore, Charles Rice, Adjunct Professor of Food Science. BS, Clemson University, 1966; MS, 1969,
PhD, 1972, University of Florida
Barnes, Christopher Van, Instructor in English BA, Shorter College, 1985; MA, University of Georgia,
1987
Barnett, Ortus Webb, Jr., Professor of Microbiology, and Plant Pathology and Physiology. BSA, 1961,
MS, 1965, University of Arkansas. PhD, University of Wisconsin, 1968
Bamhart, Scott Wesley, A.s.socja<e Professor of Finance. BS, 1978. MS, 1980. Florida State University;
PhD, Texas A&M University, 1984
Baron, William, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering. BSCE, City College of New York. 1960;
MSCE, 1963, PhD, 1966, Purdue University; PE
Barrett, David Elm, A.s.sfx-/a^f Professor of Education. BA, Wesleyan University, 1969; MS. 1973. PhD.
1974, University of Southern California
Barron, Charles Henson, Jr., Head of Chemical Engineering Department; Professor of Chemical Engi-
neering BS, Clemson University, 1959; DSc, University of Virginia. 1963
Barron. Felix Hector, Assistant Professor of Food Science. BS, University of Chihuahua (Mexico) 1972;
MS, University of Rome (Italy) 1975; MS, Washington State University, 1982; PhD, Michigan Stete
University, 1990
Barth, Elin, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Bioengineering. BS. 1968. MD, 1974, PhD. 1986, University
of Oslow
Barton, William Eugene, Visiting Assistant Professor of Entomology. BS. 1984, PhD. 1989, Clemson
University
Batchelor. Margaret Adelle, Instructor in Computer Science. BA, Rochester Institute of Technology,
1973; MBA, Claremont Graduate School, 1988
Bathke, Glenn Randal, Assistant Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS. University of Wisconsin. 1980;
MS, University of Minnesota, 1983; PhD. North Carolina State University. 1989
Bauer, Larry L^e, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, University of Illinois. 1961;
MS, Purdue University, 1963; PhD, North Carolina Sute University, 1968
Baumgardncr. Reginald Andrew, Professor of Horticulture. BS. Clemson University, 1957; MS, 1960,
PhD, 1962, University of Maryland
Bautista, Gloria, Assistant Professor of Spanish. BA, Javeriana University (Colombia), 1968; MA, 1975,
PhD, 1987, State University of New York
Baxa, Ernest Granville, Jr., Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BEE. Uni-
versity of Virginia, 1962; MSEE, 1968, PhD, 1970, Duke University
Beard, John Nelson, Jr., Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, University of South Carolina, 1958;
MS, 1970, PhD, 1971, Louisiana State University
Bearden, Daniel Wesley, Lecturer / Spectroscopist in Chemistry. BS, Southern Methodist University,
1980; MA, 1983, PhD, 1987, Rice University
Beasley, Donald Erwin, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1978, MS, 1980, Clemson
University; PhD, University of Michigan, 1983
Becker, Robert Henry, Director of Strom Thurmond Institute; Director of Regional Resources Develop-
ment Institute; Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Pennsylvania State
University, 1970; MA, 1973, PhD, 1976, University of Maryland
Beckerle, John David, Assistant Professor of Physical Chemistry in Chemistry. BS, McGill
University, 1981; PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1988
Beckwith, William Frederick, Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, 1957, MS, 1961, PhD, 1963, Iowa
State University; PE
Bednar, John Clay, Associate Professor of French. BA, Princeton University, 1965; PhD, University of
Besancon (France), 1969
Behery, Hassan Mohamad, Professor of Textiles. BS, 1950, MS, 1955, Alexandria University; PhD,
University of Manchester, 1959; CText; FTI
Belcher, Cynthia Leahy, Assistant Professor ofNursing Science. BSN, University of Miami, 1969; MN,
Emory University, 1971
Bell, Lansford Charles, S. E. Liles Distinguished Professor of Construction Engineering. BS, 1965, MS,
1968, University of Maryland; PhD, Vanderbilt University, 1972, PE
Bellinger, Robert Glenn, Visiting Assistant Professor of Entomology. BS, 1974, MS, 1979, University of
Maryland; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1985
Benjamin, Daniel Kelly, Professor of Economics. BA, University of Virginia, 1969; MA, 1971, PhD,
1975, University of California
Bennett, Alma, Assistant Professor of English. BM, Belhaven College, 1962; MS, Radford University,
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1974; PhD, University of Texas, 1991
Bennett, Archie Wayne, Associate Dean for External Affairs, College of Engineering; Professor cf
Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1960, MS, 1963, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University; PhD, University of Florida, 1966; PE
Bennett, John Everett, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BSEE, 1958, MSEE,
1968, PhD, 1970, University of Tennessee
Benson, Christopher Allen, Instructor in English. BA, 1987, MA, 1990, Clemson University
Benson, Sally Merrick, Visiting Associate Professor of Geology. BA, Columbia University, 1987; MS,
1984, PhD. 1988, University of California
Berg, Edward Walter, Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BA, University of Colorado, 1958; MD,
University of Colorado School of Medicine, 1962
Berger, Leonard, Professor ofPsychology . AB, 1968, MA, 1969, PhD, 1972, Temple University
Bemhard, Philip Joseph, Assistant Professor of Computer Science. BA, 1984, MS, 1987, PhD, 1988, State
University of New York
Bertrand, Jean Ann, Associate Professor of Dairy Science. BS, University of Missouri, 1980; MS, Iowa
State University, 1983; PhD, University of Georgia, 1987
Beyerlein, Adolph Louis, Professor of Chemistry. BS, Fort Hays Kansas State College, 1960; PhD, Uni-
versity of Kansas, 1966
Bibilnieks, Tracy Ann, Lecturer in Mathematical Sciences. BA, Saint Olaf College, 1985; MS, Clemson
University, 1987
Biggers, Sherrill Bost, Assocja/e Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.
BSCE, North Carolina State University, 1966; MS, 1970, PhD, 1971, Duke University; PE
Bill, Jodi Barnes, Instructor in Economics. BS, 1981, MS, 1982, Illinois State University; MA, Universi-
ty of Illinois, 1985
Bingenheimer, Kirt Alan, Visiting Instructor in Construction Science. BA, Michigan State University,
1987; MCSM, Clemson University, 1991
Birrenkott, Glenn Peter, Jr., Professor of Poultry Science. BS, 1973, MS, 1975, PhD, 1978, University of
Wisconsin
Bishop, Carl Barnes, Professor of Chemistry. BS, Clemson University, 1954; PhD, Michigan State Uni-
versity, 1959
Bishop, Eugene Harlan, Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, Mississippi State University, 1955;
PhD, University of Texas, 1964
Bismack, Thaddeus Robert, Lecturer in Accounting. BS, Central Michigan University, 1959; MBA,
University of Michigan, 1960; CPA; CMA
Bjorkengren, Carl-Arel, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Packaging Science. MS, Chalmers Techno-
logical University (Sweden)
Black, Donald Burdette, Adjunct Associate Professor of Chemistry. BS, University of Illinois, 1933
Black, Jonathan, Hunter Professor of Bioengineering. BS, Cornell University, 1961; ME, Pennsylva-
nia State University, 1968; PhD, University of Pennsylvania, 1972
Blackboum, Richard Lee, Head of Elementary and Secondary Education Department; Professor of Edu-
cation. BS, 1974, MS, 1976, EdD, 1983, Mississippi State University
Blackburn, Jeanette Craig, Lecturer in Accounting. BS, 1982, MPAcc, 1988, Clemson University
Blair, Dudley Wayne, Director of Master of Business Administration Program; Professor of
Economics. BS, 1970, PhD, 1975, Texas A&M University
Blake, James Howard, Extension Associate of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Tennessee Techno-
logical University, 1982
Blanton, Lloyd Houston, Professor ofAgricultural Education. BS, 1961, MAgEd, 1968, Clemson Univer-
sity; PhD, Ohio State University, 1970
Bleser, Carol,* Calhoun and Kathryn Lemon Professor of History. BA, Converse College, 1960; MA,
1961, PhD, 1966, Columbia University
Blodgett, Jack Comly, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of English. BS, Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, 1967; MA, University of Connecticut, 1971
Bodenheimer, Lisa, Assistant Librarian. BA, Mercer University, 1980; MAT, Vanderbilt University,
1983; MLS, Indiana University, 1986
Bodine, Ashby Burgess II, Professor of Dairy Science. BA, 1969, MS, 1975, PhD, 1978, Clemson
University
Boerckel, Susan Denise, Assistant Professor of English. BA, Queens College, 1980; MA, University of
Tennessee, 1984; PhD, State University at Stoney Brook, 1988
Book, Norman Loyd, Professor of Construction Science. BAE, 1955, MEngr, 1967, PhD, 1973, Pennsylva-
nia State University; AIA; PE
Boone, William, Adjunct Professor of Animal Physiology. BS, University of Georgia, 1970; MS, 1972,
3g2 F^g^ltY
PhD, 1977, Clemson University
Bose, Anil Kumar, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, 1948, MS, 1956, Calcutta Univer-
sity; PhD, University of North Carolina, 1964
Botchway, Portia Anita, Lecturer in Nursing Science. BSN, Hampton Institute, 1975; MS, University of
Maryland, 1979
Bowman, Kenneth Ray, Assistant Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1981, MS,
1984, Murray State University; PhD, Texas Tech University, 1989
Bowman, Larry Stanley, Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BA, West Virginia University, 1969;
MS, Clemson University 1971; MD, Medical University of South Carolina, 1974
Box, Benton Holcomb, Dean. College of Forest and Recreation Resources; Professor of Forest Re-
sources. BS, 1957, MF, 1959, Louisiana State University; DF, Duke University, 1967
Boykin, Joseph Floyd, Jr., Director of Libraries, Librarian. BS, 1962, MS, 1965, Florida State
University
Boyles, John Dixon, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, 1984, MFA, 1989, University of Arkansas
Bradberry, Judy Brusich, Assistant Professor ofNursing Science. BS, 1972, MS, 1977, PhD, 1990, Emory
University
Bradford, Gamett Lowell, Head of Agricultural and Applied Economics Department; Professor of Agri-
cultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1957, MS, 1959, University of Kentucky; PhD, North Carolina
State University, 1968
Bradshaw, David Vfinstead. Associate Professor of Horticulture. BS, 1968, MS, 1973, North Carolina
State University; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1977
Brainerd, Edwin Grenier, Jr., Associate Professor of Psychology. BA, Washington College, 1968; MA,
1971, PhD, 1974, West Virginia University
Brandt, Eva J, Adjunct Professor of Agronomy and Microbiology. BS, Rosary Hill College, 1962; MS,
1970, PhD, 1975, State University of New York
Brannan, James Richard, Associate Professor ofMathematical Sciences. BS, 1973, MS, 1976, Utah State
University; PhD, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1979
Brawley, Joel Vincent, Jr., A/umnj Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, 1960, MS, 1962, PhD, 1964,
North Carolina State University
Bridges, William Carroll, Jr., Associate Professor of Experimental Statistics. BS, University of North
Carolina, 1980; MS. 1982, PhD, 1984, University of Nebraska
Bridgwood, Joan, Lecturer in Russian. BA, University of Leeds, 1967; MA, Middlebury College, 1989
Bridgwood, Michael Andrew, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BSC,
Leeds University, 1968; MSC, 1975, PhD, 1979, Portsmouth Polytechnic Institute
Brigman, Greg Anthony, Assistant Professor of Education. BA, Vanderbilt University, 1973; MEd,
1980, EdS, 1988, PhD, 1991, Georgia State University
Brisbin, I Lehr, Jr., Adjunct Associate Professor of Wildlife. BA, Wesleyan University, 1962; MS, 1965,
PhD, 1967, University of Georgia
Briscoe, Ida Carolyn, Director of Field Experiences, College of Education; Professor of Education. BA,
LaGrange College, 1957; MEd, 1961, SEd, 1967, EdD, 1970, University of Georgia
Brittain, Jere Alonzo, Professor and Program Coordinator of Integrated Pest Management; Professor of
Horticulture. BS, Clemson University, 1961; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer-
sity, 1967
Broadwell-Jackson, Debra Christine, Ac^tn^ Hecui of Health Services Department; Associate Professor
of Health Science. BSN, Medical University of South Carolina, 1971; MN, Emory University, 1975;
PhD, Georgia State University, 1983
Brooker, Reginald John, Ac(/unc< Associate Professor of Microbiology . BA, University of North Caroli-
na, 1963; MD, Emory University, 1967
Brooks, Afton DeWayne, Assistant Dean, Graduate School; Professor of Education. BA, Carson-
Newman College, 1963; MEd, Middle Tennessee State University, 1967; EdD, University of Georgia,
1972
Brooks, Kerry Rand, Assistant Professor of Planning Studies. BA, Washington University, 1972;
MUP, University of Washington, 1983
Brosnan, Denis Albert, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. MS, Clemson University, 1968;
PhD, Iowa State University, 1972
Brown, Carolyn Scurry, Professor of Biochemistry. BA, Winthrop College, 1964; PhD, Vanderbilt Uni-
versity, 1969
Brown, Danita Michelle, Visiting Assistant Professor ofArchitecture. BS, 1983, MArch, 1987, Clemson
University
Brown, Farrell Blenn, Associate Dean, Graduate School; Professor of Chemistry. BS, Lenoir-Rhyne
College, 1957; MS, 1960, PhD, 1962, University of Tennessee
Brown, John Francis, Adjunct Associate Professor of Entomology. BS, Clemson University, 1976;
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DVM, University of Georgia, 1956; MS, 1965, PhD, 1967, Clemson University
Brown, Lamar Hamilton, Associate Dean, College of Architecture; Professor of Construction Science.
BArch, Auburn University, 1948; AIA, AIC
Brown, Richard Bertram, Associate Chemist, Agricultural Chemical Services; Lecturer in Food
Science. BS, St. Francis College, 1968; MS, Old Dominion University, 1975; PhD, Clemson Univer-
sity. 1981
Brown, Russell Henry, Hearf of Civil Engineering Department; Professor of Civil Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics. BS, University of Houston, 1966; PhD, Rice University, 1970; PE
Brown, Thomas Miller, Professor of Entomology. BS, Adrian College, 1970; MS, 1971, PhD, 1973, Michi-
gan State University
Brown, William Glynn, Jr., Professor of Animal Science, Sandhill Research and Education Center.
BS, University of Tennessee, 1953; MS, Oklahoma State University, 1958; PhD, University of Arkan-
sas. 1973
Brune, David Edward, Professor ofAgricultural Engineering. BS. 1974, MS. 1975. PhD, 1978. Universi-
ty of Missouri; PE
Bryan, Edward Lewis, Associate Professor of Accounting. BS. U.S. Naval Academy; 1961; MS, 1966,
DBA, 1980, George Washington University; CPA
Bryant, Hallman Bell, Pro/i?ssor of English. BA, Emory University, 1959; MA, University of North
Carolina, 1962; PhD. Vanderbilt University, 1967
Buckley, John Dennis, Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, St. Lawrence University, 1950;
BS, 1959. MS, 1961, Clemson University; PhD, Iowa State University, 1968
Buckner, Sam Levi, Professor of Education. BS, East Tennessee State University, 1960; MA, Appala-
chian State University, 1966; EdD, Auburn University, 1970
Buford, Marilyn Ann, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BS. Southwestern at Memphis.
1976; MS, State University of New York, 1979; PhD, North Carolina State University. 1983
Buonaccorsi, James Gerard, Visiting Assistant Professor of Visual Arts. BA. Rhode Island College.
1982; MFA, Cranbrook Academy of Art, 1984
Bunn, Joe Millard, Pro/essor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1955, MS, 1957, North Carolina State
University; PhD, Iowa State University, 1960; PE
Burati, James Louis, Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Virg^inia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni-
versity, 1974; MS, Ohio State University, 1975; PhD, Pennsylvania State University. 1984
Burkett, Byron Vemer, Jr., Associate Professor of Industrial Education. BS, 1964, MInEd, 1965. Clem-
son University; PhD. University of South Carolina, 1976
Burnett, George Wesley, Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BA. Southern
Methodist University, 1966; MSLS. Our Lady of the Lake University. 1970; MA. 1974. PhD, 1976, Uni-
versity of Oklahoma
Burroughs, William Jeffrey, Associate Professor of Psychology . BS. University of Washington. 1975;
MA. 1977. PhD, 1981, Arizona State University
Burrows, Peter Michael, Professor of Experimental Statistics. BSc, University of Manchester (Eng-
land), 1960; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1971
Burt, Philip Barnes, Professor of Physics. BA, 1956, MS, 1958, PhD, 1961, University of Tennessee
Burton, Joseph Arnold, Assocuite Professor ofArchitecture. BS, 1971, BArch. 1973. MArch. 1975. Univer-
sity of Texas; PhD, University of Pennsylvania, 1983
Butler, Chalmers McNair, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS. 1957, MS. 1959.
Clemson University; PhD, University of Wisconsin, 1962
Butler, John Kenrick, Jr., Professor of Management. BS, Brown University, 1963; MBA, Michigan
Stete University. 1970; DBA. Florida State University, 1977
Byerley, Neil Elmore, Lecturer in Accounting. BSBA. University of Tennessee. 1958; MA. University
of Florida, 1971; CPA
Bzdyl, Donald Gregory, Associate Professor of English. BA, University of Miami, 1970; MA, 1971, PhD,
1977, University of Illinois
Caban, Jose Rafael, Head of Planning Studies Department; Professor of Planning Studies. BArch,
Clemson University, 1967; MCD, University of Liverpool, 1971; AIA, APA
Cahn, Susan Kathleen, Assistant Professor of History. BA, University of California, 1981; AM, 1983,
PhD, 1990, University of Minnesota
Cain, Beatrice Naff, Associate Professor of Education. BA, Longwood College, 1978; MA. Bethany Theo-
logical Seminary, 1981; EdD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1987
Caldwell, Judith Dawn, Associate Professor of Horticulture. BS, 1975, MS, 1977, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University; PhD, University of Arkansas, 1980
Caley, Paul Cochran, Professor of Industrial Education. BS, 1963, MA, 1964, PhD, 1969, Ohio State Uni-
versity
Calhoun, Richard James, A/umni Professor of English. BA. George Peabody College, 1948; MA, Johns
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Hopkins University, 1950; PhD, University of North Carolina, 1959
Calvez, Daniel Jetun, Associate Professor of French. License es Lettres, Angers University, 1965; PhD,
University of Georgia, 1980
Camberato, James John, Assistant Professor Agronomy and Soils. BS, University of Massachusetts,
1980; MS. 1982, PhD, 1987, North Carolina State University
Camp, Carl Rosser, Jr., Adjunct Associate Professor of Agricultural and Biological Engineering. BS,
1958, MS, 1967, Auburn University; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1969
Campbell, Robert Lyndsay II, Assistant Professor of Psychology. BA, Harvard University, 1974; PhD,
University of Texas, 1986
Camper, Nyal Dwight, Professor ofPlant Pathology and Physiology and of Botany. BS, 1962, PhD. 1966,
North CaroHna State University
Canavera, David Stephen, A<f/iinc< Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, Michigan Technologi-
cal University, 1961; MS, 1967, PhD, 1969, Michigan State University
Cantrell, Rayford Stephen, Professor of Management and Economics. BS, University of Alabama,
1972; MS, University of Kentucky, 1974; PhD. North Carolina SUte University, 1982
Carlson, Les, Associate Professor of Marketing. BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1973; MA, 1980, PhD,
1985, University of Nebraska
Camer, Gerald Roy, Professor of Entomology. BA, Asbury College, 1964; MS, 1966, PhD, 1969. Auburn
University
Carney, Elizabeth Donnelly, Associa/e Professor of History. BA, Smith College, 1969; MA, 1973, PhD,
1975, Duke University
Carpenter, Anthony Scott, Visiting Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology. BS, North Carolina State
University. 1978; MS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1980; PhD, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1988
Carr, Rebecca Lamb, Part-time Lecturer in Nursing Science. BS, 1977, MS. 1983, Medical College of
Georgia
Carroll, June Langley, Z)is/ricr Extension Director , Associate Professor of Home Economics. BS, Win-
throp College, 1954
Carter, George Emitt, Jr, Director, Academic Services; Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology.
BS, 1968, MS. 1970. Wake Forest University; PhD, Clemson University, 1973
Cash, Luther Stephen, Professor ofAccounting. BS, 1963, JD, 1968, University of Tennessee; LLM, Uni-
versity of Washington, 1972; CPA
Castro, Walter Ernest, Assistant Dean, College of Engineering; Professor of Mechanical Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics. BS, Indiana Institute of Technology, 1959; MS, Clemson University,
1962; PhD, University of West Virginia, 1966; PE
Cely, Marvin Singleton, Jr., District Extension Director, Associate Professor of Horticulture. BS, 1957,
MS, 1970, Clemson University
Chamberlain, Frances Fotini, Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture. BA, University of Texas,
1970; MLA, University of Virginia, 1980
Chance, Suzanne Marie, Lecturer in Education. BA, University of Florida, 1973; MEd, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1989
Chapin, Jay Willard, Professor of Entomology, Edisto Research and Education Center. BS, Dickens
College, 1970; MA, East Carolina University, 1975; PhD, Clemson University, 1978
Chapman, Stephen Richard, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS, 1959, MS, 1963, PhD, 1966, Univer-
sity of California
Chapman, Wayne Kenneth, Assistant Professor of English. BS, 1972, MA, 1977, Portland State Univer-
sity; PhD, Washington State University, 1988
Chard, William Clifton, Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, 1965, MS, 1967, Ohio State
University
Charney, Mark Jay, Assistant Head of the English Department; Associate Professor of English. BA,
Clemson University, 1978; MA, University of New Orleans, 1980; PhD, Tulane University, 1987
Cheezem, Janis, Associate Professor of Law. BA, Simmons College, 1972, JD, University of Miami, 1983
Chisman, James Allen, Professor of Industrial Engineering. BS, University of Akron, 1958; MS, 1960,
PhD, 1963, University of Iowa; PE
Cholewinski, Frank Michael, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. EP, 1958, MS, 1959, Auburn Univer-
sity; PhD, Washington University, 1964
Christenbury, Gerald Davis, Professor ofAgricultural Engineering. BS, North Carolina State Univer-
sity, 1964; MS, Clemson University, 1966; PhD, Iowa State University, 1975; PE
Christenbury, Joyce Hvrol, Professor ofHome Economics. BS, Winthrop College, 1962; MEd, Universi-
ty of North Carolina, 1970
Christmas, Richard Judson, Adjunct Professor of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management. BS,
1967, University of Southern Mississippi; MA, 1972, EdS, 1974; PhD, 1980, University of Northern
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Colorado
Christoph, Laveme McKay, Instructor in English. BA, Lawrence University, 1951; MA, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1987
Christoph, Thomas George, Lecturer in Management. BS, Lawrence College, 1951; MS, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1987
Clark, James Edwin, Professor of Civil Engineering. BSCE, 1957, MS, 1964, University of South Caroli-
na; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1967; PE
Clark, Lawrence Stanley, Associate Professor ofAccounting. BBA, Augusta College, 1968; MAcct, Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1970; CPA; CMA
Clark, Lynn Duvall, Visiting Instructor in Music. BA, University of North Carolina, 1963
Clark, Sue Brannon, Adjunct Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, Lander College,
1984; MS. 1987, PhD, 1989, Florida State University
Clarke, Douglas Raye, Jr., Visiting Instructor in Speech. BA, College of William and Mary, 1989
Clarke, Richard Lee, Associate Professor of Management. BS, Hobart College, 1967; MS, Air Force In-
stitute of Technology, 1974; PhD. University of Texas, 1988
Clayton, Donald Delbert, Professor of Physics. BS, Southern Methodist University, 1956; PhD, Califor-
nia Institute of Technology, 1962
Cleveland, Linda Chandler, Assistant Professor of Engineering Graphics. BS, 1981, MS, 1984, Clemson
University
Clinkscales, William Cherry, District Extension Director, Associate Professor, 4-H and Youth Devel-
opment. BS, South Carolina State College, 1965; MS, Clemson University, 1974; EdD, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University, 1984
Clodfelter, Gregory Keith, Head of Military Science Department; Professor of Military Science. LTC,
U.S. Army; BS. Franklin Pierce College, 1978; MS, University of Southern California, 1987
Cobb, George Pinckney, Assistant Professor of Environmental Toxicology. BS, College of Charleston,
1982; PhD, University of South Florida, 1989
Coffeen, William Wever, Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, 1935, MS, 1937, University of Illi-
nois; PhD. Rutgers University, 1969
Coggeshall, John Michael, Assistant Professor ofAnthropology. BA, 1975, MA, 1978, PhD, 1984, South-
em Illinois University
Colacino, James Michael, Professor of Animal Science and Bioengineering. BA, St. John Fisher Col-
lege, 1968; MA, 1970. PhD. 1973. State University of New York
Cole, Spurgeon Northen, Professor of Psychology. BA. 1960. MS, 1965, PhD, 1966, University of Georgia
Coleman, Katherine Young, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS,
1981. MS, 1983, Clemson University; PhD. Texas A&M University. 1989
Coleman, Neil Lloyd, Adjunct Profesor of Civil Engineering. BA, Cornell College, 1952; SM, 1957, PhD,
1960, University of Chicago
Collier, John Anton, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BA, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1970;
MS, University of Georgia, 1972; PhD, Clemson University, 1978; PE
Collins, Aaron Strother, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1965, MS,
1968, PhD, 1973, Clemson University
Collins, Bradford Ray, Visiting Associate Professor of Art History. BA, Amherst College, 1964; MA,
1971, PhD, 1980. Yale University
Collins, Carol Anne, Visiting Assistant Professor of Theatre. BA, Eckerd College, 1975; MA, Eastern
Michigan University, 1978; MFA, Yale University, 1985
Collins, Donald L.ynn, Professor of Architecture. BLA, North Carolina State University, 1968; MLA,
Harvard University, 1969; ASLA
Collins, Edward Randolph, Jr., Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, North
Carolina State University, 1984; PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1989
Collins, Thomas Frank, Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy. BA, Mercer University, 1956;
MS, Clemson University, 1958
Coltman, Ralph Read, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Physics. BS, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1949
Conner, William Henry, Assistant Professor of Forest Resources, Belle W. Baruch Forest Science In-
stitute. BS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 1973; MS, 1975, PhD, 1988, Louisiana
State University
Connor, Anthony Cooper, Lecturer in Computer Science. BS, 1957, MA, 1964, Temple University
Connor-Greene, Patricia Anne, Associate Professor of Psychology. BA, Wells College, 1976; PhD, Uni-
versity of South Carolina, 1983
Conover, Richard Allan, Jr., Associate Professor of Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management.
BA, University of Michigan, 1953; MA, University of Wisconsin, 1968; PhD, Colorado State Univer-
sity, 1974
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Cook, Bruce Farrell, Director of the Brooks Center; Professor of Music. BME, 1954, MA, 1965, West
Texas State University; DMA, University of Texas, 1975
Cook, Wilton Pierce, Professor of Horticulture. Coastal Research and Education Center. BS, 1962, MS,
1964, Clemson University; PhD, North Carolina State University. 1986
Cooper, George l\. Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BA. Williams College, 1964; MD, Cornell
University Medical College, 1968
Cooper, Melanie Margaret, Assw/an/ Professor of Chemistry . BS, 1975, MS, 1976, PhD, 1978, Manchester
University
Cordell. Harold Kenneth, Adjunct Professor of Forest and Recreation Resources. BSF. 1966, MF, 1967,
PhD, 1975, North Carolina State University
Corley, Gregg Ralph, A.s.si.sfanf Professor of Construction Science. BS, 1985, MS, 1988, Clemson Univer-
sity
Coston, Donald Claude, Associate Dean and Associate Director of Agricultural Experiment Station;
Professor of Horticulture. BS, North Carolina State University, 1972; MS, 1974, PhD, 1976, Michigan
State University
Coston, Harold Prestwood, Visiting Instructor in Management. BS, Wake Forest University, 1946;
MPH, Johns Hopkins University, 1952
Coulter, Edwin Martin, Professor of Political Science. BA, Furman University 1962; PhD, University
of Virginia, 1965
Courtney, William Henry III, Associate Professor of Horticulture, Coastal Research and Education
Center. BS, University of Kentucky, 1974; MS, University of Missouri, 1976; PhD, University of New
Hampshire. 1979
Cover, Alan Seymour, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Indiana State University
1954; MA, 1960, PhD, 1964. Pennsylvania SUte University
Cover, Peggy Hopkins, Head of Reference Unit; Associate Librarian. BA, Blue Mountain College, 1962
MS. University of Illinois. 1965
Cowan-Ricks, Carrel, Visiting Assistant Professor Historic Houses and Visual Arts and History. BA
1984. MA, 1989. Wayne State University
Cowan, Robert Michael, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems Engineer
ing. BS, 1984. MS, 1987. PhD. 1991. State University of New York
Cox, Christopher Lee, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Grove City College, 1978; MS
1980, PhD, 1984, Carnegie-Mellon University
Crader, Kelly Wayne, Professor of Sociology. BS, MS, 1968, Illinois State University; PhD, Emory Uni
versity, 1971
Craig, Cheryl Howard, Lecturer in Nursing Science. BSN, University of South Carolina, 1973; MS,
Clemson University, 1987
Craig, Lynn George, Professor of Architecture. BArch, Clemson University. 1967; MArch, Washington
University. 1969; AIA. RIBA. APA
Craig, Starlett, Director, Academic Special Projects; Lecturer in Sociology. BA, Spelman College, 1969;
MSS, Bryn Mawr College. 1971
Cranston, Mechthild, Pro/essoro/"Frenc/i. BA. 1958. PhD. 1966, University of California
Crino, Michael Dwain, Professor of Management . BA, State University of New York, 1969; MA, North-
ern Illinois University. 1971; MS, University of Arkansas. 1973; PhD. University of Florida, 1978
Crosby, Margaree Seawright, Associate Professor ofEducation. BS, South Carolina State College, 1963;
MEd, Clemson University, 1973; EdD, University of Massachusetts. 1976
Cross, Dee Lewis, Professor ofAnimal Science. BS, Austin Peay State University, 1968; MS, 1971, PhD.
1973, University of Kentucky
Cross, James Edward, Archivist; Associate Librarian. BA, Cleveland State University, 1979; MA, MLS,
Case Western Reserve University, 1982
Cross, Sydney Ann,* Associate Professor of Visual Studies. BFA, Northern Arizona University, 1977;
MFA, Arizona State University, 1980
Crouch, James Page, Aiumni Professor of Industrial Education. BA, 1964, MA, 1966, San Diego State
College; EdD, University of Missouri, 1968
Crout, Roy Durham, Jr., Assistant Professor of Architecture. BS, Clemson University, 1981; MArch,
Georgia Institute of Technology, 1987
Culin, Joseph Dayton, Associate Professor ofEntomology. BS, Eastern College, 1975; MS, University of
Delaware. 1977; PhD University of Kentucky, 1981
Cummings, John Richard, Lecturer in Biology. BS, 1983, MS, 1988, Bowling Green State University
Cummings, Phillip Howard, Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, University of North Caroli-
na, 1976; MSN, East Carolina University, 1979; EdD, North Carolina State University, 1984
Cummings, Sally Pahnke, Assistant Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, University of North Caroli-
na, 1976; MSN, East Carolina University, 1980; EdD, Clemson University, 1990
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Curry, Linda Jean, Assistant Professor of Education. BA, University of South Carolina, 1969; MA, Ap-
palachian State University, 1983; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1990
Curtis, Charles Edward, Jr., Associate Professor ofAgricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1977, MS,
1979, University of Georgia; PhD, University of Nebraska, 1985
Dallis, William Alexander, Jr., Adjunct Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Princeton Uni-
versity, 1978
Daniell, Beth, Assistant Professor English. BA, Mercer University, 1969; MA, Georgia State Universi-
ty, 1973; PhD, University ofTexas, 1986
Daniels, James Howard, Associate Dean of Administration and Development, College of Agricultural
Sciences: Professor of Agricultural Education and Agricultural Engineering. BSE, University of
Arkansas, 1970; MEd. 1974, EdD, 1975, University of Illinois
Davidson, Margaret Adelia, Adjunct Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA, 1972, JD,
1978, Louisiana State University; MMA, University of Rhode Island, 1980
Davis, Jack Wayne, Head of Agricultural Support Department; Visiting Instructor in Agricultural En-
gineering. BS, 1975, MAg, 1976, Clemson University
Davis, James Richard, Professor ofAccounting. BBA, 1968, MPA, 1970, PhD, 1974, Georgia State Uni-
versity; CMA
Davis, John Stephen, Associare Professor of Management. BS, U.S. Military Academy, 1965; MS, Uni-
versity of Southern California, 1972; MS, Boston University, 1979; PhD, Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy, 1984
Davis, Martin Alan, Professor of Architecture. BArch, University of Oklahoma, 1971; MPhil, Univer-
sity of Edinburgh (Scotland). 1973; AIA
Davis, Robert Pratt, Professor of Industrial Engineering. BSIE, 1970, MS, 1971, University of Tennes-
see; PhD, Oklahoma State University, 1973; PE
Davis, Rose Jones, Professor of Home Economics, Pee Dee Research and Education Center. BS, 1962,
MS. 1964, Winthrop College; EdD, University of South Carolina, 1983
Dawson, Darren Merritt, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering. BSEE, Georgia Institute of
Technology, 1984; PhD. Georgia Institute of Technology, 1990
Dawson, Paul Lee, Assistant Professor of Food Science. BS. Salisbury State University, 1979; MS, Uni-
versity of Florida, 1986; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1989
Day, Frank Louis, Professor of English. BS, Gorham State College, 1954; MA, University of Tennessee,
1959; MA, University of Rochester, 1967
Deal, Elwyn Emeat, Assistant Director of Extension-Agriculture and Natural Resources; Professor of
Horticulture. BS, 1958, MS, 1960, University of Georgia; PhD, Rutgers University, 1963
Dean, Ralph Adrian, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology. BS, University of London (England,
1980); PhD, University of Kentucky, 1986
Dearing, Perino Marcellin, Jr., Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, 1963, MA, 1965, University of
North Carolina; ME, 1971, PhD, 1972, University of Florida
de Chesnay, Mary, Head of Nursing Research Department; Professor of Nursing. BSN, College of St.
Teresa, 1969; MS, Rutgers University, 1973; DSN, University of Alabama, 1982
Decoteau, Dennis Roger, As.socia(e Professor of Horticulture. BS, University of Maine, 1980; MS, 1982,
PhD, 1984, University of Massachusetts
Deeken, JoAnne Marie, Head of Acquisitions; Assistant Librarian. BA, University of Dallas, 1975;
MSLS, North Texas State University, 1984
Delicio, Gail Ce\este, Assistant Professor of Education. BA, 1972, BS, 1973, Southern Illinois Universi-
ty; MEd, Stetson University, 1983; PhD, Florida State University, 1989
Derrick, Fletcher, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Poultry Science. BS, Clemson University, 1954; MD, Medi-
cal College of South Carolina, 1958
Desmarteau, Darryl Dwayne, Professor of Chemistry. BS, Washington State University, 1963; PhD,
University of Washington, 1966
Dettmar, Kevin John Hoffman, Assistant Professor of English. BA, University of California, 1981;
MA, 1988, PhD, 1990, University of California
Dewitt, Craig Allen, Visiting Instructor in Agricultural Engineering. BS, Clemson University, 1976;
MS, Clemson University, 1983; EIT
Dickel, Blanche Kathleen, Instructor in English. BM, Furman University, 1973; MA, Clemson Univer-
sity, 1990
Dickens, Thomas Lester, Professor of Accounting. BA, University of Richmond, 1968; MBA, Virginia
Commonwealth University, 1977; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1983; CPA, CMA
Dickenson, Russell Errett, Adjunct Professor of Recreation Resource Management. BA, Northern Ari-
zona University, 1947
Dickerson, Ottie Joseph, Head of Plant Pathology and Physiology Department; Professor of Plant Pa-
thology and Physiology; State Plant Pathologist. BS, 1955, MS, 1956, University of Arkansas; PhD,
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University of Wisconsin, 1961
Dickey, Jean Louise, Associate Professor of Biology. BS. Kent State University, 1972; PhD, Purdue Uni-
versity, 1982
Dickey, Joseph Freenmn, Alumni Professor of Dairy Science. BS, 1956, MS, 1962, North Carolina State
University; PhD, Pennsylvania State University. 1965; PhD, University of Georgia, 1985
Diefendorf, Russell Judd, McAlister Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, University of Rochester,
1953; PhD, University of Toronto, 1958
Diehl, John Richard, Professor ofAnimal Science. BS, Kansas State University, 1966; PhD, University
of Missouri, 1973
Dieter, Richard CbtI, Associate Professor of Chemistry. BS, Lehigh University, 1973; PhD, University
of Pennsylvania, 1981
Dill, Kilian, Associate Professor of Chemistry. BA, City University of New York, 1971; PhD, California
Institute of Technology, 1977
Dillman, Buddy Leroy, Professor ofAgricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1959, MS, 1961, Universi-
ty of Arkansas, PhD, North Carolina State University, 1967
Dillon Charles Ronald, Pro/'M«or of Botany. AB, 1965, MA, 1968, PhD, 1971, University of North
Carolina
DiMeglio, Sebastian Joseph, Adjunct Professor of Travel and Tourism. BS, Mount St. Mary's College,
1953
Dimond, Thomas, Associate Professor of Visual Arts. BFA, Massachusetts College of Art, 1966; MFA,
University of Tennessee, 1969
Dinger, Dennis Russell, Assoctare Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, Alfred University, 1970;
MS, 1974, MS, 1975, PhD, 1975, Pennsylvania State University
Dixon, Marvin Warren, Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1964, MS, 1965, Louisiana State
University; PhD, Northwestern University, 1971, PE
Doar, LeRoy Henning, Jr., Visiting Assistant Professor of Food Science. BChE, Clemson University,
1952; MA, Webster University, 1989
Dodd, Roy Bryon, Jr., Associate Professor ofAgricultural Engineering. BS, 1968, MS, 1977, University
of Georgia; PhD, Clemson University, 1983; PE
Dooley, Ronald Larry, Professor of Bioengineering; Research Coordinator for the Bioengineering Alli-
ance of South Carolina. BS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1968; MS. 1973, PhD,
1976, Clemson University
Doost, Roger Khoda, Associate Professor ofAccounting. BBA, University of Georgia, 1975; MBA, Indus-
trial Management Institute (Tehran), 1973; MAcc, DPA, 1984, University of Georgia; CMA; GPS
Doruk, Birsen, Visiting Professor of Architecture. DIP, 1958, DEngr. 1965, Istanbul Technical Univer-
sity
Doruk, Teoman Kaya, Professor of Architecture. DipEngrArch, 1958, DEngr. 1965, Istanbul Technical
University
Dottavio, Floyd Dominic, Adjunct Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Ohio
State University, 1973; MFS, Yale University, 1975; PhD, Purdue University, 1979
Dougan, William Richmond, Associate Professor of Economics. BA, University of Virginia, 1971; MA,
1976, PhD, 1981, University of Chicago
Douglas, Alan Victor, Visiting Assistant Professor of Economics. BS, Carleton University, 1986; MA,
PhD, 1987, Queens University
Drahos, David, Adjunct Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Manhattan College. 1973;
PhD, University of Pittsburgh, 1979
Drake, Thomas Lynn, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Tri-State College, 1958;
MS, 1959, PhD, 1964, Michigan State University
Draughn, Robert Allen, Adjunct Associate Professor of Bioengineering. BS, 1960. MS, 1961. North Car-
olina State University; DSc, University of Virginia, 1968
Drews, Michael James, J. E. Sirrine Professor of Textiles. BS, University of Wisconsin, 1967; PhD.
North Texas State University, 1971
Drews-Bryan, Alison Claire, Associate Professor of Accounting. BBA, University of Wisconsin, 1967;
MS, Clemson University, 1973; PhD, University of Georgia, 1989; CPA
Drye, Charles Edwin, Associate Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology, Edisto Research and Edu-
cation Center. BS, Lenoir-Rhyne College, 1969; MA, Appalachian State University, 1972; PhD. Clem-
son University, 1976
Dubose, Sarah McConnell, Visiting Instructor in Agricultural Engineering. BS. University of South
Carolina, 1982
DuFault, Robert James, Associate Professor of Horticulture, Coastal Research and Education Center.
BS, Norwich University, 1976; MS. University of Vermont. 1978; PhD, Kansas State University. 1982
Duke, Albert Link, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Tennessee Polytechnic
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Institute, 1948; MS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1955; PhD, Michigan State University, 1963
Duke, Charles Roy, Assistant Professor of Marketing. BS, Louisisana Technology University, 1970;
MBA, Oklahoma City University, 1976; PhD, University of Texas, 1988
Duke, Lois Lovelace, Associate Professor ofPolitical Science. BA, 1976, MA, 1979, PhD, 1986, University
of South Carolina
Duke, Martha, Lecturer in Management. BA, University of Kansas, 1969; MS, State University of New
York, 1973
Dukes, Philip Duskin, Adjunct Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Clemson University,
1953; MS, 1960, PhD, 1962, North Carolina State University
Dumin, David Joseph, Samuel R. Rhodes Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Johns
Hopkins University, 1957; MS, Purdue University, 1961; PhD, Stanford University, 1964
Duncan, Lewis Mannan III, Associate Dean. College of Sciences: Professor of Physics and Astronomy.
BA, 1973, MS, 1976, PhD, 1977, Rice University
Dunn, Benjamin Allen, Professor of Forest Resources. BSF, 1965, MF, 1968, PhD, 1971, University of
Georgia
Dunn, Charles V/ythe, Head of Political Science Department; Professor of Political Science. BS, Illi-
nois State University, 1962; MS, 1963, PhD, 1965, Florida State University
Durand, Pascal, Adjunct Associate Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BMath, Institu-
tion des Chartreux de Lyon, 1962; Ecole Nationale Superieure Agronomiqaue de Montpellier, 1968;
Bagecon, Appliquees de Dijon, 1969
DuRant, John Alexander IIL Professor of Entomology. Pee Dee Research and Education Center. BS,
1961, MS, 1963, Clemson University; PhD, Auburn University, 1966
Dwyer, Gerald Paul, Professor of Economics. BA, University of Washington, 1969; MA, University of
Tennessee, 1973; PhD, University of Chicago, 1979
Dyck, Lawrence Alan, Professor of Botany. BA, University of California, 1965; PhD, Washington Uni-
versity, 1970
Dysart, Benjamin Clay III, Adjunct Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BE, 1961, MS,
1964, Vanderbilt University; PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1969
Earl, William Allison, Visiting Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. MS, Alfred University,
1967
Edie, Danny Dale, Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, Ohio University, 1965; MSES, University
of Toledo, 1969; PhD, University of Virginia, 1972
Edlein, Marc Alan, Lecturer in Industrial Education. BA, East Carolina University, 1987; MlnEd,
Clemson University, 1991
Edminster, Warren Ellis, VLiiting Instructor in English. BA, Baylor University. 1989; MA, Clemson
University, 1991
Edwards, Frances Ijea, Associate Professor of Economics. BA, Graceland College, 1972; JD, University
Kansas, 1980
Eflin, Robert Dean, Associate Professor of Architecture. BArch, University of Minnesota, 1954; MArch,
Rice University, 1972
Egan, Clifton Scott Miller, Head of Performing Arts Department, Professor of Theatre. BA, Hanover
College, 1973; MFA, Northwestern University, 1976
Egan, Martin David, Associate Professor of Construction Science. BS, Lafayette College, 1962; MS,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1966
Eisiminger, Sterling Kenwood, Professor of English. BS, 1967, MA, 1968, Auburn University; PhD,
University of South Carolina, 1974
EUing, Rudolf Ernest, Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BS, Michigan
State University, 1950; MS, University of Illinois, 1952; PhD, Stanford University, 1967; PE
Elliott, Maxine Louise, Serials Cataloger, Assistant Librarian. BS, 1980, MLS, 1985, University of
Illinois
Elliott, Ralph Delano, Associate Dean for Executive Education and Development, College of Commerce
and Industry; Professor of Economics. BS, 1967, MS, 1968, PhD, 1972. North Carolina State
University
Ellis, Charles Stephen, Instructor in Management. BS. 1956, DSc. 1962, Washington University
Ellis, Robert Luther, Instructor in English. BA, 1988, MA 1990, Clemson University
Ellison, Michael Scot, Associate Professor of Textiles. BS, 1971, MA, 1973, PhD, 1983, University of Cali-
fornia
Elsey, Kent Dennis, Adjunct Associate Professor of Entomology. BS, Washington State University,
1963; MS, 1966, PhD, 1969, North Carolina State University
Elzerman, Alan William, Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BA, Williams College,
1971; PhD, University of Wisconsin, 1976
Emery, Margaret Joan, Assistant Professor of Education. BA, Michigan State University, 1968; MS,
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University of Utah, 1977; PhD, University of New Mexico, 1989
Ennes-Marvin, Martha Lee, Instructor in English. BA. 1988, MA, 1989, Western Washington Univer-
sity
Ervin, Vincent John, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BSc, Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology (Australia), 1978; PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1984
Eskridge, William Franklin, Director of Construction Industry Cooperative Alliance: Lecturer in Civ-
il Engineering BS, Clemson University, 1960; P.E.
Eubanks, Francis MAiion, Associate Professor of Construction Science. BS, 1967, MS, 1968, Georgia In-
stitute of Technology
Evans, Andrew, Jr., Assistant Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, Fairleigh Dickinson University,
1978; MS. 1980. PhD, 1983. University of Nebraska
Evans, Loraine-Spano, General Librarian. BA, Fairleigh Dickinson University, 1978; MS, Kansas
SUte University, 1982; MLS. University of Maryland, 1987
Eversole, Arnold George, Professor of Fisheries. BS, Pennsylvania SUte University, 1963; MS, 1969,
PhD, 1974, Syracuse University
Evrensel-Brown, Ayse, Visiting Assistant Professor of Geography. BA, University of Ankara (Tur-
key), 1979; PhD, University of Zurich (SwiUerland), 1985
Ezell, Danny Odell, Assistant Director. Extension Field Operations; Professor of Horticulture. BS,
1962, MS. 1964. Clemson University; PhD, University of Florida, 1968
Fain, Charles Clifford, Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BCerE, 1954. MS, 1957, Clemson Universi-
ty; PhD, Ohio State University, 1967
Fairey, John Edward III, Professor of Botany BS. University of South Carolina. 1962; MS, 1964. PhD,
1972, University of West Virginia
Fairley, Kevin Joseph, Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BE, 1975, ME,
1977, Manhattan College; PhD, MassachusetU Institute of Technology, 1984
Fallaw, Wallace Craft, Visi/j>i^ Professor of Geology. BS, Duke University, 1958; MS, 1963, PhD, 1965,
University of North Carolina
Fallon, Dennis John, Adjunct Associate Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Old Dominion Universi-
ty, 1970; MS, 1972, PhD, 1980, North Carolina Sute University
Fanning, James Collier, Professor of Chemistry. BS, The CiUdel. 1953; MS, 1956, PhD, 1960, Georgia
Institute of Technology
Farley, Kevin Joseph, Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BE, 1975, ME, 1977,
Manhattan College; PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984
Fassuliotis, George, Adjunct Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Brooklyn College, 1949;
MS, 1954, PhD. 1958, New York University
Felder, Frankie Ottowiess, Associate Dean of International Programs and Services; Assistant Profes-
sor of Education. BS, Virginia Commonwealth University, 1972; MEd, University of Vermont, 1974;
MEd, 1984, EdD. 1986. Harvard University
Fendley, Timothy Thomas, Professor of Wildlife. BSF, 1965, MSF, 1968, University of Georgia; PhD,
Utah State University, 1978
Fennel], Robert Emmett, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Bradley University, 1964; MS, 1966,
PhD, 1969, University of Iowa
Fera, Cesare, Professor of Architecture. Laureat Ing, 1948, ArchDoctore, 1966, University of Genoa
(Italy)
Ferguson, Nancy Hilton, Assistant Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BA, Emory University, 1967;
PhD, Clemson University, 1982
Ferguson, Ronney Lynn, Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BA, 1969, MD, 1973, University of
Texas
Ferrell, William Garland, Jr., Assistant Professor of Industrial Engineering. BA, Wake Forest Uni-
versity, 1977; MS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1979; PhD, North Carolina
State University, 1988; PE
Fery, Richard Lee, Adjunct Professor of Horticulture, U.S. Vegetable Laboratory. BS, Oregon State Uni-
versity, 1966; PhD, Purdue University, 1970
Fescemyer, Kathleen Ann, Agricultural Librarian; Assistant Librarian. BS, 1973, MS, 1987,
University of Illinois; MS. Louisiana State University, 1979
Fescemyer, Howard William, Assistant Professor of Entomology. BS, 1979, MS, 1982, Pennsylvania
State University; PhD, Louisiana State University, 1986
Fetta, Iris Brann, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Southeastern Louisiana College,
1964; MS, Clemson University, 1966
Figliola, Richard Stephen, Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1974, MS, 1976, PhD, 1979, Uni-
versity of Notre Dame; PE
Fischer, James Roland, Dean for Agricultural Research; Director of Agricultural Experiment Station;
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Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1967, MS, 1969, PhD, 1972, University of Missouri
Fisk, William Robert, Associate Professor of Education. BS, 1973, MS, 1976, PhD, 1979, Florida State
University
Fitch, Lewis Thomas, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BSEE, Duke University,
1954; MS, North Carolina State University, 1960; PhD, Ohio State University, 1969; PE
Fjeld, Robert Alan, Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, North Carolina State Uni-
versity, 1970; MS, 1973, PhD, 1976, Pennsylvania SUte University; PE
Flagg, Stephen David, Lecturer in the Biology. BS, University of Georgia, 1972
Flanigan, Jackson hee. Associate Professor of Education. BA, Salem College, 1959; MA, West Virginia
University, 1964; EdD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1986
Flinchum, Tamara Rene, Instructor in English. BA, Central Wesleyan College, 1984; MA, Ball State
University, 1986
Flower, Phillip John, Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy. BS, University of Toledo, 1970;
PhD, University of Washington, 1976
Floyd, Myron Fran, Assistant Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, 1983,
MS, 1986, Clemson University; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1990
Foley, Charles William, Head of Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Science Department; Professor of An-
imal Science. BS, 1952, MS, 1956, PhD, 1959, University of Missouri
Foltz, Jeffrey Wayne, Professor of Fisheries. BS, Ohio State University, 1972; MS, University of Wis-
consin, 1974; PhD, University of Colorado, 1978
Foreman, Christopher William, Lecturer in Computer Science. BS, Salisbury State College, 1975; MS,
Clemson University, 1976
Fortnum, Bruce Allan, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology, Pee Dee Research and Education
Center. BA. LaSalle College, 1973; MS, University of Delaware, 1975; PhD, Clemson University, 1978
Foster, Ida Sloan, Reference Librarian; Assistant Librarian. BA, Bennett College, 1962; MSLS, Atlanta
University, 1973
Franklin, Ralph Earl, Head of Agronomy and Soils Department; Professor of Agronomy and Soils.
BSA 1955, MS, 1957, University of Arkansas; PhD, Ohio State University. 1961
Fredendall, Lawrence Dean, Assistant Professor of Management. BS, Central Michigan University,
1972; MBA, Michigan State University, 1986
Frederick, James Russell, Assistant Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS. 1981, MS, 1983, Pennsylva-
nia State University; PhD, University of Illinois, 1987
Freeman, Edwin Armistead, Professor of Music. BS, Clemson University, 1949; BMus. Louisiana State
University. 1954; MA, Columbia University, 1968; DMA, Louisiana State University. 1976
Freidman, Harold Ira, Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BS. Hobart College. 1967; PhD. 1972, MD,
1974. University of Virginia
Freytag, Suzanne Christine, Visiting Instructor in German. BA Clemson University. 1982; MA. Duke
University, 1985
Friedlob, George Thomas, Professor ofAccounting. BA, Vanderbilt University, 1963; MBA, University
of Louisville, 1972; PhD, University of Mississippi, 1981; CPA. CMA
Friedman, Richard Joel, Adjunct Associate Professor of Bioengineering. BS, 1976, MD, 1980, Universi-
ty of Toronto
Fuhr, Donald Lee, Professor of Education. BA. Bethany College. 1958; MEd. University of Virginia,
1965; PhD, University of Pittsburgh. 1971
Funk, James Edward, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. MS, Alfred University, 1981
Gaddis, Joseph Leo, Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1961, MS, 1963. New Mexico State Uni-
versity; PhD. University of Texas. 1969
Gahan, Lawrence Willard, Alumni Professor of Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS,
1960, MS, 1964, PhD, 1970, University of Illinois
Gaither, Tanzella Juanita, Assistant Professor ofEducation. BA, 1969, MEd, 1973, MBA, 1978, Winthrop
College; PhD. Arizona State University. 1991
Galloway, Elizabeth Boyce, Alumni Professor of Education. BA. Erskine College, 1958; MA, Furman
University, 1963; EdD, University of Georgia, 1972
Galluscio, Eugene Hugo, Head of Psychology Department; Professor of Psychology. BA, California
State College, 1966; MA, 1969, PhD, 1970, Louisiana State University
Galyean, Ronald Dale, Head of Food Science Department; Professor of Food Science. BS, Southwest
Missouri State University, 1966; MS, 1972, PhD. 1975. University of Missouri
Garcia, Ricardo Alberto, Associate Professor of Biology. BS. 1968, MEd, 1970, University of Houston;
PhD, Texas A&M University, 1975
Gardner, Linda Louise, Professor ofHome Economics. BS, University of North Dakota, 1967; MS, 1976,
PhD, 1980, University of Arizona
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Gamer, Peggy Ford, Lecturer in Mathematical Sciences. BS, Furman University, 1961; MS, ED, Old
Dominion University, 1985
Garner, Thomas Harold, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS. 1952, MS, 1956, PhD, 1964, North
Carolina State University; PE
Garrett, James Thomas, Visiting Associate Professor of Horticulture. Pee Dee Research and Education
Center BS, 1964, MS, 1%6. Clemson University
Garrett, Thomas Roy, Instructor in Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1970, MS, 1974, Clemson University
Garrison, Arthur Wayne, Arf/unc/ Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, The Citadel,
1956; MS, Clemson University, 1958; PhD. Emory University, 1966
Gauthreaux, Sidney Anthony, Jr^ Professor of Zoology. BS, 1963, MS, 1965, PhD, 1968. Louisiana State
University
Ge, Xin, Visiting Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, 1982. MS, 1985, Northeast
Agricultural College (China); PhD, Ohio SUte University, 1990
Geddes, Doreen Steiner, Assistant Professor of Speech. BS, Florida State University, 1969; MA, Univer-
sity of West Florida, 1982; PhD, Pennsylvania State University, 1988
Geist, Robert Miller III, Professor of Computer Science. BA. Duke University, 1970; MS, 1973, PhD, 1974,
University of Notre Dame
Geldard, John Francis, Professor of Chemistry . BS, 1958, MS, 1959, PhD, 1964, University of Sydney
Geldard, Patricia Louise, Visiting Instructor in Speech. BA, DePauw University, 1965; MA, University
of Illinois, 1967
Gentry, Robert Cecil, Adjunct Professor of Physics. BS, Murray State University, 1937; PhD, Florida
SUte University, 1963
Gerety, Mason Scott, Assistant Professor of Economics. BA, University of New Mexico, 1981; MA, 1984,
PhD, 1986, University of Washington
Gharpuray, Vasanti Manohar, Assistant Professor of Bioengineering. BE, University of Poona, 1983;
MS, Vanderbilt University, 1986; PhD, Northwestern University, 1990
Gillespie, Jackie Sheriff, Part-time Instructor in Nursing. BS, Clemson University, 1975; MSN, Uni-
versity of South Carolina, 1979
Gilliland, Bobby Eugene, Special Assistant to the President: Professor of Electrical and Computer Engi-
neering. BS, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, 1958; MS, 1964, PhD, 1967, University of Arkansas; PE
Gilreath, John Atkins, Associate Professor of Physics. BS, 1958, MS, 1960, Clemson University
Gimenez, Tomas, Professor of Animal Science. MVZ, National University of Mexico, 1969; DrMedVet,
Institut fur Physiologic Technische Universitat Munchen, 1975
Girgis, Adly Ageeb, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1967, MS, 1973, Assiut Uni-
versity (Egypt); PhD, Iowa State University, 1981
Giant, Tibor, Adjunct Associate Professor of Bioengineering. BSc, Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
1974; MD, 1968, PhD, 1980, Debrecen University of Medicine
Glick, Bruce, Head of Poultry Science Department, Professor of Poultry Science. BS, Rutgers Universi-
ty, 1951; MS, University of Massachusetts, 1952; PhD, Ohio State University, 1955
Goettl, Barry Patrick., Assistant Professor of Psychology. BS, University of Dayton, 1981; MA, 1985,
PhD, 1987, University of Illinois
Gogue, George Jay, Vice President for Research; Professor of Forest and Recreation Resources. BS,
1969, MS, 1970, Auburn University; PhD, Michigan State University, 1973
Golan, Lawrence Peter, Director of South Carolina Energy Research and Development Center; Asso-
ciate Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1961, MS, 1964, West Virginia University; PhD, Le-
high University, 1968
Golden, Jimmy, Resident Director of Sandhill Research and Education Center; Associate Professor of
Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, 1965, MS, 1967, University of Georgia; PhD, University of Cali-
fornia, 1972
Golden, Richard Martin, Professor of History. BA, Vanderbilt University, 1969; MA, 1972, PhD, 1975,
Johns Hopkins University
Gomes, Roger, Assistant Professor of Marketing. BSME, Southeastern Massachusetts University, 1972;
MBA, Bryant College, 1977; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1988
Goodall, Harold Lloyd, Professor of Speech. BA, BEd, Shepherd College, 1973; MA, University of North
Carolina, 1974; PhD, Pennsylvania State University, 1980
Gooden, Dewitt Talmadge HI, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils, Edisto Research and Education Center.
BS, 1966, MS, 1972, PhD, 1974, North Carolina State University
Gooden, Mario Alonzo, Visiting Assistant Professor of Architecture. BS, Clemson University, 1987;
MArch, Columbia University, 1990
Gooding, Charles Harold, Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, 1970, MS, 1972, Clemson Universi-
ty; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1979; PE
Goodstein, Richard Edward, Director of Bands; Associate Professor of Music. BME, Miami
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University, 1975; MME, 1981, PhD, 1984, Arizona State University
Gordon, Donald Fleming, Abney Professor of Economics. BA, University of Saskatchewan, 1944; MA,
University of Toronto, 1946; PhD, Cornell University, 1949
Goree, James Gleason, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BS, Uni-
versity of Florida, 1960; MS, University of Washington, 1962; PhD, University of Alabama, 1966
Gorsuch, Christopher John, Cataloger; Assistant Librarian. BA, 1979, MLS, 1982, Syracuse University
Gorsuch, Clyde Stuart, Professor ofEntomology. BS, 1971, MS, 1974, PhD, 1978, University of Wisconsin
Gossett, Billy Joe, Professor ofAgronomy and SoiLs. BS, University of Tennessee, 1957; MS, 1959, PhD,
1962, University of Illinois
Goswami, Bhuvenesh Chandra, Professor of Textiles. BS, Delhi University, 1959; MS, Bombay Univer-
sity, 1963; PhD, Manchester University, 1966
Goswami, Dixie Gooch, Professor of English. BA, Presbyterian College, 1965; MA, Clemson
University, 1967
Gowaty, Patricia Adair, Adjunct Associate /Assistant Professor of Zoology. BA, Tulane University,
1967; PhD, Clemson University, 1980
Gowdy, John Norman, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 1967; MS, 1968, PhD. 1971, University of Missouri
Graben, Henry Willingham, Professor of Physics. BS, Birmingham-Southern College, 1957; MS, 1961,
PhD, 1962, University of Tennessee
Graber, Charles David, Adjunct Professor of Microbiology. BS, Ohio State University, 1939; MS, Uni-
versity of Colorado, 1954; PhD, Ohio State University, 1957
Grady, Cecil Paul Leslie, Jr., R. A. Bowen, Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering, BA,
Rice Institute, 1960; BS, 1961, MS, 1963, Rice University; PhD, Oklahoma State University, 1969; PE
Graham, William Doyce, Jr., Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, Texas Technological College,
1962; MS, 1965. PhD, 1967, Purdue University
Grant, Peter Michael, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Entomology. BS, Pennsylvania State University,
1975; MS, North Texas State University, 1978; PhD, Florida State University, 1985
Gray, Furman Ray, Associate Professor of Accounting. BA, Furman University, 1951; MS. University
of Georgia. 1967; CPA
Gray, Gordon Walter, Dean, College of Education: Professor of Education. BS, 1958, MA, 1964, East
Tennessee State University; EdD, University of Tennessee, 1967
Green, Cynthia, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, University of Georgia, 1979;
MS, 1982, PhD, 1985, North Carolina State University
Green, Herman George, Director of the Center for the Study of Black Experience in Higher Education,
Professor of Education. BS, South Carolina State College. 1959; MEd, 1970. PhD. 1975, University of
Illinois
Green, Penny Anton, Assistant Professor of Sociology. BS, Louisiana State University, 1972; MA, Uni-
versity of New Orleans, 1974; PhD, University of Texas. 1986
Green, Robert Phillip, Jr., Professor of Education. BA, University of the South. 1970; MA, 1972, EdD,
1977, University of Virginia
Greene, Annel Kay, Assistant Professor of Dairy Science. BS, 1982, MS, 1985, Louisina State Universi-
ty; PhD, Mississippi State University, 1988
Greenspoon, Leonard Jay, Professor of Religion. BA, 1967, MA, 1970, University of Richmond; PhD,
Harvard University, 1977
Greenstein, Joel Sandor. Associate Professor of Industrial Engineering. BS, University of Illinois,
1973; MS, Stanford University, 1974; PhD, University of Illinois, 1979
Greer, Mark John, Assistant Director of Bands; Visiting Instructor in Music. BM, Arizona State Uni-
versity, 1981; MM, Northern Arizona University, 1985
Gregory, Richard Victor, Assistant Professor of Textiles. BS, Old Dominon University, 1980; PhD,
Clemson University, 1984
Gresham, Charles Arthur, Associate Professor of Forest Resources, Belle W. Baruch Forest Science In-
stitute. BS, University of Georgia, 1970; MS, 1972, PhD, 1975, Duke University
Griffin, Barbara Jean, Professor of Agricultural Mechanization. BA, Winthrop College, 1954; MA, Sy-
racuse University. 1956
Griffin, Barbara Ijee, Associate Professor of Education. BSW. Florida State University, 1967; MEd, In-
diana University of Pennslyvania; PhD, Florida State University, 1979
Griffin, Randall Parrish, Professor ofEntomology. BS, 1971, MS, 1973, Clemson University
Griffin, Villard Stuart, Jr., Acting Head of Earth Science Department; Professor of Geology. BA, 1959,
MS. 1961. University of Virginia; PhD, Michigan State University, 1965
Grigsby, David Wayne, Professor of Management. BBA, Baylor University, 1968; MBA, The Citadel,
1975; PhD, University of North Carolina, 1980
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Grimes, Jesse Lee, Assistant Professor of Poultry Science. BS, 1980, MS, 1981, PhD, 1989, North Carolina
State University
Grimes, Lawrence Wade, Professor of Experimental Statistics. BS, 1972, MS, 1974, University of Geor-
gia; PhD, Ohio State University, 1978
Grooms, Richard Walter, Jr., Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies. Capt., U.S. Air Force; BS, The
Citadel, 1985; MA, Midwestern State University, 1988
Grossman, Harold Charles, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BS, University of Cincinnati,
1968; MS. New Mexico State University, 1971; PhD, Michigan State University, 1978
Grove, Harold Jesse, Associa/e Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, 1961,
MEd, 1963, Pennsylvania State University
Grove, Stephen John, Associate Professor of Marketing. BA, 1972, MA, 1975, Texas Christian Universi-
ty; PhD, Oklahoma State University, 1979
Grubb, Charles Alan, Assistant Professor of History. BA, Washington and Lee University, 1963; MA,
1964. PhD, 1969, Columbia University
Grujicic, Mica, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Engineering. BEngr,
1975. MEngr, 1978, Belgrade University; PhD, MassachusetU Institute of Technology, 1983
Guide, Vincent Daniel Richard, Lecturer in Accounting. BA, University of Kentucky, 1960; MS, Clem-
son University. 1970
Guo, Yong, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Xian Jiaotong University
(China). 1982; MS. 1987. PhD, 1991. California Institute of Technology
Guynn, David Clair, Jr., Professor of Forest Resources. BS. 1968, MS, 1973, PhD, 1975, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University
Haapala, Marvin Harvey, Lecturer in Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, Montana State Uni-
versity, 1968; MS, University of Washington, 1984
Haertling, Gene Henry, Bishop Distinguished Professor of Ceramic Engineering. MS, 1960, PhD, 1961,
University of Illinois
Haig, Susan Mary, Assistant Professor of Wildlife. BA, Northland College, 1979; PhD. University of
North Dakota. 1987
Haile, James Mitchell, Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS. Vanderbilt University, 1968; ME, 1974,
PhD, 1976. University of Florida
Halbrooks, Mary Carter, Associa/e Professor of Horticulture. BS, Purdue University, 1979; MS, 1981,
PhD, 1983. University of Wisconsin
Hale, Scott Andrew, Visiting Instructor in Agricultural Engineering. BS, University of Georgia, 1982;
MS, Texas A&M University. 1985; EIT
Halfacre, Robert Gordon, A/umnt Professor of Horticulture. BS, 1963, MS, 1965, Clemson University;
PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1968; MLA, North Carolina State Univer-
sity, 1973
Hall, Basil Edwin, Lecturer in Design Shop. BA, Furman University, 1969; MS, Clemson University,
1990
Hall, Ernest Harold, Jr., Assistant Professor of Management. BS, University of New Orleans, 1979;
MBA, Louisiana State University, 1984; PhD, University of Mississippi, 1988
Hallick, Stephen Peter, Jr., Assistant Professor of Military Science. MAJ, U.S. Army; BA, Pennsylva-
nia State University, 1967; MA, University of Manitoba, 1969
Halpin, James Edwin, Director-atLarge, Southern Agricultural Experiment Stations; Adjunct Profes-
sor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, 1950, MS, 1951, PhD, 1955, University of Wisconsin
Ham, Donald Lee, Professor of Forest Resources. BA, William Jewell College, 1965; MF, 1967, PhD,
1971, Duke University
Hammig, Michael Dean, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA, University of Kansas,
1967; PhD, Washington State University, 1978
Hammitt, William Edgar, Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Bluffton
College, 1965; BS, 1968, MF, 1969. PhD, 1978, University of Michigan
Hammond, Joseph Langhome, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, MS, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, 1952; PhD, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1961
Han, Inyee Yoo, Visiting Assistant Professor ofFood Science. BS, 1978, MS, 1980, PhD, 1986, University
of Illinois
Han, Young Jo, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1979, MS, 1981, Seoul National
University; PhD, University of Illinois, 1986; EIT
Hanna, Mark David, Visiting Assistant Professor of Management. BA, LeTourneau College, 1981;
MS, 1983, PhD, 1988, Clemson University
Hansel, Bruce Clayton, Adjunct Assistant Professor ofBioengineering. BS, BA, 1974, Emory Universi-
ty; PhD, Clemson University, 1981
Haque, Imtiaz-Ul, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, University of Engineering
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and Technology (Pakistan), 1971; MS, 1977, PhD, 1982, Clemson University
Haque, Mary Taylor, Professor of Horticulture. BA, Sweet Briar College, 1973; MLA, North Carolina
State University, 1978
Harden, John Charles, Jr., Assistant to the Head of Mathematical Sciences Department; Associate Pro-
fessor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Mississippi College, 1947; MA, University of Tennessee, 1949
Harder, Lillian Utsey, Associate Professor of Music. BA, Coker College, 1965; MM, Converse College,
1967
Hare, Eleanor O'Meara, Assistant Professor of Computer Science. BA, Hollins College, 1958; MS, 1973,
PhD, 1990, Clemson University
Hare, William Ray, Jr., Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Henderson State Teachers College,
1957; MS, 1959, PhD, 1961, University of Florida
Harmon, Jay David, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, Purdue University, 1984;
MS, University of Minnesota, 1986; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1989
Harmon, Karen Scherwitz, Visiting Assistant Professor of Food Science. BS, University of Wisconsin,
1981; PhD, University of Minnesota, 1986
Harms, William Robert, /?esearc/i Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1952, MF, 1956, Penn-
sylvania State University; PhD, Duke University, 1961
Harper, Joe Grant, Associate Professor of Agricultural Education and Agricultural Engineering. BS,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1973; MEd, Pennsylvania State University,
1980; PhD, Ohio State University, 1983
Harris, Cynthia Ruth, Lecturer in Mathematical Sciences. BS, Bob Jones University, 1986; MS, Clem-
son University, 1988
Harris, Harold Monroe, Professor ofAgricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1961, MS, 1965, Auburn
University; PhD, Purdue University, 1971
Harris, John Manville, Jr., Associate Professor ofFinance. BS. 1973, MBA, 1975, PhD, 1980, University
of South Carolina
Harris, Maureen, Head of Public Documents Unit; Associate Librarian. BA, University of Kansas,
1956; MLS, University of Texas, 1970
Harris, Rebecca Suzanne, Lecturer in Industrial Education. BS, Clemson University, 1991
Harris, Robert Arthur, Research Associate /Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1971, MS, 1974,
Clemson University; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1977
Harris, Scott Kyle, Instructor in Spanish. BA, 1980, MAT, 1985, University of South Carolina
Harrison, James William, Jr., Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, University of
Florida, 1959; MS. 1966, PhD, 1972, North Carolina State University
Harrison, Jeffrey Scott, Associate Professor in Management. BS, Brigham Young University, 1982;
MBA, 1983, PhD, 1985, University of Utah
Harritos, Harry Charles, Associate Professor of Architecture. BS, 1969, MArch, 1979, Clemson Univer-
sity
Harrold, Mary Jean, Assistant Professor of Computer Science. BA. 1970. MA, 1975. Marshall Universi-
ty; MS, 1985, PhD, 1988, University of Pittsburgh
Hart, Lillian Blake, Associate Professor of Education. BS, Agnes Scott College. 1960; MEd, University
of North Carolina, 1962; PhD, University of South Carolina, 1973
Hartmann, David James, Assistant Professor of Theatre. BFA, University of Wisconsin, 1982; MFA,
University of Minnesota, 1986
Hartman, Dieter Herman, Assistant Professor of Physics. BA, M, 1982, University of Gattingen (Ger-
many); PhD, University of California, 1989
Harvey, Lawrence Harmon, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BSA, 1952, MS, 1959, PhD, 1969, Univer-
sity of Georgia
Harwell, Richard Lynn, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BBA, University of Texas,
1951; MS, Texas A&M University, 1970; PhD, Oklahoma State University, 1975
Harwood, Pamela, Visiting Assistant Professor of Architecture. BS, University of Wisconsin, 1981; Di-
ploma, University of Stockholm, 1985; MArch, University of Minnesota, 1989
Haselton, George Montgomery, Professor of Geology. BA, Colby College, 1951; MA, Boston University.
1958; PhD, Ohio State University, 1967
Hash, John Alex, Professor of Agricultural Education. BS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1956; MS,
1964, EdD, 1969, Cornell University
Hatfield, Maryellen Brown, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Nursing. BSN, West Virginia University,
1979; MN, University of South Carolina, 1980
Hayasaka, Steven Shin, Professor of Microbiology. BS, Pennsylvania State University, 1969; MS, 1972,
PhD, 1975, Oregon State University
Hayes, John Charles, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1974, MSAE, 1976, Clemson
University; PhD, University of Kentucky, 1979; PE
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Haywood, Robert Andress, Associate Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, 1976, MS, 1978,
Mississippi State University; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1981
Haymond, Jacqueline Landis, Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, Erskine College, 1971; MS,
1978, PhD, 1985, Clemson University
Haymond, Robert Edward, Professor ofMathematical Sciences. BS, University of South Carolina, 1954;
MS, California Institute of Technology, 1956; PhD, University of Oregon, 1959
Hays, Ruth I>anier, Professor of Zoology. BA, Berea College, 1962; PhD, Auburn University, 1966
Hays, Sidney Brooks, Visiting Professor of Entomology. BS, 1953, MS, 1958. Auburn University; PhD,
Clemson University, 1962
Hayter, Earl Joseph, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Florida Institute of Technology,
1976; MS, 1979, PhD, 1983, University of Florida
Headley, Kathy Neal, Assistant Head of Elementary and Secondary Education Department; Assistant
Professor of Education. BA, University of Georgia, 1974; MEd, University of Georgia, 1976; EdD, Au-
burn University, 1987
Heam, Elizabeth Roberts, Director of Enrollment, College of Nursing: Lecturer in Nursing. BS, 1982,
MS, 1984, Clemson University
Heckel, David Goodwin, Associate Professor of Zoology. BA, University of Rochester, 1975; PhD, Stan-
ford University, 1980
Hedden, Roy Leslie, Professor of Forest Resources. BSFR, 1971, MS. 1972, PhD. 1976. University of
Washington
Hedetniemi, Sandra Mitchell, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BA, Centre College of Ken-
tucky, 1971; MS. 1973, PhD. 1977, University of Virginia
Hedetniemi, Stephen Travis, Professor ofComputer Science. BS, 1960, MS, 1962, PhD, 1966, University
of Michigan
Hedrick, Elizabeth Fowler, Adjunct Instructor in Nursing Science. BS, 1979, MS, 1983, Clemson Uni-
versity 1968; PhD, University of Minnesota, 1974
Hegg, Richard Olaf, Head of Agricultural Engineering Department; Professor of Agricultural Engi-
neering. BS. South Dakota State University. 1967; MS, University of Missouri, 1968; PhD, University
of Minnesota, 1974; PE
Heimke, Gunther, Visiting Professor of Bioengineering. BS, MSc, Martin Luther University (Germa-
ny), 1953; PhD, Halle University (Germany), 1959
Helms, Carl Gilbert, Professor of Zoology. BA, University of Colorado, 1955; MA, 1956. PhD, 1960, Har-
vard University
Helms, Doris Reitinger, Associate Dean, College of Sciences; Professor of Biology. BS, Bucknell Uni-
versity, 1967; PhD, University of Georgia, 1973
Helsel, Beth, Associate Librarian. BA, University of Oklahoma, 1965; MLS, University of California,
1971
Hendrix, William Herlie, Head of Management Department; Professor of Management. BA, East
Carolina University, 1962; MS, 1969, PhD, 1974, Purdue University
Henricks, Donald Maurice, Professor of Animal Science. BS, University of Missouri, 1957; MS, Pur-
due University, 1961; PhD, University of Missouri, 1965
Henry, Mark Scott, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA. Baker University, 1968;
PhD, Kansas State University, 1973
Henson, John Michael, Adjunct Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, University of
South Carolina, 1975; MS, Clemson University, 1978; PhD, University of Florida, 1983
Hepp, Gary Richard, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Wildlife. BS, Ohio State University, 1973; MS,
Clemson University, 1977; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1982
Herndon, Joseph Earl, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Freshman Engineering. BS, Clemson
University, 1956; MPH, University of Minnesota, 1961
Heusinkveld, Paula Rae, Associate Professor of Spanish and French. BA, Central College, 1968; MA,
1969, PhD, 1979, University of Wisconsin
Hilderman, Richard Harold, Professor of Biochemistry. BS, Jamestown College, 1966; PhD, University
of Missouri, 1972
Hill, Hoke Smith, Jr., Acting Head of Experimental Statistics Department; Professor of Experimental
Statistics. BS, The Citadel, 1971; MS, 1974, PhD, 1979, Clemson University
Hill, James Riley, Jr., Resident Director ofEdisto Research and Education Center; Professor ofAnimal
Science. BS, 1956, MS, 1958, Clemson University; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1965
Hilligoss, Susan Jane,* Assistant Professor of English. BA, University of Michigan, 1970; MA, 1971,
PhD, 1977, University of Pennsylvania
Hipp, Earl Clayton, Jr., Associate Professor of Economics. BA, Wofford College, 1968; MBA, 1972, JD,
1975, University of South Carolina
Hipps, Opal Shepard, Dean, College of Nursing; Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, 1960, MSN, 1964,
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University of North Carolina; EdD, University of South Carolina, 1976
Hirt, Douglas Edward, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, 1982, MS, 1984, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University; PhD, Princeton University, 1990
Hite, James Cleveland, A/umni Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1963; MA, Emory University, 1964; PhD, Clemson University, 1966
Hochheimer, Laura, Associate Professor of Music. BM, Eastman School of Music, 1955; MFA, Ohio
University, 1957; PhD, Indiana University, 1972
Hogan, Robert John, Associate Professor of Architecture . BArch, 1974, MArch, 1976, Virginia Polytech-
nic Institute and State University
Holcombe, Joseph Steven, Visiting Lecturer in Management. BS, Clemson University, 1972; MBA, Fur-
man University, 1979; MS, Clemson University, 1991
Hollingsworth, Albert Stephens, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Medical Technology. BA, Emory University,
1968; MD, Medical College of Georgia, 1968
Hollis, William Milton, Instructor in Computer Science. BS, Clemson University, 1975
Holmes, Paul Thayer, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, 1957, MA, 1959, Washington State Uni-
versity; PhD, Stanford University, 1966
Holt, Charlotte Lane, Instructor in English. BA, 1976, MA, 1987, Clemson University
Hon, David Nyok-Sai, Professor of Forest Resources. BS, Tokyo University of Agriculture and
Technology, 1972; MS, Gunma University, 1974; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, 1977
Hood, Clarence Elam, Jr., Professor ofAgricultural Engineering. BS, 1959, MS, 1961, PhD, 1964, North
Carolina State University; PE
Hook, Donal Delose, Professor ofForest Resources. BS, 1961, MS, 1962, Utah State University; PhD, Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1968
Hooper, Michael John, Assistant Professor of Environmental Toxicology. BS, California Polytechnic
State University, 1981; PhD, University of California, 1988
Hopkins, Christie Benet, Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BA, University of the South, 1962; MD,
Duke University, 1966
Horton, Paul Mackey, Professor of Entomology. BS, 1969, MS, 1973, Clemson University; PhD, Auburn
University, 1981
House, Verne Wasden, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA, 1961, MS, 1964, Univer-
sity of Wyoming; PhD, Washington State University, 1971
Houston, David Wallace, Visiting Assistant Professor of Visual Arts and History. BA, University of
South Carolina, 1981
Howard, Gordon Edward, Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BA, 1963, MA,
1964, University of North Carolina; PhD, University of Michigan, 1968
Howie, David Samuel, Head, Seed Certification: Lecturer in Agronomy and Soils. BS, 1975, MS, 1980,
Clemson University; PhD, University of Arkansas, 1984
Howng, Wei-Yean, Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, Chuan-Yuan University, 1970;
MS, Southern Illinois University, 1983; PhD, Northwestern University, 1987
Hoyle, Elizabeth Houston, Associate Professor of Home Economics. BS, Limestone College, 1972; MS,
Winthrop College, 1977
Hudgin, Donald Edward, Adjunct Professor of Packaging Science. BS, Clemson University, 1938; MS,
PhD, Purdue University, 1947
Hudson, Larry Wilson, Pro/essor of Animal Science. BS, Berea College, 1964; MS, 1965, PhD, 1967,
University of Kentucky
Hudson, Mark Richards, Associate Professor of Visual Arts. BA, 1971, MFA, 1974, Clemson University
Huey, Cecil Oates, Jr., Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS. 1965, MSME, 1968, PhD, 1973, Clem-
son University; PE
Huff, Georgia Lou, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Medical Technology; Educational Coordinator,
School of Medical Technology, Anderson Memorial Hospital. BS, 1967, MEd, 1973, Clemson Univer-
sity
Huff, Raymond Thaddeus, Assistant Professor of Architecture. BArch, Clemson University, 1971; AIA
Huffman, John William, Professor of Chemistry. BS, Northwestern University, 1954; MA, 1956, PhD,
1957, Harvard University
Hughes, Buddy Lee, Professor of Poultry Science. BS, Clemson University, 1968; MS, 1970, PhD, 1971,
Oregon State University
Hughes, Robbie Blankenship, Head of Nursing Science Department, College ofNursing; Associate Pro-
fessor of Nursing Science. BSN, Medical College of Georgia, 1967; MS, 1981, EdD, 1986, Clemson
University
Hughes, Thomas Alvin, Associate Professor of Microbiology. BS, South Carolina State College, 1975;
MS, 1978, PhD, 1981, North Carolina State University
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Huneycutt, Tyler Bennett III, Head of Aerospace Studies Department; Professor of Aerospace Studies.
Col., U.S. Air Force; BS, U.S. Military Academy. 1964; MS, Air Force Institute of Technology, 1973
Hunt, Patrick Gatch, Adjunct AssiKiate Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS, 1965, MS, 1966, Clemson
University; PhD, University of Florida, 1970
Hunter. Orren Franklin, Sr., AssiKiate Professor of Textiles. BS, Clemson University, 1961; MS, Insti-
tute of Textile Technology, 1963
Hunter. Robert Howard, Professor of Visual Arts. BS, 1951, MFA, 1953, University of Oregon
Hupp, Harold Dean. Professor of Animal Science. BS, Wilmington College, 1971; MS, University of
Kentucky. 1973; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Stat* University, 1977
Hurt. Norman Jane, Associate Professor of Architecture. BArch, Pennsylvania State University, 1970;
MEnvDe.s. Yale University. 1972; PhD. University of Nottingham. 1986
Hust. Carl Marlowe, Adjunct Assixiate Professor of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management. BS,
Furman University, 1959
Hutton, Dale Jovan. Associate Professor of Architecture. BArch, Texas A&M University, 1960;
MSArch, Columbia University, 1961
Hyman. Vera. Adjunct Ass<x-iate Professor of Medical Technology, McLeod Regional Medical Center.
BA. University of South Carolina, 1954; MD, Medical University of South Carolina, 1969
Idol, John Lane, Jr., Professor of English. BS, Appalachian State University. 1958; MA, 1961, PhD, 1965,
University of Arkansas
Ingram, Samuel Turner, Assistant Professor of Industrial Education. BA, Appalachian State Univer-
sity, 1978; MInEd, 1982. EdD, 1985. Clemson University
Irvine, David Lawrence, Lecturer in Nursing Science. BA, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. 1972; MD. Medical College of Virginia. 1976
Isbell, John Thomas, Visiting Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy. BS, 1980, MS, 1984, Clem-
son University
Ivey, Benjamin James, Assistant Professor of Military Science. CPT, U.S. Army; BS, Cameron Uni-
versity, 1985
Jackson, Herman Brown, Jr.. Head of Plant Industry Department; Lecturer in Entomology. BS, Clem-
son University, 1964; MS, Auburn University, 1966; PhD, Oklahoma State University, 1971
Jacobi, Martin James, * Associate Professor of English. BA, Canisius College, 1971; MA, 1979, PhD,
1984, University of Oregon
Jacobs, David Pokrass, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BA, DePauw University, 1971; MS,
Georgia Institute of Technology, 1981; PhD, University of Missouri, 1976
Jacques, John David, Head of Architectural Studies Department , Professor of Architecture. BArch,
Clemson University, 1970; MPhil, University of Edinburgh, 1975; AIA
James, Ann Elizabeth, Associate Professor of Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Bowl-
ing Green State University, 1964; MS, University of North Carolina, 1971; PhD, University of New
Mexico, 1978
James. Willie Romando. Extension 4H and Youth Development Specialist; Associate Professor of 4-H
and Youth Development. BS, Florida A&M University, 1960; MS, Jersey City State College, 1968
Jamison. Robert Edward, Professor ofMathematical Sciences. BS, Clemson University, 1970; MS, 1973,
PhD. 1974. University of Washington
Jantzen. Carol. Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, 1967, MS, 1970, City University of New
York; PhD. State University of New York. 1978
Jara-Almonte, Cynthia Culbertson, Assis/an/ Professor ofMechanical Engineering. BS, 1981, MS, 1982,
PhD, 1985, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Jara-Almonte, James, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1981, MS, 1982, PhD, 1985,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Jarvis, Christine Woodruff. J. E. Sirrine Professor of Textiles. BS, University of North Carolina, 1971;
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1975
Jarvis. James Patrick, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, University of North Carolina, 1971;
MS, 1973, PhD, 1975, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jeanes. Robert Nelson, Lecturer in Physics. BS, Presbyterian College, 1961; MInEd, Clemson
University, 1979
Jeffries. Clark Debs. Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, 1967, MS, 1968, University of Washing-
ton; PhD, University of Toronto, 1971
Jenkins. Thomas Charles, Associate Professor of Animal Science. BS, 1973, MS, 1975, Pennsylvania
State University; PhD, Cornell University, 1979
Jennett, Joseph Charles. Provost and Vice President ofAcademic Affairs; Professor of Environmental
Systems Engineering. BS, 1963, MS, 1966, Southern Methodist University; PhD, University of New
Mexico, 1969; PE
Jenny, Bruce Frederick. Professor ofDairy Science. BS, Delaware Valley College, 1968; MS, 1971, PhD,
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1974, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Jensen, Carol Diane, Lecturer in Industrial Education. BS, Clemson University, 1988
Johns, Don Herbert, Adjunct Associate Professor of Packaging Science. BS, 1948, MS, 1951, PhD, 1953,
University of Wisconsin
Johnson, Albert Wayne, Professor of Entomology, Pee Dee Research and Education Center. BS, 1966,
MS, 1968, Clemson University; PhD, Auburn University, 1971
Johnson, Arthur Albin, Adjunct Professor Zoology. BA, University of Minnesota, 1950; MS, 1952, PhD,
1955, University of Illinois
Johnson, Deborah, Sue, Head, Gunnin Architectural Library; Assistant Librarian. BA, 1976, MSLS,
1988, University of Tennessee
Johnson, Jon Robert, Assistant Professor of Horticulture, Sandhill Research and Education Center. BS,
1977, MS, 1979, Ohio State University; PhD. University of Illinois, 1982
Johnson, Steven David, Head of Monograph Acquisitions Unit; Assistant Librarian. BSFS, Georgetown
University. 1968; MLS, Rutgers University, 1973
Johnston, Carol Elissabeth, Associate Professor of English. BA, Rollins College, 1970; MA, University of
Florida, 1972; PhD, University of South Carolina, 1980
Jones, Alfred, Adjunct Professor of Horticulture. BS, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer-
sity, 1953; MS, 1957, PhD, 1961, North Carolina State University
Jones, Graham Barry, Assistant Professor of Organic Chemistry in Chemistry. BS, University of Liv-
erpool, 1986; PhD, Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, 1989
Jones, Joseph Heilman, Visiting Assistant Professor of Physics. BA, Carson-Newman College, 1978;
MS, 1983, PhD. 1985. Clemson University
Jones, Sharon Lynette, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, 1989, MA, 1991, Clemson University
Jones, Steven Monroe, Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1972, MS, 1974, Southern Illinois
University; PhD, Clemson University, 1988
Jordan, Johnny Wayne, Professor ofAgricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1969, MS, 1971, Auburn
University; PhD. Clemson University. 1978
Joseph, Paul Paris, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BA.
Franklin and Marshall College. 1979; MS, 1982, PhD, 1987, Lehigh University
Josey, James Larry, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Mississippi State University, 1956;
MS, Louisiana State University, 1958; PhD, Mississippi State University, 1971; PE
Juang, Chamg Hsein, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering. BS. 1974. MS. 1976, National Cheng
Kung University; PhD, Purdue University, 1981; PE
Kahl, Kandice Helenne, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, College of William and
Mary, 1973; ME, 1974, PhD, 1975, North Carolina State University
Kaiser, Eddie Howard, Associate Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, University of
Illinois, 1972; PhD, Iowa State University, 1979
Kaminski, Rebecca Anne, Visiting Instructor m Education BS, West Virginia University, 1971; MEd,
University of Pittsburgh, 1974
Kanet, John Joseph, Burlington Professor of Management. BS, Lehigh University, 1967; MBA, Loyola
College, 1971; PhD, Pennsylvania State University, 1979
Kangun, Norman, Head of Marketing Department, Professor of Marketing. BBA, University of Okla-
homa, 1959; MBA, 1960, DBA, 1965, Indiana University
Karlen, Douglas Lawrence, Adjunct Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS. University of
Wisconsin, 1973; MS, Michigan State University, 1975; PhD, Kansas State University, 1978
Kasperbaurer, Michael John, Adjunct Professor ofPlant Pathology and Physiology. BS, 1954, PhD, 1961,
Iowa State University
Keinath, Anthony Perry, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology, Coastal Research and
Education Center. BS, Michigan State University, 1982; MS, 1985, PhD, 1988, Cornell University
Keinath, Thomas Michael, Head of Environmental Systems Engineering Department; Professor of
Environmental Systems Engineering. BSE, 1963, MSE, 1964, PhD, 1968, University of Michigan
Keller, Don Frederick, Professor of Education. BS, 1962, MA, 1968, Southeast Missouri State College;
EdD, Indiana University, 1973
KeUer, Frederick Jacob, Professor of Physics. BS, Marshall University, 1960; MS, 1962, PhD, 1965, Uni-
versity of Tennessee
Kellett, Peter Michael, Assis/anf Professor of Organizational Communication. BA, Sheffield City Poly-
technic (England), 1983; MS, 1985, PhD, 1989, Southern Illinois University
Kelly, John William, Head of Horticulture Department; Professor of Horticulture. BS, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1977; MS, 1979, PhD, 1982, Ohio State University
Kelly, Mary Ann, Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BA, San Francisco State College, 1962; MS,
University of California, 1966; EdD, Columbia University, 1979
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Kendall. Cynthia EUen, Assistant Professor of Poultry Science. BS, Purdue University, 1972; PhD,
University of Texas, 1977
Kendall, Ronald James. Professor of Environmental Toxicology. BS, University of South Carolina,
1974; MS, Clemson University, 1976; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1980
Kenelly, John Willis, Alumni Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Southeastern Louisiana Col-
lege, 1957; MS, University of Mississippi, 1957; PhD, University of Florida, 1961
Kennedy, John Maurice, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.
BS, 1975, MS, 1977, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and SUte University; PhD, Clemson University,
1984
Kennedy, William Joseph, Professor of Industrial Engineering. BA, Whitman College, 1960; MS, U.S.
Naval Post Graduate School, 1966; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1971; PE
Kerans, Ronald James, Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, 1975, MS, 1977, Wright State
University; MS, 1984. PhD. 1988, Ohio State University
Kessler, George Donald. Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1965, MS, 1967, PhD, 1971, University of
Georgia
Key, Jennifer Denise, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BSc, Witwatersrand University (South Af-
rica), 1963; MPhil, 1967, PhD. 1969, University of London
Khalilian, Ahmad, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, Edisto Research and Education
Center. BS, University of Tehran, 1971; MS, University of California, 1977; PhD, Oklahoma State
University, 1980
Kholodenko, Ardady Leonidvoich, Associate Professor of Chemistry. MS, Kiev State University, 1976;
PhD, University of Chicago. 1982
Kiessler, Peter Charles, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS. 1977, MS, 1980, PhD, 1983,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Kim, Yong-Cheol, Assistant Professor of Finance. BA, Seoul National University, 1972; MA, 1982, PhD,
1987, Ohio State University
Kimbler, Delbert Lee, Professor of Industrial Engineering. BSE, University of South Florida, 1976; MS,
1978, PhD, 1980, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; PE
Kimbrough, Edward Ernest, Ac(/unc< Professor ofBioengineering. BA, 1950, MD, 1953, Vanderbilt Uni-
versity
Kincheloe, Joe Lyons, Professor of Education. BA, Emory and Henry College, 1972; MA, 1975, EdD,
1980, University of Tennessee
King, Charles Morgan. Adjunct Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, Drexel
Institute of Technology, 1964; MS, Yale University, 1966; MBA, 1968, PhD, 1968, University of
Pennsylvania
King, Donnie Ray, Extension 4H and Youth Development Specialist; Assistant Professor of 4-H and
Youth Development. BS, 1977, MS, 1984, Clemson University; PhD, Ohio State University, 1990
King, Grady Ansel, Assoc/ate Professor of Horticulture . BS, 1966, MS, 1970, Clemson University; PhD,
University of Georgia, 1974
King. Samuel Carl. Associate Professor of Spanish and French. BA, 1966, MA, 1969, PhD, 1971, Louisia-
na State University
King-Johnson, Debra Ann. Assistant Professor ofPsychology. BS, Tuskegee Institute, 1981; MEd, West
Georgia College, 1984; PhD, University of Georgia, 1988
Kingman, Alta Randall. Associate Professor of Horticulture. BA, Winthrop College, 1950; MS, 1970,
PhD, 1975, Clemson University
Kingsland, Graydon Chapman, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, University of Ver-
mont, 1952; MS, University of New Hampshire, 1955; PhD, Pennsylvania State University, 1958
Kinkaid, Donald Eugene. Visiting Professor of Physics and Astronomy. BS, 1959, MS, 1965, PhD, 1969,
Clemson University
Kirk, James Philip. Ad/unct Assistant Professor of Fisheries. BS, 1970, MS, 1974, PhD, 1984, Auburn
University
Kirkendol. Susan Edwin, Assistant Professor of Psychology. BS, Virginia Commonwealth, 1983; MA,
University of Virginia, 1986; PhD, University of Illinois at Chicago, 1990
Kishimoto, Toshiko. Assistant Professor of Japanese. BA, Rikkyo University (Japan), 1967; MEd, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, 1976
Kishimoto. Yuji, Professor of Architecture . BArch, Wadesa University, 1963; MArch, Harvard Univer-
sity, 1965; MEd, University of Massachusetts, 1976; AIA
Kittrell, Benjamin Upchurch, Resident Director, Pee Dee Research and Education Center; Professor of
Agronomy and Soils. BS, 1960, MEd, 1969, PhD, 1975, North Carolina State University
Klatt. Elaine. Adjunct Professor, 4-H and Youth Development. BS, Western Michigan University, 1970;
MS, Eastern Michigan University, 1973, EdD. Florida Atlanta University, 1984
Klein. Richard Harold. Associate Professor of Finance. BA, City College of New York, 1960; MBA,
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Dartmouth College, 1962; PhD, University of Texas, 1969
Kline, Ellis Lee, Professor of Microbiology. BS, Greenville College, 1964; MS, Northern Illinois Uni-
versity, 1968; PhD, University of California, 1972
Kline, Judith Spiers, Professor of Home Economics. BS, Winthrop College, 1967; MS, University of
Tennessee, 1971
Kline, Priscilla Mackenzie, Associate Dean and Head of Professional Services Department; Associate
Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, University of Illinois, 1965; MSN, University of Illinois, 1969;
EdD, Clemson University, 1987
Kluepfel, Daniel Albert, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BA, University of Mis-
souri, 1978; PhD, University of Florida, 1984
Knapp, Ronald James, Aium/ii Professor of Sociology. BA, Albion College, 1960; MA, Bowling Green
State University, 1963; PhD, Ohio State University, 1971
Knight, MariljTi Broome, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, University of South Carolina, 1978; MA,
Clemson University, 1991
Knight, Norman Francis, Jr., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Me-
chanics. BS, 1976, MS, 1977, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; PhD, George
Washington University, 1984
Knowles, Patricia Ann, Assistant Professor of Marketing. BA, Michigan State University, 1976; MA,
1980, PhD, 1987, Bowling Green State University
Kohl, Michael Francis, Lt6rana/i . BA, 1971, MA, 1973, MS, 1974, MBA, 1979, University of Wisconsin
Kolis, Joseph William, Associate Professor of Chemistry. BS, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1979;
PhD, Northwestern University, 1984
Komo, John Joseph, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BSEE, 1962. MSEE, 1963, PhD,
1966, University of Missouri
Koon, George William, Professor of English. BA, Newberry College, 1964; MA, Auburn University,
1966; PhD, University of Georgia, 1973
Kopczyk, Ronald James, Director of Engineering Services; Associate Professor of Engineering. BS,
University of Illinois, 1966; MSEE, Clemson University, 1973; PE
Komicker, William Alan, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems Engi-
neering. BS, 1978, MS, 1980, Old Dominion University; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1988
Korson, Timothy Dale, Assistant Professor of Computer Science. BA, Atlantic Union College, 1974; MS,
Ohio University, 1981; PhD, Georgia State University, 1986
Kosinski, Robert Joseph, Associate Professor of Biology. BS, Seton Hall University, 1972; PhD, Rutgers
University, 1977
Kostreva, Michael Martin, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Clarion State College, 1971; MS,
1973, PhD, 1976, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Krohn, Glen Herbert, Asst.s(an< Director of Extension 4-H and Youth Development; Professor, 4H and
Youth Development. BS, 1962, MS, 1967, PhD, 1972, University of Nebraska
Krupar, Ellen Marie, Business and Textiles Librarian; General Librarian. BSBA, University of Cen-
tral Florida, 1989; MSLS, Florida State University, 1990
Krutilla, Jennifer Oech, Assistant Professor of Education. BS, Ohio SUte University, 1965; MEd, 1976,
PhD, 1988, Kent State University
Kuehn, Thomas James, Professor ofHistory. BA, Carleton College, 1972; MA, 1973. PhD, 1977, Univer-
sity of Chicago
Kuehnel, Jean Melanie, Instructor in English. BA, Lakeland College, 1987; MFA, Wichita State Uni-
versity, 1990
Kulasekera, Karunarathna Bandara, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, University of
Sri Jayarwardenepus (Sri Lanka), 1979; MA, University of New Brunswick (Canada), 1984; PhD,
University of Nebraska, 1988
Kuman, Satish, Adjunct Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering. BSL, Meerut University, 1973;
MSC, University of Roorkee, 1975; PhD, Indian Institute of Technology, 1979
Kumar, Ranganathan, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1973, BSAEngr. 1976. Uni-
versity of Madras (India); MS. Georgia Institute of Technology, 1978; PhD, University of Illinois,
1982
Kunkel, Mary Elizabeth, Associate Professor of Food Science. BSE, University of Central Arkansas,
1975; MS, 1976, PhD, 1979. University of Tennessee
Laband, David Neil, Associate Professor of Economics. BA, 1978, MA, 1980, PhD, 1981, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute
Laberge, Martine, Assistant Professor of Bioengineering. DEC, College de Jonquiere, 1978; BS, Univer-
sity of Montreal, 1983; BS, MASc, Ecole Polytechnique of Montreal, 1985; PhD, University of Mon-
treal, 1988
Lacher, Thomas Edward, Jr., Director of Archbold Tropical Research Center; Associate Professor of
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AquacuUure, Fisheries, and Wildlife; and Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, 1972,
PhD, 1980, University of Pittsburgh
Ladenburg, Kurt, Adjunct Professor of Agricultural and Biological Engineering. BS, 1935, PhD, 1939,
Princeton University
LaForge, Mary Cecile, Associate Professor of Marketing. BS, 1965, MBA, 1968, Samford University;
PhD, University of Georgia, 1980
LaForge, Robert Lawrence, Professor ofManagement. BS, Clemson University, 1970; MBA, 1971, PhD,
1976, University of Georgia
LaGrone, Richard Michael, Assts/anf Professor ofAccounting. BS, University of Georgia, 1969; MBA,
Indiana University, 1974; PhD, University of South Carolina, 1988
I^mbert, Jerry Roy, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BAE, 1958, MSE, 1962, University of Flori-
da; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1964; PE
Lambert, Renee Deter, Visiting Instructor in Agricultural Education. BS, EUistem Michigan Universi-
ty, 1971
I^rcom, Lyndon Lyie, Professor of Microbiology and Physics. BS, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1962;
MS, 1965, PhD. 1968, University of Pittsburgh
Larebo, Haile Mariam, Assistant Professor of History. BA, 1973, MPhil, 1975, Angelicum University
(Italy); PhD, University of London, 1990
Larsen, Miguel Folkmar, Professor of Physics. BS, University of Rochester, 1975; MS, 1977. PhD. 1979,
Cornell University
Larson, Richard Francis, Head of Sociology Department; Professor of Sociology. BA, Seattle Universi-
ty. 1957; MA, University of Washington, 1958; PhD, University of Notre Dame, 1961
Laskar, Renu Chsikr&varti, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Patna University, 1950; MA, Bi-
lar University, 1955; PhD, University of Illinois. 1962
Lasser, William, Associate Professor of Political Science. BS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1978; MA, PhD, 1983, Harvard University
Latimer, Dewitt Austin, Director of Engineering Computer Operations; Lecturer in Engineering Ser-
vices BS, 1984, MS, 1986, Clemson University
I^Torre, Donald Rutledge, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, WofTord College, 1960; MA, 1962,
PhD, 1964, University of Tennessee
LaTorre, Jeuel Gillam, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Coker College, 1959; MA,
University of Tennessee, 1964
Latour, Robert Adam, Jr., Assistant Professor of Bioengineering. BS, University of Virginia, 1979; MS,
1986, PhD, 1989, University of Pennsylvania
Law, Ernest Harry, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BAeroE,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1962; MSE, Princeton University, 1965; PhD, University of Connec-
ticut, 1971
Lawson, John Walter, Professor of Microbiology. BS, Seton Hall University, 1960; MS, 1964, PhD, 1969,
University of North Carolina
Leap, Terry Lee, Professor of Management. BS, 1970, MFH, 1971, University of North Carolina; PhD,
University of Iowa, 1978
Leathrum, James Frederick, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BChE, University of
Delaware, 1959; MA, 1961, PhD, 1962, Princeton University
LeBlanc, Janet Mulholand,* Associate Professor of Art History. BA, 1971, MA, 1974, Michigan State
University
Ledbetter, William Burl, Adjunct Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Texas A&M University, 1956;
PhD, University of Texas, 1964; PE
Lee, Andy Wu-Chung, Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1968, MS, 1971, National Taiwan University;
MS, 1973, PhD, 1978, Auburn University
Lee, Burtrand Insung, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BA, Southern College, 1976; MA,
Western Michigan University, 1979; MEngr, 1985, PhD, 1986, University of Florida
Lee, Cindy Margaret, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems
Engineering. BA, Indiana University, 1977; BA, University of Colorado, 1984; PhD, Colorado School
of Mines, 1990
Lee, Daniel Dixon, Jr., Associate Professor of Dairy Science. BS, 1957, MS, 1964, Clemson University;
PhD, North Carolina State University, 1970
Lee, Eileen Hyde, Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, Boston University, 1967;
MSN, University of North Carolina, 1969
Lee, Evelyn Juanita, Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BS, Berea College, 1968; MS, University
of California, 1974; EdD, University of Southern California, 1984
Lee, Peter Roald,* Alumni Professor of Architecture. BArch, University of Minnesota, 1958; MArch,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1967; AIA
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Lee, Yong Hwan, Visiting Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, 1983, MS, 1985,
Seoul National University; PhD, Louisiana State University, 1991
Leemhuis, Roger Phillip, Assistant Professor of History. BA, Villanova University, 1959; MA, Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, 1961; PhD, University of Wisconsin, 1970
Lefort, Henry Gerard, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BCerE, Clemson University, 1952;
MSCerE, 1957, PhD, 1960, University of Illinois
Leigh, Herbert Davis HI, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, Louisiana Polytechnic In-
stitute, 1966; MS, University of Missouri, 1968; PhD, University of New South Wales, 1976
Leininger, John Malvin, Assistant Professor of Industrial Education. BS, State University of New
York, 1978; MInEd, 1981, EdD, 1991, Clemson University
Leininger, Nancy Ward, Instructor in Industrial Education. BS, State University of New York, 1977;
MInEd, Clemson University, 1981
Leising, Mark David, Assistant Professor of Physics. BS, University of Notre Dame, 1982; MS, 1985,
PhD, 1987 Rice University
Lennon, A. Max, President of the University; Professor of Animal Science. BS, 1962, PhD, 1970, North
Carolina State University
Leonard, Michael Steven, Head of Industrial Engineering Department; Professor of Industrial Engi-
neering. BIE, 1970, ME, 1972, PhD, 1973, University of Florida; PE
Leonard, William Harold, Professor ofEducation and Biology. BA, 1964, MA, 1967, San Jose State Uni-
versity; PhD, University of California, 1976
Letaw, John Robert, Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy. BA, Clark University, 1975; PhD,
University of Texas, 1981
Leuschner, William Albert, Head of Forest Resources Department; Professor of Forest Resources. BS,
University of New York, 1956; MBA, University of Pennsylvania, 1960; PhD, University of
Michigan, 1969
Lewis, Gary Watts, Visiting Instructor in Philosophy. BA, Furman University, 1978; MA, University
of Tennessee, 1987
Lewallen, Jean, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Medical Technology; Program Director, School of Med-
ical Technology, McLeod Regional Medical Center. BA, Francis Marion College, 1975
Lewis, Gordon, Head of Ceramic Engineering Department; Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS,
1956, PhD, 1963, Alfred University
Lewis, Stephen Albert, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Pennsylvania State Universi-
ty, 1964; MS, Rutgers University, 1969; PhD, University of Arizona, 1973
Liburdy, James Anthony, Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, Cornell University, 1971; MS,
Stanford University, 1972; PhD, Pennsylvania State University, 1976
Lickfield, Gary Craig, Assistant Professor of Textiles. BS, Ursinus College, 1978; PhD, Clemson Uni-
versity, 1983
Ligon, James Teddie, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, Clemson University, 1957; MS, 1959,
PhD, 1961, Iowa State University; PE
Lilien, Jack Edward, Head of Biological Sciences Department; Professor of Biological Sciences. BA,
University of California. 1962; PhD, University of Chicago, 1967
Lindenmeyer, Carl Ray, Professor of Industrial Engineering. BS, Northwestern University, 1960; MS,
Western Michigan University, 1970
Lindsay, Cotton Mather, J. Wilson Newman Professor of Economics. BBA, University of Georgia,
1962; PhD, University of Virginia, 1968
Ling, Robert Francis, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Berea College, 1961; MA, University of
Tennessee, 1963; MPhil, 1968, PhD, 1971, Yale University
Linnell, Charles Canham, Assistant Professor of Industrial Education. BS, 1976, MA, 1983, Appala-
chian State University; EdD, North Carolina State University, 1991
Linvill, Dale Edward, Professor of Agricultural Meteorology. BS, Purdue University, 1962; MS, Uni-
versity of Connecticut, 1970; PhD, Purdue University, 1972
Lipp, Astrid, Lecturer in Management. BA, Bryn Mawr College, 1970; MA, 1975, PhD, University of
Connecticut, 1979
Lippert, Robert Mitchell, Extension Laboratory Director, Agricultural Chemical Services; Lecturer in
Agronomy and Soils. BA, Don Bosco College, 1976; BS, California Polytechnic State University,
1980; PhD, University of California, 1984
Lippy, Charles Howard, Professor of Religion. BA, Dickinson College, 1965; MDiv, Union Theological
Seminary, 1968; MA, 1970, PhD, 1972, Princeton University
Liska, Roger William, Head of Construction Science Department, Professor of Construction Science.
BSCE, Michigan Technological Seminary, 1968; MSCE, Wayne State University, 1967; EdD, Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1988
Lloyd, Frank Thomas, Adjunct Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1964, MS, 1966, Virginia
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Polytechnic Institute and State University; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1975
Loeb, Susan CatX)l, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BA, Stanford University, 1976;
MS. 1981, PhD, 1987, University of California
London, James Brady, Associate Professor of Planning Studies. BS, 1971, MA, 1974, University of South
Carolina; PhD, Clemson University, 1979
Longcrier, Nancy Mcehan, /\.ssi.stan/ Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, Medical University of South
Carolina, 1978; MSN. 1981, PhD. 1985. University of Texas
Louderback, Joseph Girard, Professor of Accounting. BS. University of Pennsylvania, 1961; MBA, Em-
ory University, 1966; PhD, University of Florida, 1970; CPA
Lovedahl, Gerald Grey, Professor of Industrial Education. BS, Berea College, 1969; MEd, Trenton State
College, 1972; PhD, Ohio State University, 1977
Lovitt, Carl Raymond, Associate Professor of English. BA. Washington University, 1970; MA, Univer-
sity of Paris (France), 1972; PhD, University of Wisconsin, 1981
Low, Andrew Lyons, Assistant Professor of English. BA, 1978, MA, 1982, Brigham Young University;
MA, 1983. PhD. 1991, Cornell University
Lowman, Blake Gordon, Assistant Professor of Military Science. CFT, U. S. Army; BA, The Citadel,
Carolina State University
Lubkeman, David Lee, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1979, MS,
1980. PhD, 1983. Purdue University
Lucas, George Ramsdell, Jr.,* Professor of Philosophy. BS, College of William and Mary, 1971; MA,
1974, PhD, 1978, Northwestern University
Luedeman, John Keith, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA. Valparaiso University, 1963; MA,
Southern Illinois University, 1965; PhD, State University of New York (Buffalo), 1969
Luh, Johnson Yang-seng,*McQueen Quattlebaum Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
BS, La Universitato Utopia, 1947; MS. Harvard University, 1950; PhD, University of Minnesota, 1963
Lutsky, Morton, Adjunct Professor of Physics. BS. City College (New York). 1951; MS, University of
Maryland, 1959
Lyle, Martha, Reference Librarian; Assistant Librarian. BA, Kansas State University, 1973; MLS,
Kent State University, 1976
Lynn, Louis Bernard, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Horticulture. BS, 1970, MS, 1972, Clemson Uni-
versity; PhD, University of Maryland, 1975
Mabry, Rodney Hugh, Head of Finance Department; Professor of Finance. BS, University of Kentucky,
1969; PhD, University of North Carolina, 1973
McArthur, Vaun, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Entomology. BS, 1977, MS, 1980, Brigham Young Uni-
versity; PhD, Kansas State University. 1985
McAuliff, Dan, Lecturer in Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Southern Methodist University,
1948
McBane, Donald Angus, Assistant Professor of Marketing. BS, Susquehanna University, 1968; MEd,
Idaho State University, 1977; PhD, Texas Tech University, 1990
McCall, Lenora Clary, Visiting Assistant Professor of English. BA, Furman University, 1975; MA,
Clemson University, 1986
McCaskill, Von H, Head of Fertilizer and Pesticide Control Department; Lecturer in Entomology. BS,
Western Carolina University, 1965; MS, 1967, PhD, 1973, Clemson University
McClain, Emily Ann, Assistant Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1981, MS, 1985,
University of Tennessee, 1982; PhD, University of Florida, 1989
McCollough, Joe Lawrence, Assistant Professor of Philosophy . BA, Wake Forest University, 1957; MA,
1961, PhD, 1970, Emory University
McConnell, James Calvin, Jr., Professor of Animal Science. BS, 1965, PhD, 1970, University of Ten-
nessee
McCormick, Robert Exley, Professor ofEconomics. BA, 1972, MA, 1974, Clemson University; PhD, Tex-
as A&M University, 1978
McCracken, Margaret Mary, Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing. BSN, 1965, MN, 1971, Emory
University
McCurley, Marsha Jean, Associate Librarian. BA, University of Georgia, 1973; MLS, George Peabody
College, 1974
McCutcheon, Gloria Sanders, Associate Professor of Entomology, Pee Dee Research and Education Cen-
ter. BS, 1973, MS, 1978, Clemson University; PhD, University of Georgia, 1987
McCutcheon, Steven Clifton, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Auburn University, 1975;
MS, 1977, PhD, 1979, Vanderbilt University; PE
Lowrey, Robert Charles, Visiting Instructor in Architecture. BArch, Louisiana State University, 1977 I
Loyd, Max Ira, Professor ofAgricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1956, MS, 1963, PhD, 1970. North
j
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McDonald, Cary Daniel, Associate Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BSF,
Purdue University, 1979; MS, University of Tennessee, 1981; PhD, University of Minnesota, 1985
McElreath, Robert Brannon, Jr., Associate Professor of Finance. BS, Georgia Institute of Technology,
1962; MBA, 1968. PhD, 1976, Georgia State University
McGregor, John David, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BS, 1970, MA, 1971, PhD, 1976, Van-
derbilt University
McGregor, Rob Roy, Jr., Professor of French. BA, Erskine College, 1952; BD, Columbia Theological
Seminary, 1957; MA, University of South Carolina, 1965; PhD, University of Georgia, 1969
McGuire, Francis Anthony, Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BA, Cornell
University, 1973; MS, Pennsylvania State University, 1975; PhD, University of Illinois, 1979
Mclnnis, Thomas McLeod, Jr., Associate Professor of Botany. BS, 1966, PhD, 1971, University of North
Carolina
Mack, Pamela Etter,* Associate Professor of History. BA, Radcliffe College, 1977; PhD, University of
Pennsylvania, 1983
McKale, Donald Marshall, Class of '41 Memorial Professor of History. BS, Iowa State University, 1966;
MA, University of Missouri, 1967; PhD, Kent State University, 1970
McKee, William Henry, Jr., Adjunct Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1957, MS, 1961,
Southern Illinois University; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1965
McKnew, Judith, Visiting Lecturer in Management. BS, 1981, MS, 1986, Clemson University
McKnew, Mark Alfred, Professor of Management. BS. 1971, MA, 1975, University of California; PhD,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1978
McLean, Edward Lee, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics: Adjunct Professor of
Sociology. BS. 1961. MS. 1964. University of Wisconsin; PhD. Iowa State University. 1968
McLellan, Margaret Kooiman, Associate Professor of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management.
BS. 1971, MA. 1972. University of South Alabama; PhD. University of Maryland. 1981
McLellan, Robert Wesley, Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BA, University
of Saskatchewan. 1965; MS. Florida State University. 1967; PhD, University of Minnesota. 1971
McMahan, Gary Lynn, Adjunct Associate Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA. Wof-
ford College. 1968; MPA, University of South Carolina. 1981
McMillan, Jeffrey John, Assistant Professor ofAccounting. BS. 1983. MBA, 1984, Louisiana State Uni-
versity; PhD, University of South Carolina. 1990
McNatt, Jo Ann, Associate Professor of French. BA. Furman University. 1956; MA, Emory University.
1959; PhD, University of North Carolina. 1979
McNuIty, Peter James, Head of Physics and Astronomy Department, Professor of Physics and Astrono-
my. BS. Fordham University. 1962; PhD. State University of New York. 1965
Macy, Jacques Berr, Assistant Professor of French. BA, 1962. MAT. 1963, University of North Carolina
Madison, Alan Wayne, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BS, College of William and Mary.
1969; PhD. University of Virginia. 1977
Maggiari, Massimo Alfredo, Visiting Instructor in Italian. BA. University of Magistero (Italy), 1985;
MA, University of Washington, 1987
Maker, William Anthony, Associate Professor of Philosophy. BA, University of Massachusetts, 1971;
MA, 1975. PhD, 1978, New School of Social Research
Makram, Elham Badie, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Assuit University
(Egypt), 1969; MS. 1978. PhD, 1981, Iowa State University
Malghan, Subhas Gangappa, Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, Karnatak University,
1967; BE. Indian Institute of Science. 1970; MS, University of Nevada, 1971; DE, University of
California, 1975
Malik, Abasi Jymi, Instructor m English. BA, Temple University, 1974; MA, Goddard College, 1986
Malloy, Brian Alaysius, Assistant Professor of Computer Science. BA, LaSalle College, 1968; MEd,
1975. MS. 1983. PhD. 1990, University of Pittsburgh
Maloney, Michael Thomas, Head of Economics Department; Professor of Economics. BA, Lewis Col-
lege. 1970; MA, Western Illinois University, 1971; PhD, Louisiana State University, 1978
Mandeville, John David, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Entomology. BS, California State Polytechnic
University, 1983; PhD, University of California, 1988
Manley, Donald Gene, Professor of Entomology , Pee Dee Research and Education Center. BA. Univer-
sity of California, 1973; MA, California State University, 1975; PhD, University of Arizona, 1978
Manson, Janet Marilyn, Visiting Assistant Professor of History. BA, 1970, MA, 1977, Portland State
University; PhD, Washington State University, 1987
Manson, Joseph Richards, Professor of Physics. BS. University of Richmond, 1965; PhD, University of
Virginia. 1969
Manzi, John Joseph, Adjunct Professor ofFisheries. BA, 1967, MS, 1969, Southern Connecticut State Col-
lege; PhD, College of William and Mary. 1973
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Maples, Christopher Grant, Visiting Assistant Professor of Earth Science. BS, West Georgia College,
1980; MS, PhD, 1985, Indiana University
^
Marcus, Richard Kenneth, Associate Professor of Chemistry. BS, Longwood College, 1982; PhD, Uni- | t
versity of Virginia, 1986
Marion, Russell Aubrey U, Associate Professor of Education. BA, 1968. MEd, 1974, PhD, 1976, Universi-
ty of North Carolina
Marks, Steven Gary, Assistant Professor of History. BA, Miami University. 1980; MA, 1981, PhD, 1988,
Harvard University
Marquez, Ismael Pedro, Assistant Professor ofSpanish. BS, Oklahoma City University, 1967; MA, 1988,
PhD, 1991, University of Texas
Marr, Maurice Wayne, Jr., First Union Professor of Banking. PhD, Texas Tech University, 1983
Marrus, Francine Elizabeth, Assistant Professor of Speech. BA. Long Island University. 1974; MA,
William Patterson College, 1978; PhD, Ohio University, 1989
Marshall, Elaine Judith, Instructor in English. BA, Clemson University, 1988
Marshall, Myra Connor, Director of Telecampus; Lecturer in Education. BA, Columbia College, 1971;
MEd, University of New Orleans. 1975; MA, University of South Carolina, 1983
Marsinko, Allan Paul, Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1968, MS, 1969, Purdue University;
PhD, State University of New York, 1979
Martin, Anthony, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1980. MS. 1983,
University of Mississippi; PhD, Clemson University, 1989
Martin, Guy Thompson, Lecturer in Accounting. BS, 1972, MAcc. 1980. University of South Carolina
Martin, Marie Ann, Assistant Professor of Philosophy. BA, Brandeis University, 1974; MA, Northern
Illinois University, 1981; PhD. University of Massachusetts. 1987
Martin, Samuel Bruce, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BA, Hendrix College.
1976; MS. University of Arkansas. 1978; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1982
Martini, Joseph Albert, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BSA, 1957, MS, 1958. University of Arkansas;
PhD. Cornell University, 1966
Marullo, Nicasio Philip, Professor of Chemistry . BS, Queens College, 1952; PhD, Polytechnic Institute
of Brooklyn, 1961
Marvin, James Loren, Instructor in English. BA, Baker University, 1958; MA, Western Washington
University, 1989
Mathew, John, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS,
Mar Ivanois College (India), 1970; MS. 1974, PhD, 1977. University of Roorkee (India)
Matic, Slobodana Rose, Assistant Professor of Textiles. BS, 1967. MS. 1975. PhD. 1981, Belgrade Univer-
sity (Yugoslavia)
Mauney, Robert Grady, Visiting Instructor in Political Science. BA, University of Florida, 1960; MPA,
University of Gerogia. 1972
Maurer, Donald Edwin, Professor of Industrial Education. BS, MS. Stout State University, 1957; EdD,
University of Missouri, 1966
Maurice, Denzil Vikram, Professor of Poultry Science. BS, Allahabad Agriculture Institute (India),
1963; MAgS, University of Reading (England), 1966; PhD, University of Georgia, 1978
May, Todd Gifford, Assistant Professor of Philosophy. BA, Brown University, 1978; MA, Duquesne
University, 1982; PhD. Pennsylvania State University, 1989
Maybee, Patricia Roshell, Instructor in Nursing Science. BSN, Capital University, 1982; MS, Ohio State
University, 1987
Mazur, Anthony Robert, Professor of Horticulture . BS, 1963. MS, 1968, University of Rhode Island; PhD,
University of Illinois, 1973
Meiners, Roger Evert, Director of Center for Policy Studies; Professor of Economics. BA, Washington
State University, 1970; MA, University of Arizona. 1972; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1976;
JD. University of Miami, 1978
Melsheimer, Stephen Samuel, Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, Louisiana State University,
1965; PhD, Tulane University, 1969
Melton, Judith Mary,* Head of Languages Department; Associate Professor of German. BA, 1963, MA,
1966, PhD, 1972, Louisiana State University
Mercer, Robert Jackson, Professor ofAgricultural Education. BS, 1951, MS, 1959, North Carolina State
University; EdD, Pennsylvania State University, 1969
Meriwether, John Williams, Jr., Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy. BS, Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, 1964; PhD, University of Maryland, 1970
Meyers, Bradley Stewart, Assistant Professor of Physics. BA, Rice University, 1983; PhD, University of
Chicago, 1989
Milhalik, Brian Johnathan, Adjunct Associate Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Manage-
ment. BS, 1970, MS, 1972, 1974, Syracuse University; EdD, Temple University, 1981
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Miller, Ansel Eldon, Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BS, Mississippi State University, 1964;
MS, Clemson University, 1969; PhD, University of Georgia, 1973
Miller, James Andrew, Associate Professor of Geography. BA, State University of New York, 1969; MA,
1972, PhD, 1981, University of Texas
Miller, Jaaiis. Assistant Professor of Management. BS. 1978, MBA, 1986, PhD, 1990, University of Mis-
souri
Miller, Landon Carl, Professor of Horticulture. BS, Clemson University, 1961; MS, Virginia Polytech-
nic Institute, 1964; PhD, Auburn University, 1971
Miller, Max Gardner, Professor ofPhysics. BS, 1953, PhD, 1961, University of North CaroHna
Miller, Robert James, Visiting Associate Professor of Architecture. BA, 1976, MArch, 1979, Clemson
University
Miller, Robert Walker, Jr., Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, University of Delaware,
1964; MS, University of Arizona, 1970; PhD, University of Delaware, 1971
Miller, Stephen Ernest, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, North Carolina State
University, 1972; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1977
Miller, William Blanchard, Assistant Professor of Horticulture. BS, University of California, 1981;
MS, 1984, PhD, 1986, Cornell University
Mills, Gary Lawrence, Adjunct Associate Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS,
Southern Connecticut State College, 1975; PhD, University of Rhode Island, 1981
Milstead, Jeri Ann, Assistant Professor ofNursing Science. BSN, 1975, MS, 1976, Ohio State University
Mixon, Robert Floyd, Assistant Professor of Spanish. BS, Clemson University, 1954; MA, University of
North Carolina, 1961
Moise, Edwin Evariste, Professor of History. BA, Harvard University, 1967; MA, 1972, PhD, 1977, Uni-
versity of Michigan
Montanucci, Richard Roman, Associate Professor of Zoology. BS, University of California, 1967; MA,
1969, PhD, 1972, University of Kansas
Moody, Shirley Ann, Adjunct Instructor in Nursing Science. BSN, 1976, MPH, 1977, University of South
Carolina
Moon, Mary Lynn, Business and Textiles Reference Librarian; Assistant Librarian. BA, Theil Col-
lege, 1963; MLS, State University of New York at BuflTalo
Moore, Donville DeWayne, Professor of Psychology . BA, North Texas State University, 1974; MA, 1977,
PhD, 1979, Michigan State University
Moran, Ronald Wesson, Associate Dean. College of Liberal Arts; Professor of English. BA, Colby Col-
lege, 1958; MA, 1962; PhD, 1966, Louisiana State University
Morgan, Thomas Ward, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1969, MS,
1970, University of California; PhD, Utah State University, 1980
Morris, Earl Elias, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Political Science. BS, Clemson University, 1949
Morris, Michael Alan, Professor of Political Science. BA, Southern Illinois University, 1962; MA, Mid-
dlebury College, 1963; MA, 1965, PhD, 1971, Johns Hopkins University
Morse, John Chapman, Professor of Entomology. BS, Davidson College, 1968; MS, Clemson University,
1970; PhD, University of Georgia, 1974
Moss, William Fred IH, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-
gy, 1966; PhD, University of Delaware, 1974
Mounter, Clyde Thompson, Extension Program Coordinator of Home Economics, Professor of Home
Economics. BA, Central Methodist College, 1958; MS. University of Missouri, 1973; PhD, University
of Georgia, 1985
Mueller, John David, Associate Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology, Edisto Research and Edu-
cation Center. BS, University of Missouri, 1978; MS, 1981, PhD, 1983, University of Illinois
Mulherin, John Harold in. Associate Professor of Finance . BA, University of Georgia, 1980; MA, 1981,
PhD, 1984, University of California
Mullins, Joseph Chester, Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, 1955. MS, 1960, PhD, 1965. Georgia In-
stitute of Technology
Mumford, John Martin, Assistant Professor of Construction Science. BS. Auburn University. 1979;
MInEd. Clemson University, 1984
Muncy, James Alonzo, Assistant Professor of Marketing. BA, 1978, PhD, 1983, Texas Tech University
Murden, John Alden, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, 1977, MS, 1984. PhD. 1987,
Clemson University
Murdock, Edward Charles, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS, 1971, MS. 1978, Clemson University;
PhD. University of Georgia. 1985
Murr, Kenneth Ray, Coordinator of Online Searching; Associate Librarian. BA. Maryville College.
1972; MS, 1974, MSLS, 1975, University of Tennessee
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Nagele, Emil John, Lecturer in Management. BA, Syracuse University, 1949; MBA, University of Chi-
cago, 1953 , _
Nardinelli, Clark, Associate Professor of Economics. BA, Stanford University, 1973; MA, 1976, PhD,
1
1
1
1980, University of Chicago
Nelson, James Karl, Jr., Program Director, Master of Engineering Degree Program at The Citadel; As-
sociate Professor of Civil Engineering. BCE, University of Dayton, 1974; MS, 1976, PhD, 1983, Uni-
versity of Houston
Nelson, Larry Robert, Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, Ohio University, 1972; MF, Duke
University, 1974; PhD, Auburn University. 1987
Nelson, Peter Reid, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Case Institute of Technology, 1971; MS,
1973, PhD, 1975 Case Western Reserve University
Newton, Alfred Franklin, Professor of Industrial Education. BS, 1952, MS, 1958, Clemson University;
EdD, University of Tennessee, 1961
Nicholas, David Mansfield, Head of History Department; Professor of History. BA, University of
North Carohna. 1961; MA, University of California, 1963; PhD, Brown University, 1967
Nicholson, James Hsirvey, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, 1950; MA, University of Texas. 1957
Nieman, Donald George, Professor of History. BA, Drake University, 1970; PhD, Rice University, 1975
Nix, Lawrence Edward, Assocm/e Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1968, MS, 1970, Mississippi State
University; PhD, University of Georgia, 1974
Noblet, Gayle Pittman. Professor of Zoology. BS, Oklahoma Panhandle State College, 1968; PhD, Rice
University. 1972
Noblet, Raymond, Associate Director, Associate Head of Wildlife and Environmental Toxicology De-
partment; Professor of Entomology. BS, 1965, MS, 1967, PhD, 1970, University of Georgia
Nocks, Barry Coleman,* Professor of Planning Studies. BS, Cornell University, 1969; MRP, 1972, PhD,
1978, University of North Carolina; APHA, AHPA
Nodine, Stephen Kent, Instructor in Forest Resources. BS, 1976, MS, 1978, PhD, 1990, Clemson University
Noe, Francis Paul, Adjunct Associate Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS,
Canisius College, 1962; MA, Michigan State University, 1967; PhD, State University of New York,
1972
Norman, Herbert Pennell, Assistant Professor of Planning Studies. BS, MS, 1976, East Carolina Uni-
versity
Norman, Richard Bullis, Professor of Architecture. BS, Lawrence University, 1955; BArch, University
of Illinois, 1959; MArch. University of Michigan. 1961; AIA
Novick, Beth Ann, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Barnard College, 1972; MS, Uni-
versity of Colorado, 1984; PhD, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1990
Nowack, Robert Francis, Alumni Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, Carnegie-Mellon University,
1948; MS, University of Pittsburgh, 1952
Nowaczyk, Ronald Henry, Professor of Psychology. BA, Northwestern University, 1973; MA, 1975,
PhD, 1977, Miami University
Nugent, Katherine Elizabeth, Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, 1970, MSN, 1977, Texas
Woman's University; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1987
Nyankori, James Cyprian Okuk, Assocuite Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS,
Makerere University (Uganda), 1968; MS, Ohio State University, 1970; PhD, University of Illinois,
1977
Nyczepir, Andrew Peter, Adjunct Associate Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BSA, Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1974; MS, 1976, PhD, 1980, Clemson University
Oakland, Billie Gwin Murphy, Adjunct Professor of Horticulture. BA, Blue Mountain College, 1951;
MSHE, University of Alabama, 1952; PhD, Pennsylvania State University, 1972
Oberdan, Thomas Joseph, Assistant Professor of Philosophy. BA, University of Missouri, 1972; MA,
1975, MA, 1976, PhD, 1989, Indiana University
Offutt, Andrew Jefferson, Assistant Professor of Computer Science. BS, Morehead State University,
1982; MS, 1985, PhD, 1988, Georgia Institute of Technology
Ogale, Amod Arvind, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, Indian Institute of Technolo-
gy, 1982; PhD, University of Delaware, 1986
Oglesby, Frances Madelynn, Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BSNE, Florida State University,
1962; MS, University of Maryland, 1963; PhD, University of Delaware, 1971
Oldaker, Syble Maynard, Associate Professor ofNursing Science. BS, Valdosta State College, 1974; MS,
Medical College of Georgia, 1977; PhD, Texas Woman's University, 1984
Olien, William Charles, Associate Professor of Horticulture. BS, 1973, MS, 1976, PhD, 1980, Michigan
State University
Olson, Larry Wayne, Assistant Professor of Animal Science, Edisto Research and Education Center.
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BS, Oklahoma State University, 1971; MS, 1974, PhD, 1976, University of Nebraska
O'Neal, Saranne Schauer, Lecturer in Nursing Science. BS, University of Wisconsin, 1983; MS,
Clemson University, 1991
Oswald, Thomas Hepworth, Associate Professor of Engineering. BS, Auburn University 1959; MS,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1964; PE
Otis, David I^ee, Leader of South Carolina Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit; Associate Pro-
fessor of Wildlife. BS, 1971, MS, 1974, PhD, 1976, Colorado State University
Overcamp, Thomas Joseph, Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, Michigan State
University, 1968; MS, 1970, PhD, 1973, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; PE
Overly, Wendy Lee, Assistant Professor of Speech and Theatre. BA, Kent State University, 1982; MFA,
Virginia Commonwealth University, 1987
Owen, Warren Herbert, Adjunct Professor of Engineering. BME, Clemson University, 1947
Owens, Emma Mcintosh, Assistant Professor of Education. BS, Morris College, 1963; MS, George
Washington University, 1972; EdD. Clemson University, 1986
Owens, Leslie Swindoll, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of English. BA, Winthrop College,
1969; MA, Clemson University, 1975
Owens, Rameth Richard, A'isistant Professor of History. BA, Agnes Scott College, 1956; MA, 1961, PhD,
1989, Florida State University
Owens, Ronnie Edward, Assts<an/ Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Lamar Uni-
versity, 1979; MS, 1984, PhD, 1988, Colorado State University
Owens, Tony Joe, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, 1971, MA, 1974, Clemson University
Owens, Walton Harrison, Jr., Professor of Political Science. BA, Emory University, 1958; MA, 1960,
PhD, 1967, Florida State University
Page, Edward Walker HI, Acting Director of University Research; Professor of Computer Science. BS,
Clemson University, 1965; MS, University of Alabama, 1968; PhD, Duke University, 1973
Palmer, James Howell, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS, Clemson University, 1964; MS, Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1966; PhD, Clemson University, 1969
Panoff, Robert Michael, Adjunct Professor of Physics. BS, University of Notre Dame. 1977; MA, 1979,
PhD, 1985, Washington University
Pardue, Fred Eugene, Professor of Dairy Science. BS, Berea College, 1960; MS, University of Kentucky,
1962; PhD, University of Georgia, 1973
Pargas, Roy Peredo, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BS, Ateneo de Manila University (Phi-
lippines), 1971; MS, 1981, PhD, 1982, University of North Carolina
Park, Lauretta Irene, Associate Professor of Psychology. BA, Muskingum College, 1969; MS, 1971, PhD,
1972, Florida State University
Parker, Denny Scott, Adjunct Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, 1965, MS, 1966,
PhD, 1970, University of California
Parker, Frank Leon, Westinghouse Distinguished Scientist; Professor of Environmental Systems
Engineering. BS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1948; MS, 1950, PhD, 1955, Harvard
University
Parks, Clyde Leonard, Pro/essor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, Tennessee Technological University,
1950; MS, Auburn University, 1956; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1963
Parks, Thomas Hon, Director of Extension and Public Relations, College of Education; Associate Pro-
fessor of Education. BA, 1960, MA, 1963, Northeast Louisiana University; EdS, 1971, PhD, 1976, Pea-
body College
Parsons, Edith Jane, Assistant Professor of Chemistry. BS, Ohio University, 1982; PhD, Montana State
University, 1986
Passaiiume, John Franklin, Lecturer in Computer Science. BS, United States Military Academy, 1955;
MS, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1985
Pate, Dove Henry, Jr., Head of Industrial Education Department; Professor of Industrial Education.
BS, 1965, MInEd, 1967, Clemson University; EdD, North Carolina State University, 1970
Patten, Frank Cannon, Instructor in Agricultural Engineering, Pee Dee Research and Education Cen-
ter. BS, Clemson University, 1964
Patterson, Gordon Whitfield, Associa/e Professor of Architecture. BS, BArch, University of Arkansas,
1965; MArch, Clemson University, 1974
Patterson, James Wayne, Associate Professor of Management. BS, 1970, MA, 1971, University of Ala-
bama; PhD, University of Arkansas, 1977
Paul, Frank Waters, McQueen Quattlebaum Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1960, MS, 1964,
Pennsylvania State University; PhD, Lehigh University, 1968; PE
Paynter, Malcolm James Benjamin, Head of Microbiology Department; Professor of Microbiology.
BSc, 1959, MSc, 1962, PhD, 1964, Sheffield University (England)
Paz, Denis George, Professor of History. BA, 1967, MA, 1969, North Texas State University; PhD,
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University of Michigan, 1974
Peacock, Jane Green, Visiting Instructor in Spanish. BS, Indiana Univerity, 1970; MM, Manhattan
School of Music. 1972; MA, University of North Carohna, 1979; MAT, University of South Carolina,
1985
Pearson, Lonnie Wilson, Head of Electrical and Computer Engineering Department; Professor of Elec-
trical and Computer Engineering. BSEE, 1968, MS. 1973, University of Mississippi; PhD, University
of Illinois. 1976
Pearson, Lucy Jackson, Assistant Professor of Home Economics. BS, Miami University, 1967; MS,
1981. PhD, 1987. Ball Slate University
Peck, John Charles, Professor of Computer Science. BS. 1966. MS, 1968, PhD. 1971, University of South-
western Louisiana
Peden, Ralph Kenneth, Professor of Education. BS. Presbyterian College. 1956; MA, Middle Tennessee
State University. 1965, EdD, University of Mississippi. 1972
Pellerin, Carolyn Freeman, Lecturer in Computer Science. BS, North Georgia College. 1968; MS, Clem-
son University. 1970
Pellerin, Henry Arthur, Lecturer in Computer Science. BS, University of Southwestern Louisiana,
1965, PhD, Clemson University. 1972
Pennington, William Thomas, Lecturer / Crystallographer in Chemistry. BA. Hendrix College, 1977;
PhD. University of Arkansas. 1983
Pennscott, William Walter, Professor of Education BS. Northern Illinois University, 1950; MA, Uni-
versity of Illinois. 1952. EdS. 1965. EdD. 1967. Indiana University
Peppers. Larry Gene, Associate Professor of Sociology BS. 1969. MA. 1971, Memphis State University;
PhD. Oklahoma State University. 1973
PeralU, Perry Nacnac. Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BS. 1980. MS, 1985, University of the
Philippines, PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. 1990
Perry, Leonard Thomas, Associate Professor of Spanish and Italian. BA, John Carroll University, 1964;
MA, University of Tennessee. 1969; PhD. Case Western University. 1979
Pertuit, Alton Joseph, Jr., Associate Professor of Horticulture BS. 1962. MS. 1964. Louisiana State Uni-
versity; PhD, University of Maryland. 1970
Peters, Chris Leigh, Assistant Prt^essor of Education. BA, 1978, MEd, 1983, Clemson University; EdD,
University of Georgia. 1988
Petersen, John David, Head of Chemistry Department; Professor of Chemistry. BS, California State
University, 1970; PhD, University of California. 1975
Peterson, James Kent, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Indiana University, 1975;
MS. 1977, PhD, 1980, Colorado State University
Peterson, Kim Moreau, Associate Professor of Botany. BS, Eastern MonUna College. 1972; PhD, Duke
University, 1978
Pfender, Cynthia, Assistant Professor of Music. BMEd, Wichita State University, 1971; MM, Universi-
ty of Illinois, 1973; DMA. Florida State University. 1986
Pichot, Michel, Visiting Instructor in French. BA, Atlantic Union College. 1985; MA, Eastern Michi-
gan University, 1986; MA, Michigan State University, 1988
Pickett, Gregory Mark, Ass»sran< Professor of Marketing. BS, 1979, MBA, 1983, PhD, 1985, Oklahoma
State University
Pinkerton, Bruce Willis, Assistant Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BA, Southwest Texas State Uni-
versity, 1971: MS, 1976, PhD, 1982, Texas A&M University
Pivorun, Edward Broni, Professor of Zoology. BS, Tufls University, 1968; PhD, University of Minneso-
ta, 1973
Placone, Dennis Lawrence, A^socwite Professor ofEconomics. BA, 1970, MA, 1972, PhD, 1982, Universi-
ty of Pittsburgh
Poling, Richard Lynn, Assistant Professor ofAgricultural Education. BS. 1974, MS, 1976, PhD, 1990,
Ohio State University
Pomeroy, Robert Stephen, Associate Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA, Johnson
State College, 1976; MCRP. Clemson University, 1978; PhD. Cornell University, 1989
Poole, Kelvin Fraser, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1964, MS. 1966, Universi-
ty of Natal; PhD, University of Manchester (England). 1969
Pope, James Russell, Jr., Director of Campus Recreation; Associate Professor of Parks. Recreation, and
Tourism Management. BS, Georgia Southern College, 1973; MRPA, Clemson University, 1975; EdD,
University of South Carolina, 1980
Porter, John Jefferson, University Marshal; Professor of Textile Chemistry. BS, 1956, PhD, 1960, Geor-
gia Institute ofTechnology; PE
Porter, Paul Max, Assistant Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, Moorhead State University, 1978;
MS, 1983, PhD, 1986, University of Illinois
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Potts, Thomas Delette, Assistant Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Flori-
da State University, 1975; MS, University of Southern Mississippi, 1979; PhD, Texas A&M Universi-
ty, 1985
Powell, Gary L^e, Professor of Biochemistry. BS, University of CaHfomia, 1962; PhD, Purdue Univer-
sity. 1967
Powell, Roy, Adjunct Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BCom, Melbourne University,
1964; PhD, University of New England (Australia), 1974
Powers, Dennis Lee, Associate Professor of Bioengineering. BS, 1975, DVM, 1977, University of
Minnesota
Powers, Whitney Kay, Visiting Assistant Professor of Architecture. BArch, Mississippi State Universi-
ty, 1985; MS, Columbia University, 1988
Prater, Mary Ann Mason, Lecturer in Accounting: Small Business Development Consultant. BS, 1978,
MS, 1983, Clemson University; CPA
Price, Jean Bocknik, Assistant Professor ofAccounting. BS, University of Louisville, 1984; MBA, 1988,
PhD, 1992, Indiana University
Privette, Arlene Bauknight, Assistant Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, University of South Caroli-
na, 1969; MS, Clemson University, 1978; PhD, University of South Carolina, 1990
Privette, Charles Victor, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1963, MS, 1968, Clemson Universi-
ty; PE
Proctor, Thomas Gilmer, Associate Head of Mathematical Sciences Department: Professor of Mathe-
matical Sciences. BNE, 1956, MS, 1962, PhD, 1964. North Carolina State University
Pruitt, Rosanne Hsirliey, Assistant Professor of Nursing Science. BSN. Emory University, 1974; MN,
University of South Carolina, 1979; PhD, University of Maryland, 1989
Przirembel, Christian Emst-Georg, Head of Mechanical Engineering Department: Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering. BS. 1963, MS, 1964, PhD. 1967. Rutgers University
Pullen, George Brock, Lecturer in Chemical Engineering. BS, West Virginia University, 1948
Purschwitz, Mark Alan, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1977, MS, 1981, PhD,
1989, Purdue University
Quisenberry. Virgil Lee, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS, 1969, MS, 1970, PhD, 1974, University of
Kentucky
Rack, Henry Johan, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy. BS, 1964, MS, 1965, ScD,
1968, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Rahn, Ronald Otto, Adjunct Professor of Physics. BA, University of Connecticut, 1957; PhD, Brandeis
University. 1963
Rainey, Cheryl Tucker, Instructor in Health Science. BSE, 1977. MA. 1981. Northeast Missouri State
University
Ramayya, Deepti, Lecturer in Computer Science (Greenville TEC). BS. University of Florida, 1982; MS,
University of Wisconsin, 1983
Ramirez, Barbara Jeanne, Lecturer in English. BA, 1979, MA, 1982, Clemson University
Ramsay, Louis Patrick, Associate Professor of Accounting. BS, University of California, 1965; MS, San
Jose State College. 1969; DBA, Kent State University, 1975; CPA
Raphael, Harold James, Adjunct Professor of Packaging Science. BS. Michigan State University, 1942;
MS, Oregon State University, 1950; PhD, Michigan Sute University, 1955
Rash, Daniel Ray, Director of Chorus: Assistant Professor of Music. BM. University of Texas. 1973;
MMEd. University of North Texas. 1976; DMA. University of Colorado, 1989
Rathwell, Paul James, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, Arizona State University,
1969; MS, 1972, PhD, 1975, Oklahoma State University
Ray, John Robert, Professor of Physics and Astronomy. BS, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology,
1961; PhD, Ohio University, 1964
Ray, Laura Ryan, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, Princeton University, 1984;
MS, Stanford University, 1985; PhD, Princeton University, 1991
Rayner, Douglas Alan, Adjunct Associate Professor of Botany. BA, University of New Hampshire,
1971; MS, 1974, PhD, 1976, University of South Carolina
Reardon, John Charles, Research Associate / Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BSA, 1976, MS,
1978, University of Georgia; MURP, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1983; PhD,
Clemson University, 1989
Reardon, Linda Brown, Coordinator of Media Center, College of Education: Assistant Professor of Edu-
cation. BA, Winthrop College, 1969; MA, University of Georgia, 1974; MA, Western Carolina Uni-
versity, 1975; EdD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1987
Reddy, Kothakota Viswanatha, Visiting Associate Professor of Physics. BSc, Sri Venkateswara Uni-
versity, 1958; MSc, Andhra University, 1961; PhD, Indian Institute of Technology (Madras), 1972;
PhD, University of Rennes (France), 1977
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Reel, Jerome Vincent, Jr., Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies; Professor of History. BS, 1960, MA,
1961, University of Southern Mississippi; PhD, Emory University, 1967
Reese, Richard Martin, Professor of Marketing. BBA, 1968, MBA, 1969, PhD, 1972. University ofTexas
Reichenbach, MaryAnn Beaton, Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BS, Simmons College, 1960; "1
MS, West Virginia University, 1976; MSN, 1981, PhD, 1985, University of Pittsburgh '
Reid, James Ixtuis, Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics. BS, Clemson University, 1957; MS, Georgia i ^
Institute of Technology, 1960; PhD, Clemson University, 1974 ( I
Reid, Stanley Douglas, Adjunct Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Uni- t
versity of West Indies, 1974; MBA, 1977, PhD, 1981, York University
|
Reighard, Gregory Lynn, Assistant Professor of Horticulture, Sandhill Research and Education Cen- .
ter. BS, Pennsylvania Sute University, 1977; MS, University of Michigan, 1978; PhD, Michigan | k
SUte University, 1984 ' ^
Reilly, Barbara Ann, Assistant Professor of Psychology. BS, Texas A&M University, 1986; MA, 1987,
PhD, 1989, Bowling Green State University
Reimer, Mary Steffan, Director of Media Resource Center, College of Nursing; Lecturer in Nursing.
BA, Bowling Green State University. 1969; MLS, Kent SUte University, 1980
Reneke, James Allen, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, 1958, MA, 1960, University of Florida;
PhD, University of North Carolina, 1964
Revis-Wagner, Charles Kenyon, Associate Professor of Biology. BA, Emory University. 1965; MS,
1968. PhD. 1973. University of Georgia
Rhodes, Billy Beryl, Professor of Horticulture. BA, Arkansas College, 1964; MS, University of Arkan-
sas, 1966; PhD, Kansas State University, 1973
Rice, James Shelby, Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, 1966, MS, 1968, University of Tennessee;
PhD, University of Illinois, 1971
Rice, Matthew Hamilton, Assistant Professor ofArchitecture. BS, 1980, MArch, 1987, Clemson Univer-
sity
Rice, Richard Wayne, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering. BS, Clemson University, 1968;
MPh, 1970, MS, PhD, 1972. Yale University
Richardson, Eleanor Joyce, Extension 4H and Youth Development Specialist; Professor, 4H and Youth
Development. BS. 1962, MS, 1966, Auburn University
Richardson, John Coakley. Professor of Education. BS, 1958, MA, 1962, Western Kentucky University;
EdD, University of Kentucky, 1971
Richardson, Mary Elaine, Assistant Professor of Dairy Science. BS, Memphis State University, 1970;
MS. 1976. PhD. 1986, Clemson University
Richardson, Michael Dwight, Associate Professor ofEducation. BS, 1971, MA, 1972, Tennessee Techno-
logical University; PhD. University of Tennessee, 1986
Riddle, Charles Dayton, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BS, Furman University, 1953; MD,
Medical University of South Carolina, 1957
Ridenour, Lisa, Assistant Librarian. BS, 1981, MSLS, 1982, University of Tennessee
Ridley, John Davis, Pro/essoro/"//orticu/tw re. BS, 1965, MS, 1967, Clemson University
Riester, John Bryan, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS. 1976, MS, 1977, PhD. 1983,
West Virginia University
Riley, Helene Maria,* Professor of German. BA, North Texas State University, 1970; MA, 1973, PhD,
1975, Rice University
Riley, Melissa Brock, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS,
1976, MS, 1979. PhD, 1990, Clemson University
Rinehart, Graham Wade, Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies. Capt., U.S. Air Force; BS, Clemson
University, 1986; MS, Golden Gate University, 1989
Ringeisen, Carolyn Jean, Lecturer in Accounting. BS, Manchester College, 1966; MA, Michigan State
University, 1969
Ringeisen, Richard Delose, Head of Mathematical Sciences Department; Professor of Mathematical
Sciences. BS, Manchester College, 1966; MS, 1968, PhD, 1970, Michigan State University
Ringleb, Alan Hugh, Professor of Economics. BA, Graceland College. 1973; PhD, Kansas State Univer-
sity, 1977; JD, University of Kansas. 1981
Rippy, Douglas Vaughn, Director, School of Textiles; Professor of Textiles. BS, Clemson University,
1964; MS, Air Force Institute of Technology, 1968; PhD, Clemson University, 1974
Roach, Steven Home, Adjunct Professor of Entomology . BS, Lenoir-Rhyne College, 1962; MS, Clemson
University, 1964; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1968
Robbins, Tina Lynn, Assistant Professor of Management. BS, Clemson University, 1981; MBA, Win-
throp College, 1986
Roberts, William Russell, Extension 4-H and Youth Development Specialist; Professor, 4-H and Youth
Development. BS, 1959, MS, 1974, Clemson University
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Robertson, David Michael, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, Birmingham Southern College, 1969;
MA, Florida State University, 1972
Robinette, David Lamar, Head of Aquaculture. Fisheries, and Wildlife Department; Professor of Wild-
life. BS, 1966, MS, 1968, PhD, 1973, Auburn University
Robinson, Gregory Heagward, Associate Professor of Chemistry. BS, Jacksonville State University,
1980; PhD, University of Alabama, 1984
Roby, Charles Kenneth, Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1966, MS, 1967, Marquette University
Rogers, Clarence Dean, J. R. Swetenburg Professor of Textiles. BS, 1964, MS, 1966, North Carolina Stote
University; PhD, Clemson University, 1978
Rollin, Lucy Waddey, Assistant Professor of English. BA, University of Kentucky, 1962; MA, Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1972; PhD, Emory University, 1989
Rollin, Roger Best, Lemon Professor of Literature. BA, Washington and Jefferson College, 1952; MA,
1957, PhD, 1960, Yale University
Roof, Mitchell Erwin, Professor ofEntomology, Pee Dee Research and Education Center. BS, 1968, MS,
1970, PhD, 1974, Kansas State University
Roper, Ted Jonea, Adjunct Professor of Health Physics. BS, Wofford College, 1955; MD, Medical Uni-
versity of South Carolina, 1959
Roth, Frederick George, Adjunct Professor of Architecture. BA, Carthage College, 1934; BArch, Univer-
sity of Minnesota, 1940; MArch, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1941; AIA, FAIA
Roth, Phillip Lewis, Assistant Professor ofManagement. BA, University of Tennessee, 1981; MA, 1985,
PhD, 1988, University of Houston
Rouse, James Richard, Visiting Instructor in Finance. BBA, Georgia Southern College, 1973; MPA,
Clemson University, 1986
Roy, Lawrence, Jr, Instructor in English. BA, 1979, MA, 1985, University of Southwestern Louisiana;
MFA, George Mason University, 1989
Ruckle, William Henry, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Lincoln University, 1960; MS, 1962,
PhD, 1963, Florida State University
Ruppert, Edward Ernst, Professor of Zoology. BA. Hartwick College, 1968; PhD, University of North
Carolina, 1975
Ruppert, Mariette Vogel, Assistant Professor of Biology. BS, 1962, MS, 1971, TuRs University
Rushing, James Wayne, Associate Professor of Horticulture, Coastal Research and Education Center.
BS, Florida Southern College, 1979; MAg, 1981. PhD, 1985, University of Florida
Russell, Charles Bradley, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences and Management. BA, Uni-
versity of the South, 1962; MS, 1963, PhD, 1967, Florida State University
Russell, Thomas Wright ni. Associate Professor of English. BA, 1969, DFA, 1979. Yale University
Rutledge, Broaddus Lown n. Professor of Textiles. BChE, University of Virginia, 1961; MS, 1964, PhD,
1972, Institute of Textile Technology
Rutt, Truman Clifford, Adjunct Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, Northern Illinois
University, 1959; MS, University of Illinois, 1964
Ryan, Daniel Leo, Associate Professor of Engineering Graphics. BA. State College of Iowa, 1963; MA,
University of Northern Iowa, 1968; PhD, Pacific Western University, 1984
Ryan, John William, Associate Professor of Sociology. BA, 1971, MA, 1978, West Virginia University;
PhD, Vanderbilt University, 1982
Sabin, Guy Edward, Professor of Forest Resources. BS, Clemson University, 1959; MF, Yale Universi-
ty, 1963
Sade, Robert Miles, Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BS, Wesleyan University, 1959; MD, Colum-
bia University, 1963
Sager, Lora Lee, Instructor in Speech. BS, Illinois State University, 1980; MS, Portland State Universi-
ty, 1986
St. John, Caron Hinton, Assistant Professor ofManagement . BS, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1976;
MBA, 1984, PhD, 1988, Georgia State University
Saltzman, Matthew Joseph, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Cornell University,
1977; MS, 1982, PhD, 1986, Carnegie-Mellon University
Sammons, Thomas Carroll, Assis/an< Professor of Architectural Studies. BArch, University of Ken-
tucky, 1982; MArch, Cornell University, 1987
Sandifer, Paul Alan, Adjunct Professor of Fisheries. BS, College of Charleston, 1968; PhD, University
of Virginia, 1972
Satris, Stephen Anthony, Associate Professor of Philosophy. BA, University of California, 1969; MA,
University of Hawaii, 1971; PhD, Cambridge University (England), 1984
Sauer, Raymond Dale, Jr., Associate Professor of Economics. BA, University of New Mexico, 1979;
PhD, University of Washington, 1985
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Saunders, Richard Leroy, Jr., Associate Professor of History. BA, Northwestern University, 1962; MA,
1964, PhD, 1971. University of Illinois
Sauvain, Katherine Jeanes, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, Emory University,
1969; MS, Boston University, 1970
Sawyer, Raymond Connell,* Professor of Theatre. BS, Shippensburg University, 1965; MA, University
of Washington, 1971; PhD, University of Illinois, 1975
Saz, Sara Madeleine, Professor of Spanish. BA, 1967, PhD, 1972, University of South Hampton (Eng-
land)
Schaffer, Alan, Professor of History. BA, New York University, 1958; MA, 1959. PhD, 1962, University
of Virginia
Schalk, James Maxmillian, Adjunct Professor of Entomology. BSA, University of Georgia, 1960; MS,
Cornell University. 1963; PhD. University of Nebraska. 1970
Schalkoff, Robert James, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, University of Virgin-
ia, 1975; MEngr, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 1976; PhD, University of Virginia, 1979
Schiff, Scott David, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BS,
ArchEngr, University of Cincinnati, 1982; MS, 1984, PhD, 1988, University of Illinois
Schindler, James Edward, Professor ofZo(Aogy . BS, North Dakota SUte University, 1966; DPhil, Oxford
University (England), 1969
Schleifer, Lydia Folger, Assistant Professor of Accounting. BA, Davidson College, 1977; PhD, Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1988
Schmidt, William III, Adjunct Professor of Microbiology. BS, Hobart College, 1965; PhD, 1974; MD,
1976. Duke University
Schmittou, Charles Daniel, Associate Professor of Industrial Education. BS, 1960, MA, 1975, Austin
Peay State University; EdS, Tennessee State University. 1977
Schneider, William Paul, Adjunct Associate Professor of Chemistry. BA, Marietta College, 1944; MS,
1946, PhD, 1950, University of Wisconsin
Schoulties, Calvin, Director of Regulatory and Public Service Programs; Adjunct Professor of Plant Pa-
thology and Physiology. BS, 1965, PhD, 1971, University of Kentucky
Schuette, Stephen Douglas, Professor of Construction Science BS, 1968, MS, 1970, Bradley University
Schuman, Stanley H, Adjunct Professor of Nursing Science. BS, Oberlin College, 1944; MD, Washing-
ton University. 1948
Schwartz, Carol Young, Assistant Professor of Health Science. BS, Nazareth College, 1959; MS, Clem-
son University, 1976
Schwartz, Eric Charles, Assistant Professor of Military Science. CPT, U.S. Army; BA, Lynchburg Col-
lege, 1984
Schwartz, John Howard, Extension 4H and Youth Development Specialist; Assistant Professor, 4-H
and Youth Development. BS, 1970, MEd, 1975, Pennsylvania SUte University; PhD, Colorado State
University, 1985
Schwedler, Thomas Edward, Professor of Fisheries. BS, University of Michigan, 1975; MS, Michigan
Technological University, 1977; PhD, Auburn University, 1980
Scott, Simon William, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Hatfield Polytechnic (Great
Brittain), 1971; PhD, University of Wales, 1974
Scott, Thomas Ray, Assoctafe Professor ofPoultry Science. BS, 1976, MS, 1979, Louisiana State Univer-
sity; PhD, University of (Georgia, 1983
Scully, Sean Patrick, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Bioengineering. BS, State University of New
York, 1978; MD, PhD, 1986, University of Rochester
Seamon, Leon Edward, Assistant Professor of French and Spanish. BS, Georgia Institute of Technolo-
gy, 1962; MA, 1964, PhD, 1972, University of (Georgia
Senn, David James, Associate Professor of Psychology . BA, North Central College, 1962; MA, Northern
Illinois University, 1964; PhD, University of Massachusetts, 1967
Senter, Herman Frank, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, North Carolina State Uni-
versity, 1965; MS, University of Virginia, 1967; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1973
Seo, Kenzo, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Tokyo University of Education, 1953;
MS, 1958, PhD, 1962, Purdue University
Shain, William Arthur, Professor of Forest Resources. BSF, 1953, MF, 1957, University of Georgia;
PhD, Michigan State University, 1963
Shalaby, Shalaby Wahba, Professor of Bioengineering. BSc, Ain Shams University, 1958; MS, 1963,
PhD, 1966, PhD, 1967, University of Lowell
Shannon, Russell Delhert, Professor of Economics. BA, Duke University, 1960; MA, 1962, PhD, 1966,
Tulane University
Sharitz, Rebecca Reyburn, Adjunct Professor of Zoology. BS, Roanoke College, 1966; PhD, University of
North Carolina, 1970
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Sharman, Katherine Lynn, Assistant Professor, Extension Home Economics. BS, Pennsylvania State
University, 1982; MS, Texas Woman's College, 1985; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, 1988
Shealy, Harriet Ruth, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, University of South Carolina, 1989
Shelbume, Victor Balmer, Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1973, MF, 1975, Duke Universi-
ty; PhD, Clemson University 1988
Shepard, Buford Merle, Resident Director of Coastal Research and Education Center; Professor of Ento-
mology. BS, Middle Tennessee State University, 1966; MS, University of Georgia, 1968; PhD, Texas
A&M University, 1971
Sheppard, Emory Lamar, Lecturer in Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Clemson University,
1967; MS, North Carolina State University, 1975
Sheriff, Jimmy Don, Associate Dean, College of Commerce and Industry; Professor of Accounting. BA,
Central Wesleyan College, 1964; MBA, 1970, PhD, 1976, University of Georgia
Sherrill, Max Douglas, Professor of Physics. BS, 1952, PhD, 1961, University of North Carolina
Shier, Douglas Robert, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, Harvard University, 1968; PhD, Lon-
don School of Economics, 1973
Shilling, Mary Emily, Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing. BSN, University of Virginia, 1966;
MSN, University of Pennsylvania, 1968
Shilstone, Frederick yfilliam. Professor of English. BA, Vanderbilt University, 1970; MA, 1972, PhD,
1974, Indiana University
Shinn, Glen Clark, Head of Agricultural Education Department; Professor of Agricultural Education.
BS, Oklahoma State University, 1963; MEd, 1970, PhD, 1971, University of Missouri
Shimel, William Alexandra, Professor of Agricultural Education. BS, 1959, MS, 1965, PhD, 1968, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin
Shipe, Emerson Russell, Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, University of Tennessee, 1969; MS,
Western Kentucky University, 1970; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1978
Shively, Je88upMacLean,Pro/essoro/"Bjoc/iemtstry BS, 1957. MS, 1959. PhD. 1962. Purdue University
Sias, Frederick Ralph, Jr., R. A. Bowen Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering. BS. 1954, MS,
1959, University of Florida; PhD, University of Mississippi, 1970
Sieverdes, Christopher Michael, Associate Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics; Adjunct
Associate Professor of Sociology. BA, University of Richmond, 1966; MS, Virginia Commonwealth
University, 1972; PhD, Mississippi State University, 1973
Silance, Robert Tad, Assistant Professor of Architecture. BA, Clemson University, 1973; BFA, Temple
University, 1978; MArch, Clemson University, 1981
Sill, Benjamin Lee, Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BS, 1967, MS, 1969,
North Carolina State University; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1974
Sill, Lois Poteet, Lj/e Sciences Reference Librarian; Assistant Librarian. BS, University of North Car-
olina, 1967; MS, North Carolina State University, 1969; MLS, University of South Carolina, 1988
Silvers, Stuart, Head of Philosophy and Religion Department; Professor of Philosophy. BA, 1958, MA,
1960, Michigan State University; PhD, University of Pittsburgh, 1963
Silvestro, John William, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1980, MS,
PhD, 1986, Case Western Reserve University
Simon, Curtis Joseph, Associate Professor of Economics. BA, College of William and Mary, 1981; MA,
1983, PhD, 1985, State University of New York
Singh, Rajendra, D. Houser Banks Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Agra Uni-
versity (India), 1965; MS, Meerut University (India), 1968; MS, Dalhousie University (Canada),
1974; PhD, McMaster University (Canada). 1979
Sinka, Margit Monica, Pro/essor of German and Spanish. BA, Baldwin-Wallace College, 1964; MA,
Middlebury College, 1965; PhD, University of North Carolina, 1974
Skaar, Eric Christen, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS. Alfred University, 1970; PhD,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1977
Skelley, George Calvin, Jr., Professor of Animal Science. BS, Oklahoma Panhandle State College,
1958; MS, 1960, PhD, 1963, University of Kentucky
Skelton, Bobby Joe, Vice Provost and Dean of Admissions and Registration; Professor of Horticulture.
BS, 1957, MS, 1960, Clemson University; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
1966
Skelton, Thomas Eugene, Acting Head of Entomology Department; Professor of Entomology . BS, 1953,
MS, 1956, Clemson University; PhD, University of Georgia, 1969
Skewes, Peter Alan, Associate Professor of Poultry Science. BS, University of New Haven, 1979; MS,
University of Florida, 1982; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1985
Skipper, Horace Dean, Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS, North Carolina State University, 1964;
MS, 1967, PhD, 1969, Oregon State University
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Skorupska, Halina Teresa, Associate Professor ofAgronomy and SoUa. BS. 1968. MS 1970, PhD, 1974,
Academy of Agriculture (Poland)
Slann, Martin Wayne, Professor of Political Science. BA, University of Miami, 1964; MA, University
of Connecticut, 1966; PhD, University of Georgia, 1970
Sly, Margery Neal, Archivist; Assistant Librarian BA. Dickinson College, 1979; MA, MS. Case West-
ern Reserve University, 1981
Smart, Patricia Ann, Assistant Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, Clemson University. 1979; MN.
University of South Carolina. 1981
Smathers, Diane Greene, Professor, Extension 4H and Youth Development. BS. 1973. MS, 1974, Univer-
sity of Kentucky; EdD. University of Georgia, 1980
Smathers, Webb Morrow, Jr., Assistant Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA, Univer-
sity of North Carolina. 1970; MA. 1975. PhD, 1980. University of Kentucky
Smink, Jay, Director of National Dropout Prevention Center; Professor of Education. BS, Millersville
State College. 1959; MEd. 1961. EdD. 1966. Pennsylvania State University
Smith, Alton Denny, Assistant Professor of Biology. BS. Mississippi College, 1972; MS, East Texas State
University. 1977
Smith, Bill Ross, Professor of Agronomy and Soils. BS. Texas Tech University, 1964; MS. University of
Arizona. 1966; PhD. North Carolina State University. 1970
Smith, Daniel Bruce, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, Auburn University. 1963;
MS, University of Tennessee. 1965; PhD. University of Kentucky, 1973
Smith, David, Adjunct Instructor in Agricultural and Biological Engineering. BS, Purdue University.
1982; MS. Iowa SUte, 1985
Smith, Eddie Roger, Instructor m Speech. BA, 1979, MA, 1981, Bob Jones University
Smith, John Patrick, Assistant Professor of Sociology. BA, 1966. MA, 1969. Xavier University; MS. Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. 1971; PhD. University of Missouri. 1979
Smith, Michael, Adjunct Professor of Wildlife Ecology. BA, 1960. MA. 1962. California State Universi-
ty; PhD. University of Florida. 1966
Smith, Samuel, Adjunct Professor of Microbiology. BS. Davidson College. 1959; MD. University of
Pennsylvania. 1963
Smith, Theodore IsBac, Adjunct Professor of Fisheries. BS. Cornell University, 1966; MS. Long Island
University, 1968; PhD. University of Miami. 1973
Smotherman, Mark Kelly, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BS. Middle Tennessee State Uni-
versity, 1977; PhD. University of North Carolina. 1984
Snelsire, Robert William, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BA, Bethany College,
1956; BS. 1956. MS. 1958, PhD. 1964. Carnegie Institute of Technology
Snipes, David Strange, Professor of Geology. BS. Wake Forest University. 1950; PhD, University of
North Carolina. 1965
Snoddy, Patrick Douglas, Lecturer in Computer Science. BS, University of Southwestern Louisiana,
1971
Snyder, Joseph Martin, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BSCE,
1972, MS, 1974, University of Maryland; PhD. Duke University. 1988; PE
Sophocleus, John Peter, Lecturer in Economics. BA, University of Maryland, 1986; MA, Clemson Uni-
versity. 1989
Soroush, Hossein, Assistant Professor of Management. BS. Karaj College, 1976; MS, George Washing-
ton University, 1979; PhD. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 1984
Soroush, Mansoureh, Lecturer in Management. BS. 1982. MS. 1984. Russell Sage College
Southerland, Marcella Brown, Adjunct Instructor in Nursing Science. BA, Central Wesleyan College,
1972; MEd, Clemson University, 1977
Spadoni, Rosemary Ann, Assistant Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, 1956. MSN, 1970, Russell Sage
College
Spain, James Dorris, Visiting Professor of Chemistry. BS, Michigan Technological University, 1951;
MS, Medical College of Virginia, 1953; PhD, Stanford University, 1956
Sparks, Elisa Kay, Assistant Professor of English. BA, Bryn Mawr College. 1973; PhD, Indiana Uni-
versity. 1979
Sparks, Peter Robert, Professor of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. BSc, University of
Bristol (England), 1968; PhD, University of London, 1974
Spencer, Harold Garth, Professor of Chemistry. BSE, 1952, MS, 1958, PhD, 1959, University of Florida
Spinale, Francis Guy, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Bioengineering. BS, Northeastern University,
1979; MS, 1984, PhD, 1988, Medical University of South Carolina
Spitzer, John Carlisle, Professor ofAnimal Science. BS, 1969, MS. 1974, PhD. 1975, Colorado Stete Uni-
versity
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Spivey, Michael Floyd, Associate Professor of Finance. BA, North Carolina State University, 1973;
MBA, East Carolina University, 1978; PhD, University of Tennessee, 1987
Spooner, John Dewey, Adjunct Professor of Entomology. BS, Georgia State University, 1960; MS, 1962,
PhD, 1964, University of Florida
Spragins, John Diggs, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BSEE, Oklahoma State Uni-
versity, 1956; MS, 1958, PhD, 1964, Stanford University
Spray, Richard Allman, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1966, MS, 1967, West Virginia
University; PhD, University of Missouri, 1972; MBA, University of South Carolina, 1977; PE
Springer, Thomas Michael, Assistant Professor of Finance. BS, University of Florida, 1978; MBA,
1986, PhD, 1988, University of Georgia
Sridharan, Uma Vijayalak, Assistant Professor of Finance. BA, Sambalpur University, 1977; MBA,
Indian Institute of Management, 1979; MA, 1988, PhD, 1990, University of Iowa
Sridharan, V, Associate Professor of Management. BE, Madurai University, 1975; PhD, University of
Iowa, 1987
Stofford, Donald Bennett, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering. BS, 1961, MS, 1963, PhD, 1968,
North Carolina State University; PE
Stanley, Virginia Belcher, Associate Professor of Education. BS, Winthrop College, 1965; MEd, Clem-
son University, 1971; EdD, University of South Carolina, 1979
Stanton, Judith Phillips,* Assistant Professor of English. BA, Randolph-Macon Woman's College,
1968; MA, 1969, PhD, 1978. University of North Carolina
Stanton, Lynn Arthur, Associate Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics, Pee Dee Research
and Education Center. BS, 1959, MS, 1961, Cornell University; PhD, Louisiana State University, 1970
Steadman, Mark Sidney, Jr., Alumni Professor of English and Writer in Residence. BA, Emory Uni-
versity, 1951; MA, 1956, PhD, 1963, Florida State University
Steiner, Pinckney Alston, Associate Professor of Physics. BS, University of Georgia, 1959; PhD, Duke
University, 1965
Steirer, William Frank, Jr., Associate Professor of History. BA, Gettysburg College, 1959; MA, 1962,
PhD, 1972, University of Pennsylvania
Stephens, Benjamin Read, Associate Professor of Psychology. BS, University of Georgia, 1979; PhD,
University of Texas, 1985
Stevens, Bonnie Westbury, Lecturer in Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, 1976,
MRPA, 1978, Clemson University
Stevens, Deborah Ann, Assistant Professor of Education. BS, Madison College, 1977; MS, 1985, EdD,
1989, University of Tennessee
Stevens, John Herbert, Jr., Instructor in Parka, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BSF, Univer-
sity of Florida, 1975; MRPA, Clemson University, 1978
Stevenson, Dennis Elliott, Associate Professor of Computer Science. BA, Eastern Michigan University,
1965; MS, Rutgers University, 1975; PhD, Clemson University, 1983
Stewart, Harry Eugene, Professor ofFrench. BA, DePauw University, 1953; MA, 1956, PhD, 1961, Indi-
ana University
Stillwell, Jean Glocker, Lecturer in Geology. BA, Gettysburg College, 1958
Stockham, James Allen,* Associate Professor of Visual Arts. BFA, 1970, MFA, 1973, Wayne State Uni-
versity
Stone, Dewitt Boyd, Jr., Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs: Lecturer in Engineering. BS,
1962, MS, 1964, University of Tennessee; PhD, Louisiana State University, 1969
Stone, Kenneth, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Agricultural and Biological Engineering. BS, 1981, MS,
1985, University of Georgia; PhD, University of Florida, 1987
Stone, Louis Howard, Visiting Associate Professor of Marketing. BS, North Carolina State University,
1961; MBA, 1962, PhD, 1981, University of North Carolina
Straka, Thomas James, Associate Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1971, MS, 1973, University of Wis-
consin; MBA, University of South Carolina, 1978; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni-
versity, 1981
Straup, Robert Allen, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Bioengineering. BS, Lehigh University, 1969;
DMD, Medical University of South Carolina, 1977
Stringer, William Clayton, Associate Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BSA, 1968, MS, 1972, Universi-
ty of Georgia; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1979
Stroup, David Jamea, Assistant Professor of Biology. BS, 1972, MS, 1975, PhD, 1980, University of Akron
Stuckey, Josephine Elspeth, Research Associate /Assistant Professor of English. BA, 1974, MA, 1977,
Winthrop College; PhD, University of Southern California, 1986
Sturkie, Douglas Kinly HI, Associate Professor of Sociology. BA, Newberry College, 1970; MSW, Uni-
versity of South CaroHna, 1973; PhD, University of Southern California, 1979
Stutzenberger, Fred John, Professor of Microbiology. BS, Bellarmine-Ursuline College, 1962; MS,
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University of Houston, 1964; PhD, Michigan State University, 1967
Suarez, Jose Ipaacio, Director of Language and International Trade Program; Associate Professor of
Spanish. BA, 1972, MA, 1974, University of South Florida; PhD, University of New Mexico, 1981
Suggs, Henry Lewis,* Associate Professor of History. BA, 1963, MA, 1968, North Carolina Central Uni-
versity; PhD, University of Virginia, 1976
Sullivan, Nancy Anne, Visiting Assistant Professor of Visual Arts. BFA, Ohio State University, 1987;
MFA, University of Tennessee, 1991
Sullivan, Frances Evella, Assocja/e Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, South Carolina State Uni-
versity, 1965; MS, University of South Carolina, 1968; PhD, City University of New York; 1980
Sullivan, John Russell, Visiting Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, 1939, MA, 1949,
Georgetown University
Sullivan Michael Jack, Professor of Entomology, Edisto Research and Education Center. BS, Texas
Tech University, 1967; MS, 1971, PhD, 1973, North Carolina State University
Summers, Timothy Paul, Associate Professor of Management. BA, 1976, MBA, 1978, West Virginia
University; PhD, University of South Carolina, 1986
Sun, Xian-He, Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Beijing Normal University,
1982; MS, 1987, PhD, 1990, Michigan State University
Surak, John Godfrey, Professor ofFood Science. BS, 1971, MS. 1972, PhD, 1984, University of Wisconsin
Surver, William Merle, Artjn^ Head of Biology Program; Associate Professor of Biology. BS, St. Fran-
cis College, 1966; PhD, University of Notre Dame, 1974
Sutton, Russell Wayne, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1963, MS, 1967, PhD,
1974, University of Kentucky
Swanson, David Mitchell, Associo/e Professor of Management and Economics. BS, University of North
Carolina, 1966; MA, University of Chicago, 1969; PhD, University of North Carolina, 1972
Sweeney, John Robert, Associate Head of Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Department; Professor
of Wildlife. BS, 1967, MS. 1971, University of Georgia; PhD, Colorado State University. 1975
Switzer, Deborah Marie, Assistant Professor of Education. BA, University of Texas, 1976; MEd, Uni-
versity of Illinois, 1987
Switzer, Fred Smith III, Assistant Professor of Psychology. BA, University of Texas, 1975; MS, Lamar
University. 1982; PhD, University of Illinois, 1988
Syme, John Hutton, Z/€rturer in Forest Resources. BS, Oregon State University, 1951; PhD. Clemson
University, 1990
Szmurlo, Karyna MBiria, Assistant Professor of French. BA, 1965. MA, 1967. University of Warsaw (Po-
land); MA, 1977, PhD. 1981, Rutgers University
Tabberson, William Harwood, Visiting Assistant Professor of Architecture. BS, 1985, MArch, 1989,
University of Minnesota
Tagliarini, Gene Arthur, Visiting Assistant Professor of Computer Science. BA, 1970, MA, 1971, Uni-
versity of South Florida; PhD, Clemson University. 1990
Tai, Lolly, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture. BS, Cornell University, 1977; MLA, Har-
vard University, 1979
Tainter, Franklin Hugh, Professor of Forest Resources. BSF. University of Montana, 1964; MS. 1968,
PhD, 1970. University of Minnesota
Tanner, Gloria Ann, Professor of Nursing Science. BSN. Mount Saint Agnes College, 1956; MS, Uni-
versity of Maryland, 1964; EdD, Columbia University Teachers College. 1974
Taras, Michael Andrew, Professor of Forest Resources Department; Professor of Forest Resources. BS,
1942, MF, 1948, Pennsylvania State University; PhD, North Carolina State University, 1965
Taylor, Dennis Stephen, Assistant Librarian, Special Collections. BA, Piedmont College, 1977; MA,
University of Georgia, 1981; MLn, Emory University. 1986
Taylor, Eleanor Perry, Ad/unc/ Instructor in Nursing Science. BS. Alfred University, 1963; MS, Clem-
son University, 1983
Taylor, Mary Anne, Assistant Professor of Psychology. BA. Western Kentucky, 1983; MS, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1985; PhD. University of Akron. 1990
Taylor, Paul Michael, Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BA, Cambridge University.
1972; MS, 1973, PhD, 1976, University of Manchester (England)
Taylor, Theodore Da\id, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS, Alfred University, 1963;
MS. 1966, PhD, 1971. Pennsylvania State University •
Tesolowski, Dennis Gregory, Professor of Industrial Education. BS, 1967, MS, 1968, University of Wis-
consin; EdD, Auburn University, 1978
Tessema, Guebre Xabiher, Associate Professor of Physics. BS, 1974, MS, 1975. PhD. 1979, University of
Grenoble (France)
Testin, Robert Francis, Associate Professor of Food Science. BChE, University of Detroit, 1958; MS,
1962, PhD, 1965, University of Pittsburgh
li^
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Thies, Mark Charles, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering. BChE, Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology, 1977; PhD, University of Delaware, 1985; PE
Thomas, Claude Earl, Adjunct Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Wofford College,
1962; MS, 1964, PhD, 1966, Clemson University
Thomas, Ronald Lewis, Professor of Food Science. BS, Gardner-Webb College, 1973; MS, 1975, PhD,
1980, Clemson University
Thompson, Carl Eugene, Professor ofAnimal Science. BS, 1963, MS, 1968, Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity; PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1971
Thompson, Carl Stassen, Professor ofAgricultural and Applied Economics. BS, MS, 1968, Murray State
University; PhD, University of Kentucky, 1973
Thompson, Gerald Richard, Assistant Dean, College of Commerce and Industry; Professor of Econom-
ics. BA, University of South Florida, 1966; PhD, University of Virginia, 1972
Thompson, John Terry, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, 1983, MA, 1990, Clemson University
Thompson, Sharon Wolff, Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, Murray State University,
1968; MSN, University of Kentucky, 1972
Thurmond, James Strom, Adjunct Professor of Political Science. BS, Clemson University, 1923
Thurmond, Nancy Moore, Adjunct Professor of Nursing Science. BA, University of South Carolina,
1968
Thurston, Ronald James, Professor of Poultry Science. BA, 1966, MS, 1969, University of Arkansas;
PhD, University of Missouri, 1976
Tillinghast, David Charles, Associate Professor of English. BA, Louisiana Tech University, 1961; MA,
University of Wisconsin, 1963; PhD, University of South Carolina, 1974
Tinsley, William Allan, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BS, 1956, MS, 1960, Uni-
versity of Illinois; PhD, University of Minnesota, 1963
Tipper, David Warren, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University, 1980; MS, 1984, PhD, 1987, University of Arizona
Tisue, Thomas G, Professor of Chemistry. BS, Beloit College. 1961; PhD, Yale University, 1966
Titus, Sylvia Smith, Lecturer in English. BA, Southwestern State College, 1968; MA, Oklahoma Stete
University, 1970
Titus, Terry Charles, Professor ofFood Science. BS, Washington Stete University, 1963; MS, 1969, PhD,
1970, Oklahoma Stete University
Toepper, Lorin Keith, Assistant Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, 1982,
MS, 1985, University of Wisconsin; PhD, University of Rhode Island, 1991
Toler, Joe Ernest, Assistant Professor of Experimental Statistics. BS, 1966, MSA, 1968, University of
Georgia; PhD, Clemson University, 1990
Tomasso, Joseph Richard, Jr., Professor of Aquaculture. BS, University of Tennessee, 1974; MS, Mid-
dle Tennessee Stete University, 1978; PhD, Memphis Stete University, 1981
Tombes, Robert McFarland, Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences. BA, University of Virginia,
1981; PhD, University of Washington, 1986
Tonkyn, David William, Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences. BA, 1976, MA, 1978, PhD, 1981,
Princeton University
Torrence, Alan Kendrick, Head of Agricultural Chemical Services Department; Lecturer in Food
Science. BS, Davidson College, 1965; PhD, Clemson University, 1971
Torres, Sixto Efron, Assistant Dean, College of Liberal Arts; Associate Professor of Spanish. BS, 1968,
MA, 1972, Kent State University; PhD, Florida Stete University, 1980
Trapnell, Jerry Eugene, Director ofSchool ofAccountancy; Professor ofAccounting . BS, 1968, MS, 1970,
Clemson University; PhD, University of Georgia, 1977; CPA
Trent, Buford Earl, Director of University Union and YMCA; Associate Professor of Parks, Recreation,
and Tourism Management. BA, Wofford College, 1956; MEd, Springfield College, 1961
Truesdale, Edward Vance, Jr., Assistant Professor of English. BA, Louisiana State University, 1965;
MA, 1978, PhD, 1981, University of South Carolina
Tunk, Enar Ahmet, Visiting Lecturer in Industrial Engineering. BS, Bogazici University, 1978; MS,
Clemson University, 1982
Turner, Albert Joseph, Jr., Head of Computer Science Department; Professor of Computer Science. BS,
1961, MS, 1966, Georgia Institute of Technology; MS, 1972, PhD, 1976, University of Maryland
Turner, Allen Edward, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1977, MS,
1980, University of South Florida; PhD, Purdue University, 1986
Turner, Elaine Curry, Instructor in Food Science. BS, 1982, MS, 1985, Purdue University
Turner, James Alexander, Jr., Professor of Accounting. BS, University of North Carolina, 1961; JD,
University of South Carolina, 1966; CPA
Turner, James David, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Zoology. BS, Wake Forest University, 1973; PhD,
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Duke University, 1978
Turner, Raymond Clyde, Professor of Physics. BS, Camepie institute of Technology. 1960; PhD, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. 1966
Tumipgeed, Samuel Guy, Professor of Entomology, Edisto Research and Education Center. BA, Uni-
versity of North Carolina. 1956; MS, Clemson University, 1958; PhD, North Carolina State Universi-
ty. 1961
Ulbrich, Carlton Wilbur, Professor of Physics. BS. 1960. MS. 1962. PhD. 1965, University of Connecticut
Ulbrich, HoUey Hewitt, Alumni Professor of Economics. BA, 1962, MA. 1963. PhD. 1968. University of
Connecticut
Underwood, David Glenn, Director of Assessment; Assistant Professor of Education. BS. 1972, MPS, m-r
1978. MA. 1979. Western Kentucky University; PhD. Indiana University, 1985 | K
Underwood, Richard AWan, Professor of English. BA, 1955, MA. 1967. PhD. 1970. University of
Michigan
Usrey, Malcolm Orthell, Associate Professor of English. BA. Abilene Christian College, 1951; MA.
.^
1956. PhD, 1963, Texas Tech University I %
Uysal, Muzaffer, Associate Professor of Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Ankara ^
Academy of Economics and Commercial Sciences. 1976; MBA. University of New Haven, 1979; PhD.
Texas A&M University. 1983
Vander Mey, Brenda Joyce, Associate Professor of Sociology. BA, Trinity Christian College, 1978; MA, |
1981, PhD, 1984, Mississippi State University I C
Van Lear, David Hyde, Robert Adger Bowen Professor of Forest Resources BS, 1963, MS, 1965, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University; PhD, University of Idaho. 1969; Post Doctorate, University
of Florida. 1968-69
Vatalaro, Michael Vincent, Associate Professor of Visual Arts. BFA. University of Akron, 1972; MFA,
Alfred University. 1976
Vaughn, Edward Allen, Professor of Textiles. BS. Lynchburg College. 1962; MS. Institute of Textile
Technology, 1964; PhD. Victoria University of Manchester (England;. 1969; CTEXT; FTI
Vergano, Peter Joseph, Associate Professor of Food Science. BS, MBA, 1965, Rutgers University; ScD,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1969
Vines, Dwight Theodore, Assocla/e Professor of Dairy Science. BS, 1968, MS, 1972, University of Ar-
kansas; PhD, Michigan State University, 1976
Voelker, Evelyn Cecilia, A/umn« Professor of Art and Architectural History. BA, Marymount College,
1958; MA, Catholic University. 1960; PhD, Syracuse University, 1977
Von Recum, Andreas Freiherr, Head of Bioengineering Department; Professor of Bioengineering. BS.
University of Giessen (Germany). 1965; DVM, 1968, DMVet, 1969, Free University of Berlin; PhD, .. — -
Colorado State University, 1974 ? '^
Von Rosenberg, Joseph Leslie, Jr., Professor of Chemistry. BA, 1954, PhD, 1963, University of Texas
""
Vu, Khoi Tien, Visiting Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, 1985, MS.
1987. PhD, 1990. University of Washington
Waddle, Gerald Lee, Professor of Marketing. BA. Baldwin-Wallace College, 1965; MBA. Kent State \\^ ^
University, 1968; PhD. University of South Carolina, 1973 "
""
Wagner, Donald Finch, Assoc/ate Professor of Horticulture. BS, 1963, MS, 1965, PhD, 1968, Iowa State
University
Wagner, John Robert, Assistant Professor of Geology. BS, Muhlenberg College, 1970; MEd, 1972, MA,
11 ^ ^
1976. Temple University I' ^
Wainscott, Stephen Henry, Associate Professor of Political Science. BA, St. Andrews Presbyterian Col-
lege, 1967; MA, 1972, PhD, 1976. Miami University
Waldrop, Thomas Allan, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Forest Resources. BS, 1978, MS, 1980, Clemson jrjl^ H
University; PhD, University of Tennessee, 1983 ' ""
Waldvogel, Jerry Alan, Assistant Professor of Biology. BS, Stanford University, 1976; PhD, Cornell
University, 1981
_
y/aVker, Gerald hee. Associate Professor of Art and Architectural History. BArch, Clemson Universi- |[| ^
ty, 1966; MCP, University of Pennsylvania, 1969 I' - ,.
Walker, John Henry, Professor of Education. BS, Southwest Missouri State College, 1959; MRE, 1962,
DRE, 1966, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary; MA, Furman University, 1969; PhD, Uni- I
versity of Texas, 1973 j[^ [^
Walker, Meredith Lynne, Lecturer in English. BA, University of South Carolina, 1984; MAEd, West-
ern Carolina University, 1987
Wall, John, Visiting Assistant Professor of Planning Studies. BS, 1978, MCRP, 1980, Clemson Univer-
sity
Wallace, Myles Stuart, Professor ofEconomics. BA, 1968, MA, 1974, PhD, 1976, University of Colorado
Wallace, Susan Ulmer, Professor ofAgronomy and Soils. BS, 1973, MS, 1975, University of Alabama;
I!
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PhD, Iowa State University, 1979
Wallenius, Kenneth Ted, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BA, 1954, MA, 1955, University of South-
em California; PhD, Stanford University, 1964
Waller, Neil Garvin, Assistant Professor of Finance. BS, 1975, MA, 1978, University of Florida; PhD,
University of Texas, 1986
Waller, Robert Alfired, Dean, College of Liberal Arts; Professor of History. BA, Lake Forest College,
1953; MA, 1958, PhD, 1963, University of Illinois
Wang, Samuel, Professor of Visual Arts. BA, Augustana College, 1964; MFA, University of Iowa, 1966
Wang, Ting, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, Tatung Institute of Technology
(Taiwan), 1977; MS, State University of New York, 1980; PhD, University of Minnesota, 1984
Ward, Carol Marie,* Associare Professor of English. BA, 1973, MA, 1976, University of South Carolina;
PhD, University of Tennessee, 1981
Ward, Jeanne Ellen, Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing Science. BS, St. Joseph's College, 1982
Ward, William Augustus, Director of International Programs; Professor of Agricultural and Applied
Economics. BA, 1965, BS, 1967 Clemson University; PhD, Michigan State University, 1972
Warner, Daniel Douglas, Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, 1965, MA, 1966, Arizona State Uni-
versity; PhD, University of California, 1974
Warner, John Terry, Professor of Economics. BA, Wake Forest University, 1969; ME, 1972, PhD, 1976,
North Carolina State
Warner, Richard Dudley, Professor of Earth Science. BS, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1966;
PhD, Stanford University, 1971
Wates, Wylma, Adjunct Professor of History. BA, Coker College, 1948; MA, Emory University, 1951
Watford, Bevlee Artis, Associate Professor of Industrial Engineering. BS. 1981, MS, 1983, PhD, 1985,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; PE
Weatherford, Carol Green, Associate Professor of Education. BS, 1972, MS, 1973, EdS, 1975, University
of Georgia; EdD, North Carolina State University, 1984
Weatherford, David Edgar, Jr., Extension 4-H and Youth Development Specialist; Associate Professor
of 4-H and Youth Development. BS, 1972, MEd, 1978, University of Georgia; EdD, North Carolina
State University, 1981
Webb, Byron Kenneth, Dean and Director of Cooperative Extension Service; Professor of Agricultural
Engineering. BS, 1955, MS, 1962, Clemson University; PhD, North Carolina State University. 1966;
PE
Webster, Henry Wise, Professor ofAnimal Science. BS. 1960. MS. 1974. North Carolina State Universi-
ty; PhD, Clemson University, 1976
Weinstein, Jan David, Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences. BS. Buckneli University. 1974; PhD,
University of California, 1979
Weir, Eldon Lee, Associate Professor of Industrial Education. BS, Northwest Missouri State Universi-
ty, 1962; MA, Ball State University, 1963; EdD. Arizona State University, 1970
Weisenstein, Gregory Ralph, Assistant Dean. College of Education; Professor of Education. BA, 1969,
MA, 1972, University of Washington; EdD, University of Kansas, 1975
Weller, Curtis Lee, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1977, MS, 1983, PhD, 1986,
University of Illinois; EIT
Wells, Gary James, Professor ofAgricultural and Applied Economics. BA. University of North Caroli-
na, 1973; ME, 1974. PhD, 1977, North Carolina State University
Welton, Ralph Edward, Jr., Assocta/e Professor of Accounting. BA. Anderson University, 1976; MS,
1978, PhD. 1982, Louisiana State University
Wenner, Elizabeth Lewis, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Fisheries. BS, Mary Washington College,
1972; MA, 1975, PhD, 1979, College of William and Mary
Wentworth, Priscilla Geier, General Librarian. BA, Indiana University, 1972; MLS, University of
South Carolina, 1988
Wentworth, William Martin, Associate Professor of Sociology. BA, Indiana University, 1972; MA,
University of Maryland, 1974; PhD, University of Virginia, 1978
West, William Elmer, Associate Dean, College of Education; Professor of Industrial Education. BS,
Ohio University, 1958; MA, 1964, PhD, 1969, Ohio State University
West-Maciaszek, Debra Lee, Visiting Instructor in English. BA, 1988, MA, 1989, Western Washington
University
Westall, James Mason, Jr., Associate Professor Computer Science. BS, Davidson College, 1968; PhD,
University of North Carolina, 1973
Westcott, Simon Wickes III, Visiting Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BS, Uni-
versity of Delaware, 1973; MS, North Carolina State University, 1975; PhD, Cornell University, 1986
Wetsel, Margaret Ann, Part-time Assistant Professor of Nursing Science. BSN, Indiana University,
1978; MS. Ohio State University, 1979; PhD. University of Texas, 1988
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Wheeler, Alan Dexter, Acting Head of Management Department; Instructor in Management. BBA,
University of Massachusetts. 1950; MBA, West Texas State University. 1969
Wheeler, Alfred Fortius. Professor of Zoology BS, Butler University. 1969; PhD. Duke University. 1975
Whetstone, Jack Moorer, Jr., Associate Professor of Fisheries. BS. 1975. MS. 1978, Clemson University
White, Charlie Raymond, Jr., Associate Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management.
BS. North Carolina State University, 1966; MS. Indiana University. 1967
White, Curtis Dale, Assistant Professor of Agriculture Ekiucation. BS. Clemson University. 1980; MS,
1985. PhD, 1988, University of Missouri
White, George Turpin, Ass(x-iate Professor of Education . BS. 1974. MS. 1976. Northeast Louisiana Uni-
versity; EdD. University of Arkansas. 1984
White, Mervin Forrest, Associate Professor of Sociology. BS. 1962. MS, 1965, Brigham Young Universi-
ty; PhD, University of Kentucky, 1971
White, Richard Kenneth, Newman Professor of Natural Resources Engineering m Agricultural Engi-
neering and Environmental Systems Engineering. BS, Pennsylvania State University, 1952; STB,
New York Theological Seminary, 1959; MS, Pennsylvania State University, 1966; PhD. Ohio State
University, 1969
White, Victor Daniel ill. Instructor in English. BA. 1986, MA 1988, Clemson University
Whitesides, John Franklin, Assistant Professor / Research Associate of Poultry Science. BS, 1975, MS,
1978. PhD, 1990. Auburn University
Whitmire, Jerry Morris,* Assistant Professor of Spanish. BA, University of North Carolina, 1963; MA,
University of Alabama, 1966
Whitwell, Ted, Professor of Horticulture. BS. University of Tennessee, 1972; MS. 1974. PhD. 1977, Okla-
homa State University
Wicks, George Gary, Adjunct Professor of Ceramic Engineering. BS. 1967. MS, 1969. Florida State Uni-
versity; MS, Harvard University. 1971. PhD. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1975
Wiecek-Walkowiak, Malgorzata Msiria, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, 1979, PhD,
1984, University of Mining and Metallurgy (Poland)
Wiggenraad, Jacobus Frederikus, Visiting Instructor in Mechanical Engineering. BS, 1966, MS, 1974,
Technical University of Delft (Holland)
Wiggins, Emily Sutherland, Professor of Home Economics. BS, 1959. MAT. 1969, Winthrop College;
EdD. University of Georgia. 1984
Wilkins, Cary Cochran, Special Formats Cataloger; General Librarian. BA. Vanderbilt University,
1976; MFA, University of Alabama, 1986; MSLS, University of Kentucky, 1989
Wilkinson, Nancy Smith, Lecturer in Education. BA, Florida State University, 1963; MEd, Clemson
University. 1972
Wilkinson, Thomas Ross, Dean of Academic Affairs. College of Agricultural Sciences; Professor of
Animal Science. BS. University of Notre Dame, 1959; MS, University of Maryland 1962; PhD,
Washington Sute University, 1970
Willey, Edward Parker, Assocwre Professor of English. BA 1955. MA. 1957, PhD, 1968. University of
North Carolina
Williams, Calvin Lawrence, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS. College of Charleston,
1981; PhD, Medical University of South Carolina, 1987
Williams, Dwight Charles, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Entomology. BS, 1977, MS, 1979, University
of Arkansas; PhD, Louisiana Sate University, 1984
Williams, James Gordon, Jr., Lecturer in Forest Resources. BS, 1967, MS, 1978, Clemson University
Williams, James Manning III, Adjunct Associate Professor of Planning Studies. BA, Davidson Col-
lege, 1963; J.D, University of South Carolina, 1978
Williams, Janice Gale, Assistant Professor of Psychology. BA, 1980, MA, 1982. Wake Forest Universi-
ty; PhD, Vanderbilt University, 1985
Williams, Marty Harrison, Visiting Lecturer in Management. BA 1975, MEd, 1977, Clemson
University
Williams, Ronald Ralph, Associate Professor of Chemistry. BS, University of South Carolina, 1977;
PhD, University of Georgia, 1981
Williams, Thomas Michael, Professor of Forest Resources, Belle W. Baruch Forest Science Institute.
BS, 1969, MS, 1971, PhD, 1976, University of Minnesota
Williams, Woodie Prentiss, Jr., Professor ofFood Science. BS, 1953, MS, 1957, Mississippi State Uni-
versity; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1960
Williamson, Robert Elmore, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, 1959, MS, 1964, Clemson Uni-
versity; PhD, Mississippi State University, 1972; PE
Willingham, Russell, Instructor in French. BA, Clark College, 1963; MA, Atlanta University, 1967
Willoughby, Deborah Freeman, Lecturer in Nursing Science. BS, 1976, MS, 1986, Clemson University
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Wilson, Jeffrey Reid, Visiting Assistant Professor of Education. BA, 1986, MEd, 1987, Clemson
University
Winchell, Donna Beth, Associate Professor of English. BA, 1974, MA, 1976, Florida State University;
PhD, Texas Christian University, 1983
Winchell, Mark Royden, Professor of English. BA, 1971, MA, 1973, West Virginia University; PhD,
Vanderbilt University, 1978
Wise, Milton Bee, Vice President / Vice Provost of Agriculture and Natural Resources: Professor ofAni-
mal Science. BS, Berea College, 1951; MS, North Carolina State University, 1953; PhD, Cornell Uni-
versity. 1957
Witherspoon, Gayland Brooks, Associate Dean, College of Architecture; Professor of Architecture.
BArch, University of Arkansas, 1956; MSArch, University of Illinois, 1962; AIA
Wixson, Bobby Guinn, Dean, College of Sciences; Professor of Biological Sciences. BS, 1960, MS, 1961,
Sul Ross Sute University; PhD, Texas A&M University, 1966
Wolak, Francis John, Professor ofAgricultural Engineering. BS, 1976, PhD, 1979, Michigan State Uni-
versity
Wolf, Dan, Adjunct Professor of Agricultural and Biological Engineering. BS, 1958, MS, 1960, DSc,
1970, Technion, Israel Institute of Technology
Wolf, James Steven, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy. BS, 1954, MS, 1960, Case
Institute of Technology; PhD, University of Florida, 1965; PE
Wolla, Maurice LeRoy, Visiting Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, North Dakota
State University, 1956; PhD, Michigan State University, 1966
Woo, Cheonsik, Assistant Professor of Economics. BA, Seoul National University, 1982; MA, Colum-
bia University, 1985; PhD, Columbia University, 1991
Wood, Gene Wayne, Professor of Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife. BS, Virginia Polytechnic In-
stitute and State University, 1963; MS, 1966, PhD, 1971, Pennsylvania SUte University
Woodard, James David, Associate Professor of Political Science. BS, Abilene Christian College, 1970;
MA, American University, 1973; PhD, Vanderbilt University, 1978
Woodell, Charles Harold, Associate Professor of English. BA, 1963, MA. 1964, Wake Forest University;
PhD. University of North Carolina, 1974
Wooten, Thomas Ernest, Alumni Professor of Forest Resources. BA, Catawba College, 1962; MF, Duke
University. 1965; PhD. North Carolina State University, 1967
Worley, Jacqueline Alexander, Instructor in Spanish. BA, Purdue University, 1968; MA, Illinois State
University, 1971
Worrell, Michael Anthony, Assistant Professor of Animal Science, Edisto Research and Education
Center. BS, 1978, MS, 1982, University of Florida; PhD, University of Nebraska, 1985
Wourms, John Barton, Professor of Zoology. BS. 1958. MS, 1960, Fordham University; PhD, Stanford
University, 1966
Wueste, Daniel Ernest, Assistant Professor of Philosophy. BA, 1976, MA, 1979, University of Wiscon-
sin; PhD, Washington University. 1985
Wynn, Eddie Dowell, Associate Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. BA, Howard Uni-
versity. 1971; MCRP. Clemson University, 1974
Wynn, Mable Hill, Assistant Professor of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management. BS, Hamp-
ton Institute, 1964; MS, Springfield College. 1971
Xiang, Lanxin, Assistant Professor of Political Science. BA. Fudan University (China). 1982; MA.
1985. PhD. 1990, Johns Hopkins University
Xu, Xiao-Bang, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. BS, Tsinghua University
(China), 1968; PhD, University of Mississippi, 1985
Yandle, Thomas Bruce, Jr., Alumni Professor of Economics. BA, Mercer University, 1955; MBA, 1968,
PhD, 1970, Georgia State University
Yang, Tah-Teh, Pro/lessor of Mechanical Engineering. BS, Shanghai Institute of Technology, 1948;
MS, Oklahoma State University. 1957; PhD. Cornell University. 1961
Yardley, Darrell Gene, Associate Professor of Zoology. BA, 1971, MA, 1972, University of Texas; PhD,
University of Georgia, 1975
Yarrow, Deborah Thompson, Visiting Instructor in English. BS, University of Southern Mississippi,
1977; MA, Hollins College, 1980
Yarrow, Gregory Keith, Associate Professor of Wildlife. BS, University of Southern Mississippi, 1977;
MS, Mississippi State University, 1979; DF. Stephen F. Austin University, 1987
Yoon, Tae-Hee, Adjunct Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics. LLB, Dong Kuk University
(Korea), 1959; MPA, Seoul National University, 1964; PhD, University of Connecticut, 1967
Young, Arthur Paul, Campbell Chair and Professor of English / Engineering. BA, University of Mary-
land, 1966; MA, 1968, PhD, 1971, Miami University
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Young, Franklin Alden, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering. BS, 1960. MS, 1963, University of
Florida; PhD, University of Virginia, 1967
Young, Roland Curtin, Visiting Lecturer in Management. BS, Pennsylvania State University, 1942;
LD, Temple University, 1950
Young, Roy Edward, Professor of Agricultural Engineering. BS, North Carolina State University,
1966; MS, Iowa State University, 1968; PhD, North Carolina SUte University, 1971; PE
Yukish, Joseph Francis, Professor of Education. BS, 1965, MEd, 1972, California State College (Pennsyl-
vania); PhD, University of Akron, 1978
Zehr, Eldon Irvin, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology. BA, Goshen College, 1960; MS, 1965,
PhD, 1969, Cornell University
Zetterberg, Patricia Sullivan, Part-time Lecturer in Nursing Science. BS. 1985, MS, 1991, University of
North Carolina
Zhang-Sun, Hong, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences. BS, Beijing Normal University
(China), 1982; MS, 1985, PhD, 1989, Michigan State University
Zimmerer, Thomas William, Professor of Management. BA, BS, American University, 1963; MS,
Louisiana State University, 1964; PhD, University of Arkansas, 1971
Zimmerman, James Kenneth, Professor of Biochemistry. BS, University of Nebraska, 1965; PhD,
Northwestern University, 1969
Zuberi, Sharique, Visiting Instructor in Chemistry. BSc, 1975, MSc, 1977, MPhil. 1979, Aligarh Muslim
University; MSc, 1980, PhD, 1983, University of Manchester
Zumbrunnen, David Arnold, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. BME, University of
Minnesota, 1977; MSME, 1984, PhD, 1988, Purdue University; PE
Zungoli, Patricia Ann, Associate Professor of Entomology . BS, 1974, MS, 1979, University of Maryland;
PhD, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and SUte University, 1982
•On leave.
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Ackerman, Carl Willis, MS, Professor Emeritus of Animal Science
Adair, Joseph Henry, MEkl, Professor Emeritus ofEducation
Adams, Hewitt Dayne, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofHistory
Albert, Harold Edward, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Political Science
Allen, Leonard Ray, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Allen, Robert Max, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Forest Resources
AUey, Forrest Christopher, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering
Anderson, Luther Perdee, PhD, Dean Emeritus of the College ofAgricultural Sciences; Professor Emer-
itus of Agronomy
Armistead, Myra Ann, MA, Associate Professor Emerita of Libraries
Ashworth, Ralph Page, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofBotany
Aucoin, Claire Russell, MS, Professor Emerita of Mathematical Sciences
Aucoin, Clayton Verl, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Bailey, Roy Horton, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Baker, George Homer, BS, State Coordinator Emeritus of 4-H and Youth Development Programs; Pro-
fessor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Balk, William Armstrong, MS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering, Edisto Experiment
Station
Banister, Robert Allen, MS, Director Emeritus of Cooperative Education; Professor Emeritus of Engi-
neering Graphics
Barker, William Jefferson, BS, Professor Emeritus of Forestry
Bamett, Bobby Dale, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
Bamhill, James Wallace, MA, Professor Emeritus of History
Barth, Clyde Lewis, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Engineering
Bauld, Nelson Robert, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Me-
chanics
Baxter, Ann Webster, PhD, Professor Emerita ofMicrobiology
Baxter, Luther Willis, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Plant Pathology and Physiology
Benton, Don Alwin, BS, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Berry, Elizabeth Brunson, BS, Professor Emerita ofHome Economics
Bishop, Muriel Boyd, PhD, Professor Emerita of Chemistry
Black, John Olar, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Bolen, Claude Waldron, PhD, Professor Emeritus of History
Bookmyer, Beverly Brandon, PhD, Professor Emerita of Physics and Astronomy
Boone, Merritt Anderson, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofPoultry Science
Borgman, Robert Frederic, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofFood Science
Bosdell, Francis Alvin, MInEd, Professor Emeritus of Industrial Education
Bowen, William Clayton, MS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Education
Bradbury, Douglas Wilson, MSE, Alumni Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Bragg, Mary Emerson, BLS, Librarian Emerita, Cataloger
Brandt, Graydon William, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
Brannock, Durant York, Jr., MA, Professor Emeritus of French
Brannon, Carroll Cleveland, BS, Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
Brantley, Herbert, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management
Brown, Susan Henrietta, JD, Professor Emerita of Marketing
Bruner, Marlin Hamer, MF, Professor Emeritus of Forestry; Forest Manager Emeritus, The Clemson
Forest
Buchanan, Patricia Hill, PhD, Professor Emerita of History
Burch, Thomas Augustus, MS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Butler, John Harrison, EdD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Music
Byars, Edward Ford, PhD, Executive Assistant Emeritus to the President; Professor Emeritus of Me-
chanical Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
Byrd, Wilbert Preston, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Experimental Statistics
Campbell, Thomas Alexander, Jr., MEd, Head and Professor Emeritus of Textile Department
Card, Edith Bryson, PhD, Professor Emerita ofMusic
Carpenter, Earl Thomas, EdD, Head and Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Education Department
Carter, Clifton Walker, BS, Professor Emeritus ofEngineering Graphics
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Caskey, Claire Omar, MA, Professor Emeritus of English
Chaplin, Robert Lee, Jr^ PhD, Professor Emeritus of Physics
Cody, Jack Benjamin, MF, Professor Emeritus of Forestry
Coffeen, William Weber, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Ceramic Engineering
Colbum, Frances Louise, MLS, Head and Librarian Emerita of Circulation Unit
Cool, Bingham Mercur, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Forestry
Cooledge, Harold Norman, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus ofArchitectural History
Cooper, James Bronaugh, MS, Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
Copeland, Jimmy Bryant, PhD, Associate Director Emeritus of Cooperative Extension Service; Profes-
sor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Couch, James Houston, MS, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Technology
Cox, Headley Morris, PhD, Dean Emeritus of the College of Liberal Arts: Professor Emeritus of English
Craddock, Garnet Roy, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Craig, James Telford, MS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering
Craven, Ruby Mae, PhD, State Leader Ementa of Extension Home Economics Programs; Professor Em-
erita of Home Economics
Cunningham, Bennie Lee, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Education
Currin, Robert Eugene HI, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Davenport, John Douglas, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofPsycholt^
Davis, Ruby Sellers, MA, Professor Emerita of History
Dean, Jordan Arthur, MA, Professor Emeritus ofModern Languages
Drew, Leland Overby, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Technology
Dunkle, Bernard Edward, MS, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Graphics
Durham, Bill Gravely, MEd, Professor Emeritus of Spanish
Edwards, James Leon, MS, Assistant Dean Emeritus of the College of Engineering; Professor Emeritus
of Mechanical Engineering
Edwards, Robert Lee, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAnimal Science
Efland, Thomas Daniel, MS, Associate Dean Emeritus and Director Emeritus of Research of the
College of Commerce and Industry; Professor Emeritus of Textiles
Elrod, Alvon Creighton, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Epps, William Monroe, PhD, State Pathologist Emeritus; Head and Professor Emeritus of Plant Pathol-
ogy and Physiology
Eskew, Elias Benton, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Evans, John Stephen, BS, Head Emeritus of Farms Department; Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural En-
gineering
Falk, Edward Lockwood, DPA, Professor Emeritus of Planning Studies
Paris, Jesse Edwin, PhD, Director Emeritus of International Programs of Agricultural and Natural Re-
sources; Head and Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Felder, Herman McDonald, Jr., MA, Professor Emeritus of English
Fernandez, Elena Gonzales, BA, Professor Emerita of Spanish
Fernandez, Gaston Juan, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofSpanish
Ferree, Roy James, MS, Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Flatt, James Levem, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Foster, Carolyn Ezell, MA, Professor Emerita of English
Fox, Richard Charles, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofEntomology
Freeze, Chester Richard, EdD, Professor Emeritus ofEducation
Fulmer, John Patrick, MS, Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Garrison, Olen Branford, PhD, Director Emeritus ofAgricultural Experiment Station and Research in
Agriculture; Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Gettys, William Edward, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofPhysics
Gilchrist, Ralph Wayne, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Godley, Willie Cecil, PhD, Associate Dean Emeritus of the College of Agricultural Sciences; Director
Emeritus of Agricultural Experiment Station; Professor Emeritus of Animal Science
Goodin, Curtis Paul, MS, Professor Emeritus ofRobert Muldrow Cooper Library
Gourlay, John Wallace Gordon, AMLS, Director Emeritus of the Library
Griffin, Deuel Norton, MAT, Professor Emeritus ofEnglish
Hamby, John Vernon, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofEducation
Hamilton, Max Greene, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Horticulture, Edisto Research and Education
Center
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Hammond, Alexander Francis, MS, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Technology
Handlin, Dale Lee, MS, Professor Emeritus of Animal Science
Hardin, Thiirman Craig, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Harshman, Richard Calvert, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering
Haun, Joseph Rhodes, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Hedden, Frank Howard, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Engineering
Henry, Louis Lee, PhD, Professor Emeritus of English
Higgins, Julia Hill, MN, Professor Emerita of Nursing
Hind, Alfred Thomas, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Hobson, James Harvey, PhD, Alumni Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Hodges, Baxter Howard, BS, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Holahan, Ursula Ann, MS, Professor Emerita ofHome Economics
Holman, Harriet Rachel, PhD, Professor Emerita ofEnglish
Holt, Albert Hamilton, PhD, Professor Emeritus of English
Howell, Nelda Kay, MEd, Professor Emerita ofHome Economics
Hubbard, John William, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Hubbard, Julius Clifford, Jr., MS, Alumni Professor Emeritus of Textiles
Hudson, William Garraux, MS, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Hughes, Morris Burdette, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofHorticulture, Edisto Experiment Station
Hurst, Victor, PhD, Vice President Emeritus of Academic Affairs and Dean of the University; Dean
Emeritus of the Graduate School: Alumni Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
Jameson, Lake Hugh, MS, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Graphics
Janzen, Jacob John, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofDairy Science
Jensen, Arthur Kenneth, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Vocational Technical Education
Jones, Champ McMillian, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Jones, Jack Edenfield, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
Jones, Jess Willard, PhD, Associate Dean Emeritus of the College of Agricultural Sciences; Professor
Emeritus of Agronomy and Soils
Jones, Joe Kenneth, BS, State Leader Emeritus of 4-H and Youth Development Programs; Professor
Emeritus of Animal Science
Jones, Ulysses Simpson, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Kelly, James Welbom, MS, Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
King, Willis Alonzo, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
Kirkley, Francis Edward, MS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Education
Kirkwood, Charles Edward, Jr., MS, Professor Emeritus ofMathematical Sciences
Kissam, John Benjamin, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Entomology
Knowland, Ralph Edward, MBA, Head and Professor Emeritus of Building Science
Knox, Sarah Stewart, BS, Associate District Extension Leader Emerita; Professor Emerita of Home Eco-
nomics
Kozma, Ernest Joseph, EdD, Professor Emeritus of Education
Labecki, Geraldine, EdD, Dean Emerita of the College of Nursing; Professor Emerita of Nursing
LaGrone, John Wallace, MA, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Laitala, Everett, ME, Head Emeritus of Engineering Services Department; Professor Emeritus of In-
dustrial Engineering
Lambert, Robert Stansbury, PhD, Professor Emeritus of History
Lander, Ernest McPherson, Jr., PhD, Alumni Professor Emeritus of History
Landers, Knox Schaffer, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Lane, Carl Leaton, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Forestry
LaRoche, Evans Allen, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Management
Lathrop, Jay Wallace, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Computer Engineering
Lazar, James Tarlton, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
Lewis, Alexander Dodge, MME, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Lindsay, Joseph, Jr., MS, Head and Professor Emeritus of Textile Chemistry and Dyeing Department
Lloyd, OUie Weldon, MS, Professor Emeritus in Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Long, Jim Thomas, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Lukawecki, Stanley Michael, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Lumpkin, Oliver Reese, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Education
Macaulay, Hugh HoUeman, Jr., PhD, Alumni Professor Emeritus of Economics and Management
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McClain, Eugene Frederick, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
McClure, Harlan Ewart, MArch, Dean Emeritus of the College of Architecture; Professor Emeritus of
Architecture
McCormac, Jack Clark, MS, Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering
McCutchen, Alan Johnstone, CE, Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering
McGee, Charles McKay, Jr., MA, Professor Emeritus of English
McGregor, William Henry Davis, PhD, Dean Emeritus of the College of Forest and Recreation Re-
sources; Professor Emeritus of Forestry
McHugh, Carl Manning, BS, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Graphics
McKelvey, John Philip, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Physics
McKenna, Arthur Ernest, MS, Senior Professor Emeritus of Textiles
McKenzie, Martin Chapin, BS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering
McLaughlin, John Joseph, PhD, Professor Emeritus of English
Maertens, Thomas Brock, MS, Professor Emeritus ofManagement
Malphrus, Lewis Daniel, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Man wilier, Alfred, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Agronomy and Soils, Pee Dee Experiment Station
Marbut, Samuel Alexander, BS, Professor Emeritus of Forestry
Martin, John Campbell, PhD, Visiting Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Marvin, John Henry, Jr., MS, Professor Emeritus of Textiles
Mathews, Andrew Clark, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Botany
Matthews, James Edward, EdD, Dean Emeritus. College of Education; Professor Emeritus of Education
Means, George Calvin, Jr., MArch, Professor Emeritus of Architecture
Menke, Warren Wells, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Management
Miller, Donald Piguet, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Physics
Mitchell, Jack Harris, Jr., PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Food Science
Morgan, Harvey Eugene. Jr., EdD, Professor Emeritus of Industrial Education
Morr, Charles Vernon, PhD, Slender Professor Emeritus of Food Science
Musen, Harold Louis, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Nolan, Clifford Newell, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Northern, William Laurus, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
O'Dell, Glenn Dewitt, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
Ogle, Wayne LeRoy, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Olive, Edward Fleming, EdD, Professor Emeritus of Education
Olson, Edward Sture, MS, Professor Emeritus of Textile Chemistry
Owings, Marvin Alpheus, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus of English
Padgett, Adrian Lewis, MS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, Pee
Dee Research and Education Center
Page, Norwood Rufus, PhD, Head Emeritus of Agricultural Chemical Services Department; Professor
Emeritus of Agronomy and Soils
Palmer, Merrill Craig, MA, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Park, Eugene, MA, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Parrado, Pedro Francisco, MA, Professor Emeritus ofSpanish
Peele, Thomas Christopher, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Perry, Robert Lindsay, MME, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Technology
Pinder, Albert Reginald, DSc, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Pitner, John Bruce, PhD, Resident Director Emeritus of Pee Dee Research and Education Center; Pro-
fessor Emeritus of Agronomy and Soils
Poe, Herbert Vernon, MS, Associate Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Polk, George Merritt, Jr., MArch, Professor Emeritus ofArchitecture
Polk, Henry Tasker, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Prevost, Aileen Sain, MN, Professor Emerita ofNursing
Rausch, Karl William, ME, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Reamer, Larry Donald, MS, Professor Emeritus ofForestry
Reed, Albert Raymond, MS, Professor Emeritus ofPhysics
Reeves, Calvin Bright, MS, Professor Emeritus ofDairy Science
Regnier, Ireland Goldsmith, MFA, Professor Emeritus of Visual Arts
Rhodes, William Hancel, BS, Superintendent Emeritus of Sandhill Experiment Station; Professor
Emeritus of Horticulture
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Rich, Linvil Gene, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Environmental Systems Engineering
Richardson, Joel Landrum, MS, Professor Emeritus of Industrial Management
Rife, Lawrence Albert, MA, Professor Emeritus ofMathematical Sciences
Risher, Charles Frankin, BS, Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
Ritchie, Robert Russell, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAnimal Science
Roberson, Georgia Taylor, MED, State 4H and Youth Development Coordinator Emerita; Professor
Emerita of Home Economics
Roberts, Carleton Whitman, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Textile Chemistry
Robinson, Gilbert Chase, ScD, Alumni Professor Emeritus of Ceramic Engineering
Rodgers, John Hasford, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Education
Rogers, Ernest Brasington, Jr., MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Education
Rogers, Hilton Vemard, MS, Head Emeritus of Fertilizer Inspection Department; Professor Emeri-
tus of Agronomy and Soils
Rogers, William Bryan, BS, Superintendent Emeritus ofEdisto Experiment Station
Rostron, Joseph Prugh, MCE, Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering
Roswal, Leon, MS, Director Emeritus of Associate in Arts Nursing Program; Professor Emeritus of
Nursing
Rudisill, Carl Sidney, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
Rudowski, Victor Anthony, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofEnglish
Rupert, Earlene Atchison, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Russo, Kenneth John, MA, Professor Emeritus ofArchitecture
Salley, James Raworth, Jr., MS, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Savitsky, George Boris, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Sawyer, Corinne Holt, PhD, Professor Emerita of English
Schwartz, Arnold Edward, PhD, Dean Emeritus of Graduate School; Professor Emeritus of Civil Engi-
neering
Sefick, Harold John, MS, Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Sellers, Harold Calvin, BSIE, Professor Emeritus ofComputer Science
Senn, Louie Hampton, Jr., PhD, Director Emeritus ofRegulatory and Public Service Programs
Senn, Taze Leonard, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Shearin, Arthur Townsend, MS, Professor Emeritus of Forest Resources
Siedschlag, Everett William, BS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics
Simms, John Barber, MA, Professor Emeritus ofEnglish
Simon, Frederick Tyler, MS, Professor Emeritus of Textile Science
Sitterly, Wayne Robert, PhD, Resident Director Emeritus of Coastal Research and Education Center;
Professor Emeritus of Plant Pathology
Skardon, Beverly Norton, MA, Professor Emeritus ofEnglish
Skelton, Billy Ray, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Economics
Skove, Malcolm John, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Physics
Smith, Chester Roland, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Industrial Management
Snell, Absalom West, PhD, Associate Director Emeritus of Agricultural Experiment Station; Professor
Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering
Sparks, LeGrand Mclver, MS, Associate Professor Emeritus of Entomology
Spurlock, Hooper Clyde, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Stanley, Edward Lemuel, MS, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Stepp, James Marvin, PhD, Alumni Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociolo-
gy
Stevenson, John Lovett, PhD, Assistant Dean Emeritus of Undergraduate Studies; Director Emeritus of
Honors Program; Professor Emeritus of Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management
Stillwell, Ephraim Posey, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Physics
Stuart, Charles Morgan, MA, Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Sturgis, Eugenie Ventre, MS, Professor Emerita ofMathematical Sciences
Sullivan, John Russell, MA, Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences
Sullivan, Sophia Elizabeth, MS, Librarian Emerita in Charge of Cataloging
Suman, Reynold Foy, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Sutcliffe, Priscilla Heath, MSLS, Librarian Emerita, Special Collections
Sutherland, Milford Hunt, MS, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Swicegood, Myrle Lutterloh, PhD, Assistant Director Emerita of Extension Home Economics; Professor
Emerita of Home Economics
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Thode, Frederick Wilbum, MS, Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
Thompson, Re^na, MA, Professor Emerila of Nursing
Thurston, James Norton, ScD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Todd, Boyd Joseph, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus of Industrial Management
Trevillian, Wallace Dabney, PhD, Dean Emeritus of Commerce and Industry; Professor Emeritus of
Economics
Trively, Ilo Allely, MS, Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering
Turk, Donald Earle, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Food Science
Varenhorst, Glenn Elmer, MS, Professor Emeritus of Planning Studies
Vogel, Henry Elliott, PhD, Dean Emeritus, College of Sciences; Professor Emeritus of Physics
Von Tungeln, George Robert, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Walker, Walter Saxon, MEd, Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
Wannamaker, John Murray, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAccounting
Wannamakcr, Patricia Walker, PhD, Professor Emerita of German
Ware, Robert Edward, BS, Professor Emeritus of Zoology
Warner, John Robinson, DF, Professor Emeritus of Forestry
Watkins, Betty Palmer, PhD, Professor Emerita of Vocational Education
Watson, Charles Hugh, MA, Professor Emeritus of English
Watson, Katherine Ramsey, MMath, Professor Emerita of Mathematical Sciences
Webb, Hugh Weyman, MS, Professor Emeritus of Building Science
Webb, Lloyd George, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Entomology, Fisheries, and Wildlife
Welter, John Finlay, MS, Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
Wheeler, Richard Ferman, PhD, Head and Professor Emeritus ofAnimal Science
Whitehurst, Clinton Howard, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus ofManagement and Economics
Whitney, John Barry, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Botany
Whitten, William Clyde, Jr., PhD, Professor Emeritus of Economics
Wiley, William Henry, PhD, Dean Emeritus of the College of Agricultural Sciences; Professor Emerit-
us of Poultry Science
Williamon, Paul Silas, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAgricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Williams, John Boyce, BS, State 4H and Youth Development Coordinator Emeritus; Professor Emeritus
of Agricultural Education
Williams, John Newton II, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAnimal Science
Williford, Cynthia Williams, MS, Assistant to State Leader Emerita of Extension Home Economics
Program; Professor Emerita of Home Economics
Willis, Samuel Marsh, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Industrial Management
Wilson, Milner Bradley, Jr., MA, Professor Emeritus of English
Wilson, Thomas Virgil, PhD, Alumni Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering
Wise, John Frederick, MS, Professor Emeritus ofAnimal Science
Witcher, Wesley, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Plant Pathology and Physiology
Withington, Marian Hull, MS, Librarian Emerita
Wood, Julia Taylor, MS, Professor Emerita ofHome Economics
Wood, Kenneth Lee, MS, Professor Emeritus of Physics
Woodruff, James Raymond, PhD, Professor Emeritus ofAgronomy and Soils
Woods, Sam Gray, BS, Professor Emeritus ofAnimal Science, Edisto Experiment Station
Wright, Robert Eugene, DVM, Professor Emeritus ofAnimal Science
Young, Joseph Laurie, MArch, Professor Emeritus ofArchitecture
Zahner, Robert, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Forestry
Zielinski, Paul Bernard, PhD, Director Emeritus of Water Resource Research Institute; Professor
Emeritus of Civil Engineering
Zink, William Talbott, Jr., MSEE, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering
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COMMISSIONS AND COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY, 1991-92
COMMISSIONON CLASSIFTED STAFFAFFAIRS
P. E. Sowell, Chairperson
COMMISSION ON GRADUATE STUDIESAND RESEARCH
F. B. Brown, Chairperson
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE
F. M. Oglesby, Chairperson
GRADUATE AWARDS COMMITTEE
B. P. Goettl, Chairperson
GRADUATE STUDENT ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
M. D. Richardson, Chairperson
GRADUATE STUDIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
W. D. Graham, Jr., Chairperson
COMMISSION ONUNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
J. V. Reel, Jr., Chairperson
ADMISSIONS AND CONTINUING ENROLLMENT COMMITTEE
J. V. Reel, Jr., Chairperson
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION COMMITTEE
M. H. Williams, Chairperson
HONORS PROGRAM COMMITTEE
S. H. Wainscott, Chairperson
LIBRARIES COMMITTEE
L. B. Reardon, Chairperson
SCHEDULING COMMITTEE
B. M. Page, Chairperson
SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS COMMITTEE
S. H. Wainscott, Chairperson
STUDENT ACADEMIC GRIEVANCES COMMITTEE
R C. Turner, Chairperson
TEACHING RESOURCES AND EFFECTIVENESS COMMITTEE
K. R. Brooks, Chairperson
FACULTY SENATE
J. K. Luedeman, President; W. Baron, Vice President /President Elect; G. L. Waddle,
Secretary; L. H. Blanton, W. C. Bridges, Jr., M. A. Bridgewood, J. A. Brittain, G. D.
Christenbury, R. A. Conover, Jr., J. R. Davis, R. C. Dieter, F. M. Eubanks, E. O. Hare, J. M.
Harris, Jr., P. R. Heusinkveld, J. A. Liburdy, J. G. Louderback, G. G. Lovedahl, R. A. Marion
II, J. A. Milstead, M. L. Moon, J. M. Mumford, W. H. Owens, Jr., L. W. Rollin, E. E. Ruppert,
A. Schaffer, P. A. Steiner, W. C. Stringer, F. H. Tainter, C. E. Thompson, T. G. Tisue, B. J.
Vander Mey, S. U. Wallace, G. J. Wells
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ADMINISTRATION OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Bobby J. Skelton, PhD, Vix:e Provost and Dean ofAdmissions and Registration
ADMISSIONSAND REGISTRATION
T. Frank Gentry, MEd, Assistant Dean ofAdmissions and Registration
Walter A. Mayfield, MEd, Assistant Dean ofAdmussions and Registration
Alice H. Allen, MEd, Editor, Publication
ADMISSIONS
Michael R. Heintze, PhD, Director
Robert S. Barkley, MEA, Associate Director
Audrey R. Bodell, MInEd, Ass/.s/an/ Director
, Assistant Director
Randolph N. Boatwright, BS, Counselor
lje\\a R. Landrum, BS, Counselor
Becky D. Pearson, MEd, Counselor
Gina E. Warren, MInEd, Counselor
FINANCIAI.AID
Marvin G. Carmichael, MEd, Director
Millie J. Collins, BS, Operations Manager
Yvette Jones-Jordan, BA, Counselor
Elizabeth M. Lomas, MEd, Counselor
D. Keith Reeves, MEd, Associate Director
Miriam G. Wilson, BA, Associate Director
REGISTRATION
Stanley B. Smith, Jr., MA, Registrar
Calvin R. Becker, MA, Assistant Registrar
R. Richard Carpenter, MMath, Coordinator, Degree Progress System
Jerry A. Jordan, BS, Manager, Data Processing
Bonnie M. Page, BS, Coordinator, Scheduling
Judith A. Ray, Recorder and Academic Records Counselor
Tammy H. Rothell, BS, Academic Records Counselor
Debra C. Sparacino, MEd, Associate Registrar
LeDon M. Wilson, BA, Academic Records Counselor
ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS AND FINANCE
David R. Larson, MBA, CPA, Vice President
Steven E. Copeland, BA, Director, Management Services
Sherrell B. Crawford, Employee Relations Coordinator
Michael D. Freeman, MBA, Director Business Information Systems
Kay C. Shaw, BS, Director, Financial Services
BUDGETS AND FINANCIAL PLANNING
Roger D. Patterson, BBA, CPA, Associate Vice President
, BS, Director, Managerial Accounting
James T. Roberts, BS, Director, Budgets
Alan M. Godfrey, BS, Director, Financial Planning
BUSINESSAND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
Wanda B. Hill, MBA, CPA, Senior Associate Vice President
G. Paul Storey, BS, Assistant Vice President, Business Services
P. Jonee Daniels, BS, Director, Business Affairs . _
William C. Hallums, Jr., MA, Director, Sponsored Programs Accounting and Compliance 1 L
Charles A. Tegen, BA, CPA, Comptroller '^^
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FACIUnES PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
Jack N. Wilson, BA, Associate Vice President
Michael D. Faires, MPA, Assistant Vice President, Facilities Maintenance and Operations
Mark A. Wright, MCRP, Assistant Vice President, Facilities Planning and Design
Sonya Goodman, BS, Director, Property Management
George L. Watkins, MAg, Director, Business Management
FISCALAFFAIRS
John C. Newton, MA, Associate Vice President
James M. Boleman, BS, Director, Purchasing
Linda J. Rice, BS, Director, Risk Management and Safety
William A. Thompson, Jr., BS, Director, Capital Financing
Jim Shanahan, MBA, Director, Finance and Investments
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
Paul J. Michaud, MBA, Associate Vice President
Ronald T. Herrin, Director, Payroll and Employee Benefits
Frances C. Massey, BA, Director, Wage and Salary Administration
Richard Simmons, MRE, Director, Recruitment and Employee Services
Ray L. Thompson, BS, Director, Employee Development
ADMINISTRATION OF INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
Gary A. Ransdell, EdD, Vice President
Dorothy H. Burchfield, BS, Director, Gift and Asset Management
ALUMNIRELATIONS
Deborah B. DuBose, BA, Associate Vice President
Fay D. Brown, BA, Director, Marketing
B. Jody Bryson, BS, Director, Field Activities
Cynthia H. Howard, MEd, Director, Constituency Programming
Matthew J. Watkins, MEd, Director, Alumni Programming
Martha R. Dalton, Director, Special Events
M. Janis Moore, MEd, Director, Visitors Center
PUBUCAFFAIRS
Francis M. Canavan, JD, Associate Vice President
Wade A. Green, Director, Public Affairs
Margaret C. Pridgen, BA, Assistant Vice President, Constituent Communications
Catherine Sams, BA, Assistant Vice President, News Service
DEVELOPMENT
Jeffrey P. McNeill, MS, Associate Vice President
JoVanna J. King, BA, Assistant Vice President
Walter B. Cook, BA, Director, Corporate and Foundation Relations
Carl C. Beard, MA, Director, Planned Giving
David C. Hammatt, BA, Campaign Manager
Louise S. Hopkins, Director, Donor Relations
Christine Y. Klugh, BS, Assistant Director, Annual Giving
Elizabeth G. McClellan, BS, Director, Major Gifts
Ann B. Smith, MS, Director, Annual Giving and Loyalty Fund
Mary M. Smith, MA, Proposal Writer and Manager
Jean W. Shisler, BFA, College of Liberal Arts
Robert L. Fuzy, BS, College of Commerce and Industry
Perry T. Fulkerson, BA, College of Engineering
Pat M. Padgett, College of Nursing
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W. Harry Durham, MA, Associate Vice President
John L. Allen, BA, Assistant Vice President
Anita Albert, BFA, Director, Publications and Graphics Services
Susan Cline-Cordonier, MS, Director, Historic Houses
Roger W. Koonce, BA, Director, Electronic and Photographic Services
Peter R. Pepinsky, BA, Director, Agricultural Communications
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, 1981-92
Officers
John Q. Adams, '67, Charleston, South Carolina, President
Deborah B. DuBose, 75, Clerason University, Executive Officer
Donald E. rK)lightly. "67, Columbia, South Carolina, President-Elect
National Councfl I t
Ixjwis E. Jordan, '59, Clemson, South Carolina, District 1
"
Littleton G. Lewis, '66, Greenville, South Carolina, District 2
R. Thornwell Dunlap, '53, Greenwood, South Carolina, District 3
John L. Easterling, Jr., '50, Spartanburg, South Carolina, District 4
Steven Epps, '49, Lancaster, South Carolina, District 5
W. Henry Chastain, '71, Columbia, South Carolina. District 6
Albert H. Peters, '50, Aiken, South Carolina. District 7
W. Philip Kennedy, '61, Hartsville. South Carolina, District 8
Frank A. Thompson, '79, Conway, South Carolina. District 9
Samuel M. Hazel. 72. Walterboro, South Carolina, District 10
Lewis S. Horton, '66, Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina, District 11
Thomas G. Roche, '61, Charlotte, North Carolina, District 12
Dennis H. Kekas, '59. Raleigh, North Carolina. District 13
Mendal A. Bouknight. '74. Atlanta, Georgia. District 14
Roger M. Yike, '56, LaGrange, Georgia, District 15
F. William Taylor III, '77, Hendersonville, Tennessee, District 16
Frank H. Slocum, Jr., '66, Medford, New Jersey, District 17
Susan M. Hicks, '87, Roanoke, Virginia. District 18
Dale W. Reynolds, '67, Houston, Texas, District 19
J. Ryan White, '42, Walterboro, South Carolina, Past President
William A. Hudson, '57, Spartanburg, South Carolina, Foundation Representative
E. Cecilia Voelker, Clemson, South Carolina, Faculty Representative
Edgar C. McGee, '68, Orangeburg, South Carolina, IPTAY Representative
L. Greg Horton, '92, Clemson, South Carolina, Student Body President
Lance T. Burnett, 92, Clemson, South Carolina, Student Alumni Council
Titus Duren, '71, Orangeburg, South Carolina, Black Alumni Council
Max K. Metcalf, '86, Columbia, South CaroHna, Young Alumni Council
Rebecca Epting, '62, Anderson, South Carolina, Women's Council Representative
Virginia C. Skelton, '58, Clemson, South Carolina, At-large
A. Max Lennon, Clemson University, Ex Officio
Gary A. Ransdell, Clemson University, Ex Officio
CLEMSON UNIVERSriY FOUNDATION, 1991-92
Officers
William B. Sturgis, '57, Duncan, South Carolina, President
Warren H. Owen, '47, Charlotte, North Carolina,Vice President
Gary A. Ransdell, Clemson, South Carolina, Executive Vice President
Jeffrey P. McNeill, '77, Clemson, South Carolina, Director, Development
JoVanna J. King, Anderson, South Carolina, Secretary
Dorothy H. Burchfield, '87, Central, South Carolina, Treasurer
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Directors
John Q. Adams III, '67, Charleston, South CaroHna
James G. Bannon, Jr., '65, ArUngton, Texas
Frank S. Barnes, Jr., '42, Rock Hill, South Carolina
Louis P. Batson, Jr., Greenville, South Carolina, Ex Officio
Frank M. Bishop, Jr., '65, Atlanta, Georgia
G. David Bishop III, '52, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
James E. Bostic, '69, Littleton, Colorado
Dorothy H. Burchfield, '87, Central, South Carolina, Ex Officio
Carolyn W. Creel, '61, Myrtle Beach, South Carohna
Jerry E. Dempsey, '54, Oak Brook, Illinois
Deborah B. DuBose, '75, Seneca, South Carolina, Ex Officio
Harvey B. Gantt, '65, Charlotte, North Carolina
Donald E. Golightly, '67, Columbia, South CaroHna
John B. Harris III, '74, Bethesda, Maryland
Leon D. Hendrix, Jr., '63, Chagrin Falls, Ohio
Milton W. Holcombe, '53, Dallas, Texas
Wilham A. Hudson, '57, Spartanburg, South Carolina
JoVanna J. King, Anderson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
David R. Larson, Clemson, South Cau-olina, Ex Officio
A. Max Lennon, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
Albert D. McAlister, Laurens, South Carolina
Edgar C. McGee, '68, Orangeburg, South Carolina
Thurmon McLamb, '57, Little River, South Carolina
Jeffrey P. McNeill, '77, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
Robert L. Matthews, '63, Marietta, Georgia
David A. Merline, Greenville, South Carolina
David L. Milling, '53, Media, Pennsylvania
T. Edwin Nott IV, '50, Miami, Florida
Warren H. Owen, '47, Charlotte, North Carolina
Richard H. Pennell, '50, Spartanburg, South Carolina
Gary A. Ransdell, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
Douglas D. Richardson, '64, Charlotte, North Carolina
Mark S. Richardson, '83, Charlotte, North Carolina
Thomas H. Risher, '64, Hilton Head Island, South CaroHna
Beverly S. Shuler, Mt. Pleasant, South CaroHna
William B. Sturgis, '57, Duncan, South Carolina
Bobby G. Wixson, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
Brockington G. Woodham, Jr., '50, Tryon, North Carolina
ADMINISTRATION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
Manning N. Lomax, BS, Vice President
Almeda R. Jacks, MEd, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Joy S. Smith, PhD, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Student
Health, Recreation, and Career Services
Russell C. Guill, MBA, Coordinator, Business Affairs and Special Projects
ATHLETIC STAFF
Robert W. Robinson, BS, Director
S. Paul Aaron, JD, Director, Institutional Compliance
Timothy F. Bourret, MS, Director, Sports Information
Richard P. Ellis, PhD, Assistant Athletic Director, Football Operations
James J. Goodman, MS, Assistant Director, Athletics
S. Len Gough, BS, Associate Director, Athletics
Elbert L. Henderson, MEd, Associate Executive Secretary, IPTAY
Van P. Hilderbrand, BS, Assistant Director, Athletics
Fred W. Hoover, BS, Assistant Director, Athletics
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Robert D. Mahony, BS, Associate Executive Secretary, IPTAY
Timothy A. Match, MS, Director, Public Relations
V. Dwight Rainey, MS, Senior Associate Director, Athletics
R. AlHson Dalton, MS, Executive Secretary, IPTAY
Robert E. Ricketts, BS, Associate Director, Athletics
John N. Seketa, BS, Director, Sports Promotions
Bobby J. Skelton, Jr., MEd, Assistant to the Athletic Director
Billy H. Wilhelm, BA, Head Coach, Baseball
Clifford R. Ellis, MA. Head Coach, Basketball
James L. Davis, MS, Head Coach, Women's Basketball
R. Wayne Coffman, BS, Head Coach, Women's Cross Country and Track
Kenneth W. Hatfield, BBA, Head Coach, FootbaU
Larry B. Penley, BS, Head Coach. Golf
Ibrahim M. Ibrahim, PhD, Head Coach, Soccer Fj"
Gary A. Wade, BS, Head Coach, Strength I -
James E. Sheridan, MS, Head Coach, Men's and Women's Swimming
Charles P. Kriese, BS, Head Coach, Tennis
Andrew Johnston, BS, Head Coach, Women's Tennis
Robert A. Pollock, MEd, Head Coach, Men's Cross Country and Track
Linda E. White, BS, Head Coach, Women's Volleyball
Eddie L. Griffin, MEd, Head Coach. Wrestling
ATHLETIC ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
William D'Andrea, MA, Director
Ian A. Davidson, BS, Adviser
Robert K. Douglas, MEd, Adviser
Laurie A. Haughey, BS, Adviser
Elizabeth R. Porter, MA, Instructor
Annie S. Tribble, MEd, Adviser
Joseph R. White, BS, Adviser
CAMPUS RECREATION
James R. Pope, EdD, Director
Donald Allen, BA, Assistant Director
Dewilla B. Gaines, Associate Director
Christopher A. Jones, MRPA, Assistant Director
CAREERCENTER
Alfred Mathiasen, Jr., MS, Director
Judith H. D'Andrea, MEd, Counselor
Barbara M. Foltz, MA, Director, Career Planning
Flora M. Riley, MEd, Associate Director
CONFERENCE AND GUEST SERVICES
JefTery S. Martin, MA, Director
Penland C. Hall, MA, Associate Director
Antony W. McGuirt, MA, Manager, Clemson House
Lynn G. McGuirt, MEd, Conference Coordinator
Sharon Y. Match, MPRTM, Director, Renters Information Center
COUNSELING CENTER
Judith E. Haislett, PhD, Director
George Atkinson, Jr., PhD, Psychologist
Jill B. Hammer, MEd, Psychologist
A. Hope Threadgill, PsyD, Psychologist
Michael L. Vinson, PhD, Psychologist
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HOUSING
Vema G. Howell, MAEd, Director
Karen D. Boyd, MA, Area Coordinator, Residential Life
Gary E. Campbell, MEd, Associate Director, Residential Life
C)Tithia C. Cooley, BS, Assistant Director, Residential Life
Linda K. Epps, MEd, Assistant Director, Residential Facilities
David L. Faircloth, BS, Director, Residential Facilities
Terry W. Flipp>o, MA, Area Coordinator, Residential Life
Gary V. Gaulin, BA, Associate Director, Residential Facilities
Phillip A. Howard, MEd, Assistant Director, Residential Life
Kris A. Kaufman, MS, Assistant Director, Residential Facilities
Nancy J. Knutson, Assignments Coordinator, Residential Life
J. Scott Nelson, MA, Area Coordinator, Residential Life
Gregory S. Padgett, BA, Director, Business Affairs
Stephen A. Robbins, BS, Associate Director, Business Affairs
Edward A. Singleton, BA, Associate Director, Residential Facilities
Sara L. Spell, MEd, Area Coordinator, Residential Facilities
STUDENTDEVELOPMENT
Richard L. Heller, PhD, Director
Ricky D. Barnes, MA, Associate Director, Student Development Activities
Kirk A. Brague, EdD, Director, Student Development Activities
Kenneth D. Cooke, MEd, Director, Student Development Programs
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon, BS, Associate Director, Student Development /Minority Ombudsman
Stephanie M. Grogan, MEd, Coordinator, Alcohol and Drug Education Program
Julie Walters-Steele, BA, Assistant Director, Student Development Activities
David A. Vogelsang, MS, Fraternity Area Coordinator
Marcia H. Wallenius, MRPA, Associate Director, Student Development Programs
Jeanine A. Ward, MA, Assistant Director, Student Development Programs
STODENTHEALTH SERVICE
Robert H. Burley, MD, Director
G. Stuart Clarkson, MD, Associate Director; Physician
A. Stephen Dawes, PhD, Director, Psychological Services
WiUiam V. Griffith, MD, Physician
Byron B. Harder, MD, Physician and Team Physician
Lake H. Jameson, Jr., MD, Physician
Rose M. McDonald, MD, Physician
Sandra C. Smith, RN, Supervisor, Nurses
Stephen D. Sprinkle, PhD, Clinical Psychologist
UNIVERSITYUNION
Buford E. Trent, MEd, Director
Michael A. Arnold, MEd, Assistant Director, Programs and Services
James R. Buckley, BS, Program Adviser
Ina B. Durham, BS, Director, Information Services
Margaret McAdams, MEd, Manager, Games
John L. Mason, BS, Program Adviser
George N. Smith, BS, Assistant Director, Operations and Facilities
Raymond J. Zeigler, BS, Technical Director
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DEGREES AWARDED BY MAJOR COURSES DECEMBER '90, MAY '91, AUGUST "91
Msgor Course
College of Agricultural Sciences
Agricultural Economics 1 1
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology 10
Agricultural Education 1 8
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 4
Agnculture 3
Agronomy 2 2
Animal and Food Industries 7
Animal Industries 19
Animal Physiology 1 1
Applied Economics 2
Aquaculture. Fisheries, and WikJIrte Biology 8 8
Entomology 1 1
Food Science 10
Food Technology 1
Horticulture 10 3
Nutrition 2
Packaging Science
Plant Pathology
2
1
Plant Physiology 2
Preprofessional Studies 1
Wildlife Biology 1
Total 66 45 1
1
College ol Architecture
Architecture 35
Buildirtg Science and Management 30 6
City and Regional Planning 19
Design 85
Fine Arts 5 3
Total 120 63
College of Commerce and Industry
Accounting 109 20
Business Administration 109
Economics 51 9
Financial Management 195
Industrial Management 53 24 4
Management 178
Management Science
Marketing 179
Textile Chemistry 6 2
Textile Management 22
Textile and Polymer Science 1
Textile Science 1
Total 793 165 5
College of Education
Administration and Supervision 24
Counseling and Guidance Services 70
Early Childhood Education 44
Education 5
Elementary Education 115 40
Graphic Communications 25
Industrial Education 12 43
Reading 10
Science Teaching 31
Secondary Education 61 14
Secondary Education and History 1
Special Education 1 2
Vocational and Technical Education 5
Total 290 203 5 5
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College of Engineering
Agricultural Engineering 2 2 2
Bioengineering 2
Ceramic Engineering 46 8 2
Chemical Engineering 27 6 2
Civil Engineering 100 14 4
Computer Engineering 24 12 2
Electrical Engineering 92 28 5
Engineering 22
Engineering Analysis 6
Engineering Mechanics 2 1
Engineering Technology 10
Environmental Systems Engineering 18 3
Industrial Engineering 49 8 1
Mechanical Engineering 112 27 2
Total 459 149
College of Forest and Recreation
Resources
Forest Products 2
Forest Resource Management 15
Forest Resources 7 3
Parks, Recreation, and Tounsm
Management 76 5 2
Total 93 12 5
College of Liberal Arts
Economics and Political Science
English
English and History
English and Political Science
English and Spanish
History
History and Philosophy
History and Political Science
History and Secondary Education
Language and International Trade
Modern Languages
Political Science
Political Science and Spanish
Psychology
Psychology and Sociology
Sociology
3
55 19
4
2
1
31 5
1
3
1
49
4
54
1
68 6
3
35
Total 315 30
College of Nursing
Nursing 40 8
Total 40 8
College of Sciences
Biochemistry
Biological Sciences
Botany
Chemistry
Computer Information Systems
Computer Science
Geology
Mathematical Sciences
Medical Technology
Microbiology
Physics
Preprofessional Studies
Zoology
7 1 1
46
1
14 5 9
19
33 19
6
25 17 2
1
32 5 4
8 9 1
4 1
Total 191 61
Total Degrees Awarded 1990-1991 2,367 736 5 68
Grand Total Degrees Awarded 1990-1991 3,176
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Major Course
ASSOCIATES
Nursing
TOTAL DEGREES AWARDED BY MAJOR COURSE, 1896-1991
The enrollment of Clemson has grown fronn 446 students at the opening of the University in
1 893, to 1 7,295 for the first semester. 1 991 -92. Since the opening of the University, 59,568
students have been awarded the Bachelor's degree. Duhng this same period, 426
Associate degrees, 13,865 Master's degrees, 1,197 Doctor of Philosophy degrees, 31
Doctor of Education degrees, and 166 Education Specialist degrees have been awarded.
A total of 75.253 degrees have been awarded by Clemson University.
Engineering Industrial Education 70
Engineering Technology 694
English 681
English and History 18
English and Mathematical Scisncas 1
English and Political Science 14
English and Psychology 1
English and Sociology 1
English and Spanish 5
Entomology 179
Financial Management 1,732
Fine Arts 12
Food Science 158
Forest Management 432
Forest Products 15
Forest Resource Management 16
Forestry 288
French and History 2
French and Political Scienc* 11
French and Psychology 1
French and Spanish 1
General Science 359
Geology 139
German and History 1
German and Political Science 3
German and Psychology 1
Graphic Communications 158
History 241
History and Philosophy 1
History and Political Science 6
History and Psychology 1
History and Secondary Education 1
Horticulture 678
Industrial Education 1,028
Industrial Engineering 332
Industrial Management 2,178
Industrial Physics 56
Language and International Trade 107
Management 1,030
Marketing 410
Mathematical Sciences 621
Mathematics 229
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering 489
Mechanical Engineering 3,338
Medical Technology 154
Metallurgical Engineering 20
Microbiology 610
Modern Languages 197
Nursing 1.218
Packaging Science 4
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Management 566
Physics 218
Plant Sciences 517
Political Science 723
Political Science and Psychology 1
Political Science and Sociology 1
Political Science and Spanish 5
Poultry Science 59
Prearchitecture 407
Premedicine 756
Preprofessional Studies 218
Total Associate Degrees Awarded 426
BACHELORS
Accounting 1.190
Administrative Management „ 2.446
Agricultural Chemistry 102
Agricultural Economics 486
Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology 123
Agricultural Education 701
Agricultural Engineering 644
Agricultural Mechanization and
Business 194
Agriculture 244
Agriculture and Animal Industry 80
Agriculture and Chemistry 69
Agronomy 847
Animal Industries 473
Animal Science 913
Applied Mathematics 34
Aquaculture. Fisheries and
Wildlife Biology 41
Architectural Engineering 118
Architecture 740
Arts and Sciences 2,542
Bachelor o( Science 3
Biochemistry 126
Biological Sciences 102
Biology 301
Botany 63
Building Construction 306
Building Science 35
Building Science and Management 260
Ceramic Engineering 599
Chemical Engineering 1,239
Chemistry 606
Chemistry Engineering 70
Chemistry and Geology 11
Chemistry and German 1
Chemistry and History 1
Civil Engineering 2,913
Community and Rural Development 11
Computer Engineering 419
Computer Information Systems 149
Computer Science 519
Dairy Science 427
Design 820
Early Childhood Education 777
Economic Biology 178
Economics 623
Economics and French 6
Economics and History 1
Economics and Political Science 11
Economics and Spanish 6
Education 242
Electrical Engineering 3,540
Elementary Education 1,924
Engineering Analysis 103
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Psychology 787
Psychology and Sociology 4
Psychology and Spanish 2
Recreation and Park Administration 1,223
Science Teaching 455
Secondary Education 1,323
Secondary Education and English 1
Secondary Education and History 2
Secondary Education and Spanish 1
Sociology 412
Soils 9
Special Education 1
Textile Chemistry 419
Textile Engineering 1,060
Textile Industrial Education 85
Textile Management 377
Textile Manufacturing 1.045
Textile Science 92
Textile Technology 209
Textiles 35
Veterinary Science 16
Vocational Agricultural Education 729
Weaving and Design 42
Wood Utilization 52
Zoology 512
DOUBLE MAJORS
Agricultural Chemistry and Arts
and Sciences 1
Agricultural Chemistry and
General Science i
Agricultural Economics and
Animal Husbandry 1
Agricultural Economics and
Vocational Agricultural Education 1
Agricultural Engineenng and Civil
Engineering 2
Agricultural Engineering and Electrical
Engineering 1
Agricultural Engineering and Mechanical
Engineering 1
Agronomy and Agricultural Education 1
Agronomy and Vocational Agncultural
Education 4
Animal Husbandry and Agricultural
Education 3
Animal Husbandry and Ceramic
Engineering 1
Animal Husbandry and Dairy 2
Animal Husbandry and Industrial
Management 1
Animal Husbandry and Vocational
Agricultural Education 5
Architectural Engineering and
Architecture, five-year 1
Architecture and Architectural
Engineering 11
Architecture and Civil Engineering 1
Architecture, four-year, and Architecture
five-year 18
Architecture, four-year and Mechanical
Engineering 1
Arts and Sciences and Agricultural
Economics 1
Chemical Engineering and Chemistry
and Chemistry Engineering 3
Chemical Er>gineering and Chemistry
Engineering 1
Chemistry and Agricultural Chemistry 1
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering l
Chemistry and Chemistry Engineering 1
Chemistry and General Science 1
Chemistry and Industrial Physics 1
Civil Engineering and Architecture 1
Civil Engineering and Chemistry
and Geology 2
Civil Engineering and Electrical
Engineering l
Civil Engineering and Industrial
Physics 1
Civil Engineering and Mechanical
Engineering 1
Electrical Engineering and Applied
Mathematics 1
Electrical Engineering and Industrial
Physics 1
Electrical Engineering and Mechanical
Engineering 17
Electrical Engineering and Textile
Engineering 1
Entomology and Architecture, five-year 1
Entomology and Premedicine 1
General Science and Ceramic Engineering 1
General Science and Education 1
General Science and Electrical Engineering 1
Horticulture and Agronomy 1
Horticulture and Architectural Engineering 1
Horticulture and Civil Engineering 1
Industrial Education and Architecture 1
Industrial Education and Electrical
Engineering 1
Industrial Education and Forestry 1
Industrial Engineenng and Mechanical
Engineering 1
Mechancal Engineering and Textile
Engineering 4
Poultry and Vocational Agncultural
Education i
Premedicine and Arts and Sciences 1
Premedicine and Textile Chemistry 2
Textile Chemistry and Civil
Engineering 1
Textile Chemistry and Textile
Manufacturing 1
Textile Engineenng and Civil
Engineering i
Textile Engineenng and Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering l
Textile Engineenng and Textile
Industrial Education 1
Textile Engineering and Textile
Manufacturing 1
Textile Engineering and Weaving
and Designing 1
Textile Manufacturing and Mechanical
Engineering 1
Total Bachelors" Degrees Awarded 58,806
MASTERS
Accounting 109
Agricultural Economics 165
Agricultural Education 295
Agricultural Engineering 71
Agriculture 202
Agronomy 97
Animal and Food Industries 118
Animal Physiology 1
Animal Science 48
Applied Psychology 12
Aquaculture, Fisheries,
and Wildlife Biology 22
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Architecture 537
Bacteriology 6
Biochemistry 40
Bioeng meeting 151
Botany 39
Building Science and
Management 14
Business Administration 779
Ceramic Engineering 137
Chemical Engineering 168
Chemistry 178
City and Regional Planning 196
Civil Engineering 238
Computer Engineering ^ 96
Computer Science 165
Dairy Science 24
Economics 109
Education 1,325
Administration and Supervision 470
Counseling and Guidance Services 399
Elementary Education 1,268
Personnel Services 682
Reading 411
Secondary Education 296
Special Education 107
Education Specialist 165
Electrical Engineering 387
Engineering 308
Engineering Mechanics 38
English 252
Entomology 148
Environmental Systems Enginaaring 217
Family Health Nursing 37
Fine Arts 77
Forest Resources 11
Forestry 138
History 54
Horticulture 142
Industrial Education 367
Industrial Engineering 43
Industrial Management 229
Management 152
Materials Engineering 14
Mathematical Sciences 353
Mathematics 170
Mechanical Engineering 295
Microbiology 127
Nuclear Science 3
Nursing 65
Nutrition 63
Nutritional Science 75
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Management 41
Physics 145
Plant Pathology 47
Plant Physiology 2
Poultry Science 27
Recreation and Park Administration 119
Systems Engineering 42
Textile Chemistry 87
Textile Industrial Education 1
Textile Science 69
Textiles 1
Water Resources Engineering 52
Wildlife Biology 74
Zoology 164
Total Masters' Degrees Awarded 13,776
DOCTORS
Agricultural Economics 17
Agricultural Engineering 28
Agronomy 34
Animal Physiology 38
Applied Economics 36
Biochemistry 9
Bioengineering 18
Ceramic Engineering 2
Chemical Engineering 43
Chemical Physics 3
Chemistry 150
Civil Engineering 41
Computer Engineering 4
Computer Science 5
Electrical Engineering 51
Engineering Management 36
Engineering Mechanics 20
Entomology 75
Environmental Systems Engineering 37
Food Technology 4
Forest Resources 4
Forestry 11
Industrial Engineering 14
Industrial Management 35
Management Science 23
Materials Engineering 3
Mathematical Sciences 53
Mathematics 36
Mechanical Engineering 28
Microbiology 23
Nutrition 31
Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management 7
Physics 98
Plant Pathology 22
Plant Physiology 39
Systems Engineering 8
Textile and Polymer Science 24
Vocational and Technical Education 29
Water Resources Engineering 1
Zoology . 54
Total Doctors' Degrees Awarded 1,194
Grand Total Degrees Awarded 1896-1991 74.202
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ENROLLMENT BY MAJORS AND ACADEMIC CLASSIFICATION
FaU Semester 1991
M^ior Course
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College of Agricultural
Sciences
Agricultural and Applied
Economics 8 15 10 8 41 2 11 13 54
Agricultural Education 9 10 10 6 35 7 12 19 54
Agricultural Engineering 6 8 16 30 1 21 22 52
Agricultural Mechanization
and Business 6 12 9 9 36 36
Agriculture 2 8 10 10
Agronomy 8 4 3 4 1 20 5 16 21 41
Animal and Food Industries 9 11 20 20
Animal Physiology 4 16 20 20
Animal Science 40 34 28 21 123 123
Applied Economics 4 27 31 31
Aquariilture, Fisheries, and
Wildlife Biology 43 26 42 16 1 128 9 28 37 165
Community and Rural
Devetopment 5 5 7 4 21 21
Dairy Science 1 3 4 5 13 13
Entomology 2 3 1 1 7 6 19 25 32
Food Science 4 6 4 10 24 24
Food Technology 9 9 9
HorticuNure 17 10 17 14 2 60 2 7 9 69
Horticulture - Turfgrass 2 13 12 3 30 30
Nutrition 3 16 19 19
Packaging Science 19 9 18 11 57 57
Plant Pathology 1 1 2 13 13 15
Plant Physiology 2 14 16 16
Poultry Science 3 2 4 5 1 15 15
Agriculture (Undeclared) 70 6 2 78 78
Agriculture (Undeclared) 24 24 24
Total 237 165 180 133 5 720 56 228 24 308 1.028
College of Architecture
Architecture 7 7 22 57 79 86
Construction Science and
Management 11 16 39 44 5 115 3 13 16 131
City and Regional Planning 24 31 55 55
Design (BA)
Architecture Studies 29 18 25 18 90 90
Landscape Architecture 1 2 3 3
Visual Arts Studies 9 6 14 11 40 5 11 16 56
Design (BS)
Architecture Studies 49 37 68 86 1 241 241
Landscape Architecture 3 1 4 4
Landscape Architecture
(BLA) 14 11 15 15 2 57 57
Architecture (Undeclared) 3 3 3
Total 113 93 162 174 15 557 54 112 3 169 726
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Mtgor Course
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College of Commerce
and Industry
Accounting 131 136 139 116 6 528 14 30 44 572
Business Administration 13 13 186 282 468 481
Economics (BS) 32 22 48 48 150 27 19 46 196
Financial Management 112 160 234 208 714 714
Industrial Management 21 26 49 54 2 152 23 44 67 219
Management 142 145 220 221 2 730 730
Management Science 10 10 10
Marketing 117 114 165 177 1 574 574
Textile Chemistry 15 7 16 3 41 3 3 44
Textile Management 51 29 32 28 140 140
Textile and Polymer Saence 2 10 12 12
Textile Science 3 4 1 2 10 2 4 6 16
Commerce and Industry
(Undeclared) 21 21 21
Total 624 643 904 857 24 3,052 254 402 21 677 3,729
Collage of Education
Administration and
Supervision 3 75 78 78
Counseling and Guidance
Services 2 2 54 150 204 206
Early Childhood Education 41 50 46 42 179 179
Elementary Education 127 129 118 138 5 517 19 69 88 605
Graphic Communications 39 50 53 31 173 173
Human Resource Development 17 43 60 60
Industrial Education 1 1 14 38 52 53
Human Resource
Development 2 14 12 24 52 52
Industrial Technology 8 5 3 3 19 19
Vocational-Technical 1 2 2 5 5
Mathematics Teaching 6 7 18 24 1 56 56
Reading 6 30 36 36
Science Teaching
Biological Sciences 10 3 7 10 2 32 32
Earth Science 2 3 5 6 16 16
Physical Sciences 7 7 2 1 17 17
Secondary Education
English 19 24 23 22 88 4 3 7 95
French 1 1 4 3 9 9
German 1 1 2 2
History 18 16 15 17 66 3 1 4 70
Mathematics 29 28 21 21 2 101 1 24 25 126
Natural Sciences 1 12 13 13
Political Science 1 4 2 7 7
Social Sciences 11 13 15 12 2 53 53
Spanish 2 7 4 7 20 20
Special Education 21 22 15 3 61 11 20 31 92
Vocational and Technical
Education 1 41 42 42
Education (Undeclared) 5 11 32 14 17 79 79
Education (Undeclared) 674 674 674
Total 349 395 398 381 32 1.555 134 506 674 1,314 2,869
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Magor Course
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College of Engineering
Bioengineering 19 36 55 55
Ceramic Engineering 30 65 53 2 150 9 25 34 184
Chemical Engineering 66 68 62 1 197 12 21 33 230
Civil Engineenng 66 138 126 5 335 26 63 89 424
Computer Engineering 27 48 49 2 126 11 40 51 177
Electrical Engineering 57 146 177 4 384 44 78 122 506
Engineering Analysis 3 9 7 19 19
Engineering Mechanics 2 9 11 11
Environmental Systems
Engineering 25 79 104 104
Freshman Engineering 924 393 74 11 4 1,406 1,406
Industrial Engineering 1 24 69 92 1 187 27 38 65 252
Materials Science and
3 2 5 5
Mechanical Engineering 91 197 212 6 506 32 83 115 621
Engineering (Undeclared) 1 1 24 24 25
Total 926 757 814 789 25 3.311
College of Forest and
Recreation Resources
Forest Products
Forest Resource Management
Forestry
Parks, Recreation, and
Tourism Management
Forest and Recreation
Resources (Undeclared)
2 1 3 7 7
26 24 20 108 108
12 37 49 49
77 102 108 2 370 13 43 56 426
5 5 5
Total
College of Liberal Arts
Applied Psychology 11 14 25 25
Applied Sociology 000000340 77
English 43 66 88 62 1 260 22 52 74 334
French 120609000 09
German 10 1002000 02
History 50 37 43 26 2 158 10 14 24 182
Language and International
Trade 44 56 71 68 239 239
Philosophy 2 1 430 10 000 10
Political Science 75 61 84 71 3 294 294
Psychology 88 95 92 88 1 364 364
Sociology 15 26 45 37 123 123
Spanish 4 2 1 4 011 00 Oil
Liberal Arts (Undeclared) 153 61 21 4 239 239
Liberal Arts (Undeclared) 30 30 30
Total 476 407 450 369 7 1,709 46 84 30 160 1.869
College of Nursing
Nursing
Nursing (Undeclared)
115 115 102 95 6 433 9 52
16
61
16
494
16
Total 115 115 102 95 6 433 9 52 16 77 510
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Msgor Course
S 5
College of Sciences
Biochemistry 23 20 22 13 78 5 11 16 94
Biological Science (BS) 103 87 92 62 344 344
Botany 2 2 2
Chemistry (BA) 1 2 1 5 5
Chemistry (BS) 6 12 15 41 13 52 65 106
Computer Information
Systems 16 27 23 24 4 94 94
Computer Science (BA) 1 1 2 2
Computer Science (BS) 49 52 43 54 4 202 40 99 139 341
Geology (BA) 1 1 4 4
Geology (BS) 7 5 15 4 3 7 22
Mathematical Sciences (BA) 4 7 6 21 21
Mathematical Sciences (BS) 22 25 28 32 107 29 68 97 204
Medical Technology 12 8 6 1 33 33
Microbiology 21 30 23 83 11 31 42 125
Physics (BA) 1 5 5
Physics (BS) 13 10 10 5 1 39 18 41 59 98
Prepharmacy 19 19 2 1 41 41
Prephysical Therapy 38 24 13 75 75
Preprofessional Health 78 9 5 1 93 93
Zoology 8 41 49 49
Sciences (Undeclared) 11 11 11
Total 398 326 303 244 11 1.282 128 348 11 487 1.769
Nondegree 181 181 181
Grand Total 3,358 3,006 3,440 3,173 308 13,285 916 2.286 808 4,010 17.295
ENROLLMENT BY STATE AND COUNTRY
FaU Semester, 1991-1992
Appendix 427
States Florence 215 Guatemala 3
Alabama 38 Georgetown 68 Honduras 3
Alaska 4 Greenville 1,839 Hong Kong 3
Arizona 6 Greenwood 233 India 321
Arkansas 5 Hampton 41 Indonesia
California 30 Horry 222 Iran
Colorado 12 Jasper 19 Ireland
Connecticut 103 Kershaw 166 Israel
Delaware 61 Lancaster 88 Jamaica
District of Columbia 11 Laurens 180 Japan
Florida 414 Lee 35 Jordan
Georgia 534 Lexington 605 Kenya
Guam 1 Marion 63 Korea, Republic 14
Hawaii 2 Marlb)oro 22 Lebanon
Idaho 1 McCormick 29 Malaysia 2
Illinois 57 Newberry 114 Mauritius 1
Indiana 37 Oconee 696 Mexico 5
Iowa 7 Orangeburg 179 Nepal 3
Kansas 3 Other 649 Netherlands Antilles 2
Kentucky 50 Pickens 1,056 Nicaragua 1
Louisiana 30 Richland 537 Nigeria 1
Maine 10 Saluda 67 Norway 3
(Maryland 338 Spartanburg 655 Pakistan 11
Massacfiusetts 102 Sumter 167 Paraguay 1
Michigan 35 Union 74 Philippines 10
Minnesota 9 Williamsburg 51 Poland 4
Mississippi 15 Yor1( 357 Romania 1
Missoun 17 South Carolina 11.873 Russia 3
Nebraska 8 Tennessee 122 Saudi Arabia 1
New Hampshire 19 Texas 63 Singapore 4
New Jersey 435 Vermont 2 South Africa 1
New Mexico 3 Virginia 420 Sri Lanka 4
New Yof1< 214 Washington 8 Sudan 1
North Carolina 418 West Virginia 36 Sweden 3
North Dakota 1 Wisconsin 5 Switzerland 1
Ohio 115 16.551 Syria 2
Oklahoma 12 Countries Taiwan 62
Oregon 2 Argentina 2 Tanzania 1
Other 639 Australia 2 Thailand 1
Pennsylvania 210 Bangladesh 4 Togo 1
Puerto Rico 3 Belize 1 Tunisia 1
Rhode Island 11 Bolivia 1 Turkey 12
South Carolina Brazil 3 Uganda 1
Abbeville 119 Burundi 2 United Kingdom 6
Aiken 264 Cameroon 1 United States 3
Allendale 13 Canada 13 Venezuela 1
Anderson 1.266 Cayman Islands 2 Yugoslavia 5
Bamberg 37 China, Republic of 107 Zimbabwe 1,
Barnwell 42 Colombia 5 744
Beaufort 130 Costa Rica 5
Berkeley 192 Cyprus 1 Grand Total 17,295
Calhoun 38 Czechoslovakia 1
Charleston 548 Denmark 2
Cherokee 127 Dominican Republic 1
Chester 44 Ecuador 2
Chesterfield 62 Egypt 5
Clarendon 42 El Salvador 2
Colleton 56 Ethiopia 2
Darlington 123 France 26
Dillon 48 Germany 10
Dorchester 199 Ghana 2
Edgefield 50 Greece 4
Fairfield 46 Grenada 1
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DOCTORS' DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 10, 1991
FARRELL BLENN BROWN. Acting Dean. Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Agronomy
Guo Hao He . Shanghai, China
M.S., Nanjing Agric. College
Dissertation: Comparison of Foundation Populations and Selection Methods in Adapted by Exotic Crosses
Animal Physiology
Mark A. Shoop Jersey Shore, Pa.
B.S., M.S., Pennsylvania State University
Dissertation: Induced Thermotolerance in Gallusdometticus: Subsequent Neural and Endocrine Responses
Applied Economics
Hailu Mekonnen _ . Gohatsion, Ethiopia
B S., New Mexico State University; M.S.C
,
Cornell University
Dissertation: The Structure of Agricultural Production, Factor Productivity and Technology Adoption in
Cote D'Avoire
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Industrial Management
Carol Lynn Karnes . . Anderson
B.A., Eastern Michigan University; M.A., University of Michigan-Ann Arbor; M.B.A., Oakland University
Dissertation: Measuring the Value of Quality For Apparel Manufacturing
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Vocational and Technical Education
John David Bernard III Charleston
B.S., University of South Carolina; M.S.. New Jersey Institute of Technology
Dissertation: The Development of the Technical Education Modeling and Simulation (TEMS) Computer
System with Application for the South Carolina Model for Technical Education
John Malvin Leininger Clemson
B.S., State University of New York College at Oswego; M. InEd., Clemson University
Dissertation: A Comparison of the Affective and Cognitive Responses of Students Receiving Two Forms
of Individualized Instruction in Graphic Communications
Lee Watson Sloan China Grove, N. C.
B.S., M.Ed., North Carolina State University
Dissertation: An Analysis of Job Placement Factors of Trade and Industrial Vocational Programs
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Engineering
Reynaldo Cabalonga Castro llocos Norte, Philippines
B.S., M.S., University of the Philippines
Dissertation: The Vortex Machine as a Passive Airflow Inducer: Experimental and Performance Simula-
tion Studies (Field of Specialization: Agricultural Engineering)
Qin Chen ^^ _ Shanghai, China
B.S., Nanjing Institute Tech.; M.S., Oregon State University
Dissertation: Information Integration By Relaxation Labeling (Field of Specialization: Electrical
Engineering)
Kyei-Sing Kwong Sacramento, Ca.
B.S., Chinese Culture University; M.S., National Taiwan University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Computer Simulation of Spherical Packing and Measurements (Field of Specialization:
Ceramic Engineering)
Anil Kumar Lahoti Karimnagar, India
B.E., Osmania University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: A Decision Support System (DSS) Framework for Continuous Quality/Productivity Improve-
ment in Manufacturing (Field of Specialization: Industrial Engineering)
Kathleen Ann Liburdy Marietta, Ga.
B.S., M.S., University of Alabama at Birmingham
Dissertation: Semantic Object Models in High Level Computer Vision: A Unification-Based Approach
(Field of Specialization: Computer Engineering)
Shyh-Chang Liu Taipei, Taiwan
B.A., National Tsing Hua University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Correlation Properties Of Code Division Multiple Access Sequences (Field of Specializa-
tion: Electrical Engineering)
KliiyurN. Panneerselvam Madras, India
B.T., Madras University; M.Engr., Asian Institute of Technology
Dissertation: Impact of Density Currents on Secondary Clarifler Performance (Field of Specialization:
Environmental Systems Engineering)
Johannes Robert Roebers Jullch, West Germany
B.S., Rheinisch-Westfalische Technische Hochschule-West Germany
Dissertation: Fractionation of Petroleum Pitch by Supercritical Fluid Extraction: Experimental Phase
Behavior and Analytical Characterization (Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering)
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management
Rosangela K. Boyd Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
B.A., Pontificia University; M. Ed., Clemson University
Dissertation: The Efficacy of Humor in Improving the Quality of Life of Residents of Long Term Care
Facilities: An Exploratory Study
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Chemistry
Samuel Carl O'Neal Clemson
B.S., M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Oxidative Decarbonylation as a Route to Forming Novel Polychacogen Clusters
Microbiology
James Thomas Warren, Jr. Conneaut Lake, Pa.
B.S., Allegheny College
Dissertation: Transcriptional Regulation of Tyrosinase Gene Expression in B16 Melanoma Cell Culture
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MASTERS' DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 10, 1991
FARRELL BLENN BROWN, Acting Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Hugh Franklin Lanier
Barry Lee Norris
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Cartersville, Ga. Marshall P. Watt. Jr. Iva
Soperton, Ga.
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE
Calvin Cool Idga Bryant III Jessie Lillian Newton Pickens
Lawrancaburg, Tenn. Del rdre Jean Woalfal Collaga Station, Taxaa
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Economics
Sylvain Raymond HInschberger Francois Charles Robin Vendee, Franca
- _- Wtlleroncourt, France Elvira Maria Silva Porto, Portugal
Jean-Philippe Penat Roubaix, France Veronique Florence Vaillat .. Lea Miaux, Franca
Gllles Richard Meudon. France
Agronomy
Daniel Hasford Poston Gresham
Aquacultura, FItharlas, and W:idi:fa Biology
Daniel Major Rankin Walhalla
Animal Physiology
Debra Lynn Weisman .^ Newington, Ct.
Hortlcullura
Thomas Gabriel Boucounis Gray Court Mark Anthony Hubbard Greenville, N. C.
Plant Pathology
Beryl Bernstein Tucson. Ariz.
Wildllfa Biology
Anthony Joseph Savereno _-. Monongah. W. Va.
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Francis Huber Bain East Hampton. N. Y.
Louis Brian Blum, Jr. Medford. N. J.
JaraTrellise Bolinger Gaffney
Ana Covington Greenville
Glen George Deisler Barnegat, N. J.
Michael Wayne Donkle Newberry
Julie-Anna Eldridge Easley
Harold Edwin Fuller Florence
Christa Lea Gilgen Green Pond
Paul Donald Hammond Toronto, Ontario
Crest AndriJ Klufas Toronto. Ontario
Ashley Dawn Kluttz Atlanta. Ga.
Wilbur Alfred Moore III Greenville
Robert Thomas Ormsby Cedar Rapids. Iowa
Michael Thomas Pry Central
Timothy Scott Rawlings Chapin
David Andrew Reilly Upper Montclair. N. J,
Jerry Grace Robinson Spartanburg
Ronald Scott Sullivan Wilmington. Del.
Douglas Donald Whitney Brevard, N. C.
William Wendell Williams Annapolis. Md.
Tony Gordon Wilson Camden
David William Wright, Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
William Sutter Zehrung Marietta. Ga.
MASTER OF BUILDING SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
William Carney Bachman Lansdale, Pa. Justin Lee Landers Jacksonville, Fla.
Kirk Alan Blngenheimer Clemson David Stephen Lindsay Bennettsville
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MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Douglas Lee Bailey Rock Hill
Robert Wayne Clark, Jr. North Augusta
Georgane Coggins Charleston
Michael Charles Duffy Springfield, Mo.
Allison Cannon Dyches Walterboro
Gary Cameron Horton Six Mile
Stenson Duke Lee, Jr. Clayton, N. C.
David Marshall McCrary Charleston
Daniel Warren McElmurray Beech Island
Cynthia Joan Pettit Fairfield, Ct.
Mark Durant Pleasant Miami, Fla.
Kendal Russeil-Jones Greenville
Suzanne Elizabeth Schwoebel Central
Marion Leiand Smith Clarkesville, Ga.
Andrea Leigh Surratt Wingate, N. C.
Judith Ann Teach Columbus, Ohio
Lisa Ann Wassel Shenandoah, Pa.
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
George Thomas Brasweli Wilson, N. C. Ronald Gordon Dill North Plalnfield, N.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
MASTER OF BUSINESS
David Rhett Berger Columbia
Ronald J. Blase _^ St. Louis, Mo.
William Westbrook Bowen Pickens
Henry William Chandler Greenville
Barbara Hyland Davis Duncan
Janet Elaine DILeo Taylors
Carolyn Margaret Glosek SImpsonville
Thomas Rogers Grove Greenville
Thomas Melvin Hendricks, Jr. Anderson
Joan Catherine Hermann Greenville
Frederick Carl Holbrook Greenwood
Dianne Rice Hurt Mauldin
Jeffrey Scott Hyten Edwardsville, III.
James Francis Lempke Greenville
Jill Ballenger McDonough Simpsonville
Matthew Taylor McQueen Princeton. Ind.
Alan Lee Milliken Anderson
Masaya Naito Tokyo, Japan
ADMINISTRATION
John David Noda Easley
Jean Anne Q'Malley Atlanta, Ga.
Troy Robert Owens Raleigh, N. C.
David Jon Pollock Anderson
Thomas Alfred Roach Greenville
Michael William Ryan Gullderland, N. Y.
Juliana Terese Sagona Huntington, N. Y.
Allison Ortiz-Velez Schriver Spartanburg
Matthew Karl Sorenson Morgantown, W. Va.
John Baker Sutherland Beaufort
Rosemarie Leonor Valdes Miami, Fla.
Susan Beth Van Norstrand Taylors
Steven Andrew Walker Spartanburg
William Barney Weems III Columbia
Lee Sparks Wills Greenville
Christopher Lee Wilson Simpsonville
Roger Alan Wilson Walhalia
Francis Harrison Horfon III
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY
- - -.- Greenville S. Lynn Martin Maffett Clemson
Paulo Nicua Mole
MASTER OF ARTS
Economics
Clemson Kevin Christopher Shelton Springfield, Va.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Industrial Management
Jill Kesler Burroughs Liberty Gail Elizabeth Holmes Charleston
Clay Shawn Elward Buffalo, N. Y. Harry Alan Hutson Summerviile
Joseph Steven Holcombe Greenville Yaomin Xue JIangsu, China
Textile Chemistry
Cathy RIdgeway Moore Belton Mimi Felicia Rawls Wagener
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
MASTER OF EDUCATION
Administration and Supervision
Tammie Stephens Cothran Central Karen Denise Jackson Greenville
Wayne Phillip Britt Ford Lllburn, Ga. Troy Miles Terry Central
Sheila Finley Hilton Anderson Eunice Campbell Williams Anderson
Timothy Nelson Howard Seneca Wendy Carol Wilson Anderson
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Counseling and Quidance Servlcta
Ann-Marie Armstrong Anderson Angela Barnelt Masslngille Taylors
Karen Williford Bates Anderson April Darnell May Ware Shoals
Carol Lesley Baumgarner Easley Paula Leigh Morgan Clemson
Barbara Lou Bowen Chapin Cheryl Renee Mix Clemson
Martha Virginia Busterna Greenwood Gregory Alan Padgett Clemson
Sonja Mathers Eberhart West Union Susan Douglas Passadunte Clemson
Janet Ruth Faulkner Clover Angela Marie Farmer Randall Columbia
Susan Dianne Fuller Clinton James Monroe Shafer Natural Bridge, Va.
Gary Vincent Gaulin Seneca Janice Marie Ulmer Ruffin
Margaret Wells Lee Greenville Sharon Leigh Walters Greenwood
Kathleen Kate Malone Greenville Donna Burdette Welch Abbeville
Ann Lewis Massey Walhalla Allison Stem Wheaton Elberton, Ga.
Elementary Education
Bruce Curtis Cable Greenville Linda Sue Fawley Greenville
Lynn Armantrout Connelly Spartanburg Allison Lyn Moore Clemson
Kathy Ann DabkowskI Middletown, Ohio Jane Elizabeth Nine Greenville
Christina Ann Decoteau Six Mile Julian Keasler Queries Seneca
Ann Skelton Douglas Clemson
Secondary Education
Linda Corley Harris Greenwood Carol Susan Rogers Gainesville, Ga.
Barbara Jean Nicodemus Beech Grove. Ind. Nancy Carol Skellon Spartanburg
Donna Elizabeth Reeves Abbeville
Special Education
McKayla Ann Jerome Newburgh, Ind.
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Cheryl Carson Lone Star Brian Jay Lemere Walhalla
Faye O'Quinn Dyar Seneca Mir Mohammed Nasim Greenville
Alfred Leonard Erickson Anderson Richard Scott Schwartz Clemson
Gregory Floyd Gilstrap Seneca Roland Scott Tidwell Clinton
Terris LImehouse Herren Taylors Christine Catherine Wimmer Bethlehem, Pa.
Amy Lynn Jarosick Mauldin Michael Leroy Woodrum Spartanburg
Ronald Stevens Kelley Anderson
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Electrical Engineering
James Michael Beauregard Haverhill, Mass. Donnie Gale Vest Little Rock, Ark.
James Michael HaJJar Methuen, Mass. Rebecca Rogers Woodall Albany, G a.
Daniel Ray Halsey Greensboro, N. C.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Engineering
(Agricultural Engineering is Jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.)
Tye Mitchell Conlan Salinas, Ca.
Bloengineering
Robert Everard Blackwell Fort Mill
Ceramic Engineering
Heber Edward Rast III Cameron
Chemical Engineering
Joseph Ronald Lemanski South Bend, Ind. Thierry Renault Dinan, France
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Civil Engineering
Andrews Eugene Groves, Jr. Columbia David Bradford Lambert Norfolk, Va.
Lisa Carole Hannah Six Mile James Keith Plemmons Waynesville. N. C.
George Gameel lshal< Assuit, Egypt Frederick Scott Sprouse Ninety Six
Douglas Riegel Kaczmarek Amarillo, Texas
Computer Engineering
Anthony Robert Ambrose ___ Daytona Beach, Fla. John Scott McNerney St. Louis, Mo.
Robert Douglas Ferrell Irmo Keith Owen Wichmann Charleston
Christopher Wilson Mathewes Greenville Timothy Eugene Willis Spartanburg
Electricai Engineering
Thomas Edward Brown II Columbia Priyadarshan Ashok Kolte Tucker, Ga.
Narasimha Rao Buddhavarapu Edison, N.J. Jay Richard Maddux Lafayette, Ind.
Anand Prasad Chinnaswamy
__ Coimbatore, India Paul Alan McAllister Darlington
Sridhar Garia Clemson Pradeep Reddy Pesari Clemson
Nancy Bartlett Heilemann Clemson Paul Mark Sadka Greenville
Engineering Mechanics
Blake James Leary Annandaie, Va.
Environmental Systems Engineering
Debankur Das Calcutta, India Michael Jeffrey Hartz Summervllle
Charles Joseph Fox Portland, Ore. Sheri Lane Knox Raleigh, N. C.
Deepak Ranjan Ghosh Calcutta, India Donna Marie Nicklaus Lone Tree, Iowa
Ashish Goel Lucknow, India Mukul Sharma Faridabad, India
industrial Engineering
Janine Dorisa Anthony Decatur, Ga. Patricia Myers Hutson Moncks Corner
Mechanical Engineering
Venus Dinesh Desal Clemson Rangarajan Narayanaswami India
Urban Joseph De Souza Bombay, India Srinivas Nishtala Bombay, India
Charles Frederick KIrschman, Jr. Deepak ShukIa Kanpur, India
Wilmington, Dei. Carl Lee Sitter, Jr. Seneca
Lam Siong LIm Clemson Scott Cutler Willis Florence
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES
Judson Arnold Alden Georgetown
MASTER OF PARKS. RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Richard Arlen Moorefield, Jr. _ Corinne, W. Va.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Forest Resources
William McKelvey Baughman Summervllle
Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Management
Heather Beth Stilwell Alexandria. Va.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MASTER OF ARTS
English
Warren Ellis Edminster Houston, Texas Farhad Ban! Idris Dhaka, Bangladesh
Terry Wayne Flippo Shreveport, La.
History
Thomas Ove Andersen Brevard, N. C.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Applied Psychology
Rita Kay Alvis Parkersburg, W. Va. Brian Donald Noble Marietta, Ga.
Lisa Marie Gonzalez Welrton, W. Va.
4M.
COLLEGE OF NURSING
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Nurtlna
Brenda Gayle Heller Belton
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Chemistry
Geoffrey Gettliffe Summerville
Computer Science
David Charles Hunnicutt St. Charles, III. Venkatesan Raghavan Madras, India
Stephen Douglas Lee Pendleton Hepburn M. Stroman Mt. Pleasant
Mathematical Sciences
Kevin James Bolton Shortsvilie. N. Y. Elizabeth Barrett Saunders Richmond, Va.
Roif Erilt Carlson Albuquerque, N. M. John S. Shaw Mansfield, Pa.
James Patrick Clemens Paulding. Ohio Matthew L. TenHulsen Clymer, N. Y.
Wayne Herbert Dyck Manitoba, Canada Martha Atkins Turner Campobello
Benjamin George House, Jr. Alexandria, Va. Christian John Wypasek Cleveland, Ohio
Jill Spelina KIrschman Freeport, N. Y. Janice Lynn Zawackl Hermitage. Pa.
Karen Lynn Knight Stonevllle, N. C.
Microbiology
Robert L. Bellsey Spartanburg
Physics
William Thomas Bridgman Homestead, Fla. David Richard Roth Clemson
Marc Raymond Curry Rochester, Minn. Timothy Frederick Slater Chanute, Kansas
Zoology
Diana Bebek Rijeka, Yugoslavia
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BACHELORS' DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 10, 1991
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Diane Elizabeth Bolbach Fairfax, Va. Jeffery Lavar Mooneyhan Camden
Stephen Wayne DesChamps Bishopville Lloyd L. Richardson II Britton's Neck
•Stephen Ramsey Eddins Camden
Agricultural Education
Jason Thomas Wiglngton Piedmont
Agricultural Mechanization and Business
James Mitchell Fleming Manning
Animal Industries
Bridget Blondell Broughton Cross Melissa Kay Herbert Sumter
•Barry Wayne Cabiness Shelby, N. C. Gwynne Elisabeth Kinley _ Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Greggory Luther Carter Westminster Evan Wynn Rainwater Roebuck
Peter Arnold Davis Union Margaret Marie Richardson BIythewood
•Danny Nelson Fulmer, Jr. Glen Springs Mary Elaine Van Steenburg Hillsboro, Ore.
Aquaculiure, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology
Clinton Lacy Dickey Aiken ***Amy Catherine Gibson Charleston
Food Science
Jane Elizabeth Goodson Sylva, N. C. Lori Ann Mathauer Millersville, Md.
Carole Marie Grabili Mishawaka, Ind. "Deborah Jeanlne Stueben Simpsonviile
•••Karin Berit Koib Ludwigsburg, Germany Gretchen Audria Tolson Hartsville
Horticulture
•Gary Robert Bachman Central Matthew John Medgyesy Easley
Brian Troy Caskey Aiken •'Patrick Christopher Wilson Laurens
Teresa JoAnn Daugherty Six Mile
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Design
Jill Ann Bergman N. Dartmouth, Mass. Elizabeth Louise Phillips Louisville, Ky.
Stacie Darlene Gregory Chesnee t**John Adams Pinckney ill Greenville
Joseph Wylie Mines Union Michael Jay Rapp Fort Mill
•Rebecca Marie Jarvis Dalzeii Tabatha Ann Tanner Hemingway
Mark David Major St. Louis, Mo. Andrea Marie Vaught Louisville, Ky.
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Katheryn Audrey Bowyer Maitland, Fla. Susan Dunreath Newman Johns Island
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Building Science and Management
•Joe Douglas Benjamin Greenwood 'Lisa Marie McCormac Columbia
•Glyn Edward Scott Broam Beaufort 'Steven Craig Sanders Lexington
Ronald Shaun Chambers Cleveland. Tenn. Christopher David Swale Cranbury, N. J.
Christopher Lotz Hardham
__ Virginia Beach, Va. 'Matthew Lance Teston Raleigh, N. C.
Edward Douglas Hutson, Jr. Miami, Fla. William Cabell Vildibill Brandon, Fla.
James Paul Mashburn Columbia Todd Christopher Zaikan Poway, Ca.
Michael James McCooey, Jr. ___ Manchester, Vt.
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OMign
Joel A. Adrian Maple Park, III.
••James Alan Albach Hanahan
James Joseph Atkinson Columbia
Carolyn May Attaya Burlington, Mass.
John Charles Barnett Greenville
••Darryn Floyd Bouknight Newberry
William Scott Bradley Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Tracy Bradshaw Durham, N. H.
Louis Li Chien Columbia
Carmella Marie CioftI Aiken
Steven Harley Coe M«rrltt Island, Fla.
Susan Carol Creech Sumter
James Hopkins Daniel Greenville
Tara Parker Dills Madison, Ala.
Gilery Wilburn Entzminger Columbia
•Kenneth Richard Feyl Old Greenwich, Ct.
Tracy Margaret Folger Randolph, N. J.
Jonathan Keith Gilstrap Griffin, Ga.
Kristen Ann Gruber Hobe Sound, Fla.
Jennifer Gretchen Hamilton .. Jacksonville, Fla.
Roswell Edmund Hamrick III Chester
Lisbeth Lauren Harvey Union
Peter Christopher Hausmann Cary, N. C.
Michael Abbott Holland Charlotte, N. C.
"Thomas Lamar Ingram Aiken
Jennifer Nel Jeanes Easley
Thomas Neal Kanipe Hendersonvllle, N. C.
David Jonathan Lawrence Oak Ridge, N. J.
Ronald Alan Lezott Haledon, N. J.
Daniel Wade Luckenbaugh York, Pa.
David Dean McManus, Jr. Rock Hill
t* Stephen Robert Merschat N. Versailles, Pa.
Jon Robert Moore II Charleston
Kimberley Anne Murray Summerville
Philip Jon Palmgren Fairfield, Ct.
Amy Jo Panzer Severna Park, Md.
•Karen Sue Pearson Aiken
John Sullivan Smith III Fayetteville, Ga.
Caroline Marie Stevenson Greenwood
•Brian Scott Thomas Nashua, N. H.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
RYAN CUSTER AMACHER, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Economics
Michael Wayne Burdett Columbia •'DovKremer Holon, Israel
Leslie Elizabeth Byrd Charleston Jason H. Rock Rockford, III.
Kandice Marie Castles Chester Brad Everett Thomas Fountain Inn
Diane May Chassey Tilton, N. H. Matthew Christopher Wilson Metairie, La.
•Juan Adrian Cornejo Dillon
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Accounting
Catherine Anne Abbott Freehold, N. J.
Paul Bernard Abramson
Huntington Station. N. Y.
•Paige Jennifer Addison Boca Raton, Fla.
Donna Kay Albright Spartanburg
Charlotte Louise Beck St. Louis, Mo.
Julie Lynn Blandford Vienna, Va.
••Kimberley Carol Clayton Greenville
Archer William Cook III Spartanburg
Timothy Christopher Cornelison Aiken
•Lauren Melissa Cromer Anderson
Jocelyn Mary Cruz Charleston
Wendy Kathryn Cunningham Greenville
William Joseph Doering Baton Rouge, La.
Electa DuRant Eaddy Greenville
•'Thomas Joseph Egan Hagerstown, Md.
Trevor Joseph Fee Silver Spring, Md.
Simone Mona Lisa Gaddist Cross
Blake Manning Goldman Greenville
•Jennifer Leigh Greene Union
Jennifer Melissa Gustis Marietta, Ga.
Christine R. Hagerich Madison, N. J.
•••Sybil Renee Hardee Chester
Sandra Johanna Heide Long Branch, N. J.
David Christopher Holder Pickens
Tracy Marie Holder Piedmont
•"Samuel Redden Webster Morton __ Greenville
James Christopher Huffman Orangeburg
•Christopher Carlton Jackson
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Jennifer Lynn Jewell Bristol, Tenn.
Daon McLarin Johnson Glen Burnie, Md.
•"Angela Lynn Jones Greenville
Martha Jean Jordan Lexington, N. C.
fDeborah Lynn Kelley Baltimore, Md.
•Sara Lynn Kelly Burke, Va.
Charles Lee Kuykendall Anderson
Julia Dawn Laymon Richmond, Va.
Tara Louise Leaumont Duluth, Ga.
Karlin Lester Simsbury, Ct.
Linda Rae Magan Marietta, Ga.
••Charles Wesley Martin Fairfax, Va.
Joseph Blaine Martin Union
Kimberly Marie Marvin Euclid, Ohio
Barbara Katherine McClain Conway
Mitzi Louise McManus Lancaster
•Deborah Lynn Mendenhall Sarasota, Fla.
Angela Paxton Moss Anderson
•Karen Jennifer Nocher Florence
Sandra Lynn Oberholtzer Roswell, Ga.
Ashley Michelle Onley Chapin
••Andria Elizabeth Osborne Kingsport, Tenn.
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Accounting (continued)
•Kevin Forrest Perrin Richmond, Va.
Leslie Ann Robinson Milford, Ohio
Windsor Anne Sharp Rock Hill
Scott Alan Siawson Knoxville, Tenn.
Laura Beth Steele Shushan, N. Y.
Maureen Annette Stefanilc Holmdel, N. J.
Dawn Dene Swygert Charleston
Basak Ruhi Tece Commack, N. Y.
Craig Louis Templeton __ Prairie Village, Kansas
Gregory Brian Tolbert Spartanburg
Jennifer Daneille Trammell Springfield, Va.
Diana Elisabeth Melanie Van Gulick Aruba
William Nash Wasson, Jr. Greenville
Elizabeth Small Williams Rock Hill
Janet Lynn Williams Walhalla
Kristin Elizabeth Williams Columbia
Economlct
Lee Stew/art Aiken Pickens
•Rachel Shannon Baker Peoria, III.
AnnaCatherine Bush Richmond, Va.
Robert Thomas Carey Pendleton
Christopher Heath Chase Greensboro, N. C.
Kimberly Alice Gorman Stony Brook, N. Y.
Erik William Gysel Fairport, N. Y.
fChristopher Jon Housman __ Morristown, N. J.
David Patrick Hoydic Monroe, Mich.
Emily Scott Latimer Spartanburg
James Turell Makins Simpsonvllle
William Joseph Mattocks Charlotte, N. C.
Jonathan Stephen McCall Greenwood
Julie Renee McCormack SImpsonville
Herbert Mark Mitchell Belton
Lendell Wesley Porterfield _ Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Matthew John Riegler Irvine, Ca.
Richard David Stone McLean, Va.
Deron Russell Wardlaw Anderson
Financial
Douglas Bryan Alexander West Union
t'Donald Douglas Alkema SImpsonville
••Leslie Scott Askins Columbia
Kevin E. Beisswenger _. Wappingers Falls, N. Y.
Carey Earlene Black _ Florence
Paul Edward Blaszyk, Jr. Horseheads, N. Y.
Randolph Nicholson Boatwright Clemson
Wesley Jimell Boyd Cayce
•'Virginia Lisa Bramlett Union
Deanna Tisha Bridgeman Spartanburg
Sam Peirce Brooks Mt. Pleasant
David Keefer Brown Spartanburg
Daniel Warwick Burger III _.. West Chester, Pa.
t'Jetfery Lynn Burgess Cleveland
Eric Leighton Burk Parkersburg, W. Va.
John Williams Burns McLean, Va.
Robert Francis Burns Lake Forest, III.
Ethan Ray Burroughs Pendleton
Andrew Grimm Butterfleld _.. Orange Park, Fla.
Brian Stuart Calloway Manning
•Matthew Scott Cardone Greenville
Scott Lewis Carlton Orchard Park, N. Y.
Michael Richard Carter Greenwood
Pamela Sue Casarico New Providence, N. J.
Tracy Ross Cauthen, Jr. Lancaster
David Edward Chamberlain Augusta, Ga.
Georgia Marie Coan Duncan
Stephanie Denlse Coker Easley
William Harris Conner III Florence
Charlotte Ann Cooper Summerville
Laura Louise Cornelius Columbia
Kristie Marie Cromer Anderson
Madera Faye Crooks McCormick
James Edgar Cuddihy III Greensboro, N. C.
Hampton Houser Culler Orangeburg
Mark Frederick Derrick Rockville, Md.
Elbert Olivine Duffie III „_ Walterboro
Scott Richard Ebert Massillon, Ohio
Kenneth Augustus Eubanks, Jr. _.. Marion, N. C.
John Phillip Falls Greenville
Charles Jerome Fehllg, Jr. ___ Chesapeake, Va.
Renald Paul Ferrovecchio Short Hills, N. J.
Management
Joe Kenneth Fleming, Jr. Alcolu
Michael Colby Flint Sparta, N. J.
Angela Marie Friend Shelby, N. C.
•John Frino Bedminster, N. J.
Paul David Garverick Fairfax, Va.
Benny Elbert Gilliard, Jr. Greenville
Kristine Kay Goist Strongsvllle, Ohio
Ann Marie Goldsmith Port Royal
Phillip Andrew Goldsmith Port Royal
Martha Allison Graves Lancaster
Joseph Lee Hall Myrtle Beach
Andrea Renee Harnesberger Greenville
Wendy Michele Harper Galthersburg, Md.
Christopher Kevin Hart Miami, Fla.
James David Hartsoe Spartanburg
Alan Keith Hyatt Columbia
•Kristen Marie Ikeler Eustis, Fla.
Thomas Kevin Jenkins Charlotte, N. C.
Joel Wayne Johnson Greenville
Brian Patrick Kelly Clearwater, Fla.
Anna Rebecca King Marietta, Ga.
Lynn Hope Kirkley Greenville
Michael Edward Kollar Vienna. Va.
Thomas Davis Kraus Montvale, N. J.
Kevin Paul Lamberson Cooperstown, N. Y.
Kimberly Layne Ledford Greenville
Dawn Elise Lewis Anderson
Kurt Cleveland Lindberg Summerville
Jimmy Lynn Lindsey Charleston
•James Allen Link IV St. Matthews
Eric Winfield Lowrey Greer
t***Melissa Ann Lukens Troy, Ohio
Matthew J. Lupo Queensbury, N. Y.
Lisa Elaine Madden Laurens
•Melinda Kay Marcaurelle Anderson
Peter Charles Matsko Brick, N. J.
Kathryn Ann Kandy Mauro Bay Head, N. J.
Tracey Lynne McCutchen Salem
•••Angela Louise McGill Gaffney
Michael Timothy McGuInn Easley
Bryant James Moshang Baltimore, Md.
f *Mark Stahlmann Muschick St. Louis, Mo.
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Financial Management (continued)
William Travis Nippert West Chicago. III.
fDanlel Lee Nita Longwood, Fla.
Kathryn Elizabeth Parker Gastonia, N. C.
Christopher Marc Peters Walkersville. Md.
Paul Montgomery Phaneut Arlington, Va.
Chris Steve Plakas Greenville
John Darrin Player Columbia
•KImberly Leigh Reeves Eastey
Paula Anne Roberts Anderson
Tommy Ray Rogers Anderson
•Eric Alan Rose Taylors
Shari Kololia Russell Springfield, Va.
Alexander John Rygiei, Jr. _._ Long Valley, N. J.
Steven Matthew Seeger Ciemson
Travis Kane Sloan Inman
Saundra Annette Smith Greer
Industrial
Lex Hutchins Bagley Chester
•Eric Allen BIngaman Corning, N. Y.
Joey Vernon Bishop Lake Toxaway, N. C.
Karen Renee Bomar _._ Columbia
"Walter Shedrick Cherry Orangeburg
Tommy Russell Crowe II SImpsonvilie
••Rami Anwar El-Bayadi Seneca
Jerrett Devon Fuller Florence
Jonathan Dean Griffin Laurens
Lawrence Rodney Leffler Jacksonville, Fla.
Robert Wesley Love Blacksburg
•Craig Richard Lundgren Jacksonville, Fla.
William Shawn Smith Philadelphia, Pa.
Kathryn Louise Sprague Charleston
Randall Craig Stephens Walhalla
fMichael Clark Templeton Greenville
Joseph Brian Tharpe Greenville
John Frederick Thomas Bedford, Va.
••Andrew Gamble Thompson Charleston
••Charles Smith Verdin Simpsonvltle
f^Bryan Legare Walpole III Johns Island
Debra Lynn Whitsel Seneca
•William Charles Wllllmon SImpsonvilie
William Moore Willis IV Charlotte, N. C.
David Randolph Bryan Wilson ._ Reidsville, N. C.
Holley Anderson Wilson Pickens
Darren Brett Woods Honea Path
Management
Matthew Ryan Marcenelle Pittsburgh, Pa.
f^Kathieen Marie Mason _ Yarmouth Port, Mass.
"Stephen Harry McClain Greenville
Jonathan Martin Page Seneca
Ronald Edward Patrick St. George
Gary Christopher Phillips Seneca
Richard McLean Porter, Jr. Hartsvllle
•Reagan Edward Schaupp Central
Mark Edward Seay Greenville
Dawn Annette Shepherd Florence
Mark Clayton Whelchel Libertyf •James Michael Williamson Belvedere
Management
Lisa Kaye Adams Spartanburg
Christopher Calvin Ayer Conyers, Ga.
Bradley S. Baldwin Alexandria, Va.
John Wesley Bold Lake Wylle
Scott Douglas Boomershine ___ Knoxville, Tenn.
Margaret Anderson Borland __ Severna Park, Md.
Jefferson Thomas Boulware III Fort Mill
Kenneth Scott Bozeman LakeWylie
Gregory William Brand Stanhope, N. J.
Ashley Suzanne Brant Columbia
Lisa Brown Myrtle Beach
Richard Eugene Buford Charleston
Christopher John Carek Charleston
Clayton Parnell Cloer Seneca
Linda Abercrombie Cloer Walhalla
Jenifer Lorraine Daly Binghamton, N. Y.
Brian Patrick Davidson Pickens
Elliot Lydell Davis Toccoa, Ga.
Frances Elizabeth Davis Rumson, N. J.
•Deborah Anne Demos Charleston
James Michael Drake SImpsonvilie
Robert Hal Drew Mullins
Shannon Margaret Dwane Branchburg, N. J.
Michael J. Dyenson Greenville
•Andria Nicole Economy Ormond Beach, Fla.
Craig Newton Elliott Greenville
Darin Joseph Estes New Gloucester, Maine
Christopher Lee Felkel Elloree
Jill Marie Flanders Buffalo, N. Y.
Darell R. Fowler Alexandria, La.
•Robyn Elana Gambrell Belton
Jimmy Lee Gault, Jr. Jonesville
•Amanda Rhea Goodwin Cheraw
Kirk David Grant Ciemson
James Roane Gray, Jr. Gloucester, Va.
•Alvin Glenn Hall, Jr. Greenville
Catherine Margaret Hamilton Ft. Myers, Fla.
Jodi Lynn Harris Greenville
Mark William Heflin Irmo
Audra Ann Heinrich Sound Beach, N. Y.
Clifton Robertson Heuay, Jr. Richmond, Va.
Juliet Y. Ho Coram, N. Y.
••Elizabeth Anne Holley Hickory, N. C.
Christine Grace Jarck Marietta, Ga.
Matthew Thomas Judge Spring Lake, N. J.
Carolyn Marie Karmilovich Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jean Marie Kinard Florence
Robert Christopher King Columbia
Heather Moncure Lamond Bluemont, Va.
••Claude Boyd Loadholt, Jr. Mt. Pleasant
Heather Alison Love Maryville, Tenn.
Kelley J. Manderscheid Marietta, Ga.
Mark Raymond Matthews Rock Hill
William Koschke McCanless Burke, Va.
Derek Glenn McFarland Chester, Va.
Mark Edward McRae Greenville
Stuart Clayton McWhorter Dunwoody, Ga.
Robert Benjamin Meadows Gainesville, Ga.
Timothy Galen Mellott Jacksonville, Fla.
Anne Louise Meunier Greenville
t^Monica Lynn Miiasnovich Woodstock, Ga.
Maria Kathryn Miller SImpsonvilie
Kerry Ann Murphy Silver Spring, Md.
Kyle Brandon Orr Branchville, N. J.
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Management
•James Timothy Parker Wilmington, N. C.
Susan Lynn Patrick Alexandria, Va.
Jennifer Lois Pittman Atlanta, Ga.
Melissa Lou Porter Pickens
Michael Scott Porter Pickens
Richard Mark Porter Moncks Corner
Catharine Shea Powell Oklahoma City, Okla.
Thomas Henry Renedo, Jr. Columbia
Charles Timothy Roberts Anderson
Russell Duey Robinson Columbia
Peter Christopher Sanders __ Greensboro, N. C.
David Martin Satterfield Richmond, Va.
•Kelly Ann Shy Cedar Park, Texas
Michael David Sloan Woodruff
Kimberly Rose Sparno North Caldwell, N. J.
Raymond Edward Summey Spartanburg
(continued)
John Bradley Hajime Tassos __ Winter Park, Fla.
Kasey Sue Taylor Murphy, N. 0.
Robert Allen Templeton Laurens
Michael Cain Thomason Lancaster
Christy Anne Treece Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ellen Kay Uptegrove Charleston
Uta Marie von Recum Clemson
Marianne Tiera Voss Richmond, Va.
Brent Jackson Walker Atlanta, Ga.
John Lee Walker Greenville
Valerie Elaine Wheeler Palm Harbor, Fla.
Amy Elizabeth White Anderson
Ellen Beth Wllber Portsmouth, R. I.
Glen Curtiss Williams Montvale. N. J.
Dana Blair Young Columbia
Marketing
Kathryn Malissa Abernathy Gaffney
Julie Ann Aleshlre Columbia
Angela Paige Alewine Columbia
Brenton Hardy Amyette Camden
ToddW. Baliew Mauldin
Jeffrey Thomas Blerman Sparta, N. J.
Stephanie DeVore Bowie Easley
Tracy Michelle Braswell Centervllle, Ohio
Earl Donnell Bruce Branchville
Claire Kehoe Carman Atlanta, Ga.
Kimberly Ann Casey Potomac, Md.
Christie Ann Chapman Lake Grove, N. Y.
Julie Celeste Chastain Pickens
Scott Thomas Clemment Greenville
Benny Doyle Conine, Jr. Arnold, Md.
Ann Michelle Davignon Wayne, Pa.
Melinda Dawn Davis Rock Hill
Robert Todd Davis Mechanlcsburg, Pa.
Martin C. DiBello Southboro, Mass.
Steven Anthony DIPietro Herndon, Va.
Leisa Carol Drafts Lexington
Jeffrey Charles Dumbrel! Kinnelon, N. J.
•Larry Walter Edge, Jr. Pickens
Jennifer Aimee Evers Roswell, Ga.
Andrea Michele Fantin Burke, Va.
•Christopher A. Ferro Johnson City, Tenn.
•Richard Bryan Fink Lisle, III.
David Owen Fortner St. Louis, Mo.
Robin Denise Fox Marion, N. C.
William Thomas Freeland, Jr. Greenville
Paul Robert Gabriel Charlotte, N. C.
Colleen Michelle Gallagher
Signal Mountain, Tenn.
•••Susan Leigh Garvals Simpsonville
Julia Ann Gladden Alexandria, Va.
Michael Levis Goodllng Auburn, Ala.
Thomas Michael Gray Etobicoke, Ontario
Joseph Garyson Gross Lake Wylie
Nicole Rosanne Hartness Highland, Md.
Jeffrey Wayne Head Fairfax, Va.
Frank Arnold Helland, Jr. Columbia
Claudia Marie Herndon Easley
Kathryn Cristen Hlldreth Omaha, Nebr.
Scott Thomas Hudson Greenville
Christina Noelle Hunt Florence
Amy Michelle Johnson Spartanburg
Elizabeth Ann Johnson Hampstead, N. H.
Jennifer Stacey Kanas Ronkonkoma, N. Y.
Shannon Brown Kelly Roanoke. Va.
Patricia Anne Kiley West Hartford, Ct.
Elizabeth Ann Kinard Florence
Alicia Lynn Kirchner Wyckoff, N. J.
Kathleen Ruth Kurth Dunwoody, Ga.
Susan Elizabeth Lampe Seneca
France Evelyne L'Herault Hanahan
Kelly Wylene Long Columbia
Carrie Jan Lorlncz Garden City
t^Diane Elizabeth Marcellas Phoenix, Md.
Rachel Leigh Martin Providence, R. I.
Tamelia Elizabeth McCarley Spartanburg
Susan Courtney McGlnnis Florence
Bryan Robert McG raw Bridgewater, N. J.
Elizabeth Tara McNerney McLean, Va.
Pamela Diane Melton Liberty
Patric Alan Mercer Lexington
Jill Marie Miller Neponsit. N. Y.
t^^Lisa Ann Miller Dalton, Ga.
Maria Kay Millikin Seminole, Fla.
Charles Conrad Moore Woodruff
Michael Larry Morgan West Union
April Kayle Newell Pendleton
Arlington Louis Nunn Clearwater, Fla.
Susan Lynn Odom Darlington
Adrienne Onop Freehold, N. J.
•Laraine Jean Orfanedes Greer
K. DeWayne Orr Seneca
Richard Thomas Osborne Greenville
Gregory Joseph Palombi Orlando, Fla.
James Joseph Piekutowski Clemson
Christine Louise Plummer Vienna, Va.
Melissa Diane Poe Kingsport, Tenn.
Cathryn Ann Powell Woodbrldge, Va.
Patricia Elizabeth Prochaska Crofton, Md.
Bradley Clarke Rainwater Florence
•Susan Marie Rauschenberger
Mountainside, N.J.
•Julie Ann Reid Darlen, Ct.
Kathleen Ann Ribstein Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kimberly Innes RIetze Louisville. Ky.
David Charles Robinson Hickory, N. C.
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Marfcating
H. Christopher Ross Nantucket. Mass.
Sara Lee Samuels Wilmington, Del.
Steven Anthony Scibilla Falrtax, Va.
Laura Kay Scruggs Campobello
Wendy Christine Sell Coral Springs, Fla.
Peggy O'Neal Sells Knoxville, Tenn.
•Amy Elizabeth Sheridart Orlando, Fla.
Sendee Leigh Sherman Annandale, Va.
John G.Shuler III Aiken
Melissa Warner Shuler Orangeburg
Leslie Susan Sims Greer
Sherrie Lynn Smegal Dunwoody, Ga.
•Dawn Marie Smith Travelers Rest
Steven Talbot Smith Kensington, Md.
Thomas Morgan Snead Charlotte, N. C.
Angellque Noelle Springer Annapolis, Md.
(continued)
David Crawford Stoddard Raleigh, N. C.
•Valerie Easterling Stuckey Sumter
Maria Lynn Tafaro North Caldwell, N. J.
Angela Suzanne Taylor Greenville
Diana Leigh Terry Anderson
Katherine Anne Thompson Greenwood
Stephanie Marie Van Neat Charleston
Tonya Marie Vernier Atlanta, Ga.
Jerry Keith Walker, Jr. Spartanburg
Mary Margaret White Greenville
Lisa Lynn Williford Anderson
Angela Carole Willingham .. Johnson City, Tenn.
•Christina Dawn Willson Liberty
Katharine Patricia Wolla Duiulh, Ga.
James Hunter Wright Kingsport, Tenn.
Patricia Anne ZiemianskI Newark, Del.
Taxllla Chemistry
Brant Jason Chapman Mauldin Charlsia Shannon Rice
Shelley Renee Jander Fredericksburg, Texas
Textile Management
Mauldin
Steven Thomas Brown Columbia
Joseph Oliver Carter Mountain Rest
Gregory Alan Finley Easley
James Wilson Hill Rock Hill
"Linda Elizabeth Hoffman Hershey, Pa.
Kim Crystal Huff Liberty
Margaret Eden Johnson Spartanburg
Russell Scott Manley Starr
Jacquelyn Ann McKee Salisbury, Md.
Warren Scot Moore Pendleton
Ellen Pantziris Scarborough, Ontario
Furman Coleman Self Greenwood
Timothy James Simmons Walferboro
Stephen Mark Taylor Mebane, N. C.
Robert Fred Tucker Johnson City, Tenn.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
GORDON WALTER GRAY, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Early Childhood Education
Mary Katherine Barton Anderson
Lori Louann Beck Anderson
•Amy Lynne Buelow Allendale, N. J.
Susan Locke Cooper Winter Park, Fla.
•Connie Lynn Craig Greenville
Ann Marie DeBoor Lexington, Ky.
•Julie Elizabeth Dodd Bamberg
•Sara Margaret McCaniess Fleming __ Greenville
Sarah Margaret Goad North Augusta
••Shelley Renee Hagenlocher Columbia
Suzanne Linn Hickman Chamblee, Ga.
•Marina Veronique Kleskie Charleston
Kimberly Rae Lange Hilton Head
Cynthia Lee Leapord Greenville
•Lisa Katherine LeGrand Rock Hill
•Amy Kieran Mann Shelburne, Vt.
Julie Lynne Martini Lexington, Ky.
Jennifer Renee McCurry Anderson
•Susan Elizabeth McKenzle Clemson
Kelly Rene Patterson Pickens
Monica Newell Ray Hemingway
Deborah Jean Reynolds Harrisonburg, Va.
•Margaret Leigh Roberts Pendleton
Susan Michelle Schneider __ Fairfax Station, Va.
Patricia Lugenia Scott Anderson
•Mary Elizabeth Secrist Anderson
Danette Shepherd Sumter
•Andrea Beth Singel Dunwoody, Ga.
Sarah Knox Stone Anderson
Elizabeth Anne Suber Clemson
Charlotte Moultrie Underwood Orangeburg
Shannon Lynne Warren Hendersonville, N. C.
•Donna Jill Williamson Rock Hill
Elementary Education
Laura Ann Ackerman Chisolm Island
Carol Diane Anderson Anderson
Amy Ann Barakat Greensboro, N. C.
•Dina Michele Barr Rock Hill
Laura Hall Bell Greenwood
•Donna Grant Bibb Salem
Maria West Bingenheimer Clemson
Karen Elizabeth Blalock Camden
Elizabeth Lee Boliek Greenville
•Susannah Buckner Clemson
Elicia Michelle Burkett Six Mile
Malesa Kaye Burrell Walhalla
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Elementary Education (continued)
Sallye Speares Campbell Seneca
Sonya Michelle Campbell Inman
Rebecca Frances Cecil Winchester, Ky.
Cristen Elaine Clees Charleston
Laura Mae Cribb Rocl<ford, III.
••"Christine A. Cunningham Simpsonville
Laura Lynn Dority Fort Washington, Md.
Melanie Leigh Evatt Central
Kimberly Paige Freeman Piedmont
Robyn Lyn Grosjean Chapin
Kathryn H. Halfacre Spartanburg
•Robin Harbison Spartanburg
Laura Lee Harmon Jacksonville, Fla.
Michele Leigh Harmon Lexington
Angela Lee Houser Orangeburg
•*Mary Helen Jones Duluth, Ga.
Bobbie Gwendolyn Kelly Union
Joanna Alane Kessler Six Mile
Pamela Corina Kish Ormond Beach, Fla.
••Melissa Sue LeGrand Worthingfon, Ohio
•Melissa Ann Lewis Lyman
•Anita Gayle Looper Dacusville
Pamela Lynne Lorentz Taylors
•Meghan Ann McDevitt Avon, N. J.
Jennifer Lynn McEachen Annapolis, Md.
Kimberly Anne McGaha Gaffney
•Kathryn Elizabeth McLendon Albany, Ga.
•Leah Vann Morgan Lake Wales, Fla.
Lynda Dee Morrison Seneca
Holly Anne Munn Rock Hill
Shelly Jean Murden Weslaco, Texas
Deborah Anne Murray Mt. Pleasant
Amy Catherine Nelson Marietta
Angela Marie Newell Central
Andrea Page Nivens Spartanburg
Shannon Mallory Oswald Graniteville
•••Debra Lynn Porter Pickens
•Marilyn Kae Pressley Lowrys
Tracy Ann Pritchard Gaffney
••Katherine Elaine Radcliffe Rochester, N. Y.
Patricia Ann Raines Greenville
••Judith Ailene Rangel Binghamton, N. Y.
•Annette Britta Reichert Greensboro, N. C.
Melissa Earle Roberts Georgetown
•Jill Ann Rogers Anderson
Christine Marie Runey Charleston
••Kristin Aileen Schaefer Reisterstown, N. J.
Donna Marie Scott Orlando, Fla.
Elizabeth Lane Seavey Summerville
•Kathryn Keech Sexton Anderson
•Gloria Kristine Smith Columbia
Kimberly Shawn Smith Anderson
Tonya Lynette Smith Spartanburg
Janice Elizabeth Stewart Sunset
Teresa Addis Stills Seneca
••Shirley Masters Stone Pickens
••*Mona Janzen Turner Simpsonville
••Kimberly Crenshaw Vinson Pickens
Robin Leigh Walker Charleston
•Sandra Tucker Walker Anderson
Julie Lynn West Greenwood
Elizabeth Ann Yow Dunwoody, Ga.
Secondary
•Rebecca Ann Atkins Marietta
•Jenny Roxanne Burrell Clover
Christina Maria Chapman Indlalantic, Fla.
Catherine Rebecca Copeland Spartanburg
•Cynthia Carol Cunningham Union
Joy Anne Derrick Irmo
•Allison Marie England West Union
Paula Joyce Fasig Spartanburg
Gary Allen Floyd Mauldin
Robert Miles Gillespie Stuttgart, Germany
Amy Prage Hendricks Six Mile
Angela Michelle Howell Greer
Kim Lee Kelley Lake City
Christopher Ara Keuilian Garden Grove, Ca.
Candace Riley Knight Orangeburg
Joseph Laurie Miley Brunson
Education
Julie Karman Motes Williamston
Cassandra Jane Perrine Gaffney
Kelly Uldrick Pew Easley
••Alice Abbott Price Columbia
•Laurie Michele Procopio Manalapan, N. J.
Dana Catherine Rogers Aiken
•'Cynthia Ann Sellers Kingsport, Tenn.
Bessie Renee Skenteris Greenville
Amy Elizabeth Sowell Cheraw
•Kathryn Michelle Edgingfon Trusky ... _ Aiken
Tara Eisenhour Vereen Columbia
Mary Christine Webb Greenville
••Nancy Isabelle Westrick __. Miller Place, N. Y.
••Michael Edward White Westminster
Kelly Lynn Wilson Spartanburg
Adam Scott Wolf Rockville. Md.
Special Education
•Susan Marie Johanek Silverdale, Wash.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Graphic Communlcationt
Melissa Annette Bellamy Myrtle Beach
Mary Kate Bolt Greenville
Kelly Jean Brown Tabernacle, N. J.
Ashley Murray Falls Kilmarnock, Va.
Sandra Kaye Harmon Aiken
Rebecca Suzanne Harris Seneca
Scott Alan Houck McDonald, Ohio
•Teresa Dawn Houston Salem
Kelly Melissa Leib York, Pa.
•Lisa Renee Mungo Lancaster
•Richard Andrew Riley, Jr. Frostproof, Fla.
Stacey Leigh Stanfield Seneca
Stephanie Rae Thonen Sumter
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Industrial Education
•Robert Milton Barnette Greer Vance Gay Hammond Spartanburg
John Perry Boobas McLean, Va. William Homer Jones II Easley
Science Teaching
Tracy Michelle Babb Inman
Sandra Renee Belue Travelers Rest
Bruce Keith Bridges, Jr. Clover
Shannon Leigh Christopher Anderson
Jill Lee Dommel . Lugoff
Brenda Kay Grainger Charleston
•Susan Annette Griggs Rocit Hill
•Scarlett Elizabeth Hardin Cleveland
T.mothy James Lee Anderson
Dennis Luis McDill Charleston
Dwayne Allen Morris Landrum
•Suzanne Sewell Rogers Easley
Richard Clark Somerville Central
David Kent Sprouse Qaffney
•Jennifer Sue Zimny Sarasota, Fla.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
JOSEPH CHARLES JENNETT, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ceramic Engineering
Stephen William Brink Tualatin, Ore.
Sean Kenneth Chartier Irmo
John Fletcher Covington, Jr. Greenville
Robert Manning Cowsert Chapin
Mark George D'Ariano Harrison, N. Y.
••David Edward Dausch Timonium, Md.
•Scott Kevin Davis North Augusta
Guy Davis Evans Spartanburg
Robert Arno Freihofer Cincinnati, Ohio
•Ralph Peter Gonzalez KnoxvHie, Tenn.
Sean Eric Hohlowski Port Jefferson, N. Y.
Mark Allen Holmes Charleston
Gary Wayne Jackson Piedmont
Diane Elaine Jefferson Poolesville, Md.f •Richard Scott Kern Greensboro, N. C.
Dan Alan Klamfoth Greenville
Matthew John Newton Greenville
Jeffrey Scott Schmersal _.. Phoenix, Md.
Klaus Schumacher, Jr. Rio Negrinho, Brazil
Brian Keith Talbot Danvers, Mass.
Curtis D. Wells Hawthorn Woods, III.
William Edward Wolfe Columbia
t^^Kenneth Jason Woodard Cleveland, Tenn.
Chemical
•Thomas Antoni Brady Anderson
Mary Beth Brandt West Columbia
•Andrew Wayne Cain Kokomo, Ind.
•Jerry Wayne Chastain Easley
John Kenneth Davis Elberton, Ga.
Daniel Robert Fassett _._ East Springfield, N. Y.
•Raymond Elbert Fogle III Orangeburg
•James Mitchell Frye Columbia
Catherine Elizabeth Griswold Fort Mill
Jeffery Lynn Hartman Slanesvilie, W. Va.
ring
Clinton Ashly Herring Weyers Cave, Va.
Shawn Mark Hopkins Tar Heel, N. C.
•James Mark Hudson Franklin, Tenn.
Shawn Joseph Kleinpeter Chadds Ford, Pa.
Melissa Diane Mason Greer
Kelly Lynn Ryan Charleston
•Pamela Carolyn Stevenson Plantation, Fla.
Marsha L. Taylor Lindley, N. Y.
•Robert Earl Thomas, Jr. Fort Mill
Lisa D. Williams Anderson
Civil
Peter Joseph Bologna Old Greenwich, Ct.
Curtis Clegg Bost III Clemson
David Bradley Cheek Taylors
Matthew Bailey Curtis Fort Mill
Ann Marie Damiano Providence, R. I.
•John Lehmon Dekle Columbia
Marty Alan Duvall Westminster
Timothy Robert Eisea Pelzer
Robert Wade Grooms St. Stephen
Christine Elizabeth Gulick __. Hilton Head Island
Sandeep K. Guram Greenville
Arthur Butler Hartzog, Jr. Hartsville
••David Lawrence Hoffman Clemson
Anthony George Hofmann Wilmington, Del.
Joanne Leah Jennings Summerville
fMark Edward Kistler Charlotte, N. C.
Engineering
Donald Richard Knarr II Tyler, Texas
Larry Lee Lamberth Warner Robins, Ga.
•Kenneth Todd Lane Columbia
Mark Christian Lester Newberry
Alan Matthew Matienzo Charleston
Patrick Herlong McClendon Saluda
Beverly Jean Meetze Pomaria
Mitchell Douglas Metts Little Mountain
John Terrell Miller, Jr. Edgefield
t^David Andrew Montgomery Columbia
Susan Muench Moriches, N. Y.
Andrew Austin Norris Alexandria, Va.
Franklin Santino Pajaro Charleston
Jonathan Edward Pruett North Augusta
Jeffrey Lee Reck Westminster, Md.
Timothy William Rickborn Isle of Palms
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Civil Engineering (continued)
Paul Clifton Rish West Columbia
Robert Gregory Rushing Ridgeland
David Hrant Russian Needham, Mass.
•Paul Sgambati West Palm Beach, Fla.
Clint Edward Shealy Prosperity
•Charles Thomas Sinclair Duncan
John Lewis Spearman Dacusville
••Christopher John Testa Bel Air, Md.
Edward Wingate Timmons Taylors
Michael Leslie Tucker Charleston
t^*Scott William Walkowicz Seneca
Danny Mack Ware Level Land
Berry Ray Wheeler Hanahan
Jesse Colin Zdonek Anderson
Computer Engineering
John Christopher Carter Fort Mill
Terence O'Neal Daniels Sumter
•*Ty Hunter Fellers Prosperity
Stephen Charles Friedrich Sparta, N. J.
t***John Ross George Prosperity
Jon Karl Grossmann Sylvania, Ohio
William James Gysin Seneca
•James Alexander LInd Abbeville
David Mark Odom Greenville
Bobby Dean Richardson Gaffney
Derrick Tyrone Summers Orangeburg
Electrical
•••James Scott Adams Maryville, Tonn.
Daniel Scott Arehart Columbia
•Robert Ervin Ashley III McClellanville
Francis Clark Berry Lexington
Sinan Mehmet Bilgin Istanbul, Turkey
••Jerry Thomas Bolton, Jr. Columbia
Joseph Asberry Britt North Augusta
•Carl Emeneker Brown III Aiken
•Waller Wade Calcutt Pamplico
Ananda Shankar Chakravarty
Georgetown, Mass.
David Foreman Chesal Piano, Texas
•George Christian Cope Clemson
t^^^Jason Torrence Dowling __ Morganton, N. C.
•••Jonathan Perry Dowling Morganton, N. C.
Tracy Michelle Evans Columbia
John Alexander Harroun Columbia, Md.
Alicia Hilton N.Charleston
Richard Wilkins Hoagland Chatham, N. J.
•Richard Albert Holub Aberdeen, Md.
John Donnie Hutto IV Livingston
t* ••Joseph Michael Ingino, Jr.
Merritt Island, Fla.
John Henry Jamieson Macon, Ga.
Danny Earl Julian Greenville
Engineering
Leau Wilson Lee Simpsonville
•••Thomas Michael Madden
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Jeffrey Earl Matheson Wagener
•Andrew Wiley Mathis Ormond Beach, Fla.
Carl Edward McDow Kershaw
Scott B. McGregor Cincinnati, Ohio
Robert Dale McKinney Dacusville
fStephen Douglas Merwarth Gambrills, Md.
Kevin Eugene O'Neal Columbia
Rameth Ann Owens Clemson
Charles Darren Phillips Belton
•Jeffery Tomas Richardson Franklin, Ohio
James Allison Roberts Greer
•Todd Christian Rodgers West Columbia
Robert Randol Roeder Camden
Frank Sarvis, Jr. Irmo
t^^'Maynard Vogler Schalble III _- Summerville
Susan Elizabeth Slattery
___ Ormond Beach. Fla.
Charles Guy Sorrell, Jr. Gilbert
f^Raymond Travis Summerlin Greenvillef •Jonathan Calvin White Graham, N. C.
Jeffrey Donald Whitten Anderson
t^Dow-Ping Wong Singapore
Engineering Analysis
Sean Michael Baker Cazenovia, N. Y. Shannon Lee Doud Greenwood
Bryan Andrew Castro Clemson Michelle Annette Minus Charleston
industrial
Steven Eugene Anderson Chapin
Stewart William Beltz Greenville
Michael Paul Boatwright Hartsville
Marie Sobeth Bouharoun Greenville
Bruce Wayne Bratton Gaffney
Douglas O'Niel Crocker Charleston
Patricia Ann Ferguson Yemassee
Stacy Ramon Fields Pensacola, Fla.
William Allen Fredo Rochester Hills, Mich.
Rachell Evette Holston Columbia
Christopher Todd Hopkins Sherman, Texas
•••| Fe Hsu Greenwood
Cass Weston Hurst Hartsville
Katheryn Leane Hulchlngs Barnwell
Monica CalamitI Johnson Gaffney
Lesly Ann Kalons Wilmington, Del.
Engineering
Gregory Paul Kreis Arnold, Md.
Andrew Joseph Lee Columbia
Leslie Lyn Lempicke Rock Hill
Don Louis McCutcheon, Jr. Clemson
Edward Barrett McGrew Columbia
Jennifer Lynn Munson Worms, Germany
fWilllam Patrick Raley Hartsville
Susan Renee Rogers Lexington
John Joseph Smith III Asheville, N. C.
Robert Fields Stone Raleigh, N. C.
John Gordon Taylor Johnson City, Tenn.
Robert Charles Tiller Pawleys Island
Barbi Miquelle White Abbeville
•Michael David Wilson Lexington
William J. Zobel River Forest. III.
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Mtchanlcal
Winston M. Anderson Spartanburg
"Cecil Herbert Atwell, Jr. Brevard, N. C.
John Richard Balkcom Honea Path
•'Caroline Jo Bamert Summerville
Allen Sutherland Bashore, Jr. Chapin
William James Bruchey Port Deposit, Md.
Michael Olin Cannon Moncks Corner
Calvin McCloud Clamp Aiken
Darin Llewellyn Clause Petersburg, N. J.
Jerry Cox Hamilton. Ohio
Gregory Lane Crusco Greenville
Robert Alexander Dalton Pittsburgh, Pa.
fSteven Gregory Diacumakos __ Baltimore, Md.
•Christopher Scott Dodge Albany, N. Y.
•Bradley Thomas Estes Greenville
Paul Jason Fiiardi Sandy Hook, Ct.
William Kent Gabriel Summerville
Christopher Blaine Gay Fairfax, Va.
William Allan Gentile, Jr. _ West Palm Beach, Fla.
Robert Paul Grumbach Summerville
•Edward Percy Guerard III Isle of Palms
Steven Craig Hawkins Prosperity
Thomas Hayward Hawkins Charleston
•Brian Conrad HIatt Mt. Pleasant
Charles David Hicks Rock Hill
Thomas Christopher Holscher Spartanburg
•Bradley Stephen Hunt Charleston
Donald Kent Jenkins Charlotte, N. C.
Laura Elizabeth Kerns Alexandria, Va.
t^^Thomas Allen KIrby Columbia
•Kevin Todd Knouse Hummeistown, Pa.
Engineering
Michael Edward Lasley Greenville
•Wilson Reeves Lewis Moncks Corner
t'^Christian Andre Masalleras Charleston
William Hubert McCown III Easley
Anthony Todd McMurray Rock Hill
William Todd Morgan Taylors
David Charles Morris Charleston
Darren Brice Mungo Lancaster
•William Dexter Neal, Jr. Woodruff
Matthew Todd Needy Knoxvllle, Tenn.
Jeffrey Alan Pappalardo Walhalia
Manish Suryakant Patel Walhalia
Edward Joseph Pusey Summerville
••Scott Edward Sanders Graniteville
Steven Lewis SavinI Greenville
fBrian Scott Schumacher Scott City. Mo.
Elizabeth Jane Sharer York
Jeftery Dale Smiley Blacksburg
Steven Craig Smith Greenville
Rick Allen Stewart Hamilton, Mont.
William Forrest Summerhlll, Jr. Summerville
•Gordon Ray Taylor Wells, Maine
Daryle Glenn Thomas Spartanburg
Phillip Russell Thompson Manning
Bart Ansel Wallace Barnwell
•Keith Ronald Ward Aiken
Douglas Eugene Wear Norfolk, Va.
fDavid Louis Weinberger Monsey, N. Y.
Daniel Lee Whitaker Fort Mill
Darlene Faye Williams Wilmington, N. C.
Patricia League Wilson Hockessin, Del.
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Forest Products
Brian Hawley Bond Marietta, Ga. Anthony Ray Hammond Augusta, Ga.
Forest Resource Management
Julie Ann Arnold Summerville
Bradley Charles Bramlett Wiiliamston
•Gary Charles Bratton Summerville
•Robert Eugene Carter, Jr. Rock Hill
Eric Stanfill Clark Columbia
Craig Stephen Hill Gaffney
Charles Travis Hudspeth Anderson
William Dukes Isgett St. Matthews
**David Mark McClure Anderson
Larry Michael Morris Fort Mill
George Edward Ward Kingstree
i, Recreation, and
Melissa Kay Armbrust Anderson
Rick Aronberg Rochester, N. Y.
Courtney Melissa Attaway Greenville
Jill Elizabeth Bakehorn Lexington, Ky.
Kathleen Marie Bradley Pavilion, N. Y.
Scott Eugene Brown Easley
Kimberly Page Castles Winnsboro
•Robin Michele Christmus Lexinqton
Harriet Caroline Coleman Pamplico
Charles Richard Davis II Augusta, Ga.
Timothy A. DiPrizito Ocean City, N. J.
William Robert Dunlap III Rock Hill
Tourism Management
Katharine Massie Garrett Waynesville, N. C.
Philip Rudolph Greyling
Port Elizabeth, South Africa
Lara Jane Hamann Dothan, Ala.
Jane Hunter Harris Union
•Jodi Lynn Heikkinen Laurel, Md.
•Krista Jean Hunsuck Clemson
Tracy Ann Jackson Schenectady, N. Y.
Tammie Jane Kaufman Birmingham, Ala.
Susan Lynn Kilgore Greenwood
Kenneth Lee Kinsey Orangeburg
Denise Marie McGeehan Marlboro, N. J.
ir
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Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (continued)
Amanda Mitchell Meek Columbia
Barbara Jean Miller Pittsburgh, Pa.
Victoria Michelle Mullen Fredericksburg, Va.
Shannon Darby Nobles N. Myrtle Beach
•Christopher Hunter Pearce Conway
Elizabeth Ellen Pendleton Queenstown, Md.
Vergil Alexander Rogers, Jr. Aiken
Sean Lamont Tyson Baltimore, Md.
•Patricia James Wannamaker Saluda
Danielle Elyse Williams Newark, Del.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER. Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English
Andres Francisco Alos Miami, Fla.
Tracy Anne Anderson Travelers Rest
Sheila Denise Antley Orangeburg
•Stephen Floyd Bennett Seneca
Laura Ann Berge Dover, N. J.
Melissa Ann Boseman Moncks Corner
Julia Walpole Burch Clemson
William Storne Chassereau Blackville
Elizabeth Allen Clayton Greenville
Nicole Raine Fichter Cheverly, Md.
Donna Marie Forrest Groveland, Fla.
•Stacie Leigh Green .. Greer
Christy Michelle Greene Spartanburg
Mary Gressette Gue Orangeburg
Pamela Ann Hartley Greenville
Ernest Robert Holloway III Dunwoody, Ga.
Mary Lee Howell Beaufort
Erica Lynn Johnson Aiken
•Amy Michele Kaufman Jacksonville. Fla.
Lisa Ann Lee Columbia
•Mary Caroline Lundy Spartanburg
Marianne Judith Milazzo Orange, Ct.
Helen Andrea Panagoulias Washington, D. C.
Jay Chandler Pobis BIylhewood
William Earle Purkerson III Greenwood
Brian Keith Sanders Anderson
Rose Mary Sheppard Orangeburg
John Mali Sherrer Columbia
Kristin Jane Sullivan Gainesville, Ga.
Rebecca Anne Weaver Rock Hill
Susan Nannette Williams Jacksonville, Fla.
History
Jeffrey Wade Cowen Columbia
James Dixon Davis Williamston
Robert William Evans Greenville
Valmore Joseph Forgett III
Woodcliff Lake, N. J.
••Frances Carman Foster . Easley
Susan Elizabeth Gant Mount Clemens, Mich.
Christopher George Harte Denville, N. J.
Kurt James Howell Newark, Del.
Kyle Stephen Johnson Hartsville
Russell Hunter Jones Mooresville, N. C.
Amy Hull Kennedy Central
William Compton Poling, Jr. .. Silver Spring. Md.
Robert S. Ratchlord York
Llewellyn Bamberg Rembert Columbia
Tracy Linn Starr Greensboro, N. C.
•Slacey Michelle Todd Loris
Gene Redding Wynne, Jr. Seneca
Language and
Stacey Renee Amos Columbia
Ellen Mary Buckley Glen Arm, Md.
Mary McMullen Degnan Chillicothe, Ohio
Jennifer Anne Ewing Newton, N. J.
Deena Maria Fayette
_._ Ridgefield, Ct.
Elizabeth Jean Ferrara
: Mt. Pleasant
Laura Lee Gabrels Clemson
Laurin Elaine Galley Melbourne, Fla.
•Jill Elizabeth Garlipp Marion, N. Y.
Thebither Evett Glenn East Bend, N. C.
Christine Mane Heckman
. . _ Newton, N. J.
Teresa LeDell Holcombe Gaffney
Elizabeth Susan Hoybach ._ Summerville
••Kimberly Kay Karnes ... Lake Forest, III.
Amy Denise Keltner Six Mile
International Trade
*Kay Elizabeth Kirby Greenville
Charles B. Lynch, Jr. Philadelphia, Pa.
•Leslie Diane Marks Midland, Mich.
Tina Michelle Melton W. Columbia
Keith Duane Mercier Severna Park, Md.
Willard Theodore Munn, Jr. Hartsville
Scott David Nelson Mequon, Wis.
••Jacqueline Ann O'Brien Greer
Mamla Natu Patel Kingsport, Tenn.
Gisele M. Sieiman Greenville
•••Lawrence Wayne Tanner Easley
•Ann Wesley Walton Atlanta, Ga.
•Melissa Wilklns Cayce
Providence L. Wissel Mountainside, N. J.
••Stacey Ellen Young Winter Park, Fla.
Modern Languages
Anna Margaret Leiand Pickens
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Political
Donna Marie Andrews Columbia
Angela Ruth Armstrong Mauldin
Lara Baker Fairfax. Va.
•Donald Reeve Betts Radnor. Pa.
Stephen DeLacie Browder Charleston
Sara Leigh Castles Columbia
•Karl Reed Clark Walhalla
William Carroll Crowther Atlanta. Ga.
Dolores Nita Derham Roswell, Ga.
Kerrin Ann Duify Neptune. N. J.
•Benjamin David Gantt Asheboro, N. C.
Patrick James Goodwin Simpsonville
Frances Ellen Gresham Hanahan
Donald William Hayden. Jr. Columbia
Peter handle Henry Basking Ridge, N J,
Lucille Pearce Holland Florence
Mark Pyatt Holland Charlotte. N. C.
Richard Patton Jaynes Westminster
Sandra Lynn Johnson Bowie, Md.
Robert Glen Kuchar Edison, N. J.
Scianca
Theresa Elizabeth Kutch Leesburg, Fla.
Christian John Lang Middletown, N. J.
Christopher Blair Munson Roswell. Ga.
Catherine Joanna Myrick Clover
Lisa Anne Norman Medford, N. J.
Natalie Gayle Parrish Myrtle Beach
•Jeffrey Ralph Pettit Spartanburg
Teresa Jo Replogle Cincinnati. Ohio
Gina Elizabeth Rossi Spartanburg
Lisa Kathleen Russell Stevensville, Mich.
Maria Lucile Sheheen Camden
Richard John Sparra Lawrenceville, N. J.
Boyd Erwin Summers Columbia
f •Greta Lynn Thomasson Dunwoody. Ga.
Alfredo Roberto Valdes Davie. Fla.
Nicole Michelle Vandel Springfield, Va.
Todd Nelson Watkins Largo. Fla.
Kimberly Paige Whaley Greenville
Bradley Nash Wilson Columbia
Psychology
Kathryn Anne Arnold Asheville. N. C.
••Jennifer Ree Bartless Greenwood
•Lisa Joanne Brown Powdersville
•Eleanor Thomson Bryant Greenville
Gretchen Laura Bullard Morgantown. W. Va.
Lynsey Marie Gathers Queensbury. N. Y.
Carole Mehsa Chelf Greenville
Kristyn Anne Cockburn Millwood, N. Y.
Joel Wyman Collins III Columbia
Jennifer Claire Dick Columbia
Timothy Michael Doherty Fairfield. Ct.
•Lisa Lynn Enger Roswell. Ga.
Suzanne Leigh Fisch Timonium. Md.
Carliss Manay Gunter Wagener
Monica J. Hacker Wyncote. Pa.
Christina Hall Somerset. N. J.
Rebecca Sue Hancox Seneca
Sarah Louise Harrington Columbia
Daniel Robert Hawkins Westfield. N. J.
Tonya Leigh Helms Concord, N. C.
Karen Denise Hood West Union
Tricia Aileen Jackson Boca Raton. Fla.
Jeffrey Michael Johnson Springfield, Va.
Kenneth Boyce Keasler Seneca
••Elizabeth Fondren Keeton Atlanta. Ga.
Alicia Jill Laiewski Greer
Veronika Leavitt Williamston
John Cain Lippard Columbia
Michelle Jennifer Little Raleigh. N. C.
Nan Lynn Logan Anderson
••Kelly Ann Long Wilmington. Del.
•Melissa Robin Miller Columbia
••Sarah Jewett Miller Linwood. N. J.
•Amanda Vera Morrice Rochester. N. Y.
Darraugh Anne O'Brien Westfield, N. J.
Dina Dae Payne Scottsdale, Ariz.
••Morns McCullough Pickens Orangeburg
•'Angela Marie Poffel Allison Park. Pa.
t*Amy Elisabeth Senn Clemson
Nicole Renada Spain Columbia
Leigh Ann Margaret Spicer Seaford, Del.
Tracy Anne Stecker Mt. Pleasant
Traci Marie Thomas Alexandria, Va.
Samuel Arnold Tisdale Columbia
BIythe Baker Tomlin Columbia
Julia Faith VanVoorhis Greenville
Susan Harrison Watt Sumter
Amy Marie White Newton, N. C.
Sociology
Vanetta Sandra Aaron Camden
Travis Todd Allen Williamston
Tracy Dawn Campbell Anderson
•Gabrielle Lynn Chapman Miami Shores, Fla.
JoAnne Louise Christensen Rock Hill
Dawn Michelle Corley Lexington
Dana Lynn Davis Moncks Corner
•Teresa Eileen Farrell Old Saybrook, Ct.
Sheri Suzanne Gilbert Saugus, Ca.
Celia Marion Godbold Cheraw
Gretchen Patricia Hammer Middletown. N. J.
Jeri Anne Holman Salem
Kimberly Sue McCauley Greer
Gabriel Antonio Parks Atlanta, Ga.
Stephanie Augusta Slowik Darien, Ct.
Lynda Sarah Stokes Huntsville, Ala.
Jill Ann Taylor Kingsport. Tenn.
Judith Lynn Wade Brandon, Fla.
'Nancy Marie Gilliland
DOUBLE MAJOR
Economics and Political Science
Mauldin Louis Earl Sease. Jr.
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English and History
Heather Lynn Callahan Mauidin
English and Political Science
Thomas James Bell III Hartsvllle Vernie Loufhain Williams Nesmith
English and Spanish
•David Garrett Rapp Franklin, N. J.
History and Philosophy
Brian Keith Sanders Anderson
History and Political Science
t'Wiliiam Thomas Hartley Bristol, Va. Heather Lee Strasburger Washington, D. C.
History and Secondary Education
***Patricia Denise Cocl<rell Batesburg
Political Science and Spanish
Reyna Soraya Manteghl Greenville
Psychology and Sociology
•Lisa Ann Mabry Gaffney Nipa Piyush Shah Succasunna, N. J.
COLLEGE OF NURSING
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Nursing
Eike Elise Alexander Pickens 'Linda Marie Markiewicz Orangeburg
Mary Ann Bendelow Annapolis, Md. Norwood Michael McBee Greenville
Jennifer Lynn Caughman Lexington 'Pamela Denise McDowell Anderson
Milbrey Anne Crooks Pomaria Lisa Marcia McJunkin Central
Sandra Ann Deller
__ Indian Harbour Beach, Fla. Rebecca Pauline McMurtrey Pendleton
Shelia Wilson Edgar Seneca 'Jillana Nicole Minion Anderson
Deana Andrea Fallaw Charlotte, N. C. Paula Anne Murnane Orangeburg
•'Tammy Leigh Feider St. Matthews Stacy Anne Sullins Brentwood, Tenn.
Kimberly Ann Hairston Anderson Biair Elizabeth Thomas Newark, Ohio
Olivia Janette Hall Columbia Teresa Page Tomlinson Pickens
Melissa June Holcombe Salem Kathryn Grey Townsend Aiken
•Sonja Jacobs Hughes Anderson Susan Louise Wimberly Holly Hill
•Amy Elizabeth Keryan Hermitage, Pa. Benita Diane Yates Liberty
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Biological Sciences
fDavid Paul Bahner Kettering, Ohio Angela Nicheile McLeod Sumter
George Edward Bell, Jr. Columbia David James Nickles Belton
Robert Osborne Brown III Clemson John Kelvin Thomas Baltimore, Md.
Allison Fraser Kirkley Hendersonviile, N. C.
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Chamlstry
Claretha Hughes Lake City
Mathematical ScImicm
Catherine Elizabeth Potest Greenville
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Biochemistry
Andre Tyrone Bobo Macon, Ga. Seth Carlyle Galloway Easley
Clyde Wayne Bogan, Jr. Jonesville Janice Lynn Willey Baltimore, Md.
Laura A. Dellevigne Flemington, N. J.
Biological
Marita Denise Hathcocit Anderson Florence
James Keith Bagwell Greenville
•Wade Mitchell Canlrell Bluttton
•Shanna Estelle Carney Rockville, Md.
•Timothy Ellis Crouch Florence
Many Wadgy Demian Columbia
Reginald Jaye Fowler, Jr. Spartanburg
Andrew Michael Green Liberty
t^^April Elizabeth Harris Houston, Texas
Wendy Ann Hostert Lansdale. Pa.
t'Anne-Marie Joye Greenville
Cheryl Elizabeth Kline Altamont, N. Y.
Robert William Metts Moncks Corner
Sciences
James Barrett Metz St. Louis, Mo.
Albert Charles Mina Orangeburg
James Lee Moore Easley
f'Roger Neil Passmore Greenville
Mark Bowie Patterson Greenville
•Michael Brooks Pryor Spartanburg
•Daniel Christopher Ripley Charleston
•Benjamin Lee Rodgers Pinopolis
Sonya Beryl Stewart Anderson
John David Turner Ormond, Fla.
•Caria Michelle West Moncks Corner
Robert Edward Woods III Rock Hill
Chemistry
Sean Franklin Collins Taylors James Brogdon Nichols, Jr. LaGrange, Ga.
••Leslie Pair, cia Crawford Pendleton Jeffrey John Rack Pendleton
Deborah Carol Hill Moncks Corner Charles Raymond Shick, Jr. Ninety Six
fJaneen Ann Laske Columbia, Md. Thomas Henry Wood Seneca
Computer Information Systems
•Timmi Leigh Allen Union •Julia Leigh Fendley Westminster
•Lisa Michelle Barras Greenville Jim Ross Keese Seneca
Francine Yolanda Brooks Greenwood "Dawn Kelly Shay Myrtle Beach
Bruce Edward Dunlap Poquoson, Va. Tracy Anne Trautman Dunwoody, Ga.
Computer Science
Rachna Agrawal Clemson
Joseph Wayne Albert Goose Creek
Clifton Santford Bate San Diego, Ca.
Joseph Lyn Buckmaster Greenville
••Gail Highsmith Byars Champaign, III.
Dena Ann Cosman Summerville
Jennifer Marie Donovan Greenville
•William Christopher Everhart Florence
••David Munroe Girardeau Midlothian, Va.
••Brian Keith Haberman Raleigh, N. C.
Edwin Earl Jaqua, Jr. Chesapeake, Va.
Falguni Bhagubhai Patel Greenville
••Karen Elaine Rawls Simpsonville
Morgan Lee Reece Austin, Texas
Patrick Darrell Tate Anderson
Darryl L. Twiggs Orangeburg
••Robert Francis Yaggie Spartanburg
Raymond Jackson Zeigler Central
Mathematical Sciences
Glenda Elizabeth Campbell Taylors
Douglas Cecil Clamp, Jr. Pickens
Verene Hursey Duvall Pageland
Pamela Renee Floyd Galivants Ferry
Dana Patricia Leaphart Apex, N. C.
Laura Anne McDonnell Murrells Inlet
Derek Josef McLean Seneca
Angela Deane Pace Inman
Nina Gage Robertson Jacksonville, Fla.
•Kelli Anne Rogan Hummelstown, Pa.
t*^Susan Michelle Wagner Asheville, N. C.
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Microbiology
Darron Wade Barlcsdale Six Mile Darrell Lul<e Holland Manns Choice, Pa.
Nathaniel Christian Bievins Rock Hill Jeffrey Ovel Johnson Spartanburg
Scott Timothy Bolo Newark, Dei. Mamie Kiki McGee Springfield, Ohio
fAndrea Ellen Brooks Orangeburg 'Gregory William Niemer North Augusta
Spencer Delano Cooper, Jr. Piedmont 'Robert Hans Pfister Greenviiie
Robin Renee Dunlap Mauldin t**SeDeris Ann Sheaiy Leesviile
Audrey Maria Hamilton Green Pond t**Catherine Michelle Vamer Spartanburg
*Lori Dawn Hannaman Parkersburg, W. Va.
Physics
t**Susan Dunbar Branton Montmorenci Penelope Ann Rice Taylors
•Owen Rosser Long Rochester, N. Y. Kevin Emory Taylor Inman
*Cum iaude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69
**Magna cum Iaude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89
***Summa cum Iaude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00
tSenior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to
twelve credits of honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department.
They have maintained a minimum GPR overall of 3.40. They appear in the line of march with an
honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon.
HONORARY DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 10, 1991
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES
Billy G. McCall Charlotte, NO
DOCTOR OF LAWS
Dan Rostenkowski Washington, DC
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DOCTORS' DEGREES CONFERRED AUGUST 10, 1991
FARRELL BLENN BROWN, Acting Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Entomology
William Rockford English Clemson
B.S., Oregon State University; M.S.. University of Missouri-Columbia
Dissertation: Ecosystem Dynamics of a South Carolina Sandhills Stream
Food Tochnology
Huoy-Jiun Jean Wang Taipei, Taiwan
B.A., Tunghal University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Characterization of Glucoamylase Immobilized on Formed-ln-Place Membranes
Nutrition
Susan Louise Valentino Ithaca, N. Y.
B.S., Cornell University
Dissertation: The effects of aflatoxin Bi and cytochalasin B on the in vitro immune response of bovine
and tur)(ey lymphocytes
Catherine Joan Walsh
_ Midland, Mich.
B.S., Hope College; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: The immunosuppressive effects of aflatoxin Bi in bovine macrophages and lymphocytes
in vitro
Plant Physiology
Michael Jerome Beck Dayton, Ohio
B.A., Thomas More College; M.S., University of Tennessee-Knoxville
Dissertation: Shoot Induction from Petunia Leaf Discs As A Function of Explant Size, Configuration and
Benzyladenine Exposure Time and The Proteins Associated with Its Determination Event
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Industrial Managemont
Susan West Engelkemeyer Marshfield, Mass.
B.A.B.A., Stephens College; M.B.A., East Carolina University
Dissertation: An Empirical Study of Total Quality Management Practices in U. S. Manufacturing Firms
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Engineering
Ann Denise Christy Columbus, Ohio
B.S., M.S., The Ohio State University
Dissertation: Ground Water Vulnerability Assessment and Agricultural Chemical Management Policies in
the South Carolina Piedmont (Field of Specialization: Environmental Systems Engineering)
Robert Edwards Harrison Seneca
B.S., M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Controlling Sliver Weight Uniformity on the Cotton Card (Field of Specialization: Agricul-
tural Engineering)
Satyanarayana Naga Kalidindi Madras, India
B.T., Indian Institute of Tech-Madras; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Statistical Process Control in Industrial Construction Engineering Organizations (Field of
Specialization: Civil Engineering)
Wyin-Pyin Lyui Taichung, Taiwan
B.S., National Taiwan University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: An Adaptive Network Organization Procedure for a Multihop Mobile Packet Radio Network
(Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering)
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Engineering (continued)
Salameh Abdulhameed Nsour Seneca
B.E., American University of Beirut; M.S., University of Mississippi
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Impact of Ramp Metering on Traffic Flow with and without Diversion
(Field of Specialization: Civil Engineering)
Ungyu Pailt Seoul, Korea
B.E., Hanyang University; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Dissertation: Dispersion of Alumina and Silica Particles in Organic Media via Electrosteric Stabilization
(Field of Specialization: Ceramic Engineering)
David Ellis Richardson Salt Lake City, Utah
B.S., University of Utah; M.S., Texas A&M University
Dissertation: A New Biaxial Stress Fracture Criterion (Field of Specialization: Engineering Mechanics)
Ross Wagenseil Clemson
B.A., (Harvard University; B.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Determination of Fractal Dimensions of Digital Elevation Models for the Watershed of
Lalce Jocassee, South Carolina (Field of Specialization: Environmental Systems Engineering)
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Forest Resources
Sara Bethany Baldwin Clemson
B.S., Bridgewater College; M.S., University of Idaho
Dissertation: Communication Between Forest Scientists. Professional Foresters, and Nonindustrial
Private Forest Owners Leading to Forest Management Technology Transfer
Philip Anson Tappe Euless, Texas
B.S.F., M.S.F., Stephen F. Austin State University
Dissertation: Capture-Recapture Methods for Estimating Southern Fox Squirrel Abundance
Park*. Recreation, and Tourism Management
Charles William Burgess II Marietta, Ga.
B.A., Berry College; M.Agric, Clemson University
Dissertation: The Effect of Cooperative and Competitive Environments on the Interpersonal Attraction of
Participants in Group Initiatives
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Biochemistry
Franlc Anderson Norris, Jr. Anderson
B.S., Erskine College
Dissertation: CO, Carbonic Acid Mediated Proton Flux Through Phospholipid Bilayers
Mathematical Sciences
Amekan Asukwo Ebiefung Akwa Ibom, Nigeria
B.S., University Calabar; M.S., Howard University
Dissertation: The Generalized Linear Complementarity Problem and Its Applications
Microbiology
Stanley Martin Belkowski Beaver Falls, Pa.
B.A., Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Dissertation: The Humoral Response to Col.agen and the Effects of Dimethylglycine and Perna canalicu-
lus on Collagen Induced Arthritis in Rats
Susan Nilex O'Brien Anderson
B.S., M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Effect of Plasma Cortisol on DNA Repair: Comparisons of Hormonal and Psychometric
Measurements of Stress
Lisa Ann Stanley Clarkston, Ga.
B.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Characteristics of Pathogenic Mechanisms of Edwardslella ictalurl in the Channel Catfish,
Ictalurus punctalus
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EDUCATION SPECIALISTAND MASTERS' DEGREES CONFERRED
AUGUST 10, 1991
FARRELL BLENN BROWN, Acting Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Tammy Rene Black Gilbert Dean Shawn Hayden Aiken
Danny Stark Brooks Cornelia, Ga. Thomas Edward Simmons Tupelo, Miss.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agronomy
In-Soo Choi Clemson
Animal and Food Industries
Wen-Dee Chiang Chungli, Taiwan Maureen Lynne Savage Millis, Mass.
Aquacuhure, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology
Jay Michael DeLong Elizabeth Timmerman LeMasler _ _ Pendleton
Gaberones. Botswana, Africa Richard Allan Slack Suffragette City, Ga.
Joy Gail Goodsell Darlington Christopher Scott Thomason Lancaster
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Ronald Scott Bell Atlanta, Ga. Glenn William Christner Atlanta, Ga.
Harriet Anne Blakely LaGrange, Ga. Robert William Gray III Atlantic Beach, Fla.
Robert Meyer Brown Gaffney Rebecca Harrison Lawson Aiken
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Willis Sylvan Huggins, Jr. Muliins
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
MASTER OF BUSINESS
Scott Kevin Andrews Laurens
Michael Hyland Atkinson Greenville
Gary Christopher Bernardez Pierpont, Ohio
Kathy Lynne Blassingame Seneca
Kenneth Gregory Buehring Simpsonville
Claudine Alicia Buzhardt Taylors
Linda Jean Crew Greenville
Mehmet Haluk Develioglu Istanbul, Turkey
Haydar Baki Dogan Istanbul, Turkey
Christophe J-M Dupouy Toulon, France
William Philip Durrell Greenville
Rupert Randolph Elliott, Jr. Greenvile
Jesse Derek Evatt Easley
Jean Louis Guillot Toulon, France
Eric Ferdinand Herzberg Greenville
Richard Holman Hoyt III Columbia
Cecile Lahonde Pau, France
Terry Kimper Lanford Spartanburg
Damien Laurent Nancy, France
Catherine Andrea Lloyd Summerville
Thomas Allen Mann Syracuse, N. Y.
ADMINISTRATION
Mark Edward McClure Greenville
Mark Matthew Mullin _ Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.
Laurent Nicolier Annemasse, France
Steven Patrick Pascale Lakewood, Ca.
Edith Cundy Payne Simpsonville
Roy Gregory Powell Orangeburg
Corinne Ravary Paris, France
Ronald Fred Renzini Scranton, Pa.
Jean-Philippe Robin Apt, France
Vincent Salzinger Seremange, France
Ame Rice Sanders Clinton
Sabine Sferra Velaux, France
Robert Franklin Stevens Spartanburg
Paula Sue Stolebarger Two Buttes, Co.
Hal Hildreth Tanner III Greenville
Jeffrey Wilson Taylor Seneca
Ross Alan Timmons Marion, Ohio
Garrett Kidder Tompkins Akron, Ohio
Thomas John Willard Evansville, Ind.
Xishan Zhuang Shanghai, China
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MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY
George Jacky Hunter Anderson Gregory Wayne Stephan Johnsonville
Laura Kube Sunset Ramji Krishnaswamy Tamarappoo _ Madras, India
Liza Martino Wayne, N. J. Elizabeth Anne Mueller Thomas Pendleton
Janice Mason Raffield Clemson John Benjamenlhomas IV Spartanburg
MASTER OF ARTS
Economics
Karin Boburg Guatemala, Guatemala Hector Adolfo Morales
Pamela Lynn Bracey Hillcrest Hts., Md. Guatemala City, Guatemala
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Industrial Management
Tami Jean Brown Green Island, N. Y.
Chandra Yvonne Daniel Aiken
Wandra Chevonne Daniel Aiken
Kenneth Michael Ford Uniontown, Ohio
Joseph Thomas Hayden Clemson
Thomas John Krupka Seneca
Geary Dale McMinn Spartanburg
John Perry Roberts ._ River Falls
Munir Yusuf Taherbhal Manama, Bahrain
Lynn Ceremuga Theiss Spartanburg
Robert Michael Thomas _ Burke, Va.
Melanie Ann Wallace Greenville
Charles David Watts Rock Hill
Textile Science
Debra Ann Cauthen Charlotte, N. C.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Administration and Supervision
David Ray Dye Cornelia, Ga. Donna Brown Rogers __ Clarkesville, Ga.
Betty Sue Johnson Rickman Clemson Joseph Inman Slaton, Jr. _ . _ Lavonia, Ga.
MASTER OF EDUCATION
Administration and Supervision
Peggy Cann Frazier Greenville Vonda Richardson Ridge Saluda
Amedee John Gervais Honea Path Anita Creel Shaw Williamston
Dana Alan Gravley
_
Greenwood Sheila Carol Thompson Seneca
Diane Vaughan Harrington __ Greer Sally McKelvey Yon _ __ Anderson
Kathy Ferguson Lumley Greenwood
Counseling and Guidance Services
Evelyn Kimberly Albertson Jacksonville, Fla.
Sarah Price Algary Greenville
Susan Thompson Baughman Greenville
Allyson Eve Bell Williamston
James Richard Buckley Greenville
Joseph Kenyon Cabe Franklin, N. C.
Peggy Sassman Chaney Fountain Inn
Eugene Chizik, Jr. Clearwater, Fla.
Carrie Shane Counihan Ocean City, Md.
Grace Laye Crow . West Union
Jerimiah Cummings Seneca
Thelma Wilson Fossum Santa Rosa, Ca.
Reece Lynn Going .. Greenwood
Saundra Agee Grisham Anderson
Judith Wakefield Horsley Hartwell. Ga.
Virginia Evelyne Jelley Greenville
Lynne Gunter Munumer Elberton, Ga.
Kathy Hall Porter Easley
D'Etta Elizabeth Price Lexington
Ray Baren Ramsey ^ Charleston, W. Va.
Carolyn Sophia Rawlings Radnor, Pa.
Patricia Rushing Greenville
Catherine Ledford Scott Easley
Kathryn Earle Shirley Seneca
Margeref Taylor Folger Smith Greenville
Tamela McAtee Ward Piedmont
Jennifer Gilreath Wilson Belton
Paula Corkins Wynn Toccoa, Ga.
Patricia Ricks Zimmerer Pickens
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Elamentary Education
Lisa Deanne Barnes Pickens
Jamie Leigh Blanton Anderson
Anna Christmas Caldwell Anderson
Helen Ramey Carroll Mountain Rest
Deborah DeFoor Chatham Toccoa, Ga.
Katrina Leary Collins Anderson
Martha Smith Donald Greenville
Barbara Manning Garrison Anderson
Debra King Getsinger Anderson
Dale Drake Ginn Anderson
Eleanor Corbett Grosskopf Greenville
Jacquelyn Lavoyn Harrison
_ _ Eastanollee, Ga.
Lisa Clamp Hiott Pickens
Sharon Batson Houck Greenville
Carl T Stroup Howard .. Seneca
Youngjoo Oh Hwang Seoul, Korea
Amanda Delane Price Seneca
Alisa Willimon Spearman Seneca
Jane Shugart Stancil Walhalla
Hildred Jewel Thompson Newberry
Mignon Remsburg White Taylors
Roslyn Jordan Whitworth Eastanollee, Ga.
Nancy Duning Wood Cincinnati, Ohio
It.
Reading
Madeleine Susan Barrett Anderson Sherry McJunkin Holbrook Iva
Mary Elizabeth Boggs Anderson Deborah Holland Hughes Honea Path
Jennifer Baxter Cline Anderson Laura McLaughlin Svacha Easley
Lisa Caroline Cox Anderson Lynn Bainbridge Williams Anderson
Secondary Education
Wanda Tilson Ireland Salem Jean Riley Steele Easley
Ann Temple Kesler Hartwell. Ga. Elaine Mumbauer WIegert SImpsonvllle
Carol Boggs Miller Anderson
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Larry Dean Alexander Spartanburg
Audrey Rodgers Bodell Central
Lou Stuckey Gardner Hartsville
Michael John Mahoney Aiken
Michael D. McMahon Charlotte, N. C.
Robert Jackson Mercer, Jr. Clemson
Sterling Richard Pate Westminster
George Newton Smith _ _. .. Anderson
Robert H. A. Vaughan _. _ . Toccoa Falls, Ga.
Gina Elizabeth Warren ._ Anderson
Judith Leclair White Spartanburg
Dorothy Manz Willis Belton
Jerry Eugene Wright _ Anderson
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Electrical Engineering
Eva Ann Bak Londonderry, N. H.
Thomas Brice Boelter Oklahoma City, Okla.
Samuel James Gulezian Merrimac, Mass.
Reynolds E. Jenkins, Jr. Mertztown, Pa.
Douglas S. Mix PIckerington, Ohio
Michael G. Pratt Overland Park, Kansas
Brian Phillip Rose Westminster, Co.
Rodger Paul Schlage Miami, Fla.
Rodney Lee Schmidt ._ Marion, Kansas
George W. Stasak .__ Bethlehem, Pa.
Gregory Stuart Thompson
Pleasant Garden, N. C.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Engineering
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.)
Aristippos Gennadios Xanthi, Greece
Ceramic Engineering
Jennifer Ann Landsly Lansing. III. Vibhakar Vanmalidas Modi — Ahmedabad, India
Chris Brian Maxwell Penn Yan, N. Y. Harvey Clark Rettberg III Pickens
Chemical Engineering
Khairiyah Mohd-Yusof Johor Bahru, Malaysia
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Civil Engineering
Thomas Frederick Kiclclighter III Carlos Eugenio Scares Fortaleza, Brazil
Charleston Heights William Raymond Williams IV Travelers Rest
Robert Scott Lawson Allien
Computer Engineering
Krishnan Gopalan Tamilnadu, India John Stanley Stachniewicz King Ferry, N. Y.
Electrical Engineering
David Dennis Aalfs Raleigh, N. C. Rohit Lester Savio Saldanha Clemson
Trent Mitchel Hayes Norcross, Ga. Jayanth Babu Thyamagundlam Clemson
Engineering Mechanics
Richard Lee Wollerman Lexington, Ky.
Environmental Systems Engineering
Paul Alan Furtick Spartanburg Michelle Dianne Pregent Delmar, N. Y.
Industrial Engineering
Venkat N. Anganagari Hyderabad, India Jacqueline Lee Levy Manning
Kevin James Clark Lexington
Mechanical Engineering
Moosa Aziz Madurai, India Chittur Parasuram Narayan 3ombay, India
David Roy Cultice White Plains. N. Y. James Gerard Roche Baldwin, N. Y.
Stephana Andre Guiilard Brecey, France Amit Kumar Sanyal Calcutta, India
Samir Khanna Bombay, India Kishore Subba-Rao Clemson
Mahesh Shyamsundar Kumar Madras, India Jihmin Wung Chang Hua, Taiwan
Thomas Alexander Nance Columbia
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Richard Michael Marshall Seneca Pamela Centa Rupert Clemson
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Forest Resources
George Anthony Hernandez Clemson Guy Raeford Sabin Easley
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MASTER OF ARTS
English
Melissa Diann Brown Boiling Springs, N. C. Susan Becker Ledbetter Greenville
Sonya Smith Bullen Kernersville, N. C. Susan Marie Lee .._ Walhaila
Jennifer Holloway Guthrie Greenville Elaine Judith Marshall Clemson
Dianne Dickerson Hossein-Beik .._ Westminster William Vernon Poston, Jr. Marion
Sharon Lynette Jones Anderson James Hill Williams Austin, Texas
Marilyn Broome Knight Spartanburg
History
Sean Howard McMahon Atlanta, Ga.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Applied Psychology
Hunter Lorin Belcher Nashville, Tcnn. Kathryn Ann Malone Charleston
Jane Elizabeth Joseph Aiken
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Nurting
Janette Pauline Arblaster _ Hendersonville, N. C. Yuan Hsu Lin Chang Hua, Taiwan
Vicky Chariene Crawford Eaaley Saranne Schauer O'Neal Central
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Biochemistry
Perry Scott Brignola Nashville, Tenn.
Brit! Allen Bunyard . Franklin, Ohio
Chemistry
Samuel Mark Gillette Central Glennys Ann Mensing Kasson, Minn.
Computer Science
Carol Lynette Dove Burlington, N. C. Richard Adam King Greenville
William Andrew Edmonson _.. Memphis, Tenn. Phaneendra Nath Patury Poquoson, Va.
Ganesh Chandrashekhar Kadaba KIrtikumar Lalitesh Prabhu Poona, India
Bangalore, India Stig Thormodsrud Oak Brook Terrace, III.
Seshasayee P. Kalyur Clemson Leslie Joseph Williams Naperville, III.
Dean Gregory Karres Rock Hill
Mathematical Sciences
Raymond Ernest Griffith Spokane, Wash. Mllinda Kumar Wickremaslnghe Sri Lanka
Mary Elizabeth Searcy Mountain Home, N. C.
Microbiology
Eugene Donat Ayotte Beatrice, Nebr. Allan Thompson Bennett Columbia
Richard John Barrett, Jr. Fayetteville, Tenn. Lynn Elizabeth Evans Coblesklll, N. Y.
Physics
Alan Clark Calder Avondal3 Estates, Ga. John Michael Hinds Simpsonviile
Brent Manhee Han Owings Mills, Md.
Zoology
Christine Annette Byrum Suffolk, Va.
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BACHELORS' DEGREES CONFERRED AUGUST 10, 1991
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Michael Seth McManus Andrews Tyron Keith Williams Britton's Neck
Agricultural Mechanization and Business
James Frederick Pedersen Ycnges Island
Animal industries
Nathan Jeremy Craddock Gray Court Steven Damon Odom Sumter
Daniel Martin Greene II Clover Clyde McRay Rauch. Jr. Lexington
Aquacuiture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology
William Brian Ellison Pickens •Timothy Russell Snoots Rockville, Md.
Food Science
Wendy Jill Berry Ninety Six Susan Lynn Ripley Hinsdale, III.
Pre-Professional Studies
Michael Austin Lockhart Kingstree
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Design
Wade Lewis Gatlin North Charleston
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Building Science and Management
Michael Joseph Abbott Baltimore, Md. James Lee McLoud Seabrook Island
William Albert Allen Charleston Maxwell Roddey Smith Rock Hill
Matthew John Cronin Columbia Gregory S. Sommer Lexington
•Jerri Tuck Hall Greer Timothy James Thureson Miami, Fla.
Clayton Lamar Haltiwanger Greenville
Design
Robert John Anderson Greenville 'Joseph Len Lovell Florence
Cynthia Louise Bowers Lancaster Andrew Jay Mills Camden
William John Hinds, Jr. Summerville Charles Leslie Patterson Columbia
••Forest Trowbridge Hooker Charleston John Richard Shirley Orangeburg
David Allen Loper North Augusta
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
RYAN CUSTER AMACHER. Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Economics
Jack Igelman Evanston, III. Derek Allan Lowery Simpsonville
Mauricio Lopez-Espinosa Bogota, Colombia Christopher Craig Moore Columbia, Md.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Accounting
Sharon Anita Belton Ridgeway
Michael Richard Davis Anderson
John Madison Goodyear Chester
Robert Lawrence Hall, Jr. Luxembourg
Susie Evelyn Lee Ware Shoals
Teresa Ann Martin Anderson
Pamela DeLynn McManus Myrtle Beach
Mitzi Caroline Myers Westminster
Jeffrey David Nix Seneca
Juliet Karen Phillips Summerviile
Lisa Nan Roberts Lavonia, Ga.
Kathy Terry Rumsey Anderson
David Lee Shirley Hickory. N. C.
Kevin Walter Stadelberger Brick. N. J.
Economics
Thomas Patrick Amrine Rockville, Md.
Laura Jayne Bass Clemson
Angela Kaye Blevins Chllhowie, Va.
Patrick John Brennan Wyomissing, Pa.
Malcolm Davis Calhoun
_ Clio
Jonathan Shawn Carlay Marietta, Ga.
Gretchen Louise GodicI Reston, Va.
'David Milton Haas Eagle River, Alaska
Todd Alan Hawkins Atlanta, Ga.
David Thomas Mitchell Vernon, Ct.
Bradley Duane Rohlfsen Danville, Va.
Margaret McCutchen Turner Mt. Pleasant
Financial
Linda Jane Adams Bennettsville
Mark Clifford Adams Decatur, Ga.
Zeinab Alwan Rock Hill
Ian LeRoi Bailey Columbia
fDavid Phillip Baldwin Flat Rock. N. C.
•Christopher Mark Barranco Towson, Md.
Michelle Clements Bedenbaugh Hampton
Alvin Nelson Berry, Jr. Lexington
David Thomas Blair Potomac, Md.
Ken Charles Boggs __- Pickens
Michele Marie Bombardiere Burke, Va.
Anthony Charles Bruno Potomac, Md.
Teresa Elaine Corbin Varnville
Kevin Henry Joseph Costello - Moorestown, N. J.
Daniel Brian Crowe Carrollton, Ga.
Donald Rae Duffy, Jr. Richmond, Va.
Michael Timothy Fowler Townville
Scot Shannon Frith Piedmont
Marc Christopher Ganninger Orlando, Fla.
Robert Scott Gerber Greensboro, N. C.
Walter Edward Gregg IV Essex Fells, N. J.
Management
Timothy Ned Hammett Spartanburg
Edward Todd Hastings Greenville
Robert Allen Haynes ! I BIythewood
Thomas Allen Mclnerney Charleston
David Cameron Monckton Myrtle Beach
Mitchell Charles Moore Seneca
Christopher Grey Munnerlyn Greenwood
Timothy Gregg Munnerlyn Greenwood
James William Gustin Nolle Summerviile
Patrick Anthony O'Connor Columbia
•Scott William Orr Seneca
Mark Francis Petrancosta Greenville
Matthew David Pope Marietta, Ga.
Steven Daniel Redfern Merrimack, N. H.
Todd Miles Ridgway Evansville, Ind.
Gregory Todd Robinson Germantown, Md.
Virginia Cope Stapleton Clemson
Gregory Charles Stier Herndon, Va.
Amy Lorraine Taylor Anderson
Stephanie Marie Temples Sumter
Industrial Management
David Robert Brown Martinsville, Va. Bret Keith Elliott Hemingway
Miles William Calvert Johnson City, Tenn. *Cori Lynn Koieszar Greenwood
David Alan Drummond Charlotte, N. C.
Management
Michael David Batson Lexington
•Baleka Elizabeth Bonham Rock Hill
Robert David Burriss Anderson
Ansel Gregory Chapman Pickens
Robert Allan Cooper Greenville
••Leslie McCabe Dugosh Marietta, Ga.
Edward Glaser III Central
Kristen Lee Greene Greenville, Del.
Veronica Wynne Hemmingway Columbia
Franklin Eugene Holland Seneca
Craig Stephen Hoover Charleston
Brian Paul Jackson Irwin, Pa.
Casey Donald Jackson Atlanta, Ga.
Pierre David Jutras Pendleton
Joseph Vance Kennedy Moncks Corner
Calvin McGowan, Jr. Clinton
Scott Edward McNew Conway
Christopher John Meinberg Clearwater, Fla.
John David Mitchell Mt. Pleasant
Timothy Randolph O'Barr Anderson
Jody Lee Pace Easley
Virginius Orville Robertson IV Columbia
Rodrick B. Sauls Anderson
William Christopher Smith laeger, W. Va.
Stephen Mitchell Tessener Kingsville, Md.
Russell Charles Wright Leesburg, Va.
JL5£
Marketing
Kelly Leigh Childers Mauldin
Craig Condon Severna Park, Md.
Laura Judith Creasy Forest, Va.
Peter T. Curran Wilmington, Del.
Catherine Alma Ellas Columbus, Ohio
Sherri Lynn Ferqueron Greenwood
Mark Aaron Hale Atlanta, Ga.
Mary Ellis Harvin Columbia
Richard Raymond Holland Irmo
Robert Anderson Huebel Columbia
Lance Richard Hunt Louisville, Ky.
Thomas Richard Hurt, Jr. Slmpsonville
Cristal Charon Kelly Gainesville, Ga.
Lillian Gray Laffitte Hampton
Angela Christine Mattos Easley
Patrick Francis McGlynn Orlando, Fla.
David Warren Murdaugh, Jr. Estill
Barbara Jeanne ParowskI
Washington Township, N. J.
Michael Ray Posey Liberty
Matthew Britt Roach Florence
Larry Scott Schuster Charlotte, N. C.
H. Drummond Sharp III Rock Hill
Jeffrey Charles Sweyer Wilmington, N. C.
Pamela Lynn Watson Conway
•Thomas John White Upper Saint Clair, Pa.
Textile Chemistry
Christopher Heyward McConneli Greenville t'Varunesh Sharma Clemson
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
GORDON WALTER GRAY, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Early Childhood Educetion
Geraldine Kelly Jenkins Clemson Bridget Katherine Sherry
Melissa Leigh Myers Sumter
Schenectady, N. Y.
Elementary Education
Leslie Paige Austin Chattanooga, Tenn.
••Kimberly Patrice Dunn Anderson
Marcy Ann Flier Anderson
Robin Christine Hayes Anderson
Constance Jane Keller Satellite Beach, Fla.
Melissa Lyn Mclnnls Tampa, Fla.
Alana Mary McSharry Taylors
Glenda Kaye Orr Waihalla
Shannon Ola Rogers Spartanburg
Andrea Scott Rome, N. Y.
Dana Marie Smith North Augusta
Sara Jlli Woodham Easley
Secondary Education
Donald Ray Blevins, Jr. Charleston
Harold Lee Brown St. Louis, Mo.
Wanda Renlta Cash Orangeburg
Sonia Michelle Cunningham Laurens
Julie Ann Hardwick Conway
***Kathy Leann Henderson Jackson
Spartanburg
Lisa Ann Simonis Binghamton, N. Y.
Brian Robert Smith Bath
Hugh Bradley Tankersley Central
Kimberly Erin Welsh Burke, Va.
Paul Matthew Williams Myrtle Beach
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Graphic Communications
Andrew Thomas Berg Columbia Russell Hoyt Gandy Columbia
Barton James Christner Pittsburgh, Pa. John Beverly League Mi Columbia
Gary Lee Fesmire Charlotte, N. C. Nancy Louise Perella Hilton Head
Industrial Education
Reginald Bernard Harris Gaffney 'William Harold Norris Charleston
•Michael Anthony Neary, Jr. Pauline
Science Teaching
Lisa Denise Adams Seneca Robert Keith Harrison Qreer
Samuel Ray Cole West Pelzer John Kevin Hinson Lancaster
Christopher John Cory Belmar. N. J. Carol Henderson Wade Pickens
f 'Michele Timmerman Goforth Gaffney
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
JOSEPH CHARLES JENNETT, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ceramic Enginetring
•Thomas Nichols Erlel, Jr. , _ Elkhart, Ind. William Charles Sloan Islip Terrace, N. Y.
Chemical Enginaaring
Todd Alan Beaton Clemson Natalie Phyllis Hovseplan Unlori
Christopher John Elkin . . . Rome, Ga. David Gregory Jillson Dumfries, Va.
Civil Enginaaring
•Abbas M. Abouhamdan Hizirta. Lebanon Lara Janet Levi Rescue, Ga.
•Douglas James Brabrand .. Newport News, Va. Mark Ronald Militzer Summerville
Stephen Todd Bradley Greenville (Degree awarded posthumously)
Joel Folger Burgess, Jr. Travelers Rest David Andrew Shuey Taylors
Michael Allen Dennis Leesville Steven Derek Swygert West Columbia
David Franklin Dickson York Christopher Alan Taylerson Rock Hill
Miguel Enrique Giles Rock Hill Frederick John Wewers, Jr. Georgetown
Rodney Edward Gray Mauldin
Computer Engineering
• "Evan Howard Burns Bethesda, Md. Patricia Ann Lang Windsor, Ct.
Allen Robert Evans Zaragoza, Spain Helmut Lilischkies Spartanburg
Electrical Engineering
Timothy Bariiovits ._. Greenville Penelope Christine Jagers Boca Raton, Fla.
•Lawrence David Blankenbeckler ._ Georgetown David Milton Metts Branchville
Alan Scott Gilmer ... Anderson Bryan David Morgan Pensacola, Fla.
Donald Lee Hancock Central John James Reyling II Sumter
John William Holladay Charleston
Engineering Analysis
Jennifer Eileen Brink Dunwoody, Ga. T. Barber Mackey Lancaster
Engineering Technology
Leslie Gladstone McCraw III Greenville
Industrial Engineering
Amy Elizabeth Arthur Columbia "Jamie Christine Mathews Conyers, Ga.
Adrienne Michelle Felder Columbia John Christopher Nash Pendleton
Eldred Louis Freeman East Point, Ga. Sheryl Annette Smith Walhalla
Mechanical Engineering
Bryan Lamar Batten Pendleton t* 'Scott Patrick Mislevy Wauchula, Fla.
Rhonda Percephone Dansby Greenwood David Andrew Munisteri Setauket, N. Y.
••George Gerald Glanton, Jr. Edgefield Paul Edward Patterson Florence
Peter Michael Kerekanich Columbia Timothy Daryl Roach Rock Hill
Ronnie Josef Lindler Chapin Brian Dale Spiker Aiken
Brian Tony Littiejohn Gaffney Kenneth Jennings Strickland Charleston
•Leigh Ann Miller Roebuck
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Forest Resource Management
William Edward Barrioz Fairforest
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Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management
Kimberly Ann Bishop Surfside Beach
Markvan Bellamy Brooks Fayetteville, Ga.
James Michael Brown Pell City, Ala.
Scott Richard Canup Charleston
Sandra Suzanne Carter Hartsville
Sonya Elaine Causey Nichols
Mary Mandelyn Cribb Pleasant Hill
Lisa Ann Dillard Yorktown, Va.
Jason Rhett Evans Orangeburg
Patricia Lee Fountain Kill Devil Hills, N. C.
**Dewilla Brock Gaines Seneca
Mary Caroline Johnson Boca Raton, Fla.
Craven Lee Kendall II Swannanoa, N. C.
Angela Leigh Latimer Brentwood, Tenn.
•Kimberly Lynne Lennon Dayton, Ohio
Shannon Elizabeth Martin Walterboro
Dru Lynn Matthews Columbia
Mary Beth Mays Walhalla
Elizabeth Nona Parak Vernon, N. J.
Derrick Alan Pierce Greenville
Mitchell Lee Plowden III Sumter
Jennifer Cannon Smith Folly Beach
Anne Ruth St.George Portsmouth, Va.
Amanda Leigh Wells Anderson
Albert McMeekin Westbrook Monticello
Craig Owen Yardley Amagansett, N. Y.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English
Motte James Brown Gaffney Patricia Ann Smietana Doylestown, Pa.
Tonia Jean Clay Oakton, Va. Elizabeth Michel Smoak Yonges Island
•Jean Renee Conte Maitland, Fla.
History
Dawn Noelle Craig Arlington, Va. Scott Sterling Paulus West Milford, N. J.
John Ellenberg Duffie Anderson Amy Jo Schonhar Easley
Mark David Ma|or St. Louis, Mo. Daniel Hunt Wager Marietta, Ga.
•"Serena Michelle Malin Florence
Language and International Trade
Susan Elizabeth Carson Hilton Head
Laurie Lee Elmore Williamston
•Amber Lane Godfrey Columbia
Kimberly Dawn Gramling Mountain Rest
Jennifer Suzanne Kucer Staunton, Va.
Ann Elizabeth McLean Atlanta, Ga.
Christina Marie Michels Irmo
Richard Eugene Richmond Decatur, Ga.
Maria Helena Skilton North Charleston
Political Scienca
Elizabeth Kay Britt Columbia Anthony Michael Hanley Anderson
Patricia Lynn Dennis
_. Johns Island Shane Alan Murden Charleston
Philip Eugene Grimes ._ Indianapolis, Ind.
Psychology
Vickie Lorraine Casseen Middletown, Md.
Kelley M. Clare Westfield, N. J.
Jane Elizabeth Jackson Cincinnati, Ohio
•Joseph Timothy Johnston Tega Cay
Jane Claire Lovell Gastonia, N. C.
Sean Tavis Mann Varnvllle
Christopher Robert Molitor Potomac, Md.
Paul Thomas Sadosky Atlanta, Ga.
Barbara Anne Whatley Greenville
Sociology
Carol Inetta Bines Hopkins
William Burden Bookhart III Elloree
James Sidney Erwin III Flat Rock, N. C.
Thomas Joseph Foote Newtown, Pa.
Kyndal G. Gibson Hopkins
Lisa Michelle Hamm Greenwood
Stephanie Ann Madigan Dover, N. J.
Jeffrey Alan Nunamacher Greer
Kelly Kathryn Williams Macon, Ga.
DOUBLE MAJOR
Economics and Political Science
Angel Fleetwood .. Windsor, Va.
English and History
•Theron W. Davis III _,_ Atlanta, Ga.
History and Political Science
•Henry Ernest Velte 111 Charleston
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS. Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Nursing
Yvonne Boone Bishopville Elizibeth Louise MIchaelis -, Columbia
Amanda Dean Connelly Prosperity "Christine Peterschick Schaff -. Lewlstown, Mortt.
Cynthia Renee Hays Clemson Patricia Leigh Shuler Sumter
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Biological Sciences
Matthew Glenn Hlnderliter Keley T. O'Brien Geneva, III.
Chatham Township, N. J.
Chemistry
Linda Anne Fasig Spartanburg
Richard Phillip Lee Spartanburg Robin Lee Robinson Greenville
Mathematical Sciences
Albert Alien Mele Bridgewater, N. J.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Biochemistry
Bridget Michelle Holycross _ __ Hebron, Ohio
Biolagicai Sciences
Randall W. Beck Cheraw "Derek J. VanDuzer Rochester, N. Y.
Terry Elisabeth Lancaster .. Chattanooga, Tenn. ***Karen Marie White Piedmont
Computer Information Systems
Stephen Edward Coleman Hilton Head Dennis Benjamin Risher, Jr. Simpsonville
•'Belinda Marie Liviero Allendale Sheila Gay Rose Walker Marietta, Ga.
Computer Science
Darren Edwards Crane Scituate, Mass. Michael Derek Larsen Green Acres, Fla.
Geology
Richard Dallmar White Salem Melissa Beheler Wilber Seneca
Mathematical Sciences
fMarkus Emsermann Rock Hill
Microbiology
Jennifer Kay Bash Ft. Wayne, Ind. Brian Randolph Lawson Clemson
Daphne Denise Fleming Hartwell, Ga. Vickie Lynn Morats Dayton, Ohio
Danielle Marie LaBiche New Iberia, La. Cassie Mae Pough Orangeburg
HONORARYDEGREES CONFERRED AUGUST 10, 1991
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES
Larry A. Jackson Greenwood, SO
DOCTOR OF LAWS
John L. Clendenin Atlanta, GA
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DOCTORS' DEGREES CONFERRED DECEMBER 19, 1991
GEORGE JAY GOGUE, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Agronomy
Emmett Ernest Hiatt III High Point, N. C.
B.S., High Point College; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Molecular genetic studies of Meloldogyne-soybean interactions
Animal Physiology
Charles Russell Weirich Johnson City, Texas
B.S., Texas A&M University; M.S., Southwest Texas State University
Dissertation: Characterization and Alleviation of Selected Aquaculture-Related Stressors in White Bass X
Stripe Bass Hybrids
Applied Economics
Loretta Armilda SIngletary Coward
B.A., M.S., M.Ed., University of South Carolina
Dissertation: The Spatial Economic Impact of Highways in South Carolina: An Applied Geographical
Information Systems Approach to Small Region Analysis
Plant Pathology
Elizabeth Lee Bennett Elgin, III.
B.S., Oral Roberts University; M.S., Northern Illinois University
Dissertation: Effects of Xanthomonat campeslris pv. pruni, Water-Congestion, and Acetylsalicylic Acid
on Peach Leaves (Prunus persica (L.) Batsch)
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Industrial Management
Masoud Abessi Yazd, Iran
B.S., Gazalli College of Management; M.S.. University of Dallas
Dissertation: MIS/DSS Expert Systems Based Hierarchical Production Planning
Textile and Polymer Sclanc*
Howard LaVann Thomas, Jr. Charlottesville, Va.
B.S., M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology
Dissertation: The Effects of Sizing Parameters on Warp Stops in Weaving
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Vocational and Technical Education
Linda Schevltz Merriam Greenville
B.S., University of Maryland at College Park; M.Ed., University of South Carolina
Dissertation: School Attendance as a Condition of Drivers' Licensure: A Study of West Virginia's 1988
Law
Patricia Ann Spaid Anderson
B.S., Midwestern State University; M.S., Syracuse University
Dissertation: The Dynamics of Sociopolitical Change: An Application of Systems and Conflict Theory to
Events In a School District
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Engineering
Vailore Anandan Madras, India
B.S., Indian Institute of Tech-Bombay; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: A Continuum Based Shell Element (Field of Specialization: Engineering Mechanics)
Glen Raul Boyd Pacifica, Ca.
B.S., M.Engr.. Tulane University of Louisiana
Dissertation: Factors Influencing Nonaqueous Phase Liquid Removal from Groundwater by Alcohol
Flooding (Field of Specialization: Environmental Systems Engineering)
WenBin Chang .
. Keelung, Taiwan
D.I. P., National Taipei Institute of Technology; M.S.. Clemson University
Dissertation: A Study of High-impedance Fault Detection in Distribution Systems Using a Kalman
Filtering Approach (Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering)
David Greer Hart West Springs
B.S.. Wofford College; M.S.. Clemson University
Dissertation: Adaptive Techniques for Transformer Protection (Field of Specialization: Electrical
Engineering)
Vojislav Dragoljub Kalanovic Belgrade. Yugoslavia
B.S., M.S.. University of Belgrade
Dissertation: Control of Robots with Flexible Transmissions (Field of Specialization: Mechanical
Engineering)
Yun-Soo Lim Seoul. Korea
B.S., Seoul National University
Dissertation: Study of Mesophase Formation and Stabilization from a Petroleum Pitch (Field of
Specialization: Ceramic Engineering)
Keith Wayne Martin Gumming. Ga.
A.S.S.C. Young Harris College; B.S., M.S. University of Georgia
Dissertation: A Technique for Predicting Mixing in Aquacultural Ponds (Field of Specialization: Agricul-
tural Engineering)
Minisandram Seshadri Ramesh Madras. India
B.E., College of Engineering-Madras; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Powder Metallurgy Forming Processes Inclu-
ding Metal Matrix Composites (Field of Specialization: Engineering Mechanics)
John Allen Schmidt Longview, Wash.
B.S.. Washington State University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: The Macrophage Response to Microtextured Silicone (Field of Specialization: Bio-
engineering)
Elizabeth Gainey Stoner Sumter
B.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: The Effect of Shape on the Tensile Strength of Pitch-Based Carbon Fibers (Field of
Specialization: Chemical Engineering)
Eric John Torgerson Raleigh, N. C.
B.S.. North Carolina State University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: A Hierarchical Semi-Autonomous Control Scheme for Robot-Assisted Workstations (Field of
Specialization: Mechanical Engineering)
Eugene Yu-Chun Wu Kaohsiung. Taiwan
D.V.M., National Taiwan University
Dissertation: Subcutaneous Tissue Response to Surface Textures of Biomaterials — Titanium, Hydroxy-
apatite and Silicone: an In-Vivo Study (Field of Specialization: Bioengineering)
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COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Forest Resources
Caroline Josol Buhion Bohol, Philippines
B.S., VIsayas State College of Agric; M.S., University of the Philippines
Dissertation: Characterization and Conservation of Waterlogged Archaeological Wood
Richard Fessenden Harlow Clemson
B.S., M.S., University of Maine at Orono; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Dissertation: The Effects of Management Treatments on Biomass, Nutritive Quality, and Utilization of
Forages on Utility Rights-of-Way
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management
David Belton Whaley, Jr. Columbia
B.S., Allen University; M.S., North Carolina Central University
Dissertation: Humor as a Moderator of Negative Stress Responses In Incarcerated Adolescent Males
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Biochemistry
Melvin Tod Stoner Bartlett, Tenn.
B.S., Shorter College
Dissertation: D-Ribulose-1, 5- Bisphosphate Carboxylase/Oxygenase in Thiobacillus intermedius
Chemistry
Mark Allen Billadeau Lockport, III.
B.S., Hope College
Dissertation: Synthesis, Characterization, and Photophysics of Monometallic Ruthenium and Rhodium
Azine Complexes
Douglas Charles Duckworth Chase City, Va.
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College
Dissertation: Development of Radio Frequency Powered Glow Discharge Mass Spectrometry for the
direct Elemental Analysis of Electrically Nonconductlve Solids
Bharat Ramkrishna Lagu Atlanta, Ga.
B.S., M.S., University of Bombay
Dissertation: Asymmetric Induction via Organocopper Conjugate Addition Reactions
Mathematical Sciences
James William Boland Hartford, Ct.
B.S., Worcester Poly Institute; M.S., University of Central Florida
Dissertation: Inclusive Connectivity, A Local Graph Connectivity Parameter
Belinda Batten King Rockville, Md.
B.S., M.S., University of Maryland
Dissertation: Modeling and Control of Multiple Component Structures
Dale Lewis Mclntyre Seneca
B.A., Houghton College; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Dissertation: Time Invariance and Stability of Stochastic Linear Hereditary Systems as Characterized
by their Covariance Functions
Microbiology
Brian A. Nummer Melrose Park, III.
B.S., Iowa State University of Science and Technology; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Blodegradation of Aniline-based Herbicides, their Metabolites and Related Compounds
Zoology
Rema Acang Gapusan Cagayan, Philippines
B.S., M.S., University of Santo Tomas
Dissertation: Molecular Studies on the Amylase Gene-Enzyme System of the Chicken
Irene Kokkala Athens, Greece
M.S., Western Kentucky University
Dissertation: Cellular Strategies for Maternal-Embryonic Nutrient Transport In Viviparous Fishes
Edna Josef Steele Gaffney
B.S.. M.S., University of the Philippines
Dissertation: Ultrastructural Study of the Ontogeny of Leucocytozoon smithi (Apicomplexa: Haemosporina)
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EDUCATION SPECIALISTAND MASTERS' DEGREES CONFERRED
DECEMBER 19, 1991
GEORGE JAY GOGUE, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Angela Valentine Broadway West Columbia Krista-Anne Rigalo Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agricultural and Applied Economics
Klmberly Ann VanWagner . Columbia, Mo.
Agronomy
Jeffrey Wayne Kerr .. ^ Titusvllle, Pa.
Animal and Food Industries
Scott William Beckwlth Clemson May-June Tsou Shinchu. Taiwan
Benilda Siiva Perez Batangas, Philippines
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology
Marl( Gerald Dodd Woodstock, Ga. Michael Wayne Whaley Greenwood
Warren Scott Mitchell Fortuna, Ca.
Entomology
Stephen Scott Deitz Woodlake, Ca.
Wildlife Biology
Lawrence Joseph Boiler Petersburg, Ind.
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Deepak Bahl Chandigarh, Panjab Joseph Randall Shields Roswell, Ga.
Mark Patrick Oullea Greenville
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Rajeshwari 8. Amarsingh Bangalore, India Fredalyn Michelle Frasier Summerville
Manabendra Changkakoti Assam, India
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Victoria Lynn Freeman Greenville Paul Lee Reach Anderson
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Peter Lowell Ante Albee Princeton, III. Elizabeth Yvette Sutherland Nashville, Tenn.
Aaron Leiand Baldwin McClellanville Alexia Anne Timberlake Columbia
Shannon Mary Morrissey Louisville, Ky.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Architecture
Robert Charles Lowrey Baton Rouge, Pa.
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
MASTER OF BUSINESS
Jesse I rby Adams III Easley
Douglas James Bade Greer
Marianne Lynn Bakita Charlotte, N. C.
Robert Garrett Beam Greenville
Christopher Michael Beard Simpsonville
Hala Hassan Behery Clemson
David William Cantrell Greenville
Liguang C. Chi Clemson
Roger Kevin Chitty St. George
Marie Roseann Clements Townville
Jennifer Marion Comer Hockessin, Del.
Raymond John Cooper Wauwatosa, Wis.
Kimberly Yvette Davis Greenville
David Harold Dinkins Greenville
Patricia Canincia Edmonds Greenwood
Linda Foster Edv^rards Simpsonville
Wanda Annette Epps Louisa, Va.
Clarence Randell Ewing, Jr. Hartsville
Donald James Fandetti Columbia, Md.
John Hartvig Forberg Clemson
Holly Greer Gaston Roswell, Ga.
Cedric Weldon Grant N.Charleston
Sarah Lynn Fox Hall Greenville
Cara Tangari Hamilton Clemson
Susan Lynn Higgins Cliffwood Beach, N. J.
Thomas James Hoyer Greenville
Bradley Louis llling Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bruce Hammond Keel Barnwell
Almeta Hill Kilgo Charlotte. N. C.
Perry Lee Koehler Bethlehem, Pa.
Chowdary Ramesh Koripella Greenville
Richard Walter LaForge Anderson
ADMINISTRATION
Kenneth Robert Lewis Easley
Cheang Foo Lim Simpsonville
Kevin Ray Long Anderson
Pamela Boyd Magee Pensacola, Fla.
Judith Anne McCambridge Greenville
Leigh Holliday McDaris Mauldin
Thomas Wesley McFadden Chester
Douglas Owen Meredith Anderson
David Andrew Mihalic Greenville
Dewitt Charles Miles III New Milford, Ct.
Andrew Montano III Bridgewater, N. J.
Lawrence Allen Oveson South Bend, Ind.
William Robert Parrott Greenville
Teresa Fugitt Polen Williamson, W. Va.
Judith Lynn Price Asheville, N. C.
Stephanie Elizabeth Rogers Greenville
Sunil Vinaykant SanghanI Bombay, India
Elizabeth June Scarborough San Diego, Ca.
Lori Michelle Schlock Townville
Karyn Brinson Shook Raleigh, N. C.
Dwight Haskell Smith, Jr. Simpsonville
Vicki Doreen Smith Cary, N. C.
Thomas Alexander Sparacino Clemson
Rebecca Bell Stogner Taylors
Cheryl Wilham Swenson Greenville
Keith Gregory Thompson Anderson
Brandy Bronwyn West Newberry
Charles Edwin Whatley Simpsonville
Angela Jo Williams Greenville
Joseph Eugene Williams Clemson
Melissa Anne Williams Columbia
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY
Derek Shawn Flaugher Grayson, Ky.
Pamela Sprigle Freeman Ormond Beach, Fla.
David Walter Garrison, Jr. Orangeburg
Stacy Melissa Lewis Isllp, N. Y.
Shannon Kathleen O'Connor Anderson
Jeffery Wayne Ray West Pelzer
Fred Barron Stone Greenwood
Leigh Shumaker Sullivan _._ Chattanooga, Tenn.
Juanita Louise Woods Anderson
MASTER OF ARTS
Economics
David Lee Houser Cherryville, N. C. Tracey Lee Young
Kimberly Victoria Knight Mauldin
BIythewood
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Industrial Management
Craig Andrew BeVier Clemson Bryan Lee Pettit Riverside, Ca.
Gary Linden Boyce Seneca Charles Edward Pritchett Charlotte, N. C.
Claire Anderson Brown Inman Kathy Lynn Sowell Seneca
Qldong Cao Nantong, China Tony Spiritoso Ontario, Canada
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Administration and Supervision
Diane Haley Toney Lavonia, Ga.
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MASTER OF EDUCATION
Administration and Supervision
Mary Stanfield Bridges Ciemson Donna Fowler Duncan Simpsonville
Jacquelyn Williamson Corbett Pendleton Suzanne Graydon O'Dell Liberty
Brenda Lynn DeLaney Anderson Amy Allred Renshaw Saluda
Counseling and Guidance Strvlce*
Jay Sachio Akamine Honolulu, Hawaii Ronald Wray Gamer Newport News, Va.
Teresa Lynn Boggs Seneca Trixle Maise Golden Seneca
Jackie Hill Bradham Greenville Peggy Lynn Wilson Hamilton Anderson
Susan Bates Campbell Anderson Anne Brown Hansen Simpsonville
Mary Elizabeth Clamp Columbia Gene Douglas Harris Anderson
Selena Hernandez Crawford LaBelie. Fla. Sallie Milam Lea Anderson
Kimberly Arp Erwin Ciemson Amy Beth McDermott Mt. Pleasant
Andrew Wesley Ford Greenville Pamela June Taylor Seay Anderson
Elementary Education
MIna Gibbs Brooks Pomaria Carol Ruth Martin Belton
Melissa Lee Bryan Salem Edna Werts Shealy Batesburg
Barbara Gunther Friedlob Anderson Mamie Louise Shippy Newberry
Cheryl Sturgess Green Toccoa, Ga. Cynthia Kettelson Sidell Simpsonville
Melvia Scurry Kerby Saluda Brenda Powell Smith Greenville
Cynthia Allyson Matfett Sandersville, Ga. Helen Everett Smith Toccoa, Ga.
Mable Marie Mahon Fountain Inn Debra Hawkins Templln Prosperity
Reading
Kafhryn Saya Klenda Salem Paul Andrew Wetzel Greenville
Julie Ann Ripley Clifton, Va.
Secondary Education
Betty Lou C. Dobson Seneca Nancy Lenn Nicholson Westminster
Valerie Elaine Hyde Greenville Mary Sandlin Rowell Anderson
Special Education
Allison Whetsell Aiken Sunset Mickie Jackson Morton Griffin. Ga.
Susan Marie Lenning _ Greenville
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
Delaine Annette Bucheck Ann Hutchins Jones Ciemson
West Palm Beach, Fla. Robin LuRay Lennon Greenville
Ronald Lee Calhoun Charleston Owen Perkins Greenville
Michael Wayne Freeman Chesterfield Robin Boone Waters Greenwood
Ogden Hansford, Jr. Macon, Ga.
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Marc EdIein Charlotte, N. C. Linda Rush Richitelli Greenwood
Mary Elizabeth McCaskill Greenville Terry Lee Schiazza Seneca
Kathleen O'Rourke Olson Greenville James Henderson Villeponteaux III __ Harleyviile
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Electrical Engineering
Alan Clark Bailey Lexington, N. C. Eric Thomas Miller Boston, Mass.
Ronald Ross Kinner Burlington, N. C. Kim Le Williams Yukon, Okla.
Environmental Systems Engineering
Allen Basil Ward Kingstree
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Engineering
(Agricultural Engineering is Jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.)
Lisa Kay Johnson Amory, Miss.
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Bioengineering
Ravi Kapur New Delhi, India Linggawati Tanamal Gainesville, Fla.
Melvin Curtis Mayes Greenville
Chemical Engineering
Allen Michael Beard Hagerstown, Md. James William Klett Stuart, Fla.
Civil Engineering
Charles Jeffrey Adkins Greenville Scott Edward Mohler Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Kevin Lane Burton Greenville Jose Antonio Orozco Guanajuato, Mexico
Laura Lynn Cove Miami, Fla. Sandy Welch Watford Florence
Laura Kay Freeman Summerville
Computer Engineering
Mohan Ramakrishna Bangalore, India
Electrical Engineering
Subramanian Kumaraswamy __ Coimbatore, India William Harford Quaintance III _. Raleigh, N. C.
Paul Matthew McNeary Shelby, N. C. Hui Zhao Clemson
Satish Sivasankaran Menon Bombay, India
Engineering iMechanics
Padmanabh Dinkar Dabke Bombay, India Randolph Danner Friend Mobile, Ala.
Environmental Systems Engineering
William George Fletcher, Jr. Mobile, Ala. Mark Hamilton Sturges Portland, Ore.
Carol Wilcox King Toccoa, Ga. Michael William Sydow Savannah, Ga.
Mark Joseph Otten Washington, III.
Industrial Engineering
Vivek Ramesh Bapat Pune, India Vaithianatan Sachithanandan Karunakaran
Coimbatore, India
Mechanical Engineering
All Riza Alptekin Istanbul, Turkey Prasad Somashekar Mahadev _. Bangalore, India
Jer-Sheng Chen Tounan, Taiwan Jean-Philippe Polizzi __ Aix-En-Provence, France
Sridharan Kannan Madras, India Biswadip Shome Lumding, India
Anand Veeraraghavan Lakshmikumaran Manmohan Srikrishna Bangalore, India
Madras, India Murali Swaminathan Vijayawada, India
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES
Ralsa Patrick Durham Jacksonboro Gerald Lee Stuckey, Jr. Moncks Comer
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Colmore Silas Christian .. Dominica, West Indies
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Forest Resources
James Coleman Grafton III Midlothian, Va.
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management
Ute Jamrozy Petersdorf-Fehmarn, Germany
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MASTER OF ARTS
English
O'Nell Buford Burton III Camden Evelyn Crane King Constableville, N. Y.
Stephen Mark Davis Clemson John Brewton Padgett Hampton
David Russell Graves Weston, Ct. Mary Anna Wood Whitmire Seneca
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Nursing
Carolyn Holllday Hickman Manning Janie Bisplinghoff King Anderson
Kathie Oglesby Jones Anderson Nora Mae Woolwine Wisham Asheville, N. C.
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Chemistry
Samuel John Eaddy Jesup, Ga. Ton! Michelle Phillips Greenwood
Computer Science
Paul Franklin Anderson Florence Claude Evan Foster III Forest City, N. C.
Lokender Bommisetty Hyderabad, India Frederick Calvin Harris, Jr. San Jose, Ca.
Nathan Allen Buchheit St. Ann, Mo. Kathryn Jonnelle Hayden Orangeburg
Bapiraju Buddhavarapu Madras, India James Andrew Johnson Augusta, Ga.
Jeffrey Neal Camp Atlanta, Ga. Mark Warren Rice . Columbia
UJiwal Chakraborty Ciemson Arup Sinha New Delhi, India
Nilaya Deep Patna. India John Kai Yul Sun Tainan, Taiwan
Narendra Anantrao Deshpande Po-Kuan Sung Talchung, Taiwan
Bangalore, Karnataka John Lee Wood Ciemson
Scott Vincent Fichter Lacey's Spring, Ala. Read Amjad Yacu Greenville
Mathematical Sciancaa
Toppur Natarajan Badrl Ciemson Pamela Kay Turner Minneapolis, Minn.
Moitri D. Sarker Atlanta, Ga. Ernest Allen Walker Kittanning, Pa.
Physica
Sanjay Guha N. Delhi, India Carl Henry Rourk III Charleston
Zoology
Edwin Wilson Edmondson Seneca
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BACHELORS' DEGREES CONFERRED DECEMBER 19, 1991
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Wesley Maurice Fogle Orangeburg Christopher John Watson Beaufort
Lisa Anne Hanks Simpsonville
Agricultural Education
Ronald Lavell Hedden Mountain Rest
Agricultural Mechanization and Business
Henry David Gunter II Pelion John Joseph Matkovich III Jamestown
Jeffrey Scot Hall Batesburg
Agronomy
Malcolm Todd Lowe Honea Path
Animal Industries
Joan Ann Cadwallader Simpsonville Bobby Leonard Long, Jr. Anderson
Jeffrey Donald Cromer Anderson 'Steven Todd Reeves Seneca
Cammie Rae Dixon McBee
Aquacuiture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology
Marjorie Peyton Bruner Columbia Thomas Gibson Gaylord Pendleton
*Neal Byron Croll Harvard, Mass. James Mark Satterfield Honea Path
Richard Jack Freeman Westminster William Eric Ward Camden
Entomology
Sean Christopher Foley Savannah, Ga.
Food Science
Tamara Anne Havnaer Tega Cay Suzanne Riche Murphy Garden City, N. Y.
Lori Denise Holland Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. *Joy Ellen Pearson Seaford, Del.
***Erin Colleen McAllister Dunwoody, Ga.
Horticulture
Andrew Lowe Billett York, Pa. Mark Hughes Taylor III Columbia
Robert Anthony Brown Bethune Mark Tyma Rock Hill
Packaging Science
Christopher Joseph Sinclair Moore James Cannon Wallace Mauldln
Pre-Professional Studies
Edward Lafayette Chandler III _^ _ Greenville
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Design
•Kevin Thomas Brady Sumter Cristina Adelaide Schultz Charleston
Julie Elizabeth Moss Loveland, Ohio
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Construction Science and Management
Brian Scott Austin Vinton, Va. Kenneth Stewart Leltch Annapolis, Md.
Christopher William Black Atlanta, Ga. Jon William Thomas Kingsport, Tenn.
Kenneth McAllister Faig Pennington, N. J. Robert Mack Watson, Jr. Johns Island
Dennis Eric Hopf Stone Mountain, Ga. Glen Larry Williamson Vidalia, Ga.
Zena L. Kasir Greenville
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William Jared Coffin Ridgefield, Ct.
Courtney Theodore Rattray Furman ._. Due West
•Michael Richard Goitz Miami. Fla.
Rhonda LaRae Harmon Simpsonville
Maria Ansley Hester Hilton Head Island
William Todd Jeffcoat West Columbia
David Gregory Jones Easley
Michael Thomas Kissam Carlsbad, Ca.
Vernon Charles Manuel III Easton, Md.
Tracey L. McGee Dallas, Texas
Matthew Gus Panzer Severna Park, Md.
Christopher Lewis Pewterbaugh Boothwyn, Pa.
Carolyn Tempel Oakton, Va.
Leila Zejnilovic Bania Luka, Yugoslavia
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
RYAN CUSTER AMACHER, Dean
Thomas James Loar
Bryan Christopher Morgan
Kimberley Underwood Moultrie _-.
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Economic*
.. Greenville Robert Sean Rooney
Easley Kristen Anne Salt ..
Spartanburg
St. Charles, III.
Dearborn, Mich.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Accounting
John Thomas Berry, Jr. Greenville
Marc Bieryta
_ Greenville
•Joseph Robert Bobek Vienna, Va.
Bradley Moser Boiick Eaton. Ohio
DeChane Lee Cameron La Grange, Ga.
Rhonda Lynne Candler Union
f Carol Suzanne Chamberlain .. Red Bank, N. J.
Heather Lynn Clipson Cincinnati, Ohio
Margaret Jane Deus San Francisco, Ca.
t'Dustin James Doctor Anderson
Bartley Todd Grooms Greenville
Joanne Lynn Herko Boca Raton, Fla.
Kathleen E. Horn Medford, N. Y.
Bradley Allen Ingram Greenville
"•Christine Elizabeth Jackson Greenville
Laurie Ann King North Myrtle Beach
Ernest Miguel Lamar Charleston
Ellen Lindblom Hilton Head
Stephanie Dawn Little Columbia
Roshan Suresh Londhe Orangeburg
Vanessa Rebecca McCall Anderson
Gavin Nelson McLeod Charleston
Larry Wayne Merritt Greer
Tracy Lynn Moore Waihalla
Kevin Hugh Riser Mauldin
Nancy Lynn Roberta Anderson
Eva Renee Rogers Easley
•Paul A. Rundzieher Belmar, N. J.
Jon Benjamin Schmoyer Stuart, Fla.
Kevin Michael Shea Virginia Beach, Va.
Rhonda Elaine Tate Bessemer City, N. C.
••Michelle Ann Taylor Taylors
Kathy Lynn Thomas Iva
Kerry Kenneth Wood, Jr. Inman
Economlct
Larry Adams, Jr. Grover
Mary Elizabeth Buddin Columbia
Stephanie J. Couch Greer
•Daniel Ray Lennon Clemson
Thomas Preston McMeekIn Columbia
Thomas Edmund Philipp Vienna. Va.
Financial
Sammie Brian Atkins Spartanburg
•Jolinda Lea Ballenger Taylors
John Martin Boatwright III Fort Mill
Whitney Ann Bowman Pittsburgh, Pa.
Craig Thomas Brown Ithaca, N. Y.
Bradley Clark Canaday St. George
James Todd Carter Easley
Margaret Shelley Carter Spartanburg
Douglas B. Chappell Easley
Cheryl Jeannine Compton Spartanburg
George J. Connors Sparta. N. J.
Jonathan Jackson Davis Wyckoff, N. J.
John Francis Demo West Hartford, Ct.
John Hoover Diaz Simpsonville
William Charles Robertson, Jr. Greenville
•David Kurt Rosenberger
West Des Moines. Iowa
Daniel Lawrence Sweeney, Jr. Varnville
Donald Clay Thomas Greenville
Management
Jacqueline M. Dietz Middletown, N. J.
Stephan John Dolling Westfield, N. J.
Jeffery William Faile Hendersonville, Tenn.
Trenace Gamble Lake City
Michael Louis Grainger
,
Charleston
Wallace Dupre Gregory, Jr. Inman
Darren Ray Hall Anderson
Christopher Lee Hanna West Islip, N. Y.
Jeffrey Carl Harris Greenville
Jeffrey Scott Heintz Anderson
Kenneth Joseph Hickman Charleston
Steven Roger Klask Cincinnati, Ohio
Barry Howard Landreth ___ Hendersonville, N. C.
Russell Thomas Lyon II Calhoun Falls
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Financial
Susan Leigh McGuirt Ridgeway
Nicole Marie Miltsch Greenville
•Kevin Scott Nagel Annandale, N. J.
t'Anne Elizabeth Nauful Columbia
Devon Elizabeth Necker Inman
Christopher Vinson Ogle Virginia Beach, Va.
Patrick Russell O'Grady __ Westlake Village, Ca.
Marius Sherwood Payne Beaufort
James Matthew Perry Martinsville, Va.
Brian Carl Podmenik Mt. Pleasant
Barrett Owen Poppler Greer
Talbert Earl Poston Conway
Kathryn Eleanor Price Abbeville
Chris Michael Reilly Monmouth Beach, N. J.
(continued)
Thomas Stephen Santora Dunwoody, Ga.
John Lewis Seabrook III Salisbury, N. C.
Pollyana Santillan Sebastian Columbia
Holly Catherine Sinton Salisbury, Mass.
John Charles Strassel III Greensboro, N. C.
Andrew Beauregard Thomas Charleston
Daniel Lewis Thurman Concord, Mass.
Todd Stephen Tillotson Summerville
Mary Jane Merritt Tobin Charlotte, N. C.
Jack Wilson Tribble III Greenwood
Robert Bentley Uriock Arnold, Md.
Dennis Russell Williams II Inman
Brett Layne Wilson Hummelstown, Pa.
Brian Richard Yount Hartsville
Industriai Management
Patrick Shane Barry Florence
Toby Edward Bedenbaugh Prosperity
David Paul Brown Bethlehem, Pa.
Douglas Maxwell Brown Florence
Yolanda Denise Gant Windsor, Ct.
Page George Godwin ill Lake City
Harold Leonard Huffman, Jr. Greenville
Scott Martin Leonard Greenville
Frank Bowman Lewis, Jr. Washington, N. C.
Daniel Patrick McCoy Columbia
William Robert Miller Summerville
Anthony Larry Nelson Simpsonville
Joe Don Reynolds Gaffney
Michael Anthony Walters Seneca
IManagement
John Quincy Adams IV Charleston
Melissa Lynn Baker Westminster
Douglas Todd Beach Hanahan
Mohamed Hassan Behery Clemson
Huey Giles Bullock Greenville
Randolph E. Butler Clinton
Jess Charles Gary Ithaca, N. Y.
John Walker Gate Columbia
Brian Patrick Cavin Spartanburg
Michael Dennis Coakley Arlington, Va.
Tyler Loyd Curd Sparta, N. J.
Stuart Reid Davis Barnwell
Rebecca Leigh Deahi Inman
Roger Marion Dillard Anderson
Kimberly Margaret Ellison Anderson
Tracey Lynne Evans Irmo
Regina Carol Ferguson Pickens
Patrick Ames Foley Richmond, Va.
••Lisa Monique Fowler Liberty
Duane Edward Gabbard Anderson
Jeff Alan Godfrey Parkersburg, W. Va.
Michael Lance Gore Daytona Beach, Fla.
William Harold Gray, Jr. Allendale
James Edward Greco Atlanta, Ga.
Stacey Little Grooms Anderson
••Dorothy Jean Hadlock Greenville
t*^Susan Adele Harrington Columbia
Robin Michelle Heatherly Spartanburg
Edward Lamar Holcombe, Jr. Greenville
Jay Alan Holder Greer
James Morgan Holloway Hanahan
John James Hood III Roanoke, Va.
Wendy Shores Hulick Kennett Square, Pa.
Charles Wayne Hunter Greenwood
James Anthony Jendraszek Myrtle Beach
Jill Ann Jones Anderson
Eric Johnathon Juhl Barrington, III.
Janice JoAnn Jurecek Seneca
John Robert Karby Columbia
Glenn Joseph Kolofske Atlanta, Ga.
Lih-Hauh Lin Mt. Pleasant
Brian Mark Marett Anderson
Michael Lawrence Martini Lexington, Ky.
Deborah Ann Mason St. Matthews
Patrick David McGrath Virginia Beach, Va.
Brian DeCarlos McKie Columbia
Holly Ann Merchant Beaufort
Daniel Scott Moore Anderson
f^Elaine Susanne Mueller Belleville, III.
Nettles Albertus Myers III Camden
Jennifer Jill Ogg Dayton, Ohio
Angela M. Pearson Walhalla
Robert Lee Peeler Gaffney
William Jasper Peeler Gaffney
Joel Anthony Pellicci, Jr. Myrtle Beach
Miguel Jose Pereyo North Augusta
John Jeffrey Phillips Greenville
Jeffrey Robert Porter Aiken
Julie Ann Price Hartsville
Michael Jason Reese Freehold, N. J.
Rudy Van Rowell Pamplico
•Theresa Eleanor Runge Tallahassee, Fla.
Vincent Placide Ryan Gaithersburg. Md.
David Edward Sayer Starr
Clifton William Schmitt Taylors
Douglas Harlan Smith Brick, N. J.
Rodney Allan Taylor Ridgeway
Sean Bertram Waters Calhoun Falls
Michael Edward Watson Anderson
Alfred Langley White III Greenwood
Nancy Elaine Wicker Pomaria
Jay MacKinnon Williams Fairfax Station, Va.
Sharon Denise Wooten Anderson
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Marketing
Lynn Ellen Bauer Hilton Head Island
Joel Andrew Bishop Greenville
Jennifer Lynn Burl Bedford, N. H.
Tanya Michelle Burrell Greenville
Jocelyn SueCastellion Oxford. N. Y.
Matthew Clarke Christian ___ Huntersville. N. C.
Michael Thomas Coggins Jacksonville, Fla.
Lisa Elaine Coker Greenville
Benjamin David Collins Clemson
Jason Wade Cooksey Jacksonville, Fla.
•Kristin Joy Crosiey Dunwoody, Ga.
Tracey Lynn Davis Landenberg, Pa.
Victoria Ann DeSanctis _.. Stone Mountain, Ga.
Kristine Elise Domurat Atlanta, Ga.
David John Dondero Duluth, Minn.
Susan Noel Duncan Walhalla
•"Shelley Lynn Dupre Seaford, Del.
Wilbur Kenneth Enos III Fairmont, W. Va.
Patricia Elizabeth Fudge Spartanburg
James Bryan Fuller Columbia
Mark Anthony Gaeta LIncroft, N. J.
MaryBeth Harcarufka Tecumseh, Ontario
Richard Edward Harden Columbia
Sonja Lynn Hawkins Powdersville
Teresa Lynn Hillhouse Anderson
Eric Wayne Holmes West Union
John Michael Lee Carbondale, III.
Michael Harold LInskey Myrtle Beach
Jill Dionne Mason Moncks Corner
Patrick Warden Mason Hilton Head Island
Scott Halliday McNeill Seneca
Scott Charles McSparran Pittsburgh, Pa.
••Michele Marie Mellor Omaha, Nebr.
t**James Melvin Miles, Jr. Greenville
Melissa Dawn Mitchell Fort Mill
Krista Elizabeth O'Keefe Columbia
David Caldwell Parks Mt. Pleasant
Carlos Eduardo Perez San Jose, Costa Rica
Heather Olivia Phillips
Princeton Junction, N. J.
Stephen Christopher Roy Tampa, Fla.
Julie Ann Schlosser Hilton Head
Amy Elizabeth Shugart Fort Mill
Frederick Richard Thoennes Greenville
Shannon Alan Thomason Greenville
Kimberly Renee Thompson Spartanburg
Cheri Marie Townes Anderson
Gina Renee Turbeville PInopolis
David Anthony VIvona Colts Neck, N. J.
Kevin Benjamin Watford Lamar
Julianne Jordan Weil Isle of Palms
James David Whorton Spartanburg
•Alfred Frederick Wich Indianapolis, Ind.
Ronald Jeffrey Wilson Iva
Textile Chemistry
James Scott Adams Simpsonvllle Timothy Russell Huff Liberty
Textile Management
Irfan Ahmed Karachi, Pakistan
Jamelle LaKrIste Heyward Charleston
Anthony Neil Hipp Anderson
John Reid Kincaid Greer
Tanya Hope Poston Johnsonvllle
Ellinor Catharine Preston Midland, Texas
•Eric Joseph Slavin Givhans
Kristy King Southerland Anderson
Anne-Marie Walser Broomall, Pa.
Margaret Jean Watters Sparta, N. J.
Textile Science
Nicolas DeGrelft Medellin, Colombia Russell Michael Lee Easley
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
GORDON WALTER GRAY. Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Early Childhood Education
Debra Anne Bolt Danville, Va. Laura Ann Lukaweckl Seneca
•Vickie Lynn Carey Starr Jennifer Christine Monroe Spartanburg
•Kelly Faith Clark Easley Eleanor Suzanne Murphy Edgefield
Jean Amanda Karo Port Washington, N. Y. Lance Jones Porter Six Mile
Lynda Gayle Laircey Augusta, Ga. Tomiko Tarnise Smalls McCormIck
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Elementary Education
**Carol Ann Ashworth Central
Dawn Renee Baggett Moncks Corner
Steven Monroe Barton Anderson
Wendy Rogers Blake Glouchester, Va.
*Cynthia Lynn Blanchard Aiken
Stacey Leigh Bondurant Virginia Beach, Va.
**Cynthia D'Andrea Burrell Greenville
•Daniel Patrick Coughenour Anderson
Donna Lynn DeFoor Westminster
•Susan Colvln Forrest Columbia
••Deborah Anne Fowler West Pelzer
Margie Anita Grant Walterboro
Wendy Elizabeth Green Greenville
Amanda Hope Hays Spartanburg
Lauren Lea Hendricks Central
••Miriam Gwen Holden Anderson
Tammy Doreen Huthmacher Bonneau
Kate Margaret Knox Tallahassee, Fla.
Julie Ann Link Melbourne, Fla.
Andrea Michelle Logan Greer
Julia DeAnna Lynch Seneca
••Lara Kristen McKinney Piedmont
Wanda Lindsay Medlin Honea Path
Mary Elizabeth Obney Alliance, Ohio
Laurie Ann Polansky New Providence, N. J.
Sherry Beth Rogers Salem
Sharon Paige Senn Newberry
••Terri Mischelle Wheeler Easley
••Mahaley Lorene Windham Easley
Secondary Education
Susan Lyn Ayres Katonah, N. Y.
•Tonya Dukes Byrd Turbeville
Nancy Eileen Chaplin Hartsville
Caroline Louise Cornelius Midland, Mich.
Holly Elizabeth Dellinger _ Kings Mountain, N. C.
Ashley Paige Holt Liberty
Kristen Roberta Kuehne Marietta, Ga.
Donald Scott Lawson Union
Alisa Ann Levitt Jacksonville, Fla.
Jennifer R. Lewis Boca Raton, Fla.
Frank Hunt Mayfield Anderson
•Sabrina Buchanan McCall Piedmont
Hallie Shieder Grover
Rebekah Ann Shivers Pickens
•Christina Lorraine Sulzen Barnwell
•••Rebekah Laena Talmadge __- Asheville, N. C.
Alan Michael Trusky Seneca
•Kevin Lee Turner Westminster
Dawn Hope Wilson Charleston
SherrI Allison Young Williamston
Special Education
•Julia Lynne Vaughn Clemson
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Graphic Communications
Ashley James Abbott New Orleans, La.
Craig Coleman Baum Hampton, Ga.
Joyce Christine Blackstock Greenville
LeighAnn Rene Fisher Kingsport, Tenn.
Elizabeth Pobre Garcia Charleston
Nancy Pamela Hull Greenwood
John Jay Jacobs Penhook, Va.
fMonica Suzanne Jolley Chesnee
Marie Lillian Mullikin Brunswick. Ga.
Leslie Ellen Rivers Union
Alec Andrew Wallace Gastonia, N. C.
Industrial Education
Colby Todd Brown Baconton, Ga. Elizabeth Anne Johnson Camden
Wanda Lyn Cheek Barnwell Otis Moore, Jr. Augusta, Ga.
Shelley Christina Fox Prosperity Courtney Marie Ratcliffe Sag Harbor, N. Y.
Science Teaching
Regina Faye Barwick Pinewood William Duke Lee Westminster
Shelia Elizabeth Burgess Lancaster Myra Dawn Page Greenville
Sharon Leigh Forbes Summerville •Robert Charles Stewart Cocoa, Fla.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
JOSEPH CHARLES JENNETT. Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ceramic Engineering
Stephen Luke Anderson Towson, Md.
Richard Trent Bates Liberty
Nancy Beth Bolger Seneca
Andrew Choberka Spartanburg
Christopher Alan Coker Georgetown
Judith Katherine Hill Greer
f •Robert Dallas James Anderson
Steven Paul Jones North Olmsted, Ohio
Thomas Arno Muench, Jr. N. Haledon, N. J.
James Louis Piller Mauldin
Christopher Patrick Schneider Arnold, Md.
•Mark Alan Stoerker Pittsburgh, Pa.
Garett Garner Voecks Omaha, Nebr.
Curtis Lee Yourklevitz Greenville
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Chemical Engineering
Kevin Warren Kasch Spartanburg Thomas Albert Ryan
Alan Christopher Ridgeway .. Lawrenceville, Ga.
Marietta, Ga.
Civil
Jeremy Aartun Pickens
James Christopher Ammons Spartanburg
Troy Anthony Began Rocl< Hill
Jacques LaRue Bryant Moncks Corner
Michael Joseph Cain Neptune Beach, Fla.
Andral Wylie Caldwell Lexington
Darryl Courtney Caldwell Manning
Toneq Marcia Collins Charleston
Donald Jack Cribb, Jr. Moncks Corner
William Brian Drummond Greenville
John Kanter Durkee Rock Hill
John Allen Dyches _ Barnwell
Wanjulia Richelle Ezeklel Darlington
Toby Dean Feaster Chester
Thomas Marion Pitts, Jr. Columbia
•David Dean Galloway LakeToxaway, N. C.
Larry Stafford Gibson. Jr Lancaster
Jill Denise Gilstrap Raleigh. N. C.
Craig Frederick Hamm Columbia
Steven Bradley Hendrix Fountain Inn
Frederick Paul Howland III
Ft. Leavenworth. Kansas
Engineering
Jonathan Michael Hugg Cayce
Robert George Intille Satellite Beach, Fla.
Michael Murray Kamis Columbia
••Frances Leola Keels BIythewood
D. Mack Kelly. Jr. Liberty
James Walter Kendall, Jr. New Castle, Pa.
Andrew Todd Leaphart .__ Leesville
Sean Philip LeRoy Beaufort
Louis Lavon Mitchell Charleston
Anthony Scott Roberts Greenville
Steven Alexander Robertson Simpsonville
Edward E. Rowell Haddonfield. N. J.
Frederik Alexander Ruinen Suffern. N. Y.
•David Steven Smith Severna Park, Md.
James Michael Sullivan Lexington, Ky.
Stephen John Sywy Birmingham, Ala.
Brent Ashley Terry North Augusta
Andrew Scott Vane New Providence, N. J.
Katrine Diedra Washington Ravenel
Joseph Michael White Savannah, Ga.
Jacqueline Renee Wilson Horatio
fDavid Earle Wolfe Charlotte, N. C.
Computer Engineering
Tien Due Chu ___ Clemson Chris J. Pappas Easley
James Stover Davis Memphis, Tenn. Jeffrey Allen Spells Orangeburg
Holly Sue Martin Pickens Crystal Yvonne Strickland Anderson
Scott Malloy Morris Liberty
Electrical
••Kevin Patrick Anchor Augusta, Ga.
James A. Armstrong Fountain Inn
Alan Clark Batten Columbia
David Russell Bowen Easley
Michael Lee Brandt Williamston
Jeffrey P. Broomfield Summerville
t*Derrick Spencer Brown Elloree
Stephen Michael Camacho Charleston
Wendy P. Coleman Latta
Eric Bernard Dargan Sumter
James Ryan Davis Schenectady, N. Y.
Ronald David DeBerry Myrtle Beach
Todd Presley Dowdle Madison, N. C.
David Scott Ellis Marion
Kevin Graham Free St. Augustine, Fla.
Edward Lee Garvin Greenville
Daniel Patrick Gauch Spartanburg
William Reppert Glover Anderson
Charles Morris Handley Melbourne, Fla.
James Howard Los Angeles, Ca.
••James Price Howard Simpsonville
David Paul Jacky Anderson
Christopher Thomas Jones Easley
James Michael Knouff Coral Springs, Fla.
Engineering
Daniel Joseph Luke LaFayette, N. Y.
Christopher Shannon Mathis Spartanburg
••Elizabeth Ashley McTeer Radford, Va.
Daniel James Page Lake Summerset, III.
•Ammon Henry Palmer Greenville
Marshall Ashley Paulk III Hahira, Ga.
William Dunn Pitman New Wilmington, Pa.
Donna Denise Polndexter Columbus, Ga.
•Elizabeth Elaine Preiss Stone Mountain, Ga.
Ralph Bert Salzmann North Augusta
•Lynna Marie Setzer Forest City, N. C.
Donna Debra Shipton Sumter
Ray Lamar Simpson Orangeburg
James T. Staley Greenwood
Billy Russell Stanfill, Jr. Greenwood
•Daniel Charles Stanzione, Jr.
Middletown, N. J.
Scott Darren Swain Greenwood
Roddell Preston Traxler Charleston
Cedric Welch Accokeek, Md.
•William Warren Whitfield Saluda
Daniel Wayne Wingard Hartsville
••Thomas Earl Wren II Charlotte, N. C.
Russell Dauterman Young Orangeburg
Engineering Analysis
Albert Glenn Howie Greenville Jon Cabot Luby Bedford, N. H.
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Industrial Engineering
David Jefferson Ackley Cincinnati, Ohio
•Juliette Kelley Atitins Ocaia, Fla.
Marl< Adam Cassol Blacksburg, Va.
Curtis Clay Crites W. Chester, Pa.
Jeffrey Todd English Corning, N. Y.
Mickey Alan Fortner Clinton, N. C.
•Kelley Sue Kemmerer Boca Raton, Fla.
Karl Eugene Kreger Simpsonville
Mechanical
David P. Bolton Greenwood
•Brooke Scott Bowen Longwood, Fla.
James Logwood Broome Greenville
Troy Brent Callahan Easiey
Nikolaas Hubert Carpentier Pendleton
Robert Livingston Craft Anderson
Herman Lane Crooks III Barnwell
••Joseph Howard Davis Horse Shoe, N. C.
John M. DiCicco Newington, Ct.
Carl Ray Driver Columbia
David Ashley Free Bamberg
Dexter Maurice Gatson Winnsboro
t*Thomas Clifton Gruber, Jr.
Blowing Rock, N. C.
Samuel Morgan Hancock Midlothian, Va.
Stephen Todd Hargett Aiken
John Robert Harrison Taylors
Frederick John Hartwig Piedmont
Robert Max Hester Greenville
Larry Lothar Hofmann Hilton Head
Brian Keith Justice St. Petersburg, Fla.
••Jeffrey Alan Kandel North Canton, Ohio
Igor D'Angelo Kappel Aruba, West Indies
Andrew Mark Kee Virginia Beach, Va.
Shari Lynn Keller Greenville
•Mary Angelyn McCanless Orlando, Fla.
William Brooks Owens III
Hendersonville, N. C.
••Daniel Jay Sauder Pettisville, Ohio
Kenneth Wayne Strickland __ Lawrenceville, Ga.
Timothy Wayne Thomas Greenville
Thomas Edward Young Clemson
Engineering
Loren Kenneth Lanter Swannanoa, N. C.
Timothy Michael Lewis Charlotte, N. C.
Steven Todd Lineberger Greer
t^Jon David Malsam Woodruff
Gregory St. Clair Massey Aiken
t^**Richard Jeffrey McMullan Cornelia, Ga.
William Andrew Murray Greenville
Carey Roxanne Bass Nagle McBee
Symantha Crachelle Newman Central
Gregory James Page Greenville
Brett Norris Pope Seneca
Stefan Curtis Roosa Houston, Texas
Robert Glen Rosenzweig Indialantic, Fla.
Shane Alexander Rowland Charleston
Stephen Christopher Sansbury Conway
t^^^Carlos Roberto Saz Madrid, Spain
David Andrew Schmid Mauldin
••Michael James Schreiber Buffalo, N. Y.
Steven Paul Spears Richmond, Va.
t^'James Daniel Townsend Rock Hill
t'^BenJamin Baker Wagner Newberry
Michael Cecil Wannamaker Swansea
Jerry Wade Wilson, Jr. Mauldin
David James Winsness Schenectady, N. Y.
Pre-Profetiional Studies
John Hamrick Hollingsworth Greenwood
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Forest Products
Todd Alexander Sanford Cordova
Parks, Recreation,
Eugene Craig Beard Conroe, Texas
Julia Suzanne Becknell Charleston
James Clark Blaha Naperville, III.
Colby Edward Bryant Mt. Pleasant
Travis Moore Campbell Greer
Joseph Hiram Flesch Fairfax, Va.
Thomas Lee Gardner Fairfax, Va.
Laura Ann Giorgio Aurora, Co.
Elyse Danielle Goldstein Charleston
Rayna Merry Griffing GIbsonia, Pa.
Daniel Sean Haddy Spartanburg
•Mark Elliot Harmon Chesterfield
Steven Russell Heard Anderson
Robert Brian Hilscher Columbia
Tourism Management
Paula Gayle Markin Manassas, Va.
t'Heather Kristine Matson Cranbury, N. J.
Emily Elizabeth Mayfleld Anderson
Temple Susan Outlaw Pickens
James Anthony Owens Columbia
Jean Kay Partridge Iva
Andrea Susan Pricer Oakwood, III.
Sarah Louise Roberson Joanna
Bridget Jean Ryan ___ Spring Lake Heights, N. J.
Donald Ray Shuman, Jr. Colonial Beach, Va.
Donna Lindley Smith Newberry
Foster Bradley Wardlaw III Clemson
James Claudius Wesson IV Myrtle Beach
Lori Danielle Whitlow Anderson
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English
Lesli Maria Bazen Florence
Ted Allison Collins Johnson City, Tenn.
•Celeste Putman Davis Greenville
Jeffrey Lee Davis Clemson
Dean Clayton Eng
_ Irmo
Leigh Heyw^ard Gignilliat Columbia
Sean Jason Glassberg Nesconset, N. Y.
Lorna Christina Hinson Spartanburg
Elissa Ferrell Norton Kingstree
••Melissa Doreen Johnston _._ Kingsport, Tenn.
William Philip Kennedy, Jr. Hartsvllle
••Anne Marie Schmidt Walhalla
Cameron Shepard Stewart Monroe, N. C.
Mark Joseph Taylor Lexington, Ky.
•Marit Douglas Waggoner Columbia
Jennifer Marie Yurkanin Frankfort, III.
Susan Lee Dunkelberg
••Arthur Carl Holbrooks
History
Springfield, Va. Ricardo Rodriguez Reyes
Westminster
Anderson
Language and International Trad*
Jennifer Lynn Amato Greenville
Frankie Bowen Beacham _ .. Virginia Beach, Va.
Laurie Sue Browning Westernport, Md.
Beth Ann Burkhardt Greenville
Rachel Germaine Chapman Hartsville
Catherine Jeanne Clausen Cranford, N. J.
Daniel Alan DIBona ^ Chatham, N. J.
Ann Susan Gersna Matawan, N. J.
Elizabeth Leigh Holaday Alexandria, Va.
Karen Ann Klein Mt. Pleasant
Victoria Yick-Wah Lee Columbia
Casey Catherine Curran Maney _. Annapolis, Md.
Jose Alberto Medina Mollne, III.
Mark Edward Pifer Sliver Spring, Md.
•Carin Stewart Snyder ._ Altamonte Springs, Fla.
John Gregory Terry Clemson
Modern Languages
Kristine Nocht Hunnicutt Seneca Kathryn Ann McDonald Lugoff
Political Science
Andrea Jo Beacom _ Venice, Fla.
Benjamin Reeves Bennett Manalapan, Fla.
Mary Ann Boring Brooksville, Fla.
Monica Marie Brownlee . Iva
William Robert Bullock, Jr. Charleston
Sean Christopher Cook Clemson
Amy Gayle Dowdle Madison, N. C.
Julianne Minick Frazier . Newberry
James Woodrow Gillespie III __ Burlington, N. C.
Anita Centara Henderson Decatur, Ga.
Craig Charles Kling North Brunswick, N. J.
Christopher Eric Mann Easley
Brian A. Mehaflie Dayton, Ohio
Scott Aiken Moore Ft. Myers, Fla.
Sarah Elizabeth Penick Greenville
Colin Chadwick Puckhaber Anderson
Frederick H. Thimme Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J.
Donna Lynn Williams Britton's Neck
Psychology
Marc John Abbruzzese Laguna Beach, Ca.
Cindi S. Albin Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Timothy Ray Carroll Montville, N. J.
Stephanie Renee Dangerfield Moncks Corner
Julie Anjanette Davis Columbia
Kay Frances Ford Winnsboro
Tina Marie Frazier Easley
•••Treena Lynn Gillespie Brevard, N. C.
Anne Marie Henderson Greenville
Holly Beth Hyams Clemson
•Steven Anthony lacono Sumter
Michele Marie Kerbow Clemson
Thomas James Loar Greenville
Lisa Nicole McMahan Greenville
Darrin Antonio Moore Charleston
Kimberly Marie O'Keefe Houston, Texas
Shawn David Parker Dunwoody, Ga.
Laurie Allyson Simpson Norcross, Ga.
Laura Christine Smith Charleston
Scott John Bliss Stier Apollo Beach, Fla.
Bonnie Jean Winn Pensacola, Fla.
Sociology
Chester Dermid Davis Sarasota, Fla. Lisa Ayne Kertesz Bernardsville, N. J.
Shanna Marie Evans Jonesville Jennifer Gary Sherer Chapin
Katherine Nealy Holder Six Mile
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DOUBLE MAJOR
Economics and Political Scianca
Benjamin James Madden Rock Hill
English and Franch
***Brlan Gregory Powell Clemson
History and Psychology
Scott Nelson Schneider New Vernon, N. J.
COLLEGE OF NURSING
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS. Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Nursing
Sue Sawyer Condon Six Mile Michelle LaDonna Kelley Greenville
David Enoch Cothran, Jr. Anderson Melanie Paige Lee Spartanburg
Sonya Lee Cothran Belton 'Sandra Whitfield Lowe Seneca
Amy Susanne Foy Columbia Kirsten Janet Ortolf Bridgeton, N. J.
Elizabeth Ruth Hanna Lawrencevllle, Ga. Pamela Kay Perrin Columbia
Sally Kate Jenkins Lexington, Ky. Brenda Lynne Roberts LIbertyviile, III.
Michelle Pruitt Jones Anderson Caria Margarita Sullivan Atlanta, Ga.
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Biological Sclancss
Michelle Theresa Blackweil _ Virginia Beach, Va. Brian Michael Hamer Pompton Lakes, N. J.
Qaology
Allen Dean McElroy Albuquerque, N. M.
Mathematical Sciences
Michael James Dowhy Gary, N. C. Kristine Nocht Hunnicutt Seneca
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Biochemistry
Joel Thomas Corbett Camden Kelii Friddle Honea Path
Biological Sclancas
Brent Paul Mahoney Clemson 'Michael Scott Schmidt Aiken
William Frank Maruilo Clemson John Gragg Sheiton Anchorage, Alaska
Michael Brian Moss Fountain Inn Angela Gentry Swaney Pendleton
Matthew Tran Payne Morrow, Ohio Catherine Jane Wright Indianapolis, Ind.
fAllce Kay Pilgrim Pendleton David Scott Wunschel Carroll, Iowa
David H. Salisbury Wesley Hills, N. Y.
Chemistry
David Craig Cooper Conyers, Ga. Matthew Richard Nelson North Augusta
Jamie Shane Johnson Johnsonville "Qiheng James Shen Greer
Computer Information Systems
Kenneth Bradley Bean Macedon, N. Y. **Carole Ann Slagh Central
David Michael FInley Laurens t* 'Cynthia Carole Tackett KIngsport, Tenn.
Sandy Fulmer Charleston Tonya Denise White Norwalk, Ct.
Matthew Leonard Hopkins Sumter Scott William Young Walterboro
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Computer Science
Daniel Joseph Codespoti, Jr. Chesnee Mark Kenneth Metze Edgefield
Rodney Eric Cummings RIdgeville Gary Ruehl Mohr Seneca
•*P. Suzanne Ethier Spartanburg Judith Suzanne Ralston Kingsport, Tenn.
'"Charles Robert Geib Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Truman David Roper, Jr. Garner, N. C.
Scott C. Hammei Sojourn, Ala. Ted Eldon Rousey Anderson
Scott Douglas Killen Charleston "Darren Shay Seigler Round
Robert Scott McAlister Asheboro, N. C.
Mathematlcel Science*
Kathleen Paige Munsey Raleigh, N. C. Chrlsti Lee Roberts Centrevlile, Va.
Joseph Spencer Richardson Charleston
Medical Technology
Llla Elizabeth Lindler Newberry
Microbiology
Chae Yong Che Columbia Polly Marie Mitchlner Wast Columbia
Amanda Gail Larson Columbia Margaret Mae Peden Pelzar
Julie Lucynda Liddle Barnwell Wendy Maureen Smalls Vance
Physics
t"Adrian Glenn Jones Great Falls Stephen Franklin Roberts Greenville
Paul Andrew Jones, Jr. Bowman
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69
"Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89
"Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00
tSenior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to
twelve credits of honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department.
They have maintained a minimum GPR overall of 3.40. They appear In the line of march with an
honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon.
HONORARYDEGREES CONFERRED DECEMBER 19, 1991
DOCTOR OF LAWS I
Mack C. Branham, Jr Columbia, SC
W. David Maxwell Clemson, SC
Frank H. T. Rhodes Ithica, NY
{
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PassTail Option, 40
Philosophy, 59, 146, 321
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Physical Sciences, 123
Phy8ic8,59, 155, 168,323
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Plant Pathology, 86, 328
Plant Physiology, 329
Pobtieal Science, 59, 115, 146, 329
Poet-baccalaureate, 24
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President, University, 6
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER WITH AN
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
Clemson University, in compliance with Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as amended. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and Sections 503 and
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, religion, sex, or handicap in any of its policies, procedures, or
practices; nor does the University, in compliance with the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967, as amended, and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans
Readjustment Act of 1974, discriminate against any employees or applicants for
employment on the basis of their age or because they are disabled veterans or vetersms
of the Vietnam era. Clemson University conducts its programs and activities
involving admission, access, treatment, employment, teaching, research, and public
service in a nondiscriminatory manner as prescribed by Federal laws and regulations.
In conformance with University policy and pursuant to Executive Order 11246, as
amended, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Section 402 of the Vietnam
Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974, Clemson University is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
Inquiries concerning the above may be addressed to the following: President, Clemson
University, Clemson, South Carolina 29634; Director, Office for Human Resources,
E-103 Martin Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29634; Director,
Office for Civil Rights, Department of Education, Washington, D.C. 20201.
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